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Abstract

L'exégèse des chapitres 26-29 du texte massorétique du livre de Jérémie fournit
une bonne base scripturaire pour poser des questions importantes autour du
problème de la vraie et fausse prophétie que nous identifions comme le thème
théologique majeur de ce bloc littéraire. En effet, parmi les textes bibliques qui
parlent aussi bien de confrontation prophétique que de discernement entre vraie
et fausse prophétie, Jr 26-29 - et particulièrement le « duel » entre Jérémie et
Hananie au chapitre 28 - est le locus classicus ou en tout cas la dramatisation
la plus éloquente de ce problème dans la Bible. Dans ce bloc de chapitres qui
nous occupe, nous identifions une séquence d'événements reliés narrativement
les uns aux autres. La méthodologie adoptée dans ce travail est narrative, avec
un intérêt non négligeable pour la théologie du texte. Nous avons mené cette
recherche avec l'intime conviction qu'un édifice théologique solide pourrait être
construit à p...
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General Introduction

' General Introduction

0.1 A Hermeneutic ofReading:

A Triad of Text, Reader and Interpreter

Even though jthis thesis is a research work in an Old Testament prophetic book, and not

principally an exercise in biblical hermeneutical principles, it will not be out of place

beginning this introduction with an appeal to two New Testament (Lukan) episodes that

throw some light on the hermeneutics of reading the Bible, which, however, encapsulate

the intent and major axes of the exercise we propose here. Nevertheless, each of the two

episodes has something to do with reading an Old Testament scroll, and each cites an Old

Testament text. As such both deal with the question of interpreting the Old Testament.

The first is a conversation between Jesus and a lawyer (Luke 10:25-28; cf. Matt. 22:34-

40; Mark 12:28-31). The lawyer puts Jesus to test and asks him what he must do to

inherit eternal life. The response Jesus gives is couched in two questions: "What is

written in the law? How do you read?" (Luke 10:26). The lawyer answers the first

question by citing some of the demands of the Covenant in the Pentateuch. In brief, you

must love your God whole-heartedly and love your neighbour as yourself (Luke 10:27;

cf. Deut. 6:5; Lev. 19:18). "You have answered well. Go and do likewise and live", Jesus

tells him. But to justify himself, the lawyer demands who his neighbour is, a question

Jesus answers by means of a story and analogy. The second is the encounter between

Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch (Acts 8:26-40). Behold an unnamed eunuch travelling

and reading a text of Isaiah (cf 53:7-8), and Philip, prompted by the Spirit to join him,

asks him a question that should remain paradigmatic in any reading exercise: "Do you

understand what you are reading"? This question meets an answer that hints to a failure

of the reading process and gives rise to a foundation to any hermeneutic exercise: "How

can I unless somebody guides me"?

Authors agree that the triad - the text (scroll), the reader and the interpreter - as is

exhibited in each of the two episodes above, forms the bestparadigm for reading the text

of the Bible. The interpreter must not necessarily be understood as a person. In principle,

it is the hermeneutical key. In the episode in Luke's gospel, the triad is clear: the lawyer
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is the reader, Jesus asks him of the text ("what is written in the law?") and the

hermeneutical key ("how do you read"?). In the Philip-eunuch encounter, the triad is no

less clear. Prior to the encounter, one among the three elements was lacking. There was

the text, the reader, but a correct hermeneutics was still lacking which would lead to a

comprehension of the text by the reader. The question by the eunuch, "How can I unless

somebody guides me" is very direct about this. Philip was to provide this missing link

because he possessed the hermeneutics of reading, a key which could unlock the text.

Philip belonged to a reading community which had imbued him with the correct

hermeneutics to unlock the knots of the text, and with that he could interpret the text to

his and to the Ethiopian's satisfaction.

Apart from the presence of the triad, there is another common element in these two

related episodes. After reading each of the episodes, the reader has the impression that the

goal of the intersection of the three elements was not just to produce a reading pleasure,

but was to effect a change on the reader. In the first episode from the Gospel of Luke, the

story shows that after the lawyer had enumerated some of the items in the covenantal

demands, Jesus demands him to go and do so and live (cf Luke 10:28). But from all

indication, because the lawyer answered only the first part of Jesus' question (question

about the text) and not the second (the approach to the text), a question which

interrogates the reading key, he seemed compelled to ask a further question, presented as

a desire to justify himself He needed to ask Jesus to provide the answer to the second

question, to provide him with a reading scheme, a framework. His question, "But who is

my neighbour" therefore becomes a demand for the correct hermeneutics to understand

the word "neighbour" in the answer he already provided to the first question by Jesus.

This led Jesus to relate to him the story of the Good Samaritan (cf Luke 10:29-37). After

the story, an exchange of question and answer led ultimately again to the introduction of

the aspect of persuasion aimed at change on the part of the reader: "Go and do like wise"

(Luke 10:37). In the episode of the Acts of the Apostles, Philip helped the reader (the

Ethiopian eunuch) to become a participant in the reading community sharing the same

hermeneutical key with him. The hermeneutics provided made such a sense to the
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Ethiopian eunuch that he was persuaded to demand for baptism. Reading leads to

understanding. Understanding leads therefore to action.

The research work we have set out to do could therefore be seen from the perspective of

the description above, in the interaction of the elements of the triad. In essence, we

engage in an exercise of reading a particular text (Jer. 26-29), equipped with a definite

interpretive key (the narrative method) and finally aimed at understanding and

discovering how the interaction between the readers (us), the text, through the perspective

of the chosen methodology speaks to the readers of today firom the theological standpoint.

0.2 Our Subject, Text and Scope

Many theses have been written on the book of Jeremiah. The book does not lack

commentaries and monographs on its different editions or versions, "books", chapters,

units, oracles, narratives, imageries, symbolisms, theologies, personages, even verses and

motifs. In fact, as the"longest and most tumultuous prophetic writing in theBible"', the

book of Jeremiah has attracted much attention, not necessarily because of its easy

readability, but because of the pressing challenges the text presents. It is not necessary

here enumerating the many aspects of the discussion that have made the book "an

intractable riddle"^, which will be partially the subject of our very first Chapter. But

largely, on the one hand, the scholarly community has racked brains to understand the

compositional history, the relationship between the various extant texts of the book, the

traceability of the historical prophet or the grounds for associating the words in the book

to the prophet or not, the explanation of the book's kindred nature with Deuteronomy,

and in the recent times, the understanding of feminist voices, the sociological and

ideological elements in the book, etc. On the other hand, the ecclesial and faith

community has seen in the figure of the prophet, and in the canonical form of the extant

text, a sort of covenantal charter, and has heard in the voice of the prophet, an invitation,

in the circumstances of today, to live the covenantal demands, and to engage

' STULMAN, Jeremiah (AOTC), Nashville, 2005, p. 1.

Â.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, in A.R.P. DIAMOND et al. (eds.), Troubling Jeremiah (JSO"^
Sheffield, 1999, p. 15-32, see p. 15.
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meaningfully in human affairs of today, taking as point of reference, the symbolic

representations exhibited in the text.

We do not intend, in the present research work, to arbitrate as towhich is the best prism

through which the book of Jeremiah should be viewed. We have chosen to look at

chapters 26-29 of the Massoretic text, a choice (about the text) which does not imply
taking sides in the great debate as to which among the extant versions is/are more

original, more anterior and more logical in its/their internal organisation, a sort of

evaluation which characterises most of the commentaries from the historical critical

standpoint. From the literary point of view, which is ourconcern here in theanalysis that

will follow, the two texts (talking in particular of the Massoretic and the Septuagint) are

two complete and different books, demanding to be treated each independently of the

other. Of course, we are not unaware of the textual differences between the Massoretic

and the Septuagint texts in general, the shortness of theSeptuagint when compared to the

Massoretic text, and specifically the different placements of 26-29 (33-36 in the

Septuagint), which shall only have attention on a general level (Part One Chapter One).

Wejudge that entering into the details of the many diverging propositions in the textual

debate is outside the scope of our work. But the choice of the Massoretic text is on the

one hand for reasons of convenience; the existence of commentaries based on this text,

and on the other hand because of its status as the canonical text in its original language.

Specific differences betweenthe two texts with respectto 26-29 will be mentioned in due

course when the fact of the difference would help in throwing light to the analysis of the

section or verse in question. The reading we propose is a narrative analysis with an

interest at the same time in the theology evident in this chosen block. The narrative

reading of the four chapters provides the scriptural basis for asking relevant questions

concerning the problem of true and false prophecy, which we identify to be the major

theological theme in the block under study.

The choice of this subject is on the one hand, due to personal interest in the prophetic

books of the Bible, especially in the narratives that confrontthe status quo and attemptto

suggest an alternative consciousness to the deficit existing programme, and on the other
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hand, due to circumstantial exigencies. Coming from a tradition that has more or less

only exegetes and biblical theologians trained in the historical-critical method, the work

aims at exploring the potentialities of the narrative method in exegesis, with a view of

introducing and popularizing it in my own milieu. Moreover, since the popularisation of

the narrative methodology in the English and French speaking world, the prophetic books

have not enjoyed as much attention as other corpus of the Hebrew Bible, especially the

patriarchal and historical books. Finally, in an African religio-cultural context marked by

a range of denominational and religious pluralism, and in a situation where the different

competing religious voices vie for authenticity, what are the recipes for authentic

prophetic action and what are the indices of its relevance? To what extent can the study

of the book of Jeremiah in general, and precisely chapters 26-29, help in this regard?

There are many other texts in the Hebrew Bible that deal with prophetic confrontations,

or with the old and unending question of the discernment between true and false

prophecy, but we judge that Jer. 26-29 as a block, and especially the direct duel in

chapter 28 between Jeremiah and Hananiah, is the climax and the most eloquent

dramatisation of this problem in the Bible. It is equally true that the problem of true and

false prophecy in the book of Jeremiah begins already in Jer. 23, our decoupage from Jer.

26 is justified on the grounds that we identify a sequence of events connected to each

other beginning from chapter 26 till 29. Even though we are reserved, from the point of

view of strict narrative parlance, in finding a roundly unified plot in the strict sense of the

term in these chain of events, we could still, in a derived sense, notice a flow of story, a

narrative logic which begins with the prophet's preaching in chapter 26, the tensions that

are raised, his vindication as a true prophet, his fulfillment of this role in 27 and the

challenges to the false prophets, a personification of the false prophets in 28 in the person

of Hananiah who bets the challenge by a peaceful oracle and a counteraction of

Jeremiah's symbolic act, Jeremiah's victory by prophesying the death of this opponent

and its realisation, and finally Jeremiah's own vision of peace and the conditions on

which the latter is possible in 29. Moreover, the generally accepted opinion designating

chapters 1-25 of the book of Jeremiah (Massoretic Text) as an articulation of "uprooting,

overthrowing and destructing" regarding the symbolic world of Judah, and chapters 26-
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52 (same text) as the "planting and the rebuilding" of the ruins of destruction, makes it

convenient to begin with chapter 26 which forms an introduction to this articulation of

hopeful configuration after the catastrophic thrust of the "first scroll". This block of

chapters departs sharply on the one hand from the preceding chapter 25, which could be

considered as a climactic statement ending the series of destabilisations characteristic of

1-25, and on the other hand from the following chapter 30, which begins a new "book",

that of consolation, with its unmistakable accent on promise and hope and literarily cast

in poetic style, as against the narrative nature (in general) of 26-29. This block of

chapters, placed in-between chapters 25 and 30, is mainly concerned with the

confrontations between Jeremiah and the false prophets (personified in the middle of the

block in the person of Hananiah), the latter representing the official bureaucratic interest

and the former the voice of the authentic messengerof YHWH.

0.3 Methodology

The conception of these axes of the work: narrative exegesis and theology with an accent

on context, poses a question of the conditions of its possibility in this research,

considering especially the nature of the text studied. So far in the history of research in

the book of Jeremiah, except of course in the very recent times, historical questions and

enquiries have dominated, and many authors would doubt the applicability of the

approaches with synchronic presumptions to the study of the prophetic books. Because of

this, the book of Jeremiah has remained for the most part, as described by many authors

(see our Chapter One of Part Two), either an unorganised conglomeration of disparate

unconnected elements, or a product of ideological juxtapositions that do not exhibit any

literary or theological intention, or even pieces of texts chanced together by redactional

happenstance. Consequently, works and commentaries on the book have largely

concentrated on clearly different accents but all united in the goal of discovering the

different origins of the different disparate units, or detecting the ipsissima verba of the

prophet (if any), or pinpointing the authorial intentions of the alleged different postulated

ideological interest groups. But all in all, the problems of reading the book of Jeremiah

could be said to be the question of the correct reading posture. On the one hand, some

authors have defined the correct reading posture as the attempt to determine the date and
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exact historical setting of each textual unit, asking specific historical questions about each

passage, in fact aiming at maximising the role of the actual person of Jeremiah by

assigning as much material as possible to the prophet and to accept whenever possible the

claim of the book of Jeremiah itself, that the material does indeed stem from the work of

the prophet (Holladay). On the other hand, some other authors basing their conviction on

the ubiquitous presence of the hand of the deuteronomist in the book, focus on the

deuteronomistic editing of the book of Jeremiah in the exile, some generations after the

person of Jeremiah, a fact (about the person), they claim, cannot be established either

from the text or from the process of redaction (Carroll). The extant text of Jeremiah

becomes therefore the work and product of exilic editors and redactors who have recast

and transformed the older material for the sake of the community in exile, under the

influence of the tradition of Deuteronomy, the only raw material being the exilic

experience, and their interest being in providing explanations for this experience from the

lens (ideology) of the competing schools involved. These authors claim that as a result of

the exilic community's theological mediation of the Jeremiah tradition, we cannot

recover with any certitude any of the actual words of Jeremiah (Carroll). Yet, some other

authors see the impossibility of drawing historical conclusions from the text and to relate

it to concrete historical circumstances. The task should rather be that of discovering and

establishing the process of how the text originated and especially developed. In this

connection, McKane introduced and popularised his notion of the "rolling corpus".

However, these three major conceptions of what the exegetical task of the book of

Jeremiah should be, which we described in our research work as "broadlinings" (Part

One, Chapter One) are yet unanimously agreed that questions about historicity, either

from the point of view of date, provenance or process, are the major entrance gate to the

book, even though they differon the exact nature and shape of this gate, that is, howbest

to articulate these historical questions.

It is this imperialism of historical sensitivities that is responsible for suspicions and

reticence in the application of synchronic hermeneutical tools to the book of Jeremiah, as

to many otherprophetic books. Some would therefore say thatthe synchronic approach is

an attempt to bypass the problems by ignoring them (Carroll). However, we have to
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admit that the very nature of the prophetic corpus, the mostly oracularnature, the evident

disjoints, the uneasy flow of the chronological elements, the ideological voices (the book

of Jeremiah as a very classical example), contributed to this negative judgement. This is

undeniable even to champions of synchronic approaches to reading the Bible. For

example, reading most of the works dealing with the theoretical framework of the

narrative criticism for example, it is natural nevertheless to always have the book of

Jeremiah at the back of the mind, and especially the chapters studied to see how the

techniques apply. But it was revealingto discover that only very few of the examples in

these books were drawn from prophetic books, much lesser even from the book of

Jeremiah.

These difficulties not withstanding, many encouraging factors are responsible for our

paradigm shift in our methodological option. In the first place, there is the phenomenon,

in the intellectual circle and exegesis especially, of "the Collapse of History" using the

phrase of the title of Leo Perdue's famous book. This could be said to be the anti-

historical wave that is characteristic of modem scholarship and in fact, a call to a

democracy of methodologies and angles of view, which is in itself, a child of literary

studies in secular literature. Many factors including cultural factors played some role in

ushering in this sensitivity. From the point of view of cultural factors, the reclaiming of

imagination in countercultural and other movements of the sixties and seventies is

connected inextricably with the growing interest in story. Disenchantment with things, in

the words of Fackre, "abstract, rationalistic, cerebral, didactic, intellectualist, structured,

prosaic, scientistic, technocratic, and the appeal of the concrete, affective, intuitive,

spontaneous, poetic"^ also made a huge contribution to this interest. Thus a sense of

historical relativity and interest in existentialist issues would make the story form

attractive since for many, telling a tale suggests simply a perspective stance and a

commitment that does not necessarily entail marshalling universal and absolute truth

claims. From secular literature, the in-road is made to the biblical texts. Talk about

storytelling in religion and theology is a phenomenon that gained momentum not quite

too long ago. Now in the world of prophetic books, another encouragement is the

^G. FACKRE, NarrativeTheology: AnOverview, in Interpretation 37 (1983), p. 340-352, see p.340.
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concrete evidence of narrative and poetic blocks, clearly discernible in the book, which at

least, at the first glance shows no immunity against a literary approach. And finally is the

attempt equally by renowned authors in Jeremiah research in the recent years to pave out

fresh grounds and literary perspectives of the book, a concentration to what John Hill

termed "the world of the text" as opposed to the "world behind the text"''. Many

considerations in the book that have seen the light of the day are informed by an

understanding of the text as a literary work which constructs its own world. The

individual parts of the text are seen in relationship with one another, so that the meaning

of the parts emerges primarily from a consideration of the relationship of one part with

the others and with the whole. Of secondary importance for the text's meaning are

authorial intention, the reconstructed world behind the text, and the meaning of a

particular text at a point prior to its incorporation into the final form of the book. More

description about our methodology, as much as necessary in the work will be given in

Part One (Chapter Two).

0.4 Organisation

The work is organised in three Parts, each Part comprising different Chapters. Each of the

three Parts of the work begins with a note articulating the concerns of the Part in general,

while each of the component Chapters begins with a particular introduction and ends with

a little conclusion by way of summary; an articulation of the main accents of the Chapter

and at the same time (as transition), opening up for the discussion in the following

Chapter^. After Part Three, a General Conclusion closes the work. Here, we shall attempt
to recall the major accents of the Parts and underline the major theses in the different

Parts and Chapters and in the whole. Since the gates of exegesis have not been locked,

accordingto Maimonides, we shall attempt to dress other possible avenues for the future

J. HILL, Friend or Foe? The Figure of Babylon in the Book ofJeremiahMT(BIS40), Leiden, 1999, p.

n.

° Throughout thework, biblical quotations would bemore orless our literal translation ofthe Massoretic
text (BHS). For clarityof usage, chapter (small letter) will referto divisions in the bookof Jeremiah, while

Chapter (capital) will refer to divisions inourresearch work, e.g. weshall treat chapters 26-29 In Chapters

Two-Five of Part Two.
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of the research. By this it implies we recognise the limits of ourworkand the needfor its

amelioration and furthering.

Part One

Part One contains the preliminary Chapters that help to register, on the one hand, the

continuity of this thesis with the previous works in Jeremiah research, and on the other

hand, establish its specificity. So, Chapter One of this Part is a review of research in the

book of Jeremiah. As is often with exercises of this nature, we shall take as point of

departure the work of Duhm and Mowinckel in the early beginnings of the last century.

Here we must acknowledge that more detailed historical or thematic treatments of the

controversies in Jeremiah research have been done in many other monographs and

articles, especially those devoted solely to this. But the treatment here goes beyond the

mere cataloguing of issues and questions. Neither is it an attempt to arbitrate between

competing opinions and streams of thought. Its specific aim is to prove that major

approaches to the book have been more or less concerned with articulations that have

asked questions around the book's compositional history, stages of redaction, and in

short, questions with historical-critical undertones. The absence of specific positions

taken along the discussions on the mostly debated issues shows that our interest is not

deciding which of the competing theories in each particular issue should have sway over

the other, but to hint already that we intend in this research to ask questions of a different

kind.

Consequently, the second Chapter of the Part discloses our methodological option and the

nature of our hermeneutical key to the text: the narrative method. In this Chapter, we

describe our reading strategy. Needless going into the details, we thought it necessary to

justify this option. Beginning with a notice of a phenomenon in modern exegesis, which

itself has roots in the emergence of structuralist and synchronic approaches in secular

literature, we describe the intersection of critical theory and biblical exegesis, giving as

product a variety of pluralist angles of view to the texts of the Bible; the narrative

methodology for one. The narrative method is described as "close reading". In the main,

the aim of the Chapter is to show that considerations of matters such as reliability of the

10
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narrator, the description of characters and the technique of careful structuring of the

narratives can lead to a serious hermeneutical engagement with the text of the Bible. The

argument is that narrative reading can equally display a great sensitivity to the workings

of the text, a complicated text, the book of Jeremiah inclusive. In this search for meaning

from the narrative point of view, the chaptersunder consideration, as a text, are no longer

interrogated from the point of view of historical or authorial veracity, or engaged with in

order to achieve a historical reconstruction, but are considered first and foremost as a

literary artefact, challenging the reader to probe into and journey along the text's inherent

communicative strategies.

Part Two

The ground is now prepared for the narrative reading of Jer. 26-29 on which Part Two

concentrates. But since it is always good to start from a general consideration to specific

ones, the first Chapter of this Part casts a general look at the entire book from the

narrative theological point of view. Though without agreeing with Stulman in all the

details and extremities of his position, the phrase which titles his book "order amid chaos:

Jeremiah as a symbolic tapestry"®, reflects themajor thesis of theChapter. With regard to

the book of Jeremiah, there is a special type of order amid apparent chaos. The many

discrete elements and the apparent confusions and contradictions, the wildness of the

Massoretic Text, the incessant repetitions, the jumbling character of the text, the

indeterminacy of the characters in the text; YHWH, the prophet/s, are not the last word. It

depends on one's concept of order. The book has another vision of order. In short, the

book's 'formal disarray', hides a tendency, an intention that can only be appreciated

when a view on the totality is made from a stepped-back point of view.

In the subsequent Chapters of the Part, the narrative readings of chapters 26-29 are

undertaken. The option is to take the chapters one by one, even though there could be

sufficient reasons to consider some chapters together since they make a unified plot

(especially chapters 27 and 28). The nature of the scrutiny has already been defined (Part

' L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos: Jeremiah as a Symbolic Tapestry (The Biblical Seminar 57)

Sheffield, 1998.
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One, Chapter Two) and so the exercise consists of close reading to discover thenarrative

art in the final form of the Hebrew text. A first glance would be an attempt to delineate

the geography of the text and to identify its internal structuring. Evidently, bumps and

disjointed seams are encountered here and there. Journeying into the complicated

network of a prophetic book parexcellence, one cannot avoid such a phenomenon and at

times, it is inevitable to recourse to certain presuppositions of other methodologies in

order to make the journey going. Wenin' gives three reasons that may warrant necessary
digressions in a synchronic study. First at the semantic level, it is necessary to be able to

give the precise sense of certain words or expressions to understand the text and these

difficulties can only be adequately studied from the pointof viewof the ancient Hebrew

language. At the narrative level, the existence of a grammar of the narrative, that is,

genres and structures, motifs and themes, types of personages and the relations etc.

invites us to confront thenarrative with others; that is, as a means of perceiving better the

originality and the specificity of the narrative studied. Finally at the intertextual level,

chapters26-29 of the book of Jeremiah for example, is part of a vast narrative blockwith

which it has its connections: depending on the extentone wishes to go, the totality of 26-

45, 26-52, or the whole book of Jeremiah or even in the context of the history of the

people of Israel from creation or entiy into the Promised Land till the exile in Babylon.

To isolate a little block of chapters without taking consideration of a larger literary,

historical or theological block would be missing the import of certain subtle elements.

After the narrative analysis of the individual chapters, a Chapter is considered necessary

to make a synthesis (Part Two, Chapter Six). The aim is to trace the necessary literary

and thematic connections and cohesions which the chapters have with each other, to

underline the marks to show that the unit as a whole has as a major theme, the question of

true or false prophecy, to explore the narrative characterisation of the major personages in

the block; all geared towards demonstrating a unity of theme in the chapters of the block.

Such terms like ipti (+ k33), nai (noK), ddio' and and the motif of life and death, etc are

scrutinised with particular reference to the effects on the text and the reader. The Chapter

' A. WENIN, Samuel etI'instauration de lamonarchie, Frankfurt am Main, 1988, p. 11-12.
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therefore has the goal of placing the individual chapters in the context of the block and

therefore making each of them a unit within an entity.

Part Three

It is true that narrative exegesis, just like many other literary approaches, proposes a look

at the biblical text from the bias of the tools for reading secular literature, making an

analysis of language and its form of expression, but is the goal of the reading exactly the

same as when one reads a secular literature or novel? We answer the question in the

negative. Human language has a variety of functions. Conveying information is not the

only purpose of language and reading the biblical text just for this purpose alone is

tantamount to reading it partially. Just as in the two New Testament episodes evoked in

the beginning of this General Introduction, there is yet a very important aspect, based on

the biblical view that language, the Word, is powerful, that it effects change, and that it

performs actions (cf the creation narratives of Gen. 1; Jer. 1:9-10; Mark 1:25-26; 2:5,

11). Biblical literary language is so, for not only that it does something to the reader by

way of an effect of difference, this difference involves not merely an increase in

information but equally a new experience, a new feeling, and perhaps a new life^.

According to Wolfgang Iser, the goal for reading a text is not simply to exegete the text

for its treasures but to "reveal the conditions that bring about its various possible effects",

effects which demand the participation of the reader in whose experience "the text comes

to life"®. Understanding becomes a recipe for acting.

The question therefore could be couched thus: can narratology yield fruitful perspectives

to modem theological thinking? To this question, a positive answer is offered. In the

research work, the possibility of using such an ancient text to voice opinions on

contemporary theological issues, even from the bias of literary reading, is an argument.

Without neglecting the dynamics of change and without being oblivious of the danger

P.W. MACKY, TheComingRevolution: TheNewLiterary Approach to New TestamentInterpretation, in

D.K. McKIM (ed.), A Guide to Contemporary Hermeneutics: Major Trends in Biblical Interpretation,

Grand Rapids, 1986, p. 269.

' W. ISER, The Act ofReading: ATheory ofAesthetic Response, Baltimore, 1978, p.19.
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and fallacy of domesticating texts, nay making them sacrosanct or untouchable, it is clear

that issues about the theological problem of true and false prophecy are at the fore. And

from this, further theological questions are implicated: the reader's personal conception

andview of God, autonomy and obedience vis-a-vis the Word of God, the faith tradition,

the dynamism and plurality with regard to it, the question of divine sovereignty and

liberty, and human relativity, the dialectics between tradition and present exigencies of

the faith, history, the courage of prophetic pronouncements in the midst of militating

forces of power, etc.

Part Three is therefore designed to address these issues. After a synchronic reading of the

Jeremiah text, the study of the literary structures and the narrative analysis involved will

be placed in a global perspective that can be qualified theological; that is, allowing the

text to dialogue with the questions of meaning and of faith as they are posed today in

theological discussions. Made of three Chapters, the first poses the question of and

considers the theological status of the prophetic books. This is followed by a second; an

attempt at inserting the book of Jeremiah in a prophetic theological tradition. The

justifiability of these two Chapters lies in the fact that there is no unanimity among

scholars on the identity of the prophetic books, and critical stands regarding this issue

consequently question the theological status accorded to these books. The third and last

Chapter discusses the problemof true and false prophecy which is the theme of the block,

and interrogates the implications for theology today. And finally our research work has a

contextual flavour, partly because of our possible future engagements in a particular

context. It is true that it is not a reflection on a particular theological environment, it is a

reflection that does not neglect such an environment. And so, the last section of this

Chapter is devoted to discussing the specific import of this discussion on true and false

prophecy fi-om the backdrop of a particular theological religious scene, my country. The

atmosphere in the country is such that many competing voices presently vie for attention

from the populace. Who has the truth, or better where is the truth to be located? The

discussion however does not search to go into details. It is mainly an attempt to ask the

necessary questions and to raise the consciousness from the point of view of biblical

14
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theology. Working on the ground in the future will surely permit entering into the issues

raised in their depth.

The research work will end with a General Conclusion where we shall try to recall and

recapture the major theses of the different Parts and Chapters, and at the same time

dressing out possible overtures to the furthering of the research. The Bibliography,

grouped according to the different areas of relevance with regard to the work, but without

claiming any exhaustiveness, not only highlights the major instruments of work, texts,

commentaries, monographs and articles we could lay hands on or actually cited, but also

include few other works that may be of interest in furthering research based on the major

orientations traced in the work.
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Part One

Earlier and Current Issues

IN Jeremiah Research:

Hermeneutical Question at the Base



Concept

We judge it pertinent to begin with a preliminary Part, made of two Chapters, which

investigates, as the caption shows, the traces of research in the book of Jeremiah and the

real nature of this research. These two Chapters are qualified preliminary, in the sense

that there would be no necessary logical gap if we began directly bya narrative analysis

of the chapters chosen as the subject of this thesis. However, that does not render the Part

a mere appendage or prologue. The second Chapter of this Part, which discusses our

methodological option, shows that the path toed in the research work is to a greatextent

new, in the sense that most of the earlier researches in the book of Jeremiah asked

questions from a different perspective otherthan the one proposed in this one. As such, a

reference to the past seems necessary in order to justify the departure of the present, and

to clearlydefine the nature of the present. Afterall, definition is always made clearer by

distinction and differentiation. It is therefore simply a question of continuity and

specificity at the same time.

After Chapter One, which takes up salient problems about the book of Jeremiah,

problems that have formed the major part of scholarly debate - the exercise proposed

here is more or less descriptive analysis - we shall have discovered that the many

concrete questions could be narrowed down to a methodological one. In fact we maintain

that in the last century, a deep concern for the proper reading posture and the correct

hermeneutical key has been at the base of manifold hot debates in Jeremiah research. Has

our research work found the key? Perhaps, it has proposed other keys that open up to

many other new possibilities. Plurality and democracy of approaches become the

watchword, without at the same time meaningthat any readingposture is as good as the

other, or that there are no criteria. And what of moving from literary and synchronic

reading to a search for relevance and contextualisation? This Part therefore proposes a

panorama of opinions and works already done in the research in the book of Jeremiah,

while at the same time, setting the tone and adjusting the lens for the subsequent Parts

and Chapters of the thesis.
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CHAPTER One

History of Research and Problematics

Introduction

While Mark Biddle and John Hill have in 1996 and 1999 respectively described the text

of the book of Jeremiah as"hypertext"' and as still having a "capacity to surprise"", A.R.

P. Diamond (1999) described Jeremiah research as "an intractable riddle", and the latter

continued: "Jeremiah has proved equally so for the interpretative guild. Armed with or

against its Bemhard Duhm, Jeremiah studies has rushed toward the end of the twentieth

century into impasse after impasse on almost every major point of the agreed agenda set

for reading and resolving the problems of the Jeremiah tradition. The figure of Jeremiah

remains troubled and troubling for the professional interpretative community"^.

Attempting a history of the research of the book of the prophet Jeremiah can be done

from many points of view, what Halleman-de Winkel called "different accents"''. It is

true that the most prominent issue has been the question of composition and redaction,

other issues have also greatly commanded attention especially with developments and

evolutions in exegesis^. For example, with the publication of the discoveries of the

' M.E. BIDDLE, Polyphony and Symphony in Prophetic Literature: Rereading Jeremiah 7-20 (SOTI 2),

Macon, 1996, p. 115-128.

^J. HILL, Friendor Foe?p. 218.

' A.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, p. 15.

•* H. LALLEMAN-DE WINKEL, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition: An Examination of the Book of
Jeremiah in the Light of Israel's prophetic Traditions (Contributions to Biblical Exegesis and Theology

26), Leuven, 2000, p. 19.

^We maintain that research on Jeremiah has been part and parcel ofdevelopments and evolutions in the
broad field of Old Testament research and scholarship ever since the publication of W.M.L. DE WETTE,

Dissertation critica-exegetica, Jena, 1805 and J. WELLHAUSEN, Geschichte Israels, 1878 which greatly

influenced historical-critical research. Forelaborations of the influence of theseauthors in the development

of Old Testament research, see R.E. CLEMENTS, A Century of Old TestamentStudy, London, 1976; J.J.

KRAUS, Geschichte der historisch-kritischen Erforschung des alten Testament, Neukirchen-Vluyn 1988;

C. HOUTMAN, Der Pentateuch: Die Geschichte seiner Erforschung neben einer Auswertung

(Contributions to Biblical Exegesis and Theology 9), Kampen, 1994.
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Qumran, the issue of the relationship between and the search for the more basic of the

two forms of thesame booi<, the Massoretic Text and the Septuagint, has become equally

popular. One can therefore speak more of histories of research than the history of

research in the book of Jeremiah. A history in question is dependent onthe issue at stake.

For example in one and the same collection, Applegate and Romer trace two different

histories of two different problems in Jeremiah research, but interestingly in each case,

the historical actors are mainly the same. While Romer traces the history of the

consideration of the book as a product of the deuteronomistic school^, Applegate in his

article traces that of the understanding and the appreciation of the "hopeful prophecy in

the otherwise outspokenly judgemental book of Jeremiah"^. Surprisingly the two

different sketches begin each with the works of Duhm (1901) and continue along

historical lines with almost the same actors. For the sakeof clarity and precision and at

the same time without unnecessary repetitions, we hope here to pursue this historical

tracing by firstof all highlighting the problematics. Secondly, ourgoal will be pursued by

reviewing the major recent commentaries; each of the three commentaries which, from

all intents and bents, seems to have specified concretely and elaborated one of the many

possible ways in which the book can be read, and the three collectively, which have in

general, also helped to highlight the limits of the past work in this prophetic book. In

concrete, we shall mention the pacesetters - those who set the agenda - then discuss the

issues they highlighted and how these issues have been handled in the research in the

book of Jeremiah, and finally conclude with a review of the opinions of whom 1maycall

the modern broadliners.

^T. ROMER, Laconversion duprophete Jeremie a la theologie deuteronomiste: Quelqties enquetes surle
probleme d'une redaction deuteronomiste du livre de Jeremie, in A.H.W. CURTIS & T. ROMER (eds.),

The Book ofJeremiah and its Reception (BETL 128), Leuven, 1997, p. 27-50.

' J. APPLEGATE, "Peace, Peace, when there isnoPeace Redactional Integration ofProphecy ofPeace

into the Judgement ofJeremiah, in A.H.W. CURTIS & T. ROMER (eds.), The Book ofJeremiah, p. 51-90,

see p. 52.
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1.1 The Setting of the Agenda: The Pacesetters

1.1.1 Duhm

In the last century, the first exegete to undertake a critical reading of the book of

Jeremiah was Duhm®, often described as a convenient starting point for the history of

Jeremiah studies inthetwentieth century'. Hemarked a turning point in thehistory ofthe

research'". After him was Mowinckel and, as Carroll remarks, "Duhm and Mowinckel

have effectively set theagenda for modern Jeremiah studies"". It is to be noted thatsince

Duhm, nearly all-critical scholars agree that the book of Jeremiah has at least two kinds

of literary material, prose and poetry. In his analysis, three major strands account for the

poetry and prose sections constituting the book of Jeremiah; the poems of Jeremiah, the

book of Baruch containing Jeremiah's biography, and the supplements added to these two

writings by later hands. Of these three sources in the book, he affirmed that only the

poetic oracles of chapters 1-25, around 280 verses are authentic to the prophet and their

main characteristic was the dirge. The rest of the book was written by Baruch and a

succession of editors (Erganzer),who, in the history of the transmission of the book, kept

adding to thewords of theprophet'̂ . The language and ideas inthis additional parts recall

deuteronomistic'̂ parts in the former prophetic books and thus according to Duhm, one

may assume that the same hands that worked in the final form of Jeremiah were also

responsible for the historical books''*. The writers of these supplements write more of

theology than history and the influences of Deuteronomy, Ezekiel, Second Isaiah and

DUHM, Das BuchJeremia (KHC AT 11), Tubingen, 1901.

' CARROLL, Jeremiah: ACommentary (OTL), London, 1986, p.39.
For a brief reference to a more antecedent history of Jeremiah'sresearch, especially from the point of

view of textual comparison, see P.-M. BOGAERT, Le Livre de Jeremie en perspective: Les deux

redactionsantiquesselon les travaux en cours, in^ 101 (1994), p. 363-406, especially 365-369.

'' CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p.40.

DUHM, Das Buch Jeremia, p. x.

Generally, scholars usetheterm "deuteronomistic" to refer to thetheological view thatdeveloped during

and after the exile and which gave rise to deuteronomistic literature, that is the books from Joshua to II

Kings. The term"deuteronomic" refers ratherto things pertaining to the book of Deuteronomy.

DUHM, Das Buch Jeremia, p. xvi.
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Third Isaiah may be discerned in their work'̂ . Duhm's work can be described as pace
setting since "his three source hypothesis has continued to hold scholarship in thrall"'®

and since it has left a permanent imprint on Jeremiah research so far. Many authors after

Duhm are either elaborators'̂ ofhis opinion oropponents'®.

1.1.2 Mowinckel

Mowinckel'' took up this intuition (of Duhm) and distinguished five sources (A to E) in
the book of Jeremiah: A is theauthentic oracles in poetic form found in the first part of

the book (chapters 1-25), composed by a redactor in Egypt; B is the biographic materials

in prose (26-51), the work probably of the secretary between 580-480; C is the

deuteronomistic discourses in prose found in 1-45 (mainly Jer. 7; 11; 18; 21; 24; 25; 32;

34; 35; 44), composed around 400 in Babylon or eventually in Palestine; D constitutes

the book of consolation or the oracles of salvation (30-31), which he never specified their

origin or date, while E is the Oracles against the Nations (46-51). This hypothesis by

Mowinckel has become so popular in the domainof exegesis in the book of Jeremiahthat

today it is not uncommon to see such or such verse attributed to Mowinckel B or

Mowinckel C or D. And such attribution eventually became the diverging point of many

exegetes and commentaries on the book of Jeremiah especially with regard to the

authorship of the prose discourses, that is, Mowinckel C. Mowinckel denied Jeremiah the

authorship of the prose discourses of the source C and qualified them as deuteronomistic.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 39.

W. BRUEGGEMANN, The 'Baruch Connection': Reflections on Jeremiah 43.1-7, in A.R.P.

DIAMOND et al. (eds.). Troubling Jeremiah, p. 367-386, see p. 367, published previouslyas The Baruch

Connection, in JBL 113 (1994), p. 405-420.

" Mowinckel, Hyatt, Rudolph, Nicholson and especially Carroll who in 1990 writes; "This book is a

supplementof other books (a kind of Erganzungstext) and the social dynamics of its production will have

to be found in terms other than historical reportage of the sixth century. That is how I read the text," see

R.P. CARROLL, Whose Prophet? Whose History? Whose Social Reality? Troubling the Interpretative

Community Again: Notes Towards a Response to T.W. Overholt's Critique, in JSOT4& (1990), p. 33-49,

see p. 40.

Bright, Weippert, Holladay, etc.

" S. MOWINCKEL, Zur Komposition desBuches Jeremia, Kristiania, 1914.
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Examples of commentaries that build on and refine the work of Duhm and Mowinckel

are those of Rudolph^", Thompson '̂, and even Carroll. Later scholars debated issues

about the book within this framework^^, though they might clearly or slightly disagree

with Mowinckel's or Duhm's position. Rietzschel for example identified the various

blocks of tradition that make up the present form of the Massoretic text of Jeremiah, but

rejected the view that prose and poetic material existed in mutual isolation, or that prose

and poetic material constitute separate sources^^. Even theworks of Holladay and Carroll

whose views stand at extreme (opposite) poles as regards certain issues in Jeremiah

scholarship are positively or negatively influenced by the opinion of Duhm and

Mowinckel. For example Holladay rejects Mowinckel's source theory because the

differences between poetry and prose do not point for him to different sources^"*. But at

the same time, he addresses issues raised by Mowinckel's work bordering especially on

the extent and provenance of source C, the extent of source B and its authorship by

Baruch, the contribution of chapter 36 to an understanding of the book's origins and

growth^^.

From 1941, Mowinckel's hypothesis began meeting serious opposition. W.O.E Oesterley

and T.H. Robinson affirmed that what Mowinckel considered deuteronomist was simply

the current form of Semitic rhetorical prose in the last part of the seventh century and the

early part of the sixth century and nothing prevents Jeremiah from using it^^. This stand

RUDOLPH, Jeremia (HAT 1, 12), Tubingen, 1947, reprinted, 1968, see especially, p. xiv-xxii.

THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah (NICOT), Grand Rapids, 1980, see especially, p. 33-56.

J. HILL, Friend or Foe? p. 3.

C. RIETZSCHEL, Das Problem der Urrolle: Bin Beitrag zur Redaktionsgeschichte des Jeremiabuches,

Giltersloh, 1966, p. 23.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2: A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Jeremiah Chapters 26-52

(Hermeneia), Philadelphia, 1989, p. 15.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 12.

W.O.E. OESTERLEY& T.H. ROBINSON, AnIntroduction to the Booh of the Old Testament,London,

1941, p. 298, cited by J. FERRY, Illusionset salut dans la predication prophetique de Jeremie (BZAW

269), Berlin, 1999, p. 45.
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was later to be taken up and elaborated by Holladay in his writings on Jeremiah and
extensively by Weippert '̂.

1.2 The Major Debates: Status Questionis

"If any agreement exists among commentators on the book of Jeremiah in the form we

have it today", writes Feny, "it concerns the difficulty of tracing the history of the
formation ofthe book and that ofarticulating the process ofits organisation"^^, the major
preoccupations ofDuhm and Mowinckel. The reader is immediately surprised at seeing
how many diverse elements follow in succession without apparent order: some in prose,
others in poetry, some oracles are very brief while others really developed, some
narratives appear in the first person while others in the third person. The chronological
orders do not give direct indices: for example chapters 7 and 26 report the same event,

chapter 35 narrates something ofthe time ofJehoiakim immediately after chapter 34 has
narrated an episode which happened about ten years later, etc. There is also the existence

of thesame book intwo different editions with different arrangements, even with content

differences, and lastly, there is the difficulty entailed in the exact interpretation of the
contents. We take up some of these particular issues.

1.2.1 Chronology

1.2.1.1 The Issue andSignificanceofthe Debate

The book of Jeremiah does not lack chronological hints. In fact, more than every other

prophetic book, the book ofJeremiah offers much insight into the portrait ofthe prophet
and the progressive development of the prophet's ministry. The first verses of the book

give a chronological hint: "The word of YHWH was addressed to him in the days of

Josiah son of Amon, king ofJudah, in the thirteenth year ofhis reign; then inthe days of

Jehoiakim son of Josiah, kingof Judah, until the endof theeleventh yearof Zedekiah son

of Josiah, king of Judah, until the deportation of Jerusalem which occurred in the fifth

" See esp. H. WEIPPERT, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches (BZAW 132), Berlin, 1973.
J. FERRY, Illusions et salut, p. 41 (translation mine).
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month" (Jer. 1:2-3). Outside this chronological indication, the book of Jeremiah makes

mention again of king Josiah from the mouth of the prophet Jeremiah:

3:6 "In the days of King Josiah, YHWH said to me...."

25:3 "For twenty three years, from the thirteenth year of Josiah son of Amon, king of

Judah, until today, the word of YHWH has been addressed to me and I have persistently

spoken to you but you have not listened."

36:2 "Take a scroll and write on it all the words I have spoken to you about Jerusalem

and Judah and all the nations from the day I first spoke to you, in the time of Josiah, until

today."

Historical critical scholars have not considered this character of the book to give

historical hints neutrally. From the reconstitution of the prophet's chronology, far-

reaching implications are drawn which touch deeply on the question of provenance, on

the composition of the book and on the attribution (or denial of this) of some part of the

book to the prophet himself In fact, the differences among commentators and the

consequences of the so called lower or higher chronology depend on commentators'

interpretation of the thirteenth year of Josiah's reign.

1.2.1.2 The Lower Chronology

Hyatt^^ and (especially) Holladay^" have put up series ofarguments insupport ofa lower

chronology. "The thirteenth year of the reign of Josiah" (1:2) is thus read from the

HYATT, The Book ofJeremiah (IB V), New York, 1956, p. 775-1142, see p. 779; ID., The Beginning of

Jeremiah's Prophecy, in ZAWIS (1966), p. 204-214.

Holladay has developed his opinion on the chronology of Jeremiah in many articles and conferences

especially The Background of Jeremiah's Self-Understanding: Moses, Samuel and Psalm 22, in JBL 83

(1964), p. 153-164; Jeremiah and Moses:Further Observations, in JBL85 (1966),p. 17-27;A Fresh Look

at "Source B" and "Source C" in Jeremiah, in VT25 (1975), p. 409-410; The Identification of the Two

Scrolls ofJeremiah, in VT30 (1980), p. 452-467; The YearsofJeremiah's Preaching, in Interpretation T!

(1983),p. 146-159;A Proposalfor Reflections in the BookofJeremiah of theSeven-Year Recitationof the

Law in Deuteronomy (Deut 31, 10-13), in N. LOHFINK (ed.). Das Deuteronomium: Entstehung, Gestalt

und Botschaft (BETL68), Leuven, 1985,p. 326-328; A CoherentChronology ofJeremiah's Early Career,
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background ofJer. 1:5, which is interpreted literally: "Before I formed you in the womb I
knew you; before you came to birth I consecrated you; Ihave appointed you as prophet to
thenations". Holladay concludes; "I take it that the thirteenth year ofJosiah is the date of

the prophet's birth, 627, not the date of the beginning of his career" '̂. This lower

chronology according to Holladay helps to understand many other issues in the prophetic
book and by adopting it, several nagging problems in the book are solved^^: thus the

curious lack of any clear reference in Jeremiah's oracle to the reform ofJosiah (622) is

explained" and the order to remain unmarried given to Jeremiah by YHWH becomes
understandable since the order cannot be meaningful, given the fact that if Jeremiah

accepted the prophetic ministry in the thirteenth year of Josiah, then he must have been

bom around 645 and sothe interdiction to marriage should have been given when hewas

well into his forties; a reasoning not easily tenable given the matrimonial culture of the

society at that time. According to this reasoning, a lower chronology along this pattern is

sketched.

627/6 birth of Jeremiah

609 acceptance of his vocation

609/8 discourse on the temple

605 the first scroll.

1.2.1.3 The Higher Chronology

Holladay himself however admits that his argument has not won support by majority of

scholars^". Many other commentators^^ adopt the affirmations ofthe biblical text in Jer.
1:2 and adopt a higher chronology. According to this higher chronology, the thirteenth

year of Josiah is understood as the year of the vocation of Jeremiah and not his birth. This

in P.-M. BOGAERT (ed.), Le livre de Jeremie: Leprophete et son milieu, les oracles et leur transmission

(BETL 54), 2"^ Edition, Leuven, 1997, p.58-73.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah I: ACommentary on the Book ofJeremiah (Hermeneia), Philadelphia, 1986, p.

1.

W. L. HOLLADAY,A Coherent Chronology, p. 58.

W. L. HOLLADAY,A Coherent Chronology, p. 70.

W.L. HOLLADAY, A Coherent Chronology, p. 58.

Volz, Rudolph, Bright, Gazelles, Thompson, Briend.
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position does not adopt the argument of the interdiction to marry. There is no strong

argument to show that the orderto remainunmarried in Jer. 16 had not been givenearlier.

Then also, going by the lower chronology, the first public act of Jeremiah would be

actually the discourse of the temple reported in chapters 7 and 26. J. Ferry points out the

problem of the possibility of Jeremiah, at the age of around 18, having to make a

discourse of such magnitude and authority like the temple sermon^^. Ahigher chronology

more widely supported is therefore charted;

Between 650 and 645 birth of Jeremiah

627/6 the thirteenth year of Josiah, vocation of Jeremiah

609 discourse on the temple

605 the first scroll.

The problem of chronology, that is the birth of Jeremiah and the year of acceptance of his

ministry, has no significance in itself, but is tied inevitably to the problem of the

formation of the book (and the attribution of some parts of the book to the prophet

himself), which is one of the major research questions hotly debated in Jeremiah

research. Holladay has shown how he sees the question of the formation of the book

directly related to the problem of the historical Jeremiah. Jer. 36:1 connects the years of

the reign of Josiah and the order of YHWH to the prophet to dictate the oracles to his

disciple Baruch, so that the latter may put it to writing. The following year, Baruch read

the words in the temple. In Holladay's opinion, these various historical indices revealing

the chronology of the prophet show also the course in which the formation of the book

took, and especially the authenticity of the attribution of the prose discourses to the

prophet himself The base chronology of Holladay which hinges on a reading of the

Deuteronomy every seven years implies therefore that Jeremiah must have had occasion

J. FERRY,Illusions etsaluf. "Enfin, toujours dans I'hypothese de la chronologie 'basse', le premier acte

public de J&emieserait en fait le 'discours du temple' rapporteaux ch. 7 and 26.N'arrive-t-il pas trop tot?

Comment Jer^mie avec la timidite de ses 18 ans, aurait-il pu proferer un discours d'une telle autorite et aux

consequences si graves?" (p. 39).
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to pronounce words and sermons in these occasions" and therefore it is not useful

explaining the origin of these sermons by recourse to any other editor or tradition.

Carroll, for whom the prophet is a figure created (invented) by the tradition, sees the

question ofthe historical Jeremiah as a false proposition, and by implication, the question

of the composition of the book should bepursued elsewhere; precisely in its redactional

reconstruction.

1.2.2 Textual Differences between theMassoretic Text and theSeptuagint
The disparity between the Massoretic Text (hereafter MT) and the Septuagint (hereafter

LXX) of theJeremiah text iswell known and has been an old question^®, and thequestion

of the relationship between the two texts has been discussed for a century and a half A

" Holladay is very passionate with his positivistic stand on the historicity ofthe prophet as is shown in his
many writings on the subject. Cf. again especially W.L. HOLLADAY, A Coherent Chronology of
Jeremiah's Early Career; The Years ofJeremiah'sPreaching.

P.-M. BOGAERT, Le livre de Jeremie enperspective, shows how this discussion has occupied exegetes
in the dim past: he begins with Origen and Saint Jerome who differently reacted to the substantial

differences between theSeptuagint and theHebrew text. Inthe Lalettre a Africanus, around 250, in §7,
Origen writes: "J'ai observe aussi beaucoup d'exemples chez J6remie, oil j'ai meme trouve de grands

changements et deplacements du textedespropheties", ORIGEN, Philocalie, 1-20: Sur les Ecritureset La

lettre a Africanus sur I'histoire de Suzanne. Introduction, texte, traduction etnotes par Nicholas deLange

(Sources Chretiennes 302), Paris, 1983, p. 531. The main point of the letter is of coursethe difference

between the Septuagint and the Hebrew Biblebut Origen tackles the question in defence of the Christian

Bible of the Septuagint.Jeromesees the issuedifferently and in the prologue of his translation of Jeremiah

(Hebrew) around 390-392 writes: "En outre, nous avons rectifie selon I'autorite de I'original I'ordre des

visions completement bouleverse chez les Grecs et les Latins. Quant au livre deBaruch, son scribe, qui ne

se lit ni ne se conserve chez les H^breux, nous I'avons omis". ("Praeterea ordinem uisionum, quiapud

Graecos et Latinos omnino confuses est, ad pristinamfidem correximus. Librum autem Baruch, notarii

eius, qui apudHebraeos neclegiturnechabetur, praetermisimus...", Biblia Sacra, ed.R.Weber, Stuttgart,

1969, p. 1166). Bogaert refers then to: F. C. MOVERS, De utriusque recensionisvaticiniorum leremiae,

Graecae Alexandrinae et Hebraicae Masorethicae indole et origine commentatio critica, Hambourg, 1837,

[4]-54; A.W. STREANE, The Double Text ofJeremiah (Massoretic andAlexandrian), compared together

with an appendix on the Old Latin evidence, Cambridge, 1896, vii-379; H. St. J. THACKERAY, The

Translators ofJeremiah, in JTS 4 (1902-1903), p. 245-266 (see p. 367).
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more detailed summary of the discussion may be found in the work of Janzen '̂. It

suffices to state the problem roughly in the words of Holladay thus: "In the main, is the

LXX a shortened form of the MT, or is the MT an expanded form of the LXX? Or is the

question unanswerable? Istheideal ofa 'more original' text form unattainable"'"'?

1.2.2.1 The Major Differences

Holladay'" likens the book of Jeremiah to the books of Samuel in the disparity between

their respective MT and LXX. But whereas in Samuel, MT is often shorter and defective

in comparison with LXX, in the book of Jeremiah the reverse is the case"^. Friedrich

Giesebrecht estimated that about twenty-seven hundred words of MT are lacking in LXX,

while LXX has about one hundred words lacking in MT, the result being that LXX is

about one eighth shorter than MT''̂ P.-M. Bogaert"" gives the major differences in detail;

1) "The Greek text is habituallyshorter, about one-eighth, than the MT". 2) "The place of

the oracles against the nations is at the middle of the book in the LXX (after 25:13),

towards the end of the book in the received Hebrew text (MT 46-51)". 3) "The order of

the oracles against the nations differs. This last difference entails a difficulty in the

numeration of the verses, and we note that the critical edition of J. Ziegler and that of A.

Rahlfs (manual) do not follow the same pattern"'*'. But the major problematic is the

various attempts to explain these discrepancies and the status accorded to each of the

texts by different exegetes.

J. G. JANZEN,Studies in the TextofJeremiah (HSM6), Cambridge, 1973, p. 2-7.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 3.

•" HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2. p.2-3.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 2-3.

Quoted in HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 2.

P.-M. BOGAERT, Le livredeJeremie enperspective, p. 366. Seealso P.-M. BOGAERT, Urtext, texte

courtetrelecture: Jiremiexxxiii 14-26 TMet sespreparations, inJ.A. EMERTON (ed.), Congress Volume

Leuven1989 (VTS 43), Leiden, 1991,p. 236-247.

Translation mine. For a table of minuteuse comparison of these differences, see P.-M. BOGAERT, Le

livre de Jeremie en perspective, p. 366.

45
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1.2.2.2 Proposed Solutions

Schematically four"® solutions are possible to explain these differences.
a) A traditional opinion since Jerome supposes that the LXX abridges the MT and

therefore concludes that theyhavethe same Vorlage.

b) J.G. Eichhom was the first to oppose this view. His thesis is that the two texts came

from two editions of the book produced by Jeremiah himself". Eichhom thus

explained the divergence not as a textual, but as an editorialphenomenon.

c) Movers had already in 1837"*^, introduced the debate over the worth ofthe Septuagint
and he holds that the LXX represents an oldertext than MT and is to be preferred. The

additional materials in the latter are therefore secondary glosses, pluses that are to be

taken as expansions from familiar usage or scribal tendency to embellish, clarify, and

otherwise elaborate the text. He however admitted that there are a number of instances

of omissions in the LXX, which he also attributed to chance scribal lapse. Many

J. FERRY, Illusions et salut, p. 51.

"According to this hypothesis, a first edition was composed in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, augmented

in Egypt with subsequent oracles, and in this form was sent to Babylon for the use of the exiles there. An

identical copy was kept in Egypt, not in one continuous document, but in a series of smaller booklets. From

this copy, Jeremiah prepared a second edition whose various additions were typical of the elaborations,

retouching and up-datings. This revised edition was sent into Palestine where it entered the Hebrew canon

and became the prototype for the received text. Meanwhile, the copy of the first edition which remained in

Egypt, was transmitted in its unrevised form (though in somewhat different order because of reshuffling of

the small booklets in which it was contained) and eventually was translated into Greek" cf J.G. JANZEN,

Studies in the Text ofJeremiah, p. 2.

Movers' position in his De utriusque recemionis Vaticinorum leremiae, is given by J.G. JANZEN,

Studies in the Text ofJeremiah-. "Movers holds that G represents an older text than M and is to be preferred.

This is seen first of all, he argued, from an examination of Jer. 52 together with the parallel text in 2 Kings

25. In almost a score of instances, Jeremiah G and 2 Kings 25 agree against Jeremiah M. The additional

materials in the latter are secondary glosses, drawn from similar usage. Similarly, elsewhere in Jeremiah M

has a great number of plusses which are to be taken as expansions from usage elsewhere. Such additions

occur also in G but to a lesser extent. As for the absence of second occurrences of doublets, examination

reveals that they are secondary on internal grounds [...] the doublets common to M and G probably are also

due to secondary development, which in this case occurred before the rise of the Alexandrian recension", p.

3.
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exegetes today'*' revive this view and argue for the anteriority of the LXX or at least

the dependence of the LXX on an ancient Hebrew Vorlage, and which in turn served

the base for the present MT.

d) Modem commentators^" adopt a somewhat middle position. Their conclusions avoid

embracing generalisations; each difference should be examined case by case and

preference is given sometimes to MT and sometimes to LXX. For some, the

discrepancy reveals a more complicated problem than that of anteriority or

dependence. A commentator like Carroll does not search for the more original text. He

sees in the disparity between the two texts more of evidences about the complicated

origin of the book. The differences go a long way according to him to reveal and to

confirm the thesis of the presence of different underlying ideologies behind the texts

and their composition.

1.2.2.3 In the Light ofthe Discovery ofthe Qumran Texts

There has become in the recent time a breakthrough with the discovery of the Qumran

(4QJer[a] and 4QJer[h]). This discovery has led to the affirmation that the two editions

of the text of Jeremiah are both ancient since they are both attested in the fragments of

the manuscripts. Emmanuel Tov concludes that one can discern two different types of the

Hebrew text, a longer one of the MT and a shorter one of the LXX. The two texts are

closely related, the longer being an amplification of the shorter text; the two which he

also described as witnesses to two redactional traditions distinct as well as related^'. A

stronger and wider consensus is growing, in the recent years, in favour of the originality

of the LXX of the book of Jeremiah and especially with regard to the Oracles against the

Nations. Many works on this have seen the light of the day^^, and many recent scholars

Bogaert, Tov, Janzen, Sohenker, Goldman.

Holladay, Thompson, Bright, Rudolph, Volz, etc.

E. TOV, L'incidence de la critique textuellesur la critique litteraire dans le livre de Jeremie, in RB79

(1972), p. 189-199, seep. 191.

E. TOV, The Septuagint Translation ofJeremiah and Baruch: ADiscussion ofan Early Revision ofthe

LXX ofJeremiah 29-52 andBaruch 1:1-3:8, Missoula, 1976; ID., Exegetical Notes ontheHebrew Vorlage

of the LXX of Jeremiah 27 (=34), in ZAW 91 (1979), p. 73-94; P.-M. BOGAERT, Les mecanismes
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who have occupied themselves with the problem settle more often with the anteriority of

the edition attested by the LXX over that attested by the MT^^. Some recent

commentaries have even been criticised for their partial attention to the MT, as was the

case before. Reviewing the twenty-sixth volume of the Word Biblical Commentary '̂*,

Francolino Gon9a]ves, using the exegesis of Jer. 7:1-15 in the said commentary as a case

inpoint, criticised the exclusivity accorded to the MT^^. He notes that a new appreciation

is now accorded to the LXX in the last quarter of the last century. Unlike before when

these differences are taken for simple textual variants, the LXX serving as much as

possible for "ameliorating" the MT, the great majority of critiques today independently

recognise that the disparities between the LXX and the MT of Jeremiah do not concern

textual difference in the classicsenseof the discipline. This is also the opinion of P.-M.

Bogaert^®. He notes that the exercise ofcomparison between the long text and the short
texf^ is not yet a finished project, and calls this exercise "exegese differentielle"^®. His

redactionnels enJr. 10:1-16(LXX et TM) et la signification dessupplements, inP.-M. BOGAERT (ed.), Le

livre de Jeremie, p. 222-238.

Writes Bogaert: "Diverses 6tudes, anciennes et recentes ontoccasionnellement montr6 quecertaines des

differences entrecesdeuxredactions etaientlieesentreelles.Leschercheurs quise sent attaches depresau

problfeme concluent le plus souvent a I'antdriorite de la forme attestee par la Septante sur celleattest^e par

le texte massoretique. Mais il faut le dire, les grands commentaires sont restes en dehors de ces

perspectives. S'ils reconnaissent la valeur de la Septante, c'est occasionnellement et nonen tant qu'elle est

une forme coh6rente du livre de J6r^mie", P.-M. BOGAERT, De Baruch a Jeremie: Les deux redactions

conservees du livre de Jeremie in P.-M. BOGAERT (ed.), Le livre de Jiremie, p. 168-173,see p. 168. In

this article he refers to the LXX as redaction A while the MT becomes redaction B.

P. C. CRAIGIE, H. KELLY, J. F. DRINKARD, Jr., Jeremiah 1-25 (WBC 26), Dallas, 1991.

Writes F. Gon9alves: "Le commentaire est bon. [But] Ses d^fauts d^coulent, a mon avis, de Tun ou

I'autre des presuppose ou de I'une ou I'autre des options qui le commandent. Les auteurs eux-memes

reconnaissent qu'ils n'en sont pas tous prouv&, loin de la. Etant donn^e {sic) la visee historique du

commentaire, I'exclusivite accordee au TM est I'une de ses plus grandes limites, et une source certaine de

defauts", revievs'in iiS 107 (2000), p. 107.

P.-M. BOGAERT, Les mecanismes redactionnels en Jer. 10:1-16: "11 importe avant tout de rappeler

d'abord que les differences entre la Septante et le texte hebreu massoretique ne relevent pas tant de la

critique textuelle que de la critique litteraire et de I'histoire des redactions" (p. 222).

Appellations by Bogaert for the MT and the LXX respectively.

P.-M. BOGAERT, Le livre de Jeremie en perspective, p. 403.
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hypothesis, which he shares with E. Tov, J.G. Janzen, A. Schenker and Y. Goldman is

that the Hebrew model of the "texte court", the LXX, goes back to an original Hebrew

form of the book of Jeremiah. Writes Bogaert :

"si on voulait poser la question en termes de plaidoirie, le poids de la preuve ne

parait nullement se trouver du cote de la these de I'anteriorite du texte court; il

serait bien plutot du cote de lathese de I'anteriorite du texte long"''.

The hypothesis is, in other words, the anteriority of a Hebrew Vorlage from which the

LXX was translated, which in turn, later served as the base for the translation of the MT.

He maintains nevertheless that each text's integrity should be appreciated and treated as

such.

However it must be noted that there are also some modem authors who are staunch

defenders of the anteriority of the MT. The protagonist in the recent time is Georg

Fischer who has written severally in defence of the thesis^", also using the same Oracles

against the Nations as specimen.

"Les differences entre le texte h6breu (TM) et grec (G) de Jeremie apparaissent

surtout en Jr 25 et dans les oracles contre les nations que I'un et I'autre place a des

endroits differents. Ces demieres annees, J.G. Janzen et P.-M. Bogaert ont

soutenu la priorite de G (ou de sa Vorlage hebraique) et leur these est devenue

opinio communis. Cependant, quelques indices parlent au contraire en faveur de la

priorite du texte hebreu qui est a I'origine du TM. Pour le prouver, cet article

analyse la transition de Jr 25,12-15, le recit de la coupe (TM: 25,15-38; G; 32,15-

38) et la fa9on d'introduire ou conclureles oracles contre les nations (TM: 46-51;

G: 25-31). En fait, il semble que les traducteurs grecs aient simplifie et clarifie un

textehebreu devenu complexe enraison d'un long processus redactionnel"®'.

P.-M. BOGAERT, Le livre de Jeremie en perspective, p. 401.

G. FISCHER, Jer 25 und die Fremdvolkerspriiche: Vnterschiede zwischen hebraischem und

griechischem Text, in Biblica 72/4 (1991), p. 474-499; Zum Text des Jeremiabuches, in Biblica 78/3

(1997), p. 305-328; Lesdeuxfaces deJeremie 52, in ETR 74/4(1999), p. 481-489.

Author's (Fischer) abstract of G. FISCHER, Jer 25 unddieFremdvolkerspriiche, p. 499.
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Since the work of comparison according to Bogaert is not yet ended, interpretations and

exclusive conclusions should remain sober. However, these interpretations are still

necessary to stimulate observation and the search for coherence. We shall, in the

translations and in the analysis of the relevant chapters in the present work follow the

MT, as already muted in the General Introduction, for reasons of choice and more of the

availability of major commentaries, which are based on it, than a judgement of text

anteriority or even originality. On the latter issue, my first submission is the recognition

of the fundamental factof theircanonical status, theirdifferences notwithstanding. Inthe

article of Bogaert largely cited in this connection: Le livre deJeremie enperspective, he

concludes with a sub-heading titled: "Quelle attitude prendre en theorie et en pratique?"

His last advice reads:

"Nous plaignons-nous d'avoir quatre Evangiles? Dans le cas de Jeremie, I'identite

mot pour mot de tres longs passages pourrait donner le change, mais nous avons

vraiment deux livres de Jeremie, dont les projets distincts se manifestent dans

I'organisation generale et dans les differences quantitatives. Ne le regrettons pas.

La nature nous a donn6 deux yeux pour distinguer le relief

If the four gospels remain our heritage, with their similarities and differences, the textual

differences in Jeremiah should not be extraordinary. The scope of our work and the bent

permit only a notice of the fact of their similarities and differences and the much ink that

has been spilt on the issue.

1.2.3 The Question ofDeuteronomistic Redaction

Basing on the thesis of Martin Noth that the corpus Deuteronomy - II Kings is not the

final outcome of a process of literary redaction and expansion of an original book or a

series of books, but represents the attempt of an author (or authors) to write the history of

Israel from Moses to the exile and to present a theological interpretation of that history®^

P.-M. BOGAERT, Le livre de Jeremie en perspective, p. 405-406.

M. NOTH, Uberlieferungsgeschichtliche Studien I, Halle, 1943. According to Noth, the central purpose

of the deuteronomistic historian or tradition was to provide an explanation why YHWH had rejected Israel

in the tragic events of 721 BC and 586 BC. Together with the promulgation of the Law by Moses had come
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Nicholson believes that this deuteronomistic historian wrote in the shadow of 721 and

586 BC and was concerned mainly with providing an explanation of why YHWH had

rejected his people, first the Northern kingdom and finally Judah, in these catastrophes. In

writing his history, this author or the circle of tradition (traditionists) to which he belongs,

according to Noth, had at his/its disposal a great deal of material deriving from very

varied sources and periods in Israel's history, all of which he knit together by reworking

them into a structural unity, armed with a literary framework, which together with

frequent insertions and comments set forth his own theological interpretation and

understanding of the events he records®''. For clarity of vocabulary, we refer to and adopt

Lohfink's^^ definitions of the adjectives deuteronomic (in French deuteronomique,

relating to Deuteronomy) and deuteronomistic (in French deuteronomiste, relating to

deuteronomistic history; Joshua to II Kings)®®. Romer is of the opinion that the thesis of

the stern warning of the curse which would befall Israel if she failed to obey YHWH's will as set forth in

this Law. The threat of this curse is already expressed at the earliest time by Moses (e.g. Deut. 4:25-27) and

repeated by Joshua after the conquest has been completed (Jos. 23:16), whilst throughout Israel's history,

according to the deuteronomist, YHWH warned Israel, 'by every prophet and seer' (II Kings 7:13),

constantly calling her to obedience, but to no avail (of Jer. 7:13; I Kings 9:6ff.; II Kings 7:23; 21:14ff.).

Now in the period in which the deuteronomistic history made its appearance, the threat, which had come

with the giving of the Law and in the preaching of the prophets had been violently realised and Israel, who

had rejected YHWH's Law and ignored the warnings of 'his servants the prophets', had fallen under the

curse of the Law. What had occurred in the events of 721 BC and 586 BC was thus described as the

Judgement of a righteous God upon a wayward and disobedient people.

" E.W. NICHOLSON, Preaching to the Exiles: AStudy of the Prose Tradition in the Book ofJeremiah,

Oxford, 1970, p. 72.

" N. LOHFINK, Les traditions duPentateuque autour det'exil(CE 97), Paris, 1996, p.42.

N. LOHFINK, Les traditions du Pentateuque : "Je commence avec des reflexions sur I'ftiquette

'deuteronomiste' qua nous collons sur des textes de plus en plus nombreux. Wellhausen a reflechi sur la

terminologiequi s'imposera plus tard, lorsqu'il a d6fini le debut du livrede Josue dans sa composition de

I'Hexateuque. Sa formulation pourrait servir de point de depart: 'Jos. 1 est purement deuteronomiste c'est-

a-dire compose par I'ecrivain qui a serti la Loi deuteronomique. Cet dcrivain peut etre designe comme le

deuteronomiste, pour le distinguer de I'auteur du Deuteronome proprement dit'. On distingue done ici entre

'deuteronomique, (relatif au Deuteronome) et 'deuteronom/i?e' (relatif a I'Histoire deuteronomiste : Jos a 2

Rois). Plus tard on acceptera une dependance du deuteronomistepar rapport au deuteronomique : la Loi

deuteronomique (Dt 12-26) lui est suppos6e ant&ieure. Peuvent done etre design6s comme
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deuteronomistic redaction of the Pentateuch as well as of the historical books entered into

scientific discussion following the works of de Wette®'' and Ewald^l This phenomenon

continued its fastpropagation but it was in the book of Jeremiah thatexegetes noted first

the presence of a very strong resemblance both in style and in theme with Deuteronomy

and/or with deuteronomic texts®', and such a notice further constituted and equally
constitutes an issue of great divide.

1.2.3.1 The Book ofJeremiah and Deuteronomy

Reading the book of Jeremiah, one notices a very close border with Deuteronomy-II

Kings, both in general outlook and in specific accents. In broader terms, there is,

generally, a pro-Sinaitic slant in the book of Jeremiah. Some authors have identified

Jeremiah as a new Moses, the Lawgiver or a teacher of the Law™. The booksof Jeremiah

and Deuteronomy, for example, share the same social views, demanding from each

Israelite a brotherly treatment of his neighbour (cf Deut. 5:20; Jer. 9:4-9), from judgesto

judge justly (cf Deut. 16:18-20; Jer. 7:5-6, 9; 8:8) from kings and from all not to pour

away innocent blood (cf. Deut. 19:10; 21:8; Jer. 2:34; 7:6; 22:3). In specific terms, there

deuteronomistes des textes qui, du point de vue de la langue ou du contenu, ont des accointances aveo le

Deuteronome- voire aveo seulement la Loi de Dt 12-26et qui en sont derives" (p. 42).

" For the biography ofW.M.L. de Wette (1780-1849), cf. especially J.W. ROGERSON, W.M.L. de Wette,
Founder of Modern Biblical Criticism:AnIntellectual Biography(JSOTS 126),Sheffield, 1992.

Cf.T. ROMER, La conversionduprophete Jeremiea la theologie deuteronomiste, p. 28.

®T. ROMER &A. DE PURY, L'historiographie deuteronomiste (HD): Histoire de larecherche etenjeux
du debat, in A. DE PURY, T. ROMER & J.-D. MACCHI (eds.), Israel construit son histoire -

L'historiographie deuteronomiste a la lumieredes recherches recentes(Le mondede la Bible34), Geneve,

1996, p. 9-120, seep. 25.

For articles that attempt such a comparison, see for example W.L. HOLLADAY, The Background of

Jeremiah's Self-understanding: Moses,Samuel,and Psalm 22, mJBL 83 (1964), p. 153-]64-, Jeremiah and

Moses: Further Observations, in JBL 85 (1966), p. 17-27; E.K. HOLT, The Chicken and the Egg - Or:

Was Jeremiah a Member of the Deuteronomist Parly, in JSOT 44 (1989), p. 109-122; C. SEITZ, The

Prophet Moses and the Canonical Shape of Jeremiah, in ZAW 101 (1989), p. 3-27; Moses als Prophet:

Redaktionsthemen und Gesamtstruktur des Jeremiasbuches, in BZ34 (1990), p. 234-245.
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are phraseological parallels and common diction", and most often, like Deuteronomy, the

book of Jeremiah has covenantal overtones. Because of similarities of the like nature,

majority of authors concludes that the editor of Jeremiah has largely used Deuteronomy

and that the second edition of Deuteronomy often had recourse to the images and thought

of the prophet Jeremiah^^. But the question still remains as to whether these similarities

necessarily imply literary dependence.

1.2.3.2 Various Responses

The first major hint about deuteronomism was by Bernard Duhm (1847-1928) who, in his

commentary'̂ , exposed the thesis of a deuteronomistic redaction of the book, leaving to

Jeremiah only some 60 brief poems. With MowinckeP'*, inspired by the documentary

hypothesis of Wellhausen and his school that triumphed in the researches on the

Pentateuch, came an elaboration of a source theory for the book of Jeremiah, as we have

already made clear. It is interesting that Mowinckel's source "C" is the most argued

among exegetes: it brings the whole question of the participation of Jeremiah in the

reform of Josiah, and from the literary point of view poses the question: could Jeremiah

write in prose? The question is also otherwise put: is the "deuteronomism" of the

discourses that of the prophet or of the redactor'̂ ? While some deny the Jeremian

authenticity of thematerials and qualify them aspurely deuteronomistic'®, others" affirm

contrarily that Jeremiah is their true author.

" Already in 1914, anextensive listof these parallels has been published inG.HOLSCHER, £i;e Profeten:

Untersuchungen zur Religionsgeschichte Israels, Leipzig, p. 382. See also R. DAVIDSON, Orthodoxy and

the Prophetic Word:A Study in the RelationshipBetween Jeremiah and Deuteronomy, in KT14 (1964), p.

407-416; M. FISHBANE, Torah and Tradition, in D.A. KNIGHT (ed.), Tradition and Theology in the Old

Testament, Philadelphia, 1977, p. 284-286.

Cf. for example, H. GAZELLES, Jeremieet le Deuteronome, in RSR 38 (1951), p. 5-36, see p. 36.

" DUHM, Das BuchJeremia.

S. MOWINCKEL, Zur Komposition des Buches Jeremia.

P.-M. BOGAERT,La tradition des oracles et du livre de Jeremie, des origines au moyen age: Essai de

synthese, in RTL%i\977), p. 305-328, see p. 306.

Hyatt, Nicholson, Thiel.

Holladay, Weippert.
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Mowinckel's model was modified with time. It was noticed actually that the

deuteronomistic style is not limited to the prose discourses but is also present in the

interior of theoracles, for example, Jer. 23: Iff and in the narrative sections for example,

Jer. 36'®. Bright notes; "When Bopens his mouth, he talks like C"''.

A further step was yet to be noticed: "C" is transformed into a redaction with the works

of Hyatt and Rudolph. Hyatt®" considers that the deuteronomic editors wanted to make

Jeremiah a party to the reform of Josiah. In an article in 1951®', he maintains that "the

school of writers we call the Deuteronomists" is at the same time responsible for the

edition of the deuteronomistic historiography and that of Jer. 1-45. Rudolph on his part

borrowed Mowinckel's model and terminology but in a more conservative way®^.

According to him, Baruch wrote "B", and "C" is based often on the authentic words of

Jeremiah. Jer. 30-31 does not belong to an independent source but is part of "A" as

equally a certain number of Oracles against the Nations is. About "C", he envisaged the

possibility that it could act as the principal redaction®^ Subsequently the idea of one or

many deuteronomistic redactions of Jeremiah became part of research. In the English

T. ROMER, La conversion duprophete Jeremie a la theologie deuteronomiste, p. 30.

" J. BRIGHT, The Prophetic Reminiscence: Its Place and Function inthe Book ofJeremiah, in Biblical
Essays 1966. Proceedings of the P"' Meeting "Die Ou-Testamentiese Werkgemeenskap in Suid-Africa"
(OTWSA) in Pretoria, Stellenbosh, 1966, p. 11-30, see p. 17, cited in T. ROMER, La conversion du

prophete Jeremie a la theologie deuteronomiste, p. 30, footnote no. 11.

J.P. HYATT,Jeremiah and Deuteronomy, in L.G. PERDUE & B.W.KOVACS (eds.),A Prophet to the

Nations: Essays in Jeremiah Studies, WinonaLake, 1984, p. 113-127.

J.P. HYATT, The Deuteronomic Edition of Jeremiah (1951), republished in L.G. PERDUE & B.W.

KOVACS (eds.), A Prophet to the Nations, p. 247-267. Cf. equally, J.P. HYATT, The Bookof Jeremiah,

see especially, p. 788-790.

RUDOLPH, Jeremia.

"Es ist nicht ausgeschlossen, dass der Verfasser der C-Stiicke zugleich der Hauptredaktor des

Jeremiabuches war", quoted in T. ROMER, La conversion du prophete Jeremie a la theologie

deuteronomiste, p. 30.
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speaking world, it was popularised by the work of E.W. Nicholson^", who strongly

insisted on the omnipresence of the deuteronomistic ideology and style not only in the

prose sermons of Jeremiah but also in the biographical texts. According to him, these

texts have their Sitz im Leben in the deuteronomistic preaching and teaching addressed to

the exiles in Babylon.

But it was W. Thiel^^ who later tried to demonstrate in detail the presence of a

deuteronomistic redaction in Jeremiah. This redaction according to him presupposes the

deuteronomistic historiography and he goes into details to pinpoint these presuppositions

beginning from Jer. 1 where Jeremiah is, at the moment of his vocation, presented as the

worthy successor of Moses (compare Jer. 1:7, 9 to Deut. 18:18). By way of style, Thiel

notes that Jeremiah deuteronomist uses the same stereotyped phraseology that the

redactors of the deuteronomistic history use, but created from Jeremianic expressions. He

dates the deuteronomistic redaction of Jeremiah around 550, after the death of Jehoiakim

(cf. Jer 22:25-27). Thiel goes further to note that the deuteronomistic redaction of

Jeremiah was not the last to intervene in the book.

However this consensus on deuteronomistic influence in the book of Jeremiah is

contested by a "minority"®^ of exegetes who considers that this 'evident' deuteronomistic

character of the texts in question corresponds in fact to a Kunstprosa, a widely spread

prose type language current in the countries of Judah of the f" and 6"^ centuries BC^^.

The argument is that nothing prevents attributing the text "C" to the prophet himself who

could also simply have had recourse to the same language of the editors of the

deuteronomistic historiographers, a language that Ezekiel was later abundantly to utilise.

Weippert therefore denies without qualification the deuteronomistic influence on

E.W. NICHOLSON, Preaching to the Exiles:A Study of the Prose Traditionin the Bookof Jeremiah,

Oxford, 1970.

W. THIEL, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 1-25(WMANT 41), Neukirchener-Vluyn,

1973.

T. ROMER, La conversion dupropheteJeremie a la theologie deuteronomiste, p. 30.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2; H. WEIPPERT, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches.
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Jeremiah and considers the prose sermons aswords ofYHWH directly transmitted by the

prophet. Three years later, Holladay wrote regarding Weippert's opinion: "My own

conviction is that she has written the definitive work on the problem of the stereotyped

prose in Jeremiah, and though questions remain, I believe we can consider that this issue

is now solved"^^. This conviction does not however seem to respect adequately the spirit
of democracy of opinion in scholarship, and making categorical statements of this nature

cannot silence contrary voices.

William McKane devotes pages to moderate the two extreme positions of Thiel and

Weippert, and balances their extremities with histerminology of"rolling corpus": "There

is a nucleus of the book of Jeremiah which is distinctive, so that the prose which is

generated by it, in connection with the processes of growth and aggregation (triggering)

which result in our extant book, is, to a greater or lesser degree, influenced by this

distinctiveness"®'. For him also, "time has come to concentrate more on the internal

relations of the constituents of the Book of Jeremiah and to be less bothered about

comparisons between the prose of the prose discourses of the book andthe prose of other

bodies ofOld Testament literature"'". The whole question ofsource Cwith regard to the

text of the book of Jeremiah, he seesas "an additional, critical superstructure which is not

functionally necessary and which ought to be demolished inthe interests of economy"".

Nevertheless, he admitted that this is not intended as a denial of the significant

resemblance betweenJeremianic and deuteronomic-deuteronomistic prose.

A little evaluation could be necessary here, even though the limit of our work can only

permit us to sample these opinions. From the arguments above, it is clear that the

profoundly complex problem of exactly how deuteronomic or deuteronomistic the

language of the prose passages is, cannot be addressed adequately by any one simple

W.L. HOLLADAY, A Fresh Look at Source "B" and Source "C" in Jeremiah, p. 403.

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Jeremiah I-XXV, Volume I (ICC), Edinburgh,

1986, p. xlvii.

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary I, p. xlvii.
91 McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary J, p. Ixxxv.
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answer. In spite of the efforts of scholars since the past century to address the problem, it

is clear that the linguistic evidence alone remains ambiguous and capable of generating

more than one reasonable conclusion. Michael J. Williams has posed a very important

question that should offer a guide to this discussion: "At what level of frequency is Dtr

diction considered to become 'characteristic' of the analysed corpus?"®^ And Carolyn J.

Sharp in her Prophecy and Ideology in Jeremiah adds the following; "To what extent can

it be shown that a certain formulation is indeed Deuteronomistic and has its origin outside

of the book of Jeremiah? If a term occurs more often in Jeremiah than in the Dtr corpus,

why is it that we do not consider it 'Jeremianic' or 'Deutero-Jeremianic' rather than

deuteronomistic? Must a term be shown to be central to the ideology of the DtrH for it to

qualify as Deuteronomistic"^^? She finally rightly suggests that the evidence of frequency

provides only one datum in the larger equation; semantic cohesion in the immediate

literary context and theological congruence with surrounding material must also be taken

into consideration'''.

I believe we must also not forget the fact that the Hebrew Bible employs a relatively

limited lexicon. It is also worth observing that the corpus comprising Deuteronomy to II

Kings is a large and significant portion of the Hebrew Bible and so it is likely that any

other portion of the Bible might be expected reasonably to share some similarities with

that portion. In this vein, Ehud Ben Zvi urges that cultural competence be considered as a

factor when analysing similarities between different books or different corpus in the

Bible. He cautions equally against any rushed conclusions based on phraseological

similarity because biblical writers and redactors "were conversant with the relevant

religious literature and the literary (and theological) discourse(s) of their time [...] and

were surely able to activate linguistic expressions in their language according to

M.J. WILLIAMS, An Investigation of the Legitimacy ofSource Distinctions for the Prose Material in

Jeremiah, in JBL 112 (1993), p. 193-210, see p. 208.

C.J. SHARP, Prophecy and Ideology in Jeremiah: Struggles for Authority in the Deutero-Jeremianic

Prose (Old Testament Studies), London, 2003, p. 14.

C.J. SHARP, Prophecy and Ideology in Jeremiah, p. 14.
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grammar, genre, stylistic conventions and thegeneral discourse inwhich they lived"'̂ . In

our study therefore, our analysis of texts will pay more attention to the phenomenon of

intertextuality than to the consideration of a possible deuteronomistic influence.

1.3 TheBroadliners:
The Commentaries of Holladay, Carroll and McKane

Theyear 1986 saw the appearance of three imposing English commentaries of Holladay,

Carroll and McKane'®. It is needless to emphasise that these authors have, outside these
major commentaries, written extensively on the book of Jeremiah in numerous articles

and monographs. I refer to these authors and their commentaries as broadliners insofar as

"they help to enable readers to read Jeremiah following different paths"'̂ . All three

commentaries take note of the textual variations and the versions, and address

substantially the MT and LXX versions of the book of Jeremiah, but where they really

differ is in the important areas of presuppositions, approaches and execution of comment,

in short, in discerning precisely what the nature of thedevelopment of the textmay have

been and in the import of the extant text. Carroll's own evaluation confirms this:

E.B. ZVI, ADeuteronomistic Redaction in/among "The Twelve"? AContributionfrom theStandpoint of

the Books of Micah, Zephaniah and Obadiah, in L.S. SCHEARING & S.L. McKENZIE (eds.), Those

Elusive Deuteronomists: The Phenomenon ofPan-Deuteronomism (JSOTS 269), Sheffield, 1999, p. 232-

261, see p. 247.

For reviews of one or all of the commentaries, see R.P.CARROLL, in JTS38 (1987), p. 446-450; R.P.

CARROLL, in SJT 42 (1989), p. 113-116; R.P. CARROLL, Arguing about Jeremiah: RecentStudies and

the Nature of a Prophetic Book, in J.A. EMERTON (ed.).CongressVolume, Leuven 1989,p. 222-235. For

reviews of the three commentaries in conjunction with each other, see C.S. RODD, Which is the Best

Commentary? VI: Jeremiah, in The Expository Times 98 (1987), p. 171-175; W. BRUEGGEMANN,

Jeremiah: Intense Criticism, Thin Interpretation, in Interpretation 42 (1988), p. 268-280; T.W.O.

OVERHOLT, Interpreting Jeremiah, in ReligiousStudies Review 14 (1988), p. 330-334; R.P. CARROLL,

Radical Clashes of Will and Style: Recent Commentary Writing on the Book of Jeremiah, in JSOT 45

(1989), p. 99-114; R.P. CARROLL, SurplusMeaning and the Conflict of Interpretation: A Dodecade of

Jeremiah Studies (1984-95), in CRBS 4 (1996), p. 115-159. The secondvolumes of Holladay and McKane

appeared in the years 1989 and 1996 respectively.

" R.P. CARROLL, Radical Clashes ofWill andStyle, p. 101.
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"Now no responsible consideration of these three commentaries should present

them as beingin opposition to eachotherandtheirdisagreements are perspectival

rather than in terms of textual exegesis. And close reading of a few verses of

Jeremiah using all three guides will reveal how similar is their uncovering of the

bones of the text. Where disagreement may arise is in their relating the

significanceof those verses to the overall understanding of the book of Jeremiah.

And those larger understandings will refer in turn to complex, subtle and highly

sophisticated readings of prophecy and the nature of the production of prophetic

texts"'l

1.3.1 William Holladay

One of the major points of the thesis of Holladay in his studies in the book of Jeremiah is

that the book is, in the first place, never lacking in furnishing information about specific

stages of the prophet's real life. Holladay uses the injunction of Deut. 31:9-13'' to
construct the chronology of the life of Jeremiah'°°. He assumes that the injunction was

carried out seriously, that an early form of Deuteronomy was recited every seven years at

the feast of booths (tabernacles): "I should like to propose that there is evidence within

the book of Jeremiah for the practice of reciting the law of Deuteronomy every seven

years at the time of the feast of booths, as prescribed in Deut 31,10-13, evidence, that is,

during the period 615-587""". In fact, Holladay makes this proposal out of attempt to

locate settings for various pericopes in the book of Jeremiah and so reasons that if the law

of Deuteronomy was recited every seven years in the celebration of the feast of booths in

Jerusalem, those occasions would have offered Jeremiah an ample audience. "If the

reform of Josiah is to be dated in 622, then the recitations of Deuteronomy would have

R.P. CARROLL, Radical Clashes of Will and Style, p. 102.

" "At the end of everysevenyears, at the time fixed for the yearof remission, at the feast of Tabernacles,

when the whole of Israel comes to look on the face of YHWH your God in the place he chooses, you must

proclaim this Law in the hearing of all Israel. Call the people together...."

W.L. HOLLADAY, A Proposalfor Reflections in the Book ofJeremiah.

W.L. HOLLADAY, A Proposalfor Reflections in the Book ofJeremiah, p. 326.
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taken place in the autumn of 615, 608, 601, 594, 587""'l In his commentary, he
concludes, "It is my proposal that these occasions offer a chronological structure for the

career of Jeremiah""'^

In his introduction to the second volume ofhis commentary, he sets out at length toshow
how he envisages the formation of the book and its relation to the historical Jeremiah. It

is Holladay's conviction "that the data of the book can be used to build up a credible
portrayal of the prophet, a portrayal against which there are no opposing data"'®''. He

however recognises the complexity of the data, admitting also that they are too few and
too variable to make the task of fitting them together an easy one, and so he settles to

produce a "reconstruction that ispossible"'°^ The conclusion ofHolladay is that most of
the poetry preserved in the book exhibits a distinctive vocabulary, style, and theology that
one may attribute to Jeremiah, that the narrative portions ofthe book are trustworthy in

the events they record, and that the book is largely the work of the scribe Baruch'°^

There may be some resemblance with Deuteronomy but that does not necessitate the

inference of literary dependence. He brought into the arena the old issue of sources and

criticised it in order to show that Jeremiah's vocabulary cuts across the sources. For

example, the terms shub and sheqer are found in the different sources, and that means

one can recognise a specific style in Jeremiah, "the authentic voice of Jeremiah [...], its

characteristics include surprise, freshness, imagination and irony. Words are often

exploited for multiple meanings; conventional views are often reversed, the sermonic

prosemaypreserve Jeremiah's voice andthat it is not to be taken as a literary source"'"''.

He claims therefore for theprophet notjust the poetry in thebook, but equally much of

the prose, which he considers to bea recasting of thepoetry bytheprophet.

W.L. HOLLADAY, A Proposalfor Reflections in the BookofJeremiah,p. 326.

HOLLADAY. Jeremiah 2, p. 27.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2. p. 25.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2. p. 25.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 24.

"" HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2,p. 15.
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The first appreciativeelementin the work of Holladayon Jeremiah is the fact that among

the major commentators on the book, he seemsto be the closestto the text and he has the

clarity of opinion that is simple to understand. His premises andassumptions accrue from

the text itself and do not seem to issue from his general preconceptions and prejudices

about the Old Testament. And from this sticking to the text, he allows himself to be led to

where the conclusions logicallyfollow. But the major criticism of Holladay's approach is

the "breathtaking"'"® nature of his assumptions about the book and the consequent bold

conclusions that would today sound very traditional; for example the assumption that

there was a septennial reading of Deuteronomy, in accordance with Deut. 31:9-13, which

literally took place every seven years, an assumption which provides him with a

framework to construct a biography of the prophet, and a background against which he

can set the prose sections of the book. His biographical sketch of Jeremiah's life is

astonishing and is based on a literal reading of the text, and his theory of production

equally based on the literal interpretation of chapter 36. In fact, Holladay's A Coherent

Chronology ofJeremiah's Early Career is, in his own words, "an attempt to specify the

passages present in the first scroll which Jeremiah dictated to Baruch, and therefore

present in the second scroll as well, and to specify the additional passages which

Jeremiah added in the second scroll, according to the narrative of Jer 36"'°'. His

assumptions and presuppositions are clearly stated in his introduction to the first volume

of his commentary, but some of these presuppositions may not pass the critical test of

modern scholarship. Carroll's evaluation in this regard seems proper:

"His (Holladay) is therefore the ne plus ultra reading of Jeremiah as the book

represents the prophet's innermost thoughts, sayings, deeds and travels. His

commentary represents the terminus of a long line of similarly minded writers in

this century, of which John Bright and John Berridge are two outstanding

examples. But for his strong objections to reading the book of Jeremiah as

R.P. CARROLL, Arguing About Jeremiah, p. 225.

W.L. HOLLADAY, A Coherent Chronology, p. 58.
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containing a dominant deuteronomistic element foreign to Jeremiah's thought,

Holladay could be the successor ofJohn Skinner""°.

But his treatment of the problem of deuteronomism in the book could amount to a tactical

dodging of a problem. He outflanks that problem by making Jeremiah's use of the so-

called deuteronomistic language a response to readings of Deuteronomy and thereby

renders a theory and a discussion of the deuteronomistic edition of the book of Jeremiah

quite unnecessao'. His passion about the historical Jeremiah, or the connections between

the person and thetext, and his unqualified denial ofany deuteronomistic mediation give

one the suspicion that for him (when one evaluates him extremely), Jeremiah and/or

Baruch is the producer of the text, that is, he utters the prophecy, writes, corrects and

publishes.

1.3.2 Robert Carroll

1 see Carroll as a staunch representative, if not the most prolific of the modem critical

readers of the book of Jeremiah. Posterity of lovers of Jeremiah and the book that bears

his name would always be grateful to this Glasgow based exegete for daring to ask the

hard questions and pushing the debate further than complacent grounds. In his writings,

Carroll is sharp enough, writing "lucidly and challengingly. It was always possible to

disagree with him, but at least you knew what you were disagreeing"'". Though still to

be aligned in the tradition of Duhm, especially with regard to the discussion on the

deuteronomistic origin of the prophetic book, with Carroll however, assumed positions

needed to be re-examined. Just on theopposite spectrum from Holladay, one of the high

points (if not the major) of Carroll's commentary and writings on Jeremiah is his

affirmation of the impossibility of attaining the historical Jeremiah. In many instances he

battles to show that any historical approach to the book of Jeremiah is unjustifiable and

R.P. CARROLL, Radical Clashes of Will and Style, p. 104. Cf. J. SKINNER, Prophecy and Religion:

Studies in the Life ofJeremiah, Cambridge, 1922.

R. DAVIDSON, The Bible in Church and Academy, in A.G. HUNTER & P.R. DAVIES (eds.), Sense

andSensitivity: Essays onReading the Bible inMemory ofRobert Carroll (JSOTS 348), Sheffield, 2002, p.

161-173. seep. 161.
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will yield no result"^. For Carroll, as a result of the exilic community's theological

mediation of the Jeremiah tradition, we cannot recover with any certitude any of the

actual words of the prophet. Indeed, we have no access to the person of Jeremiah or his

words, except as mediated by the community, and to pose such a historical question is

both futile and irrelevant. We should treat the character of Jeremiah as a work of fiction

and recognise the impossibility of moving from the book to the real 'historical' Jeremiah,

given our complete lack of knowledge independent of the book itself. We live "in an

interpreted world (in der gedeuteten Welt), so the book of Jeremiah is full of

interpretations. So we are engaged in interpreting interpretation. That takes us a couple of

removes from the real (?) Jeremiah""^ From this scholarly perspective, the book of

Jeremiah is seen to have no interest in the person of the prophet, and thus neither should

we. Pursuit of such historical questions about the person or the words of the prophet

should be abandoned and cannot be justified.

Carroll maintains that though it is assumed that Jeremiah did exist (like Macbeth or

Richard III), that assumption does not underwrite the attribution of everything in the book

to his authorship. The book of Jeremiah for him is the work of postexilic deuteronomistic

redactors who constructed an image of the prophet very near to their ideology and this

image is the product of the conflicts between different groups in the second temple

period. As he writes later, "only with the existence of the second temple can we posit the

emergence of literacy in the 5"^ century""'*. In Carroll's judgement, "we cannot get back

behind the text to an imagined original Jeremiah who uttered his words before Baruch,

the scribes, the deuteronomists, the redactors or whoever got to them and transformed

R.P. CARROLL,From Chaos to Covenant: Uses of Prophecy in the Book, ofJeremiah, London, 1981:

"The biblical writers,closer to beingpoets and dramatists than beinghistorians, could imaginefruitfuland

dramatic encounters of this kind and on occasion did construct imaginative stories like this one. Such an

imaginative constructionis the Bookof Jeremiah. That at least, is the thesis of this book, it is a metaphorof

the redactional activity and community which produced it" (p. 2). See also his introduction in CARROLL,

Jeremiah (OTL),especiallysub-titleno. 1 titled GeneralRemarks on theBookofJeremiah, p. 33-36.

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 2.

"" R.P. ChRROLL, Arguing about Jeremiah, p.226.
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them by addition, subtraction, redaction and supplementation""^. Just lilce Marie Biddle

who said that the book "is several steps removed from the career of the prophet""^, in

manyof his writings, Carroll expresses the ideathat"theprophet is lostto the scribe"'

In all-important respects, Carroll's work on Jeremiah represents a damn critical (or

radical as he uses often) approach. But in some other respects, one has the impression

that Carroll does not want himself to be led to some conclusions or avoids the

conclusions even if they are implied in his positions, simply because he thinks that these

conclusions could be traditional, positivist and non-radical enough. I evaluate Carroll

from three standpoints, and incidentally the standpoints have each some negative slant:

the prophet does not exist, there is notheology in the book butonly ideology andthere is

no order even in the ideology. It will be worthwhile to imagine this central thesis of

Carroll: "the connections between the so-called 'historical Jeremiah' andthe presentation

of Jeremiah in the text cannot now be determined because we lack the data to make such

connections. In that sense the only Jeremiah we have is the textual or literary Jeremiah.

That is, the prophet Jeremiah is a construct of the text""^ Sound and radical this thesis

may seem, one would expect that this thesis would have led Carroll to imagine that a

literary/synchronic approach to the book would have served better hermeneutical

purposes to the exegesis of the text of the book of Jeremiah; hermeneutics that could have

searched the sense in the literary construction thathas been made of the prophet; after all

the prophet does not necessarily have to exist before the book assumes some sense.

Rather, Carroll opts for an ideological approach"' - the book is the product ofconflicting

R.P. CARROLL, Something Rich and Strange: Imagining a Future for Jeremiah Studies, in A.R.P.

DIAMOND et al. (eds.). Troubling Jeremiah, p. 423-443, see p. 432.

' M.E. BIDDLE, Polyphony and Symphony inProphetic Literature, p. 128 (emphasis by the author).
R.P. CARROLL,Manuscripts Don't Burn: Inscribing the Prophetic Tradition: Reflections onJeremiah

36, in M. AUGUSTIN and K.-D. SCHUNCK (eds.), 'Dort siehen Schiffe dahin ...Collected

Communications to the XlVth Congress of the International Organization for the Study of the Old

Testament, Paris, 1992 (BEATAJ 28), Frankfurt am Main, 1996, p. 31-42, see p. 40.

R.P. CARROLL, Radical Clashes of Willand Style, p. 102.

For Carroll on ideological criticism and the Bible, see R.P. CARROLL, As Seeing the Invisible:

Ideology in Bible Translation, in JNSL 19 (1993), p. 79-93; Intertextuality and the Bookof Jeremiah:
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groups with conflicting ideological interests - and even this approach would not dig out

any order in the book since there is none in it. That means, after all is said and done, we

are simply left with almost nothing and unsure of anything with regard to the book. The

prophet does not exist, or rather we cannot say if he does, there is no discernible

connection between the prophet and the text, those who wrote down the words had no

theological intention, but an ideological one, and even in this ideology there is no

harmony, no order. And yet we have the text and it is worthwhile to read and interpret it.

A conscious attempt at an exercise doomed ab initio to futility?

1.3.3 William McKane

The commentary of McKane is more philologically and literarily inclined than historical.

It shows also deeper and special interest in the ancient versions (Septuagint, Aquila,

Symmachus, Theodotion, Vulgate, Peshitta, Targum), which in the very first sentence of

the commentary he says "is characteristic of this commentary"'̂ ". This commentary, as

often as is the case with the series in the International Critical Commentaries (ICC), is

loaded with textual details, and reflects the close, disciplined, exhaustive, tenacious

reading of the text associated with the high days of textual criticism at the turn of the

century'̂ '. McKane's own theory of the formation of the book has been described as

"less doctrinaire and straight-jacketed"'̂ ^. For him thebook ofJeremiah is theproduct of

a complicated and long process (his theory of rolling corpus). "What is meant by rolling

corpus is that small pieces of pre-existing text trigger exegesis or commentary. MT is to

Animadversions on Text and Theory, in J.C. EXUM & D.J.A. CLINES (eds.), The New Literary Criticism

and the Hebrew Bible (JSOTS 143), Sheffield, 1993, p. 55-78. On Representation in the Bible: An

IdeologiekritikApproach, in JNSL 20/2 (1994), p. l-15; AnInfinity of Traces: On Makingan Inventory of

our Ideological Holdings: An Introduction to Ideologiekritik in Biblical Studies, in JNSL 21/2 (1995), p.

25-43; Jeremiah, Intertextuality and Ideologiekritik in JNSL 2H\ (1996), p. 15-34; The Book of J:

Intertextualityand Ideological Criticism, in A.R.P.DIAMOND et al. (eds.), TroublingJeremiah, p. 221-

243; Biblical Ideolatry: Ideologiekritik, Biblical Studies and theProblematics of Ideology, in JNSL 24/1

(1998), p. 101-114.

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary I, p. xv.

W. BRUEGGEMANN, Intense Criticism, ThinInterpretation, p. 271.

W. BRUEGGEMANN, Intense Criticism, ThinInterpretation, p. 272.
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be understood as a commentary or commentaries built on pre-existing elements of the

Jeremianic corpus [...]. In general, thetheory is bound up with the persuasion thatrolling

corpus 'rolled' over a long period of time and was still rolling in the post-exilic

period"'̂ ^. He uses this theory to give account, according to him, ofthe untidy and non-
systematic expansion of an original pre-existing nucleus of Jeremianic material'̂ '*. And in

fact, McKane's description of the text as "untidy" and often arbitrary is an important

analysis of the actuality of the book; there is a tendency to underestimate the untidy

and desultory nature of the aggregation of material which comprises the book of

Jeremiah. One does not have to look far for this; it is not only a lack of large-scale

homogeneousness to which I refer, but sharp dissonances of form and content, and

examples of erroneous, secondary exegesis, consisting of only a few verses"'̂ ^. In fact

the theoryof the rolling corpusof McKane is based on this prejudice of disorder.

The notion of the rolling corpus is always italicised because according to McKane, it is

not a corpus per se. As a consequence of the triggering, the book of Jeremiah for him has

'"piecemeal character', without a comprehensive framework of literary arrangement or

theological system with which the parts [...] are fitted together"'̂ ^ For McKane also,

there is no sign of a permanent editorial hand with a theological intention, with a

teleological Tendenz. Instead "we are dealing witha complicated, untidy accumulation of

material, extending over a very long period and to which many poem have

contributed"'̂ '. And basing on this, he concludes that "the supposition that a major part
of it (the poetic material) including much of the prose, was already in existence in the

lifetime of the prophet Jeremiah is a literary judgement which does not seem to take

serious account of the vexatious difficulties and baffling inconcinnities which emerge

with a detailed study ofthe book"'̂ ^ McKane criticises authors who find any theological

McKANE, A Critical and ExegeticalCommentary/, p. Ixxxiii.

MCKANE, A Critical and Exegetical CommentaryI, p. xlix-1.

McKANE,^ Critical and Exegetical Commentary], p. xlix.

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary I, p. xlix.

™McKANE, ACritical andExegetical Commentary I, p.xlviii.

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary I, p. xlviii-xlix.
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order in the book: "Those who claim a systematic theological activity for a

Deuteronomistic editor and identify compositions in which, this is realized are perhaps

professing to know more of the inner working of his mind than can be gathered from the

text. They are in danger of creating systematic theological aims for the editor whom they

postulate rather than extracting these from the text. In general they exaggerate the

coherence of the book and underestimate its lack of cohesiveness and obscurities"'^'.

In the long introduction to the two volumes of his commentary, he tries to elucidate this

theory but at times gives conflicting signals. For example, once he writes: "My argument

is that there is no comprehensive framework of literary arrangement or theological

system within which the parts of 1-25 are fitted together, and that the prose does not

supply such a scaffolding. There is more of accident, arbitrariness and fortuitous twists

and turns than has been generally allowed. The processes are dark and in a measure

irrecoverable, and we should not readily assume them to possess such rationality that they

will yield to a systematic elucidation"'̂ ". One could therefore discern from the words of

McKane a phenomenon more or less unthoughtful and arbitrary instead of a systematic

redaction. "We err when we suppose that these processes are always susceptible of

rational explanation, or that they must necessarily contribute to thoughtful, systematic

redaction"'^'. McKane himself senses the discomfort in this conclusion when he writes:

"The objection may be lodged that such an idea of corpus is ambiguous, vague and ill-

defined, and the only defence which I can offer is that it has helped me to pick my way

through the minefield of Jer. 1-25"'̂ ^. But then two pages earlier he writes: "It is not

necessary to search in the book about labels to attach to the chapters because this may

distract us from matters which are more central to the study of the book, namely the

internal relations of its constituent parts. With continuous cross references to

deuteronomic-deuteronomistic prose, one is always in danger of succumbing to a

W. McKANE, Relations BetweenPoetry and Prose in the Book ofJeremiah, p. 237.

™McKANE,^ Critical andExegetical Commentary I, p.xlixf.

McKANE, .4 Critical and Exegetical Commentary I, p. xlix.

MCKANE,Critical and Exegetical CommentaryI, p. xlix.
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condition of distraction and disorientation"'". While Carroll sees McKane's 'rolling

corpus' theory as the "great strength of his (McKane's) commentary"'̂ '' and eulogises it

as"truth and sound scholarship"'̂ ^, some other authors see it as a simplistic explanation
of a much deeper problem and above all an inappropriately highly literate solution to a

problem that should have taken into consideration the primarily oral culture that produced

the texts'^®.

1.3.4 General Evaluation ofthe Three Commentaries/Authors

In their capacity as broadliners, these three commentaries (orcommentators) reflect what

has been the dominant approach and issue in Jeremiah critical studies at least until

recently that Jeremiah studies have begun to broaden and incorporate new exegetical

insights. And this dominating issue could be articulated in the following propositions,

following Brueggemann's outline'̂ ^:

a) The central issue about the book of Jeremiah is that there is a body of powerful

poetry in the book which lives in an odd relation to a more verbose, very

different, theologically tendentious prose.

b) The book in its extantform has had a longcomplicated history of formation. It is

held to contain a coreof Jeremiah's work(notexactly for Carroll anyway), which

has been subsequently expanded, reshaped, and reinterpreted to meet laterneeds;

and the book as we have it today is the record and residue of that long process of

redaction in the interest of ongoing contemporaneity.

c) Basing on the above conviction and following the legacy of Duhm and

Mowinckel already designated as the pacesetters, two related questions occupied

these commentaries: i) what is early and what is late? and ii) what is genuineand

what is addition?

MCKANE,A Critical and Exegetical Commentary1, p. xlvii (emphasis mine).

R.P. CARROLL, Radical Clashes of Will and Style, p. 103.

R.P. CARROLL, Radical Clashes of Willand Style, p. 104.

R.F. PERSON, A RollingCorpus and Oral Tradition: A Not-so-Literate Solution to a Highly Literate

Problem, in A.R.P.DIAMOND et al. (eds.), Troubling Jeremiah, p. 263-271.

W. BRUEGGEMANN, Intense Criticism/Thin Interpretation.
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Going through these three propositions, we can affirm in the words of Brueggemann, that

for these commentaries, "the recognizable literary enigmas of the book have been shaped

as historical questions to see when and in what context each piece of literature was

created. It is characteristically assumed that the historical context provides the clue to the

intention of the text"'̂ ^ It is this historical approach thatis the common denominator of

these commentaries but which each one of them tries to articulate in its peculiar way. It is

interesting that while Carroll believes that the great virtue of such differences of approach

and reading in these three commentaries "help to map comprehensively the territory of

Jeremiah studies and then enable readers to read Jeremiah following different paths"''',

Brueggemann believes that incidentally their mapped out territory reveals also their

limits"*®, and that is true. Illuminating as they arelimiting, all three commentaries, andin

fact the approaches of the authors even in their other works, represent only a partial

treatment of the richness of the book and ignore the interpretative possibilities inherent in

other approaches especially approaches that de-emphasise the primacy of the history and

the genesis of text. The second part of Carroll's statement could be bearable: that the

different bents of the commentaries enable readers read the book of Jeremiah following

different paths. But the first part, that is, that it maps "comprehensibly" the territory of

Jeremiah's studies, is today not defendable. Good a thing, Holladay himself recognises

this insufficiency when he opines that the question in Jeremiah studies has known a slight

shifting. The question therefore is not so much as "how did the book of Jeremiah come to

be"''"? since to such a question, no serious consistent response is available: "Wearestill

far from understanding the way by which earlier collections of Jeremianic material were

built up to become our present book of Jeremiah, in spite of all the effort expended on the

problem by many scholars over a period of many decades. No real consensus has been

reached, and the suggestions of individual scholars leave one with the uneasy impression

W. BRUEGGEMANN, Intense Criticism/Thin Interpretation, p. 268.

R.P. CARROLL, Radical Clashes of Will and Style, p. 101 (emphasis mine).

W. BRUEGGEMANN, Intense Criticism/Thin Interpretation, p. 269.

"" W.L. HOLLADAY, The Architecture ofJeremiah 1-20, Lewisburg, 1976, p. 13.
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that real certainty might lie forever beyond one's grasp""*^. The question, he says,
concerns more of the outlining of the book of Jeremiah

Conclusion

Our aim in this first Chapter is to sketch a quasi-historical and thematic development in
theresearch inthebook ofJeremiah. This exercise isnot new and could befound inmore

details in many other antecedent works on Jeremiah. However, as is often the case, the
Chapter has shown therelative 'chaos' that reigns inthe world ofthe research in the book

of Jeremiah. This is of course not particular with Jeremiah research but can be seen in

almost every important question in biblical theology and exegesis. Our research here does

not aim at introducing a definite order in this chaotic situation and part of our
presupposition is the admittance of the fact of the near impossibility of finding a
compromise between these competing and mutually exclusive opinions in these sensitive
questions about the book. But our presentation of these developments here and the
manner it is done serve a particular purpose in the discussions that follow. In the first

place, the plurality of opinions in any single issue reveals another more significant
plurality, that of hermeneutical approach. The multiplicity of opinions and differences

become thus signs of the richness in the book. The existence of a myriad of
presuppositions and their resulting conclusions show that the text's inherent richness may
not havebeen exhausted and also thatsome other hermeneutical stand could offer further

interpretative possibilities to the understanding of the text. Secondly, that we have not
identified with any of the different 'schools ofthought' in any ofthe issues evoked is not

to wash hands off and remain unnecessarily neuter, but to show that the reading
presupposition, which would guide the analysis in our work does not need such

alignments. However, this does not render the issues unnecessary, but it relativises their

necessity. The second Chapter of this Part will go a long way to show that no reading
posture is absolute and will gradually open up the justification for our methodological
shiftanddeparture from theformer dominant paradigm/s.

W.L. HOLLADAY, The Architecture ofJeremiah1-20, p. 13.

W.L. HOLLADAY, The Architecture ofJeremiah 1-20, p. 14.
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Chapter Two

Methodological/Hermeneutical Option:

Narratology, Theology, Context

Introduction

From the history of the research on the book of Jeremiah as shown in the preceding

Chapter, one thing is clear; its manifold orientations. But without doubt, the dominant

methodology so far in the study of the book in the past years has been the historical-

critical, and this methodology in turn does not display itself uniformly but in manifold

points of departure and conclusions. For Holladay and Carroll who hold mutually

exclusive opinions with regard tothe question ofhistoricity', the debate hinges on who is,

or who are responsible for the book and when. While for Holladay, the responsibility falls

within a relatively short, intensely complex period of compositional activity under the

control of the historical prophet and/or his close associate(s) with historical or

biographical intention, for Carroll, the compositional activity is conceptualised as a

chronologically extended, complex, non-centralised process, under the control of diverse

factional ideological intermediaries, who freely and creatively handled the tradition for

their own ideological interests, and who felt little need to provide an overarching

coherentorientation to the corpus of traditional material (seethe previous Chapter).

To scholars of the book of Jeremiah to whom the possibility of a narrative reading of the

book is not yet self evident, the first reaction to the title of this research work could be:

Couldthere be a narrative reading of the bookof Jeremiah worthy of a scientificstudy; a

book almost every major author acknowledges its disjointed nature and composition^?

' "Die kommentare von W.L. Holladay und Robert P. Carroll, die 1986/87 fast gleichzeitig erscheinen,
reprasentieren je auf ihre Weise die hier bezeichneten kontraren Aussenpositionen"; S. HERMANN,

Jeremia/Jeremiabuch, in TRE16 (1987), p. 577.

^We admit however inthisresearch thatsome sections oftheHebrew Bible aremore suitable than others

as regards narrative literary analysis. In fact, it is easily observable that there is a conspicuous paucity of

examples drawn from prophetic books asone reads thebooks onnarrative criticism. Much oftheexamples

aredrawn rather fi-om thepatriarchal narratives or from theso-called Former Prophets; Judges - 1Kings.

To illustrate this, for example, the bookof D.M. GUNN & D.NOLAN FEWELL, Narrativein the Hebrew
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Some narratives or stories in the historical books or Pentateuch for example are better

cases for literary analysis, containing for example some of the most interesting instances

of characterisation to be found in the Hebrew Bible^ Take for example the Abraham's

cycle, the Joseph Story, the narratives of the institution of the monarchy till the division

of the kingdom, the Elijah narratives (also the New Testament especially the Gospels),

etc. It is understandable that the plot construction of these narratives is more evident,

inciting a more vivid appetite to the narrative approach, that much of the prophetic corpus

are oracles and discourses demanding more of a poetic appreciation than a narrative one.

The glaring paucity (comparatively) of narrative blocks or prose sections in the prophetic

books gives room to the question whether a narrative approach is at all possible for a

prophetic book like the book of Jeremiah. In this Chapter, we are going to justify the

methodological option we shall adopt in this research work, then briefly describe the

method and then conclude by relating it to the book of Jeremiah.

2.1 Necessity of Methodological Paradigm Shift

2.1.1 The Missing Link: Callfor New Option

A brief recapitulation of orientations and conclusions in an author-text-reader paradigm is

worthwhile here and can be seen in Helga Weippert's articulation, in an unpublished

review, of the crux of the workdone hitherto in Jeremiah research'*, and she makes three

crucial interrelated observations regarding the current paradigms used in the study of the

book. First, confronted with the problem of making sense of the diversity, complexity and

apparent contradictions within the book and the Jeremiah tradition, modem

commentaries, she says, their actual disagreements in their conclusions apart, agree that a

Bible (Oxford Bible Series), NY, 1993 with index of biblical quotations: in 263 pages, examples drawn

from the book of Genesis are over 60, II Samuel over 100 while the book of Jeremiah has just 2 examples;

that of S. BAR-EFRAT, Narrative Art in the Bible, Sheffield, 2000 has 7 examples from Jeremiah as

opposed to over 100 from Genesis and over 120 from I or II Samuel; M. STEINBERG, The Poetics of

Biblical Narrative. Ideological Literature and the Drama ofReading, Bloomington, 1987, has 5 examples

from the book of Jeremiah, 3 from Ezekiel and over 300 examples from Genesis or the books of Samuel.

^ K. STONE, Sex, Honourand Power in the Deuteronomistic Histoiy (JSOTS 234), Sheffield, 1996, p.

106.

" HereI followa reference to this review madebyA.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, p. 17-19.
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historical-critical approach/perspective provides the hermeneutical tool for the

interpretation of the book. This has meant in the first instance a quest for the historical

prophet by and large or put in another way, a negotiation of the "meaning of the text

against the realities of author-text-reader by privileging the historical author or more

broadly formulated the extrinsic realities that produced the book of Jeremiah"'. This
search for the 'historic person' of the prophet provides the anchor point for interpreting

the disparate materials collected in the book and from this perspective, diverse authors

reach diverse conclusions, and at times mutually exclusive ones. From the question of

history comes Weippert's second observation: it is not just simply the 'type of exegesis',

that is, historical-critical principles, that produces these diversities. Rather, it is the

models employed to conceptualise the dynamics of literary process and production in the

first millennium BCE. Her (Weippert's) third observation is her regret that these

historical-critical contributions to Jeremiah scholarship do not first explicitly engage the

methodological debate or better the choice offered interpretation of either the historical-

critical reconstructed genetic process or the book in its final form. There is then a gap and

this we choose to call the missing link.

At this point, the following questions by Diamond are proper:

"Given the appearance of multiple up-to-date commentaries on Jeremiah, how

shall further research proceed? What more can be done within the existing

theoretical and critical frameworks that have generated these commentaries and

guided Jeremiah studies to the present juncture? Or stated more appreciatively,

what has current commentary on Jeremiah enabled us to see about the task of

reading the prophetic book that represents indispensable gain? Yet what, at the

same time, indicates we cannot simply continue within the framework of those

reading strategies if we are to capitalize on the very insights they have made

possible? It is not a question of repudiating the past achievements in the academic

study of Jeremiah; rather how do we build and go forward? Will minor

^A.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, p. 17.
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adjustments in the practice of 'normative' exegesis in Jeremiah suffice? Or do we

attempta majorparadigmatic shift?"®.

Pete Diamond remarks that answers to these questions are not so easy to come by.

Neither is it easy to strike a compromise between the various poles that separate and

divide exegetes in Jeremiah, especially the historical question that is at the base of the

discords, as Weippert has made known above. The difficulty is more pitiably fatal due to

a vacuum of direct, non-biblical, non-traditional, concrete, extrinsic information about

any of the postulated historical agents, and/or literary stages in the production of the

prophetic book^. According to him - and on the weight we tag to this statement, hangs
partially the basis for our methodological option in this work- "the text in its final form

is notjust the prime datum for adjudicating thecontending models; it is theonly datum"®,

a factor we feel has not been put into serious consideration in Jeremiah research, a

missing link, because "these historical-critical contributions to commentary on Jeremiah

do not explicitly engage the methodological debate"'. Our work has not come to

adjudicate or to bring a compromise to the debate en cours, but in the first place

recognises the importance of the text in its final form in the interpretation of the book,

therefore a synchronic approach.

2.1.2 The Fact of Variety in Methods and Approaches

After the discussion on the major disputes and disagreements that there are in Jeremiah

research in the foregone Chapter, we call for a shift in reading strategy and are going to

investigate the theoretical principles assumed in the methodology and approach

®A.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, p. 16.

' A.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, p. 18.

®A.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, p. 18. Itistobe noted that Diamond made this statement not in explicit
recommendation in favour of the synchronic approach or in criticism of otherapproaches. However, for us,

the statementdoes not go without its forceof argument for the approach.

' A.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, p. 18-19.
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adopted.'®. Our usages ofthese terms may not be strictly distinct but will bemore clearly

perceived from the context they appear.

It is a well-known fact that the variety and diversity of exegetical methodologies cannot

be narrowed down to a single concept". It is not merely a simple matter of co-existent

exegetical methodologies, but an intricate pattern of hermeneutical views, specialisation

areas, and confessional differences, which constitute the variety'̂ . In recent years there

has been an upshot of methods and approaches in biblical criticism ranging from the

traditional historical-critical'̂ , literary''̂ , to the anthropological'̂ , sociological'̂ ,
semiotic'̂ , rhetorical'®, canonical" etc. And rightly, Alonso Schokel compares biblical

We admit a subtle distinction between "approach" and "method". "Approach" is used to refer to a

specific set of epistemological assumptions used in doing exegesis, which differs from other sets of

assumptions. "Method" refers to the practical manifestation of a specific exegetical approach in certain

criteria and guidelines for doing exegesis. "Methodology" is used as collective term for "the theory of

methods and approaches", Cf. L.C.FONKER, Exclusivity and Variety. Perspectiveson Multidimensional

Exegesis (Contributions to Biblical Exegesisand Theology 19), Kampen,p. 17.

" L.C. FONKER, Exclusivity and Variety, p. 17.
L.C. FONKER, Exclusivity and Variety, p. 17.

Here one can list more especially German speaking scholars like Loch, Westermann, Fohrer, Schmidt,

Steck, Zimmerli, Hermisson, Mittmann, GroB.

This should be differentiated fromthe "Literarkritilc" that pertains to the historical-critical. It ratherrefers

to the influence of modem literary science and here, in the field of the Old Testament studies could be

counted a myriad of names like R. ALTER, The Art of Biblical Narrative, New York, 1981; M.

STERNBERG, The Poetics of Biblical Narrative: Ideological Literature and the Drama of Reading,

Bloomington, 1985; S. BAR-EFRAT, Narrative Art in theBible (JSOTS 70),Sheffield, 1989.

Cf J.W. ROGERSON, Anthropology ofthe Old Testament, Oxford, 1978; R.R. WILSON, Anthropology

and the Study of the Old Testament, in t/Sgi? 34 (1979), p. 175-181.

Cf W.SCHOTTROFF, Soziologie undAlte Testament, in FF19/2 (1974), p.46-66.

" Cf W. VOGELS, Reading and Preaching the Bible: ANew Semiotic Approach, Wilmington, 1986; E.
VAN WOLDE, ASemiotic Analysis ofGenesis 2-3: ASemiotic Theory andMethod ofAnalysis Applied to

the Story ofthe Garden ofEden, Assen, 1989.

J. MUILENBURG, Form Criticism andBeyond, inJBL 88(1969), p. 1-18.

" B.S. CHILDS, Biblical Theology in Crisis, Philadelphia, 1970; ID., Introduction to the Old Testament as
Scripture, London, 1979; ID.,OldTestament Theology ina Canonical Context, London, 1985. Cf alsoJ.A.

SANDERS, Torah and Canon, Philadelphia,1972.
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scholarship of the contemporary era to a tree when he writes: "Methods and models are

branching out in different directions. It was not like this before, when each method

developed as a continuation of the previous one, so that the development could be

compared to the rings of a cedar or the notches of bamboo"^". Along this line, Fonker

talks of the relativity of the historical-critical exegesis, which according to him has

become evident in the recent years '̂. The comer stone ofthis critical approach was and is

literary criticism. This literary criticism presupposes a lengthyhistory of the development

of a biblical text; the goal of literary criticism is then usually described in this way:

according to Kaiser, to follow the growth of the text, from its final form back to its

original writing^^. A similar position is expressed by Willi-Plein^^• "Ziel dieser Arbeit ist

in den prophetischen Biichem primardie zumindestals Ideal vorstellbare Auffindung der

'ipsissima vox' des Propheten" '̂*. The work is the tracing, by an experienced exegete, of

the composed character^^ of the text which is evident in the unevenness in the text but

which cannot be explained by recourse to the context or the form of the text. Examples of

such unevenness include doublets, multiple transmissions, secondary connections,

tensions at the lexical and grammatical level, tensions in theological content, etc^^. Then

other exercises within the ambient of the historical-critical method are dependent for

example upon the ability of literary criticism to differentiate sources (redaction

criticism)^^ ortoidentify the first written layer (tradition criticism)^®.

L. ALONSO SCHOKEL, Trends: Plurality of Methods, Priority of Issues, in J.A. EMERTON (ed.),

Congress VolumeJerusalem 1986 (VTS 40), Leiden, 1988, p. 285-292, see p. 285.

L.C. FONKER, Exclusivity and Variety, p. 19.

0. KAISER, Die alttestamentliche Exegese, in ID et al. (ed.), EinfUhrung in die exegetischen Methoden,

Munchen, 1966, p. 9-36, see especially p. 16-17.

1. WILLI-PLEIN, Vorformen der Schriftexegese innerhalb des alten Testaments: Untersuchungen zum

literarischen Werden der auf Amos, Hosea und Micha zuriickgehenden Biicher im hebrdischen

Zwolfprophetenhuch (BZAW 123), Berlin, 1971, p. 1.

Cf. also N.C. HABEL, Literary Criticism of the Old Testament, Philadelphia, 1973, p. 1-8.

^ S. PAAS, Creation andJudgement: Creation Texts inSome Eight-Century Prophets (OTS 47), Leiden,

2003, p. 153.

Cf. L. SCHMIDT, Literarkritikl: Altes Testament, in TRE21 (1991), p. 211-222.

" Cf. G.P.C. STREETE, Redaction Criticism, in S.L. McKENZIE & S.R. HAYNES (eds.). To Each Its

Own Meaning: An Introduction to Biblical Criticisms and Their Application, Louisville, 1999, p. 105-121.
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We do not intend to single out just an approach for criticism. But, in his discussion of the

historical-critical approach, Krentz '̂ cites around ten points of criticism that have been

levelled against it. All ten points hinge on the second which itself bases on the

discrepancy between the ways in which faith and the historical method analyse truth and

reality; the Christian is led into an intellectual dualism. Historical critical approach is

equally criticised not only by scholars who practise other approaches but also by German

speaking authors in exegetical circles. Rendtorff has two major points in this regard:

a) "Old Testament scholarship in its various forms very often has used the biblical text

for different purposes and, at the same time, has neglected the interpretation of the text

itself.

b) Bible scholars often constructed their own texts and took those texts as a basis for

interpretation and historical reconstruction"^". This critical stand tallies with that of

another German exegete Schweizer. According to him, there are four "Defizite": a) the

historical critical method has not succeeded to be true to its name, that is being

historische Kritik and has equally not succeeded to be Glaubensinterpretation', b) It has

so emphasised the Traditionsgeschichte to the effect that the history and pre-history of

the text have become so significant that it is impossible to recognise the given text as it

is; c) there is no update with recent modern developments in literary science; d) in actual

fact, the exegetes have not been as critical as they claim to be. He gives a simple example

that many historical-critical exegetes still use the division marks of the MT when they

referto a certain partof a verse '̂.

Cf. J. WERLITZ,Studien zur literarkritischen Methode(BZAW204), Berlin, 1992, p. 43-50.

E. KRENTZ, The Historical-Critical Method, Philadelphia, 1975.

R. RENDTORFF, Between Historical Criticism and Holistic Interpretation: New Trends in Old

TestamentExegesis, in J.A. EMERTON (ed.), Congress Volume Jerusalem, p. 298-303, see p. 299-300.

H. SCHWEIZER, Wovon reden die Exegeten"? Zum Verstandnis der Exegese als verstehender und

deskriptiver Wissenschaft, in ThQ 164(1984), p. 161-185,see p. I62ff.
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2.1.3 The Emergence of Literary Approaches: The New Criticism and

Structuralism

Fonker writes interestingly of "forerunners" to the literary approach^^. Though it is only

in the past three decades that unprecedented attention has been given to the literary

qualities of the biblical text, hetalks ofthe "long prehistory of literary approaches"" and

Longman talks of the "precursors" '̂* to the approach. These "forerunners" is treated under

two principal stages: the early Church Fathers^^ and the study ofHebrew poetry^®. In our

modern era, there arosean important shift in thought", which hada formidable influence

not only in secular literary studies but equally in biblical research and that was the

emergence of the New Criticism in the 1930sand Structuralism which, as a major school

of thought, began, according to Longman^^, in the 1960s. TheNew Criticism won more

popularity and gained acceptance mostly in North America and Britain where English

literature was being taught in the universities with a strong historical and philological

accent since the late nineteenth century. This historical and philological accent was

L.C. FONKER, Exclusivity and Variety, p. 186.

" Cf. also R. MORGAN &J.BARTON, Biblical Interpretation, New York, 1988, p. 205ff.
T. LONGMAN, Literary Approaches to Biblical Interpretation, Michigan, 1987, p. 13.

Manyof the Church Fatherswerewell versed in classical rhetoricand poetryand applied the principles

of classical literature to their study of the Bible. While Augustine for example considered the Bible of a

lower literary quality when compared to classical literature, which however represented humility and

challengeof faith for him, someotherFathersconsidered the Bibleas of a superiorliteraryqualityto pagan

literature both in form and content. For elaboration, see L.C. FONKER, Exclusivity and Variety, p. 186-

188.

After the Church Fathers, the second important stage in the development of the literary study of the Bible

was the emergence of the study of Hebrew poetry, which occurred during the eighteenth century. Here the

book of R. LOWTH, Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews, first published in 1753 is worthy of

mention. R. MORGAN & J. BARTON, Biblical Interpretation, p. 209, refers to the work as a "vital

breakthrough in understanding the literary forms of Hebrew literature", and for Longman, "Lowth's results,

though eventually receiving considerable modification, aided In the correct reading of the poetry of the Old

Testament", T. LONGMAN, Literary Approaches to Biblical Interpretation, p. 15.

" L.C. FONKER, Exclusivity and Variety, p. 188.

T. LONGMAN, Literary Approaches to Biblical Interpretation, p. 29.
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inherited from tiie educational model provided by the study of classical and secular

literature. Morgan and Barton write: "The New Criticism won independence from that

(educational) model, and integrity for the new curricula, by insisting on the autonomy of

the individual work of art, which was to be judged by aesthetic norms. This successful

struggle for the discipline's identity involved a reaction against thehistorical emphasis '̂.

Barton gives in summary the major points of the New Criticism: i) "A literary text is an

artifact", that is the meaning of a piece of literature is not something separate from the

text; rather, it is regarded as a quality of the text itself The meaning is no different entity

that the author wants to confer through the work of literature or poem, neither is it an

emotion or experience in the author's mind which one gains access to by reading the

literary piece, ii) "Intentionalism is a fallacy". We would not depend on the intention of

the original author to get the meaning of a literature. Rather, "texts have life, which

continues after their authors are dead; texts continue to have meaning in ever new

contexts. The meaning is the sense the words can bear, not the meaning the author

intended them to convey"'"', iii) "The meaning of a text is a function of its place in a

literary canon". This implies that the canonical meaning depends on the canon of existing

literature'" "which both determines what meaning a new work is capable of bearing and,

in turn, is modified in its overall meaning every time a significant new work is added to

if'l

Though as a major school of thought. Structuralism began in the 1960s (following

Felperin's"^ opinion that Roland Barthes' publication'"' marked the beginning of literary

structuralism), the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913) is often widely

called the father of Structuralism''̂ . His thoughts are evident in a posthumous

R. MORGAN & J. BARTON, Biblical Interpretation, p. 217.

J. BARTON, Readingthe Old Testament: Methodin BiblicalStudy,London, 1984, p. 148.

L.C. FONKER, Exclusivity and Variety, p. 189.

J. BARTON, Readingthe Old Testament: Methodin BiblicalStudy, p. 151.

H. FELPERJN, BeyondDeconstruction, Oxford, 1985.

R. BARTHES, Critique etverite, Paris, 1966.

John Rogersonhoweverargues with forcethat eventhoughit is accepted that Saussureis the founderof

Structuralism, the spirit can be traced back to the 19"^ century in the work of de Wette. See J.W.
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reconstruction by his students"® ofhis lecture notes, "Cours de linguistique generale"'*^,
published originally in French in 1916 but inEnglish only in 1959''̂ . About Saussure and

his work, R.H. Robins wrote that "his influence on twentieth-century linguistics, which

he could be said to have inaugurated, is unsurpassed" and that his "statement of the

structural approach to language underlies virtually the whole of modern linguistics"'". He

made the famous distinction between the synchronic and the diachronic^". Though both

axes were legitimate and necessary to linguistics, Saussure maintained that interest in the

synchronic was the newer, more original, and more creative element '̂. Thetwo, for him,

"are not of equal importance [...] the synchronic viewpoint predominates, for it is the

true and only realityto the community of speakers" (Course 90). From this statement, one

can therefore gain the impression that synchronic linguistics is to be "regarded as

methodologically prior"^^. And in Saussure's own words he writes; "The linguist who
wishes to understand a state must discard all knowledge of everything that produced it

and ignore diachrony. He can enterthe mind of speakers only by completely suppressing

the past. The intervention ofhistory can only falsify hisjudgment"^^

ROGERSON, W.M.L. de Wette: Founder of Modern Biblical Criticism. See also J.W. ROGERSON,

Synchrony and Diachrony in the Work of de Wette and Its Importancefor Today, in J.C. DE MOOR (ed.),

Synchronic or Diachronic? A Debate on Methodin Old Testament Exegesis (OTS 34), Leiden, 1995, p.

145-158, see especially p. 145.

Paul Joyce doubts however the fidelity of this reconstruction. See P.M. JOYCE, Synchronic and

DiachronicPerspectives onEzekiel, in J. C. DE MOOR (ed.), Synchronic orDiachronicip, 115-128, seep.

115.

" F.DE SAUSSURE, Cours delinguistique generals, Paris, 1971.

J. BARR, The Synchronic, the Diachronic and the Historical: A Triangular Relationship? in J.C. DE

MOOR (ed.), Synchronic or Diachronic? p. 1-14, see p. 1.

R.H. ROBINS, AShort History of Linguistics, London, 1967, p. 200-201.

J. BARR, The Synchronic, the Diachronic and the Historical: A Triangular Relationship? p. 1.

J. BARR, The Synchronic, the Diachronic and the Historical: A Triangular Relationship? p. 1.

P. MUHLHAUSLER, Linguistics: Diachronic, in R. HARRE & R. LAMB (eds.). The Encyclopedic

Dictionary ofPsychology, Oxford, 1983, p. 355.

Quoted in J. BARR, The Synchronic, the Diachronic and the Historical: A Triangular Relationship? p. 2.
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The work of Saussure therefore marked the shift from traditional philology to modern

linguistics '̂'. Before his time, the study of linguistics and related issues were

predominantly historical or even evolutionary, that is, attempting to trace the origin and

development of words through time and history, hence diachronic. Characteristically it

was more concerned with the comparative study of ancient written languages and had the

tendency to be prescriptive, attempting to distil and codify standard forms. Since

Saussure, the shift is awakened; linguistic studies have been more concerned with the

static (or better, 'synchronic') picture^^; it has aimed at describing actual usage and

practice in all its diversity, rather than presuming to prescribe. Language is to be

understood as a coherently organised structure, hence structuralism. Language for him is

the structural relation between words. "The linguistic system sign does not exist

independently of a complex system of contrasts; being intrinsically arbitrary rather than

having an inherent meaning; the linguistic sign can be identified only by contrast with

coexisting signs of the same nature, which together constitute a structured system of

language"^®.

Barton^^ mentions five important similarities that exist between the New Criticism and

Structuralism^^, i) Both concentrate onthetext itself, rather than on the author, or onthe

intentions of the author or on the historical contexts, ii) They express belief in the non-

referential character of literature, iii) Both are interested in the form, shape and genre of

the text, iv) They share the belief that exact synonymy does not exist. By this, it means

that much comes into play to determine the meaning of a word or words in a text. Even

no translation is exact. For example, H. Christ '̂ in his monograph Blutvergiessen im

Alten Testament has given the dangers of relying on translation when one is aiming at a

sophisticated semantic definition. His main point is that Hebrew dam for example, does

P.M. JOYCE, Synchronic and Diachronic Perspectives on Ezekiel, p. 115.

P.M. JOYCE, Synchronic and Diachronic Perspectives on Ezekiel, p. 115.

P.M. JOYCE, Synchronic and Diachronic Perspectives on Ezekiel, p. 115.

J. BARTON, Reading the Old Testament: Method in Biblical Study, p. 180ff.

Cf. L.C. FONKER, Exclusivityand Variety,p. 191.

H. CHRIST, Blutvergiesen im Alten Testament. Der gewaltsame Tod des Menschen untersucht am

hebrdischen Wort 'dam', Basle, 1977, p. 10-11.
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not mean exactly the same thing as English 'blood' or French 'sang'. There is a wide

overlap between these terms, but not a complete overlap; in particular Hebrew dam is

never used in the positive sense of a family bond, as in 'blood-brother' or 'blood is

thicker than water'. The Hebrew for that usage would probably be basar 'flesh'. Similar

confusion, according to John Sawyer®", has also arisen for example over the word Vrlt

translated 'covenant' in some contexts, but 'promise' in others, neither providing in any

way an accurate definition, v) That the meaning of texts is determined by the canon of

literature, by the conventions of writing, and by the structures of language. All in all, the

New Criticism and Structuralism made a shift from the study of the origin and

development of a piece of writing to the study of the text itself, and therefore as

consequence, promoted a viable interest in the role of the reader.

2.1.4 Intersection of Critical Theory and Biblical Criticism

Although the distinction between synchronic and diachronic perspectives has become

commonplace in biblical studies in the recent years®', these new ideas in linguistics were

slow to have any effect on biblical studies®^. This isalso the opinion ofJoyce: "Typically,

modern linguistics has concerned itself overwhelmingly with living, spoken languages,

but many of its insights can be and have been applied to the study of ancient languages

and literatures. Thus it is that synchronic studies of the Hebrew Bible have found a place

over recent decades. All too often biblical scholars have been rather slow in taking on

board the insights of other disciplines, and even then, they have frequently done so in a

piecemeal fashion and in a somewhat diluted form"®^ J. Barr claims to be "the first or

one of the first, to make familiar the distinction between diachronic and synchronic as an

element within biblical studies"®'* in his works and articles®^. He writes: "Words can only

J. SAWYER, A Change of Emphasis in the Study of the Prophets, in R.J. COGGINS, A. PHILLIPS &

M.A. KNIBB (eds.), Israel's Prophetic Tradition: Essays in Honour of Peter R. Ackroyd, Cambridge,

1982, p. 233-249, seep. 235.

P.M. JOYCE, Synchronic and Diachronic Perspectives on Ezekiel, p. 115.

J. BARR, The Synchronic, the Diachronic and the Historical: A Triangular Relationship? p. 1.

P.M. JOYCE, Synchronic and Diachronic Perspectives on Ezekiel, p. 115-116.

" J. BARR, The Synchronic, the Diachronic andthe Historical: ATriangular Relationship? p. 1.
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be intelligibly interpreted by what they meant at the time of their use, within the language

system used by the speaker or writer"^^. In biblical studies, the terms 'synchronic' and

'diachronic' have tended to be usedwithoutall their broader connotations being in view,

primarily in relation to questions concerning the unity and analysis of texts. The contrast

has been, of course, mainly between studies and approaches which attempt to trace the

development of texts through time (diachronic) and others which deal with texts as

holistic units (synchronic) '̂; in fact an exercise in holism^®; and this tendency has finally
given rise to studies which haveevoked new interest in the literary character of the Bible

from this holistic point of view, and brought about a "breakthrough"®' from the

traditional historical-critical paradigm of thought. Many critics therefore express the

conviction that biblical language is infinitely unstable and so meaning is not only

deferrable but can radically foreground the reader's values as determinative of

interpretation; and that criticism is not anchored in fixed textsbut in fragile communities

of interpreters™.

One important upshot, using the words of Gunn, of this breakthrough, is the conviction

among biblical critics that no system of reading can ever guarantee the "correct"

interpretation of a story, no matter how highly trained and "competent" readers may

become '̂. There will be always different and differing interpretative strategies, just as
there will be always interpreters who interpret from different places and angles, and who

find significance in different and differing elements of the text.

J. BARR, The Semantics ofBiblical Language, London, 1961; Hypostatization ofLinguistic Phenomena

in Modern Theological Interpretation, inJSSt1 (1962), p. 85-94.

J. BARR,TheSemanticsof BiblicalLanguage, p. 139-140.

P.M. JOYCE, Synchronic andDiachronic Perspectives onEzekiel, p. 116.

D.M. GUNN, Narrative Criticism in S.L. McKENZIE & S.R. HAYNES (eds.). To Each Its Own

Meaning, 1999, p. 201-229, see p. 201.

R.MORGAN &J. BARTON, Biblical Interpretation, p.221.

D.M.GUNN, Narrative Criticism,p. 202.

" D.M. GUNN, Narrative Criticism, p. 201.
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And so in the past three decades roughly, critical theory and biblical criticism have

intersected, giving rise to a giant tree of multiple branches. Here we cannot enter into

attempting even a rough sampling of these manifold upshots with particular reference to

theHebrew Bible^^. One thing iscertain: the fact ofplurality'̂ .

2.2 Narrative Biblical Criticism: Attempt at Description

2.2.1 Attempt at Description

The term "narrative criticism" in biblical studies is loose'". That is why in this sub

section we adopt a style we judge will help us describe it to a relatively clearer extent.

And this style would entail sampling the definitions of some major authors in the field or

a quasi presentation of their presuppositions and convictions in the field. Sometimes

narrative criticism is used broadly of literary-critical, in opposition to historical (literary)

For a review or a catalogue both from thematic and historical point of view see, D. GUNN, Narrative

Criticism, in S.L. McKENZIE & S.R. HAYNES (eds.). To Each Its Own Meaning, p. 202-212.

Talking of plurality in biblical scholarship, the work of L.G. PERDUE, The Collapse of Histoiy:

Reconstructing Old Testament Theology, Minneapolis, 1994, comes easily to mind, a book written with

several objectives in mind: in the words of the author, "to describe the salient features of a select number of

recent interpretive strategies of biblical interpretation and theology, to evaluate their strengths and

weaknesses, to discover grounds for common discourse between their significant representatives, and

(which makes this work more interesting) to use their implications for the study of Jeremiah as a case in

point", L.G. PERDUE, The Book of Jeremiah in Old Testament Theology, in A.R.P. DIAMOND et al.

(eds.). Troubling Jeremiah, p. 320-338. Current Old Testament biblical scholarship, explains Perdue, has

shifted dramatically from an interest in history to a concern for literary and contextual interpretations, from

the direct concern with the historical development of Israel's faith (cf. the salvation-history approach of

G.E. Wright or John Bright and the tradition-history approach of A. Alt, G. von Rad and M. Noth) to

diverse interests among which are liberation theology, emphasis on myth, canonical and intertextual

developments, literary insights from metaphor and story theologies, narrative theology, theology of

imagination, etc. See L. BOADT, The Book ofJeremiah and the Power of Historical Recitation, in A.R.P.

DIAMOND et al. (eds.). Troubling Jeremiah, p. 339-349, see p. 342. For thoughtful reviews and references

to this book, see also D.T. OLSON, Between the Tower of Unity and the Babel of Pluralism: Biblical

Theology and Leo Perdue's The Collapse of History, in A.R.P. DIAMOND et al. (eds.), Troubling

Jeremiah, p. 350-358; T. O. OVERHOLT, What Shall We Do about Pluralism? A Response to Leo

Perdue's The Collapse ofHistory, in A.R.P. DIAMOND et al. (eds.). Troubling Jeremiah, p. 359-366.

D.M. GUNN, Narrative Criticism, p. 201.
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-critical analysis of the biblical text, from a variety of methodological standpoints. But in

the main, from whatever angle, it has often meant "retour au texte"^^; interpreting the

existing biblical text in its final form, that is, "in terms primarily of its own story world,

seen as replete with meaning, rather than understanding them by attempting to

reconstruct its sources and editorial history, its original setting and audience, and its

author's oreditor's intention in writing"'®. In the spirit ofthe New Criticism, the exegete
understands the biblical text"to be an interpretable entity independent of bothauthor and

interpreter"". The route to meaning is the same thing as the key and that is 'close
reading' (and just recently Martin Kessler goes further with the concept 'listening'̂ ®)

which "identifies formal and conventional structures of the narrative, determines plot,

develops characterization, distinguishes point of view, exposes language play, and relates

all to some overarching, encapsulating theme"''̂ Biblical texts are therefore viewed

synchronically, rather than diachronically, that is, as a meaningful whole containing the

essential elements of its own understanding rather than as understandable only as the

product of a historically determined process of composition®". The close reading in

narrative method referred above is one in which one pays, in Robert Alter's phrases.

J.-L. SKA, J.-P. SONNET & A. WENIN, L'analyse narrative des recits de I'Ancien Testament, (CEV

107), Paris, 1999, p. 5.

D.M. GUNN, Narrative Criticism, p. 201.

" D.M. GUNN, Narrative Criticism, p. 201.
Kessler writes: "Biblical scholars have their agenda for doing responsible exegesis; rightly, itbegins and

ends with the text, i.e. theMT. The present work has tried to follow thatagenda which essentially consists

ofpaying attention; 'close reading' isoften mentioned, but ina profound and prior sense it is 'listening'".
Kessler arrives at this concept by maintaining that the provision of texts with accents (o^auD) and

paragraphing (nptjis) by the Massoretes for reading and chanting underscored the oral quality of the text.

Oral quality in this sense isnot justonly concerned with justreading but also hearing. Martin Buber talks
of the Geschprochenheit of the Bible andthatmeans, forKessler, thatthetextneeds to be saidaloud so it

may beheard. Referring tothe Rabbinic name for the Hebrew Bible which isMiqra (N~ip;3) from the root

Nip ("to call"), Kessler says that "if we bear in mind the text as read and heard, then we should be
concerned with its acoustic aspect", M. KESSLER, Battle ofthe Gods: The God ofIsrael versus Marduk of
Babylon, ALiterary/Theological Interpretation ofJeremiah 50-51 (SSN 42), Assen, 2003, p. 54.
" D.M. GUNN, Narrative Criticism, p. 201.

D.M. GUNN,Narrative Criticism, p. 204.
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"minutely discriminating attention" or"disciplined attention" '̂ to the use, repetition, and

arrangement of words, structural patterns, shifts in voices, deliberate verbal strategies that

cause breaks, surprises, contrasts, comparisons, ambiguities, and open-ended marvel in

the text. The interpreter focuses on the action and voice of the text itself and is not led

away from the actual world of the text by any external reference or hypothesis, since it is

the fundamental presupposition in this method that the text contains in itself the threads

for its unravelling. In this perspective, the only fundamental datum is the text. The

biblical text is considered not as the product of the combination of diverse traditions

(without its express denial anyway), but as a literary unity, itself containing its own

norms of interpretation, and its proper hermeneutical key. The complicated origin of the

text is not denied however, nor the fact of various stages and layers of redaction ruled

out, but these do not form the underlying theoretical presuppositions necessary for the

reading of the text. Even though the exegete does not deny them, he does not equally rely

on them. The eventual 'contradictions and internal incoherence' require then an intrinsic

interpretation to be perceived from the available structural or narrative data.

2.2.2 Robert Alter, Yairah Amit and Jan Fokkelman

It is our intention to use the views of these three authors to further the description of the

narrative method and illustrate its major presuppositions. By choosing these authors, we

have not made any ranking among experts, but for the following reason. Two factors are

primarily determinant in any exegesis and they condition the eventual exegetical

findings: the first is how the exegete regards or perceives the text before him, his a priori

conceptions and bias and secondly how he defines his own task, that is what he does with

his text, and these authors are chosen here because their presentation of these issues in

their major works are simple and clear. While Alter writes more on the nature of the text,

Amit dwells on the role of the reader and Fokkelman tries to relate the two to each

another.

' R. ALTER, TheArt ofBiblicalNarrative, p. 13.
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2.2.2.1 Robert Alter: On the Biblical Text

Convinced that "the shape and meaning of any literary text will naturally be dependent to

some extent on its linguistic fashioning^^, Alter, professionally a specialist in novels who

brought his literary competences and his knowledge of Jewish tradition to bear on

biblical narratives, aims at illuminating "the distinctive principles of the Bible's narrative

art"^^ He calls attention to "the artful use of language, to the shifting play of ideas,

conventions, tone, sound, imagery, syntax, narrative viewpoint, compositional units, and

much else, the kind of disciplined attention, in other words, which through a whole

spectrum of critical approaches has illuminated, for example, the poetry of Dante, the

plays of Shakespeare, thenovels of Tolstoy" '̂'. Though Alter sees the Bible as literature,

he has the credit at the same time of recognising the fact of the composite nature of the

text. Biblical narrative should not be treated "as though it were a unitary production just

like a modern novel that is entirely conceived and executed by a single independent

writer who supervises his original work from first draft to page proofs"^^. We should not

turn our backs, "in other words, on what historical scholarship has taught us about the

specific conditions of development of the biblical text and about its frequently composite

nature"®®. Butthis does notmake him lose sight of the integrity of the text itself, because

historical scholarship should be regarded as "aspects of the distinctive artistic medium of

the biblical authors [...]. Even if the text is really composite in origin, I think we have

seen ample evidence of how brilliantly it has been woven into a complex artistic

whole"®^. The idea Alter expresses here takes us into his concept of the 'composite
artistry' of the Bible. According to him since the procedures of biblical narrative differ

notably from those of later Western fiction, certain aspects of the Bible still baffle the

efforts of literary critics to make sense of it as a literary form. And so there is always the

problem of the "ambiguous status of those components of the biblical corpus commonly

R. ALTER, The Art ofBiblical Narrative, p. x.

R. ALTER, The Art ofBiblical Narrative, p. ix.

R. ALTER, The Art of Biblical Narrative, p. 12-13.

R. ALTER, TheArt ofBiblical Narrative, p. 19.

R. ALTER, The Art ofBiblical Narrative, p. 19.

R. ALTER, The Art ofBiblical Narrative, p. 19-20.
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called books or indeed of many discrete narrative segments within the individual

books''®^; a fact accentuated by historical-critical scholarship®'. Alter postulates a solution
with his conception of 'composite artistry': "the biblical writers and redactors [...] had

certain notions of unity rather different from our own, and that the fiillness of statement

they aspired to achieve as writers in fact led them at times to violatewhat a later age and

culture would be disposed to think of as canons of unity and logical coherence. The

biblical text may not be the whole cloth imagined by pre-modern Judeo-Christian

tradition, but the confused textual patchworkthat scholarship has often found to displace

such earlier views may prove upon further scrutiny to be purposeful pattern"'". In other

words, the astonishing literary effects often achieved by the authors of the Bible are the

results of art and not of artlessness, as commented byJ.M. Cameron on Alter's book", a

result of an "activity of the literary imagination, some deep intuition of art that finely

interweaves, shaping a complex and meaningful whole which is more than the sum of its

parts"'̂ .

R. ALTER, The Art ofBiblical Narrative, p. 131.

The most eminent instance of this composite character of the biblical text has been found by scholars in

the first four books of the Pentateuch, which, basing on the evidence of style, form of narrative data,

theological accent, and assumptions ofa historical nature, have been identified as comprising three separate

primary strands - the Yahvvfistic document (J), the Elohistic Document (E), and the Priestly Document (P).

Different dates are assigned to each of these strands: y might date back to the tenth century B.C.E.; E about

a century later, while P could be the work of priestly writers around the first temple period and which

continued till the sixth and fifth centuries B.C.E. There are also propositions about sub-documents and

intermediate stages separating the original literary castings and the final editing as we have them today.

Alter remarks; "Beyond the Pentateuch, the textual components of the narrative books of the Bible have not

been blessed with the classroom clarity of these alphabetical markers, but under analysis, a good many

passages in the Former Prophets reveal composite elements analogous to, and perhaps sometimes even

continuous with, what has been discovered in the Pentateuch", The Art ofBiblical Narrative, p. 132.

R. ALTER, The Art ofBiblical Narrative, p. 133.

" Backpagecommentary: R.ALTER, The ArtofBiblical Narrative.

R. ALTER, The Art ofBiblical Narrative, p. 132.
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2.2.2.2 Yairah Amit; On the Reader

Yairah Amit's work'̂ , written in Hebrew and translated in English in 2001 by Yael

Lotan, sets as its aims, in the words of the author "to serve as an introduction to (reading)

biblical narrative"®'*. The driving questions are: "How does the Bible itself regard its

narrative portions? Do biblical stories share peculiar characteristics, and can we speak

about the particular nature of the biblical story? Who set the boundaries of these stories,

and who was responsible for their headings? Should a reader of these stories bear in mind

the considerations of biblical criticism and the findings of biblical research? Who is the

omniscient and omnipotent figure in biblical narrative, God or the narrator? How are the

plot, characters, time, and place designed? What is the relationship between content and

form? How can we determine the meaning of a story, and can it have more than one

meaning? These issues, and others I have not listed, underlie the chapters ofthis book"®^.

Two important remarks of Amit are worthy of mention here: first is her treatment of 'the

power of stories' and second, her concept of 'dynamic reading'. A considerable part of

biblical literature, she calculates, in fact one-third of the Bible consists of stories and the

Bible ascribes great importance to stories and their presentation as a means of

persuasion'®. The Bible is replete with stories inwhich one person succeeds inpersuading

another by means of a story'̂ . We have the story of Judah in Gen. 44:18-45:2®®, prophet

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives: Literary Criticism and the Hebrew Bible, Minneapolis, 2001, p.

xi.

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. xi.

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. xi.

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 1.

" Forthetreatment ofsome persuasive stories and intercessory interventions intheBible, seeF.ROSSIER,

L'intercession entre les hommes dans la Biblehebraique. h 'intercession entre les hommesaweorigines de

I'intercession aupres de Dieu (OBO 152), Gottingen, 1996.

Judah had to persuade Joseph not to harm Benjamin, the youngest of his brothers and to do this, he had to

go by telling the viceroy of the King ofEgypt, Joseph, the whole story of his family so that at the end of the

story, the latter could not but be moved with emotion to the point of sobbing. A reader cannot but be

impressed by the sophisticated characterisation in this narrative and the literary techniques that are

employed in the speech. The eloquence of the speech, deferential but yet dignified; spirited but not

provocative, full of pathos and passion, yet restrained and transparently sincere, is evident. There are the
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Nathan and King David in II Sara. 12:1-14'', Joab and King David in II Sam. 13:38-

14:24'°"; among others, all ofwhich show that astory itself can be a means ofpersuasion
and tell us much about its rhetorical functions in the biblical world'°'. Her opinion in

concrete is that the biblical writer chose the medium of stories, with the "intention to

influence (his audience) to accept hisviews"'°^.

In discussing the role of the reader in the second chapter of her work titled 'Story

scholars and the role of the reader', Amit underscores the dynamism of the reader: "The

outline of the story is dynamically determined, (and) the reader of biblical stories has an

unusually active role, in the absence of clear boundaries and titles"'"^. Based on the

powerful external factors of Judah's speech and the overall course of events. Thereare also the powerful

internal factors withwhichJoseph has beenwrestling: his desire for Benjamin versus his growing concern

for his father, the powerstruggle with his brothers versus the desire for reunion, the challenge of Judah's

selflessness versus his own self-interest, the shame and blame associated with his disclosure versus the

anxiety of a son for his father. See also M.A. O'BRIEN, The Contribution of Judah's Speech, Genesis

44:18-34 to the Characterization ofJoseph, in CBQ59 (1997), p. 429-447.

" Aiming atreproaching the King for the misuse ofanother man's wife and putting her husband, Uriah the
Hittite, tacticallyto death,Nathanthe prophethad to inventa storyof the rich manandthe poorman's ewe,

which turns out to be a parable.The storyand the way it is passionately delivered led Davidto blamethe

rich man and condemn him in unqualified terms. Onlyat this pointdoesNathan drawhis analogy to the

utter surprise, shame and acknowledgement of guilt on the part of the King.On this story, Weninrefersto

this phenomenon as "le pouvoir de verite de la fiction". Cf A. WENIN, David et I'histoire de Natan (2

Samuel 12,1-7), ou : Le lecteur et lafiction prophetique du recit biblique, in D. MARGUERAT (ed.).La

Bible en recits : L'exegese biblique al'heure du lecteur, Geneva,2003, p. 153-164,see 158ff.

Joab notices that David is in pursuitof his son Absalom who hadfled to the land of Geshurafter having

killed Ammon. He tries to persuade the king to bring Absalom back and summons a 'clever woman' from

Tekoa. The woman tells David what looked like her own personal story; her widowhood, about a fight

between her two sons, one of who killed the other, about the family's determination to kill the survivor, and

of her fear that this move will lead to the extinction of the family name. At the moment when David

promises to help her out, she relates her story to the case of Absalom and that makes David to agree to

bring Absalom back from the land of Geshur.

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 2.

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 2.

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 21.
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evident premise that biblical stories have no original titles'"", it rests on the reader to

define the boundaries of the stories and their limits, though not without certain basic

criteria. Shequotes Perry and Stemberg'"^ who write thus: "The boundaries of a unit are

dynamic, they are not defined in advance; once and for all, but are redefined and

reorganized anew, according to the questions one seeksto answer, according to the kind

of observation that one wishes to apply [...]. Every researcher and every research

demarcate their own boundaries, and are quite free to do so, provided they take into

account -explicitly or implicitly - all the other frameworks, both narrower and wider, to

which the unit in question belongs"'®®. Such frameworks or criteria could either be

thematic criterion, or a structural one, a principle of symmetry or inclusio, that is,

beginning and ending with a similar subject, phrase, or word. Another criterion pertains

to considerations of time, relating to events that happened in one period of time. Finally

she adds considerations of poetics and of style, such as techniques of narration that

characterise a specific unit; forexample, ironic representation, use of key words, and the

like'°l Other authors like Ska'°® and Mlakuzhyil'°' equally list other criteria. In

It is a known fact that originally, the stories in thescrolls of the Bible have no titles, andthe titleswe

have today - for example, thestory of thecreation, thestory of the flood, the binding of Isaac, thecall of

Moses - are simply products ofreaders, exegetical traditions and translators, who assigned titles depending
ontheir interpretation ofthe contents ofthe stories and their boundaries. This being the case, we can say
thatthetitleof any biblical story is a product ofa commentary, which means thata reader of these stories is

free to disagree with it and to change it. That is to say, "thereader may engage in the same work as the

various commentators who gave different titles to the same story [...]. As you examine the various

commentaries, you will come across different outlines and titles since the boundaries and titles are not holy
writbutthereader's determination", Y.AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 16.

M. PERRY &M. STERNBERG, Caution: ALiterary Textl Problems inthe Poetics andInterpretation
ofBiblical Narrative, inHasifrut/Literature 2 (1970), p.608-663 (Heb.).

Quotedin Y. AMIT Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 16.

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 18. Example isgiven with the story ofJoseph (Gen. 37-39). A
reader or commentator may choose to look at the whole story, or particular units within it, such as Joseph in
the house ofPotiphar and his wife (chapter 39), or the dreams ofthe cupbearer and the baker in chapter 40.
If on the other hand one were to choose the motif ofdreams in the whole Joseph cycle, then one would
select the six dreams that appear in the course ofthe story; Joseph's two dreams in chapter 37:5-10, the
dreams ofthe baker and the cupbearer in chapter 40 and the two dreams ofPharaoh in chapter 41:1 -38. Or
mthestory ofthecreation (Gen. l:l-2:4a) there is no question that the subject is the creation oftheworld
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summary, "what all this means is that the biblical stories call for dynamic reading, which

must determine the boundaries of the stories and even their titles"'

2.2.2.3 Jan Fokkelman: Text-Reader Relationship

Fokkelman talks of the three-fold alienation'" with which historical-critical readers have

discouraged many Bible readers, students of theology, and future preachers: the text

comes from far away, dates from a long time ago, and is rooted in a radically different

culture. He acknowledges of course that the text of the Bible comes from the Near East,

that it is almost 2000 to 3000 years old, and that it originated in a culture which differed

greatly from ours, both materially and spiritually. But distances for him, though "should

not be underestimated", are "only half-truths" and should not be treated as "unshakeable

by God in seven days. Here the concentric structure is evident since the unit opens and ends with like

statements: "... God created heaven and earth..." (Gen. 1:1) and "such is the story of heaven and earth

when they were created" (Gen. 2:4a) respectively. There is a definable time unit: creation in seven days.

The unit is also characterised by a distinctive style: detailed and dry, with repetitive formulas, such as "and

it was so," and "and there was evening and there was morning", such and such a day, see Y. AMIT,

Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 16 and 18.

J.-L. SKA considers the chief criteria to be related to the drama; "change of place, change of time,

change of characters (characters entering or leaving the 'stage'), or change of action. These criteria are

frequently combined. Stylistic criteria are also very usefijl (repetitions, inclusions, shift in vocabulary...)",

"Our Fathers Have Told Us": Introduction to the Analysis ofHebrew Narratives (SB 13), Roma, 1990, p.

1.

G. MLAKUZHYIL, The Christocentric Structure of the Fourth Gospel (AnBib 117), Rome, 1987

distinguishes two sets of criteria. 1) Literary criteria: conclusions, introductions, inclusions, characteristic

vocabulary, geographical indication, literary-chronological indications, transitions, bridge-passages, hook-

words, techniques of repetition, change of "literary genre" 2) Dramatic criteria: changes of scene, technique

of alternating scenes, technique of double-stage action, introduction of dramatis personae, the law of stage

duality, technique of vanishing character, technique of seven scenes, technique of diptych scene, sequence

of action-dialogue-discourse, dramatic development, dramatic pattern (cf p. 87-121). Cf also L.R. KLEIN,

The Triumph of Irony in the Book ofJudges (JSOTS 68), Sheffield, 1988, p. 194-195; S. BAR-EFRAT,

Narrative Art in the Bible, p. 96-111.

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 16.

J.P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative: A Practical Guide (Tools for Biblical Study 1),

Leiden, 1999, p. 21.
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axioms" less they will "quietly turn into lies and optical illusions""^. There is rather a

greater, more important truth, which is that these texts are well written, and "as products

of a deliberate and meticulous designing intelligence they have been crafted to speak for

themselves, provided there is a competent reader listening closely. They are, after some

training onourpart, extremely able to reveal and explain themselves""'.

The text is a living text says Fokkelman""*. Though it is worth investigating to know

more about the writer, his purpose and the circumstances in which he wrote, none of this

is actually essential since "a text does not remain the same throughout the ages but, being

a living (i.e. read) text, itself also constantly changes. It acquires an ever growing history

and ever-richer contents"' What counts, asa matter ofnecessity is "that which thetext

provides, the world it evokes and the values it embodies, and then, the confrontation, the

interplay, the friction and sometimes the clash between all this and the reader's world and

values""®. He continues his argument: "Whoever says the Bible is old, remote and

strange, pushes the text too far away and as a result ends up with a formidable problem,

namely whether the Bible 'can still mean something for modern man' and he evaluates

this problematic as one that people have created themselves by way of the three-fold

alienation""^. The problem is phantomatic and therefore unsolvable because "in reality,

the Bible is very close - we have opened it, and already have expectations or assumptions

about the values stored or presented in it - and its meaning takes shape thanks to our

mental activity and the imagination we bring to the text. It is our own commitment that

creates the field of intersubjectivity. After that, the question about the "relevance" of the

Bible has largely become spurious""®.

J.P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative, p. 21.

J.P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative, p. 21.

J.P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative, p. 23.

' J.P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative, p.23.

J.P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative, p. 23.

J.P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative, p. 25.

J.P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative, p. 25.
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Interestingly, after talking about the text, Fokkelman relates it to the reader in a simple

statement: "Without a reader, a text cannot operate, it is nomore than a silentshadow""',

even though he admits that the relation between text and meaning is not a very simple

one. One cannot simply say that there is meaning in the text or that the text 'contains'

meaning in a way analogous to the statement that a cup contains coffee. Getting to the

meaning of the text, that is 'exegesis' (a Greek word meaning 'leading out') is an activity

which shows that meaning is not a fixed and objective string of data which one has "to

coax out of a text because in actual fact, a textonlyspeaks when a listener comes along".

It is by listening that a text becomes alive and begins to speak. "Reading is certainly not

passive, nor a form of easy consumption, even though our body seems to suggest this

when we are lounging in our armchair. Reading is a specific mental activity, it is the

action ofconferring meaning toa texf'̂ ^°.

Fokkelman maintains that there are two sides of "meaning" in the art of reading, the

reader who bestows it and thetextwhich 'has' it. These two sides of meaning correspond

to the two important questions which areat the baseof any meaningful engagement in the

reading ofatext'̂ '. The two questions are: 1) what is the text saying, that is, what exactly
is it telling me? And the second one is: May I assume there's a message in its

structure'̂ ^? Interestingly, Fokkelman gives to the first question a slightly "different
emphasis": the question is answered by way of an apparent detour, by asking: how is it

saying it, and this shift of focus from the 'what' to the 'how' is an important

characteristic of the narrative method of reading the biblical text'̂ ^ He gave three

reasons why this shift of focus is necessary; all three which could be summarised in the

fact that the stories in the Bible are products of literary design which are subtle and at

times to the smallest detail, demanding thereforeto be taken completely seriously in their

literary mode of being, and that proves that the meaning of the story is not static, a

J.P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative, p. 20.

™J.P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative, p.20-2].

J.P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative, p. 25.

].P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative, p. 25.

J.P. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narrative, p. 26.
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given'̂ ", but originates only from the dialogue between the text and the reader'̂ ^. In fact,
in his own treatment of the reader, Ska concludes thus: "The active participation of the

reader is an essential part of the act of reading. A text is like a score of music. The music

remains dead unless somebody playsor sings what is written in the score.A Biblical text

remains dead unless thereader interprets it"'̂ ®.

2.3 The Book of Jeremiah Goes Narrative

Having given in summary themajor theoretical presuppositions of narrative criticism, the

last section of this Chapter considers these presuppositions from the point of view

specifically of the book of Jeremiah. Of course, previously, the debate as to which of the

two approaches, the synchronic or the diachronic, is the best method in the research of

the book of Jeremiah has not been popular. But today it is clear that the nature of the

biblical text gives itself away to be approached from different angles. This point has

become so evident that in 1994, the Society of Old Testament Study at their Ninth Joint

Meeting held at Kampen devoted the papers to askthe methodological questionwhich

Weippert regrets has notbeen first and above all posed. In the said meeting, an article on

Jeremiah was read by Carroll'̂ ®. That means that just as the questions of redaction and

composition, of the relationship between the manifold texts of the same book, of

chronology of the prophet, the question of the method of reading the text is equally

important. Carroll begins the just cited article with the remark that the book of Jeremiah

is a difficult book for post-Enlightenment scholars to read today, that it is both untidy'̂ '

124

125

126

127

J.P. FOKKELMAN, ReadingBiblicalNarrative, p. 26.

J.P. FOKKELMAN, ReadingBiblicalNarrative, p. 27.

J.-L. SKA, "Our Fathers Have ToldUs", p. 63.

J.C. DE MOOR (ed.), Synchronic orDiachronic? ADebate on Method inOld Testament Exegesis (OTS
34), Leiden, 1995.

R.P. CARROLL, Synchronic Deconstructions ofJeremiah: Diachrony to the Rescue? Reflections on
Some Reading Strategiesfor Understanding Certain Problems inthe Book ofJeremiah, inJ.C. DE MOOR

(ed.),Synchronicor Diachronic?p. 39-51.

Talking of being "untidy" reminds ofthe evaluation which many critics, using the historical method,
have already made as regards the book: the notice ofthe presence ofdifferent literary styles, the lack ofany
organising principle and chronological disorder in the arrangement ofmany chapters. In the forward to his
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and repetitious, "frequently eschewing chronological sequencing (except in chapters 26-

29, 34-44), and in chapters 2-20 there are insufficient rubrics to provide a narrative

framework for thebook"'̂ ". On thequestion of its readability heasserts: "The question of

whether it is readable today had better be avoided as a negative answer would undermine

all contemporary scholarly operations. The question is better posed in terms of 'how is

this book to be read today?' Following this formation of the question of reading allows

for analyses of the book along diachronic and synchronic lines as one approach to

exploring possible preferred readings of Jeremiah"'̂ '. In the first place, he understands

and describes the synchronic reading of Jeremiah as an attempt "to do the impossible by

rephrasing the book's representational levels into a coherent narratological account"'̂ ^

and "an attempt to bypass the problems by ignoring them""'. He maintains: "The only

way I can rescue a synchronic reading is to do it in a diachronic way"'̂ '' since it is the

diachronic that "makes sense of the untidy book of Jeremiah, it allows me to incorporate

my post-Enlightenment critically reflective perspective into my reading of the text, and it

seems to make due allowances for the discrete and diverse interests operating in the

commentary, DUHM, Das Buck Jeremia immediately focuses on the presence of different literary styles

and their relevance for determining the authorship of the book's contents, cf p. vii. Then in the

introduction, he takes the issue in more detail, cf p. xii-xvi. It is also in the introduction that he takes up the

question of the book's lack of order, and where he makes his famous comment that the book's growth was

like that of an out-of-control forest. Similarly, S. MOWINCKEL, Zur Komposition des Buches Jeremia,

begins with the observation of the text and remarks a conspicuous lack of any plan - "eine auffMige

PlanlosigkeiC - and the presence of many parallel passages indicating that the book is not the work of one

hand. The observation of the characteristics of the different superscriptions provides some insight into the

book's composition, cf p. 5-6. Carroll provides a final example. In many of his writings, he also identifies

certain features of the world of the text to support his interpretive approach to the book: the differences in

language between prose and poetry, different attitudes in the book towards Judah and Jerusalem, the near

absence in chapters 1-25 of markers which identify Jeremiah as the speaker and the abundanceof these in

chapters26-52, the presenceof parallelpassages, see especially, CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 35-37.

R.P. CARROLL, Synchronic Deconstructions ofJeremiah: Diachrony to the Rescue? p. 39.

''' R.P. CARROLL, SynchronicDeconstructions ofJeremiah: Diachronyto the Rescue? p. 39.

R.P. CARROLL, Synchronic Deconstructions ofJeremiah: Diachrony to the Rescue? p. 41.

R.P. CARROLL,Synchronic Deconstructions ofJeremiah: Diachrony to the Rescue?p. 50.

R.P. CARROLL, Synchronic Deconstructions ofJeremiah: Diachrony to the Rescue? p. 50.
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production of the text"'̂ ^. Carroll concludes: "Perhaps a synchronic reading ofJeremiah

can be sustained by postmodernist readers of the Bible or by readers who resolutely

refuse to recognize the Enlightenment as ever having happened in matters pertaining to

reading theBible"''®.

The option for the narrative method is however not judgemental as has already been

expressed. In this era of the plurality of methods, it is necessary to reiterate the point that

any approach to a biblical text has its own limits and these limits derive mainly from its

presuppositions. As John Hill puts it:

"Each approach has its own set of suppositions and its own set of questions which

it brings to the text, and which generate a certain range of answers. In Jeremiah

research the major questions put forward and the solutions proposed have been

those generated by the historical-critical approach. As a result there has been a

neglect of the interpretive possibilities that a synchronic reading can generate with

its own particular setofquestions and range ofanswers"''̂ .

We have therefore made an option among options, an option which further hinges on the

conviction that, as Alastair Hunter rightly puts it, "perhaps the most fundamental problem

facing anyone who wishes to discuss the work of an 'author' in any part of the OT is how

to define the limits of that proposed author's work. It is, of course, always possible to cut

the Gordian knot by dealing directly with the 'final form' of the text; and in some cases

that is perhaps the best way to handle interpretation [...]. And generally speaking, the

recent school of 'theology as story' has encouraged the kind of analysis which

emphasizes the anecdotal character of the narrative as the principal bearer of hermeneutic

significance"'̂ ®.

R.P. CARROLL, Synchronic Deconstructions ofJeremiah: Diachronyto theRescue? p. 50.

R.P. CARROLL, Synchronic Deconstructions ofJeremiah:Diachrony to theRescue? p. 49.

J. HILL, Friend or Foe? p. 11.

A. HUNTER, FatherAbraham: AStructural andTheological Study ofthe Yahwist's Presentation ofthe

Abraham Material, in JSOT35 (1986), p. 3-27, p. 3.
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There has therefore becomea cleardivision alongtwo strands of readings of the book of

Jeremiah; one which concentrates in the "world behind the text" and the other which

concentrates in the"world of thetext" using again thewords ofJohn Hill'^'.Recent years

have however equally attested to works that do not primarily consider the book's

compositional history, but rather the world of the text; a "decisive turn from reading for

extrinsic agency behind the text to an intrinsic reading for an immanent and meaningful

form [...] a de-centering of extrinsic, and historicist preoccupation to the intrinsic,

imaginative world of the text as constituting its own coherent hermeneutic system and

portrait"'''®.

Of particular notice is the work of Smith on the confessions of Jeremiah 11-20"". While

recognising the importance of the issues of redaction, he sets out to explain how the

respective chapters function as part of the book. Diamond analyses the laments

individually, their significance when incorporated into a larger context of chapters 11-20

and how these chapters function as a whole'"*^. In line with many other studies in the

same direction, his does not seekto trace the meaningand significance of the confessions

either from their original settings or from the historical mission of the prophet. Rather it

is the crisis over the proper context in which the confessions are to be interpreted that

poses the primary question'"". To pursue this question, the text will have to be the point
of departure with close attention in order to recognise the poetic and composition

conventions inherent in it. Since "in the last analysis the text represents a barrier to our

immediate access to any other of these potentially significant contexts", he stresses that

the text is "both immediate primary source and potential barrier for current research

interests", hoping that "the inherent characteristics of the text will offer guidelines and

place constraints upon our attempt at interpretation - metaphorically speaking, that the

J. HILL, Friend or Foel p. 9.

A.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, p. 20.

M.S. SMITH, The Laments of Jeremiah and their Contexts: A Literary and Redactional Study of

Jeremiah 11-20 (SBLMS 42), Atlanta, 1990.

A.R.P. DIAMOND, The Confessions ofJeremiah in Context: Scenes of Prophetic Drama (JSOTS 45),

Sheffield, 1987.

A.R.P. DIAMOND, The Confessions ofJeremiah in Context: Scenes ofProphetic Drama, p. 17.
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inherent conventions of the confessions will say 'read me this way' and establish a

hierarchy of priorities in theattempt to achieve a valid reading of them"'»144

Perhaps even more interesting in this angle is the recent work of Stulman: Order amid

Chaos: Jeremiah as Symbolic Tapestry '̂̂ ^. Stulman provides a very good discussion of

the different ways of treating the chaos element detected by so many contemporary

readers of Jeremiah, and offers a way of incorporating both notions of chaos and order in

an account of the book's structure. He made, one could say, a synchronic reading of

Jeremiah that is grounded in diachronic sensibilities. Taking a strongly contextual

approach, he argues that far from being "a hopeless hodgepodge" of oracles, the final

form of Jeremiah has a purposeful literary plan and presents the reader with a concrete

theological message. "To put it more modestly, in spite of the book's untidiness this

literature is readable, not primarily by standards of linear logic and coherence, but as a

symbolic tapestry of meanings with narrative seams"'"^. His analogy with a tapestry

bears on his conviction that though Jeremiah scholarship has so far been too preoccupied

with looking at individual oracular/narrative threads, in order to understand the book, it is

necessary to step back and consider the "big picture". He therefore provides an overview

of the book in terms of its macro-structural units.

Having said this, we do not lose sightof the factthat all the members of the guild do not

unanimously accept this opinion or this reading strategy. We do not gloss over the

handicaps of this approach or the merits of the diachronic approach especially with

regard to the book of Jeremiah''". It has been shown that the biblical literature, the

A.R.P. DIAMOND, The Confessions ofJeremiah in Context: Scenes ofProphetic Drama, p. 17.

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos: Jeremiah as Symbolic Tapestry (The Biblical Seminar 57),

Sheffield, 1998.

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 17.

The problem with the 'final form' approach, says Hunter, however, is that it "sometimes leaves the

interpreter dealing with what is really a very superficial development —in cases, for example, where an

aetiological explanation has been glossed as the apparent point ofwhat isinreality amuch more complex
account", A. HUNTER, Father Abraham, p. 4. Forworks dealing with the meritsand demerits of biblical

methodologies and approaches, seeagain L.G. PERDUE, The Collapse ofHistory.
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prophetic books particularly, underwent editorial processes over time; ignoring this

factual given as a constant may lead to a kind of scholarly one-sidedness that relies on

rigid assumptions and seeks elaborate ways to justify the singularity of the received text,

while ignoring the literary artistry of the biblical world, as well as the writers' intellectual

world'''̂ Therefore some attention to questions of textual, source, form and redaction

criticism is an important prerequisite of the hermeneutical task'"". It has its limits

particularly with regard to the scholarship of Jeremiah, and that is why dissenting voices

are equally strong. A.R P. Diamond in the same introduction does not fail to remark:

"The difficulty for such strategies has been that they may never rise above a

'pure' formalism; as a result, they cannot successfully address the inconcinnities

of the Jeremiah tradition that so trouble such (close) readers as Carroll or

McKane. In such cases the effort to produce an overarching coherent reading of

the book opens itself to the criticism of 'over-reading' beyond any demonstrable

rhetorical rationale or structure to connect what is not explicitly connected; and

still, at times, even the will to 'over-read' has had to prescind from the attempt by

confessing no discernible coherent form'̂ ".

From the description of narrative exegesis using the three authors as example, the triad

evoked in the General Introduction becomes evident. The narrative exegetical

methodology becomes the tool for the interrogation between the text and the reader.

2.4 Theological Contextual Study?

Has the book of Jeremiah anything to say, theologically for the man of today? - a further

implication of our theme. Is a theological reading, nay contextual, of the book of

Jeremiah possible at all? To this question, Carroll'̂ ' has a categorical negative response.

It all rests on the usefiilness of Old Testament prophecy, which he looks at suspiciously.

Addressing this question in the Appendix II {A Note on Using Jeremiah Today) of his

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 30.

A. HUNTER, Father Abraham, p. 4.

A.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, p. 20.

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant.
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book.'̂ ^, he says there are two questions that can normally beasked, that of relevance and

the theological question'̂ ^. The questions are respectively: 'what is the point of studying

an ancient book like Jeremiah?' and 'is there no word from the Lord for today from the

book of Jeremiah?' The answer to the first question, he says, is easy: "Because the study

of ancient texts has an intrinsic value of its own without necessarily being relevant

today"And to the second question, the theological question, he gives a more

pessimistic answer. After criticising William Holladay and Philip Hyatt who have

insisted "in their minor writings on Jeremiah, that he is a prophet for today"he argues,

"sceptical of the success of projects which try to relate ancient literature to the modem

world"'^®:

"It would appear to be an occupational hazard of writing commentaries on the

Bible that relevance must be sought for these ancient texts. Clearly we are not

living in sixth-century Judah and, equally clearly, the sayings of Jeremiah are not

addressed directly to us. What things we might have in common with the ancient

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 215-119.

R.P. CARROLL. From Chaos to Covenant, p. 275.

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 275.

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 276. In many other writings he takes Brueggemann to

task and accuses him of "domesticating" the text, cf. R.P. CARROLL, Century's End: Jeremiah Studies at

the Beginning of the ThirdMillennium, in CRBS 8 (2000), p. 18-58,see especiallyp. 22; Radical Clashes of

Willand Style, see p. 1W',SomethingRich and Strange. Imagining a Future for Jeremiah Studies, in A.R.P.

DIAMOND et al. (eds.). Troubling Jeremiah, p. 423-443. In this article, Carroll writes: "[...] when I read

the text of Jeremiah itself I necessarilyread it critically. I am therefore bound to take issue with any easy,

comfortable or slack readings of the biblical text. I would like to think that in the future participants in

Jeremiah studies will engage critically with the text and its reception ratherthan with its current readers. So

much of what I read in booksand articleson Jeremiah represents in myopinioneither the paraphrasing of

the text itself or the internalisation of values imagined to be in the book of Jeremiah. So that there is no

placefor a critical engagement withthe text or assessment of suchtextual values (Sachkritik) or room for

allowance for the Rezeptionsgeschichte (reception history) of the tradition raisingquestions abouttext or

tradition. For example, Brueggemann, whois currently oneof the (if not the)outstanding American readers

of Jeremiahsides with the textualrepresentation of Jeremiah character, so that he lacksanycriticaldistance

fi-om the text itself [...]. In myopinion that is far too easy a way of reading the textandfor meit fails at

every point to appropriate the text critically", see p. 430.

R P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 276-277.
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world in respect of being human and living in social groups we share with all

ancient literature, so we have no greater argument for Jeremiah's relevance than

for the fragments of Heraclitus. This does not rule out the possibility that the

Jeremiah tradition might havesomething to sayto us; it just admits the possibility

that it may have nothing to contribute"

Carroll's position is without doubt a follow up, but of course with controversial

consequence, of his counter historical perspective of the book. But there are two issues

involved: the correct notion of historicity as regards biblical narratives and the relevance

of the "historicity" (in Carroll's understanding) of the personality of Jeremiah, a debate

that is not yet however terminated. Authors have recognised the special notion of

historicity in the Bible as different from the case elsewhere'̂ ^. There is this interesting

distinction by Cas Labuschagne between 'storylike history and historylike story\ both

which he says are "characteristic for the biblical narrative: the first is essentially

historical, the second is not; both belong to the didactical story which is the essential

category of the biblical (historical) narrative"'̂ ®. Again Carroll makes a leap from the

question of the "historicity" of the personof Jeremiah to that of the utility of the Jeremiah

tradition, two quite different issues. His negative position, or as he puts it himself, his

agnosticism not scepticism""" on the historicity ofJeremiah is still problematic, but even

known legends and myths often have relevance beyond their 'historical' epoch. Many

commentators believe we can reconstruct the historical chronologyof Jeremiah (Holladay

for example), but even his non-historicity (eventually) does not negate the relevance of

the 'construction' that has been made of him.

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 276-277.

Cf. M.D. KOSTER, TheHistoricityof the Bible: Its Relevance and its Limitations in the LightofNear

Eastern Archaeology: From Catalyst to Cataclysm, in J.C. DEMOOR & H.F. ROOY (eds.). Past, Present,

Future: The Deuteronomistic History and the Prophets (OTS 44), Leiden, 2000, p. 120-149.

C. LABUSCHAGNE, Zin en onzin over God: Een kritische beschouwing van gangbare

godsvoorstellingen, Zoetermeer, 1994, p. 58-59, quoted in M.D. KOSTER, The Historicity of the Bible, p.

146. See also, J. BARR, Story and History in Biblical Theology, in J. BARR, The Scope and Authority of

the Bible (EIT7), London, 1980, p. 1-17.

R.P. CARROLL, Whose Prophet? Whose History? Whose Social Reality? see p. 44.
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Secondly, certain inconsistencies could be discerned in Carroll's position. According to

him, instead of the question of relevance in Jeremiah for today, the message of the book

of Jeremiah is something like this: "There is not, and cannot be any permanent security

whether in God, theology, ideology, nationalism, patriotism, ritual ancestry, history or

whatever" and "we must always relate to the past and be open to the future in constantly

changing ways"'̂ '. Even on this single statement, this message, can be constructed a
strong theological edifice. The inconsistency is further made clear in what follows

immediately: "Surely here is word from Jeremiah if any will receive it - yesterday's

dogma is today's lie"'®^. This much, that is, to learn that yesterday's dogma is today's lie
is to have learnt something from the Jeremiah tradition and can be relevanttoday. This is

because onedoes not have to enshrine or revere a tradition to appreciate it'®^. Jeremiah's

opposition to the dogma of his own daywas a critic of an understanding of realitythat he

received from previous generations; in the same manner, we can build faithfully on his

legacy by weighing the tradition of the past and by using those which survive critical

scrutiny in the struggle for a better world'̂ , even though we have no assurance that we
shall be any more successful in that endeavour than Jeremiah was and we may be "torn

and shattered by the sense of the apparent absence and neutrality of God"'®^. Even the

simplistic argument that the Word is something addressed to man and not just the man of

the epoch in which it is written, is not out of place here. I agree with James Crenshaw

that, "whatwewitness in thehistory of thetext thatbears the name 'Jeremiah' is a living

tradition, one that is absolutely essential to the spiritual health of a community. Indeed,

that vital tradition is kept alive by those of us who read the book of Jeremiah and

endeavour to grasp its meaning in an age when the ancient faith stood in jeopardy"'®^

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 277.

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 278.

J.L.CRENSHAW, ALiving Tradition: The Book ofJeremiah in Current Research, in Interpretation 37

(1983), p. 117-129, seep. 129.

J.L. CRENSHAW, A Living Tradition, p.l29.

J. MUILENBURG, The Terminology ofAdversity inJeremiah, in H.T. FRANK & W.L. REED (eds.),

Translating and Understanding theOldTestament, Nashville/New York, 1970, p.42-63, seep.62.

J.L. CRENSHAW,A Living Tradition, p. 128.
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because "careful studying of the book of Jeremiah helps us remain faithful to the

prophet's legacyby learning from him to weigh the traditions of the past and to use them

in the struggle to forge a better world"'®'. The distinction, which Carroll makes in his

review of the three major 1986 English commentaries on Jeremiah'®', between

commentaries 'solely' addressed to the academy and those others which favour

ecclesiastical glossings of the text or that meet the demands of the ecclesia (or even his

reference to a "set of theologised readings, readings which will disturb nobody's

theological or ecclesiastical positions and which will yield absolutely nothing to a

postmodernist sense of the text or its modem reception, and which also resolutely refuse

any ideological critical readings of that text"'®^) is too extreme and remote to be

applicable in this regard as some other authors have also remarked"". One of the

currently major commentaries, McKane's to be precise, has a section on exegesis and

theology'

J.L. CRENSHAW, A Living Tradition, p. 117.

" '̂R.P. CARKOLL, Radical Clashes ofWill andStyle, p. 111.

R.P. CARROLL, Century's End, p. 22.

'™ Writing on the possibility of a theological articulation based on the book of Jeremiah, L. BOADT,

Jeremiah and the Power of Historical Recitation,wonders how the academycould hold sway with a study

of the text outside its faith-effect on the reader. "Even if this has worked well in some areas, such as literary

appreciation and historical recovery, or even in social critiques of ideologies inherent in the texts'

background cultures, it has not proven effective for doing theology of the Bible. If religious metaphorical

language and imagination is an expression of faith-confession, can commentators effectively approach the

text if they do not know how to articulate it within a real living community which takes it as a normative

and authoritative religious text? One wonders" (p. 348-349).

McKane maintains a position that is more mellowed down. His position is that he does not believe that

"a commentary is the right genre for a thorough exploration of (theological) matters which in important

respects are meta-linguistic". His major reason is that all language is human and God does not speak.

Questions about inspiration and revelation are for him ultimate theological questions, meta-linguistic issues

in important respects, and so "beyond the limits of a plain exegesis of the Hebrew text," McKANE, A

Critical and Exegetical Commentary I, p. xcvii-xcix. This response, though not as sharp and radical as

Carroll's, looks equally like bypassing a problem by ignoring it. Theology, though theo-logos, has never

been taken to be the word of God. It is the word of man. And if theological questions should be totally out

ofplace because all language is human, then this equally applies to the whole of Scripture since Scripture is

nonetheless human language. Theology is not however divine language, though a discourse on the divine. It
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The studies of Walter Brueggemann"^ and Polk'̂ ^ and many others'̂ " in Jeremiah have

this theological undertone. In his introductiondealing with the book of Jeremiah from "an

interpretative perspective", Brueggemann distinguished two emerging methods in

Scripture study today. The two methods are those of sociological'̂ ^ and literary

analysis'̂ ®. In sociological analysis, one pays attention to the interests, ideologies, and
constructions of reality that are operative in the formation and transmission of the text'^'.

The text of the Bible is, in this understanding, taken neither as neutral nor as objective,

but as text which reflects a particular context, be it social, religious, etc. And what is

more, this context is determinative of the shape and focus of the text. The difference for

this approach from the older historical-critical approach is of course in its character not to

seek specific historical placement "but, rather, a placement within various social voices

or dynamic forces. Interpretation requires attention both to the particularvoice in the text

and to the other voices in the situation with which this voice may be in dispute, tension,

remains a humanarticulation of the divine-human. For another morebalanced articulation of the placeof

theological academic discourse on the Bible, seeR. DAVIDSON, The Biblein Churchand Academy.

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah: Exile and Homecoming, Cambridge, 1998.

Especially T. POLK, The Prophetic Persona:Jeremiahand theLanguage ofSelfQSOTS 32), Sheffield,

1984.

"" For a variety of presentations of theological issues in the study ofJeremiah, see B. CHILDS, Biblical
Theology in Crisis, Philadelphia, 1970;L.G.PERDUE & B.W.KOVACS (eds.),AProphet to the Nations-,

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, K. O'CONNOR, Jeremiah, in C.A. NEWSOM & S.H.

RINGE(eds.). The Women's BibleCommentary, Louisville, 1992,p. 169-182, etc.

See R.R. WILSON, Sociological Approaches to the Old Testament: Guides to Biblical Scholarship,

Philadelphia, 1984;N.K. GOTTWALD, TheTribesofYahweh, New York,1979.

Among the better representatives of this approach in an expanding literature of books are the books

(some already cited) by D.M. GUNN, including The Story of King David: Genre and Interpretation

(JSOTS 6),Sheffield, 1978 and The FateofKingSaul. An Interpretation ofa Biblical Story {iSOT?, 14),
Sheffield, 1980; R. ALTER, including The ArtofBiblical Poetry,'Hev/York, 1985; M. BAL, Narratology:

Introduction to the Theory of Narrative, Toronto, 1985; M.A. POWELL, What is Narrative Criticism,

(Guide to Biblical Scholarship), Minneapolis, 1990; M. FISHBANE, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient

Israel, Oxford, 1991; J.L. SKA, J.-P. SONNET & A. WENIN, L'analyse narrative des recitsde I'Ancien

Testament.

BRUEGGEMANN, >4 Commentary onJeremiah, p. 13.
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or agreement""®. In literary analysis, Brueggemann explains, one pays attention to the
power of language to propose an alternative imaginative world to the one that seems to be

at hand, that is, " alternative to the one in which the reader or listener thinks herself or

himself enmeshed""'. The description of literature is therefore not in the sense of what

is, but something that evokes and constructs another world.

Applying these two methods to the reading and the study of the book of Jeremiah,

Brueggemann concludes that they respectively yield a critique of ideology and a practice

of liberated imagination;

"These two methods enable us to take a fresh look at critical theological issues in

the Jeremiah tradition. A sociological analysis helps us see how the covenantal

perspectives of the prophetic tradition stand over against royal ideology. A

literary analysis helps us see how Judah is invited to act faithfully, even if that

faithftilness is against the presumed interest and truth of the Jerusalem

establishment. And then when the text is read and heard as a critique of ideology

and as a practice of alternative imagination, the text continues to have power and

pertinence inmany subsequent contexts, including ourown"'̂ °.

With reference to theological readings of the book of Jeremiah, we must call to mind the

work of Polk mentioned above. His interest is neither the question of how the text came

into existence or how the writer meant the text. This for him would not make clear the

intent of the text. Rather, the issue would be; what is the effect on the reader of the

text'̂ '? 1see a convergence between Polk and Carroll in their departure points but notice

very distancing conclusions. Polk is closer to Carroll in the sense that both consider the

prophet first as a literary figure and Polk treats texts as literary unities and pays attention

to literary structures evident in the text, and would not like historical questions about the

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 13.

™ BRUEGGEMANN, Commentary onJeremiah, p. 15.

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 17.

T. POLK, The Prophetic Persona, p. 14-18.
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origins of the text tamper with "the integrity of the text, qua poetry or allow the power of

a text to be lostby its reduction to a historically assured minimum"'®^. Folk's synchronic

exegesis is therefore based on philosophical-linguistic ideas, which however brings him

to some theological conclusions opposed to that of Carroll, conclusions about the self-

constituting language, which enacts the prophet's identity'̂ ^. Lalleman-de Winkel puts it

thus:

"Through his speaking in the first-person the prophet enacts a prophetic identitity

(sic) of identification with both God and people. He represents one party to the

other. This results in a lot of tension by which his life becomes a paradigm for the

situation of God and his people. The prophet by his life interprets the life of the

people with God into two directions: judgment and promise"'®''.

Granted the warning of Carroll'®^, on several occasions, and equally of Brueggemann'̂ ®

that the text of Jeremiah should not be domesticated or its problematic ignored, it is also

T. POLK, The Prophetic Persona, p. 165-166.

H. LALLEMAN-DE winkel, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition, p. 44.

H. LALLEMAN-DE WINKEL, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition, p. 45.

See for example, R.P. CARROLL, Radical Clashes of Willand Style, p. 111. See also Something Rich

and Strange, p. 430-431; Century's End, p. 22.

Though criticised by Carroll on this ground, Brueggemann in his turn warns against "excessive

eagerness to subscribe to what the text seems to affirm or even to press it further so that the God voiced in

this material becomes the more established God of the orthodox, hegemonic Western tradition". He calls

this a domestication and familiarity, which engenders adamant skepticism, found especially among

authoritarian fundamentalists, see W. BRUEGGEMANN, Next Steps in Jeremiah Studies? in A.R.P

DIAMOND et al. (eds.). TroublingJeremiah, p. 404-422, see p. 416-417. These warnings are timely and

should be taken seriously, but I would personally prefer, instead of the word "domesticate", the word

"sterilize" as used by A. WENIN, L'homme biblique. Anthropologie et ethiquedans lepremier Testament,

Paris, 1995. In the workhe envisages to placehis narrative analyses in a global anthropologico-theological

perspective: "faire entrer le texte bibliqueen dialogueavec les questions de sens, de foi et qui se posent

aujourd'hui aux etres humains vivant dans la societe modeme ou postmoderne qui est la notre, le faire

entrer en dialogue avecce queles sciences humaines, en particulier la psychologic desprofondeurs, disent

aujourd'hui de I'etre humain. L'interaction entreces deuxpoles [...] paraitparticuliferement feconde, car

elle rend une vigueurnouvelle auxvieuxtextesde la Bible, leur offrantainsi d'interpelleret de donner a

penser, pourvu qu'on ne les sterilise pas en les sacralisant" (p. 11). His idea is that in the process of
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necessary to add here the words of Lys: "s'il est vrai qu'un texten'a de sens que pourun

destinataire, le lecteur d'aujourd'hui n'a pas le droit de faire diren'importe quoi au texte

ancien"'^^.

2.5 From Narratology to Theological Contextualization

A "hermeneutic of appropriation"'®^ based on a narrative reading is our goal. That is to
say, from a narrative reading to a contextual theological exercise. The possibility or

logical connection is not too difficult to grasp. We haveearlier andon different occasions

observed the shift in current biblical scholarship from a primary use of historical

methodology towards the application of newer approaches (whatBrueggemann describes

as "hermeneutical maneuverability"'®'), which can be classified generally as either
literary readings or contextual interpretations, and it is to be noted again that both are

easily applied togetheronce historical questions or the search for original authorship are

de-emphasised"". While defining narrative exegesis, we also evoked the notion of the

fact that a considerable part of biblical literature consists of stories. These stories tell us

theologising or even contextualising based on the scriptural data, one should avoid a fundamentalist or a

non critical, non distancingapproach that cagesthe Scriptureand deniesit the intrinsiccapacity or freedom

ofspeaking even differently to another reader or another context.

D. LYS, Jeremie 28 et le probleme du faux prophete ou la circulation du sens dans le diagnostic

prophetique, in RHPR 59 (1979), p. 453-482, see p. 455.

The phrase "A Hermeneutic of Appropriation" was coined by C.R. ROMERO, A Hermeneutic of

Appropriation: A Case Study ofMethod in the Prophet and Latin American Liberation Theology, MI, 1982.

This work focuses on liberation theologians especially Jose P. Miranda and J. Severino Croatto who

develop biblical hermeneutic. Jeremiah was chosen from the prophetic corpus because of his similarity to

the situation in Latin America - conflict with the historical situation, tension with the religious heritage,

choice of images which speak to the conflict. The "Hermeneutic of Appropriation" is therefore a dialectic

between the text and the interpreter's own situation.

W. BRUEGGEMANN, Editor's Forward, in L.G. PERDUE, The Collapse ofHistory, p. ix.

L. BOADT, The Book of Jeremiah and the Power of Historical Recitation, p. 341. For works that

portray the relationship between narrative rhetoric and theological truth claims, see D. PATTE, The

Religious Dimensions of Biblical Texts: Greimas's Structural Semiotics and Biblical Exegesis (SSA 19),

Atlanta, 1990; D. CUNNINGHAM, Faithful Persuasion: In Aid ofa Rhetoric of Christian Theology,Notre

Dame, 1991; Theology as Rhetoric, in TS 52 (1991), p. 407-430.
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about humanity's early days, the place of Israel among the Ancient Near Eastern peoples,

and the history of the link between God and his people, from the days of the patriarchs to

the fall of Jerusalem and thereturn to Zion, and a great deal more'". A story itself can be

a means of persuasion and tell us much about its rhetorical functions in the biblical world.

Since biblical literature sought to convince its audience (readers or listeners) by the

device of stories, it seems reasonable to assume that the authors of biblical narratives

believed that if they told their audience about God's mighty deeds - how God saved the

people in times of distress, how their fate was in God's hands, and how it paid to obey

God - then the community of worshippers would keep its side of the covenant and

remain faithful to God. Much depended on the power of stories, because a good story is

irresistibly persuasive''̂ . Amit argues further that though these stories have reached us in

written form, most biblical scholars are convinced- though without solid evidence - that

at least in part, they were transmitted orally for generations, as epics or legends (heroic

tales of a local or national character), before they were written down. And once written

down, "the intention was not to whileaway longevenings in a world without electricity,

movies, and television, but to educate the readers or listeners and to persuade them to

cling to the covenant and obey God's precepts. There is no mistaking the purpose of

puttingthese stories in writing - it was to secure theirpreservation for as longas possible

and to try to ensure that they reflected their author's aims""^ Corollary to the nature of

story is the role of the reader in creating the story's meaning. Stemberg and others"''

have pointed to such narrative techniques as gapping and allusionthat force the reader to

create much of the narrative's inner development. This involves readers and

commentators in drawing on their life experiences to interpret the text. The prophetic

language of persuasion also challenges the reader at the level of decision making so that

191 Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. I.

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 2.

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 3.

M.STERNBERG, The Poetics ofBiblical Narrative; R.ALTER, The ArtofBiblical Narrative.
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an intimate dialogue or confrontation that cannot be ignored is establishied between text

and reader"^. Brueggemann writes:

"Indeed the text has the powerful capacity to cause us to rediscern our own

situation, to experience our situation in quite new ways [...]. Such a text, when

read critically, characteristically assaults every "structure and domination" with

its self-serving and misrepresenting propaganda, including our own military,

technological, consumer oriented establishment. Such a text, when read

imaginatively, issues a forceful invitation to an alternative community of

covenant, including a risky invitation in our own time to practices ofjustice, risks

of compassion, and sufferings for peace"'®®.

Critics such as Robert Alter have demonstrated with compelling convictions the

composite artistry of biblical narrative by exposing the various techniques and structuring

devices employed in the creation of character, motif and theme"^. Related to the

convictions of Alter but even more provocative in its theological assumptions, is the

canonical approach of Brevard Childs who argues that earlier critical methods, while

uncovering much of value about earlier forms of the text and the community which

produced it, have not taken seriously enough the canonical process in shaping the text

into its normative form as scripture"^. "Only the received text", says Brevard Childs,

"bears witness to the full history of revelation"'and alone can guide the interpreter by

See L. BOADT, The Power of Prophetic Persuasion: Preserving the Prophet's Persona, in CBQ 59

(1997), p. 1-20.

BRUEGGEMANN, Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 18.

R. ALTER, The Art ofBiblical Narrative, p. 3-22.

B. CHILDS, Introduction of the Old Testament as Scripture, p. 71-83.

B. CHILDS, Introduction ofthe Old Testament as Scripture, p. 76. We need also to signal the balancing

of the extreme view of the Childs of 1979 in his work of 1992: Biblical Theology of the Old and New

Testaments, London. Here Childs says that the major obstacle to serious theological reflection in the

nineteenth century is the diachronic legacy of the historical criticism: "Consequently I greeted as an ally the

growing twentieth-century appeal to narrative theology as at least a move toward recovering a holistic

reading of the Bible". But subsequent experience has disproved this expectation. "The threat lies in

divorcing the Bible when seen as literature from its theological reality to which scripture bears witness.

When the focus of the analysis lies in the 'imaginative construal' of the reader, the text is robbed of all
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pointing to wliat has been highlighted and what subordinated in the traditioning

process^"®. Or, as Robert Cohn says, using the book of Genesis as example, "the way in

which its broad structural patterns contribute to a particular vision of how God's presence

is manifested in the human world [...] that the narrative units (of the Bible) exhibit

increasingly tighter structures which correlate with increasingly more sophisticated

depictions ofthe divine-human relationship"^"'.

This hermeneutic of appropriation would then mean in fact; instead of attempting to

reconstruct an ancient history, we read biblical narratives "as we might read modem

novels or short stories, constructing a story world in which questions of human values

and belief (and theology) find shape in relation to our own (and the readers') world(s).

Instead of seeking the one legitimate meaning, a facticity, a mono-meaning, a settled

message, namely what the text (usually defined as the author) meant in its 'original

context', we recognise that texts are multivalent and their meanings radically contextual,

inescapably bound up with their interpreters"^"^. Inescapably bound up with their

interpreters, in other words, the emphasis, which has hitherto been laid on the historicity

of the text, will now be laid more on the historicity of the reader^"'. Multivalent as they

are, texts can have many voices, even counteracting (not contradictory) ones. At times,

"it shows us not merely patriarchy, elitism, and nationalism; it shows us the fragility of

these ideologies through irony and counter-voices"^"'*. Thus these texts "may be

uncovering a world in need of redemption and healing and a world-view much in need of

change. This is the kind of reading that can be transformative. If we realise that the world

of the Bible is a broken world, that its people are human and therefore limited, that its

social system is flawed, then we might start to see more clearly our own broken world,

determinative meaning within various theories of reader response. The effect is to render the biblical text

mute for theology and to deconstruct its tradition in a way equally destructive as the nineteenth-century

historicists", p. 722-723. But the thrust of our work is a disproof to this fear.

R.L. COHH, Narrative Sti-ucture and Canonical Shape in Genesis, m JSOT 25 (1983), p. 3-16, seep. 3.

R.L. COHN, Narrative Structure and Canonical Shape in Genesis, p. 3.

D.M. GUNN & D. NOLAN FEWELL, Narrative in the Hebrew Bible, p. 9.

S. PAAS, Creation andJudgement, p. 165.

D.M. GUNN & D. NOLAN FEWELL, Narrative in the Hebrew Bible, p. 205.
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our own human limitations, our own defective social systems. And who knows? Maybe

we shall find ourselves called to be the agents of change"^°l This reader-oriented

approach to textual meaning does notgo without its consequences as explained by Gunn

and Nolan Fewell. For example, nomatter how persuaded weare of the legitimacy of our

own interpretation, we must depend upon some tacit agreement with our larger reading

community about reading conventions (method) - what L. Perdue would term

criteriology, though not without its attendant problems^"® - and broad values if our

interpretations are to be taken seriously by anyone butourselves^°^.

Conclusion

The major accents of this Chapter could be summarised thus: Pursuit of historical

questions has really contributed much to the study of the text of Jeremiah but has not

been able to askall thequestions necessary to beposed. The exercise in ourChapter One

shows this to a great extent. Many authors have observed and remarked that this

historical pursuit and considerations have not first explicitly engaged the methodological

debate and particularly have neglected the advantages of founding their exegetical

enquiries on the base of the final form of the text. We identified this as the missing link.

This missing link, which has been observed by modern exegesis, influenced by

evolutions in linguistic and philological studies, though only lately, has influenced

biblical exegesis. Our research work is one proofofthis influence. Because of suspicions

among exegetes of applying a synchronic approach to a prophetic book (the book of

Jeremiah as a ready example) evidenced by narrative gaps and redactional layers, it was

necessary to appeal to many authors who have dared to employ this methodology to the

prophetic book.This Chapter is therefore oneof transition. If the Chapter has as its major

thesis to propose that the biblical text is polyphonic and so can be approached from

varied points of view, the synchronic inclusive, it remains then to see how it applies to

the book of Jeremiah as a whole, before concentrating on the chapters of the book under

study.

D.M. GUNN & D. NOLAN FEWELL, Narrative in the Hebrew Bible, p. 204-205.

D.T. OLSON, Between the Tower of Unityand the Babel of Pluralism, see especially, p. 354.

D.M. GUNN& D. NOLAN FEWELL,Narrative in the HebrewBible,p. 10.
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Jer. 26-29: Narrative Exegesis;

True vs. False Prophecy



Concept

We described the previous Part as preliminary. Following the methodological option

already made clear in the immediately preceding Chapter, the ground is prepared for the

narrative reading of Jer. 26-29, and this is the concern of Part Two. In Part One Chapter

Two, we tried to describe the nature of the scrutiny: close reading in view of discovering

the narrative art in the final form of the MT text. The very first Chapter of this Part seeks

to locate Jer. 26-29 in the general structure and theology of the entire book, especially at

the backdrop of the 25 chapters preceding this literary block; believing that it is always

fruitful to start from a more general consideration to specific ones. The subsequent

Chapters take up one by one, the four different chapters of the block for a separate

analysis. Without following a definite order, each of the chapters receives a particular and

unique treatment judging from the elements we consider striking in the course of the

reading. But in general, the first glance would be an attempt to delineate the geography of

the text and to identify its internal divisions. It is important to note that other readers

could adopt different delimitations and divisions. This is not unusual in exegetical

exercises. However, we shall try to show the grounds on which our divisions into sections

and units are based. On a second plane, these different sections of the chapters would be

analysed.

Jer. 26-29, as a block, could be read from different perspectives. The reading proposed

here would intend to see in each of these chapters a nairative, which in its particular way,

touches on the problem of prophetic authenticity. While Chapters Two-Five take up

respectively the four chapters of the block. Chapter Six attempts a synthesis to deepen

this perspective by proposing a thematic and lexical consideration of the important and

major motifs encountered along the reading. Thus at the end of this Part, we hope to have

sustained the thesis that the book of Jeremiah, despite its jumbling character, has a unique

order amid apparent chaos, and that Jer. 26-29, while participating in the general

naiTative and theological outlook of the entire book, is more especially a discussion on

true and false prophecy.
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Chapter One

The Place of Jer. 26-29 in the Book of Jeremiah (MT)

Introduction

From the last Chapter of Part One, it is evident that we understand narrative exegesis to

be part of exegetical approach based on the conviction that there is sense and meaning in

the actual form of the extant biblical text and that one can discover a meaning in the text

without necessarily having recourse to another world outside the text itself But before

applying this method to the reading of chapters 26-29 of the book of Jeremiah, it is

necessary to cast a look at the book as a whole. This will help us to see how possible and

to what extent we can journey into the vast and wild field of the book with narratological

tools. This exercise is necessary since it is a question of a prophetic book (the prophetic

corpus is to a considerable extent oracular). It is all the more necessary for the book of

Jeremiah, a book, as we said, believed by many experts to be a jungle of pieces of oracles

and prose sermons originating from different sources and from competing ideological

circles without any determinable principle of composition and unification, a block

"piecedtogether by the manipulation of fragments and snatches of text"'. Ourcontention

is that in the final form of the book of Jeremiah, and in our particular case, the MT, we

can dictate a principle of organisation, an order, even though we cannot deny the

difficulty there is in tracing it. That is to say, without denying the complexity of

processes that gave rise to the book in its present form, "a network of codes generated the

surface expression of the text"^.

This Chapter has two primary objectives. In thefirst place, we shall step back^ to look at

the general composition of the bookof Jeremiah, to lookat the 'world of Jeremiah''' MT.

' R.P. CARROLL, Intertextuality and the Book ofJeremiah: Animadversions ofText and Theory, in J.C.
EXUM & D.J.A. CLINES (eds.), The New Literary Criticism and the Hebrew Bible (JSOTS 143),

Sheffield, 1993, p. 55-78, see p. 65.

^A.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, p.21.
' This expression isborrowed from Louis Stulman whose works and ideas on the prose sections ofthe book
of Jeremiah have a considerable influence in this Chapter. See especially L. STULMAN, Order amid
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The objective is to find out to which extent the book of Jeremiah is readable as a

narrative and what are the landmarks for such a reading. This general glance has an

ultimate goal: to situate chapters 26-29 in the book as a whole. And so, we shall, in the

second part of the Chapter, narrow the spectrum and consider in a closer ambient the

range of chapters 26-29, the delimitation of the block and its thematic unity; all from the

narrative-theological point of view.

1.1 The MT OF THE Book of Jeremiah

1.1.1 The Ordering ofJeremiah MT

1.1.1.1 Acknowledging a Formal Disorder

The considerations given by Greenberg as necessary questions with which the interpreter

must arm himself when approaching a passage can as well go for the whole book.

According to Greenberg, one must among many other questions ask:

"Is the unit which is delimited formally (by, say, opening and closing formulas)

shown to be a unit through its structure (a recognized pattern?), its content, its

figures or its verbal devices?How much interrelation and reference occurs among

its parts? How much repetition (if with variations, are they significant)? How

much irregularity occurs (in grammar, in length of lines, etc), and how much

regularity? In the event of non-sequentiality, is another ground of collocation

Chaos: Jeremiah as a Symbolic Tapestry, Sheffield, 1998. Cf. also L. STULMAN,Some Theological and

Lexical Differences Between the Old Greek and the MT of the Jeremiah Prose Discourses, in Hebrew

Studies 25 (1984), p. 18-23; The Prose Sermons of the Book of Jeremiah: A Description of the

Correspondences with the Deuteronomistic Literature in Light ofRecent Text-Critical Research (SBLDS

83), Atlanta, 1986; Insiders and Outsiders in the Book ofJeremiah: Shifts in Symbolic Arrangements, in

^507-66(1995), p. 65-86.

'' Phrase equally borrowed from Stulman where he uses it interchangeably with 'literary milieu of

Jeremiah', the 'social environment of Jeremiah' and by that he means "the 'presentation'" of Jeremiah

which is "the resultant work of the shapers of the book for subsequent audiences [...] the amalgam of

voices, meanings and codes embedded within the text (generally the MT), without reference [...], to the

external world", L. STULMAN, Insiders and Outsiders in the Book of Jeremiah, p. 65. Cf also L.

STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 20, footnote 20.
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evident (e.g., thematic or verbal association)? Are effective elements present

besides the plain sense of sentences, such as alliteration, punning, or chiasm? To

what do they call attention? How much ambiguity is present; what are its causes

and effects? Are elements which seem opaque illuminated by considering their

placement (significance through juxtaposition)?^.

In these series of questions, including many other similar ones that could be posed, the

issue of a 'recognisable pattern' is central. Coming to the book of Jeremiah MT, one can

then ask: can we trace a pattern or order or arrangement, intentional or chancy and how?

No matter our reading presuppositions about the book, we admit that the book, as Carroll

writes, is never "a seamless robe running from 1:1 to 52:34 requiring a synchronic

reading without punctuation^. Today we all read Bibles whose texts have divisions into

chapters and verses, a phenomenon that was never the case from origin. Any attempt to

deny or overlook the difficult nature of this prophetic book is only a pretence and as

Carroll again writes:

"Whatever the more sanguine commentators on Jeremiah may say and think, 1am

still of the opinion that the book of Jeremiah is a very difficult, confused and

contusing text. I refuse not to be confused by it. So I found (and find) working my

way through the text a very difficult task and very similar to working my way

through a darkwood {selva oscura)"^.

^ M. GREENBERG, The Vision of Jerusalem in Ezekiel 8-11: A Holistic Interpretation, in J.L.
CRENSHAW& S. DANDMEL(eds.), TheDivineHelmsman,New York, 1980,p. 143-164, see p. 146.

' R.P. CARROLL, Halfway through a Dark Wood: Reflections onJeremiah 25, in A.R.P. DIAMOND et
al. (eds.), Troubling Jeremiah, p. 72-86, see p. 74.

' R.P. CARROLL, Halfway through a Dark Wood, p. 75. Carroll's opinion here and in the preceding
quotation are acceptable inasmuch as they underscore the complexity of the book and guards against a

reading strategy that simply tries to save the appearances of the text, or that aims at making the text

conform to expectations and academicprejudices.But his conclusionsin the same article on concrete issues

in the bookgive impression of a leap to the other extreme. Take forexample his treatment of the figure of

Babylon in the same article, a treatmentwhich at best annuls any other possibility of interpreting the text

exceptfromthe bias of history and ideology. FormoreonCarroll'sposition and conclusions on exegetical

methodologies as regards thebook of Jeremiah, seealso R.P. CARROLL, Synchronic Deconstructions of

Jeremiah: Diachrony to the Rescue, in J.C. DE MOOR (ed.), Synchronic or Diachronic? p. 39-51; R.P.
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Exploring through this dark wood, onewill therefore certainly encounter complexity and

perplexity or even frustration or disappointment especially if a seamless robe isexpected.

Along this line, John Bright claimed that the book "makes, at least on first trial,

extremely difficult reading'® because it is "a hopeless hodgepodge thrown together
without any discernible principle of arrangement at all"^ And most commentators of the

book of Jeremiah are of the opinion that the book "lacks chronological order; it vacillates

along a widerange of literary genres under the larger headings of prose andpoetry; and it

exhibits apparently little literary coherence"'". And even if the presence of macro-

structural units - units that smack of definite and discernible literary and theological

intention - has been admitted byauthors, it is still nevertheless believed bymany of them

that these composite blocks of material do not, when considered in general, reflect a

meaningfully executed literary organisation".

CARROLL,Something Rich and Strange: Imagining a Future for Jeremiah Studies, in A.R.P. DIAMOND

etal. (eds.). Troubling Jeremiah, p. 423-443.

®BRIGHT, Jeremiah, p. Ivi.

' BRIGHT, Jeremiah, p. Ivi. Against the absolutism ofthis assertion, see works like RUDOLPH, Jeremia;
BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah; JONES, Jeremiah, Grand Rapids, 1992. B.A. BOZAK,

Life 'Anew': A Literary-Theological Study of Jer. 30-3!, Rome, 1991; A. O. BELLIS, The Structure and

Composition of Jeremiah 50.2-51.58, New York, 1995; M. KESSLER, Battle of the Gods: The God of

Israel versus Marduk of Babylon, A Literary/Theological Interpretation of Jeremiah 50-51 (SSN 42),

Assen, 2003.

Cf L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 14.

" This corresponds to Campbell's opinion that Jeremiah is, "too bumpy" toberead as a coherent literary
piece, see E.F. CAMPBELL, Relishing the Bible as Literature and History, in Christian Century 109

(1992), p. 812-815. In his review of the work of R. ALTER, The Worldof BiblicalLiterature, he argues

that efforts to find literary coherencein the booksucceedonly in doingviolenceand hidingthe intentional

and inherent tensions in the Jeremian text, which is itself intentionally incoherent, E.F. CAMPBELL,

Relishing the Bible as Literature and History, p. 814.
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The 'disorder'̂ in the book of Jeremiah could be seen from different angles; from the

character of the text itself, from the 'ideological' claims of the text and from the

characterisation of God and the personality and characterisation of Jeremiah as presented

by the narrator and as exhibited in the oracles. The book confronts the reader with a

dense and chaotic character, what Stulman refers to as "formal 'disarray'"'̂ , enjoying

"little linear logic and therefore appears almost 'unreadable'. Its multiple 'voices' and

'thick' texture defy congruous and symmetrical literary categories""*. The book'svisible

inconcinnity is complemented by its ideological din, using the words of Stulman. The

'world' of the book of Jeremiah is one that is fraught with danger, indeterminacy and

conflict, a crumblingworld and universe and one that is on the verge of waste and wild, a

world covered in darkness and despair'̂ . The personality and characterisation of the

prophet as portrayed in the narratives and oracles of the book does not help matters. The

personality of Jeremiah mirrors the personality of his God; a God who has become

'untamed' and undomesticated, in the sense of a God who has decided to become Israel's

principal assailant and Judah's enemy'̂ , and who has become a dreaded participant'̂ in
the dismantling and undoing of system structures'®. But at the same time, God is

The reference by Combet-Galland could be interesting: she refers to the book of Jeremiah as "un livre

prophetique k structure complexe, ou le d&ordre de la composition semble refleter celui d'une periode de

crisepolitique et religieuse", C. COMBET-GALLAND, Jeremie 28 et le risque de la virite, in Foi et Vie

83/5 (1984), p. 70-77, see p. 70.

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 185.

'•* L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 185.
Cf. for example the wordings ofJer.4:23-26: "I beheld theearth, and, lo, it waswithout form, andvoid;

and the heavens, and they had no light. I beheld the mountains, and, lo, they trembled, and all the hills

moved lightly. I beheld, and, lo,there was noman, and allthebirds oftheheavens were fled. I beheld, and,

lo, the fruitful place was a wilderness, and all the cities thereof were broken down at the presence of

YHWH, and by his fierce anger".

" BRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary on Jeremiah, p.190.
" L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 185.

Theshattering ofstructures would give rise to "cognitive dissonance", inthewords of Festinger. There

was intheexilic era a clash between the Zion-Sabbath theology (YHWH's royal presence on Zion) and the

facts ofpolitical history (the conquest ofJerusalem and the destruction ofthe temple). From the theological
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characterised in the narratives and oracles in the book of Jeremiah not only as the agent

ofdestruction" but also asa wounded victim. In the words ofBrueggemann we notice in

the book a shattering of God^°, and so one can say that "the reader confronts in the

character of God the convergence of power and vulnerability, love and wrath, hope and

disappointment. In other words, the jumbled character of God pulsates with tensions and

contradictions thatresist safe categories and orderly arrangements" '̂.

1.1.1.2A Peculiar Concept ofOrder

However, it is also equally interesting to note that besides this general conception, there

are however exceptional voices. Beyond apparent disorder, there is some consistency,

some coherence in the book. Just as the formless void of the book of Genesis in the

beginning^^ (cf. 1:1-2) later gives way to creation, close reading discovers that the

dissonance and the dissonant character of the text of Jeremiah do not go unattended.

Smelik, writing on Jer. 29 makes a statement on the whole book and the question of

order:

"Contrary to general opinion according to which the book of Jeremiah is 'in

rather a mess', [...] this book has a structure of its own. The problem is that the

authors of Jeremiah had another way to compose a book than we are used to. Our

task as exegetes is not to adapt the text in order to conform it to our ideas of what

a book should look like but to read the text carefully in order to search for its own

structure and meaning. The historical interest of Old Testament scholars since the

point of view, the book of Jeremiah stands as one of the hermeneutical attempts to understand these

historical realities and to situate them properly in the general perspectives of YHWH-Israel relationship.

" L. STULMAN, Order amidChaos, p. 186.

W. BRUEGGEMANN; A Shattered Transcendence^ Exile and Restoration, in S.J. KRAFTCHICK et al.

(eds.), Biblical Theology: Problems and Perspectives. In Honor ofJ. Christian Beker, Nashville, 1995, p.

169-182.

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 186.

It is to be noted that the word n-'ioKia which is the very first word in the Bible does not occur again in the

whole of the Hebrew Bible except in the book of Jeremiah, and to be precise in 26:1; 27:1; 28:1 and finally

in 49:34, all in the precise temporal sense of the beginning of a reign of a king.
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IQ"" century has greatly enlarged our understanding of biblical texts but at the
same timeit canbea hindrance inthe interpretation"^^.

There are many elements evident in the text that give it a Tendenz, especially the strategic

placement of the prose discourses within a purposefiil arrangement of the macro-

structural units in the overall framework of the book, and the theological accent that this

structure strikes. Without attempt to "exaggerate the coherence of the book and

underestimate its lack of cohesiveness and obscurities" '̂*, it is necessary to articulate this

new concept of order and this demands identifyingthe organisingprinciple at work.

1.1.1.3 An Organising Principle and the Question ofOutline

Neither chronology nor subject matter would work perfectly in finding the principle of

arrangement in the book of Jeremiah^^. In the preceding paragraph, allusion is made to

"in the beginning" of Gen. 1:1. This concept has much role to play in the different

K.A.D. SMELIK, Letters to the Exiles: Jeremiah 29 in Context, in SJOT10 (1996), p. 282-295, see p.

282.

W. MCKANE, Relations Between Poetry and Prose in the Book ofJeremiah with Special Reference to

JeremiahIII 6-11andXII14-17, in J.A.EMERTON (ed.), Congress Volume Vienna 1980(VTS 32), 1981,

p. 220-237, see p. 237.

Cf. C.H. BULLOCK, An Introduction to theOldTestament Prophetic Books, Chicago, 1986, p. 196. For

thequestion of chronology, take forexample the section ranging from chapter 32to45,a major part ofthe

biographical section. Here the reader meets not only gaps but also flashbacks. If one were to follow a

chronological order, chapter 36 should have begun this section followed by chapter 45. Chapter 32 is

situated under the reign of Zedekiah. Chapters 33-34 refer to the same king but chapter 34 relates events

thatevidently took place before those ofchapter 32.Chapters 35and 36carry thereader further backwards,

under the reign of Jehoiakim who precedes Zedekiah, to relate two episodes, which apparently have no

connection with the context. What is more, the two episodes aretold in inverse chronological order; the

triple reading ofthescroll ofchapter 36 taking place before the episode ofthe Rechabites told inchapter
35.After, chapters 37-39 return tothereign ofZedekiah, adding informations which chapters 32-34 had not

given. For details on the apparent problem on the chronology of this section and effort to explain their
placement on the narrative level, seeE.DI PEDE, Jerusalem, 'Bbed-melek et Baruch: Enquete narrative
sur le deplacement chronologique deJr 45,inRevue Biblique 111 (2004), p.61-77.
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concept of order which we propose in the book of Jeremiahwhose beginning or end goes

beyond geometrical measurement. As Neher writes:

"Aussi bien la notion de Genese est-elle centraie dans le Livre de Jeremie.

Centrale a la maniere d'un centre de gravite autour duquel tout se noue, tout

s'organise. Elle figure dans les chapitres medians - 26, 27, 28 - de ce livre qui en

comporte 52 [...]. n'liisna, le mot qui interroge, a la fois, le chaos et la lumiere,qui

a vue sur les deux, et qui seul peut faire surgir I'une de I'autre. C'est dans ce mot

qua se trouve le secret organisateur du Livre de Jeremie. Ce Livre n'a pas son

point d'origine au debut, son point de denouement a la fin; origine et fin se

rencontrent dans le noyau central. Si Ton veut bien se placer la, dans ce milieu

geometrique du Livre, on en reconnait soudain tout le paysage, parfaitement

coordonne dans toutes ses lignes de pente. La signification essentielle du Livre de

Jeremie est dans le lien entre une rive chaotique, jonchee d'epaves, et une autre,

rayonnante de vegetation et de vie. Son effort est dans I'enjambement entre les

debris et la plantation. La dechirurequi le traverseest une cicatrice, signalantque

ce Livre renferme une blessure, mais aussi qu'il redonne a la chair meurtrie les

forces de I'epanouissement. L'ombre et la lumiere s'y rencontrent simultanement

dans I'energie conjuguee d'un chaos et d'une creation"^®.

The prophetic books of the Hebrew Bible share a particular philosophy and theological

outlook and the internal arrangement of the materials as we have them today from their

"final redactor"^^, far from being arbitrary, has a definitive meaning within the prophetic
context and the general context of the history of salvation in the Old Testament. This last

point especially is highly significant in the book of Jeremiah and according to Martin

Kessler, "unless we bear it in mind, we are apt to miss the dynamic relationship between

'doom' and 'salvation' in the book"^®. Forexample, after a book in which doom oracles

against Judah are collected and which are followed by another "book" of doom oracles

A. NEHER, Jeremie, Paris, 1998, p. 13-14.

In the case of the book of Jeremiah, Martin Kessler calls him 'the Jeremian traditionist.' See M.

KESSLER, Jerem/aA Chapters 26-45 Reconsidered, mJNESXl (1968), p. 81-88, see p. 82.

M. KESSLER, Jeremiah Chapters 26-45 Reconsidered, p. 82.
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against foreign nations^®, we might expect 'salvation' orhopeful oracles, in view ofthe

philosophy of history embedded within the Old Testament that, after Israel is punished

for her alleged transgressions by nations chosen by YHWH for this purpose, these same

nations and others will receive punishment as well, which leads to deliverance and hope

for Israel"^®. Two principles ofliterary organisation appear to be atwork in the redaction
of the book of Jeremiah: the formation of collections on the ground of broad topical or

formal homogeneity on the one hand and the symmetrical inner construction of each

collection on the other '̂. The presence ofboth principles is mutually corroborative: the
identification of singlecollections on the basis of theirhomogeneity is confirmed bytheir

symmetrical design, while the detection of symmetrical elements finds its corollary in the

unityof the subject-matter'̂ .

In the extant form of the book of Jeremiah, the literary organisation consists of large

composite units which are integral to the "architecture of the book"". From a holistic

point of view, these macro-structural artifices are not located arbitrarily or randomly in

the ensemble of the book but they rather contribute meaningfully to the overall

arrangement and to the symbolic logicof the book. In our review of the problematics of

the book of Jeremiah as has been studied especially in the last century, it is evident that

the classifications of Mowinckel as regards the make-up of the book have become a

common parlance in Jeremiah scholarship. The prose sermons, the 'C material are

assumed to be distinct both from the poetic 'A' tradition and from the biographical 'B'

material. These 'C materials are commonly understood or misunderstood as scattered

This statement is made basing primarily on the order of the materials in the LXX but can still be

applicable to that in the MT.

Cf. M. KESSLER, Jeremiah Chapters 26-45 Reconsidered, p. 83, footnote 15. This pattern can also be

illustrated from the book of Isaiah: while the doom motif pervades chapters 1-23 (Judah 1-12, foreign
nations 13-23), theshalom motif gains significance after chapter 23,especially with chapter 40ff.

Cf. A. ROFE, The Arrangement ofthe Book ofJeremiah, 'mZAW\0\ (1989), p.390-398, seep.390.
A. ROFE, The Arrangement oftheBookofJeremiah, p. 390.

Phrase coined by Holladay. See W.L. HOLLADAY, The Architecture ofJeremiah 1-20, Lewisburg,
1976.

32
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chaotically '̂* throughout the book. At best they are treated simply as deuteronomistic, and
the deuteronomistic editors in the pursuit of their conflicting ideologies had interest

neither in order nor in theology^^ But it is not too difficult to observe on close reading

that these prose sermons provide at times the hermeneutical keys for interpretative

possibilities or guides that bring out in a clearer fashion the theological intent of the book,

and this provision is not only in their content but also and more particularly in their

placement. The main argument is that of their strategic placement and as Stulman writes;

"These prose discourses often enjoy a strategic place and significant function

within the book as a whole. That is to say, they play a meaningful and teleological

This position represents the dominantvoice of twentieth centuryscholarshipof Jeremiah,which sees the

prose discourses as intrusive, extremely disjointed and irregularly scattered in the book. But it is

worthwhile here to remarkthat outsidethe bookof Jeremiah, or at leastin mostotherbiblical books, prose

sermons and speeches have been recognised as playing a significant role, especially from the contextual

and theological points of view. A ready example is the prose sermons in the Deuteronomistic history,

which are well known to mark important transitions in the work and which are believed to reveal salient

points of textual intention. See the work of H.W. Wolff who is of the opinionthat the prose sermons in

Deuteronomy determinesthe editor's kerygmatic or theological intention, H.W. WOLFF, TheKerygma of

the Deuteronomic Historical Work, in W. BRUEGGEMANN & H.W. WOLFF (eds.). The Vitality of Old

Testament Traditions (trans. F.C. Prussner), Atlanta, 1975, p. 83-100. Cf. also Martin Noth who argues that

"at all the important points in the course of the history, Dtr brings forward the leading personages with a

speech, long or short, which looks forward and backward in an attempt to interpret the course of events,

and draws the relevant practical conclusions about what people should do", M. NOTH, The

Deuteronomistic History (JSOTS 15), Sheffield, 1981, p. 5. See finally E. Janssen's form-critical

examination of the prose sermons of Deuteronomy where he discovers a structural pattern of introduction

followed by recital of divine acts and then a description of disobedience and threats or promises, E.

JANSSEN, Juda in der Exilszeit: Ein Beitragzur Frage der EntstehungdesJudentums, Gottingen, 1956,p.

105-110. In this sensethe workof Stulman considers the role playedby prosesermons in Deuteronomy and

the well-established points of correspondences between Deuteronomy and the prose sermons in Jeremiah,

L. STULMAN, The Prose Sermons of the Book of Jeremiah, p. 7-48.

Against Thiel who makes a comprehensive analysis and argues for a very systematic production of a

deuteronomistic edition of the book of Jeremiah, even to the point where words only found in Jeremiah are

attributed to deuteronomistic activity (W. THIEL, Die Deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 26-45:

Mit einer Gesamtbeurteilung der deuteronomistischen Redaktion des Buches Jeremia [WMANT 52],

Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1981, p. 93-99), Carroll and McKanedo not find any of such systematicpresentationin

the deuteronomistic editorial work.
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part in the text's extant structure and developing theology. The prose sermons

provide commentary (midrash) on their immediate literary setting {Sitz im Buck).

They echo, punctuate and clarify existing motifs. Moreover they introduce

equilibrium and symmetry into a wild world of poetry that is laden with

incongruence and dissymmetry. Accordingly, these prose pieces contribute the

structural and ideological grid to a composition executed with the intent to convey

a final theological message"^^.

Henceforth, the question therefore is not so much "how did the book of Jeremiah come to

be"? (that is authorial^^) as the "outlining of the book"^^ using the terminology of

Holladay; that is, the structuring and the meaningin the structuring. That implies that the

question has moved from 'when' or 'from whom' the book was put together, to 'how'

and 'why'. In that way, exegetic exercisehas thereforemoved beyondthe source analysis

of Mowinckel and his followers, and the tendency has shifted more to thinking of

tradition in holistic terms; that is, tradition as both its content and the process of its

transmission. With such thinking posture, previously important distinctions between the

words of the prophet himselfand later additionstend to fade^'.

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 18.

R.P. CARROLL, TheBookofJ: Intertextuality and IdeologicalCriticism, see p. 228.

W.L. HOLLADAY, TheArchitecture ofJeremiah 1-20, p. 14. Holladaymaintains that scholars at work

on the problem of the origin of the book appear to have concentrated on two related issues and to have

bypassed a third equally related and important one. The two issues are: 1) the attempt to identify the

contentsof the Vrrolle, that first scroll dictated by Jeremiah to Baruch according to the account in Jer. 36

(LXX 43)and2), thedetection of a variety of literary styles within the book. "Therelated [bypassed] issue

is the simple matter of outlining the book of Jeremiah; and it is by one's outline that one displays his

conception ofthe way thebook isputtogether", W.L. HOLLADAY, The Architecture ofJeremiah 1-20, p.

13. Interestingly, Holladay does notsay 'from where or when' it is puttogether, but"theway" (and 1add

'why' it is put so).

T. W.OVERHOLT, Remarks ontheContinuity oftheJeremiah Tradition, inJBL 91 (1972), p.457-462,

seep. 458.
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1.1.2 The Book ofJeremiah as a Two-part Drama

Scholars have identified the broad division of the Jeremiah MT into two almost equal

halves, the first scroll (1-25) and the second scroll (26-52). With an inner logic and

literary ties connecting them, each part of this drama respectively portrays the death and

the dismantling of a national cultic symbol system and piety on one hand (1-25), in

preparation for an emerging theological and social structure, following the exile on the

other hand (26-52). The Jeremiah scroll as a whole testifies to a God who 'uproots and

overthrows' (1-25) to 'rebuild and to plant' (26-52). Interpretatively, the first scroll

claims that Judah's "sacred canopy"''" - understood in terms of its temple and cult, its

land claims and royal ideology, its Jerusalem consciousness and divine promises, and

even covenant, in fact its network of meanings - is not enough to provide support and

escape from the impending doom that awaits Judah consequent of her disobedience, and

cannot save the community from radical redefinition and relocation. The second scroll,

articulating a conceptual terrain beyond the collapses of the old, reconfigures hope and

new life. The loss of traditional structures and the dismantling of false supports that

would eventually lead to the exile will not be the end of the drama. The final curtain is

not yet drawn since the drama continues to witness the reconstruction of new life and

promises. The first scroll becomes therefore a sort ofprolegomenon to the second scroll.

Before turning properly to the structural features of the two scrolls to discover their

internal logic of organisation, it is necessary to tackle the question as to whether there is

any justification in reading 26-52 'differently' from 1-25. Put in another way, is there or

are there textual guides that warrant reading 26-52 as separate from 1-25? The answer to

this question cannot be found in any exclusiveness: there are reasons for reading 26-52 in

isolation, but on the condition that at the end, both scrolls be read as a single literary

entity. That is to say, that the text presents itself as both a unified whole and at the same

time asa developing script'".

Coinage by P.L. BERGER, The Sacred Canopy: Elements of a Sociological Theory of Religion, New

York, 1967. For the use of this expression elsewhere, see L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 18, 54.

The latter also talks of "sacred pillars", Order amid Chaos, p. 54.

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 59.
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First of all, at the level of the nature of the text, the second scroll, without denying the

difficult nature of the totality of the Jeremiah text or presuming a strict and easy

chronological arrangement because of the biographical gaps''̂ and narrative flashbacks,

differs sharply from the first by being more tame, more linear and less multivocal: it

speaks with more clarity and is more prosaic than poetic. Unlike in the first scroll where

wild and unruly voices of poetry are controlled by intermittent prose discourses''̂ the

second scroll exhibits more literary and symbolic coherence. To a good extent, temporal

categories (even though without any pretence of giving data in their strict chronological

sequence) govern the second scroll (cf chapters 26-29, 32, 34-35) while it is evident that

the first scroll eschews the least chronological sequencing'*''. Secondly, going by the

classifications of Mowinckel''̂ , whereas the "A" and the "C" materials control the first

scroll, we have more of the "B" material in the second scroll, except of course 46-51, the

Oracles against the Nations; and this, authors have observed, smacks of a shift from

orality to writing''® evident in the MT tradition. Thirdly there are arguments also to see

Jer. 26 as an introduction to the whole of the second scroll, thereby enjoying a function

and placement thatparallels Jer. 1''̂ and such a patterning could argue for a "separate but

related bodies of literature"''̂ Finally on the theological interpretative level, the second

scroll differs from the first by providing the building and planting remedy to the

uprooting and dismantling of the first scroll. We do not however deny the presence of

catastrophic elements in the text of chapters 26-52; after all, the latter witnesses to a great

See THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 29.

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 61.

Cf. also R.P. CARROLL, Synchronic Deconstructions ofJeremiah, p. 1.

See our Part One, Chapter One.

Cf. R.P. CARROLL,Inscribing the Covenant: Writingand the Writtenin Jeremiah, in A.G. AULD (ed.),

Understanding Poets and Prophets, p. 61-76; R.P. CARROLL, Manuscripts Don't Burn. See also W.

ZIMMERLI, From Prophetic Word to Prophetic Book, in R.P. GORDON (ed.). The Place is too Smallfw\':, ^
Us: TheIsraelite Prophets in RecentScholarship, Indiana, 1995,p. 419-442.

" See K.M. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trim a Word": The Contribution of Chapter 26 to the Soak oft. 1

Jeremiah, in CBQ5\ (1989), p. 617-630; RUDOLPH, Jeremia, p. xvii-xix, 143-147. |k''! !'
^ L.STULMAN, OnferawirfCAaos, p.61.

'11 b/KV
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Part Two Chapter One: ThePlace ofJer. 26-29in theBookof Jeremiah (MT)

extent the "siege and capture of Jerusalem"'*'; but there are at the same time visible,

positive and optimistic voices, a construction of a rhetoric of hope cast against the

backdrop of disassembling and dashed hopes, a revivification of hopeful and salvific

constructions almost marginalised in the first scroll. So, even the so-called "siege and

capture of Jerusalem" becomes, in the logic of the second scroll, a necessary steptowards

the restoration of the people. Following the words of YHWH in Jer. 32:27-44, the city

has to be destroyed because of the corruption of the people (seeespecially v. 27-35), but

this will be a step towardsthe new covenant (cf 36-44).

But here we still have one single book of Jeremiah, which from both canonical and

literarypoint of view, we treat as a singlepiece of literature, and that not without reasons.

In the first place, despite the new world of significance in the second scroll, despite the

fact that it is replete with new and fresh network of meanings, there is no formal and

clear-cutbreak betweenboth scrolls. Herewe talk particularly of coursewith reference to

the MT of the book of Jeremiah^". In this way, Jer. 1 serves as a functional introduction

not only to Jer. 1-25, but also to the whole book since in Jer. 1, the cryptic and

anticipatory categories governing the whole book are given '̂. This granted, we do not

have two 'meanings' but one in the book. Theologically again, the whole book can be

interpreted under a single rubric of promise/threat and fulfilment/catastrophe^^. The

second scroll shows the collapse of Jerusalem already predicted in the first scroll. We can

also go by way of describing the book as arranged in the sequence'̂ of uprooting and

CLEMENTS, Jeremiah (Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching), Atlanta,

1988, p. 8.

In the LXX these two scrolls are separated by the Oracles against the Nations demanding a different

explanation of the internal structural logic.

L. STULMAN,Order amid Chaos, p. 59. In chapter 1, Jeremiah is introducedas a prophet to the nations,

whose wordwould be rejected butwhowould present himselfas a fortified cityagainst thethreats of kings

and princes.

This is exactly the central and underlying conviction in Brueggemann's works on Jeremiah. See also L.

STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 59.

See the beautiful description of this by Brueggemann: "Specifically the book of Jeremiah is arranged to

speak, in sequence; about theJudgment of God who in prophetic tradition brings Jerusalem to an end, and
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planting: circumstances in the national life of Judah warrants YHWH to uproot in order at

last to plant, that is to establish new configurations of hope. The analysis of the first scroll

shows that progressively, the text of chapters 1-25 seeks, especially by the strategic

placement of the prose sections, to loosen all the symbolic structures of meaning and

sacred pillars where the people had hoped; from the temple and cult, to the covenant, to

the election and to the royal dynasty. And that rhetoric of dismantling predicts the

collapse of human institutions and possibilities: all the claims of Judah that YHWH is

indissolubly tied to her established religious symbolic and cultic systems. The second

scroll is therefore not necessarily a departure from the first, but more of a complement,

providing the building and planting remedy to a catastrophic world. Finally, not only that

the whole book, both parts of the drama, share many of the same characters, settings or

even scenes, the book in entirety has the same theological assumption: that YHWH is the

controller of all destinies and history and is the sovereign ruler. He is free and

unpredictable. Through the medium of his prophetic word he communicates, and the

collapse of the old system is a direct consequence of the rejection of his word spoken by

his prophet '̂'. The next paragraph will be an attempt at articulating this relationship
between the two distinct sections of the book, with a view of demonstrating the internal

literary and theological connections, aiming finally at a single message of the book. In

that attempt, the place and the contribution of chapters 26-29 will be made much more

evident.

the deliverance of God who offers to the consequent exilic community an open historical possibility",

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary onJeremiah, p. xi (his emphasis).

" Cf. J. ROSENBERG, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, in R. ALTER &F. KERMODE (eds.), The Literary Guide
to the Bible, Cambridge, 1987, p. 184-206, see p. 192. Rosenbergwrites: the "central tenet of Jeremiah's

whole prophetic mission (is) that the God of Israel and Judah controls the destinies of all peoples with

thorough impartiality and vigorous justice".
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1.1.2.1 TheInternal Literary and Theological Design

1.1.2.1.1 Uprooting and Overthrowing (Jer. 1-25)

While McKane believes in the disorder and randomly accidental process of Jer. 1-25^^,

Clements^® sees clear signs ofstructural units within the said chapters (in the first scroll),
though the latter discerns there an organisation which corresponds very closely to the

deuteronomistic reflection on the downfall of theNorthern Kingdom in II Kings 17:7-23.

Authors have already observed and correctly too that chapters 1 and 25 form the editorial

framework of this first scroll, or betterput, "provide the outer framework for the whole

larger structure"''. While chapter 1introduces the book in general by way ofannouncing
or presenting its major themes inanticipatory terms^^ chapter 25 rounds up the scroll by

announcing the fulfilment of YHWH's word and its calamitous effects upon both Judah

and other nations. In this waybothchapters set a temporal scaffolding for the poetry and

prose contained in chapters 2-24; temporal in the sense that "the poetry and prose

sections are presented within a structured pattern of history that is governed by YHWH's

controlling goal (teleos): the realisation of God'sjust ruleoverthe nations through and in

spiteof Babylonian subjugation andcontrol" '̂.

See again his theory of the "rolling corpus", MCKANE, A Critical and ExegeticalCommentary I, see

especially p. Ixxxiii.

R.E. CLEMENTS, Jeremiah 1-25and theDeuteronomistic History, inA.G. AULD (ed.), Understanding

Poets and Prophets: EssaysinHonourofG.W. Anderson QSOIS 152), Sheffield, 1993, p. 93-113.

R.E. CLEMENTS, Jeremiah 1-25and the Deuteronomistic History,p. 95. See also Stulman who writes:

"Jeremiah I and 25 [...] perform a clear and discernible purpose in the overall structureof the book", L.

STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 31; T.R. HOBBS, Some Remarks on the Composition and Structure of

the Book of Jeremiah, in CBQ 34 (1972), p. 257-275. For O'Connor, chapters 1 and 25 provide the

functional frameworkto Jeremiah1-25- the so called 'first scroll,see K.M.O'CONNOR, TheConfessions

ofJeremiah: TheirInterpretationand Role in Chapters1-25(SBLDS 94),Atlanta, 1988; R.P.CARROLL,

Halfway Through a Dark Wood.

See especially K.M. O'CONNOR, The Confessions of Jeremiah, p. 118-123; E.W. NICHOLSON,

Preaching to the Exiles, p. 113-115. The major commentaries like those of Brueggemann, Carroll and

McKane hold like view.

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 33.
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Between these two bookends, we can find internal reading landmarks by way of the

evident macro-structural units literarily and theologically designed^". It is interesting that

of all the five macro-structural units of the first scroll, only 2-6, the poetic introduction is

cast entirely as oracles. Every other macro-structural unit begins with a narrative

section®' and that is not without its significance both narratively and also at the level of

the theological interpretation. This first macro-structural unit, Jer. 2-6 sets the tone of the

entire first scroll since, often referred to as lawsuit oracle, is a reasoned apology for the

innocence of YHWH against the culpability ofhis people®^, leaving at theend ofthe unit,

the impression of a declaration of war by YHWH on Judah; all life supports are in the

verge of being dismantled, leaving disaster and death to loom large on the horizon. This

unit therefore serves properly as an introduction to the first scroll marked by the

uprooting and dismantling. The macro-structural units which follow this poetic

introduction of the first scroll, progressively portray the overthrowing and uprooting

aspect of the book. 7:1-10:25 concentrates on cultic concerns and especially abuses. In

the temple sermon (7:1-15)®' Judah is indicted of taking the Temple of Jerusalem as

Authors suggest slightly different divisions of the first scroll into macro-structural units that provide

reading guides. But it is of course important to add that attempts at structuring the book encounters much

difficulty and the reader understands the complexity in the description of the materials. "Each section or

description of that section may be disputed as to extent of division or accuracy of the summary of its

contents. In such sense structural proposals become only convenientguides and not word from Sinai". See

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OT Guides), p. 17.

The macro-structural unit which runs from chapter 7 till 10:25 is therefore kicked off by a composite

block of narrative material in 7:1-8:3 where one can observe a discourse concerning the temple, cult in

general and other warningsof variousnuances. 11:1-17:27 beginsequallywith a sectionon prose(11:1-17)

but again terminates with a prose (17:19-27). 18:1-12 is the narrative introduction to the third macro-

structural unit which spans from 18:1-20 till 20:18. The last of the macro-units of the first scroll, 21:1-

24:10 beginsagain with a narrative section. The context is Zedekiah's request that Jeremiah get an oracle

from YHWHto avert the enemy. This was deniedcategorically. Instead, Jeremiah declaresthat YHWHis

waging a war againstZedekiah andtheroyal city(v.4, 7, 9-10).

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 39.

The pericope is frequently interpreted as one of those deuteronomistic materials, Mowinckel's 'C

randomly scattered in the text. But from the Sitz im Buch of the text, we can equally see the close

connection between the temple sermon andtheprevious textof2-6. Notonly that 7:1-15 is a prosehomily

using the previous text poetry as subtext, see L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 40, it could be seen
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support for atrocities. The third unit (11:1-17:27) goes beyond possibilities of remedy to

assert that even the Sinaitic covenant or prophetic intercession (chapter 14) cannot avert

the threat of the imminent disaster facing Judah (nui v. 11, 12, 14, 17). Thetempo of the

text therefore increases and the tension heightens, true to the theme of the first scroll.

Exile is inevitable. From chapter 18, the beginning of another unit, another base is

attacked; the assumption and the status of Judah as elected and chosen. This attack is

couched by the symbolic language of the potter imagery^"*. The freedom of YHWH in

dealing with Judah is exemplified in the freedom of the potter to mould and remould his

clay to his own taste. That means that YHWH can reform the destiny of the people and

reverse the fortune of the nation®^. Responsive outsiders can therefore become insiders

while revolting insiders become outsiders^®. In chapter 19, the judgement sounds

definitive; there is no sign that the clay jar could again be reformed as the imagery in

18:1-10 might give impression. Rather "I will break this people and this city, as one

breaks a potter's vessel, so that it can never be mended" (v. 11). The last of the macro-

units of the first scroll, 21:1-24:10, addresses, attacks and uproots the last of the 'first

principles' or put in other words, the lastof the sacred canopies, that is the royal dynastic

theology. Jeremiah declares that YHWH is waging a waragainst Zedekiah and the royal

equally as a response or comment on 2-6. Wecantherefore say that7:1-8:3 as the narrative beginning of

thesecond macro-structural unitserves as a midrash to thepreceding collection of oracles (2-6) andto what

follows (8-10) by not only summarising "theearly oracles byway of focusing onthe cultanddenouncing

the practices found there", R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 84,butalso bypunctuating and

reperforming the poetry and serving as a link to 8-10. From 7:1-15 we can understand the reason for the

pride, confidence and smugness of which Judah is accused in 2-6.

" On the potter imagery in Jer: 18, see B.A. ASEN, Needing and Being Kneaded: AReflection on Jer.
18:3-4, in BTld (1982), p. 306-309; T.E.FRETHEIM, The Repentance ofGod:AStudy ofJer. 18:7-10, in

HAR 11 (1987), p. 81-92; C.H.W. BREKELMANS, Jer. 18,1-12 and its Redaction, in P.-M. BOGAERT

(ed.), Le livre de Jeremie, p. 343-350.

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 46. This interpretation is however contestable. In fact, scholarsare

divided on the exact interpretation of the episode of the visit to the potter. For the issues involved in the

interpretation of this periscope, see C.H.W. BREKELMANS, Jer. 18,1-12 and its Redaction, p. 344-345.

For a better understanding of the notion of 'Insider-Outsider' perspective as transmitted through the

Jeremiahtradition, see againL. STULMAN, Insidersand Outsidersin the BookofJeremiah.
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city (v. 4, 7, 9-10)®^. "YHWH will deliver Zedekiah to King Nebuchadnezzar ofBabylon
who is the instrument of divine judgment. The traditional and conventional claims for

dynastic immutability have been subverted; hope is no longer extended to the historical

dynasty orthe royal city"^l The conditional nature ofthe Davidic dynasty isaccentuated
(cf 21:11-22:30). Consequently, new shepherds, an ideal ruler in David's line, but one

who will govern with justice and righteousness (cf 23:1-8)®' will be instituted. A short

narrative in chapter 24 concludes themacro-unit: thevision of the baskets of fig™. As if

life now is in Babylon and no longer in Judah, YHWH promises salvation to the exiledin

Babylonwhile those who remained in the land are rejected.

1.1.2.1.2 Building and Planting (Jer. 26-52)

From reading 1-25, it is clear that nothing can save Judah from exile and dislocation since

the nation's sacred canopies can no longer guarantee protection for a community

condemned because of their recalcitrance. Neither temple nor cult, neither covenant

tradition nor ancient land claims, even neither election privileges nor royal ideology is

intrinsically strong enough as remedy for a condemned people. The argument that

YHWH is absolutely tied or committed to established religious systems, even the systems

that have since ages been privileged by divine favour, has equally been violated and

" Brueggemann describes extensively the inversion of the credo of the holy war traditions: "The
astonishing [...] is that the old rhetoric is nowinverted, so thatthe greatverbsof the tradition arenowused

precisely against Judah, and therefore in favor of Babylon. Jeremiah has reversed the credo tradition of

Judah to use against Judah. It is Judah who will now be without weapons, utterly vulnerable, completely

helpless (v.5). Themostfelling inversion is inv. 5, which uses theparticular language of the Exodus. The

notion of'outstretched arm and strong hand' is anold formula (Deut. 26:8; Ps. 136:12), now used against

Judah byYahweh, who has become Judah's enemy", seeBRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary onJeremiah,

p. 190ff.

L. STULMAN,Order amid Chaos, p. 50.

SeeR.W. KLEIN, Jer 23:1-8, \nInterpretation 34(1980), p. 167-172. Theauthor seestheseverses asthe

climax of the oracles found in Jer. 21:!1-23:8 about kings and shepherds whose conducts caused theexile

and the scattering ofthe sheep (people).

™For a relatively recent study on Jer. 24, see N. KILPP, Niederreifien und Aufbauen: Das Verhdltnis von
Heilverheifiung und Unheilsverkundigung bei Jeremia und im Jeremiabuch (BThSt 13), Neukirchen-
Vluyn, 1990, p. 21-37.
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nullified by prophetic pronouncements. The second scroll however provides strategies for

hope and new beginnings, without assuring any smoothness in the dealings between

Judah and YHWH. The fact is that even out of the rubble of cosmic crumbling, the text of

the second scroll could at the same time articulate new world constructions, social

configurations and network of meanings beyond catastrophe. "The second scroll presents

a 'hope-fuir script for a reimaged community beyond the cessation of the old world

order" '̂. This major concern ofthesecond scroll ashas justbeen described thus provides

our reading strategy for the analysis of the Part II of the drama of the book of Jeremiah.

Dividing the second scrolls into major blocks or macro structural units has been variously

done by many commentators. This is especially with regard to the first part of the scroll

spanning from chapter 26 to 45. Chapters 46-51 are remarkably clear, the Oracles against

the Nations cast in poetic style. Division into 26-36; 37-45; 46-51 as done by Stulman

have strong arguments for, but is not spared some problems from the consideration of

chapters 30 and 31 which are different both in content, theme and style from 26-29 and

from 32 to 45. It is therefore safer, but never without contestations, to observe units in the

following groupings: 26-29; 30-31; 32-45 and 46-51. But the question is: even though

"the shadow of the events of 587BC covers the entire book of Jeremiah"^^, how doesthe

text of the second scroll articulate this message of hope?

As an attempt to answer this question, it is necessary to just signal the strategic placement

of chapters 26, 45 and 52. Though it is not so easy to determine with precision the

beginning and end of the macro-units in the second scroll and different authors have

slightly different demarcations, the very first encounter with the text, judging by the

literary genre and the surface texture, would reveal two different texts in the second

scroll, 26-45 and 46-51, remaining of course chapter 52 which serves as an epilogue to

the book. Chapters 26-45 is a very long section of the book of Jeremiah which to a great

extent is cast in prose and constitutes somewhat of an unsolved problem as to its theme

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 57.

CLEMENTS, Jeremiah, p. 9.
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and composition, and which is only being explored in some detail^^, giving rise to many

opinions as to its focus'" while 46-51 is the section of the Oracles against theNations as

found in the MT. There is again the second problem of determining the precise status of

chapter 26 (especially) and of course 52. Though they serve as the introduction and

conclusion respectively, the question is whether chapter 26 should serve only as

introduction to the whole scroll or whether in itself it has some particular affinity with the

first macro-structural unit. Thirdly, is literary genre the only criterion for determining the

extent and limits of the macro-structural units, or do we also consider the question of

thematic coherence and theological message? These questions already highlight chapters

26, 45 and 52 in the general framework of this scroll.

Placed strategically as landmarks in the entire second scroll, the chapters "juxtapose the

rhetorics of dismantling with the constructions of hope and 'new life' for a reimagined

community"'̂ . This is effected by either providing a "narratorial introduction to the
second scroll, presenting its dominant motifs in cryptic and anticipatory terms (Jer.

26)"'®, supplying notes ofsurvival" ora "positive ending to the tradition so characterised

Cf. M. KESSLER,Jeremiah Chapters 26-45 Reconsidered,p. 81. See also M. KESSLER, Form-Critical

Suggestions on Jer. 36, in CBQ2S (1966), p. 389-401.

Rudolph for example sees the unifying theme of 26-45 as Heilsweissagungen, RUDOLPH, Jeremia 26-

52 (HAT), Tubingen, 1958, p. xvii, while Kessler sees this assertion as an over generalisation. The section

can be divided into two tradition-complexes; chapters 26-36 and 37-45. Kessler adopts this division, as

against Rudolphwho makeschapter36 the beginning of a new"complex", see RUDOLPH, Jeremia 26-52-

and C. RIETZSCHEL, Das Problemder Urrolle.BinBeitragzur Redaktionsgeschichte des Jeremiabuches,

Gutersloh, 1966.

" L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p.63.

For example, for the first time in the bookof Jeremiah, we find an ambivalent reception of the message

and prophetic word of the prophet. Hitherto there have been concerted and unilateral efforts to silence

Jeremiah and a total rejection of his word byall (cf.Jer. 18:18; 20:lff). However, in chapter 26, someof

the charactersseem to be at the side of the prophet.For the first timewe meet a favourable situationwhich

might givea glimpse of thecharacter ofthesecond scroll: "a faithfiji few will hear andbereceptive to the

words of the prophet, while the multitudes remain defiant and recalcitrant", L. STULMAN, Order amid

Chaos, p. 65.
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by disaster and evil befalling everyone"'̂ (Jer. 45 in particular'' and also equally chapter
52), or finally by announcing the fulfilment of the prophetic word about Jerusalem and

mapping out a future beyond the cessation of the old symbolic universe (chapter 52)^°.

The figures of Jeremiah saved from a menace of death (chapter 26), Uriah ben Shemaiah

" Carroll adds that this possibility ofsurvival must beviewed as a benevolent, positive conclusion to a
book so dominated by hate, anger, and disaster. The survival of Baruch becomes therefore an earnest of a

more positive future: "in a context ofa universal disaster Baruch will survive (we might add: and implicitly

so will all others who can appropriate the term 'your life as a prize of war', 45.5; cf 39.19; 38.2; 21.9)",

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OT Guides), p. 110.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OT Guides), p. 110.

" Marion Taylor writes: "For the reader of chapter 45, the comprehensive promises of future hope and
salvation [...] echo but faintly at this point. At the same time, however, the echoes of the salvation oracle

given to Ebed-melech, the Ethiopian, resound (cf. 39.17-18)", making Baruch and Ebed-melech to stand for

the faithftil whose presence provides 'a telling foil to the flagrantly disobedient multitudes who will

necessarily come under judgment"', M. TAYLOR,Jeremiah 45: The Problem of Placement, in JSOT'il

(1987), p. 79-98, seep. 93.

Incidentally chapter 52 has been for long considered as a mere historical appendix,as if it is dispensable

or as if it is an unimportant appendage to the structure of the book. But in this single chapter cast in

narrative is reflected the governing rubric of the book of Jeremiah, "to pluck up and to pull down", and at

the same time to "build and to plant". It begins with the rhetoric of death: Jerusalem is besieged by the

Babylonian armies and the temple burnt down, representing the overthrow of all the old configurations of

reality, with the blame placed on the Judean kings and their followers. However, the text ends with the kind

treatment of Jehoiachin in Babylon who is showed favour by King Evil-Merodach and brought out of

prison "and is allotted a seat above those of the other kings who were with him in Babylon. So Jehoiachin

laid aside his prisoner's garb, and for the rest of his life always ate at the king's table. And his upkeepwas

permanently ensured by the king for the rest of his life day after day until his dying day" (Jer. 52:32-34).

From an interpretative point of view, we can see Jerusalem, the temple and the people suffering a bad fate,

with an individual, which could represent new life and new communitybom out of suffering, survivingthe

evil fate with a promise of kind treatment. The book therefore concludes with words of salvation, which

does not cancel in any way the overthrow of the old systems but as Wollf says, implies that "God is still

acting for his people", H.W. WOLFF, The Kerygma of the Deuteronomic Historical Work, in W.

BRUEGGEMANN & H.W. WOLFF (eds.). The Vitality of the Old Testament Traditions, p. 99. Carroll

articulates it thus: "to read as the final entry in this long sorry tale the story of Jehoiachin's release from

prison is to glimpse briefly a sunny upland seldom seen in the book of Jeremiah. It is a shaft of sunlight on

a darkling plain and it lifts the heart of the reader after a long day's journey through the valley of the

shadow", CARROLL, Jeremiah (OT Guides), p. 113.
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mentioned as example of a likeminded prophet (26:20), Ebed-Melech, a humane royal

servant whose act of pity towards the suffering prophet earned him a hopeful oracle

(38:7-12, 15-18) and Baruch the secretary of Jeremiah (45:5) '̂, all show thatthenarrator

wants to express his conviction that a responsive remnant would always be present^^ and

that the curtain of the drama of the narrative in entirety is not drawn after the notes of

devastations that characterised the first scroll.

Objections could be raised that the Oracles against the Nations (46-51) contradict this

major thrust of the second scroll®^. But in the first place, the literary cohesion and

symmetry which the placement effects in the text of the book of Jeremiah is easily

noticeable: the Oracle against the Nations by its very name and content presents Jeremiah

as a prophet to the nations already attested in chapter 1 (cf. v. 5 and v. 10). That means

fulfilling at the end of the book the vocation of Jeremiah already announced at the

Chapter 45 is a positive oracle to Baruch, and going by the order of the LXX where this is the end of the

book, is an indices of the place given to Baruch in the logic of the LXX of Jeremiah. See P.-M.

BOGAERT, Vie et paroles de Jeremie selon Baruch: Le texte court de Jerimie (LXX) comme ceuvre

biographigue, in E. BIANCHIet al. (eds.), La Parola edifica la comunita,Magnano, 1996, p. 15-29,see p.

18-19.

P.-M. BOGAERT, Vieet paroles de Jiremie selon Baruch: "Dans la forme courte de Jeremie, la longue

section des Oracles Contre les Nations (46 i 51TM = 25,14 a 31,44LXX) se trouve au milieu du livre. Des

lors, si Ton tient a part le chapitre 52, d'une nature particuliere, le livre meme s'acheve sur I'oracle de

Jeremie promettant a Baruch la vie sauve partout ou il irait (45TM = 51,31-35LXX). Si de plus on se

souvient du role de Baruch dans la conservation de I'acte d'achat du champ (32TM = 39LXX) et dans la

mise par ecrit du recueil des oracles de J6remie a lire devant le roi Joaqim, une premiere fois avant la

lecture, la seconde apres la destruction du rouleau par le feu (36TM = 43LXX), Ton conclura sans grand

risque que le redacteur du texte court veut nous faire saisir que Baruch est le l^gataire, apres en avoir ete le

notaire et avant d'en etre I'editeur, des propheties de Jeremie" (p. 18).

As already hinted, the placement of the Oracles against the Nations at the end of the MT text is one of the

major differences between the MT and the LXXand thereforepresentsdifficultiesfrom the interpretative

point of view in the book. However majority of these difficulties are from the historical-critical pointof

view and questions the authorship, dating,growthand development of the tradition:which is moreoriginal,

the placement in the LXX or in the MT? Do the geo-political events narrated in the Oracles against the

Nations correspond to historical events or realities? Is the redactional history of the individual units

identifiable? These questions do not however find great pertinencehere.
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beginning. Symbolically, the Oracle against the Nations puts across in a clearer fashion

the central metaphor of the book of Jeremiah: the claim that YHWH reigns and directs

the affairs of the earth. This affirmation of the reign of God and the dependence of the

future of history on him has implications in the text at the level of its theological

message. The reign of God, his directorship of history and destinies would therefore

imply his overthrowing of every pretence and power arrangement that opposes his

design, a dismantling of every "act of self-aggrandizement", in the words of

Brueggemann®'*, found among the nations. Most importantly in the Oracles against the
Nations is, in the final analysis, the overthrow of Babylon, a nation that has a very

significant function in the book of Jeremiah (MT). And here again, the fact that it is

YHWH who controls history and destinies freely and unquestionably is brought again

clearer. Babylon, once empowered by YHWH to accomplish his purposes and punish his

people, will now be toppled. The concluding prose in 51:59-64 highlights the severe

attack of YHWH on Babylon: the scroll of the oracle should be read by Seraiah and be

cast into Euphrates to symbolise the drowning of Babylon. With this last allusion and the

first temporalallusion that places the Oracles against the Nations at the accession yearof

Nebuchadnezzar's reign, one can say that the "OAN are bracketed by the birth

announcement and 'death certificate' of Babylon, the object of Yahweh's wrath" '̂. The

figure of Babylon in the text is more than that of a nation among the many foreign

nations. It is a power, an evil power in war with God and his plans for his people®^ and

therefore its overthrowwould signify the victory of YHWH overeveryoppressive power

structure in favour of his people. And the precise overthrowof this tyrannical empire, the

once chosen instrument of judgement by YHWH for his work of dismantling, would

signal the possibility of fresh beginnings for the exiles in Babylon. "In the end, the

cessation of Babylonian control, the taming and subjugation of the very power structures

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 420.

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 95.
86 See A.O. BELLIS, The Changing Face of Babylonin Prophetic/Apocalyptic Literature: Seventh Centwy

BCE to First Century CE and Beyond, in L.L. GRABBE& R.D. HAAK (eds.), Knowingthe Endfrom the

Beginning: The Prophetic, the Apocalyptic and their Relationships (Journal of the Study of the

Pseudepigrapha Supplement 46), New York, 2003, p. 65-73.
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responsible for Judah's forlorn condition, can only represent new and hopeful

possibilities for a better ftiture"^^.

1.2 Jer. 26-29(MT): VERITYVERSUS FALSITY

As shown in the first part of the present Chapter, we are in the first four chapters that

make up the first major literary block of the second scroll of the book of Jeremiah. After

the look at the Jeremiah MT text from a stepped back point of view, it remains casting a

narrower glance on chapters 26-29 to see how they form a single unit with a determinable

focus. This exercise would also mean searching, even though yet in a very general

manner, the hints in the text that from a synchronic point of view can lead us to a

discussion on authentic prophetism in the context of theology today. Here, we do not yet

intend going into detailed study of thenarratives®® in thetext.

1.2.1 Delimitation ofJer. 26-29

Even though from the purely redactional point of view, we cannot deny the

"heterogeneous origin"®' ofthe block, chapters 26-29 can be grouped together by reasons
of convenience, by some spatial indices and because of a common theme. As a matter of

convenience, it is clear that the four chapters form an in-between group of chapters. On

the one hand, chapter 25 stands by itself, and, as we tried to show, most scholars

understand it to be a conclusion to, and a climactic statement'" at the end of the first

scroll (chapters 1-25), the so called 'cup of wrath'; a sustained and relentless

announcement of YHWH's judgment upon all the nations of the earth, even upon

Babylon, who is regarded in most of the Jeremiah (MT) tradition to be YHWH's agent.

On the other hand chapter 30 begins a quite new sub-grouping, the so-called book of

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 96.

This is the issue from the next chapter: that is, looking at the literary organisation of the text from the

pointofviewof its surface appearance; theverbal recurrences, parallelisms, inclusions andoppositions, the

examination ofthe characters and the plot by the narrator.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 540.

BRUEGGEMANN,A Commentaryon Jeremiah, p. 229.
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consolation with its accent on the new covenant, on promise and hope, and marked also

by its poetic casting. Between25 and 30 we find our chapters.

The block has equally received further different attentions as regards indices for its

delimitation. For example judging from the spatial point of view, Christiane Dieterle and

Violaine Monsarrat, while detecting the theme of true and false prophecy, equally

describe the four chapters as a narrative of the prophetic preaching from Jerusalem to

Babylon". Intheir introduction, they write:

"Parti d'une etude sur le vrai et le faux prophete dans les chapitres 27-28 du livre

de Jeremie, il a semble rapidement necessaire d'elargir la lecture a un contexte un

peu plus vaste et prendre les chapitres 26-29 comme un ensemble coherent: un

recit de la predication prophetique de Jerusalem a Babylone. A travers ce recit, la

personne de Jeremie est confrontee a de nombreux interlocuteurs ; des relations se

nouent et se denouent. Les paroles du prophete sont proclamees a la porte du

Temple, lancees au loin vers les rois etrangers, adressees aux rois de Jerusalem et

envoyees par ecritauxexiles"'̂ .

This block begins with chapter 26 where we have the story of a chain of events leading

finally to Jeremiah's legitimisation as a true prophet of YHWH, vindicated by Judah's

highest court. This story therefore sets the tone for the succeeding narratives, indicating

the severity of the opposition he had to endure, from the part of the people, the king and

even fellow prophets. The three successive chapters give us an outline of the prophet's

message for Judah and her neighbours (chapter 27), a record of opposition by shalom

prophets personified by Hananiah (chapter 28), and a record of further oppositions, and

Jeremiah's shalom message to the exiles in Babylon (chapter 29) for they had frjlfilled the

conditions of shalom\ they had received due punishment, unlike the inhabitants of

Jerusalem who kept rejecting the prophetic word and were therefore unfit subjects for

shalom oracles. From this very concise glance, it is clear that the key word in the block is

" C. DIETERLE & V. MONSARRAT, DeJerusalem a Babylone : Lapredication prophetique, Jeremie

26-29, in Foi et vie 83/5 (1984), p. 56-69.

C. DIETERLE & V. MONSARRAT, De Jerusalem a Babylone, p. L
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opposition and confrontation. This opposition is staged by the preaching of Jeremiah in

chapter 26; Jeremiah gives YHWH's programme for the people in chapter 27. Chapter 28

articulates the concrete opposition to this programme and looks like a catalyst for

Jeremiah's shalom oracles in chapter 29, for while opposing Hananiah's brand of

imminent shalom, there is yet in YHWH's plan, as represented by his true prophet,

shalom beyond Judah's inevitable calamities which YHWH had ordained as necessary

punishment for their disobedience. In the narratives as a whole, the question is then:

where is the truth?

1.2.2 Identifying the Theme and Narrative Logic ofJer. 26-29

1.2.2.1 Identifying the Theme

More than a grouping by convenience, the four chapters seem to converge in a single

theme, a unified theology. Completely cast in prose, the block features from an

interpretative point of view "a deep, partisan, ideological dispute concerning Judah's true

situation vis-a-vis Yahweh and therefore vis-a-vis Babylon"'̂ . There is a confrontation

between an 'official view' and its counter view of reality. The official view voiced by the

Jerusalem establishment and sustained on the lips of the 'false prophets' represented

chiefly at the centre of the block by Hananiah, is that Jerusalem is safe, guaranteed by the

promises of God, and grounded by the well-established salvific tradition founded in

election'", and that the Babylonian intrusion into the life ofJudah is very temporary and
relatively short spanned, after which there will bea quick return to thenormal situation'̂ .

This situation is well described by Brueggemann;

"This ideology articulated in the Jerusalem establishment, fostered by the king

and articulated by temple priests, claimed that the God of Israel had made

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 229. On the issue of tlie ideological dispute, see H.

MOTTU, Jeremiah vs. Hananiah: Ideology and Truth in Old Testament Prophecy, in N.K. GOTTWALD

(ed.), The Bible and Liberation, New York, 1983, p. 235-251.

L. STULMAN, Insiders and Outsiders in the Book of Jeremiah, p. 73.

This is of course from a theological interpretive point of view in that there is no direct verbal textual

attestation. However, the prophecy of Hananiah in chapter 28 and that of many other prophets (see chapters

27 and 29) justity such interpretation.
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irrevocable promises to the temple and the monarchy, had taken up permanent

residence in Jerusalem, and was for all time a patron and guarantor of the

Jerusalem establishment. Jeremiah's work only makes sense as an antithetical

response to thatideology"'®.

Contrary to this view, Jeremiah the prophetrepresents a quite different perspective. This

perspective undermines and subverts the settled ideology. In concrete terms, the tradition

of Jeremiah is that Jerusalem is not guaranteed at all costs, but its existence and shalom

depend on the exigencies of the Torah, her resolve to keep it and her actual attitude of

listening to the prophets of YHWH sent for this precise purpose. Again, it is that the

Babylonian threat is a theological judgement on Jerusalem which is both long-term and

severe®'; and that their present KaLpoe stands under the 'wrath' and not the 'love of

God''̂ . It is a question ofthe actual moment, the present tense reality in their relationship
with YHWH, which in the tradition of Jeremiah "stands under the Zorn of Yahweh, and

Babylonian hegemony is not only a political reality but also a 'theo-political' reality"®'.

This theological reality or vision becomes the boneof contention, which places Jeremiah

in one camp and the other prophets and intermediaries in the other. Brueggemann finds

the expression "truth speaks to power" suiting to qualify the narratives of the four

chapters, interpretatively judging Irom the confrontations which Jeremiah has to face

with various groups of individuals on account of the verity of the word he proclaims'"".

Thompson titles his commentary on chapters 26-29 simply as "Jeremiah's Controversy

with False Prophets"'®'. Without betraying the spirit of the synchronic method which
faces the world of the text, one can say that the above articulation is the task the narrator

sets himself to show with the personalities he brings into play, the parts he allows them to

act, the gesturesand words he assigns to themand in thatwise characterising them.

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 6.

" BRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary onJeremiah, p.230.

E. OSSWALD,Falsche Prophetie imAltenTestament, Tubingen, 1962,p. 22.

" L. STULMAN, Insiders and Outsiders inthe Book ofJeremiah, p. 73.
BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, see p. 229-263.

"" THOMPSON, Jeremiah, p. 521.
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1.2.2.2 Identifying the Internal Logic

Throughout the narrative, it is a scene of Jeremiah confronting many interlocutors, with

the relations and confrontations tensing up and releasing. At the very beginning, the

words of the prophet are proclaimed at the entry to the temple (a topographical condition

which accentuates the primarily religious character of the prophecy), addressed to the

kings of Jerusalem, sent afar as messages to foreign kings through their representatives

and sent by couriers to the exiles. At different points of the narrative drama, there is a

recurring question: which is true and which is false? In the words of Dieterle and

Monsarrat, "ces chapitres presentent plusieurs prophetes dans leurs relations les uns avec

les autres et avec les autorites en place. Ils posent la question du discernement necessaire

pourreconnaltre lavraie parole prophetique"'°^.

This issue of discernment between true and false prophecy becomes the element that

animates the reading of the entire block. At the beginning of the narrative in chapter 26,

Jeremiah receives the mission of announcing the evil lot of the inhabitants of Judah if

they do not repent. The question is: can this fate be avoided? And so it is a question

whether this word is harkened to, how the many and diverse interlocutors, the priests and

prophets, kings and high functionaries, the whole people react with regard to the

prophetic word. Semantically the preponderance of the terms km, n'?o, nai, uniB, reminds

the reader that it is a question of which (is the) prophet (is) sent (?). Which or whose

word is to be listened to? What consequences await the audience for the refusal to listen

to this word? Two possible attitudes are at stake: it is either that Judah and her chiefs do

not repent and consequently the temple be treated like Shiloh and the city destroyed

which would prove the veracity of Jeremiah's words, or Judah and her chiefs adopt the

same attitude which Hezekiah adopted before Micah of Moreshet in the presence of

YHWH (cf. 26:18), and consequently YHWH would repent of the evil he intended to

inflict, and Jeremiah (by implication) would also appear as a true prophet because he had

led the people to life. On the whole, the narrator succeeds to highlight some necessary

tensions that will play a very important role in the subsequent chapters of the block. In

C. DIETERLE & V. MONSARRAT, De Jerusalem a Babylone, p. 59.
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the first place, there emerge two different types of kings; one who listens to the prophets

(exemplified in the personof KingHezekiah vis-a-vis Micah) and the other who opposes

and kills the prophet(in the person of Jehoiakim vis-a-vis the prophet Uriah) and equally

two types of prophets: those who announce the condemnation of the temple (Jeremiah,

Micah, Uriah), and the others, who, in alliance with the priests, refuse such

announcements or announce peace.

The narrator continues in chapter 27 to show precisely how the threat can be avoided.

Vindicated as true prophet in Jer. 26, Jeremiah prophetically addresses successively the

kings of Judah's neighbours by the intermediary of their ambassadors (v. 2-11),

Zedekiah, king of Judah (v. 12-15), and finally the priests and all the people (v. 16-22).

Two dispositions are necessary. Listening to Jeremiah would lead to accepting

submission to the king of Babylon and refusing to listen to those who are against it. The

problem becomes then how to recognise the words to which one should not listen; that is,

to distinguish the false from the true. Manyprophetsor preciselymany intermediaries are

identified with the false and with death; the prophets of the neighbouring nations, some

from Judah, the diviners, the dreamers, the fortune-tellers, the magicians (v. 9). The

problem of the true and the false is again brought to light in the question: who is the

master and who is to be served? Two kings are equally brought to the light: one in

Jerusalem, Zedekiah (v. 12), and the other in Babylon, Jeconiah (v. 20). Nebuchadnezzar

is presented as the king to be served and is called by YHWH "my servant" (v. 6)

paralleling "my servants the prophets" in 26:5.

The confrontation of Jeremiah and Hananiah in a single combat, at the centre of the

narrative (chapter 28), poses directly and dramatically the question of the discernment of

the true and false prophet. From every point of view, one notices a dramatisation of the

bone of contention in the previous chapters. A drama in two Acts involving three

personages is presented to the reader; a plot in the strict sense, with the combination of

telling and showing by the narrator. A neat connection is made with the preceding
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chapter by the mention of the wearing of the yoke by Jeremiah (cf. v. 10)'°^. The

narrator's apparent presentation of the two prophets on the same footing, and at the same

time, his subtle contrast of the two, confront the reader with some basic questions

concerning authentic prophetic witness: indirectly one could notice the dynamic

pluralism of one prophet (Jeremiah) as opposed to the appropriation of YHWH by the

other (Hananiah), one's autonomy (Hananiah) as opposed to the obedient listening of the

other (Jeremiah), etc. At the end of the chapter, with the mounting criteria for the

discernment of the true from the false given by the narrator and finally with the irruption

of the word of YHWH as the decisive criterion (cf. v. 12-14), coupled with the exit of one

of the prophets'"'̂ , the reader is not sitting on the fence as to the direction of his

judgement with regard to the intent of the narrative and with regard to the distinction

between the true and the false.

Chapter 28 having established Jeremiah as the true prophet against Hananiah (28:16-17),

chapter 29 deals with the best conditions in which destruction can be avoided even

though the people are in exile. The words of the prophet are sent by couriers to the exiles.

Jeremiah urges his contemporaries to prepare for a long haul of displacement and equally

to reject false and easy assurances'"'. Many other prophetic personalities surface in this

chapter, and the exchange of letters and defamatory condemnations between them and

Jeremiah show that the discussion on true and false prophecy had not been exhausted.

The narrative ends with another prophetic figure being treated in the way Hananiah was,

therefore providing a contrary frame to chapter 26 which is a vindication of a prophet.

With this internal logic of 26-29, it is easier to see the role of its placement in the logic of

26-52. The question could be asked as to why the second scroll should begin with this

long debate on prophetic authenticity before the oracles of 30-31, the narratives of 32-45

This phenomenon makes many authors to see the two chapters as one narrative, or that chapter 28 is an

independent version of chapter 27. But our treating each of them as a separate unit in itselfwill be justified

in the Chapters dedicated to them.

By the eventual death of Hananiah (v. 16-17).

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 231.
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and the oracles of 46-51. For the hopeful constructions, which could be said to be the

theme of the second scroll, to be a reality, all false presumptions and assurances must be

discarded. These false hopes are provided by no other figures than the false prophets.

YHWH's hopes for his people are of a different kind and are conditional. The connection

between chapter 29, which talks oftheconditions for the true shalom, and chapter 30-31,

which announces the new covenant, is all the moreglaring.

Conclusion

Thecentral thesis of this chapter; thereadability and thegrounds for thereadability ofthe

book of Jeremiah, should be the most difficult to sustain since it is a thesis that meets

with objections once the reader sets out to find out for himself the facts of the case while

reading the text of the book. This is also because it deals with the question of the correct

reading posture (or reading lens), but which I think summarises the reason for the

divergence among authors on the major questions in Jeremiah research. And so the

reading posture we have adopted here is different from many and also similar to some.

Carroll described his own reading posture as a "countervoice"'°^ though others are also

counter voices, depending on whose opinion is considered first before the other. It seems

bettertherefore to describe the various opinions andpostures as 'different voices' or even

better simply as 'possible' voices or opinions. If wecan follow Carroll in his description

of the book of Jeremiah as "a strange and alienating text, quitediscrete and different from

our own contemporary values"'"'', then it is not strange that different readers would adopt
different postures in reading the text. We have in this chapter, adopted a reading posture

similar to that of Stulman especially, though that does not mean that we consider the

posture as totally comfortable. It is necessary, as has been intimated in the general

introduction, to distance from his extremely positive appreciation of the order in the

book, especially his evaluation of the whole of the second part of the book. Right in

stressing the hopeful slantof the second scroll, it is equally good not to underestimate, as

can be saidof him, the motifs thatcontradict the hope of salvation forthe people, equally

largely present in the second scroll, so that the reader be not mistaken by assuming an

R.P. CARROLL,Halfway through the Dark Wood, p. 85, footnote 19.

R.P. CARROLL,Halfway through the Dark Wood, p. 78.
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impression of a clear cut demarcation of "uproot and overthrow/Zbuiid and plant" motifs

and attributing it without any qualification to the respective scrolls of the book. In that

way, the book loses again its character of indeterminacy, and would negate its

metaphorical bent. While we make this notice, we also admit that the second scroll

configures hope especially when the reader reaches the final full stop. As Holt recently

puts it:

"The second part of Jeremiah is not only a discourse on comfort; it is also a

theodicy, an answer to the question of exile. And this answer is not primarily

comforting; it is rather to be taken as a warning [...]. A sentiment of threat and

uncertainty governs the second part of the Book of Jeremiah (Jer 26-52), side by

side with the sections of hopefulness [...]. Only at the end of the Book of

Jeremiah, in the Oracles against the Nations, and especially in the oracles against

Babylon, the final threat against Israel/Judah is turned into unconditional and

unlimited woes of deliverance. Until then, the reader of the Book of Jeremiah

must be without any confidence in the reconciliation of Judah"'°^.

What we have identified as thetheme and thenarrative logic of Jer. 26-29 will then guide

our narrative readings, which is the task of the rest of Part Two.

E.K. HOLT, The Meaning ofan Inclusio; ATheological Interpretation oftheBook ofJeremiah MT, in

SJOT17/2 (2003), p. 183-205, see p. 186.
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Chapter Two

Jer. 26: The Theme of Prophetic Authenticity

Enunciated

Introduction

Jer. 26 begins the second part of the Jeremiah scroll and gives the account of the

prophet's threat to the temple of YHWH in Jerusalem. It is also the beginning of the

section of narrative biographical material in the book', and by this fact marks a sharp

departure in the texture of the book^. This could partly explain the attraction which this

chapter has had among many commentators, becoming the target of varied

methodological approaches in exegesis^ Many of the studies on the chapter concentrate

' The narrative section beginning from this chapter and stretching up to 45:5, apart of course from the
oracular sections of 30-31, 33, has sometimes been described as the 'Baruch Narrative' or the 'Baruch

Biography', with the idea that the materials are written by Baruch.Such connection with Baruchbears also

from the fact that the section refersmainly to Jeremiah in the third personand concludes with an address or

an oracle in favour of Baruch in 45:1-5. The debate on this attribution falls outside the scope of our work

here.

^CLEMENTS, Jeremiah, p. 153.

' For different studies on this chapter outside the major commentaries, see F. HORST, Die Anfange des
Propheten Jeremia,mZAW'W (1923), p. 94-153; G.R. Jeremiah xxvi 6, in VT\ (1951), p. 244-

245; J.P. HYATT,TheBeginningofJeremiah's Prophecy, in ZAW78 (1966),p. 204-214;J. SCHREINER,

Sicherheit oder Umkehr? Aus der Verkundigung des ProphetenJeremias, Jer 7,1-15; 26,1-6, in BibLeb 1

(1966), p. 98-111; C. RIETZSCHEL, Das Problem der Urrolle; H.G. REVENTLOW, Gattung und

Uberiieferung in der „Tempelrede Jeremias" Jer 7 und 26, in ZAW 81 (1969), p. 315-352; H. SCHULZ,

Das Todesrecht im Alien Testament: Studien zur Rechtsform der Mot-Jumat-Satze (BZAW 114). Berlin,

1969, especially p. 113-121; H.J.BOECKER, Redeformen desRechtslebens imAlten Testament (WMANT

14), Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1970; G. WANKE, Untersuchungen zursogenannten Baruchschrift (BZA.W 122),

Berlin, 1971; F.-L. HOSSFELD & I. MEYER, DerProphet vordem Tribunal: Neuer Auslegungsversuch

von Jer 26, in ZAW 86 (1974), p. 30-50; I. MEYER, Jeremia und diefalschen Propheten (OBO 13),

Freiburg, 1977; J. HADEY, Jeremie et le temple, le conflit de la parole prophetique et la tradition

religieuse, Jer. 7/1-15, 26/1-19, inETR 54(1979), p. 438-443; R.P. CARROLL, Prophecy, Dissonance and

JeremiahXXVI, in L.G. PERDUE & B.W. KOVACS (eds.), A Prophetto the Nations, p. 381-391; E.K.

HOLT, Jeremiah's Temple Sermon and the Deuteronomists: An Investigation of the Redactional

Relationship Between Jeremiah 7 and 26, in JSOT 36 (1984), p. 73-87; J. KEGLER, The Prophetic
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equally on the question of the authenticity of the prophet, but our attention here gains

specificity from the methodology.

That Jeremiah proclaimed a threat on the temple, and considered the latter as false

security and therefore as no remedyto save Judahfrom severejudgment is not new to the

reader of the book of Jeremiah at this point since this is the theme of 7:1-15, where the

same preaching, of course with a different emphasis, is given in a fuller version and as a

paraenetic prose. Cast purely in prose in this chapter, this report which "narrates what is

clearly a crucial encounter between Jrm and the authorities"'' and a personal attack and

threat to the life of the prophet, has been used by the narrator "to provide a thematic

introduction to the sequence of reports concerning the message of the prophet, its

widespread popular rejection by those in authority, and its terrible fulfilment"^. The

exercise in this Chapter will consist first of all in delimiting the text and identifying the

structure. A thorough narrative reading follows and finally a consideration on the

intertextual level will be made since this chapter shares, from both literary and thematic

points of view, much kindred with Jer. 7:1-15 and Jer. 36. From the narrative point of

view therefore, the thesis of this Chapter is that Jer. 26 is neither simply duplication of

material® in the real sense ofthe term nor misplacement^ because of its purpose: to set

Discourse and Political Praxis ofJeremiah: Observations on Jeremiah 26 and 56. in W. SCHOTTROFF &

W. STEGEMANN (eds.), God of the Lowly: Socio-Historical Interpretations of the Bible, New York,

1984, p. 47-56; K.M. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trima Word": TheContribution of Chapter 26 to the Book

ofJeremiah, in CBQ 51 (1989), p. 617-630; C.HARDMEIER, DiePropheten Micha undJesaJa imSpiegel

vonJer 26 und2 Kings 18-20, in J.A. EMERTON(ed.). Congress Volume, Leuven1989 (VTS 43), Leiden,

1991, p. 172-189; J. VERRY, Illusions et saint.

" HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 101.

^CLEMENTS, Jeremiah, p.154-155. The analogy made by Clements here between the role ofthe report in
this chapter and that of the cleansing of the temple by Jesus in John's gospel is in order. There is a parallel

in that John 2:13-25, the narrative of the temple cleansing, "has been made into a kind of preface to the

ministiy of Jesus", p. 155.

^HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 101.

' Referring tothe chapter assimply "acomment upon his pivotal 'temple sermon' in ch. 7", Brueggemann
undermines its deep narratological significance.His use rather of the words "proclamation" and "response"

to refer to chapter 7 and 26 respectively is tenable in the sense that "the response puts the prophet in
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forth thetruth oftheproclamation ofJeremiah the prophet^ It is rather, in the context of

the block Jer. 26-29, the enunciation of a problem, the exposition and a programmatic

introduction to the theme of true and false prophecy, which is the focus of the entire

narrative block.

2.1 Delimitation, Exposition and Structure

2.1.1 Delimitation

Jer. 26 isa "self-contained narrative"' and forms a literary unit. There isa marked rupture

with the end of chapter 25, which consists, as prelude to the Oracles against the Nations,

of a vision, while chapter 26 opens right away as a narrative'". Again, the dating of the

two chapters differs vividly from each other. While chapter 25 reports the words

addressed to Jeremiah in the fourth yearof Jehoiakim, takenby some commentators to be

605, the episodeof chapter 26 is dated at the beginning of the reign of Jehoiakim, 609".

The lack of a connecting verb at the beginning of the chapter also suggests the relative

independence ofthe unit'̂ and the almost identical heading in 27:1 gives the impression
of a unit with more or less clear boundaries. After chapter 26, chapter 27 begins a new

narration, that of the symbolic yoke, even though the historical datum given in 27:1 does

profound conflict with his community and its leaders and with its preferred theological conviction", a

theme of conflict which will be explored in greater detail in the three subsequent chapters, see

BRUEGGEMANN,A Commentaryon Jeremiah^p. 233.

®See G. WANKE, Untersuchungen zur sogenamten Baruchschrift, p. 156; HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p.
102.

' LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36: ANew Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB 21B), New
York, 2004, p. 283.

The voice of the narrator is unmistakable.

'' For efforts atreconstructing the chronology ofthe prophet Jeremiah and especially the historical settings
ofthe chapters, see"Introduction" in HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, especially, p. 25-35.

Compare the use of "and it came to pass" in 28:1 and 33:1 which establishes a connection with the

preceding chapter. See also G.L. KEOWN, P.J. SCALISE, T.G. SMOTHERS, Jeremiah 26-52 (WBC 27),

Dallas, 1995, p. 5. This book is co-authored by the above three authors (to complete the work of Peter

Craigie who wrote vol. 26 of the World Biblical Commentary covering Jer. 1-25, but after his death),

namespresented alphabetically. But sincethe part covering Jer. 26-34 is prepared by PamelaScalise, the

book will from henceforth be cited thus: SCALISEet al, Jeremiah 26-52.
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not synchronise with that in v. 3 and 11. 27:1 repeats the data of 26:1 by mentioning

Jehoiakim even though the chapter later talks of Zedekiah and not Jehoiakim. For this we

consider 27:1a to be the end of the story of chapter 26, forming therefore an inclusion

with26:1a.The narrative in chapter 26 endstherefore thus: "But Jeremiah hada protector

in Ahikam son of Shaphan, so he was not handed overto the people to be put to death, in

the beginning of the reign of Jehoiakim, son of Josiah, king of Judah" (26:24-27:1 a).

However, chapter 26 has serious connection with what follows since chapters 27-29

likewise present the reactions to the preaching of Jeremiah, which opens up a

confrontation between Jeremiah and the other prophets and intermediaries'̂ . The

legitimacy of the prophet Jeremiah which is the gist of chapters 27-29 is at the same time

the core of chapter 26.

2.1.2 Exposition

At the beginning of the chapter, Jeremiahreceivesthe mission of announcing the evil fate

of the inhabitants of Judah if they do not change (v. 2 and 3). It is striking that here, just

as in 7:1-15 (especially 7:5-7), the threat to the temple is firmly conditional upon the

repentance and the good behaviour ofthe listeners"', an element which isunlike the sharp

way in which most of Jeremiah's threats and warnings are given'̂ . From the conditional

castingof the message, we can understand the challenge in the situation which can be put

thus: can this fate be avoided from the part of YHWH? The situation gives rise to two

different possibilities: either Judah and her chiefs give deaf ear to the word of YHWH

pronounced by his prophet, resulting in the destruction of the temple and the city as

threatened (v. 6, 9, 18), and leaving Jeremiah vindicated as havingsignalled this danger

beforehand; or Judah and her chiefs adopt, in the presence of Jeremiah, the same attitude

which Hezekiah adopted before Micah of Moresheth; in which case, credit also goes to

In Jer. 26-29 (33-36 of the LXX), the Greek translator often distinguishes between true and false

prophets.

CLEMENTS, Jeremiah, p. 155.

Except for example in the temple sermon of 7:1-15, the first scroll (1-25), following our studies in Part

Two Chapter One, was marked greatly by the progressive dismantling of Judah's symbolic structures

terminating with the eventual announcement of devastation.
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the prophet for provokingthe conversion of the people. YHWH would then repent from

the evil intended or announced (v. 17-19). A debate arose involving a) the religious

authorities - the priests and the prophets who consider the threat of the possibility of

Jerusalem becoming like Shiloh to be improbable (the first choice), thereby implying

rejection of conversion and therefore favouring the realisation of the threat; b) the people

- who could appear difficult to be pinned down to a camp, passing from the camp of the

religious authorities (v. 7) to those of the political authorities (v. 16); c) the political

authorities who appear to be the arbiter. V. 10-19 look like the juridical process in a

situation that has appeared to be a court charge: the accusation is pronounced by the

religious authorities (v. 11), the defence by Jeremiah (v. 12-15), the judgement by the

princes and the people (v. 16), and a reinforcement provided by some elders of the land

(v. 17-19). The role of these many personalities gives the narrative a courtsetting, giving

a glimpse into legal proceedings'̂ and setting before the reader significant groups of
people: the accused, Jeremiah; the prosecutors, priests and prophets; the judges,

authorities from the civil cadre andthe elders. At the gate of the temple, the procedures

take place involving, just as in a court setting, first, prosecution and then defence. The

prosecutor demands death penalty for the accused who defends himself, and is eventually

acquitted, verdict given by the political authorities and the people (v. 16), based on a

jurisprudence (in the past, the king Hezekiah didnotput the prophet Micah to death) and

on the 'lessons of history' (in consequence of which YHWH renounced the evil fate he

threatened).

The narrative seems to have been concluded at this point when an introduction is made

by the narrator, in v. 20-24 of "another man", Uriah son of Shemaiah, from Kiriath-

jearim. Thefact thathe ispresented inthenarrative as having prophesied in hisown time

"exactly the same things against this city and this land as Jeremiah" but suffered terrible

fate at the hands of the king Jehoiakim introduces a tension in the narrative. What is the

role of these verses in the narrative especially taking consideration of the preceding

judgement that sounded conclusive? That isto say that atthe end ofthe chapter, the issue

THOMPSON, TheBookofJeremiah, p. 523.
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of the debate, the threat inflicted or threat avoided is in suspense, invitingthe reader's

appetite for the subsequent chapters.

2.1.3 Structure

Chapter 26 as a single and self-contained narrative does not present a very complicated

structure. The reader easily notices the giving of the sermon and the response of the

community to the contents of the sermon, and so the chapter can be structured along these

lines; that is, on thetwo principal wings ofsermon and response'̂ . After the introductory

formulaof v. 1 comesJeremiah'soracular discourse. The contentof the discourse stirs up

a reactiondescribed as a trial first of all by an initial judgement and later a formal set up

which goes in the normal order of accusation, defence and judgement. Following the

judgement, witnesses appear to reinforce the position by the citation of a precedent

historical event. The narrator adds another story of a precedent case but which contrasts

the experience of the prophet in the citation of the elders. 26:24-27:la then serves as the

conclusion of the narrative.

I. Jeremiah's sermon (v. 1-6)
A. Introduction (v. 1)
B. YHWH's command and aim (v. 2-3)
C. The sermon (v. 4-6)

II. The response of the community (26:7-27: la)
A. Initial response (v. 7-9a)
B. Formal response: Court scene - accusation, defence, verdict (v. 9b-l 6)
C. The responses of two kings to authentic prophets (v. 17-23)
D. Conclusion: The rescue of Jeremiah (v. 24-27: la)

The narrative of this chapter reveals a drama set up with many actors and interlocutors,

and due to the interlocking nature especially of the authors of actions, speeches and more

" Contrary to the division into three sections by Hossfeld and Meyer (Abschnitt I, IIand III) based on the

presupposition that v. 17-23 is not coherent with the preceding verses. See F.-L. HOSSFELD & I. MEYER,

Der Prophet vor dem Tribunal, p. 33-42. See also I. MEYER,Jeremiah und diefalschen Propheten, p. 17-

30 and a similar division in C. HARDMEIER, Die Propheten Micha undJesaja imSpiegel vonJer 26 und

2 Kings 18-20, see especially p. 173.
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especially of their addressees, a table illustrating actor-orator-addressee could serve for a

clearer articulation.

Verse Actor Speaker Addressee

1 Narrator

2-6 YHWH Jeremiah

7 The priests, the
prophets and all the
people

Narrator

8a Narrator

8b-9a The priests, prophets
and all the people

The priests,
prophets and all
the people

Jeremiah

9b All the people Narrator

10 The officials of Judah Narrator

11 The priests and the
prophets

The priests and the
prophets

All the officials and

all the people
12-15 Jeremiah Jeremiah All the officials and

all the people
16a Narrator

16b The officials and

all the people
The priests and the
prophets

17 Some of the elders of

the land

Narrator

18-23 Some of the elders of

the land

Some of the elders

of the land

Assembly of the
people

24-27: la Ahikam Narrator

2.2 Analysis

2.2.1 YHWH's Message to the Prophet (v. 1-6)

A close reading of the introductory part of the narrative of Jer. 26 confronts the reader

with some perplexing issues. Thereare two introductory formulas: in v. 1, "this wordwas

from YHWH" and in v. 2, "thus says YHWH" surprisingly being itself the words of

YHWH himself'®. Again the prophet is commanded two times: "You say all the words

This discrepancy is alsonoticed by Hossfeld andMeyer. Theywrite: "Eigentumlich bleibtaufjeden Fall

in unserem Text,daB Jahwe selbst dieFormel in den Mund nimmt zurEinleitung einerMitteilung, diegar

nicht als Botschaft durch einen Boten an einen Dritten weitervermittelt werden soil. Hier ist nun noch die

Beobachtung hinzuzunehmen, daB das Jeremia-Buch zahlreiche erzahlende Abschnittekennt, die mit „So
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which I commanded you to tell them" (v. 2b), and inv. 4, "you shall say to them...". The

words in v. 2-6 have no precise destination" because Jeremiah appears only in v. 7; and

the content of the words to be proclaimed are not the same in v. 2b-3 and 4-6. In the

former, the order is vague: theprophet should say "all thewords which I give you to tell

them", while the content of the message in the latteris more precise, with the conditional

proposition and the threat concerning the temple: "if you do not listen ... I will treat this

house like Shiloh" (cf. v. 6a). Finally in this first part of the narrative, v. 5, which insists

ontheobstinacy ofthepeople, appears inopposition tov.3where there is possibility ofa

return: "may be they will listen and each one turn ..." (v. 3). This shows that the people

failed to meet the expectation expressed in v. 3.

2.2.1.1 Introduction (v. 1)

V. 1-6 constitute first of all the narrator's introduction and afterwards a report of

revelation to the prophet^". Aconnecting chronological note typical ofthe second part of
the book of Jeremiah opens the chapter '̂. While many commentators^^ claim to find a

historically precise reference to Jehoiakim's accession year in the introductory

n»^na, some others believe that a theological purpose informs the use of the

phrase: from the beginning of his reign, Jehoiakim militantly repudiated YHWH's

word^^.

sprach Jahwezu mir" (bzw. zuJeremia) (13,1; 17,19; 25,15) oder auch kurz„So spraoh Jahwe" (19,1; 22,1)

eingeleitet und mit einem Befehl zu prophetischem Auftritt fortgefuhrt werden. mrr' ns ist also eine

durchaus mogliche selbstandige Erzahlungseinleitung geworden und muB indiesem Zusammenhang sicher
mit einem Erzahltempus wiedergegeben werden", F.-L. HOSSFELD & I. MEYER, Der Prophet vordem

Tribunal, p. 34.Seealso1. MEYER, JeremiaunddiefalschenPropheten, p. 19.

" The NJB presumes the receiver ofthe word and translates: "At the beginning ofthe reign ofJehoiakim
son of Josiah,kingof Judah,this wordcameto Jeremiah from YHWH" (v.2).

SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 5.

See also 25:1; 32:1; 34:1; 35:1; 36:1; 40:1; 45:1.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah I, p. 240; W.L. HOLLADAY, A Coherent Chronology, p. 58-73; BRIGHT,

Jeremiah, p. 169; THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 524; NICHOLSON, The Book of the Prophet

Jeremiah 26-52, Cambridge, 1975, p. 62-68.

See for example, K. M. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trim a Word", p. 619.
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2.2.1.2 YHWH's Command and his Aim (v. 2-3)

The divine word addressed to Jeremiah in this chapter has three parts: a) an instruction to

prophesy to a definite audience at a specific spatial location, b) a description of the

response that is hoped for, and c) the oracle itself '̂'. The first impression onegets in this

group of verses is that it is YHWH's command to prophesy that is reported. The

narrator's voice does not report the command and its execution in retrospect but rather

quotes YHWH's speech which relates the event in prospect in a series of commands to

theprophet^^. It suggests therefore the fulfilment ofthe order by Jeremiah by mentioning

the reaction of the audience of the message.

YHWH's commissioning of the prophet initiates the action of the story: he must stand in

the temple court and address the "cities of Judah" (26:2); YHWH specifically orders

Jeremiah laT "do not subtract a word/thing" (v. 2b). The question is whether the

command 'not to subtract a word', this comprehensiveness of the message refers to the

verbal content or details of the message, or to its exigency^®. "Do not subtract a thing"

prepares the reader for the purpose of the message to be given in the next verse: since it is

for the people to repent (v. 3), the message in all its exigency and harshness should be

given if that goal of repentance is to be achieved^^. A comparison with Jer. 7:1-15 will

This is not the first and the last time we have this structure of reports in the book of Jeremiah. Similar

reports are found in 7:1-8:4; 16; 17:19-27; 18:1-12; 19; 21; 22:1-9; 24; 27-28; 29:29-32; 32-36.

^ SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p.5.

K.iVI. O'Connor sees both as improbable. With her translation of la'n Hnm-bx as "do not trim a word", she

reads the expression symbolically. She likens the Jeremiah tradition to a beard that must be allowed to

grow. A beard that is allowed to grow is a sign of hope and so cutting the beard is a sign of mourning over

defeat. Like in Deut. 4:2 and 13:1, YHWH gives similar commands to Moses, see K.M. O'CONNOR,

".. .Do not Trim a Word", p. 627-628. This analogy is not in anyway necessitated.

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 5. This note of exigency ofthe word is also the view of LUNDBOM,

Jeremiah 21-36, p. 287. On a later occasion in the book of Jeremiah, king Zedekiah requested from

Jeremiah not to keep a word from him (cf. 38:14). Jeremiah later related to him the undiminished word of

YHWH, which Zedekiah however was not prepared to hear, and in fulfillment of an oath he had sworn to

Jeremiah, arranged for the prophet to hold back part of their conversationwhen critics questioned him later

(cf 38:24-26). Also after the fall of Jerusalem, people requested from Jeremiah to petition YHWH about
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show that what we have in26:1-6 is already an abridged version and so it may notbethe

question of the verbal completeness butof the 'wholeness' (in exigency) of the message;

Israel must listen to YHWH and the prophets (v. 4-5), otherwise the temple will be

destroyed like Shiloh (v. 6). The reader notices thefirst word ofv. 3 (•'bw "perhaps"), and

so the sentencecould be rendered in an antecedent-consequent phraseology, thus: "do not

omita thing, so that they may..." If the desired goal, thatof repentance, is to be achieved,

the message mustbe different from the previous messages of peace^^ the people are used

to hearing, and so the message in all its harshness must be heard '̂. This aspect of the

exigency of the message is again confirmed later (in v. 9) by what the priests and

prophets retained of the whole of Jeremiah's message in v. 4-6, where only the

consequence of the threat and not the conditional aspect is emphasised. No mention of

the call to repentance is made but onlyof the fate of the temple being treated like Shiloh

and of the desolation of the city: "Why have you made this prophecy in the name of

YHWH, 'this house will be like Shiloh, and this city will be desolate, without

inhabitant'" (v. 9). Moreover, the narrator who tooktime to show Jeremiah's fidelity to

where theyshould go aftertheymight have leftMizpah. Jeremiah promised togive them theresponse from

YHWH without withholding a word (42:4). Lundbom concludes: "This message, too, was onethe people

didnotwant to hear, which means it tookcourage as well as commitment forJeremiah to speak thewhole

ofYHWH's word" (p. 287).

Cf.Jer.6:14: "Theyhavehealed the wound of mypeople lightly, saying, 'Peace, peace, when thereis no

peace'". For an investigation into the conception of peacein the bookof Jeremiah, that is the placeof the

hopeful messages in the otherwise outspokenly judgemental book of Jeremiah, see J. APPLEGATE,

Peace,Peace, whenthere is no Peace Redactional IntegrationofProphecy ofPeace into theJudgement

ofJeremiah, in A.H.W. CURTIS & T. ROMER (eds.). The Book ofJeremiah, p. 51-90, see p. 52.

Many other narratives in the Old Testament bear witness to prophets' withdrawal of something in the

message mainly because of the harshness of the message. A reluctant Samuel was slow to repeat the

message as devastating as It wasto Eli his master (I Sam. 3:15-18). Micaiah benImlah ironically gave in

the firstplacean expected favourable word andonlyafterwards delivered the truemessage of doom when

the king insisted on having it (I Kings 22:13-28). In his article Withholding the Word, Janzen gives the

possible reasons why a prophet could be tempted to withhold the word: a) fear of reprisal (Jer. 11:21;

26:20-24; 38:15), b) ill will toward personal enemies (Jer. 43:2-3), c) lying in God's service (II Sam.

17:14), d) commanded silence (Jer. 23:33-40) and e) a sense of futility (Jer. 38:15), see W. JANZEN,

Withholding the Word, in B.HALPERN &J.D. LEVENSON (eds.). Traditions in Transformation: Turning

Points in Biblical Faith, Winona Lake, 1981, p. 106-109.
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his commission by carefully indicating in v. 8; "when Jeremiah had finished saying

everything (ha) that YHWH had ordered him to say" (that is without omitting a thing),

now in v. 9 subtly contrasts Jeremiah's fidelity with that of the "prophets and all the

people" (v. 8) by giving the latters' interested report of the oracle of YHWH which

Jeremiah gave. That is an example of indirect characterisation^". A motive is further

added to YHWH's command to announce the threats against temple and city: perhaps the

peoplewill change their hearts andthereby avert the disaster planned againstthem (v. 3).

The description of the hoped-for response is given in v. 3. Here three important but

related words appear, ansi, aw and dhj '̂. The main message is yet to begin from v. 4 but

the narrator decides to prepare the reader by givingwhat is the hope of YHWH for the

message: that the people may listen (ddsj) and turn (aW) each from his evil way, and that

he (YHWH) may repent (nnj)^^ of the evil he intended as a consequence of their

Indirect characterisation in this context means the product of an analysis of the action or conduct of a

personage by the narrator.For more detailson the distinctionbetween direct and indirectcharacterisation,

see Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 74.

The first half of v. 3 is a shortenedformof Jer. 36;3aandsharesthe keywords"listen", "turn" and"from

hisevil way": "Perhaps when theHouse of Judah hears all thedisaster 1intend to inflict onthem, they will

turn, each one of them, from his evilway,so that 1can forgivetheir guilt" (36:3).

Many commentaries and translators find it uneasy to use the word "repent" (as Carroll does, see

CARROLL, Jeremiah [OTL], p. 510) for nnJ and go for softer alternatives like "change his mind" or

"relent"(McKane), "sichgereuen" (Volz), "think better of (Thompson), "retract theevil"(Holladay). DTO

"to repent" or "to be moved to pity", "to be sorry" expresses an emotion-laden change of heart by which

one grieves over his actions or plans. Throughout the Old Testament, wesee human persons especially

repent of their actions against God or against others or against themselves (Exo. 13:17; Job 42:6; Jer.

31:19). It is not uncommon also in the OldTestament to see God addressed as repenting. However in 1

Sam. 15:29 weseea rhetorical insistence onthepartof Samuel: "The Glory of Israel ... will notrepent, for

he is not a human thathe should repent". This should notbe understood strictly because just few verses

later, in I Sam. 15:35, thenarrator concludes: "For theLord had repented thathehad made Saul king over

Israel", in both cases using the same verb Dnj. IntheOld Testament tradition, God may also repent ofa

deed or, more often, of an announced plan and then act to undo or cancel a plan already made as he

repented ofthecreation ofthehuman being and therefore brought theflood towipe thegeneration (cf. Gen.

6:6-7). However, in some circumstances and contexts, the Old Testament rules out the possibility of a

change of heart as regards YHWH (cf Psa. 110:4; Jer. 4:28; Ezek. 24:14; Zech. 8:14). Sometimes the
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disobedience. In v. 2-3, the reader notices the emphasis laid on thorough repentance by

the passage from "all" to "each"; the prophet should speak to all (bs) the people who

come to worship (v. 2); perhaps they will listen and turn back, each from his evil

way (v. 3).

2.2.1.3 The Sermon (v. 4-6)

The oracle itself in v. 4-6 meant for the people is quoted in God's command to Jeremiah.

By giving everything as God's words and speech enhances the authoritative claim of the

text^^. V. 4-6 thus contains the divine message in the form ofprotasis and apodosis. The
message begins with a threat articulated conditionally, the protasis (v. 4 and 5). "If you

do not listen to me", followed by two dependent clauses, in each case beginningwith an

infinitive construction with the preposition i ("by walking [ns^b] ... and by listening

[yni;)'?]). The two verses present thus a chiastic arrangementthus:

disposition to repent is presented as an integral part of the relationship between the divine and the human.

In this sense Dnj is understood in the relational or even passionate sense. YHWH's willingness for nra

therefore has affinity with his ion "steadfast love" or covenant loyalty (cf. Joel 2:13; Psa. 106:45; Jon.

4:2). See SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 14. The response of YHWH to the intercession of Moses

(Exo. 32) after the people's guilt of worship of the golden calf, and that to Amos in Amos 7 is by his

repenting of the disaster he intended for Israel (cf. Exo. 32:14 and Amos 7:3). And in our text, Jer. 26, the

oracle of YHWH to Jeremiah is in the hope that the people may turn from their evil ways so that he too

may repent of the evil he planned.

Cf. E. DAVIS, Swallowing theScroll: Textuality and the Dynamics ofDiscourse in Ezekiel's Prophecy

(JSOTS 78), Sheffield, 1987, p. 83.
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V. 4 And you shall say to them: Thus says YHWH

Ifvou will not listen to me

To walk (infinitive construction nsbb) in my law which I have put before

yourpresence

V. 5 To listen (infinitive construction yoti'?) to the words of my servants the

prophets who I am sending to you persistently

And vou have not listened

These two verses could be understood legitimately from different angles: in a sense as

two distinct parallel discourses and in another sense as complementaryto each other. The

articulation could suggest a distinction between the given Torah (in the singular) and the

words of the prophets (in the plural). In this sense, the absence of a connecting

conjunction between the two clauseswould subordinate the secondto the first: walking in

the law would make the people to listen to the words of the prophets. In this sense, the

law becomes the first in importance and the propheticwords depend on it. But in another

sense, a different understanding could diminish this distinction and emphasise more the

complementary roles of the two verses. In that sense, "to walk in my law which I have

put before your presence" and "to listen to the words of my servants the prophets who I

am sending to you persistently" become one demand and not two separate demands. In

the first place, the two clausal frameworks are almost the same: the question of not

listening. Secondlythe fact that the second dependent clause"to listen to the wordsof my

servants..." (v. 5) does not begin with a wow conjunction indicates that there is a

continuation and that the second dependent clausemodifies the first: walking in my law

which I put beforeyou then means in fact listening to my servants the prophets (among

whom is Jeremiah) '̂'. This understanding tallies more closely with the goal of the
narrative, which sets out to prove the authenticity of the prophet. V. 5 is therefore not to

In this way, we do not accept the view of Hossfeld and Meyer for whom "V 5 stortden Ubergang von

der Protasis zur Apodosis, verdoppelt in unschoner Weiser - wie immer man die Infinitiv-Konstruktion auf

V. 4 bezieht - das Element des Horens und nimmt der in V 3 geweckten Spannung ihre Kraft", F.-L.

HOSSFELD & 1. MEYER, Der Prophet von dem Tribunal, p. 35; I. MEYER, Jeremia und diefalschen

Propheten, p. 20.
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be understood simply as a deuteronomistic addition^^. Well placed rather in its context,

this narrative whose interest is to showJeremiah as the trueprophetsent by YHWH, here

contains a reduced list of the prohibitions of the Decalogue in Jer. 7: 5-6- "But ifyoudo

amend your behaviour and your actions, if you treat each other fairly, if you do not

exploit the stranger, the orphan and the widow, if you do not shed innocent blood in this

place, and if you do not follow alien gods, to yourownruin...Will you steal, murder, and

commit adultery, and swear falsely ... and walk after other gods", - to a single question

of listening to the prophetic word; to "my servants the prophets whom I send you

persistently" (v. 5)^®.

The divine oracle ends in v. 6, which is the apodosis of the conditional statement begun

in V. 4. The threatened judgement is expressed in two parallel statements: "I will make

this temple/house like Shiloh and I will set this city as curse to all the nations of the

earth". Once again the narrator calls up the memory of 7:1-15. No wonder the narrative

of chapter 26 has also beenconsidered as serving the function of an interpretive narrative

contextualisation of the longer sermon in chapter 7^^, though the question remains as to

what extent. Regarding this parallel, Holladay introduced an interesting reasoning while

analysing the parallel account of the temple sermon in chapter 7. According to him,26:4

and 6 lack a clear logic: "Why should the temple be destroyed because of the sins of the

people?" He sees the passage in 7:3-12 as supplying the missing link; "The people have

put false trust in the temple and so the temple must be destroyed". He concludes

therefore: "The abbreviated narrative in chapter 26 assumes the availability of the text of

See for example CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 515: because of the Deuteronomistic schema of

the sending of the prophets, and their rejection". According to the deuteronomist, YHWHwarned Israel,

'by everyprophetand seer' (II Kings 7:13)whileIsrael constantly ignored the warnings of'his servants the

prophets'.

Reventlow already noticed this device by the narrator when he writes : "Offensichtlich hatte der Erzahler

auch eine Erinnerung daran, dass Jeremia in seiner Rede auf Gebote eingegangen war. Aber ihre

Aufzahlung in der Strafrede 7 9 und schon in der Eingangstora 7 6 wird hier durch die Formel Tnina nsbb

ersetzt, in der das gesamte „Gezetz" als „dieTora" bezeichnet wird", H.G. REVENTLOW, Gattung und

Oberlleferung in der„Tempel Rede Jeremias p. 343.

SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 15.
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7:3-12 and refers to it in summarizing fashion"^®. Though his conclusions about thetext

of chapter 26 presuming that of chapter 7 is tenable, logic is not altogether lacking in the

text of chapter 26:1-6 in the sense he perceives it. The prophet is to stand nowhere else

than in the court of YHWH's house, to speak to all the cities of Judah who come to

worship in the house of YHWH(v. 2). This introduction of the topographic motif (two

times) and especially the reference to their coming to worship in the house of YHWH

makes the mention of the temple in v. 6 not a totally foreign element. If a punishment for

the sins of the people by way of destruction must be evoked at all at that particular point

in time, the nearest religious reality in the context is likely to be the immediate target.

Here is one of the three places where the Old Testament compares the fate of the house of

YHWH in Jerusalem to that of Shiloh (cf. Psa. 78:60-69 '̂, Jer. 7:12). A lot of historical

problem'"' is involved in the question of the destruction of Shiloh'", but which has not

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah I, p. 240.

"Psalm Ixxviii 60 is a historico-theological account of Yahweh's rejection of Ephraim and Shiloh in

favour of Judah and Jerusalem. The rejection expressed in verse 59 is manifested in two immediate and

distinct ways; verses 6 and 61: Yahweh abandons the Shiloh sanctuary, deliberately giving the Ark over to

the enemy; and w. 62-64, he 'gave his people over to the sword'. The one action is directed against the

sanctuary and the other against the people as a whole; in neither case do we have evidence of a violent

destruction of Shiloh or its shrine", p. 105-106. See R.A. PEARCE, Shiloh andJer. VII12, 14 and 15, in

^723(1973), p. 105-108.

The Shiloh sanctuary is mentioned in Jer. 7:12, 14, 15 and 26:6. In each instance, there is a mention of

the destruction of the sanctuary or at least a maltreatment of the sanctuary. Just as the oracle itself has no

precise dating in chapter 7, though historically situated in chapter 26 (the beginning of the reign of

Jehoiakim), there is no date precision as to when the sanctuaryof Shiloh was destroyed. It has been held by

many that Jeremiah refers to the destructionof the Shiloh sanctuaryby the Philistines c. 1050 BC. See e.g.

the commentaries of Carroll, Holladay and McKane; also O. EISSFELDT, Silo und Jejusalem, in G.W.

ANDERSON et al. (eds.). Congress Volume Strasbourg 1956 (VTS 4), Leiden, 1957, p. 138-147; M.

NOTH, History of Israel, London, 1960,p. 166-167;R. DE VAUX,AncientIsrael: Its Life and Institutions,

London, 1961; HOLLADAY,Jeremiah /: "the most likely destruction is that of the Philistines [...]. The

archaeological evidence has not been altogether conclusive [...] but the fact that the Ark was taken from

Shiloh during the Philistine wars and not returned to Shiloh suggests strongly that this is the period to

which Jeremiah is referring" (p. 247-248), a quotation from J. DAY, The Destruction of the Shiloh

Sanctuary and Jer. 7:12, 14, in J.A. EMERTON (ed.). Studies in the Historical Books ofthe Old Testament
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much relevance to the narrative and rhetorical effect of this comparison in the text'*^.

Such an effect will easily beseen in theimmediate audience response, where theanalogy

to Shiloh unnerves the religious leadership who are the first to react. Modem

archaeological findings apart''̂ the world of the text makes it clear that the audience of

the prophet takes Shiloh to be once an important cultic centre and that the people could

see for themselves that the centre has suffered destruction. Jer. 7:12 goes as far as

inviting the people to "go to my place which was in Shiloh and see what I did to it". The

(VTS 30), 1979, p. 87-94. DeVaux writes: "ilestprobable que lesanctuaire fiit detruit auXle siecle par les

Philistins", R.de VAUX, Les institutions de I'Ancien Testament (Vol. II), Paris, 1960, p. 135-136. Pearce

questioned this dating but rather concludes that Jeremiah was referring to a more "relatively recent

disaster", R.A. PEARCE, Shiloh andJer. VII12, 14and 15,p. 105-108. Heresponds to thevarious biblical

evidences onwhich this dating has been based: "1 Sam. ivsays nothing ofPhilistine action against Shiloh.

Only from Jer. vii 12, 14; xxvi 6 (Ps. Ixxviii 60), and from the change of abode of Eli'sdescendants (1

Sam. xxi 2 ff.; xxii 9ff.), and from theabsence ofthename ofShiloh inpassages like Amos v 5 and 1 Kg.

xii 29, could weconclude thatthesanctuary of Shiloh wasat thattimenotonly robbed of the Ark, butwas

also destroyed andnon existent" (p. 105). Pearce responds to these indices basing on Psa. 78:60 (p. 105-

106), I Sam. 21:2 ff. (p. 106-107) and the absence of the name of Shiloh in passages likeAmos 5:5 and I

Kings 12:29 (p. 107).

Ofcourse there is notextual warrant to believe thatShiloh was still a place ofworship bythetimeofthe

ministry of Jeremiah. It is even debated as to whether therewasa temple everbuiltat Shiloh. Ourtexthere

mentions the name of the cityandnotthe builtstructure within, andto complicate the question, Jer.7:12

talksof'Dlpn (myplace)which signifies neither tentnor building while II Sam. 7:16says thatYHWH had

neverlived in a "house"before thetemple of Jerusalem wasbuilt. Butbiblical texts talkof tabernacle (Psa.

78:60), tentof meeting (Jos. 18:1; 19:51) in Shiloh. For details of thedebate and different positions, see

D.G. SCHLEY, Shiloh, a Biblical City in Tradition andHistory (JSOTS 63), Sheffield, 1989.

What is necessary to remark at this point is that the narrators of biblical episodes were not scientific

historians even when they trace the historical developments of events. The theological interest of the

narratives dominates: a presentation of the dealings of YHWH withhispeople. Thesamecanbesaid of the

prophets whose prophecies as we have them today in the books thatbear their names are to a very good

extent posterior reflections onthereligious sensitivities of a people, inorder to present explanations to their

religious reality andin most cases, factual history orstrictchronology was nottheguiding compass both in

their pronouncements and in the later redactions.

Finkelstein maintains thatmodem archaeological investigations have notsucceeded in finding any ruins

identifiable as a temple, cf. I. FINKELSTEIN, The Archaeology of the Israelite Settlement, Jerusalem,

1988, p. 205.
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devotees of Jerusalem could have imagined that Jerusalem had a privileged place with

God and so was quite immune from the fate of Shiloh whose status, though sacred, was

not same with Jerusalem. Such provocative analogy becomes a preparationto the reader

for the high-pitched response of the audience. Whether such a dangerous threat would

cause the people to repent as is hoped in v. 3 or would have a directly opposite effect

becomesthe task of the narratorin the subsequentverses.

2.2.2 The Response ofthe Community (26:7-27:la)

There is much to capture one's attention in the sectionof v. 7-16. The first, described by

Hardmeier as 'eine Unvereinbarkeit', concerns the attitude of the people whose

unanimity normally described with the expression oyn-bs (v. 7, 8 [twice], 9, 11, 12, 16,

18) isnot clear'*'*. The inclusion in v. 8of"ail the people" with the priests and prophets as
accusers of Jeremiah may become problematic to the reader trying to determine the

precise camp of the people especially from the data of v. 11 and 16 where the people

seem not to be with the priests and the prophets. That is to say, sometimes they side with

Jeremiah against the priests and the prophets (v. 11, 16), and elsewhere, they oppose

Jeremiah, sidingwith the priests and the prophets (v. 7-9),an ambiguity in the role which

has been variously and differently explained by Rudolph''̂ Bright''̂ Thompson'*^,

Hardmeier describes the phenomenon thus: the 'Unvereinbarkeit' "handelt es sich um die vollig

widerspruchliche Rolle des Volkes im vorliegenden Erzahlganzen. Denn auf der einen Seitegehort das

Volk in den v. 7-9 zu den Hauptgegnern Jeremias. Es wird in v. 17 von den „Altesten des Landes"

besanftigt, undderSchafanide Achikam schiitzt Jeremia vorseinen Totungsabsichten. ImGegensatz dazu

nimmt das Volk im ProzeBberioht von v. 10-16 zusammen mit den 'Beamten Judas' {sry yhwdh) aufder

anderen Seite eine positive Verteidigerrolle ein. Nur in diesem Textteil stehen allein die 'Priester und

Propheten' mitder Forderung der Todesstrafe aufder Anklagerseite", C. HARDMEIER, Die Propheten

MichaundJesaja imSpiegel von Jer 26und2 Kings 18-20, p. 174.

RUDOLPH, Jeremia, p. 170.

BRIGHT, Jeremiah, p. 167.

THOMPSON, TheBookofJeremiah, p. 521, footnote 3.
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Holladay''̂ , Hossfeld and Meyer, and basing on their position, Ferry, who maintain the
narrative incoherence of thechapter and suggest a return to a literary analysis'".

In V. 9, "the priests, the prophets and all the people" accuse Jeremiah basingon his words

against the temple and this city in v. 6, while in v. 11, the priests and the prophets talk

onlyof the city. A question becomes imposing: is the motive of the conflict political or

religious?

2.2.2.1 The InitialAudience Response (v. 7-9a)

AfterV. 6, v. 7 begins withthe active verb(waip';!) referring to the hearing of the words by

the priests and the prophets which emphasises the fact of the audiences hearing rather

than Jeremiah speaking in order to lead to the report of the trial from v. 8. Immediately

after the sermon, the narrator begins to relate a conflict story with the prophet at its

centre. The consequence of the speech of Jeremiah is far more different from what

YHWH had hoped while demanding Jeremiah to speak: the conversion of the people.

Instead, it is aggression, revolt and hatred directed against the prophet, though the

narrator gives no direct report of the prophet's actual speech but only notice of what

Jeremiah is authorised by God to say and the affirmation that he actually says it as is

demanded. First he identifies Jeremiah's audience as"thepriests, the prophets, and all the

people" (v. 7) who hear (sino) Jeremiah speak "these words". But incidentally what

follows shows that they heard (ana) not as YHWH hoped, because they did not "hear" in

the sense of heeding and obeying. In fact, instead of the verb ami following unti as hoped

for in v. 3, we have the verb ioan (to seize or lay hold of) as the first initial reaction of the

audience. The narrator recalls the command in v. 2b not to subtracta thing/word from the

message, carefully relating that Jeremiah '•'finished to tell everything that YHWH

commanded him to speak to all the people" (v. 8a: notice the double occurrence of the

root hho). It is not surprising that the narrative reports this fact again, since this claim is

the pointat issue in Jeremiah's trial, and since "everything" and"not removing a thing"

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 105.

F.L.HOSSFELD & L MEYER, Der Prophetvordem Tribunal, p. 30-50; J. FERRY, Illusions et salut, p.

130.
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should be interpreted as giving the message in all its exigency and harshness. The priests

and the prophetsand all the people judgedthe threatto the cityas treasonable (v. 8-9)and

worthy of death and so the effect of the message upon the audiencewas to cause them to

seize Jeremiah and to threaten him with a formula by which the death sentence

{Jodesurteilf^ ispronounced, nmn Carefully the narrator brings the reader to judge
the fairness of the process of judgement and the first thing that strikes the reader is the

fact of "judgement without trial", a pre-trial opinion^^. Promptly the prophet is found

guilty with the statement (man nin): "You shall die"(v. 8),a statement which is notjust a

cry of rage but could be seen as presumptuous judging from data in biblical tradition"

G.LIEDKE, Gestalt undBezeichnung alttestamentlichen Rechtsatze (WMANT 39), Neukirchen-Vluyn,

1971, p. 127-128.

Thephrase raon nta occurs again 12times intheOldTestament: Gen. 2:17; 20:7; I Sam. 14:44; 22:16; 1

Kings 2:37, 42; I] Kings 1:4, 6, 16; Ezek. 3:18; 33:8, 14.

Writes Brueggemann: "The response to hisspeech isquick and aggressive [...].Thereligious leadership

has broad public support forfinding him promptly guilty. The verdict, 'You shall die', isapre-trial opinion,

perhaps a product ofcrowd psychology (of. Matt. 27:22-23), orperhaps thefiling ofa formal charge. These

accusers havealready reached theirverdict", seeBRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary onJeremiah, p. 234.

The second-personactiveformof the deathsentenceis foundseverallyin the Old Testamentbut eitherin

themouth of YHWH, or inthemouth oftheking or a mouth-speaker of these. God or king gives such a

command or imposes a warning or an oath of the death penalty on actual or future violators, and

pronounces the death sentence either personally or through the agency of a prophet or another individual,

for example, I Sam. 14:26-46 (Saul lays oath onthe people). I Kings 2:36-46 shows oaths imposed by kings
upon subjects under the threat of death. God gives personal commands thatcarry the death penalty to the

human beings in Gen. 2:17 and to Abimelech in Gen. 20:7. The prophet pronounces the divine death

sentence against the illegitimate child of David and Bathsheba in II Sam. 12:14, against king Ahaziah of

Israel (cf II Kings 1:4,6, 16) and against king Ben-Hadad in II Kings 8:10. In Ezek. 3:18 and33,thisdeath

sentence is seen as part of case law defining the responsibilities ofa prophet, so thatthe prophet himself

must announce the judgement "you must die" upon a wicked person once the Lord has ordained it,

otherwise the prophet himself will be guilty of a capital crime himself. In these chapters in Ezekiel, the

possibility of turning fi-om evil and receiving pardon when repented is also laid out. Apassive form ofthe

judgement of death inthe third person nm"' ma "he shall beput to death" occurs inseveral places inthe

Pentateuch, including three lists ofcapital crimes in Exo. 21, Lev. 20 and Num. 35. But here they appear in
anapodictic form: "whoever does so" or"the one who does so" and they are more orless categorical, that

is, expressing legal punishments or measures thatapply to all likecircumstances. Elsewhere in the book of

Jeremiah thepriests' authority over false prophets is limited to incarceration inthe stocks (cf the stoiy of
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since here is the only occurrence in the Hebrew Bible of the Todesurteil by humans

without authorisation either by God or king. By repeating the prophet's 'blasphemous

threats' (v. 9), "the priests, the prophets, and all the people" (v. 8) emphasise the

unacceptable nature of his message and their resistance to it. With the promptness with

which the narrator gives the responseof the "priests and the prophets and all the people",

he brings the reader to see immediately that the words of Jeremiah are not for a moment

considered by his hearers as a serious word from God, but only probably, as

Brueggemann interprets, an "alternative political opinion" '̂*. After thejudgement without

trial ("You must die" v. 8), the priests, the prophets and all the people marshal out their

accusation against Jeremiah in form of a reproachful question^^ (which however, should

have preceded the judgement of death) beginning with the interrogatory particle; snn:

"why have you prophesied in the name of YHWH saying, 'like Shiloh will be this house,

and this city will be desolate, without dweller?'"

Through this spontaneous judgement and especially through the direct quotation in form

of a question, the narrator not only subtly characterises the whole group of opposition of

Jeremiah by showing what they retained from the oracle, but also (more importantly)

makes them to state themselves the bone of contention in the narrative: the veracity or

falsity of prophetic claim. The charge made against Jeremiah in v. 9 distorts his actual

Passhur and Jeremiah in 20:2 and the reference to the letter of Shemaiah to Zephaniah the priest in

Jerusalem in 29:26) because they lacked the authority to have someone executedand so had only to call for

a trial on a capital charge. Prophets were sometimes sent to deliver this death judgement as a divine

judgement word, as in the case of Elijah to king Ahaziah (II Kings 1:4) or Nathan to David (II Sam. 12:14)

but Jeremiah's accusers here neither claim that it is a divine word, nor being sent by YHWH. Only in Jer

26:8 have we a death sentence mrin nin "You must die" pronounced without the authorisation either of

God or king. See also H.J. BOECKER,Redeformen des Rechtslebens, p. 59, 67; SCALISEet al, Jeremiah

26-52, p. 20.

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 234.

Cf. the standard formula for pre-trial speech by H.J. BOECKER, Redeformen des Rechtslebens, p. 66.

When the accusers are witnesses to the alleged crime, the accusation is articulated in form of a question.

See I Sam. 22:13; II Sara. 12:9; I Kings 2:43.
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words^®. The accusation concentrates on the likening ofthe temple to Shiloh and on the
fate of the city and neglects the invitation to repentance which was however the crux of

the prophetic oracle. The accusation cites only the apodosis of his conditional message in

V. 4-6 and does not even repeat that part exactly as it is, though without of course altering

its essential meaning '̂. The point of the narrator here is their omission of the first two

verses of YHWH's words given in Jeremiah's oracle, an attempt to ignore the invitation

to hear and obey God's law and prophetic word, to focus on the temple and the city. By

dodging this invitation to hear and obey with their question, they end up articulating

indirectly the central issue of the narrative, that of Jeremiah's legitimacy as prophet sent

by YHWH. Jeremiah's trial is therefore on the veracity of this threat. Their question can

be interpreted thus: Is Jeremiah speaking in his own authority or backed by the authority

of YHWH? That is, is he speaking truly with YHWH's authority or is he speaking falsely

out of his own thinking? Put in the language of Deut. 18:20, has Jeremiah presumed to

speak a word in the name of YHWH which the latter has not commanded him to speak?

To prove that this is the backbone of the question and the main issue of the trial in this

narrative, Jeremiah's defence will be first of all nothing more than addressing these

questions (beginning from 26:12) and the verdict of acquittal will be nothing but an

answer to it(26:16/^

Cf. the testimony of Amaziah which distorted the words of Amos in Amos 7:10-17.

The Shiloh comparison makes only a slight difference for it substitutes one verb for another in v. 9

for in: in V. 6) without changing the substance of the meaning. The prophecy against the city finds

complete restatement. Being made a curse in Jeremiah's word is interpretedby his opponents as a threat of

desolation,that is the death or exileof the city's population, whichis also propheticwithouttheir knowing

it. And this interpretationis not false for in Jer. 44:22, a prophecy againstthe land of Judah combinesthe

terms found in 26:6, 9, "curse", "desolation" and "without inhabitant". It is also common in the Old

Testament for quoted statements to be rephrasedor reformulated instead of being repeated verbatim. Cf. J.

SAVRAN, Telling and Retelling: Quotation in Biblical Narrative, Bloomington, 1988, p. 109. See also

SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 22.

Although the accusers of Jeremiah do not cite Deut. 18:20, or use the terms ngn"? IBK "who

presumes to speak", their call for death penalty is basedon this legal provision. See also M. FISHBANE,

BiblicalInterpretationinAncient Israel, Oxford, 1985, p. 246;?,CkUSEet al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 22.
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2.2.2.2 The Formal Response (v. 9b-16)

2.2.2.2.1 Court-likeComposiiion; Accusation (v. 9b-ll)

The reader notices a formal proceeding against Jeremiah initiated already in the second

part of V. 9. The narrator constructs a formal court scene by the employment of three

literary devices. First, he uses the verb (v 9b), a very potent term in the niphal (to

assemble together, to congregate) to identify the formal nature of the assembly. Second,

he somehow stages in the officials to take their seats at the gate of the temple,

presumably to sit in judgment (v. 10). Third, he structures the story according to court

procedure: accusation (v. 11)defence (v. 12-15) andverdict (v. 16).

Dnii) in V. 10 is best to be translatedas (royal) officials/officers and not the narrowerterm

princes^" and they appear again in v. 11, 12, 16. The priests and the prophets repeat the
accusation against Jeremiah, but this time they address thejudges - the royal officials®'

Besides thegathering ofthecommunity for liturgical purposes (forexample thegathering together ofthe

tribes forAaron's ordination, Lev. 8:4, tosetupthetentofmeeting, Jos. 18:1, or to dedicate thetemple, 1

Kings 8:2), in some of its uses, the verb hnp carries legal overtones (Exo. 35:1; Lev. 8:3, 4; Num. 1:18;

16:3, 19; 20:2, 8, 10; Deut. 31:12, 28; Jos. 20:1; I Chr. 28:1). Theverb is also used of preparation for

concerted action. Forexample, themen of Israel assemble themselves to laytheircomplaints before Moses

and Aaron (cf Exo. 32:1; Num. 16:3; 17:7; 20:2) ortogotowar(cf Jos. 22:12; Jud. 20:1; IISam. 20:14).

In the book of Esther, the Jews of Persia gather together for self-defence (cf 8:11; 9:16). Theverb in the

context has therefore the nuance of solemnity andpotential threat (offensive posture) characteristic of an

accusation and a trial. On this writes Reventlow: "Den Ausdruck brip'! wird man nicht im Sinne einer

bloBen 'Zusammentrottung' des Volkes im Tempel verstehen dUrfen, sondem da die Versammlung

allerwehrfahigen Mannerist, die auchdie gerichtliche Funktion in der Ortsgemeinde ausuben, ist hier der

Zusammentritt desGerichtsforums gemeint", H.G. REVENTLOW, Gattungund Uberlieferung, p. 345.

™Though to the modem reader, the term onto sounds more easily princes and "prince" suggests blood
kinship to the king, such a relationship cannot be necessarily implied in the text (cf also SCALISE et al.,

Jeremiah 26-52, p.23)andsotheterm bestindicates theirleadership andauthority butdoes notnecessarily

convey the close lineal connection between these men and the king, cf Jer. 1:18; 2:26; 4:9; 8:1; 24:8;

34:21. In the bookof Jeremiah, theseroyal officials sometimes actasthe king'sadvisers, andin chapter 36

theylisten to thescroll being readandlaterreported to thekingwhattheyheard, while in37-38, they make

a petitionto the kingto put Jeremiah to death afterbeating and imprisoning him.

Wecanreferto theroyal officials asjudges because of the information inv. 1Ob: siinn nnsa ub';!
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and the people, the witnesses. Now in the accusation of v. 11, two elements attract

attention:

a) In the first place, only the priests and prophets accuse Jeremiah, while "all the people"

oyn-bs becomes part of the new audience in the court, in the company of the officers of

Judah who were just for the first time introduced in the preceding verse. This

classification tallies with v. 16 and differs slightly from the information in v. 8-9 where

the people formed part of the accusers of Jeremiah. How does the reader understand this

"switch"®^? True that in the first instance, the people formed part of the accusers of
Jeremiah (cf v. 8-9), the information in v. 11 is not contradictory because here it is the

priests and the prophets who camp the people not as co-accusers butas witnesses with the

princes ("the priests and the prophets said to the royal officials and all the people: 'this

man deserves death for he has prophesied against this city as you have heard...'"). This

could therefore explain thetransition ofthe people, thepositive judgement brought by the

people towards Jeremiah inv. 16, and it is understandable thatin a formal court process,

a party could reason otherwise and change position after listening to the argued defence

of the accused, as is the case of Jeremiah in v. 12-15.

b)The charge bythepriests and theprophets against Jeremiah omits his prophecy against

the temple (v. 6, 9), mentioning only the city. Now theaccusation has been pinned down

to one verb and one prepositional phrase nxtrr T'an-'jK ksj i? "he has prophesied against

this city...". Not only that the narrator continues to characterise the authors of this

accusation bytheirfalse orat least misrepresented accusation, it is also surprising thatthe

priests and prophets would omit the temple when summarising Jeremiah's message. They
end their speech by adding, "as you have heard withyourownears". The intention of the

narrator who cites this emphasis of the priests and prophets could be ambivalently

interpreted. It could bethat the narrator gives it as reason why they did not quote all the

words of Jeremiah since their audience were 'earwitnesses' ofthe speech orthat heputs
the clause to make their lie whiter and more open (since the audience heard more than

that). But going only by the indices of the text, the first option is only presumable: "as

" CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 517.
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you have heard him speaking" does not really tally with what was heard and can only be

a clever way of misrepresenting someone. That the latter is more likely, the case is

supported by the omission(with interest) in the accusation, of the referenceto the temple,

which is surprising since the accusation, comes from the priests and the prophets, the

religious leaders of the people. That shows the interested nature of the accusation because

the purpose of the accusation speech to the judges was to persuade them to support the

plaintiffs case. Mentioning the city alone or concentrating on the threat to the city

underscores the threat to everyone's home, a threat which would really attract the wrath

of any citizen, and which does not concentrate on the religious domain of the priests and

prophets®^ It equally takes into consideration the authority ofthe judges, the onto, whose
competence would be to arbitrate on political issues and not religious. In this section, the

gradual but subtle displacement of the crux of the problem, or rather the secularisation of

the issue is evident. After Jeremiah's pronouncement of the oracle, the priests and

prophets and all the people in v. 9 implicitly question the status of Jeremiah's words as

YHWH's, while in v. 11, the religious aspect of the oracle disappears completely. Only

the oracle against the city figures in the accusation, an accusation addressed to "this

man". The prophecy becomes the imposture of a man, all a sort of finding motifs for

condemnation. But Jeremiah would return in his defence to the true accusation.

2.2.2.2.2 The Defence (v. 12-15)

However, the accusation plays a smaller role in the narrative than the prophet's defence,

which takes upfour verses (12-15), situated inthemiddle ofthenarrative®". Two framing

devices highlight the defence of Jeremiah. The first of these devices is the threat of death

in V. 11 (nm nin-tssffln) which occurs again in v. 16 in the verdict, now with negation;

niD-aattia mn lo-'K'p-T'K. The second framing device becomes the repetition of key words in

Jeremiah's defence: a repetition in the first and the last verse of his defence in the inverse

SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 24.

^ Perhaps this geometric centrality makes some authors toconsider Jeremiah's response astheclimax, see
K. M. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trim a Word", p. 621. However, narratively speaking, the climax would be

preferably the verdict which follows the defence without denyingthe centrality of the latter which takes up

many previous elements of the narrative and influences the judgement that follows.
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position of tlie component words in tiie phrase "YHWH has sent me": ••jn'ps) nirr; (v. 12)

and •'anbti (v. 15).

The narrator introduces the defence of Jeremiah just with almost exactly the same words

he used to introduce the accusation of the priests and prophets, and since the latter

address their accusation to the officials and all the people, Jeremiah equally addresses

exactly to the same group:

Beginning of v. 11 (accusation): insb oun-'ps-bNi onisn-bN ••'Kaiin'! ••'ansn

Beginning ofv. 12 (defence): nbsb orn-'js-bKi onisn-bs-bN

In the speech of v. 12-15 we could notice a subtle recalling of the key terms of the

preceding part of the narrative. V. 12 refers to v. 2: according to both verses, "all the

words" (D^a-in-'̂ s) that Jeremiah speaks are from YHWH^®, and ends with the clause

"which you have heard" (onvntp niji»?), a clause which functions on more than one level in

this passage because of the various nuances and allusions associated with the verb vavi.

Together with v. 13, v. 12 equally echoes both the intention of YHWH in v. 3 that the

people may heed to his words and reminds of the end of v. 11 (the fact of having heard

the threat), indirectly acknowledging that the officials were 'ear witnesses' of the

prophecy ("...of the evil he had pronounced on you"). Jeremiah's defence therefore

presents a concentric structure as follows, highlighting the element of the free choice

which his preaching presentsto the people.

It is important to notethatYHWH's command to Jeremiah in 26:2 uses thekeywords from Deut 18:15-

22; the prophet is to speak (nan)whattheLord commanded (niB).
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A. Yahweh has sent me to prophesy against this house and against this city all

these words whichyou have heard (v. 12).

B. And now make good your ways and your deeds and heed to the voice of

YHWH your God and YHWH will repent ofthe evil, which he has spoken

asainst vou (w. 13).

C. Behold I am in your hands. Do to me as is good and right in

YOUREYES (v. 14)

B'. Only know surely that if you put me to death that vou are brinsim
innocent blood on yourselves and towards this citv and its inhabitants (v.

15b).

a'. For in truth Yahweh has sent me to you to speak in your ears allthese words (v.
15c).

Jeremiah dispassionately defends himself against his accusers. It is easily noticeable that

his defence speech begins by first of all denying the charge (implied) that he has spoken

presumptuously (cf. Deut. 18:20), a phenomenon, which, as rightly pointed out by Bovati

isa feature ofreal defence in biblical writings®^. This is seen even from the literary point
of view. First of all, there is a remarkable contrast between the accusation in v. 11 and the

beginning of Jeremiah's defence from the choice of words. Thepriests and prophets said:

"Judgement of death to this man (nm lo-'xb) because he has prophesied (ksj) against this

city", that is, an ordinary man has taken to prophesy against this city. To counteract this,

Jeremiah's very first word in his defence is: YHWH has sent me Oinba' nini). In such a

way, the defence of Jeremiah becomes a restoration of the facts of the case. He takes up

^ By means ofsome biblical episodes like 11 Sam. 19:25-31 (the narrative ofthe accusation of, and defence
by Mephibosheth), Dan. 13 (especially the LXX, the storyof the trial of Susanna) and our text of Jer. 26,

Bovati arrives at the conclusion that a true defence is in practical terms, a reversal of the accusation: "Not

only are the arguments against the accused brought down, but the latter is completely exonerated (by

giving, for example, a new version of the facts that showsthere has been an error'), but this also takes the

shape of a new accusation (of falsehood, wicked intent, attempted crime) against the accuser. In other

words, my thesis is: there is no such thing as a 'neutral' defence; defence is to accuse the accuser", P.

BOVATI, Re-Establishing Justice: Legal Terms, Concepts and Procedures in the Hebrew Bible (trans, by

Michael J. Smith) (JSOTS 105), Sheffield, 1994,p. 331.
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three elements which his accusers neglected: first he is a prophet sent by YHWH;

secondly, he spoke against this temple and against this city (the religiousand civil aspect

altogether); and thirdly he takes up again the phrase of lib oraati nijisg ("as you have

heard") in 12b anvn® t?'? ("all the things you have heard") reminding them that

they heard all, and not just what was said in the partial representation of the prophets and

priests.

He addresses his defence"to all the officialsand all the people"but not to the priests and

the prophets (v. 12). Is it so becausehe turns his defence into a new offence by issuing

another call to repentance (v. 13) and that such a change of heart was considered

farfetched to the priests andthe prophets, the religious leadership? Or is it the response of

the people that mattered more®^? Again Jeremiah does not directly counteract the charge
or argue the point. But he groups his defence into three points: first, the assault on the

city, which he has spoken, is not his speech but the word of YHWH (v. 12). Second,

though unwelcome a threat this word be, it is still an offer of rescue, another call to

repentance (v. 13). He gives the impression that the menace of YHWH is not yet

definitive and that it rests on the community at large to turn the threat into hope by

renouncing the illusions and changing their conduct. Third, without emotionally or

rhetorically appealing to the sentiments of the judges, he acknowledges the latters'

authority to decide his case, and if they find him guilty, to be handed over for execution

It is of coursenormal that Jeremiah addresses his defence to thejudgesandto the witnesses. Thatv. 13,

another call to repentance ("and now amend yourways andyour deeds andheed the voice of YHWH your

God and YHWHwill repentof the evilwhich he has spoken against you") is incorporated here as address

to the royalofficialsandpeopleandnotto the priests andprophets reveals the awareness of Jeremiah of the

obstinacy of his accusers, the religious leaders. Boecker explains thisverse as a "settlement proposal", a

proposed settlement"supposed to satisfythe accusers' complaint and end the trial", thoughthat does not

explainwhy it is addressed to the judges andnot to Jeremiah's accusers, cf. H.J.BOECKER, Redeformen

des Rechtslebens imAlten Testament, p. 118-119; F.-L. HOSSFELD & I. MEYER, Der Prophetvordem

Tribunal, p. 38. But as Scalise rightly observes, "It seems doubtful, therefore, thata settlement proposal

from the defendantwould have any place in a death-penalty case.The nearestcase in the Old Testamentis

1Sam. 14:45: the peopleransom Jonathan and overrule Saul afterhe had announced the sentence, but the

settlement proposal does notcome from thedefendant", SCALISE etal.,Jeremiah 26-52, p. 25.
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of the sentence, and equally reminding them of theimplications of an unjust judgement®^

Jeremiah's self surrender into the hands of his captors (v. 14) is an acknowledgement of

the judges' authority '̂ though he reminds them equally ofthe danger ofcondemning an
innocent person™: in that case he dramatically underscores the decision facing the
community which this text places before them anew - to accept or reject the prophetic

word; it is a matter of life or death for the community, and the choice remains theirs (v.

14 and 15). V. 15 is in fact an insistence of his innocence: "you will be guilty of innocent

blood".

2.2.2.2.3 The Verdict (v. 16)

The verdict by the judges and the confirmation by the witnesses, "the princes and ail the

people", close the court scene (cf. v. 16) by the declaration of Jeremiah's innocence and

his authenticity: "This man does not deserve death for he has spoken to us in the name of

YHWH our God". The verdict corresponds with the question of v. 9 ("why have you

prophesied in the name of YHWH saying...") and confirms the evidence of the defence

since it is equally a direct answer to the question of authenticity: whether Jeremiah has

prophesied in the name of YHWH. That implies that the judges heard the rectification by

Jeremiah (cf. v. 12) of the truncated accusation by the religious group, the priests and the

prophets (cf v. 11) - thereby dodging the trap of Jeremiah's accusers. They render this

verdict by speaking to the priests and prophets who were Jeremiah's accusers, using

This statement is a formula, which is also found in Gen. 16:6; Jos. 9:25; Jer. 38:5.

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 25.

™IsJeremiah threatening his judges here with aform ofpersonal revenge, or haunting them from the grave
or laying a curse upon them or is he reminding them of an accepted principle of justice in the biblical

tradition? The latter seems more plausible. In the first scroll of the book of Jeremiah, there are oracles

accusing the people of the undeserved death of the innocent (cf. 2:34; 22:17). It could also be that the

respect for innocent blood was the factor that deterred the officials from killing Jeremiah and instead they

put him into the cistern (cf. Jer. 38:4-8). In the rest of the biblical tradition, innocent blood calls out for

revenge by God (cf. Gen. 4:10; 9:5-6) and puts the whole community to danger (cf. Num. 35:33; Deut.

21:8-9), a fact sufficient to make Joseph's brothers refrain from killing him (cf Gen. 37:21-22).

Deuteronomy even makes the community, led by its elders, responsible for the life of one innocently

accused of murder (or of manslaughter), and the communitymust not allow the avenger of bloodto kill him

if he has not committed a premeditated murder, but if guilty, he must be handed over for execution.
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exactly the same words of the proposed verdict in v. 11 (nTO-tastpo mn but here of

course negated, and referring to Jeremiah in the third person''. Another important

element is that the wording of the judges gives impression of their conviction by the

defence of Jeremiah and represent the judges as a group that respond to the call to

conversion by Jeremiah. Throughout the text till Jeremiah's defence, YHWH has always

been addressed as simply "YHWH" both by the narrator and by the other interlocutors.

For the first time, in the defence of Jeremiah, is YHWH addressed as nynbx nin; ("now

amend your ways and obey the voice of YHWH your God" v. 13). Immediately the

judges take up this mode of address for themselves and understandably for the crowd, to

address YHWH and such manner of address never occurs again till the end of the

chapter; "this man does not deserve to die, for he has spoken to us in the name of the

Lord our God" n;n;v. 16).

V. 16 is not simply a question of recognising Jeremiah's "right to speak and to be heard

because he speaks a word other than hisown" as Brueggemann interprets'̂ , a belittling of

the import of this verdict verse, but the court scene leaves no question that Jeremiah is a

true prophet of YHWH, and that at least some members of the community recognise him

to be so'̂ . Ifthe bone ofcontention is the source ofJeremiah's prophecy as we have said

" Other acquittals forexample in II Sam. 12:13 and 19:24 address theaccused inlanguage thatresembles
that of 26:8b, but these occasions are no court scene. God or king is at the same time plaintiff and judge.

The third person form of the verdict here in v. 16 is identical with the formula used in Deut. 19:6: "It must

not be allowed that the avengerof blood, in the heat of his anger, should pursue the killer and that the

length of the road should help him to overtake and wound him fatally; for the man has not deserved to die,

(niO'BSfflp ps) havinghad no previousfeudwith his victim"(NJBTranslation).

Writes Brueggemann; "Their intervention and verdict affirm the right of the prophet to speak. The

princes do not assert that Jeremiah's word is true. They allow only that he has a right to speak and to be

heard, because he speaks a word other thanhis own", BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary onJeremiah, p.

236. This is a belittling of the import of this judgement speech.

" K.M. O'CONNOR, "...Do notTrim a Word", p. 622. It isalso to beremarked thatit is here forthefirst

time in the book that Jeremiah receives a positive evaluation of his prophetic role of preaching. See for

example 18:18: "Then they said, 'Come, let us make plots against Jeremiah, for the law shall not perish

from the priest, nor counsel from the wise, nor the word from the prophet. Come, let us smite him with the

tongue, and let us not heed any ofhis words'".
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above, this verdict answers it since it concentrates not on the justification of its content

but on the source. It therefore confirms the framing phrase of Jeremiah's defence

"YHWH has sent me" (••jn'pip nin; v. 12 and nirr; "sn'ps) v. IS)'"*. One can thus confidently

conclude that 26:1-16 questions the authenticity of Jeremiah and confirms his

authenticity as a true prophet, not only by his own self-defence, but also by the legal

validation of the officials and of all the people in a properly constituted court'̂ . The

question the reader would battle with at this stage is: are the n-Ka and the nun-bs converted

as this verdict might suggest? The rest of the chapter would answer the question in the

negative, which shows the gravity of the situation.

2.2.2.3 The Responses ofTwoKings toAuthentic Prophets (v. 17-23)

In this second axe of the chapter, wenotice the specific problem of the status of v. 17-23,

which could appear as unnecessary, given the acquittal already given to Jeremiah in v.

16. For scholars who work with the hypothesis of a deuteronomistic reworking of an

older narrative - Hossfeld and Meyer for example^® - the problem concerned was that of

the original ending of the narrative'̂ . In the context of the final form of the text, it

A questionstill remains howthe officials and the people maketheirdecision; that is, on whatcriteriado

they base theirjudgement. The test for prophets mentioned in Deut. 18:22 isnotapplied, since thejudges •

didnothave to waittill they seethedestruction ofthecityorthetreatment ofthetemple like Shiloh before

they determined whether Jeremiah hadspoken a genuine word from YHWH or had spoken fl-om his own

initiative. Scalise remarks thatsuch asituation exposes thelimitations ofthetestinDeut 18:22: "How long

must they wait before they know that Jeremiah has prophesied falsely? Will he be allowed to go on

preaching in the interim? If this is a word from the Lord, their lives are at stake. To wait for empirical

confirmation for the threateningword is to miss the chanceto be saved",cf SCALISE et at., Jeremiah 26-

52, p. 27.

" Kessler opines similarly, see M. KESSLER, Jeremiah Chapters 26-45 Reconsidered, p. 83.
™F.-L. HOSSFELD &I.MEYER, Der Prophet vor dem Tribunal, see p. 45-48. For these authors, v. 5is a
later gloss.

" Hossfeld and Meyer therefore believe that v. 16 was originally the final judgement and acquittal by the
judgesof the court, but has been madein his deuteronomistic reworking, into a merevote by one of the

parties in the judgment.Thereference to Uriahbecomes therefore a historical notedesigned to illustrate the

fatethat faced Jeremiah, making thecourt proceedings a stage ontheway ofsuffering oftheprophet, F.-L.

HOSSFELD &1. MEYER, DerProphet vordem Tribunal, p.49(authors' summary of theirarticle).
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concerns precisely the identification of the speaker of these verses and the relevance to

the plot of the narrative of the chapter. V. 16 seems to have ended the narrative when in

V. 17 a new group appears: "the elders of the land", whose intervention perplexes some

scholars. "The story should end here with everybody returning to their homes [...]. If the

purpose of the story is to present Jeremiah before the tribunal and its outcome, then it has

been achieved"^^. Their discourse is introduced by another quite different formula from
the preceding introductions: "Then certain of the elders of the landrose up and spoke to

all the assembly of thepeople". They address the assembly of thepeople, oyn the

first time a group is so described in the chapter. These observations in these verses led

Ferry to conclude that v. 17-19 are not of the same redaction as the narrative of the trial

which precedes and that, in the final form of the text, it shows that v. 16 serves as the

conclusion of the narrative. In the same vein does she see the narrative of the prophet

Uriah (v. 20-23) as an appendix to the text of the trial: "There wasalso a man" showing

that anotherstorybegins and this story is not integrated in the narrative of the triaf'.

2.2.2.3.1 Example ofHezekiah vis-a-vis Micah (v. 17-19)

With the verdict of v. 16, the narrative seems to have come to an end. That the chapter

ends inv. 16 istheopinion ofmany commentators^". For O'Connor, the remaining verses

(17-24) confuse the narrative®', the confusion being how, though the court has concluded

its verdict, new supporters come forward in favour of the prophet. Rudolph^^ and

Weiser®^ trying to explain this phenomenon, understand these verses to be part ofthe

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 517.

" See J. VV.'RSy, Illusions etsalut: "Toutes ces observations nous conduisent aconclure que ces w. 17-19
ne sent pas de la meme redaction quele r&it du proces quiprecede. Deplus, dans I'^at final du texte, lls

enlevent au v. 16sa fonction de conclusion [...]. Lerecit de la condamnation du prophete Uriyyahu (w.

20-23) est lui aussi rajoute au texterelatant le proces ; Ml y eut aussi (•?) un homme'. Uneautre histoire

commence, et cette histoire n'estpas integree dans le recit duproces. Au lecteur decomprendre que cequi

est arriv6a Uriyyahuaurait pu survenira Jeremie"(p. 132).

Seefor example, C. RIETZSCHEL, DasProblem der Urrolle, p. 98.

K.M. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trima Word", p. 622.

RUDOLPH, Jeremia, p. 154-157.

WEISER, Das Buck desPropheten Jeremia(ATD 20-21), Gottingen, 1969, p. 232-234.
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original court scene and so Rudolph readsthe verbs inp'j and nax'i in a pluperfect sense:

the elders had risen or had spoken, that is, as a flash back to place the elders' speech

before the v. 16 verdict®''. Many commentators however do not follow this logic®^.

O'Connor sees these "inconsistencies and contradictions"^® exhibited from this point "as

indicating that v. 17-24 do not form part of the original narrative. Instead, an editor added

them to the conflict story for the following reasons: to indict Jehoiakim by contrasting

him with Hezekiah, to expand the themes of support for the prophet and the need for

repentance, and to create additional similarities between this chapter and chapter 36" '̂.

Moreover, it is set against the self-contained and smooth literary unitofv. 1-16®®.

But neither this rendering ("had risen" for mpj; "had spoken" for in the translation

nor the opinion of O'Connor is necessitated since there is no justification for seeing a

break in the narrative tram. That the verdict has been given does not exclude further

witnesses to intervene, especially when they intervene positively®^ and in this case it is a

question of citing historical precedents'" tosupport the veracity of the judgement already

given, or in the words of Holladay, "to reinforce the judgment of the officials: there is

precedent a hundred years earlier for a prophet's speaking against Jerusalem without

This is also the opinion of Fishbane, in M. FISHBANE, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel, p. 246.

He equally identified "the elders" with the officials, p. 246. Accepting this interpretation as base, Nicholson

believes that all the people did not act as judges in v. 16; only the elders among them did, see E.W.

NICHOLSON, Preaching to the Exiles, p. 53.

Brueggemann sees v. 20-23 as "an unexpected intrusion in the narrative", A Commentary on Jeremiah, p.

238, while Scalise sees the group of verses as introducing "a new subject matter", SCALISE et al,

Jeremiah 26-52, p. 29.

K.M. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trim a Word", p. 623.

" IC.M. O'CONNOR, "...Do notTrim a Word", p. 623.

K.M. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trim a Word", p. 623.

Even ifthe intervention were to be negative, it would only entail a fresh complication in the plot which is

a common feature in the narratives of the Hebrew Bible.

Hans Walter Wolff is of the opinion that it is the elders as village leaders who are versed and rooted in

old covenantal traditions and who maintained a conception of social reality and some historical perspective

that was not common to the existing royal definitions of reality. See H.W. WOLFF, Micah the Moreshite:

The Prophet and His Background, in J.G. GAMMIE (ed.), Israelite Wisdom,Missoula, 1978, p. 77-84.
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being executed"". And such historical precedents could not be given better by any other
than "some elders of the land"'̂ , who from the narrative stage should be understood as

part of the "all the people of the towns of Judah who come to worship in the temple of

YHWH" (v. 2b). These elders are not mentioned in the report of the trial in v. 8-16, but

appear to have been present watching the process, and to intervene with a reference to the

jurisprudence of the past, a contribution properto their status.

The audience of the elders is notjust the oyn-bs whohadcongregated (bnp, see v. 9b) for

the trial but a group described by a subtle transformation of terminology: nan "the

whole assembly of the people", no matter their camp but all who come to worship in the

temple (v. 2) including thosewho had tried Jeremiah. The speech consists of an appeal to

two precedents. First they cite part of an oracle by the prophet Micah (3:12)'̂ , place it in

its historical context, and use rhetorical questions to challenge the audience. This is an

" HOLLADAY, yeremjaA 2, p. 108.

"Elders of the land" as a term is rare in the Old Testament. Much more common are the related terms

"eldersof the people" and"elders of Israel". Onefinds "elders ofthe land" again in Pro. 31:23: describing

how the husband of a worthy woman takes his place in the city gate among the elders of the land.

Information on the elders in the Old Testament is not unified. One finds various indications about their

description, their authority andtheir responsibilities. In different places they areseenas representatives of

the people and so receive God's law and instructions (cf. Exo. 24:1; Deut. 31:9, 28; II Kings 23:1).

Sometimes the elders of the city act as judges (cf Deut. 19:12,21:3, 4, 6, 19, 20; 22:15-17; 25:7-9; Ruth

4:9, 11), whereas in other circumstances the elders act as advisers to kings (cf. I Kings 12:6,8, 13;20:8;

Ezek. 7:26) or exercise independent political power (II Sam. 3:17-18; 5:3; II Kings 6:32; 10:1, 5). In the

bookof Jeremiah the elders appear in Jeremiah's audience in chapter 19,the Sermon at the Potsherd Gate,

and then in chapter 29,the letter to theexiles. Inthese two chapters, a priest orprophet is about to punish

Jeremiah on account of his prophetic word (of 20:1-2; 29:24-32). Cf G.J. BOTTERWECK & J.

CONRAD, ii?t zaqen, in G.J. BOTTERWECK &H.RINGGREN, TDOT, p. 122-131.

V. 18a, the reference to Micah's prophecy is from Mic. 1:1 and here is the onlyplace in the book of

Micah where the prophet is named. Butwhile Mic. 1:1 lists three kings of Judah - Jotham, Ahaz, and

Hezekiah - the eldersin Jer. 26 placethis particular prophecy ofv. 18-19 withinthe time of Hezekiah. The

elders begin theircitation of Micah withthe messenger formula: "Thus says theLord ofHosts" common in

the book of Jeremiah but is absent from the quoted verse from Micah and even in the entire book. This

formulaunderlines the pointthat Micah, likeJeremiah, prophesied in thenameofYHWH, see SCALISE et

al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 28.
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example of intertextuality, of the Bible quoting other texts of the Bible. The immediate

significancehere is to showthat the prophetic worddoesnot stand in a vacuum but relies

on a tradition, on precedents''̂ . Micah's audience was "all the people ofJudah", the same
description of the group that listened to Jeremiah, arrested him and tried him in Jer. 26.

Andjust as Jeremiah's accusers cite only the threat portion of his oracle (cf. v. 9 and v.

11), the elders cite only the threat portion of the oracle of Micah (Mic. 3:9-12). But it is

to be noticed that the offer which Jeremiah gives in the oracle in the beginning of the

narrative, is more generous than the text quoted from Micah. Micah's oracle is

unconditional, offering no way out while Jeremiah offers repentance as remedy of

menace. Connecting Micah's oracle with Hezekiah's fear of YHWH and his grief (the

verbs sn-, and nbn of v. 19)'̂ the repentance of YHWH (on: v. 19) - implying the
deliverance of the nation - together becomes a device to bringattention to the need to

listen to the words of repentance preached by Jeremiah as prophet. This connection is

made more evident in theemployment of a series of rhetorical questions'® by the elders

(v. 19), a series of questions which "does not have the expected tone of a report of legal

precedent" but in which "there is a surplus of content and of emotional intensity that

exceeds the bounds of the legal question at stake in Jeremiah's trial"'̂ . But considering

the first question bordering on whether Hezekiah and the people put Micah to death to be

based on the argument of silence, since there is no information in the Old Testament on

Micah's death'̂ , is a consideration from the lens of history, or at best, a look from the
prejudice of canon. From the narrative context, the audience knows that the prophet did

94

96

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary onJeremiah, p. 236.Jeremiah willbe making suchclaimsclearerin

Jer. 28 where he appealsclearlyto the prophets"beforeme and beforeyou" in his addressto Hananiah.

In 11 Kings 19:1 the report of king Hezekiah's repentant actions is given. TheAssyrians had conquered

all theother fortified cities ofJudah, while theRabshakeh had given threats and menacing speech against

Jerusalem in II Kings 18which could have caused Hezekiah to takeupacts of mourning andrepentance in

19:1. Even though Micah's speech in Mic. 3:9-12 is unconditional in form, the elders' speech in Jer. 26

suggests that the preaching of prophet Micah hadcontributed to the reaction of the king.

For moreaboutJeremiah andthe use of rhetorical questions, see W.BRUEGGEMANN, Jeremiah's Use

ofRhetorical Questions, in JBL 92 (1973), p. 358-374.

" SCALISE etal., Jeremiah 26-52, p.28.

SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 28.
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not die in that manner. The second question about the king entreating the face of YHWH

and the latter repenting of the evil he had intended against the people, has the same

interest as the original divine command (v. 3-4) and Jeremiah's insistence in v. 13 in his

defence (the repentance of the people): turning the attention of the people assembled to

the message that Jeremiah had proclaimed from YHWH. Unconsciously, the elders have

confirmed the hope expressed in YHWH'smessage through his prophetat the beginning

of the narrative. Having acknowledged Jeremiah as a true prophet, will they now believe

in the divine word he has spokenand respondto it?

2.2.2.3.2 Counter Example ofJehoiakim vis-a-vis Uriah (v. 20-23)

It is notdefinitely and precisely clear thespeaker ofv. 20-23 '̂ and sotheunit could from

a point of view be perceived as a superfluous appendage to the defence of Jeremiah,

offering a counter example to that presented in the elders' speech of v. 17-19. Could

these verses also be considered as part or continuation of the testimony of the elders

beginning from v. 17'°°? ifthe answer is yes, there will be the question ofits contribution
to the argumentation of the elders in v. 17-19. Why give a double signal, that is, citing

two cases that can lead to opposing outcomes especially when the verdict had already

been pronounced? The series of questions by the elders and the reference to the guilt of

evil just as Jeremiah mentioned in his defence (cf. v. 15) round up their argument of

jurisprudence conclusively. The narrator therefore continues the story without the express

introduction of any speaker. Levine's"" opinion that the words were pronounced by
"some of Jeremiah's opponents" is only an assumption that has no textual support.

Though evidently the words of the narrator, there is however no justification eitherfrom

the nature of the narrative from the beginning or any semantic evidence for the narrator to

" Most of the major commentaries are equally not precise with regard to this: "The next unit 20-23
introduces newsubject matter, a report about Jehoiakim andthe prophet Uriah", SCALISE et al, Jeremiah

26-52, p. 29; "Verses 20-23 sketch quickly the story of the prophet Uriah, whose message was similar to

thatof Jrm, and how Jehoiakim executed him", seeHOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 108. Brueggemann calls

it "anunrelated episode", BRUEGGEMANN, J Commentary onJeremiah, p.238.

This is Bovati'sopinion. SeehisP. BOVATI, Re-Establishing Justice, p. 331, footnote 161.

""M.H. LEVINE, The Trial ofJeremiah, in Dor leDor 12 (1983), p. 36-38, seep. 38.
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have begun a new story'°^ at that point. Rather, the semantic and content similarities,
without neglecting the differences however"'̂ provide the narrative string between v. 17-

19 and 20-23. The contents are similar: a king's response to YHWH's prophet. The

grammatical structure of the first sentence of each account is similar: subject, then perfect

of HTi and then participle (v. 18 ksj n'j 'riiotilan ns'o, and v. 20 Kaina lu's). These

parallels are reinforced by the particle •: (also/another) at the beginning of v. 20 so that

the beginning reads "and there was also a man"'"" (implication: "like Micah")'"^. And so

in such a story reflecting a mirror image of the Hezekiah versus Micah 'anecdote', v. 20-

23 give a story involving Jehoiakim and Uriah the prophet. The former, on hearing a

prophecy of the latter - the content of the prophecy not mentioned but is like all the

words ('naT hb^) of Jeremiah and again qualified nin^ otca (in the name of YHWH) - not

only refused to heed, but pursued him till his hide out, brought him back, executed him

and finally insulted his corpse. The contrast between Jehoiakim and Hezekiah is neatly

drawn. A reference by the narrator here of the very king mentioned in the beginning of

the chapter is proper and revealing. Even if Jeremiah has been saved from the hands of

the religious group by the officials and the people, there is still, even with the support of

the elders, a hanging threat: the king who brutally killed a prophet like him. In such a

situation, Jeremiah still needs a protection, which is to be provided by Ahikam, son of

Shaphan.

So J. FERRY,Illusions et salut, p. 132.Lundbom sharesour opinionin this matter.He believesthat the

Uriah story is well integrated inthe narrative but is thevoice "of theonewho is narrating the whole [...].

Thenarratorbringsin the Uriahincident to tell his audience aboutanother prophet whospokein Yahweh's

name but who did not escape Jehoiakim's wrath as Jeremiah did. The closingword in v 24 contraststhis

tragic outcome with Ahikam's protection of Jeremiah, serving also as a quiet reminder of the divine

promise to Jeremiah", LUNDBOM,Jeremiah 21-36, p. 285.

For example, the verb KaJ "prophesy" whichappears in niphal participial form in v. 18 (xaj) but in the

hithpael participle in v. 20 (Kajnn), the fact that no oracle of Uriah is quoted, the absence of rhetorical

questions or warnings in v. 20-23.

Cf the translation in KJV. This is quite different from "there was another man" as most translations like

theNJB and NAB render it.

' HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2,p. 109.
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The family connection of this personality with Jeremiah is interesting. II Kings 22:8-14

describes Shaphan, Ahikam's father and Ahikam himself to be part of the advisors to

Josiah, and part of the delegation he sent to Huldah the prophetess to validatethe newly

found scroll. Ahikam's son Gedaliah, was the one chosen to be governor of Judah under

the suzerainty of Babylon after Zedekiah had been ousted and taken to Babylon (cf. Jer.

39:14; 40: 5-7; 41). Gemariah, Ahikam's brother appears to be part of the advisers of

Jehoiakim (cf Jer. 36:12) and advised him against the burning of the scroll, though the

latter did not pay attention (cf Jer. 36:25). This tread of connections could explain the

role which this personalityplays in the safetyof Jeremiah in this narrative.

The detection of the layers of redaction in this narrative, especially as concerns v. 17-23

is not as important to our context as the narrative contribution of these verses to the logic

and theology of the block in general. In summary, there is a deepernarrative contribution

to the intervention of the elders in v. 17judging from the goal of the narrative. With the

intervention of the elders from v. 17till the end, thenarrator lets the narrative, as already

hinted (seePart Two, Chapter One, Section Two), highlight inthefirst place two types of

kings; one who listens to the prophets (Hezekiah vis-a-vis Micha) and the other who kills

the prophets (Jehoiakim vis-a-vis Uriah) and equally two types of prophets: those who

announce the condemnation of the temple (Jeremiah, Micah, Uriah), and the others,

allying with the priests, who refuse such announcements. There would therefore not be a

better ending than this to a narrative that has the goal of enunciating the problematic of

prophetic authenticity as its major focus. In such an ending a contrast between two

oppositesis broughtclear. It is for the readerto judge.

2.2.2.4 Conclusion ofthe Narrative (v. 24-27:la)

The question the reader poses here is: does Jeremiah need a miraculous rescue as the

versegives impression, having been acquitted (v. 16), and the reinforcement given bythe

citation of precedents by the elders (v. 17-23)? If v. 17-23 are witnesses and memories

called up partly by some elders to reinforce the judgement of v. 16 which was already

positive to Jeremiah, and partly by the narrator, is it necessary again for Jeremiah to be

saved "from the hands of the people", by Ahikam son of Shaphan? Does that mean that
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the peopleturned again against the prophet, threatened his life, evoking some unspecified

action by Ahikam?Nicholson considersthis verse as sufficient reason for discrediting the

"not guilty" judgement of v. 16, meaning that the people and the king did not share the

court's opinion'"®. Weiser maintains that the purpose ofv. 24 is merely to illustrate the
danger facing Jeremiah'"^. This is also the opinion ofHossfeld and Meyer'"^. But a better
appreciation of the narrative significance could be seen in that very introduction of

another supporter of the prophet(Ahikam). The action of Ahikam makes him part of the

teeming supporters of the prophet but whose prophetic mission is always full of

confrontations and never ending struggles. That the narrative aims at vindicating

Jeremiah as a true prophet does not mean automatic conviction of all. Even though we

should not imagine the prophet to be a lone religious authority standing against his

community, he nevertheless stands in the centre of a deep public debate and dispute'"'.

To be noticed also here in v. 24 is the minute difference in the description of the people.

V. 24 refers to the people differently from the rest of the chapter. Each of the previous

cases says "all the people" (oyn-'?? v. 7, 8, 11, 12 and 16) while v. 24 omits hs. And this

brings once again the problem of the shifting and unsteady nature of the exact attitude

and camp of the people. Holladay introduces a psychological hypothesis to deal with this

ambiguity: during the feast, there is an effervescent atmosphere and the people easily

change camp"°. The solution given by Lundbom to this discrepancy clarifies the
psychological one of Holladay and seems among many others moreacceptable:

E.W. NICHOLSON, Preaching to the Exiles, p. 55, no. 2.

WEISER, Jeremiah, p. 235.

F.-L. HOSSFELD & I. MEYER, Der Prophet vor dem Tribunal, p. 35; THOMPSON, The Book of

Jeremiah, p. 528.

"" BRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary onJeremiah, p. 239.
"" Holladay writes: "Itisdoubtless a festival season, there isalways a crowd on the city streets ofaNear
Eastern city waiting for excitement, the general tone of a festival crowd in the temple area would be

aroused by these words of the prophet. Calvin may not be wrong, furthermore, when he stresses the

ficklenessof crowds;but there is anotherthingto be noticed, - that the common peoplesuffer themselves to

be drawn in all directions; but they may also be easily restored", HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 105. This

position could be a psychological interpretation which cannot be totally excluded. See also J. FERRY,

Illusions etsalut, p. 130.
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"The problem about the people first grabbing hold of Jeremiah (v. 8) and only

later crowding up to him (v. 9) is scarcely a problem in narrative writing, least of

all in ancient Hebrew narrative writing, where reporting things in chronological

sequence is not required. In Hebrew thought and in Hebrew rhetoric [...], things

do not necessarily follow in sequence or in logical progression [...]. The shifting

allegiance of the people is even less a problem, for one of the sure things the

narrator here wants to report, and a universal phenomenon amply documented at

all times and places, is the fickleness of crowds. In Shakespeare's 'Julius Caesar',

after the assassination is carried out by Brutus and his fellow-conspirators, Brutus

gives a speech justifying the action, which is accepted by the crowd. Then Marc

Antony gives his speech, which turns the crowd around and has them wanting

now to take vengeance against Brutus and his fellows. That the crowd in the

present situation might have changed sides after Jeremiah's testimony is

apparently not thought possible by Carroll, among others, who imagines instead a

contrived complexity in the literary work. It is true that when the trial is over there

were still hostile people from whom Jeremiah had to be protected (v. 24), but this

does not preclude a shift in the mood of the crowd once Jeremiah had been heard

and the princes had shown that they were in favor of acquittal. Perhaps the

problem is with the hyperbole 'all'. At no time did the peoplespeak with a unified

voice; but the controlling mood of the people appears clearly to have changed as

the trial progressed""'.

Moreover, it should be noted that the mission of the prophetand his prophetic word is

one that must always cause division among his hearers. Could the imprecision in the

reference to 'the people' in the narrativenot be a pointer to the precarious situation of the

prophet among his people, of the tears and divisions, which his words will cause among

'air the people (even though some may heed his words)? There is therefore no wonder

that at the end of the chapter, thetext still leaves a suspense and from the narrative point

of view, the chapter leads forward in the book to relay subsequent duels and

' LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p.289-290.
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confrontations between the prophets and other intermediaries' The issue ofprophetic
authenticity is merelyarticulated and scarcelysolved.

2.3 Jer. 26 IN Relation with Jer.7 and 36

In discussingthe "setting"for Jer. 26, Holladay begins withthe boldstatement that "there

is no need to resort to the idea that this chapter comes from a Deuteronomistic editor"

since "thephrases presumed to beDeuteronomistic can bebetter explained otherwise""^

What follows as his explanation of this "otherwise" is nothing else than an exercise in

intertextuality"''. As particular examples, Holladay mentions that the phrase "make good
your ways andyourdoings" (v. 13) is found in the temple sermon itself(7:3, 5, compare

also 18:11). Another chapter thathas been soclosely linked with Jer. 26 is chapter 36and

many authors consider chapter 36, in the final form of the book, as a closure to the

sequence that begins with chapter 26"^. These two chapters provide us with clues for
necessary intertextual considerations we have to make with chapter 26. Such exercise

will help portray in a clearer fashion the function of chapter 26 and the placement it

enjoysin the bookand specifically in the literary block.

K.M. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trima Word", p. 625.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 103.

Even though Holladay is moving towards an argument that "the conventional phrases here are not

arbitrarily set forth as part of a particular editorial work of a latergeneration but giveevery evidence of

offering authentic historical narrative", seeHOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 103.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 254; L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, observes that 26 and 36

contribute toa larger literary structure that comprises thefirst macro-unit ofthesecond scroll and attempts

structuring the materials within the range of the chapters. He observes that the theme of the word of

YHWH, as proclaimed by the prophet recurs, while at the centre (chapters 30-32), the literary structure

underlines hopeful configurations of lifefor a newIsrael, seep. 86.
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2.3.1 Jer. 26 vis-a-vis the Parallel Account ofJer. 7:1-15 and Jer. 36

Holt asks: "Why do we have the two accounts in one and the same book? Why has the

Deuteronomistic editor [presupposing that the editing and composition of the Jer. 7 and

26 are deuteronomistic] not been able to content himself with telling the story just once?"

The answer to the question he sees lies within the compositional structure of the book of

Jeremiah. He sees the wordings of v. 4-14 of 7:1-15 as the original account of the temple

oracle: Jer. 7 is the prophet speaking to thepeople. Jer. 26 is response"®. About Jer. 26,

he writes:

"To find an original Jeremiah temple oracle in chapter 26, as with chapter 7,

would, of course, be impossible, since this chapter is a story (a legend) about the

prophet told in the third person. On the other hand, it is possible to unveil the

account upon which the present adapted chapter 26 is based [...] the temple oracle

only contained the warning of judgment against the temple. Thus the judgement

stands in the original account as unmotivated. We must regard chapter 26 as an

abbreviated summary of the oracle, which exists in its complete form in chapter

For O'Connor"®, Jer. 7 presents the content ofthe sermon, while Jer. 26 emphasises the
community's response to it"'. On therelationship between the two chapters, she writes:

"[...] chapter 26 is a midrashic'̂ ° elaboration of chapter 7. It expands themes from
chapter 7 and presents new themes in order to introduce the second Book of Jeremiah

A summary of the article, E.K. HOLT, Jeremiah's Temple Sermon and the Deuteronomists, in H.O.

THOMPSON, TheBookofJeremiah:AnAnnotatedBibliography, Maryland, 1996,p. 246, no. 1117.

'" E.K. HOLT, Jeremiah's Temple Sermon andthe Deuteronomists, p. 77.
K.M. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trima Word', p. 617-630.

K.M. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trim a Word", p. 617.

She refers to the terra "midrash" as the process described by M.FISHBANE, BiblicalInterpretation in

Ancient Israel as the "redaction, elucidation, reformulationand outright transformation" of earlier biblical

texts by later ones, p. 241-245. Fishbane prefers to use traditum, traditio to describe the elements in the

process of inner biblical exegesis, except "where earlier biblical sourcesare clearly present." See also J.

NEUSNER,Whatis Midrash? (Guides to BiblicalScholarship), Philadelphia, 1987,p. 7-20.
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(chapters 26-45), itself designed to meet the needs of the exilic community"'̂ '. Many

interpretations rest upon the assumption that Jer. 26 is a historical report, composed by

Jeremiah's bibliographer, Baruch, to fill the lacunae leftbytheJer. 7 account, that is, part

of the 'B' source'̂ ^. Some interpretations add theological and literary purposes to the
biographical. For example, some scholars claim that Jer. 26 is a theodicy, designed to

blame the exile on the community's rejection of its prophet'̂ ^ The narrative of Jer. 26

has equally been regardedby some commentators as havingbeen composed by Baruch as

part of his biography or Leidensgeschichte of the prophet'̂ '*. J. P. Hyatt'̂ ^ takes it as

having issued from the deuteronomists on the basis of Baruch'smemoirs. Others propose

that the chapter has no historical value but give legitimacy to Jeremiah as true prophet of

YHWH'̂ ®, or validates his word as the true prophetic word'̂ ^.

Since Jer. 7 and 26 "appear to report the same sermon from different vantage points"'̂ ®,

it is necessary to pinpoint the glaring similarities and differences in the content and goal

of the sermon in these two chapters. There are many points of contact, both at the

descriptive and syntactical levels. The very first notice is that both narratives have the

concern to connect the source of the word that come to the prophet directly to YHWH. It

is a question of "this word" (ntn laiin 7:2; 26:1) that comes from YHWH riKo). After

the introduction and preliminaries, the main speech begins again with the

Legitimationsformel, np'; nns nis (7:3a; 26:4a). The temple is used as the geographical

location of the speech and in each case, the message is to be directed to those who come

(•'Kan) to worship (ninpnon'p) YHWH. Thecentral message in the sermons of both chapters

is a call to changeof life (D3-''?'pvni dsoit w'P'n), expressed immediately at the beginning

K. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trim a Word", p. 619.

BRIGHT, Jeremiah, p. 165-172; THOMPSON, TheBookofJeremiah, p. 523; WEISER, Das Buchdes

Propheten Jeremia, p. 230; RUDOLPH, JeremM, p. 154.

E.W. NICHOLSON, Preaching to the Exiles, p. 106.

Duhm, Volz, Rudolph, BRIGHT, Jeremiah, p. 171f.

mKTV, Jeremiah, p. 1005.

RUDOLPH, Jeremia, p. 154;R.P. CARROLL, From Chaosto Covenant, p. 150.

H.G. REVENTLOW, Gattungund Oberlieferung, p. 315-352.

K. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trim a Word', p. 617.
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in Jer. 7 (v. 3b) but which later comes up in Jer. 26 in the prophet's defence speech (v.

13). All in all, even though differently organised, the sermons highlight common

elements: there is the accusation from YHWH about the conduct of the people (7:8-11;

26:3) both culminating in the phrase aniinii; ("and you have not listened" 7:13; 26:5);

there is the appeal to the Torah (elements in the Decalogue listed extensively in 7:6, 9 but

referred to generally as "my law" in 26:4); and then there is the controversial reference to

Shiloh used as paradigmof the consequence of not listening (7:12, 14;26:6).

Like chapter 26, Jer. 36 is "a unit of prophetic biography, a confrontation between Jrm

and Johoiakim"'̂ '. An exercise in intertextuality reveals visible points of
correspondence; temporal, spatial,and as regards the goal and personages;

Jer. 26 Jer. 36

Time

(Dating)
"At the beginning of the reign of
King Jehoiakim son of Josiah", v. 1
(cf 27:1a).

At the fourth year of King Jehoiakim,
V. 1.

Space Temple setting: "stand in the court
of YHWH's house and speak" (v.
2). The officials hear Jeremiah's
case "at the entrance of the New

Gate of YHWH's house" (v. 10).

Interdiction of access to the Temple
(v.5): Jeremiah sent Baruch "to read
the words of YHWH from the scroll in

YHWH's house" (v. 6). And Baruch
reads the scroll "at the entrance of the

New Gate of YHWH's house" (v. 10).

Personages
and roles

Not only "all the people" but also
the higher rungs of the society
(26:7, 10, 12, 16, 20-34). The
officials of government respond
favourably towards Jeremiah v.16,
24 and save him from danger 16-
23, 24 while the prophet's oral
words are resisted and rejected by
prophets, priests, and king (v. 7-
11).

There is also a list of officials (36:11-
14, 19, 20-24). The officials respond
favourably to the case of Jeremiah (v.
11-19) and they saved Jeremiah from
danger (v. 11-19), while the prophet's
written words are rejected by priests
and king (v. 20-26).

Aim The hope of YHWH is that the
hearers turn (aiui) from their evil
ways (v.3)'̂ °.

That the people turn (aim) from their
evil ways (v. 3).

' HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2,p.254.
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Some other parallels exist between the two chapters from different points of view.

Concerning the fate of Jeremiah, he is threatened with capture in chapter36 while in 26:8

is actually captured. In the two chapters, he is rescued from death almost at the last

moment. Regarding the support to the prophet, in both narratives supporters and

protectors of the prophet play an active role. In chapter 26 they are identified as "all the

people" (v. 16), the royal officials (v. 16), the elders (v. 17-19) and Ahikam (v. 24). In

chapter 36 numerous officials are named in v. 11-13, 16-19, 25 and are credited with

hiding Jeremiah and Baruch (v. 19) and also for appealing to the king on behalf of the

scroll (v. 25). Both narratives have like audience: "all the people" from the cities are

specified (26:2 and 36:9). There is also similarity when the commission of the prophet is

examined. Not only that the hope of YHWH is to reap the fruits of repentance in the

people as tabulatedabove, YHWH commands the prophet to broadcast the message in the

temple, though in chapter 36, the message is to be broadcast through Baruch as agent.

Both narratives add this important clause that Jeremiah remove nothing from the message

he has received to announce (cf. 26:2, cf v. 8; 36:2). In chapter 36 it is added that

Jeremiah includethe message of his entire lifecareer. Finally in both chapters, the role of

King Jehoiakim is unmistakably clear. Both accounts present Jehoiakim in a bad light for

his vicious rejection of the prophetic word (cf. 26:20-23; 36:26) and for his efforts to

oppose the word either by the murder of Uriah (26:21-23) or by destroying the scroll

(36:22-25) and by his attemptat Jeremiah's life (36:23). The narratorcould be playing on

irony when he reports the curse on Jehoiakim's corpse (36:30), which resembles the

latter's treatment of Uriah's corpse in 26:23.

2.3.2 The Specificity ofJer. 26

These similarelements apart, their differences go a long wayto underline the specificity

of the Jer. 26 sermon. Even in the common elements, some nuances exist that create a

In fact, the first half of v. 3 is a shortened form of Jer. 36:3a and shares the key words "listen" (SJI3li)),

"turn" (aiffl) and "from his evil way"(nynn "Perhaps whenthe House of Judah hearsaboutall the

disaster 1 intend to inflict on them, they will turn, each one of them, from their evil way, so that I can

forgive their guilt" (36:3).
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departure in chapter 26. The very fact of datingJer. 26 in the veryfirst phrase in the days

of Jehoiakim could be a device by the narrator of alarming a danger: the king about

whom the narrative ends showing his cruel treatment of a prophet(Uriah) who preached

in words just like Jeremiah's: a story dealing with prophecy and opposition is about to

commence. Bogaert'̂ ', who makes a short and concise comparison ofthe goal ofthe two

similar but different texts (7 and 26), remarks that the mostvisible markof resemblance,

is clearlythe reference to Shiloh (7:12, 14;26:6, 9). Jer. 26 gives us the circumstances in

which the more detailed words of Jer. 7 are pronounced, but surely with different

perspectives:

"au chapitre 7, Jeremie accuse ses contemporains de negliger les preceptes divins

de morale sociale et de se livrer a I'idolatrie, surs qu'ils sont que le Temple de

Yahve leur sert de garantie contre toute adversite. Ce discours suppose que le

Temple et son culte fonctionnent normalement et qu'ils soient source pour le

peuple d'une confiance abusive. D'oii la menace du prophMe : I'exemple de Silo

abandonnee par Dieu et devastee reste d'actualite [...]. Mais, le Temple une fois

detruit, elle perdait sa raison d'etre, puisque la tentation n'existait plus. Plus

exactement sa signification en sortait transformee, ainsi que le chapitre 26 le

revele"'^l

In chapter 26 the accent is on the word given and rejected but on account of which

eventually the kingand withhimthe people would bejudged.

Perhaps considering more the specific role of chapter 26 will help to give light to the

relationship between the chapter and the other related ones in the book. O'Connor

believes that consensus regarding the precise purposes of Jer. 26 has been elusive'^^

Carroll asks the "simple question": "what is going on in this text"? He sees this as a

"primary hermeneutical move"'̂ ". In attempt to answer this question, he opines that
though the surface similarities between the temple sermon in 7:1-15 and 26 allow for a

P.-M. BOGAERT, La tradition des oracles et du livre de Jeremie.

P.-M. BOGAERT, La traditiondes oracleset du livredeJeremie, p. 313.

K.M. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trima Word", p. 617.

R.P. CARROLL,From Chaos to Covenant,p. 93.
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common treatment, however, the more the texts are scrutinized, the greater the

dissimilarities appear evident.

"Starting from roughly the same point, the different traditionists have utilized the

temple sermon to say different things within the Jeremiah tradition about the

community. In 7:1-15 the content of the sermon is the focus, whereas in 26 the

prophet's fate and the response of elements within the community to him are the

foci [...]. The first occurrence of the sermon should probably be seen as editorial

reflection on the summary of the cycle of oracles condemning the community

(chs. 2-6). The second use of the sermon (in summary form) is as a preface to the

material on Jeremiah in controversy with the prophets, and should probably be

seen asmaking a contribution, along paradigmatic lines, to thatissue"'̂ ^.

Though Jer. 26 furnishes the circumstances in which the sermon in Jer. 7:1-15 is

pronounced, the perspectives of the two chapters actually differ from one another'̂ ®.

YHWH's commissioning of the prophet which initiates the action of the narrative in 26:2

is similar to the one given in 7:2, but 26:2 changes slightly both the location of the speech

(at the gate -iv®? in 7:2; at the court nana in 26:2), the audience to whom the prophet is to

give the message (all Judah in 7:2 and all the cities of Judah in 26:2) and adds a

significant interdiction to the prophet not to subtract a word/thing'The interpretation

we gave to this significant interdiction as pointing to the severity of the message already

announces the tension and confrontation which will be ensued by this sermon. More

significantly, 26:2 expands the prophet's commission from the account of Jer. 7.

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 93-94.

P.-M. BOGAERT, La tradition des oracles et du livre de Jeremie, p. 313.

This phrase is also found in Deut. 4:2 «bl) (donot subtract fromit) andagain in Deut. 13:1

(13DI3 But there is a slight and significant difference here from the context in Deuteronomy.

While in the latter, Moses instructs the Israelites not to remove anything from what he (Moses) commands

them, in Jer. 26:2, YHWH instructs Jeremiah not to subtract from what he (YHWH) commands him to say

to the people. The implication is significant in a chapter that sets the pace for a series of prophetic

oppositions. It means that the prophet could also mitigate the word out of fear or favour and already in this

second verse of the chapter the narrator prepares the reader for the subsequent oppositions beginning

already with that described in v. 7-9. See also the analysis of this verse.
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Jer. 26 further adds a motive to YHWH's command to announce the threats against

temple and citywhich follow, a motive lacking in Jer. 7: perhaps the people will change

their hearts and thereby avert the disaster planned against them'̂ ®. Though the prophet is

not to subtracta thing, the sermon (Jer. 26) is drastically reduced to threeverses(4-6). Of

the three verses devoted to it, the first two select and highlight onlyone of the themes of

the Jer. 7 sermon: the narrator in Jer. 26 eliminates from the 7:1-15 version of the sermon

what does not interest him, and stresses what is of importance to him in the new

circumstances of his community, that is, Judah must listen to YHWH andto the prophets

(cf. 7:13; 26:4-5), if the calamity is to be averted. A clear reference to the Decalogue in

Exodus and Deuteronomy is made in Jer. 7:7, 9, but all reduced in 26:5a to the issue of

listening to "my servants the prophets"'̂ '. However the cultic themes, so central to the

Jer. 7 account, are no longer of explicit interest in Jer. 26'"'° because here there is no

longer the question of the false confidence in the temple, but the need to vindicate the

prophetic word, as the response to the sermon indicates. No wonder that while in 7:13,

YHWH reminds the people of their obduracy: "I (YHWH) spoke to you, rising up early

and speaking, but you did not hear", but in 26:5, this obstinacy is expressed by YHWH

The phraseology of v. 3 is similar also to that of Jer. 18:8: "If that nation, against whom I have

pronounced, turnfrom theirevil, I will repent ofthe evil that I thought to dounto them"withrepetitions of

the terms 31B "to return", nyi "evil", nn: "to repent", aiiin "think, plan or intend", nm "to do,to fashion"

and also similarto that of Jer. 18:11: "Nowtherefore goto speakto themenofJudah, andto the inhabitants

of Jerusalem, saying. Thus says YHWH, 'Behold, I frame evil against you, anddevise a device against you:

return nowevery onefrom his evil way, andmake your ways andyour doings good'"with the repetition of

the expression and equally of the terms 3Hi), rtyi, and 3tiin and the word bbrD in the

plural.

Asalready mentioned, heretheintention ofthenarrator in thischapter comes outclearly. While in7:5-6

items in the Decalogue andin thedeuteronomic code arelisted: "butif you doamend your behaviour and

youractions, if you treat each other fairly, if you do notexploit the stranger, the orphan andthe widow, if

you do not shed innocent blood in this place, and if you do not follow alien gods, to your own ruin..."

(which is alsothe casein 7:9), in26, these numerous socio-ethical andreligious list of commandments are

reduced to a single question oflistening to theprophetic word: "my servants theprophets whom I send you

persistently".

K.M. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trim a Word", p. 620.
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using the prophets as his medium of speaking to the people: "to heed the words of my

servants the prophets whom I send to you urgently and you have not heeded".

These differences have been differently approached. Some have appealed to the existence

of two independent traditions arising from the same event, propose literary dependence of

one account upon the other, or posit the occurrence of two different events. For example,

E.K. Holt"" adopts the literary dependence of Jer. 26 upon Jer. 7:1-15. Some have
bracketed biographical assumptions and interpreted Jer. 26 as a theological expansion of

Jer. 7'''̂ . But in actual fact, Jer. 26 opens the biography of the prophet, reporting his
passion and tribulations. At the root of these tribulations is a discourse whose content is

not put in the mouth of Jeremiah since it is God who talks in 26:4-6 while in v. 12-15,

Jeremiah only responds to the accusations of his adversaries in v. 9. The narrative

becomes a report on the words of Jeremiah to prove the legitimacyof his prophetic status

and the authenticity of his prophetic message. While the magistrates and the people stood

in the side of Jeremiah, the priests and the prophets (the LXX specifies; the false

prophets) attack him violently and demand his death. The precedence of Micah, left free

after a like threat was evoked as well as the assassination of Uriah for the same motive. In

this line of argument, Bogaert writes:

"certes, I'episode a un interet en soi, mais 11 est facile de constater que le discours

de Jeremie et le theme du Temple n'y [chapter 26] occupent qu'un {sic) place

secondaire. Ce qui constitue, au chapitre 7, le point du discours, la denonciation

de la confiance aveugle dans le Temple, est omis. Des lors il y a, au chapitre 26,

disproportion entre la menace et les repercussions. Bien plus, ce qui au depart

etait une menace est devenu une prophetie (26,9), au sens courant du terme, une

annonce de I'avenir [...]. Le discours du chapitre 7 est plus blessant que celui du

chapitre 26. Mais au moment oi!i le biographe ecrit, les evenements ont prouve

E.K. HOLT, Jeremiah's Temple Sermon and the Deuteronomists.

H.G. REVENTLOW, Gattung und Uberlieferung, p. 343; R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p.

91; F.-L. HOSSFELD & I. MEYER, Der Prophet vor dem Tribunal, p. 30-50.
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que Jeremie a dit vrai. La menace a ete executee, elle se revele prophetique. Des

lors, I'autorite de la mission de Jeremie s'en trouve confirmee"

In Jer. 26, the practical implication is that the community must repent and listen to the

entire prophetic message by Jeremiah. The artful construction of the remainder of the

story (v. 7-16) supports this view of the passage; there is more of a theological attention

than sermonic: Jeremiah is a trueprophet of YHWH. Stipp confirms this viewsaying that

Jer. 26 is not a Jeremiah narrative as such, Jeremiah being only presented as one of the

many prophets thatYHWH has sent asWarner and Reproacher (Deut. 18)'n144

From all intents and purposes, we are more inclined to the position, which sees the

chapter as dealing specifically with the question of prophetic authenticity. Jer. 26, surely

a biographical narrative, records an episode ofthetribulations of the prophet, and sets up

chains of actions whose centre of interest is a prophet who has either wrongly prophesied

or legitimately done so. Truth or falsity becomes the reader's search object. Going

through the narrative, one is attracted by theoccurrence of the roots lai (19 occurrences)

and nax (15 occurrences). In correlation with the said word or to be said, are also the

verbs nm (to listen/obey), aisj (to return) and ana (to repent). The theme of the word

leading unto lifeor death is essential in thenarrative. And what is at stake is the authority

of the prophet as regards this word. The verb nbtii, here used two times and as a flank to

the self-defence of Jeremiah (v. 12, 15), is classic to prophetic vocation. The usage of this

verb in this chapter is perfectly in coherence with Jeremiah 1:7; "Go now to all those to

whom I send you and say..." The principal accent''*^ is therefore that Jeremiah is the

authentic prophet of YHWH. Jeremiah's legitimisation is thus reiterated in Jer. 26 even

P.-M.BOGAERT, La traditiondes oracleset du livredeJeremie, p. 314.

H.J. STIPP, Jeremia im Parteienstreit: Studien zur Textentwicklung von Jer 26, 36-43 und 45 als

Beitrag zur Geschichte Jeremias, seines Buches undjudaischer Parteien im 6 Jahrhundert (BBB 82),

Frankfurt, 1992, quoted inT.SEIDL, Jeremias Tempelrede: Polemik gegen dieJoschijanische Reform? Die

Paralleltraditionen Jer 7und26aufihre EfflzienzfUr dasDeuteronomismusproblem inJeremia befragt, in

\^.GKO&{ed.), Jeremia unddie "deuteronomistische Bewegung" 1995,p. 141-179,
p. 168.

J. FERRY, Illusions etsalut, p. 142.
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though Jer. 1 and the confessions earlier establish his authenticity in the book. Perhaps

this shows again the new beginning, which Jer. 26 marks, since it introduces the "second

book" of Jeremiah'"®. The movement which begins in Jer. 26, that is, the confrontation

between the true and the false, is pursued.Jer. 26 authorises Jeremiah as a true prophet in

his battle against false prophets, who are of primary concern in the subsequent chapters.

27:16-18 narrates the attack against the false prophets, Jer. 28 describes his duel with

Hananiah the hopeful prophet, Jer. 29 (precisely v. 21-23, 28-32) is again attack on false

prophets. But if the threats of the true prophets were eventually proved to be true, that is,

came to realisation, that means his promises will also be accomplished. The "book of

consolation" (chapters 30 and 31) and its complements in prose (chapter 32 and 33) are

thus well placed'"^. That confirms again that chapter 26 is therefore programmatic with
regard not only to the block 26-29, but also to the whole second scroll.

Transition

At the end of Jer. 26, the reader is able to articulate the problematic. The chapter is

animated by the presence of the motif of opposition and discernment of the true and the

false, not only regarding the word announced, but also regarding the announcer of the

word. The narrator sets forth an important event in the career of the prophet where the

latter's announcement of YHWH's word is challenged by opponents, but finally is

confirmed as a legitimate announcer of the word. The question as to whether the threat

announced will be avoided or not is yet to receive an answer. How does the audience

react to the word? And if the threat were to be avoided, what should they do on the

practical plane?

The end of the narrative shows the precariousness of the situation of the prophet. He has

been acquitted, but the image of Jehoiakim as figure of a king who kills the prophet

looms large with the mention of his treatment of Uriah and with the ending of the

narrative with the date signature of his reign (27:1a). On the part of Jeremiah, two

possible attitudes are open: either he profits from the narrow chance he has had and

K. O'CONNOR, "...Do not Trim a Word", p. 627.

P.-M. BOGAERT, La tradition des oracles et du livre de Jeremie, p. 315.
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abandons the prophetic course, or the acquittal becomesan impetusfor his mission not to

"omit a word" (26:3); in which case, oppositions and confrontationswould increase. The

next chapter witnesses Jeremiah follow the latter option. Conscious that YHWH has sent

him to say all these things (cf v. 12 and 15), chapter 27 sees the prophet give out in

practical terms how this threat should be avoided. In Jer. 26, the opposition was onlybut

begun.
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Chapter THREE

Jer. 27: The Yoke of Yhwh

Introduction

After Jeremiah's legitimisation as a true prophet of YHWH, vindicated by Judah's

highest court in chapter 26, it is natural to expect immediately afterwards Jeremiah's self

affirmation and proper fulfilment of this role (a factor which links chapter 27 [and

equally 27-29] perfectly with the preceding chapter). This exercise begins in chapter 27.

While Jer. 26 is programmatic, articulating the problematic of prophetic authenticity in

the block 26-29, Jer. 27 begins an inner narrower cycle (27-29), and here exactly we meet

narratives which, following the enunciation in chapter 26, portray Jeremiah confi-onting

other prophets whether Judean or foreign, Jerusalem based or active in Babylon'. This

commonality in these three chapters permits many commentators to treat 27-29 together^.

These authors identify some indications of this homogeneity in these three chapters: two

peculiarities of spelling in 27:1 through 29:3. One is the variant spelling of the name of

the prophet Jeremiah which in the rest of the book is uniformly but here spelt

that is, without the final -wow, in 27:1; 28:5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 15; 29:1. The former spelling

returns only in 29:27. The second spelling peculiarity is that of the name of the king of

Babylon, spelt uniformly -iBKnionj in the rest of the book, "isKn?3:i in 28:11 and 28:14.

But it is spelt as in 27:6, 8,20; 28:3, 11, 14; 29:1, 3. Variant spelling also occurs

with regard to the name of the king, Zedekiah (compare 21:1, 4, 7; 32:1; 37:1; 39:1 and

' CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 523.

^ See for example Carroll: "Jeremiah against the prophets: an independent cycle 27-29", CARROLL,

Jeremiah (OTL), p. 523-568. See also HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, who sees "their subject matter" and the

"peculiarities of spelling" as their point of unity (p. 114). For him, the cycle 27-29 forms "a literary unit

with characteristics of its own and deal with matters connected with the renewal of hope aroused in those

subject to Nebuchadnezzar during the year 594" (p. 114). Overholt titles: "Conflict with Prophetic

Opponents": Jer. 27-29, see T.W.O. OVERHOLT, TheThreat ofFalsehood: AStudy in the Theologyof the

Book ofJeremiah (SBT SS 16), London, 1970, p. 24-48.

' Ofthe 121 occurrences ofthisspelling intheHebrew Bible, all except 7 arefrom thebook ofJeremiah,

see especially 1:1, 11; 7:1; 11:1; 14:1; 18:1; 20:1; 26:1, 12, 20,24, 29:29, 30; 34:1; 45:1, 52:1, etc.
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27:13; 28:1; 29:3; cf. 49:34). These differences and peculiarity of spellings have been

explained from the historical-critical point of view by positing independent literary

sources for these chapters, or in otherwords "independent origins of the cycle" according

to Carroll'' but as HoIIaday rightly puts it, "one cannot gain any specificity on the matter
simply from these spellings"^.

The context of Jer. 27 has equally been the subject of much debate by historical-critical

scholars. Most of them agree that in the fourth yearof the reign of KingZedekiah, vassal

States in the western parts of Nebuchadnezzar's empire began to explore the possibility

of a rebellion, and representatives from neighbouring states came to Jerusalem to enlist

the support ofZedekiah®. Consequent upon this, false prophets had been at their posts in
Jerusalem promising the people the overthrow of Babylon and equally the return of

" CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 523.

^HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2,p. 115; CARROLL (OTL), Jeremiah, p. 523.
' HoIIaday and Thompson believe that the historical background tothe years referred tointhe text has been
greatly illuminated by the work of D.J. WISEMAN, Chronicles of Chaldaean Kings (626-556 B.C.),

London, 1956, especially, p. 72-73. See also J. BRIGHT, A History of Israel, Philadelphia, 1981; A.

MALAMAT, The TwilightofJudah: In the Egyptian-Babylonian Maelstrom, in G.W. ANDERSON et al.

(eds.), Congress volume Edinburgh 1974 (VTS 28), Leiden, 1975, p. 123-145. HoIIaday relates it to an

actual eventand writes: "Themeeting in Jerusalem of envoys from Edom, Moab, Ammon, Tyre, andSidon

to conspirewith Zedekiah to revoltagainst Nebuchadnezzar is a directconsequence of a rebellion against

the king in Babylon in December 595 and January 594", HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 118; while

Thompson writes that the years between 596 and 593 were troubled times for Nebuchadnezzar and so,

small States in the west thought theysaw an opportunity to throwoff the yokeof Babylon. As it happened

the plan was fruitless. "Zedekiah became eventually involved as the present chapter shows", see

THOMPSON, TheBook ofJeremiah, p. 532. But Carrollbelievesthe framing to be a literarystrategyand

underlines the difficulties inherent in demonstrating a specific set of events which would account for a

coalition against Babylon after 597. Doing this must raise doubts about the historicity of 27-28. That

Zedekiah, a vassal of Nebuchadnezzar andpresumably also pro-Babylonian in outlook andpolicy, should

even entertain the idea of a rebellion against his overlord and at the beginning of his reign, he sees is,

unlikely to be realistic. Carroll summarises: "These[difficulties] arecreated bythe editingof the different

themes together so that the impression is given that Zedekiah may be contemplating revolt or that he is

under pressurefrom his prophets[...] to join in a coalitionof rebellionrepresented by the embassy of five

kings and their representatives",CARROLL,Jeremiah (OTL), p. 530.
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Jehoiachin and the exiles, together with the temple utensils already taken away. Revolt

seemed to be the climate of the time and it demanded a brave man to oppose such a

public opinion and to divulge the purpose of YHWH. And thatman was Jeremiah^. The

will of YHWH in the Jeremiah tradition as transmitted in the text is quite the contrary:

the Babylonian domination is not to be short and is part of the plan of YHWH for his

people. Again, true to our methodology, the investigations in this chapter will be of a

different kind: what is the function of the chapter and its place within the block where it

is inserted? What narrative effects has its structural and literary composition? What

theological note does it strike within the context of the book of Jeremiah as a whole and

in the context of the discussion on true and false prophecy in the block 26-29?

3.1 Exposition and Structural Presentation

3.1.1 Exposition

Recognised by many authors as a typical example of passages in Jeremiah that give

evidence of the various strata of redaction, revealing independent origins, made more

evident by the variant spellings and through the exercise in textual comparison^ there is

yet every reason to believe that the extant form of the text bears testimony to an

intelligible arrangement and theology', in the words of Lundbom, "a carefully-wrought

' SeeTHOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 531.

' Forsome of theworks already done onJer. 27inthese regards, seeespecially T. SEIDL, Datierung und

Wortereignis: Beobaehtungen zum Horizont von Jer 27,1 in BZ 21 (1977), p. 23-44; E. TOV, Exegetical

Notes on the Hebrew Vorlageof the LXXof Jeremiah 27 (34), in ZAW9\ (1979), p. 73-93, 184-199; F.C.

FENSHAM, Nebuchadnezzar in the Book ofJeremiah, in JNSL 10 (1982), p. 53-65; F. BASTIDE & C.

COMBET-GALLAND, Essai sur la creation dans le livre de Jeremle, in Foi et Vie 83/5 (1984), p. 45-51;

J. SCHREINER, Tempeltheologie im Strelt der Propheten, zuJer27 und 28, in fiZ31 (1987), p. 1-14; A.

VAN DER KOOIJ, Jeremiah 27:5, IS: How do MT and LXX Relate to each other? in JNSL 20 (1994), p. 31-

48; P. COXON, Nebuchadnezzar's Hermeneutlcal Dilemma, in JSOT 66 (1995), p. 87-97; B. GOSSE,

Nabuchodonosor et les evolutions de la redaction du livre de Jeremie, in Science et Esprit 47 (1995), p.

177-187; J. APPLEGATE, TheFate ofZedekiah: Redactional Debate in the BookofJeremiah Part 1, in VT

48 (1998), p. 137-160, PartJI, p. 301-308.

' On the theology ofchapter 27, see especially W.S. PRINSLOO, The Theology ofJer 27:1-11, inOTWSA
24 (1982), p. 67-83. In fact the concernof the author is that the olderreadinghermeneutical postureshave

not taken the text final form in consideration. Accepting that the verses under study come from various
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Structure" in three parts, with the whole hanging "together as a coherent discourse"'".

Cast in prose, the chapter is mainly a record of oracles from YHWH through Jeremiah.

The readernoticesa firstperson report of Jeremiah only in v. 2a afterthe introduction by

the narrator in v. lb. The rest of the chapter is Jeremiah's proclamation of oracles of

YHWH. Oracles from YHWH are proclaimed to different classes of people: first to the

neighbouring lands, then to Zedekiah king of Judah and finally to the priests and all the

people.

At the beginning of the chapter, YHWH commands Jeremiah to fashion a yoke or yoke-

collar, which he would put round his neck. Theprophet gains access to the envoys from

the five neighbouring kingdoms, charges them, all according to the directives of YHWH,

to take the yokes to their masters who have sent them to Jerusalem. The summary of the

message, which interprets the symbolic act runs: submit to the kingof Babylon and stop

listening to the various intermediaries who preach against this option (v. lb-11). Oracles

of similarnature are delivered to Zedekiah (v. 12-15) andto the priestsand the people (v.

16-22).

3.1.2 Structure

The whole chapter is internally structured along the lines of the three oracles, which

provides a delimitation of the chapter. V. lb-11 are concerned with the instruction to

Jeremiah to perform one or moresymbolic actions (v. 2 and 3), which are of coursewith

parallel instruction to send 'word' to some foreign kings through their representatives.

Then v. 12-15 and v. 16-22 by contrast are direct reports of the prophetof wordsreceived

from YHWH to the kingZedekiah andto the priests andthe peoplerespectively.

We therefore have three units following the different addressees

sources, he however believes that their present form constitutesa unity. He gives a chart that shows the

syntactic analysis and though according to him, the section eludes classification in literary genre,

theologically, the unit saysYHWH is the Creator, a universal Godwith power overall histoiy. Obedience

brings true security, while disobedience brings annihilation.

LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p. 306-307.
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A. Divine commissioning for a sign-act and oracle for the neighbouring kings (v.

lb-11)

B. Oracle for Zedekiah (v. 12-15)

C. Oracle for priests and people (v. 16-22)''

The internal literary unity is also evident. Equally aimed at confronting false prophecy,

these three addresses contain as a common element the denunciation of falsehood, or put

precisely, the warning against false prophets (v. 9-10, 14-15, 16b-18) "for they are

prophesying falsehood to you" ns'? o"!-!?: an •'s (v. 10, 14, 16). The only slight

difference (in vocabulary) is that in v. 16 the third person plural pronoun is the longer

form nan. The three oracles in the chapter are patterned alike in that, apart from the

presence of the emphasis on true and false prophecy, they share other common elements.

For example, they are described in a similar pattern consisting of many parallels;

i) Serve Nebuchadnezzar: 5-8, 11,12, 17

ii) Life as the consequence of serving Nebuchadnezzar: 11, 12, 17

iii) Not to listen to the other prophets: 9, 14, 16

iv) Because they prophesy falsehood: 10, 14, 16

v) If the people disobey, they or the temple furnishings will be removed

from the land: 11, 15, 22.

However, despite this similarity in pattern, the three oracles (A, B and C) exhibit logical

differences. A and B are addressed to kings. No wonder the highlight of the oracles are

the submission to the yoke (cf v. 8, 11, 12) of Babylon / Nebuchadnezzar (cf. v. 8, 9, 11,

12), the punishment in the case of disobedience, to be meted by the sword, famine,

pestilence (cf v. 8, 13). C is addressed to the priests and the people and concerns

primarily the fate of the sacredvessels and the houseof YHWH (cf v. 16, 18, 19,21), the

" Some authors settle for a slightly different division of the chapter. For example G. WANKE,
Untersuchungenzur sogenannten Baruchschrift, p. 25, omits v. 4 in his analysis because according to him

it is a seam which joins two units that originallynever belongedtogether, thus making 9-11, 12-15and 16-

22 individual units after 3-8 with v. 1 as superscription and2-3 as the command to performa symbolicact.

J. Hill follows equally this division, see J. HILL, Friend or Foe? p. 129. Overholt proposes 3-11 as a

separate unit, see T.W.O. OVERHOLT, The Threat of Falsehood, p. 34-35.
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city (cf. V. 17) and the deported exiles (cf. v. 20). Logically, to the kings is the issue of

yoke, to the priests and the people, that of cult.

In summary, one can say that the divine discourse of Jer. 27 is divided into three sections,

each of which contains a two-part exhortation: do not listen to the falsehood by the

prophets but serve the king of Babylon'̂ . Besides, each of the three oracles contain the

rubric of divine stamp ni,T;-DK3 in the last verse (cf. v. 11, 15 and 22)'\ Inthe chapter, one

also notices a constant distinction between the true and the false, couched in an

opposition between a programme of life and a programme of death; a programme of life

(v. 11, 12, 17, 22) which will be made more explicit in chapter 29, opposed to a

programme of death (v. 8, 10, 13, 15) that explains the woes announced in the preceding

chapter'''. The inevitable result (isa"?, v. 10, 15) of listening to the voices of the false
prophets will be deathand destruction (v. 8, 10, 13, 15, 17b) which contrasts the promise

of life made by YHWH to all whosubmitobediently to his will (v. 11, 12, 17a).

One notices that the first section contains something extra not found in the other sections: the affirmation

of YHWH as the creator and sovereign controller of all in the universe. Authors have remarked that this

extra section is necessary to lay the groundwork for the exhortation, especially to the foreigners, who

would be unfamiliar with the propheticview of YHWHand the workability of his actions. Once given in

the first section, it need therefore not be repeated in the subsequent sections. Weiser reasons that while

speaking to Israelites in the second and third sections,Jeremiah can presupposethe faith and theological

knowledge on which basis the exhortation would be intelligible, WEISER, Jeremia, p. 241.

Onthe basisof this rubric, Rietzschel concludes that v. 2-8 (without 'bN at v. 2) is a Jahwerede whilev.

9-11, 12-15, and 16-22 are a kind of prophetic preaching (Prophetenrede), cf C. RIETZSCHEL, Das

Problem der Urrolle, p. 114-116. This cannot be true especially considering the content of 9-11. The

application of this to 12-15 and 16-22 is not equally clear since Rietzschel bases his argument on the

appearance of at v. 12, 15 and 22 because it is the formula which establishes that the words are

fi-omYHWH. But it appears equally in v. 8.

See also C. DIETERLE & V. MONSARRAT, De Jerusalem a Babylone, p. 63.
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3.2 Analysis

3.2.1 Divine Commissioning for a Sign-act and Oracle for the

Neighbouring Kings (v. lb-11)

The first unit of the narrative (v. lb-11) has two principal parts; v. 1 which serves as

introduction and setting and then v. 2-11 which is the divine commissioning proper, with

the oracle to the neighbouring kings.

3.2.1.1 Introduction (v. 1)

Jer. 27 begins in v. 1, which serves as introduction reflecting word-event, and messenger

formulas'̂ and then followed by a command. The consistency ofv. la with the rest ofthe
narrative is questionable'® judging from the historical context narrated in the text'̂ : "in

the beginning of the reign of Jehoiakim, son of Josiah, king of Judah", when placed side

by side with the information given in the subsequent verses in the chapter. But given the

fact that division into chapters and verses may not have respected the artistry of

narratives, we considered v. la and the historical reference to be the end of the narrative

" Fora detailed study ofthese formulas, see T.SEIDL, Datierung und Wortereignis: Beobachtungen zum

Horizont von Jer 27,1, in BZ2\ (1977), p. 23-44, p. 184-199; 23 (1979), p. 20-47.

Holladay uses the phrase "is impossible", cf. HOLLADAY,Jeremiah 2, p. 115.

" The entire v. 1isabsent inthe LXX. Most commentators agree that the date formula inv.1MT isa copy
of 26:1 with a variant spelling of "reign". The chapter is about Zedekiah and not about Jehoiakim as can be

seen in 27:3, 12 and even in 28:1 which has congruence with chapter 27. The synchronism in 28:1, which

says "in that year", invites the reader to find the date for chapter 27 in 28:1, see SCALISE et al., Jeremiah

26-52, p. 41. This difficulty is complicated by the fact that v. 1 refers to the beginning of the king's

(Jehoiakim) reign while 28:1 refersthe event to the fourthyear and there it is statedthat this was the same

year in which the events of chapter 27 took place. Difficulties with the text of 27:1 and 28:1 and with the

reconstruction of Ancient Near Eastern history during Zedekiah's reign obscure the precise date. This is

however more of a problembordering on textual criticism.See D. BARTHELEMY, Critique textuelle de

I'Ancien Testament: Isal'e, Jeremie, Lamentations (OBO50/2),Fribourg, 1986,p. 665-666. With reference

to our task here, we can onlyrecourse to the presenceof literaryandtheological consistencyin the chapters

and not that of chronology. SeeagainSCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52,p. 47. Our solution is making27:1 a

the end of the story of Jer. 26. For this solution, see the Chapter on the analysis of Jer. 26.
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of Jer. 26. But more important than chronological coherence in this verse'̂ is the

narrator's legitimisation of the message that would follow by mentioning that the word is

from YHWH (v. lb) just as in the beginning of Jer. 26.

3.2.1.2 Oracle to the Neighbouring Kings (v. 2-11)

The fact that the words of v. 1 are the words of the narrator introduces a problem of

coherence especially in v. 2 which begins as a first person report by Jeremiah (v. 2a).

Now it is the prophet who speaks: "thus says YHWH to me" C^k). One therefore gets an

odd result that YHWH's private communication to his prophet begins with a messenger

formula", but which on the other hand could be an insistence on the origin ofthe word.
The text of 2-11 presents a complicated structure equally by the descending series of

quotations, what Van Dyke Parunak terms "nested quotations"^"; that is, quotations inside

quotations. V. 1 as said aboveis a thirdperson reportof revelation to the prophet. Verse2

and 3 are introduced again by the messenger formula and contains the command to the

prophet to perform symbolic actions (compare 13:1; 18:2; 19:1-2) and v. 4 contains a

parallel command from YHWH charging the messengers to carry a message to their

kings and this prophetic word to themessengers is introduced bythe messenger formula,

then by the rubricof instruction to the envoys: "thus shall yousay to your masters". And

at last, V. 5-11 contain themessage proper to the kings. Outside v. 2a therefore, thismajor

part of this first unit is divided intotwo sub units; the sign act and the commands (v. 2b-

4) and the oracle for the five kings (v. 5-11).

Carroll is right in his remark that the cycle is a literary creation rather than historical records or

reflections, CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 523 andthat"thehistorical problems may beputto onesidein

order to pursue the exegesis of 27 as they only bear on the question of the redaction of the text and the

genre ofthe material presented" (p. 530).

" SCALISE etal., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 48. This formula also occurs in 13:1 and 19:1 where in each case, the
prophet is commanded to go and buy items.

P.VAN DYKE PARUNAK, SomeDiscourseFunctionsofProphetic QuotationFormulas in Jeremiah, in

R.B. BERGEN (ed.). Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics, Winona Lake, 1994, p.489-519.
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3.2.1.2.1 The Sign-act and the Commands (y. 2b-4)

There are four commands '̂: the command to make yoke-bonds and bars (v. 2a), to put
them roundthe neck (v. 2b), to sendthemto neighbouring kings (v. 3) andto commission

messengers (v. 4). Jeremiah is commanded in v. 2 to make"bonds nnpin and bars (pi.) of

yoke nitsa. The plural of the bonds and bands of yoke tallies with the second command of

putting "them" Dnn?i (with plural suffix) and can therefore explain the second command

(v. 3)ofsending them^^ (oFin^Bi) tothe envoys ofthe kings ofthe nations mentioned even

though he was commanded in v. 2 to mfike them "for yourself There is therefore no

reason to consider v. 3 or precisely the om'pffli as presenting any textual difficulty which

would disappear "if nnbtii is read", or of supplying "message" as the grammatical object

ofthe "send"^^. The reading ofa Greek text (LXX/L) which has simply "send" and omits
"them" is therefore equally not necessary, neither is the emendation "and you shall send

word" of RSV and JB, under the assumption that Jeremiah would not send whole yokes

toeach king justified '̂'. There is equally no reason tosuppose that Jeremiah wears first of
all the bars of yoke and had to remove them in order to send them to the envoys of the

kings mentioned since Jer. 28:10 shows Jeremiah to be wearing the yoke bars. Our text

seems then to imply that Jeremiah made a yoke for himselfas well as for each king and

he put each yoke on his own neck and then gave to the respective ambassadors for their

kings^^.

The narrative is silent about evidence of any alliance between Judah and the five

neighbouring kingdoms mentioned or even of the plans for revolt against

Nebuchadnezzar; a problem thathas been debated byhistorical critical exegetes. The text

is equally silenton the exact reason why the messengers from the kings of Edom, Moab,

Contrary to Scalise who identifies only three commands, not taking consideration of the second

command, inj, see SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52,p. 45.

Cf. HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 120.

McKANE, A Critical andExegeticalCommentary 2, p. 686.

Cf. HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 120.

See THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p.532. See also Lundbom: "[...] theyokes duplicating theone

Jeremiah hasmade forhimself, LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p.310.
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Ammon, Tyre and Sidon had come to Jerusalem, even though many commentators

believe in an accurate historical reconstruction to provide the exact historical setting for

this episode^®, a problem purely historical, and the resistance to the rule of Babylon can

only be postulated judging from the content of YHWH's words. But the reader of the text

cannot but ask the question of what the mission of these ambassadors could be. The only

information, which the narrator drops, is the fact of the arrival of these delegations to

Zedekiah (cf. v. 3) and then immediately the content of the message which should be

given to them (cf. v. 5ff.). The only impression left for the reader is that the messengers

seem to have come just to receive the prophetic message. No other information is given

either by the narrator or YHWH concerning the precise goal of the delegation. The list of

the five kings in v. 3 corresponds to their order of appearance in 25:21-22 where these

five kings are part of a longer list of the nations who would drink from the cup of the

wrath of YHWH (cf. 25:15-27). There is however a difference of motif in Jer. 27; the

third command, that of sending the yoke bonds and bars to the named kings is intended to

persuade the nations concerned to submit to the rule of Babylon, whereas the cup of

wrath refers to their destruction, making it a distinctive nature of 27:2-11 that "the

nations are appealed to rather than informed of theirdestruction" '̂, reflecting therefore a

According to Brueggemann, the words could equally suggest "a conspiratorial meeting of subservient

nations in Jerusalem to organize against Babylon or the prophet simply appeals to the ambassadors

regularly in residence in Jerusalem. Or perhaps the framing of the oracle to these nations is simply a device

of the staging of the proclamation", BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 240. See also

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 118; D.J. WISEMAN, Chronicles of Chaldaean Kings (626-556 B.C.), see

especially, p. 72-73; A. MALAMAT, The Twilight of Judah. In the Egyptian-BabylonianMaelstrom, p.

123-145. For criticism of this position, see CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 531. Lack of concrete textual

support makes such opinions not very necessary in the context of our work here. And just as Weippert

writes: "Zwar schweigt Kapitel 27 auch fiber AnlaB und Absicht dieser Zusammenkunft; doch indirekt

ergibt sich aus seinem Wortlaut, daB es darum ging, fiber ein gemeinsames Vorgehen der palastinischen

Kleinstaaten Nebukadnezzar gegenuber zu beratschlagen. Letztendlich durften diese Uberlegungen keine

konkreten Massnahmen nach sich gezogen haben; wenigstens horen wir in den Texten aus der Folgezeit

nichts mehr uber eine Koalition dieser Staaten gegen Nebukadnezzar", H. WEIPPERT, Schopfer des

Himmels und der Erde: Ein Beitrag zur Theologie des Jeremiabuches (SBS 102), Stuttgart, 1981, p. 66.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 531.
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more positive attitude to the nations characteristic of this cycle^®. More important

however than this historical correspondence or its setting to us here is the fact that the

speech which follows reflects the global vision of prophetic faith, in that the speech

focuses attention to the issue of the will of YHWH and not to the problem of Babylonian

power '̂.

In V. 4 comes the fourth and the last in the series of the commands Dnx n-'iai, with the third

person plural pronoun referring to the messengers. The messengers have therefore two

charges: one of carrying the yokes to their masters and the other of carrying the

accompanying messages^". The messenger formula closes this unit just as itopens it in v.
2.

Scalise makes a significant observation concerning theabove named nations, significance which would

become more glaring at the end ofthe chapter where the issue concerns the fate ofthe temple vessels (v.
16-22); a correspondence with the facts of the history of the temple as regards the participation of the

named nations in itsconstruction. All thenations mentioned except Sidon had provided furnishings for the

temple. 11 Sam. 8:11-12 narrates how David had dedicated toYHWH articles ofgold and silver brought or

taken from Edom, Moab, and the Ammonites and these Solomon had put inthetreasuries ofthetemple (I

Kings 7:51). OnthesideofTyre, I Kings 5; 7:13-47 narrate a trade agreement, which Solomon made with

Hiram of Tyre which provided the former with the building materials for the temple and equally with
skilled craftsmen to produce thefurnishings of bronze forthetemple courts, seeSCALISE etal, Jeremiah

26-52, p. 48-49. For a more detailed historical significance ofthemention of these nations in context, see

LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p. 311-312.

See BRUEGGEIVIANN, A Commentary onJeremiah, p. 241-242.

Cf. S.MEIER, The Messenger inthe Ancient Semitic World (HSM 45), 1988, p.75. According toMeier,

messengers regularly carried both goods and words.
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The commands, their objects and their destinations could be tabulated thus:

Messenger formula "thus says YHWH to me" (v. 2a)

Command Object destination

First (v. 2ba) Make nto

(imperative qal)

Bonds and bars of yokes For yourself

Second

(v. 2bp)

Put ]n

(qal, qatal with

waw consecutive)

Bonds and bars of yoke

(them)

On your neck

Third (v. 3) Send nhiii

(piel, qatal with

waw consecutive)

Bonds and bars of yoke

(them)

To the kings of...

Fourth (v. 4) Charge/command

ma (piel with waw

consecutive)

The messengers (them) To their masters

Messenger formula "thus says YHWH ..." (v. 4a)

3.2.1.2.2 The Oracle to the Kings and Neighbouring Nations (v. 5-11)

Here we have the long message to the kings. For the sake of clarity the speech can be

subdivided into two;

i. The sovereignty ofYHWH and the role ofNebuchadnezzar (v. 5-7)

ii. Possible dispositions and warning against false prophets (v. 8-11)

V. 8-11 further has an internal structure as follows

V. 8 not serving Nebuchadnezzar, not submitting of neck equals to
YHWH's visit and totalfinishing

V.9-10 Warning against false prophecy

V. 11 submission of neck under the yoke and serving Nebuchadnezzar
equals being settled on the land
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3.2.1.2.2.1 The Sovereignty of YHWH and the Role ofNebuchadnezzar (v. 5-7)

The first three verses of the oracle of Jeremiah to the foreign kings are as a whole a

concise articulation of what had happened '̂, what is happening and what would

eventually happen within the context of YHWH's intent for Judah vis-a-vis Babylon^^.

Brueggemann calls it a "frightened theological statement"^^. All begins with a personal

self-assertion by YHWH which kicks off with the emphatic personal pronoun ois.

Beginning exactly with the first person singular of the personal pronoun oiN v. 5 ends

with the first person suffixed to the word "eye" -ra? (in my eyes) referring to the same

subject YHWH. It is not by mere chance to have such a divine self-assertion, such 'I-

framework' in a chapter that partly deals with submission to Babylonian power, already

pointing to the fact that the latter has no absolute status, but derives its status from the

singular power of YHWH. No wonder v. 5 combines in its three parts, creation, power

and authority. And what is more, each of the three parts of this verse, reflecting

respectively the three motifs of creation, power and authority, has twice a first person

expression, either in the form of pronoun, or a first person conjugated verb, or a first

person suffix.

In the measure in which this introductory speech oracle is programmatic to the chapter, wecanthensay

that all the three addressesare articulated in the same pattern: that is, whatYHWHhas done, what YHWH

will do and exhortation, using the descriptions of Overholt. In the first address to the foreign kings

therefore, we have v. 5-7 as what YHWH had done, v. 8 as what YHWH will do and v. 9-11 as exhortation.

In the second and third addresses, there is no need of repeating the first and the second element since it is

programmatic to the wholechapter, but eachof them concentrates on the exhortation (v. 12-15 andv. 16-

22). See also T.W.O.OVERHOLT, TheThreatof Falsehood,p. 34.

CLEMENTS, Jeremiah, p. 161.

" BRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary onJeremiah, p.242.
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5a Creation: "I ('DiK), I have made Cn^iuy) theearth, thehumans and theanimals^"* that

are on the face of the earth"

5b Power. "By mygreatpower('nba) andbymyoutstretched arm (•'Uiini)"

5c Authority. "I give it (n'nrai) to whomever seems rightin myeyes Cj-'ya)".

The employment of motifsfrom Exodus: "greatpower" and "outstretched arm" (cf Deut.

4:34; Jer. 32:17, 21) serves equally the interest of the divine self assertion here, since

YHWH as Lord and Controller of the destiny of all nations, uses reminiscences of

Exodus language to address even nations who do not share Exodus faith^^. The final

clause of v. 5 uses a phraseology (•'yvs lai; that can be ambivalently understood: If

translated "to whom (that) is right (just) in my eyes", it could imply the moral quality of

the person referred to. In this case, Nebuchadnezzar would be declared righteous before

YHWH. But if it is translated "to whomever it pleases in my eyes", that is whom it

pleases me to give, which sense we adopt, then the emphasis falls on the free action of

YHWH, his freedom and sovereign power and not on the action or on the moral status of

the person concemed^^. The possibility ofambivalence apart, the rhetorical effect on the
narrative is however unmistaken. Its rhetorical intent is to remove the mind of Judah

completely off from the apparent absolute power of Babylon and to recognise the real

absolute control of YHWH whodecides. By this phrase, Babylon, even though powerful.

" Whether theword nnna "animals" refers toall living creatures other than human beings as in Psa. 36:7

or the cattlethat workfor andlivewithhuman families, each sense hassomeconnection andsignificance

in the chapter: YHWH the absolute creator canmake the wild animals serve Nebuchadnezzar asexpressed

in V. 6, and the sign act of the bonds and bars of yokehas a great effect amongpeople who work and live

with draught animals, cf. also SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52,p. 49.

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 242.

Lundbom rightlyrefersto this expression as "a statement of principle building on the Creation theology

of Gen. 1:28, which is given specific application in the verse following {sic)", LUNDBOM,Jeremiah 21-

36, p. 314. Sucha statementof principle is alsofound in Jer. 18:7-10, where YHWH'sprerogative tojudge

or rescind judgment builds on the potter image.

See also Holladaywho rightlypointsout here the significance in the expression (which is of course

bettertranslated "to whomever") instead of-iOK+ ib (tohimwho), HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 120.
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is however nothing but he whom it has pleased YHWHto invest the power in the given

moment. Power belongs therefore to him who gives.

Having put the nations on notice about the freedom of YHWH, of a sovereignpersonality

"who does not need to respect old maps nor adhere to old power arrangements"^®, v. 5

becomes therefore a preparation for the startling declaration in v. 6 concerning

Nebuchadnezzar. The latter is granted royal authority"over all these lands" and is called

"my servant" '̂. Who is then to be served? Who is at the helm of affairs becomes the

question, especially when the reader stumbles over v. 7 where it is said that "all nations

shall serve him". He who is given authority overall lands or thegiver of this authority? If

all (v. 6, 7) should serve Nebuchadnezzar, and the latter is YHWH's servant, then

ultimately, service is to YHWH. The reader has already been prepared for this. It is only

at the backdrop of a YHWH who is sovereign and absolute, that what follows in the

subsequent decrees to the neighbouring nations and to Zedekiah could be understood.

Thetext also interpretively brings thereader to the conclusion thatthe absolute power of

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 242. Here Brueggemann makes allusion to Deut.

32:8-9: "When the Most High distributed to the nations their inheritance, when he separated the sons of

Adam, he set the bounds of the peopleaccording to the numberof the childrenof Israel".That meansthat

YHWH canhowever redistribute the bounds at hisownwillwithout being indebted to giveexplanation or

justification to the nations. See also L.STULMAN, Insiders andOutsiders intheBook ofJeremiah.

On the purely literal sense, onecansaythat from the pointof view of the history of the OldTestament,

Jeremiah joins the band of prophets through whom YHWH announces the removal of an old monarch and

declares the choice of a new. Inmany instances, thenewchoice does notnecessarily entail a choice of one

whomaynotdisappoint, orthechoice of a definitively morally righteous alternative. Whatisat stakeisthe

rejection of a former. Thesuccession ofthekings from Saul till the fall of theNorthern Kingdom proves

this. What is clear is thatkings lose their throne because oftheiroppressive and unjust administration and

especially for deviating from the mind of YHWH. And the kings of Judah have lost favour with YHWH.

Seeforexample Jer. 22:15-18: "Are you more ofa king because ofyour passion forcedar? Did your father

go hungry or thirsty? But he didwhat is just andupright, so all wentwell for him. He usedto examine the

cases of the poor and the needy, then all went well. Is not that what it means to know me? YHWH

demands. You onthe other hand have eyes and heart for nothing but your own interests, for shedding
innocent blood and perpetrating violence and oppression. That is why YHWH says thisabout Jehoiakim

sonof Josiah, king of Judah: 'No lamenting forhim. My poor brother! My poor sister. No lamenting for

him, His poor lordship! His poor majesty'".
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YHWH has no boundaries and extends even to political issues of the day. There is in fact

the "convergence of the will of God and the rise of the empire" because "prophetic faith

doesnot live in a religious vacuum, butmust take sides onthepublic issues of theday"'*".

That is why 27:6 should be read from the backdrop of Jer. 21-22 in order not to "lose

sight of the divine justice at work within the storm of political controversy""'. The kings

of Judah have lost the right to the throne because of their evil rule (cf 22:17).

With this remark above, the reading and interpretation of "Nebuchadnezzar my servant"

would be pursued, a phrase which has aroused different theological sensibilities. The

designation is used again of Nebuchadnezzar in the book of Jeremiah in 25:9 and 43:10.

Many interpretations and many attempts at interpretations have been proposed to this

verse and many commentators have also seen in this point the proof of the presence of

ideological conflict groups that have led to the emergence of the text we have"^. All the

same, it has also become a task for narrative-theological exegesis to give a proper

interpretation of the verse, which will suit well into the narrative and theological context

of the book of Jeremiah. The centrality of this question and the fact that the figure of

Nebuchadnezzar (and Babylon) runs through the whole block of 26-29 (at least making

bold appearance in chapters 27, 28 and 29), demand that we give it a separate treatment at

the end of this part of our work. Suffice here to point out, as already hinted, that any

proper exegesis of this designation should put into consideration the literary context it

appears, the theology of the book of Jeremiah, the narrative effect and the semantic

significance (in context) of the Hebrew root "nas".

Part of this context is provided by the next verse, 7b, where immediately the

independence of YHWH as regards Nebuchadnezzar, the subjugation of

Nebuchadnezzar, or better put, YHWH's lordship over history is spelt out''' in

See BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 243.

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 50.

See R.P. CARROLL, Synchronic Deconstructions of Jeremiah, Diachrony to the Rescue; R.P.

CARROLL, The Book ofJ: Jntertextuality andJdeologiekritiL

THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 533.
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unflinching terms. Here the declaration of the prophet takes a very sharp turn. The text

runs with a reverse gear and is introduced by a powerful ny (until)'''' and the reader could

easily notice the sharp reversal in the same verb lau in v. 7a and 7b; "All the nations will

serve him (inK nai>), his son and his grandson, until (ny) ... when mighty nations and

great kings will enslave him (la naui)""^. As Weippert has it, "Aber noch ein weiterer

Ton klingt in 'abdi mit an; Auch als Sieger ilber die palastinischen Kleinstaaten bleibt

Nebukadnezzar ein Untertan Jahwes. Der Machtzuwachs des babylonischen GroBkonigs

bedeutet somit keine Schmalerung der Macht Jahwes; denn der politische Erfolg

Nebukadnezzars beruht aufJahwes Entscheidung fur ihn, sein Sieg istJahwes Sieg""^.

Instead of seeing v. 7b (the relativity and limit of the power of Babylon and its king) as

interrupting "the continuity between vv. 6 and 8"'" which goes back again to the question

of serving Babylon by putting their necks on the yoke of the king of Babylon, v. 7 is

rather a highlight of the centrality of the position and power of YHWH in the relation

between Judah and Babylon. In fact, v. 7b returns to the theme of v. 5b since it is YHWH

who gives the earth (humans and animals) to whom he wishes (v. 5b). That means

YHWH can equally give the latter (the favourite one) to others (v. 7b). The Babylonian

rule is not limitless. Babylon and Nebuchadnezzar therefore appear only as means by

which YHWH carries his independent will for the moment. Thus the same YHWH who

authorises the empire at the same time anticipates its destabilisation, which is eventually

enacted at the end of the book of Jeremiah, chapters 50-51, and "the very God who

In the language of narrative exegesis, this could be seen as reversal of situation. The elevated picture of

Babylon and of Nebuchadnezzar in the just preceding verses is turned upside down and there is a move

fi-om apparent absolutism to sheer relativity.

This is the fourth occurrence of this term and this phenomenon of reversal in meaning in the fourth

occurrence will be noticed again in v. 8-11.

H. WEIPPERT, Schopfer des Himmels und der Erde, p. 68. On this ground, Weippert concludes by

rejecting Rudolph's opinion that there is in this verse a correction of Israel's dogma of election: "Aus der

Parteinahme Jahwes fur Nebukadnezzar folgt nicht automatisch die Verwerfung Judas, und man braucht

deshalb in diesem Zusammenhang nicht mit einer Korrektur des israelitischen Erwahlungsdogmas zu

rechnen", p. 68. Cf. RUDOLPH, Jeremia, p. 175.

•" HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 116.
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authorizes the deportation into exile is the very God who assures a return (cf. Isa. 54:7-

8)"'*^ Narratively, the expression more or less vague to the reader in 27:7 would ring an
echo with more clarity in 29:10. Many interpreters connect 27:7 and 29:10 where the

length of Babylonian rule is set for seventy years (29:10), a span of three generations'*'

(see also 29:6) which they see as corresponding to "Nebuchadnezzar, his sons and his

sons' sons" (27:7). Brueggemann simply sees the three generations, that is,

Nebuchadnezzar, his sons and his sons' sons as "a long time past the present rulers"^"

while Thompson sees it simply as"a stereotyped formula, a figure of speech" '̂.

3.2.1.2.2.2 Motifs ofv. 4-7 in an Intertextual Contexi

Many of the motifs and ideas present in27:4-7 call to mind readily several motifs in other

texts especially in the creation and the patriarchal narratives, as well as the exodus and

the royal tradition of Israel and Judah. Considering them with reference to these other

texts would help make clearer the insertion and function of this section in the chapter in

particular and in the block in general.

V. 5 reads: "I have made the earth, the humans and the animals that are on the face of the

earth by my great power and by my outstretched arm, and I have given it to whomever it

pleases in my eyes", words which Jeremiah takes up himself during his prayer in Jer.

32:17 after the purchase of the field. "Ah, Lord YHWH, you made the heavens and the

earth by your great power and outstretched arm. To you nothing is impossible".

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary onJeremiah, p. 245.

It is trae that historicallyspeaking, Nebuchadnezzar did not have a grand son who succeeded him since

his linewassuperseded in560, CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 527; THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah,

p. 533, footnote 19, this does not need to count against the MT since the biblical writers were not

necessarily historians. Some commentators have seen in this historical incoherence the reason why the

verse is omitted in the LXX (Bright, Rudolph). For the discussions as to the possible reasons for this

omission, see E.TOV, Exegetical Notes on theHebrew Vorlage oftheLXX ofJeremiah 27 (34), p. 84-85.

Forthis interpretation of threegenerations seeCARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 527; McKANE, A Critical

and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 689.

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary onJeremiah, p. 243.

THOMPSON, TheBookofJeremiah, p. 533.
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Interestingly, these words pronounced by Jeremiah are followed by the words of YHWH

to the prophet about delivering the city to Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon, who will

attack the city and conquer it (cf. 32:28). Apart from this repetition in chapter 32, the text

here shows adequate similarity with the narratives of creation and the exodus tradition.

The expression nioy with YHWH as subject recalls the creation in the first pages of

the Hebrew Bible. In Jer. 27:5, the verb n(im appears with three direct objects: the earth

(ps) which is the major object supporting the existence of two forms of life: the

humankind (ms) and (nana) animals/beasts. In many instances in the creation narratives it

is a question of nirr;, or d'hSk nw'; as the subject of nto (cf Gen. 1:31; 2:2 [twice];

3:1; 5:1). In Gen. 6:6, though not in the context of divine creative authority but of the evil

that DHK does, the three termsare combined^^. The use of the term nisna in Jer. 27:5should

not be understood from the strict point of view as to distinguish between domesticated

animals and wild animals^^. Not only that the power of YHWH in creation is recalled,

these objects always recur in most of divine self introductions and revelations: "I am the

Lord your God, who made heaven and earth and all the animals in it" (see Psa. 144:6; Isa.

45:5ff; Ezek. 38:19-20; Jer. 23:24; Dan. 4:35). The creation motifs are equally present in

V. 6 in the formula: "... and I have given him also the wild animals of the field to serve

him" and in the words of Hill, "the idea of a human being with power over all creation,

together with the expression mion n'n ('the wild animals of the field') and the root nau

('to serve', 'to work', 'to till'), links v. 6 to thecreation story in Genesis 2" '̂*. While Gen.

1:28 mentions the authority given to the human over the created world with which he

l3'?-'7N asjjn'l inxa anxn-nx nto-'? nin^ ans'l: "And YHWH regretted having made human beings

on earth and was grieved at heart".

Contrary to the position of Weippert in her analysis of the verse where she argues that the term rtnnn

refers only to domesticated animals, an argument she bases on the use of the expression in some Old

Testament texts. In Gen. 2:19, 20; Exo. 23:11 and even Psa. 104:11, the impression is given that mion riTl

refers to wild animals while nnna refers to domestic animals, see H. WEIPPERT, Schopfer des Himmels

und der Erde, p. 69. But this distinction should not be taken so strictly as in texts like Gen. 2:19, mion irn

refers to all land animals as distinguished from those that fly: "YHWH formed every animal of the field

and every bird of the sky". For the fluid nature of the term and for an attempt at the different classifications

for its understanding, see G.J. BOTTERWECK, nnna b^heraa; ninna b'hemot, TDOT2, p. 6-20.

J. HILL, Friend or Foe? p. 134.
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gave names to all cattle, the birds of the air and to the animals of the field (Gen. 2:20),

Gen. 2:15 mentions that YHWH brought man and settled him in the garden of Eden "to

till it and to guard it" (npaffl'pi anay'?).

n;w3n ''iiari ^nba ("by my great power and outstretched arm" of Jer. 27:5) recalls

the language of the Exodus and the events of the powerful and prodigious workings of

YHWH among his people. It is used earlier in this sense in Jer. 21:5'^ almost in the same

context: that of YHWH's giving of his people into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar king of

Babylon (cf v. 7), a description of the warring hand of YHWH against his people^® and

later in Jer. 32, it is first of all used in v. 17" together with the motifof creation of

heaven and earth (with the occurrence of the verb nto and the nouns D^nifl and i^k) and

that of his absolute power (na'i-bs sSai-K;'?) as in Jer. 27:5, and again in v. 21^^ as a

reminiscence of the Exodus wonders. Otherwise, the description occurs again in Deut.

4:34; 5:15; 7:9; 11:2; 26:8; Psa. 136:12. Themilitary tone characteristic of this phrase is

not evident here, and the divine self-description in these terms relativises already any

other exercise of power. The power of Babylon, which is the subject of v. 6, becomes

clearly contingent.

27:5 concludes with the phrase: ntii; n-'nnji "I have given it to whomever it is

pleasing in myeyes", a phrase which tallies with the idea inthe sentence byemphasising

the absolute power of YHWH, just as has appeared in Jer. 18:4 in the story of the

encounter between Jeremiah and the potter: as the potter reworks the clay as it seems

good in his eyes (isvn ^^?«?), so YHWH can "at one moment declare concerning

any nation or kingdom..." (Jer. 18:7). Apart from the use in Jeremiah, the phrase recalls

"And I myselfwill fightagainstyouwith an outstretched handandwitha strongarm,evenin anger, and

in fury, and in great wrath".

SeeH. WEIPPERT, Jahwehkrieg undBundesfluch inJer. 21:1-7, inZAWZ2 (1970), p. 396-409.

"Ah, Lord YHWH, you madethe heavens and the earthby yourgreat power and outstretched arm. To

you nothing is impossible."

"You broughtyourpeople Israelout of Egyptwith signsand wonders, with mightyhand and outstretched

arm and fearsome terror".
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especially elements in the history of the Kings where 'riJa no' occurs as part of the

formula used to evaluate the reign of the kings'̂ . The most classical example is the

evaluation given of David's reign in I Kings 15:5: "Because David did that which was

right in the eyes of YHWH (nin'; 'ra? and turned not aside from anything that he

commanded him all the days of his life, save only in the matter of Uriah the Hittite".

Exactly the same expression (mn^ nt'ri) is used for king Hezekiah in II Kings 18:3

and for king Josiah in II Kings 22:2. Other kings who received the same evaluation

include Asa (cf. I Kings 15:1), Jehoshaphat (22:43), Jehu (II Kings 10:30), Jehoash (cf. II

Kings 12:2), Amaziah (14:3), Azariah (15:3), Jothan (15:34)®°. But it has to be noted that

the case of Jer. 27:5 departs slightly both at the semantic and interpretative level: each of

the evaluations of the kings mentioned above has the verb ntaj) with the king in question

as the subject, the common translation being that "King X did what is pleasing in the eyes

of YHWH". The statement becomes a positive evaluation of the particular king in

question. In other words, the individual king's standing before YHWH is the issue, which

is not the case with 27:5 with regard to Nebuchadnezzar. But ironically, the sense could

also be that, since the kings of Judah have done what is displeasing to YHWH, the latter

gives out the land in order to punish them.

As regards the patriarchal narratives evoked by the text of Jer. 27:4-8, reference should

be made specifically of v. 6 with its "echo of thepatriarchal promises"®', especially the

expression yns iro which recalls the promise of the land to the patriarch Isaac and his

descendants in Gen. 26:3: "Remain for the present in that land; I shall be with you and

bless you, for I shall give all these lands to you and your descendants in fulfilment of the

oath I swore to your father Abraham". In both verses, the word occurs in the plural

(nisnKn-b3-n»<); in Gen. 26:3, the recipient of the promise is Judah ("to you [Isaac] and

your descendants") while in Jer. 27:6 it is Nebuchadnezzar (in the third person). In many

J. HILL, Friend or Foe? p. 133.

The phrase enjoys a wider usage than the history of kings. It appears also in the Pentateuch (see Deut.

and other prophetic books (cf. Deut. 21:9: "You must banish all shedding of innocent blood from among

you, ifyou mean to do what is right in the eyes of YHWH").

J. HILL, Friend or Foe? p. 133.
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Other instances, it concerns the gift (conquest) of the land to Israel by YHWH (cf Exo.

23:31; Num. 21:34; Deut. 2:24; 3:2; Josh. 2:24; 8:1; 28:8; Judg. 1:2; 18:10). This is not

the case in Jer. 27. Here, the expression nn ...fix ...ina, introduces a nuance, mainly

military, but which is absent in the other texts evoked. The giftwill be given not to Israel

but to another, to Babylon. Already in Jer. 26,the word n; hadoccurred three times (v. 14

and 24 twice), all with reference to Jeremiah. In eachcase it is a question of life or death.

Here in Jer. 27, these motifsevoked serve different narrative fiinctions. First they prepare

the reader for the eventual startling decree of submitting to the power of an otherwise

known enemy, thereby heightening the element of identity before the final phase of

difference in a metaphorical articulation. Since these motifs are in the main expressions

of the omnipotence of YHWH, they prepare the reader again for the surprise about his

absolutely free ways and doings. It is only at the backdrop of a YHWH who is sovereign

and against whose absolute power there is no appeal, thatwhatfollows in the subsequent

decrees, first to the neighbouring nations, to Zedekiah and then to thepriests andprophets

could be understood. It is not just Israel's national God who is at work, but the God of

creation of the earth who makes his decision in concrete political issue as Weippert

analyses:

"Nicht der nationale Gott Israels, sondem der weltweit anzuerkennende Schopfer

der Erde macht den Machtigen der Welt seine Entscheidung in einer konkreten

politischen Situation bekannt. Das Ziel, dem Wort Jahwes iiber die Grenzen Judas

hinaus Geltung zu verschaffen, fuhrt aber nicht dazu, dass Jahwe sein Gesicht nun

hinter einer intemationalen Maske verbirgt. Auch als Weltschopfer bleibt er

unverandert und deutlich erkennbar der Gott seines Volkes. Die Wendung 'mit

meiner grossen Kraft und meinem ausgestreckten Arm' [...], die in Jer 27,5

Eigenschaften des Weltschopfers beschreibt, war den unter den Zuhorern

sicherlich auch anwesenden Judaem recht vertraut; denn sie hat ebenso wie die

haufiger belegte Formel, 'mit starker Hand und ausgestrecktem Arm' ihren festen

Platz in Exodusgeschehen. 'Mit starker Hand und ausgestrecktem Arm' bzw. 'mit

grosser Kraft und ausgestrecktem Arm' hat Jahwe sein Volk aus Agypten
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herausgefuhrt, und es ist dieser Gott, der sich nun als Weltschopfer und Schopfer

vonMensch und Tier zuerkennen gibt"®.

3.2.1.2.2.3 Two Possible Eventualities and the Warning against False Prophets (v.

8-11)

The decree to the nations begun in v. 3 is far from ended®^ and v. 8-11 pursue it by

highlighting two opposing possibilities; v. 8 and 11, negative and positive respectively,

framing a warning against false prophecy. This warning against false prophecy is further

highlighted in that it is cast in a striking second-person address, appearing in between the

impersonal third-person conditional statements found in both v. 8 and v. 11. We have

therefore a warning against false prophecy (v. 9-10) in between a warning of devastation

(v. 8) and an alternative assurance (v. ll)^"*. In the whole of these four verses, the term

nau occurs in a conspicuous regularity, a total of 4 times.

V. 8 (first possibility) And it will be (that) the nation and the kingdom that shall

not serve him (nau), Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon, and that shall not put its

neck in/under the yoke of the king of Babylon, with sword and by famine and by

pestilence I will visit that nation, oracle of YHWH, until my finishing them with his

hand.

V.9-10 (warning against false prophets)

V. 9 And you, do not listen to your prophets and to your diviners and to

your dreams and to your soothsayers and to your sorcerers who are saying to

you saying 'you shall not serve (nau) the king of Babylon,

H. WEIPPERT, Schopfer des Himmels und der Erde, p. 67.

" As against Brueggemann who sees four oracles inthe chapter and makes a break between v.3-7 and v. 8-
11. For Brueggemann, while v. 8-11 "is formally addressed to the nations, we may imagine that this is a

rhetorical way of addressing Judah and more specifically King Zedekiah", BRUEGGEMANN, A

Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 245. For him also "it is likely that the announcement in Jer. 27:1-11,

ostensibly addressed to the nations, is in fact addressed to the Jerusalem community in the years of

Zedekiah" and in v. 12-15 "that address is made explicit" (p. 246). This interpretation does not however

have the supportof the text. Zedekiah is mentioned onlyfromv. 12. Andthere are no grounds to suspect

the disruption of the progression of the text between 3-7 and 8-11.

" BRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary onJeremiah, p.245.
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V. 10 for falsehood (a lie) they are prophesying to you in order to make

you distant from on your land, and I will banishyou and you will perish'.

V. 11 (second possibility) But the (any) nation that will bring its neck under the

yoke of the king of Babylon and serve him (lau), I will settle it down on its land,

oracle of YHWH,and it (the nation)shall till (work [las;]) it and shall dwell in it'.

The readernotices a common structure in the threeparts, each beginning with the subject;

either the 'nation' or 'you', followed by a statement of evaluation of the possible act of

the subject and then ending with the consequence of the act posed by the subject,

consequence always presented as the action of YHWH and not that ofNebuchadnezzar.

The nation and the kingdom ...

that shall not serve him...

I will visit

You...

do not listen to... (ifyou do)

I will banish

The nation ...

that will bring its neck under the yoke...

I will settle

The same phenomenon of shift in meaning of the verb in the fourth occurrence in v. 6-7

is repeated here in v. 8-11 (see v. 8, 9, 11 [twotimes]). In v. lib, the fourth occurrence in

this section, the verb nau refers no longer to serving the king of Babylon

(Nebuchadnezzar) like in the three previous cases, but to the blessings following those

who listen to YHWH, who will be privileged to be allowed to live in the land and till

(12!)) it.
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- Two Possible Eventualities: Danger of Devastation (v. 8) and Assurance (v. 11).

In V. 8 it is a question of the fate of the nation that will not serve the king of Babylon (and

afterwards named specifically) and that will not put (fna) its neck in the yoke of the king

ofBabylon^^. Whether 'not serving Nebuchadnezzar' isa question ofsheer refusal of the

hegemony of Babylon^®, or of involuntary submission, i.e. abandon under the powerful

force of Babylon after futile resistance, the consequence that follows is the threefold

threat of "sword, famine and pestilence"(^2':^31 arnai which will eventually end in

destruction. This threefold threat is also found in 27:13; 29:17, 18 and ten other times in

the book of Jeremiah^^ V. 8 ends by implying or even insisting that YHWH is the

principal factor, leaving for Nebuchadnezzar an instrumental role and position: "/ will

visit ("ip?«) that nation"... "in his hand'' (i"i;3). The alternative assurance (v. 11), which

closes the message to the foreign kings, is presented equally in the same third-person

form as v. 8, the warning of devastation. In many respects this verse contrasts v. 8 by the

repetition of the key words and phrases: the nations (•'Ian) - leaving off "and kingdoms"-,

serving the king of Babylon and bringing of neck into the yoke of the latter. These last

two are reversed while in v. 11 the verb Kin (hiphil) is used in place of inj to express the

" bna hiJ, "yoke of the king of Babylon" here is a common ancient Near Eastern phraseology to

designateauthority,rule or domination. In variousparts of the Old Testament, the yoke is used as a symbol

of dominion. For example, the image for the dominance of Jacob over Esau his brother in Gen. 27:40, and

Solomon over the tribes of the north in I Kings 12:4. It becomes the imageof the slavery in Egyptin Lev.

26:13, the oppression by Assyria in Isa. 9:3; 10:27; 14:25, by Babylonin Isa. 47:6; Jer. 30:8; Ezek. 34:27,

even though in the book of Jeremiahalso, the yoke image is sometimesused of service to God fi-om which

the people had abandoned (or revolted) of.2:20: "For of old timeyou havebroken thy yoke, and burstthy

bands; and you said, I will not serve; for upon every high hill and under every green tree you wander,

playing the harlot".

This is Brueggemann's phrasing; see BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 245.

" These threats need not beunderstood only supematurally since they can also bethe predictable result of
an occupying army. That means that the nation that resists submission could be invaded and devastated.

See also BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 245. On the curses like the three-fold threat

mentioned above, see also D.R. KILLERS, Treaty-Curses and the Old Testament Prophets (BIblica and

Orientalia 16), Rome, 1964.

Cf Jer. 14:12; 21:7, 9; 24:10; 32:24; 32:36; 34:17; 38:2; 42:17; 44:13.
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actof voluntary submission to the king of Babylon. One other feature is striking inv. 11:

two wordplays, which reinforce the rhetorical effect of the sentence. There is assonance

between ••nn'ini ("I will drive out") in v. 10 and vnnjni ("I shall leave, cause to rest") inv.

11 highlighting the contrast. Finally in v. 11 proper, one verb is repeated to link act and

consequence®': the nation that will serve him nMi (that is Nebuchadnezzar), will, for that
reason, till its land nnaui.

- Warning against False Prophets (v. 9-10)

Between the two possible outcomes, between the danger of devastation and the

alternative assurance, the text warns against false prophets and against an array of five

sorts of pagan soothsayers™: "your prophets, diviners, dreamers, soothsayers and
sorcerers" '̂ though the word Ds-'naSn is a noun plural and is to be translated as
substantive ('dreams') and not as participle (even though some versions have the

participle, dreamers, seeBHS, textual note onv. 9). That a warning (interdiction) of such

nature be found in the midst of the two contrary possible situations is a way of

counteracting these voices which seduce the people to imagine that there is a "third

option", or "third alternative" in Brueggemann's phrasing^^. As said already, variants of

this single warning command, here expressed as a second person address, appear in the

chapter, one for each of Jeremiah's three audiences (cf. v. 9-10; 14-15; 16b-17) and will

beseen again in 28:15 and 29:8-9. The common element in all ofthem is the question of

falsehood, and the language of the warning recalls the catalogue of Deut. 18:9-13.

Framed on the one hand by 'serving the king of Babylon' and on theother by 'bringing

of the neck under the yoke of the latter' (v. 8 and 11), the first of the two in-between

verses (v. 9) takes over the central element of the (negative) possibility in v. 8 and

See SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 51-52.

™HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 121.

" For the explanations ofthese terms and the biblical usages and nuances, see HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2,
p. 121-122; LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p. 317-318. SeealsoH.B. HUFFMON, Prophecy in theANE, in

IDBS, p. 697-700; M. OTTOSSON & G. J. BOTTERWECK, ofw, TDOT 4, p. 421-432; 1.

MENDENSOHN, Magic, in IDB, 3:224-225.

BRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary onJeremiah, p. 245.
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counteracts it ("do not listen [v. 9] to those who say to you 'you shall not serve'"), the

second (v. 10) anticipates indirectly the positive element in v. 11 by making clear that

this punishment begins with deportation ("I will drive you out"), the opposite of the

assurance offered in v. 11 (I will leave, cause to rest). The image is presented thus:

V. 8 And it will be (that) nations and kingdom that shall not serve him,

NEBUCHADNEZZAR THE KING OF BABYLON, AND THAT SHALL NOT PUT ITS NECK

in/under THE YOKE OF THE KING OF BABYLON(...).

V. 9 And you, you shall not listen to yourprophets (...) who say to you:

'you shall not serve the king ofBabylon,

V. 10 for falsehood (a lie) they are prophesying to you in order to make

you distant from the land, and I will banish you and you will perish.

V. 11 AND THE (ANY) NATION THAT WILL BRING ITS NECK UNDER THE YOKE OF

THE KING OF BABYLONAND SERVE HIM, I will Settle it dowu On its land, Oracle of

YHWH, and it (the nation) shall till (serve) it and shall dwell in it'.

3.2.2 Oracle Reportfor Zedekiah (v. 12-15)

Almost the same message in general terms in the preceding verses containing the two

themes: "bring your neck under the yoke of the king of Babylon" and "do not heed the

false prophets" is given again but this time to kingZedekiah in particular (of v. 12a: "to

Zedekiah ... I said ..."). Of course, v. 12 indicates rt'?xn (like all these words,

or in similar words), referring to what has been delivered to the foreign kings through

their ambassadors^^. However, it is couched in second person plural immediately after
introducing Zedekiah in v. 12a(the verbs and noun [xia, nau, n '̂n and ikis] in the rest of

the verse are all in plural) and the second person plural persists till the end of the

' HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 122.
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section '̂'. McKane's reflection on this section runs thus: "It is then not at all clear to

whom Jeremiah's wordsare addressed and, though Sept. indicates that the audience at vv.

12-15 and 16-22 are partially common, according to Ziegler's text, this does nothing to

remove the obscurity and the identity of the group to which w. 12-15 refer is lost in the

darkness"^^. The possible explanation to this shift in person is that it is probable that the
address ismade tothe community under the king^® as could be gleaned from the question

of V. 13: "why will you die (wmn second person plural), you (nnx singular) and your

people (•^pi).

Because of the elements taken from the preceding section in this one, the reader therefore

treads on familiar grounds. There are three commands (expressed in three imperative

verbs) in v. 12, which are logically connected to each other. The first, "bring your necks

into the yoke of the king of Babylon" links to the sign act of Jeremiah in v. 2 and alludes

to V. 8 where the phrase "the yoke of the king of Babylon" occurs for the first time. The

second imperative "and serve him" (nnvi) concretises and interprets the first, while the

third (I'ni) "and live" marshals out the consequences or the benefits if the first commands

are heeded to. V. 13 reflects the negative alternative of v. 8 andappears here in form of a

rhetorical question: "whywill youdie, you and yourpeople, by the sword, by the famine

and by the plague..." The mention of the three fold elements, death by "sword, famine,

and pestilence" for refusal to serve the kingof Babylon is exactly repeated, but while in

v. 8 it is addressed to the foreign kings as threat and as a statement of fact, here it is

addressed to Zedekiah (and his people) as an appeal, a persuasive question, as if to ask

"why should you also be part of this threat as YHWH has decreed against that nationthat

will not serve the king of Babylon?" The passion in this question leads therefore to an

offer of clue in v. 14-15; verses almost identical with v. 9, with threemajordifferences:

the additional charge against the prophets or a denunciation: "I did not send them" (v.

" On this ground Holladay maintains that in v. 12-15, "the diction of the speech is inconsistent",
HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 122,while for McKane, "v. 12 is contradicted by the grammarof v. 12-15",

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary2, p. 696.

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary2, p. 696.

Cf. BRUEGGBMANN,A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 246.
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15), the absence of the longer list of diviners, dreamers, soothsayers and sorcerers as in v.

9 and the inclusion of the prophets themselves explicitly in the sentence of banishment

and destruction. The absence of this denunciation "I have not sent them" in v. 5-11 (or v.

9 especially) is understandable in that the neighbouring kings and nations had no reason

in the first place to imagine that their prophets and intermediaries had been sent by

YHWH, the God of Israel". In v. 14, it is the Judean prophets who are described as

prophesying 'you (in plural) shall not serve the king of Babylon' with the expression

naun vh, an ambiguous but significant rendering. It could be a description of the future

meaning 'it will not happen' or an absolute negative imperative 'do not serve'. Even

though the imperative form is stronger and more offensive, each of the renderings puts

the prophets in opposition with the words of YHWH as pronounced by the prophet

Jeremiah, because it then means that the prophets in question interdict the people from

accomplishing that which YHWH has commanded, according to the words of Jeremiah.

The plural form of address confirms once more that it is not only Zedekiah who is the

recipient of themessage, buthe, together with thecommunity^®.

3.2.3 Oracle Report for Priests and People: The Temple Furnishings (v.

16-22)

In V. 16-22, the third and the last unit of the chapter, a new subjectof controversy: the

issue of the temple vessels carried off to exile is introduced but which makes no literary

or thematic dichotomy with the rest of the chapter. Therefore the opinion of McKane

stands contestable;

"There is not only a change of scene at w. 16-22, but also the introduction of a

highly particular subject, derived from 28:2-4 [...] and secondary in chapter 27

whose nucleus consists of Jeremiah's symbolic action and its explication. The

entrance of the temple vessels is a sudden and disconcerting departure which

begins to be understandable only when the information supplied by 28:2-4 is

made available: Hananiah predicted the return to Jerusalem of the temple vessels

" SCALISE etal., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 52.
Cf. CARROLL,Jeremiah (OTL), p. 533.
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which had been carried off to Babylon in 597 'within two years' (28:3) as an

example of theswift deterioration of thepower of Babylon" '̂.

The first notice is that this theme of the temple vessels in this last part furnishes an

inclusion for this third part:

the vessels ofthe house ofYHWH

will be brought backfrom Babylon... v. 16

the vessels... in the house ofYHWH v. 21

to Babylon ... until... I bring them back v. 22

But the substance of the material at this point of the narrative especially the first two

verses (16-17) is very familiar to the reader. The of v. 14reoccurs again in v. 16

and V. 17; that meansthe same theme is taken up and developed in a new way. Here the

attention of the reader is drawn to the warning oncemore about false prophets who claim

that the deportation would not last long. The question of false prophecy becomes a

continuum with the precedent while the issue of the temple vessels and the duration of

their return becomes the new element that furthers the progression in the narrative. Even

this new element is not unconnected with the precedent units since it has to do with the

powerof Babylon. Conquerors carried off articles liketemple furnishings not simply and

only because of their intrinsic value but because such exploits are proofs of defeatof the

deity of the conquered people, in whose cultthose articles were employed. In the words

of Brueggemann, "the loss of such objects is passionately felt because it violates the

highest symbolic, sacramental sensitivity of the adherents of thetemple system"^". In the

context of the chapter therefore, the return of the vessels and furnishings would then be

" McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 696. See also W. THIEL, Die
Deuteronomistische Redaktion vonJeremia 26-45, p. 6.

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentaryon Jeremiah, p. 248.
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evidence of the break of Babylon's hegemony '̂, and this is part of the manifesto of the

false prophets whose notion of the victory of YHWH is myopic and does not take care of

his freedom, power, will and purpose. For priests and temple worshippers, articles from

the temple would be of a particular concern. The promise of their return or of their

immediate return would be to them especially an appealing message to hear. No wonder

this last section concerning the fate of the temple furnishings is addressed to the priests

and the people. Two stages in the argument of this section could be noticed, v. 16-17 and

V. 18-22.

3.2.3.1 V. 16-17

The oracle in these two verses more or less reiterate the preceding announcement made to

the nations (v. 3-11) and to Zedekiah (v. 12-15) and in a particular way as a whole is

constructed in the same logic(inverse) as the oracle in v. 12-15, especiallyv. 12-14.

v. 12-13 Put your neck in the yoke of the king of Babylon

serve him and his people and live
•why will vou and your people die by sword, famine and pestilencel

V. 14 STOP LISTENING TO THE WORDS OF THE PROPHETS WHO SAY TO YOU
you will not serve the king of Babylon
for they are prophesyingfalsehood to you

V. 16 STOP LISTENING TO THE WORDS OF THE PROPHETS

behold the furnishings of the Lord's house will be soon back from
Babylon
for they are prophesyingfalsehood toyou

V. 17 Do not listen to them.

serve the king of Babylon and live
why should this city become a ruin?

V. 16, like v. 14, is a prohibition against paying attention to the optimistic prophets and

YHWH's assessment of those prophets. The prohibition is repeated in v. 17, followed by

Cf. P.R. ACKROYD, The Temple Vessels: A Continuity Theme in G.W. ANDERSON et al. (eds.),

Studies in the ReligionofAncientIsrael (yt?, 23), Leiden, 1972,p. 166-181.
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positive paraenetic appeal ("serve the king of Babylon"), which is in turn followed by a

rhetorical question like that of v. 13 beginning with the interrogatory particle (nab). The

presence of these thematic elements in the previous sections of the narrative goes to

disprove McKane's suggestion of a "sudden and disconcerting departure"®^. There is also

the connection between the preaching of the false prophets and the question of the return

of the vessels. Thefalse prophets donotpreach only thecoming to end of the hegemony

of Babylon. One of the signs of this cessation of authority will be the return of the sacred

vessels, to showthat YHWH will restore elements of hispeople'scult forhim.

3.2.3.2 V. 18-22

Jeremiah therefore assumes that to true prophets belongs the prophetic task of

intercession for the fate of the vessels left in the temple and so the argument advances in

a quite new direction. Instead of fantasising about what is already decreed, they should

rather devote their attention to intercessory prayer so thatBabylon does not strike again

to take what remained of the temple. The assumption of this challenge, that is, entering

into an intercession of this nature, would mean that Jeremiah's prophecy that Babylon

would attack the city and temple again has been accepted as a true prophecy. There is no

evidence to give a sarcastic interpretation to thisverse or to seethechallenge simply as a

"playfiil invitation"®^: Jeremiah himself has been forbidden to intercede (Jer. 11:14;
14:11-22) and there is an implicit undertone here that there is the possibility of YHWH

relenting (cf. Jer. 26:3), since thisverse parallels v. 11 above where a positive disposition

has been given as alternative possibility if the nations submit to the kingof Babylon: in

order that they be permitted to live in their land; and in v. 17 where the same idea occurs

again: serve the king of Babylon and live. But that the text acknowledges that the

prophets are false is not doubted. That is whythe verse should rather be interpreted as a

"contrary-to-fact conditional statement"®'̂ ; that is, "they are no prophets: if they were,
then theirbehaviour wouldhavebeen altogether different"®^.

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 696.

So BRUEGGEMANN,A Commentaryon Jeremiah, p. 248.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 118, 123.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 118.
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But in the final verses, it becomes evident that Jeremiah has invited his false adversaries

to a task they cannot possibly achieve, partly because they are not authentic prophets (for

they were not sent, v. 15), and because the will of YHWH is contrary. The subjects of the

proposed intercession in v. 18 run through the remaining verses: they are mentioned

successively in v. 19 (v. 20 being a circumstantial clause) while their definitive fate is

marshalled in v. 21-22. The fact that Nebuchadnezzar would carry even more vessels to

Babylon functions here to counteract the view of the optimistic prophets (see v. 16-17).

The will of YHWH for the temple furnishings is expressed finally in terms of both

judgement and salvation (v. 22): they shall be carried to Babylon "until the day I will

give attention tothem" (nps) and bring them up^^ and return them back to this place. The

nr "until" of v. 22, re-echoing that of v. 7 confirms once more the sovereignty of YHWH

who is not coterminous with the empire of Babylon, but who makes the latter only an

episode in his sovereignty, "an important episode but not to be taken with ultimate

seriousness"®'. V. 22 ends the narrative with the note of the eventual restoration of the

sacred vessels "to this place", leading Carroll to conclude that v. 22 reversed "the note of

doom" and "in a subtle way vindicates Hananiah (in chapter 28) but because 27 and 28

are independent variations on a theme, there is no conscious acknowledgement of that

vindication"^®. This position does not have the support ofthe text since v. 18-22 set out a

The expression used to express the act of bringing up here is Dw'jsri}, the hiphilof the root n'̂ s. Carroll

notes the strangeness of the term, which he identifies as a term appropriate for a sacred procession, see

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 537. In manyinstances in the Pentateuch, the verb refers to "going up to

Egypt" (cf Gen. 46:4; Exo. 33:1)or is used in culticcontext(Exo. 18:12;29:18).

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 249.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 537, conclusion of course reached from historical-critical and

ideological bias: Carroll reminds that27:16-22 as a discussion of thefateofthetemple furnishings belongs

to the world of Ezra and the Chronicler and bears on the social controversy behindthe rebuilt temple and

the rebuilding of Jerusalem relating to power in the community and the right to reorganise the cult. The

questions for him border onwhen willthe furnishings return from Babylon andwhose party is in the right

with reference to them?According to him,the attempt or struggle to answer suchquestions is reflected in

the conflict between prophets in 27:16-28:9. "The importance of the cultic fijmishings, their survival in

Babylonand their return to Jerusalem after havingbeen preserved for a long time in exile are the central

issuesin the dispute", CARROLL, Jeremiah(OTL), p. 535.
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train of events that directly contradict thewords of Hananiah in the following chapter; "1

will break theyoke of theking of Babylon within two years"®® (28:2). However, whether

the prophets (v. 16) were right after all but only wrong in matter of timing'" is not of

dense consequence since right orwrong, authentic or inauthentic is notonly a question of

eventual fulfilment of prophecy, but (that as well) overandabove all a question of divine

commission, of eitherpresenting the naked reality to the people or of deceiving them to

their destruction (cf. v. 9-10, 14-15,17), an argument which the narrator would pursue by

the plot of chapter 28.

Transition

Most of the major biblical texts that come readily to mind on reading chapter 27 have

been partially evoked above. However the first issue that strikes the reader of Jer. 27

(MT) is the theme of submission to the domination of a foreign nation/king, which in the

preceding century in biblical history was also the theme in II Kings 18 (cf Isa. 36-37).

Basic similarities are noteworthy: both concern submission to an attacking power and

share similarities of language (see 27:12-15//II Kings 18:1-32, see especially v. 31-32).

There are in each case the admonition "do not listen" (luaBpi-bK); Jeremiah to the three

addressees in Jer. 27 (cf. 27:9, 14, 17) and Rabshakeh to the inhabitants of Jerusalem (cf.

II Kings 18:31), and equally the imperative of theverb n'n (vni cf Jer. 27:12 and II Kings

18:32). But the basic difference is that the advice in both texts have mutually exclusive

goals. Where Isaiah advises Hezekiah to stand firm against the attacker, Jeremiah on the

other hand counsels his audiences to submit. And this is precisely one of the specific

theological significance of our text as regards the question of authenticity in matters of

prophecy. True prophecy in the words of Brueggemann is saying the right thing at the

right time®'. The point at stake is that YHWH the Lord ofhistory cannot be gagged by the
confines and the vagaries of history. Deliverance of Jerusalem in days of Hezekiah must

not be repeated here®^ in Jer. 27 (cf also Jer. 21:1-10), as if all historical circumstances

This is also theopinion of McKane, seeMcKANE, ACritical andExegetical Commentary 2, p. 704.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 537.

" BRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary onJeremiah, p.260.
J. HILL, Friend orfoe? p. 140.
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were the same, historical circumstances which prophecy, true to its name, must not

isolate'̂ , for, using Brueggemann's phrasing, "if the present-tense reality of God cannot
be discerned, then any prophetic discernment is likely ideology. Thus yesterday's

certitude has become today's distorting ideology"'".

Another element that strikes the reader most in reading these oracles of chapter 27 is the

obsessive repetition of the same theme in the chapter.At the end of chapter 26 the reader

gets impression of how the judgement goes in favour of the prophet as authentic prophet.

But the preaching of the prophet in that chapter satisfies normal sensibilities: a call to

repentance, failure of which the city and temple will be destroyed. But the fulfilment of

this role in chapter27, judgingfrom the content of the oracles received by the prophetby

YHWH goes beyond normal expectation. Everywhere in the chapter, it is the question of

serving Nebuchadnezzar, the relationship with the Babylonian king, the injunction to

submit to this pagan king and especially again the denunciation of false prophecy. These

emphases hit hard on the conception of the reader for such a prophet with only but

negative oracles to deliver. That goes the same for a YHWH who gives such messages.

Again, though in chapter 27, it is everywhere a question of attacking false prophets, but

till the end of the chapter, the text talks about and denounces false prophets in a very

general manner, about what they say and about the necessity of not listening to them.

None of the false prophets surfaces yet as an active character in the reading. Moreover,

the positive elements in chapter 27 (v. 7b, 22) are yet only but promises in the distant

indefinite future. Chapter28 would fill the vacuum by the introduction of a prophetwith

This position will be developed in Part Three of this work. In the main, it is true that the words of Isaiah

were vindicated in the miraculous deliverance of Jerusalem from the Assyrians in a centurybefore the era

of Jeremiah and there is no doubt that such historical incidence gave room to a false confidence in

Jerusalem or in the inviolabilityof Zion. This hope, rooted in an old, treasured memory has becomean

ideological distortion, having no reflection to what YHWH does in the concrete moment. And the

obliteration ofthis memory, or the correction of this credo seems to be one of the functions of the block 26-

29 in the book of Jeremiah. See also BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 251. And on

temple ideology andits effects, see B.C. OLLENBURGER, Zion theCity of the GreatKing (JSOTS 41),

Sheffield, 1987, p. 59-66.

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah,p. 251.
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a contrary orientation, Hananiah. The reader then passes from a more generic approach of

the problem to a more specific approach. And so the theme of the sacred vessels and their

return in the indefinite future with which chapter 27 closes, opens up the narrative of

chapter 28 with Hananiah prophesying their immediate return, therefore proving a

concreteexampleof the falseprophets beingdenounced in chapter 27.
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Chapter Four

Jer. 28: Verity-Falsity Dramatised:

Discernment of Criteria

"An audience hearing this narrative (of chapter 28) following the narrative of

chap. 27 would appreciate how things at the time were building to a grand climax.

Jeremiah's word mandating submission to the king of Babylon is given first to

foreign envoys visiting the city, then to King Zedekiah, and then to priests and the

people of Jerusalem. When will it be spoken to the prophets? The audience knows

that they were the ones most offended, because Jeremiah had been telling

everyone not to listen to them. What comes now in chap. 28 is a face-to-face

meeting between Jeremiah and a lead prophet of the opposition. This has to rank

as one of the most extraordinaryencounters between true and false prophets in the

Bible, comparable only with the meeting of Elijah and the prophets of Baal in

Mount Carmel, where Yahweh's word and truth itself shines forth with

unbelievable clarity"'.

The narrative in this chapter is again evidently a briefunit of prophetic biography^. The

beginning of the verse is told in the first person "the prophet Hananiah son of Azzur said

to me in the house of the YHWH". This chapter in the main, exemplifies a dispute or duel

between Jeremiah and the opposing prophets personified in Hananiah, with the purpose

of discerning the criteria for true prophetic proclamation and showing the truth of

Jeremiah's prophetic utterance^. Many studies of varying approaches have been devoted

' LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p. 342.

^SeeTHOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p.538.

' HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 126. G. WANKE, Untersuchungen zursogenannten Baruchschrift, p. 156.
For a very serious opposition to this point of view, see Carroll whose basic tenet concerning the

compositionof the book of Jeremiah is his beliefthat the book is a productof ideological conflictbetween

clashing ideological groups. For Carroll, though "the chapter has attracted much special attention,

especially in relation to questions about false prophecy and criteria for evaluating different prophets [...],

the chapter offers no criteria for distinguishing between prophets because it is set in a tradition where
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to the chapter from this perspective''. Our study of the chapter here will concentrate in

exploring the narrative devices with regard to words, places and time, through which the

narrator has constructed his plot and how, from the point of view of this construction, one

can really say that the issue of true and false prophecy, and particularly the discernment

of the criteria for distinguishing the true from the false, is the bone of contention in the

chapter. Our first task will be justification of our option of treating the chapter as a

separate narrative from the preceding chapter with which it has many ties, then the

delimitation and structuring of the text, a rapid narrative glance at the text where the

interest will also be pinpointing the problematic in the text, to be considered in details in

the third section while considering the plot of the narrative.

Jeremiah is already established as the true prophet (e.g. 26:15-16) and in the confrontation between

Jeremiah and Hananiah there are no differentiatingmarks which single out some of the prophets as true of

false". He further argues that no careful exegesis could produce evidence from the text to back Jeremiah

against Hananiah in matters regarding verity or falsity, CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 547. In other

words, "the redaction is committed to Jeremiah, therefore Hananiah is false", CARROLL, Jeremiah

(OTL), p. 550. See also R.P. CARROLL, A Non-Cogent Argument in Jeremiah's Oracles against the

Prophets, in 5730 (1976), p. 43-51.

E. OSSWALD, Falsche Prophetie im alten Testament (Sammlung gemeinverstandlicher Vortrage und

Schriflen aus dem Gebiet der Theologie und Religionsgeschichte 237), Tubingen, 1962; T.W.O.

OVERHOLT, The Threat of Falsehood: A Study in the Theology of the Book ofJeremiah (SBTSS 16),

Naperville, 1970, p. 37-45; H. SEEBASS,Jeremia's Konfliktmit Chanania: Bemerkungenzu Jer 27 und

28, in ZAW82 (1970), p. 449-452; F.-L. HOSSFELD& 1.MEYER, Prophet gegen Prophet: Sine Analyse

der alttestamentlichen Texte zum Thema: Wahre undfalsche Propheten(BB 9), Freiburg, 1973,p. 90-103;

I. MEYER, Jeremia und diefalschen Propheten, Freiburg, 1977; S.J. DE VRIES, Prophet Against Prophet-.

The Role of the Micaiah Narrative (I Kings22) in the Development of Early Prophetic Tradition, Grand

Rapids, 1978, seep. 142-147on "The Tests of True Prophecy"; D. LYS,Jeremie28 et leprobleme dufaux

prophete ou la circulation du sens dans le diagnosticprophitique, in RHPR 59 (1979), p. 453-482;. R.R.

WILSON, Sociological Approaches to the Old Testament(Guides to Biblical Scholarship), Philadelphia,

1984; C. COMBET-GALLAND, Jeremie 28 ou le risque de la verite, in Foi et Vie 83/5 (1984), p. 70-77;

J.P. SISSON, Jeremiah and the Jerusalem Conception of Peace, in JBL 105 (1986), p. 429-442; G.

SHEPPARD, True and False Prophecy within Scripture, in T.D. PETERSON & R. WILSON (eds.).

Canon, Theology, and Old Testament Interpretation, Philadelphia, 1988, p. 262-282; J.

THONDIPARAMBIL, Prophecy as Theatre: An Exegetico-Theological Study of the Symbolic Acts in the

Book ofJeremiah, Rome, 1989, especially p. 101-104.
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4.1 DELIMITATION AND STRUCTURE

4.1.1 The Literary and Thematic Unity ofJer. 28

Though it is clear there is a theme running through the whole block of Jer. 26-29, that of

true and false prophecy as hinted in Part Two Chapter One, Jer. 28 however presents

altogether some closer similarities with Jer. 27 which justifies, for reasons of

convenience, some commentators' treatment of the two chapters of the book as a single

narrative^ (see also Chapter Six of this Part). One of the most visible marks of this close

unity is the fact that Jer. 27 could be considered as providing the exposition for Jer. 28. In

27:2, Jeremiah reports that YHWH asks him (•''?»< niiT; ^nK-n^) to make a yoke, shoulder it

and send messages to the foreign kings, to the king and the priests and people. In 28:1 he

reports that Hananiah tells him 'biii idk) the opposite of the contents of the message

of YHWH in 27:2. Brueggemann however is equally right when he affirms that "though

these chapters belong together thematically [...], they contain rather different materials"^.

The independent nature of the individual chapters is still discernible. On the one hand, the

introduction of chapter 28 with its peculiar date formula makes it the beginning of a

separable unit and above all, not only that each of the two chapters has different

characters and scenes, the nature of the narratives differ. On the other hand, while chapter

27 is all together a record of oracles of YHWH by Jeremiah, chapter 28 is a story cast in

^ As Scalise titled: "The Yoke ofNebuchadnezzar" (27:1-28:17 [LXX 34:1-35:17]), p. 38-59. For her,
"Chaps. 27-28 must be read together in order to be understood properly in their present shape [...]. Four

main features of the present shape of these chapters indicate they now form a unit (1) the story told or

implied in the arrangement of the oracles and othermaterials; (2) the common formal pattern found in the

oracles in both chapters; (3) intertextual connections by means of quotation, repetition, or allusion; (4)

shared historical setting", SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 44. Brueggemann titled the two chapters:

"The Yoke of Yahweh (27:1-28:17)", cf. BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 240-255. For

an understanding of similarnature, seealsoF.-L. HOSSFELD & I. MEYER, ProphetgegenProphet, p. 90-

103. This view by these authors is not wrong: there is no mention in the beginning of chapter28 that

Jeremiah strolls around with the yoke on his shoulders. The first reference to the yoke is in v. 10 when

Hananiah snatches the yoke and breaks it. The information about the yoke on Jeremiah's shoulders has

been given since 27:2.

' BRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary onJeremiah, p.240.
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the third person after v. 1, and whereas chapter 27 is a three-part oracle of YHWH,

chapter 28 is a stage-like narration of a person-to-person duel between Jeremiah and

Hananiah, with a single intervention of YHWH, all interspersed by the narrator's

comments. And for Holladay, though "in the case of chapters 27 and 28 at least, there is a

unity of historical setting, the events on chapter 28 presupposing the actions and words of

chapter 27 [...], the chapter divisions correspond with the divisions of the literaryunits,

so that eachchaptercanbe dealtwith individually"^.

It is true that the question of the yoke (hii) in Jer. 28:2 cannot be understood unless read

as a follow up of Jer. 27:2, 12 and so Jer. 28 cannot be really considered apart, two

further factors however allow a separate treatment of this chapter, though not in total

isolation from its larger context. It is only in this chapter that the question of Hananiah is

the issue, and where the only mention of Hananiah the prophet is found®. Though the

narrative follows thatofchapter 27, chapter 28has a unity and interest of itsown' and the

confrontation between the optimistic prophet and Jeremiah, with the direct quotations of

each given, "gives the narrative a unique immediacy and interest"'". The neighbouring

chapters of the block (in this case 26, 27 and 29) make clear allusions to the irruptions of

the prophetic word, of the prophet who announces woes and converts king and people (cf.

26:18ff), of the prophet who announces threat and is executed (cf. 26:20ff), of the

prophet who sends messages to neighbouring lands through their representatives, to

kings, priests and all the people (cf 27:lbff), of the prophetwho deceivesthe people with

illusions and against whom YHWH deals severely with (cf 28:12-16; 29:24ff), but only

here, in the words of Combet-Galland, "se joue de fa9on exemplaire, en une unite

textuelle ramassee, le drame de la veriteet du mensonge, de I'ecoute et de la revoke"".

' HOLLADAY, Jeremiah2, p. 116.

®Hananiah is not mentioned any other place in the Old Testament. In the book of Jeremiah, the name

'Hananiah' comes up again twice, in 36:12 and 37:13 but of another interest all together.

' HOLLADAY, Jeremiah2, p. 126.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 126.

" C.COMBET-GALLAND, Jeremie 28oulerisque dela verite, p.70.
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That is to say that the report is a "freighted, self-conscious narrative" and "points beyond

itselfto thegreat theological issue oftruth andfalsehood"'̂ .

4.1.2 Delimitation

There is a paradox as regardsJer. 28 in the context of the block of chapters26-29. Froma

point of view, Jer. 28 does not seem to be an indispensable narrative or chapter in the

narrative tram of the block since one can go directly from Jer. 27 to Jer. 29; that is from

the preaching of the deportation in Jer. 27 to the letters to the exiles already deported in

Jer. 29. The event of Jer. 28, the confrontation with Hananiah, looks therefore like an

event between the preaching and its realisation, an event sparked off by the contestation

by Hananiah of the message by Jeremiah. But on the other hand, this face to face

confrontation is nevertheless the apex of the block because in this chapter is the

confrontation between true and false prophecy actually dramatised, and the only chapter

in the Hebrew Bible which deals solely on this problematic in such a tensed dramatised

way''.

Moreover, there is a remarkable inclusion in the chapter as a whole: the chapter begins

and ends by a dating that in each occasion concerns Hananiah, v. la and v. 17, and each

of the datings effectively corresponds to a first encounter (meeting) and a last separation

(death of Hananiah) between the two prophets. In these two verses which form inclusion,

we notice the followingkeyphrase repeated: "in that year":K'rin rato, v. 1 and 17.

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 254.

Thereis admittedly somesimilarity of course withthe confrontation between Elijah andthe prophets of

Baal (cf. I Kings 18:21 f.). Buttruethat in this latter case, it is alsoa question ofwhich prophet is true,it is

morea question of which god is thetrueandpotent God. Thekeyissue is notthe identity of the prophets,

or which prophet is sent byGodbutwhich God is capable ofworking through hisprophet(s). Cf the prayer

of Elijahfor beckoning on YHWH to sendfiredown: "YHWH Godof Abraham, Isaac, and of Israel, let it

beknown thisday thatthou artGod inIsrael, and that I amthy servant, and thatI have done all these things

at thy word. Hearme, O YHWH, hearme, that this people may know that thou art the YHWH God, and

thatthouhastturned theirheart back again" (I Kings 18:36-37). And when theproofis down, the reaction

is thus: "Andwhen all the people sawit, they fell ontheirfaces: and they said, 'the YHWH, he is theGod;

the YHWH, he is the God'" (v. 38).
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4.1.3 Internal Structure

In the first instance, the narrative of Jer. 28 is framed by two temporal indications which

envelop the first intervention of Hananiah in the temple and his dismissal from the face of

the earth: "the fourth year of the reign of Zedekiah, in the fifth month" (v. 1) and "the

same year, in the seventh month" (v. 17). Within this framework, two Acts can be neatly

distinguished based on a rhythm of meeting and parting (v. 1-11 and v. 12-17).

Interestingly the two Acts are each introduced by the conjunction particle: 'ri]! "and it

happened that Hananiah..." (v. 1), "and it happened that the word of YHWH..." (v. 12),

and ends each with a concluding report by the narrator of the departure from the scene of

one of the prophets: Jeremiah freely but to be recalled later by YHWH (time gap not

determined in the narrative; "and the prophet Jeremiah went his way" v. 11), and

Hananiah sent to death ("and the prophet Hananiah died in that year..." v. 17). Another

common element is that each of the Acts begins with speech addressed to Jeremiah,

either by Hananiah who believes that his words are from YHWH, or by YHWH himself.

There are other internal correspondences and inclusions in each of the Acts: the first half

of the text (v. 1-11) is framed by the utterance nin^ im ns of Hananiah (v. 2 and v. 11,

with the first, v. 2, containing •'n'pK niKis). In the second half, the phenomenon is

repeated, but this time by YHWH. YHWH contradicts Hananiah saying also two times

nin; -II3K nil (v. 13 and v. 14, and the last, v. 14, containing bKni;)' ••nSx nlxas), on which

basis Jeremiah can then say nin'; nnx ns (v. 16). The whole text is thus further framed by

the nirr; ns of Hananiah which opens the text (v. 2) and that of Jeremiah which closes

it (v. 16). Within each of the two parts, sub-divisions can be noticed, following the

interventions of the three speakers in the narrative, that is in the initiating of action

between the two prophets or the intervention of YHWH. It is also striking that in a

chapter that narrates the duel between two prophets, the narrator gives each of the

prophets equal chance to speak; each of the prophets gets the floor twice, and in that wise

YHWH who intervenes just once becomes sort of the arbiter. In the first Act, we have

first Hananiah's oracle (v. 2-4), then Jeremiah's speech to Hananiah (v. 5-9), and finally

Hananiah's symbolic act and oracle (v. 10-11), and in the second Act, we have YHWH's
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commission to Jeremiah to prophesy (v. 12-14), and then Jeremiah's oracle to Hananiah

(v. 12-16). Within the whole, the narrator's words can be read intermittently, but

occupying the totality of v. 5, 10, 12 and 17.

Act I: the face-to-face'" (v.1-11)

Introduction ofnarrative: dating v. 1 - appearance ofHananiah

A Oracle report of Hananiah to Jeremiah (v. 2-4)

B Speech report of Jeremiah to Hananiah (v. 5-9)

C Sign act and oracle report by Hananiah (v. 10-11)

Act II: SENDING AND DISMISSAL (v. 12-17)

A Divine commissionto prophesy (v. 12-14)

B Oracle report to Hananiah (v. 15-16)

Conclusionofnarrative: dating (v. 17)- disappearance ofHananiah

The narrative is situated historically in the beginning of the reign of Zedekiah and the

temporal precisions "in that year...in the fifth month", and the death of Hananiah "in the

seventh month", "in that year" gives the narrative a very clear definite narrated time.

Everything took place within two months. The major question with regard to time and

duration becomes how to repartition the time between the two scenes, that is, how to

determine the temporal value of the "after" of v. 12. In other words, what duration of

time passed between the moment when "Jeremiah went his way" and the irruption of

YHWH's word and sending him back to Hananiah, after ('nns) the latter had taken and

broken the wooden yoke on his neck?The answerto this questionwill then determinethe

duration between the declaration of the death of Hananiah and his actual death. The text

only says, "this year you will die" (v. 16) and that Hananiah died in that year in the

seventh month (v. 17). To this question thetext does not seem to giveanyindication.

It is true that Act II is equally a sort of confrontation since Jeremiah has to face Hananiah to talk to him

directlyin secondpersonsingular, but the aspectof confrontation differsfromthat of Act I in the sensethat

in the latter, the two prophets had occasions to speak and address each other (the senseof the "face-to-

face"),while in Act II, Hananiah is not active, neither speaking nor actingbut is ratheraddressed.
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4.2 FIRST READING OF THE TEXT

4.2.1 Act I: The Face-to-Face (v. 1-11)

4.2.1.1Introduction (v. 1)

As indicated above, Jer. 28 is a concrete and dramatic confrontation based on a dispute

over the programmatic decree, which was the subject of the previous chapter (27). That is

to say that the narrative of Jer. 28 has a very close linicwith that of chapter 27 (see 28:1)

but made much more specific with the introduction of a new character and a new voice,

that of Hananiah. The chapter begins with a complex date formula'̂ , abnormal in the

words of Bogaert'®. Bogaert notes the three datings: in that year, in the beginning of the
reign of Zedekiah, the fifth month of the fourth year, and he concludes, "c'est trop"". But

this dating has two functions, in the larger context on the one hand and in the context of

the chapter on the other hand. First, it synchronises the events narrated in the preceding

chapter with the new events related in chapter 28, with the verb rrri (imperfect with wow

consecutive) at the beginning of the narrative (v. 1) sustaining the connection between the

" Holladay in his characteristic historical reconstruction to the minutest details sees the date formula as a

historical setting for the narrative and that for him reports an incident occurring in the fifth month of

Zedekiah's fourth year, that is July/August 594. He sees the encounter with Hananiah as a plausible

consequence of Zedekiah's conference in Jerusalem to plan a rebellion against Nebuchadnezzar,

presupposed in 27:3; a conference which in turn is a plausible consequence of an aborted rebellion against

Nebuchadnezzar in Babylon in December 595/January 594. He concludes that the specificity of the notice

of Hananiah's death in September/October 594 (v. 17) speaks for the historicity of the narrative,

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 127. Such is also the view of Clements for whom chapter 28 no doubt is an

account "based upon an authentic incident relating to Jeremiah's activity and message, containing as it does

a number of circumstantial details", details which we could assume "were reported through Baruch, or

some other figure equally close to Jeremiah", CLEMENTS, Jeremiah, p. 166. Carroll is clearly against this

view: for him the chapter is "a stoiy rather than a historical account of a real event". This story portrays a

clashof ideologies exemplified in two prophets: Hananiah a QibiB prophet and Jeremiah a prophet of war,

cf. CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 541-542.

P.-M. BOGAERT, La datation par souscription dans les redactions courte (LXX) et longue (TM) du livre

de Jeremie, in J. JOOSTEN & P. LE MOIGNE (eds.), L'apport de la Septante aweetudes sur I'Antiquite

(LD 203), Paris, 2005, p. 137-159, see p. 152.

" P.-M. BOGAERT, Ladatation par souscription, p. 153.
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two'®. That means, if 27:1a could be considered as the end of chapter 26 (forming an

inclusion with the mention of the beginning of the reign of Jehoiakim son of Josiah, king

of Judah - 26:1a and 27:1a), then the reader would consider that the oracles of chapter 27

are not precisely dated, and that 28:1 supplies the date of the events of Jer. 27 and the

events of Jer. 28. That means that the expression K-'rin njiaa would also mean the year of

the episodes in the preceding chapter. Secondly, "the fifth month", whose significance

will eventually appear only at the end of the narrative, is mentioned here to show the

speedy fulfilment of Jeremiah's prophecy of the death of Hananiah who died according to

V. 17, in the seventh month. The confrontational set up and character of the narrative is

already hinted at by the use of the first person, "said to me". Hananiah, a name which

means "YHWH is gracious", would give as prophecy the fact that YHWH is more

immediately and powerfully gracious than Jeremiah can allow". Interestingly, those in

the presence of whom Hananiah utters his prophecy are the very audience of Jeremiah's

third oracle about the temple furnishings in 27:16-22: D'ansn (the priests and all

the people), a factor already mentioned that makes a neat connection between the

narrative of chapter 28 and the last oracle of27.

4.2.1.2 Oracle Report ofHananiah to Jeremiah (v. 2-4)

Hananiah, already introduced first in the narrative in his capacity as prophet (N''33n v. 1)

uses the classical messenger formulae nirr -lax-ns or nini'DW (v. 2, cf also v. 4 and 11)

just as Jeremiah (v. 16) as a claim to the divine source of his prophetic proclamation.

Noticeable is that the first messenger formula of Hananiah nlxas nin^ nns nis

(28:2a) is exactly the same with the formula for the last of the oracles of Jeremiah in Jer.

27 (cf v. 21-22), another proof that the oracle is a response (by way of contradiction) to

that of Jeremiah in the previous chapter. His first intervention is therefore to say that

YHWH said that... Challenging the preceding assertion of Jeremiah in 27:16-22, the

speech of Hananiah is that the Babylonian yoke is a broken yoke (v. 2b). The exile will

See also SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 53.

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 250.
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end soon, within two years^" and consequently, temple vessels will be restored (v. 3) and

the exiled king will be quickly reinstalled to power (v. 4). The mentioning of the vessels

of the temple before the king is curious '̂ and could be explained from the backdrop of

the larger unit. The narrator could have by this order wished to link this episode closely

with Jer. 27:16-22 where the topic is the temple vessels^^ and where the king is

mentioned afterwards (cf. 27:20).

This oracle given by Hananiah (v. 2b-4) is attractive, both from the content and from the

literary arrangement. In the first instance, from hindsight, the reader of Jer. 27

immediately knows that this salvation oracle has been prepared for^^ in the present

organisation of the text '̂* by 27:16, and already, the narrator prepares the reader with

some bias to judge the credibility of the prophet. In 27:16, YHWH had already warned a

specific audience not to pay attention to hopeful messages concerning the immediate

return of the temple vessels. And the warning is given exactly to "the priests and all the

people" (27:16a). Behold in 28:2b-4, a prophet has precisely such a message, given

equally in the presence of the priests and all the people (end of v. 1). Concerning the

literary structure, the oracle of Hananiah (2b-4) exhibits a concentric arrangement (A-B-

C-B'"A'). Two categories of victims involved in theexile, cultic instruments and people

(v. 3-4a), are immediately framed by the promise "I will make to return to this place" (v.

The certainty of expression is interesting and as Hossfeld and Meyer remark, such precise timing is not

so often in prophetic oracles. Likely parallel is 28:16, "in this year, you will die" (compare with 27:7, the

three generation duration of Babylonian domination), see F.-L. HOSSFELD & L MEYER, Prophet gegen

Prophet, p. 95.

McKane's explanation of this verse goes the other way round and is informed by his convictions in

matters concerning textual comparison: for him 27:16-22 derives from 28:2-4 and so he opines that

possibly 28:4 did not contain rT'33'' DKI when it generated 27:16-22, though he however admits that this is

only conjectural, see McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 717.

Cf also HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 128.

Writes Lundbom: "We are prepared for this confrontation after hearing Jeremiah's warning to the foreign

envoys, king Zedekiah, and the priests and the people, that they not listen to prophets and seers of other

description who are preaching rebellion against Nebuchadnezzar (27:14-18)", LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-

36, p. 329.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 126.
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3a|3 and 4ba) and remotely by the declaration "I have broken/will break the yoke of the

king of Babylon" (v. 2b and 4bP):

A. 2b I HAVE BROKEN THE YOKE OF THE KING OF BABYLON

B. 3a in two years now, I will make to return to this place

C. 3b-4a all the vessels of YHWH's house -which Nebuchadnezzar
king ofBabylon have takenfrom this place and brought to Babylon

C' andJeconiah son ofJehoiakim king ofJudah andall the exiles of
Judah that went to Babylon,

B'. 4b I will make to return to this place, oracle of YHWH
a' . 4bp For I will break the yoke of the king of Babylon

The reader notices that v. 2b is cast in the qatal while 4bp is in the yiqtol. Why first the

prophetic past? By beginning this speech thus, the deflnitiveness of the assertion is made

evident, so that "in two years now" of v. 3a becomes an explanation or a giving of details

of an already asserted opinion^^.

The narrative significance and strength of this oracle of Hananiah lies first and foremost

in its inaugural character. The elements (the circumstantial details, the topographical

conditions and the confrontational set up) in v. 1 make it challenging. Jeremiah perceives

this challenge, made in the presence of the priests and all the people, in the temple as

addressed to him personally. This is all the more made plausible since the speech writes

off and disqualifies the givens in the two previous chapters: chapter 26 with its threat on

the temple and the city, chapter 27 whose summary is the submission to the Babylonian

yoke and the question of the duration and returning of the sacred vessels from Babylon.

The narratorhas therefore inaugurated and set a stage for a confrontation.

4.2.1.3 Speech Report ofJeremiah to Hananiah (v. 5-9)

The very first direct intervention of the narrator after v. 1 (the beginning of v. 5),

underlines furtherthe confrontational situation of the drama: "Jeremiah the prophetspoke

The"in twoyears now"of B corresponds to "oracle of YHWH" in B' in the sense that it is the pointof

the opposition between Hananiah and Jeremiah; is this fact an oracle of YHWH?
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to Hananiah the prophet"^®, highlighting as well the same audience, "in the presence of
the priests and in the presence of all the people who were standing in the house of

YHWH"". And this confrontational character of "prophet against prophet" is always
exhibited in all the versesthat are entirely the wordsof the narrator (cf. v. 10, 12,see also

V. 15a), except of course in v. 17 where it is only a question of the obituary

announcement of Hananiah. Jeremiah publicly responds to the claim of Hananiah (v. 6-

9)^®, a response that is his without any indication of a messenger formula or any

"With both Jeremiah and Hananiah given the designation 'the prophet', added Vifeight is attached to the

confrontation", LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 2J-36, p. 333.

But curiously after this notice by the narrator of the same audience, Jeremiah in his speech in v. 7

neglects the priests and makesreference only to the people: "listen Hananiah to these words which I speak

in your ears and in the ears of all the people". It is therefore a bit strange that the priests who are also

present and figure prominently in the audience, remain unacknowledged. See LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-

36, p. 334. Already in 26:13, the reader had noticed the neglect of the religious group, the priests and

prophets, during the defenceof Jeremiahwhenhe turnedhis defenceintoanothercall to repentance directly

only to the royal officials and to the people.

Carroll points to the responseof Jeremiahhere as one of the reasonsto believein the independent nature

of the story of chapter 28 in the context where it appears, or at least a variant tradition of the contents of

Jer. 27. Since Jeremiahhas in chapter27 denounced all the prophets(like Hananiah) who proclaimhopeful

messages like Hananiah, opines Carroll, then his response to Hananiah in 28:5-9 becomes "both

unnecessary and incomprehensible":"why should Jeremiah listen to a particular instantiation of a message

he already has dismissed as false? If what the prophetssay is a lie (seqer), then Hananiah, who says the

same thing and in the same way [...] is a liar. Why should Jeremiah treat a liar with such sensitivity? Why

should he respond in a dignified manner instead of heaping abuse on Hananiah's head? Why should he

wish Hananiahto be right? Whyshouldhe acceptthe breakingof his ownperformative messageand go his

way?" CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 540-541. Carroll's questions are based on a reading posture of a

historical sort and bases on our evaluation of the individual prophetsandthe eventsas readersof today.The

reader reading the text and visualisingthe events as a drama happening for the first time and who do not

have any bias or prejudiceto side with any of the prophetswouldnot be surprisedwhenJeremiahtakeshis

distance even from his own declarations and gives a benefitof the doubt to his fellowprophet in dialogue

with him. The text has never at this point directly shown any of the prophets as false or true and so the

reader would not be surprised at Jeremiah's attempt to enter into dialogue and proof with his fellow

prophet. In this perspective, responding "in a dignified manner" would not be problematic; what would

really be would be "heaping abuses" on his fellow prophet, with whom one is in a common demonstration

of the truth.
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indication of oracular report. It is clearly stated in v. 7: "listen to the words which 7 (•'sis)

am speaking in your ears...". His response consists of three elements.

a. Jeremiah utters the word v:k followed by the wish which could be seen as

sarcastic, ironic^® or sincere. Comparison with other occurrences in the Old Testament '̂

could be luminous for a meaningful interpretation in the context here where irony and

insincerity should be excluded^^. Though quite differently articulated, the consensus

regarding v. 6 is one that makes a distinction between the human feelings of Jeremiah and

his obligation as a prophet to remain true to the demands of his prophetic vocation. There

is the emphasis on the tensions confronting him as an individual burning with great

The word is not very frequent in the Old Testament. The exact Hebrew word occurs again in Num. 5:22

(twice); Deut. 27:15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26; I Kings 1:36; I Chr. 16:36; Neh. 5:13; 8:6

(twice); Psa. 41:14; 65:16 (twice), 72:19; 89:53; 106:48; Jer. 11:5. In this only other occurrence of in

the book of Jeremiah, it serves to confirm a curse perceived to be valid.

Holladay sees the 'amen' of Jeremiah as "expressing an optative of dubious validity", HOLLADAY,

Jeremiah 2, p. 128, and the wish that follows appears "to be poised between a real hope and a contrary-to-

fact expression" and "is possible that the expressions ofthis verse function as does Micaiah's first insincere

word to the king of Israel (cf. I Kings 22:15), which was intended to be a ridicule", HOLLADAY,

Jeremiah 2, p. 127. See also J.A. MONTGOMERY, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Books

ofKings (ICC), New York, 1951, p. 338.

^'The ambivalence in the precise interpretation of this verse is also seen from the fact that in the 27

occurrences of px in the Old Testament, it is principally either a confirmation of a curse or that of a

blessing. It occurs in the context of curses in Num. 5:22 (twice); Deut. 27:15, 16, 17,18, 19, 20, 21, 22,23,

24, 25, 26, Neh. 5:13; Jer. 11:5; and in the context of blessings in I Chr. 16:36; Neh. 8:6 (twice); Psa.

41:14; 65:16; 72:19; 89:53; 106:48. The only two exceptions but in similar contexts are I Kings 1:36 and

Jer. 28:6. In I Kings 1:36 David has given orders to anoint Solomon king and Benaiah responds "Amen!

May YHWH accomplish it". He followed this declaration with a prayer for Solomon. In this verse, the

grammatical pattern is the same as in Jer. 28:6: the word "amen" is followed by a jussive verb with YHWH

as subject: 'pK np; inx' l? IDK (I Kings 1:36) and Dp; lUK (Jer. 28:6).

There is no doubt as to the sincerityof the support of Benaiah,as there is no textual proof of ironical usage

or insincerityin the expression used by Jeremiah. The verb used, in the Mphil(py), here meaning"fulfil",

"establish" is the same used in the promise ofYHWH in 29:10.

Scalise writes that "it is never an Israelite equivalent of 'Bravo' for a stirring performance of a prophet",

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 54.
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passion for his people and at the sametime not having any pleasant hopeful messages to

give at least in the meantime. Finding the opinions of the peaceful prophets pleasant, and

not rejoicing in the prolongation of the exile, he would alsowish it wereso for hispeople

but he knows at the sametime that that is false. On this point Hossfeld and Meyer write:

"Das Pladoyer Jeremias beginnt in V. 6a6 mit einer captatio benevolentiae. In einem

dreiteiligen Satz druckt Jeremia aus, daU, wenn es nach seinen eigenen Wilnschen ginge,

er dem Hananja nur beipflichten konne: GewiB, so moge es Jahwe ausfuhren! Jahwe

verwirkliche dein Wort! Aber wie in 8,18-23; 17,16; 20,8 muB Jeremia eine Kollision

feststellen zwischen seinem Wunsch und seinem Auftrag als Prophet"". V. 6,as response

could have been the last word of the narrative if the message of peace of Hananiah were

true, that is, if Hananiah were a true prophet. But Jeremiah continues. And so inx of v. 6

could be translated as true, let it be, okay; the wish that Hananiah be correct if Jeremiah is

seen as giving a sincere reaction to the claim of Hananiah.

b. Almost immediately, this positive hope is countered by an adversative introduced

by the particle (translated variously as 'yet'̂ '', however, but^^, only^®, nevertheless^^,

but please^®) where he invites Hananiah to listen, to go down memory lane with him and
to make with him an inspection of historical evidence'', to consider the tradition of the

prophets before both of them, a tradition which prophesies of pestilence, war and disaster

(v. 8)'*°. Jeremiah's reference tothese prophets as "who were before me

" F.-L. HOSSFELD & I. MEYER, Prophet gegen Prophet, p. 96. Cf. Also MCKANE, A Critical and
Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 718. SeealsoC. COMBET-GALLAND, Jeremie28 ou le risque de la verite,

p. 71.

CARROLL,Jeremiah (OTL), p. 537, BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 252.

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 709.

SCALISEet al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 41; D. LYS,Jeremie 28 et leprobleme dufaux prophete, p. 454.

" HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 125.

THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 537.

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 719.

Interestinglyin the block beginningfrom chapter26, mentionhas beenmadeof prophets in the past and

their preaching and in each occasion, it has been that of doom. 26:5 talks of "my servants the prophets

whom I have alwayssent you, but you have not heeded",meaningof coursethat their words were not the
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and before you" means that he does not exclude even his opponent from this

succession'". Though part ofthesuccession, his isa strange type. Doom prophets stand in

a long succession in Israel, but behold aprophet with a peace message who stands alone.

c. This is a new word, and a new word that falls outside the tradition must be

subjected to the test of fiilfilment''̂ . Finally Jeremiah challenges the prophecy of

Hananiah by evoking the question of fulfilment as the sure proof of any peaceful

prophetic claim (v. 9). The isolated prophet"^ does notenjoy thebenefit and protection of

tradition and so has to undergo a proof for accreditation. V. 8-9 as a whole exhibits a kind

of logical syllogism that goes thus: the prophetic tradition is that of doom. That means

that a doom prophecy has a priori grounds for being true since it has the support of

tradition. That equally means that a hopeful prophecy like the one just given by Hananiah

should not be placed in the same footing. But it can still be tested, whether the words

come to fulfilment. The burden of proof lies on it and the only vindication is its

fulfilment. And fulfilment will show nothing else than that YHWH has sent the prophet

in truth. By so doing, Jeremiah puts the Legitimationsformel of Hananiah in v. 2 and v. 4

to question. Subtly, v. 8 and v. 9 make a juxtaposition of prophets and prophet', "the

prophets who were before me and before you...." (v. 8), "theprophet (x'asri v. 9)

who will prophesy peace...". The insistence of «''3an in the verse is clear (three times and

once the verb in the imperfect).

alSfflb "i '̂K X'ajn

K-'nan la-n Kaa

riDxa nin^ uii'

To be remarked in the response of Jeremiah is that the first word of the first section is of

the same root with the last word of the second section (v. 9b). Actually, Jeremiah begins

palatable ones, and 26:18 where the prophecy of Micah is cited: "Zion shall become a plowed field,

Jerusalem a heap of ruins, and the temple mount a forest ridge".

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 55.

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 56.

F.-L. HOSSFELD & I. MEYER, Prophet gegen Prophet, p. 96.
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a response with "true" (]m, v. 6) and ends with "in truth" (nn^a, v. 9). With thesewords

flanking the incessant reference to n'33 the issue is therefore that of knowing how or to

what extent each of the prophets stand in relation to the truth, in other words, which of

the prophets hasbeen truly sentbyYHWH"''.

4.2.1.3.1 On Fulfilment ofProphecy: Reference to Deut. 18:21-22

The words of Jeremiah in v. 6-9 resemble the declaration in Deuteronomy:

And ifyou say in your heart,

'How may we knowthe word which the Lord has not spoken?' When a prophet

speaks in the name of the Lord, if the word does not come to pass or come true,

that is a word which the Lord has not spoken; the prophet has spoken it

presumptuously, you need not be afraid of him".

Deut. 18: 21-22 falls within a self-contained section of the book of Deuteronomy dealing

withstateandreligious officials, the local court anditsprocess (cf. 16:18-20; 17:2-7), the

central court (cf.17:8-13), the king (cf 17:14-20), and the priest and the prophet (cf.

chapter 18). In the words of Nelson, "thesechapters offera sortof constitutional proposal

with definite concepts about the judge, king, priest, and prophet""^, focusing on the

process of selection of these officers, their functions and the obedience due to them and

the mechanisms of their succession. The last unit of this section 18:15-22 deals with three

issues involving prophecy'*®. After providing the aetiology for the institution ofprophecy,
it seeks to motivate obedience to authentic prophets and finally, strives to eliminate the

danger of false prophecy. Tracing the aetiology of prophecy in connection with Moses,

the text underscores obedience to prophets and in this stage, it is not so much as what

Cf. D. LYS, Jeremie 28 et leprobleme dufauxprophete, p. 473.

R.D.NELSON,Deuteronomy: A Commentary (OTL), Louisville, 2002,p. 213.

Onthe theology of the prophets in the book of Deuteronomy, seeH.M. BARSTAD, The Understanding

of the Prophets in Deuteronomy, in SJOT8 (1994), p. 236-251; K. JEPPESEN, Is Deuteronomy Hostile

Towards Prophets? inSJOT 8 (1994), p. 252-256.
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prophets oughtto do as whattheiraudience areto do"*^. "Thetext therefore reflects on the

authorization of the prophet whose legitimation is a replication of the authorization of

Moses"''®. Deuteronomy does not lose sight of the imminence of false prophets and sets
out in the third place rules for their elimination, which is by execution (v. 20). When a

prophet speaks in the name of other gods, there is no difficulty in knowing the verity or

falsity of his claims, but the real issue is presented when a prophet claims to be speaking

in the name of YHWH and here a pragmatic rule is needed. And then comes the advice of

V. 22: "time will tell, for the true prophetic word inexorably sets impending events into

motion (1 Sam 3:19-20; Amos 1:2; Jer 1:9-10)"'". It has to benoted thatthis wait and see

principle is not presented in this text as an absolute test for all prophetic claims. The very

fact that it comes only after admonishing obedience to the prophets raised up by YHWH

in the manner of Moses, means that Deuteronomy proposes this test for presumptuous

prophets speakingwords not authorised by YHWH, though there remainsthe question of

how one is to knowagain the criteria for deciding the cases which would be madesubject

to this principle.

The appropriation of this principle in the text of Jer. 28:9 seems to respect this intention

in Deuteronomy. There is in the first place lexical similarity in the reoccurrence of two

key terms of Deut. 18:22: true prophets are to be recognised (ut) if their words "come"

or are brought to fulfilment (xia). Jer. 28:9 does not have to be read in isolation with Jer.

28:8. The logic of both verses could be stated as follows: the general tendency of past

prophecy has been that of doom. A hopeful prophecy has therefore not the support of

tradition and needs something for authentication. And that is nothing else than the

fulfilment of the claim. A question however arises: what is the pertinence of this test of

fulfilment, the rationale of waiting in a here and now concrete case between two

•" The reasoning in the text is; you asked yourself for the prophets and YHWH agreed, so heed the prophet.
"Raiseup" (v. 15, 18)emphasises the initiative ofYHWH in the institution of the prophet (cf.Amos 2:11;

Jer. 29:15), a phrase the prophets repeatedly claimed in their call narratives and in their use of the

messenger formula.

BRUEGGEMANN, Deuteronomy (AOTC), Nashville, 2001, p. 195.

R.D. NELSON, Deuteronomy, p. 236.
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prophets^"? Would waiting for two years to pass in order to see whether temple
furnishings and theexiles '̂ would return seem very reasonable ina duel between the two

prophets, in the presence of all the people and priests, and demanding the response of the

latter? How does the narrative resolve this issue?

One notices a very important element in Act I, concerning two significant omissions in

the reply of Jeremiah in v. 6-9, verses which are the central axis of the Act, framed by

two thematically identical declarations of Hananiah: the omission of the mention of

breaking the yoke of the king of Babylon, which was so central in the oracle speech of

Hananiah that it formed the framing for the oracle in 2b-4, and the mention of the time

limit of two years. These omissions in v. 6-9 would become all the more conspicuous by

their reoccurrence in v. 10-11, as if Hananiah noticed his opponent's neglect of the major

points of his oracle and so repeats them and leaves aside the question of bringing back the

sacred vessels and exiles which were the points retained by Jeremiah. Is it that Jeremiah

considered the Babylonian captivity as so inevitable that there is no question of disputing

over it? Or that he simply reasons that "breaking the yoke of Babylon" is only theoretical

while "bringing back exiles and sacred vessels" is the practical result, and so says: 'until

we see the exiles and the vessels back, then we can be sure that the yoke of the king of

Babylon has been broken'? Or finally is that a way of relegating the king of Babylon to

the background, and neglecting his importance in the scheme of affairs, in coherence with

Jer. 27 where Nebuchadnezzar's instrumental role is underlined? The response of

Jeremiah shows in fact that the dispute is not over the material elements of the claim,

which could be or not be, or even the temporal timing precision, but on the authenticity of

the claim of the source of the oracle. That is why the central element of Jeremiah's

response is whether the prophet is sent or not by YHWH. Jeremiah's response becomes

Brevard Childs' canonical criticism still answers that the fulfilment criteria is still applicable in the

collection and preservation of the oracles of Jeremiah: when the judgement of God fell on Judah and

Jerusalem, Jeremiah was vindicated as a true prophet, cf. B. CHILDS, Old TestamentTheology, p. 140. But

this explanation is based on the prejudiceof an alreadyrealisedhistoryand not an answerto be givenfrom

the standpoint of the immediate audience of the drama.

Notice that Jeremiah left the items in the order his opponenthad listed them: the objects before people,

though without express or separate mentioning of the king.
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inthemaintoquestionthelogo,thedivinestamp,whichhisopponentstickstohis

speech:inthebeginning,thatitisYHWHwhospeaks(v.2a),andtoquestionequallythe

signatureattheendofthespeech,intheendthatitis"oracleofYHWH"(v.4b).And

thisbeingthecase,Carroll'sopinionthatJeremiahdisobeyedthewarninghehadalready

givenin27:16bylisteningtoHananiah^^doesnotholditsground^^

4.2.1.4Sign-actandOracleReportbyHananiah(v.10-11)

AconvincedandintransigentHananiahispresentedasanantagonistnecessarytothe

courseofthedrama'̂'.Aneatconnectionwiththepreviouschapter(cf.27:2)ismade

againasthewearingoftheyokeishere(v.10)presumed."Kurzundbiindig"(shortand

decisive),Duhmwouldsay,thedramaoftheincidentisunprecedented^^forhereisthe

uniquenarrativeofasymbolicactofaprophetintendedtoannulthesymbolicactofan

opposingprophet^®;ofone"prophet'svandalismofanotherprophet'ssign-act"^^.Ina

dramaticstyleHananiahtakesandbreakstheyokefromJeremiah'sshoulders,asymbolic

actwhichisfollowedbyverbalexplanation^®;areiterationofthejudgementthatintwo

CARROLL,Jeremiah(OTL),seep.540-541.

SeealsoSCALISEeta!.,Jeremiah26-52,p.55.

BRUEGGEMANN,ACommentaryonJeremiah,p.253.

"SCALISEetat.,Jeremiah26-52,p.56.

HOLLADAY,Jeremiah2,p.129.TherearehoweverparallelsbetweentheconfrontationofJeremiah

andHananiahandthatbetweenMicaiahandthecourtprophetZedekiahin1Kings22.Eachofthese

episodesinvolvesasymbolicactionandeventhephysicalabuseofoneprophetbytheother(cfespecially

1Kings22:24:"Zedekiah,sonofChenaanah,cameupandslappedMicaiahonthecheek,saying,'Hasthe

spiritoftheLORD,then,leftmetospeakwithyou?'").

"SCALISEetal,Jeremiah26-52,p.56.

ButonewouldhaveexpectedHananiah'ssignacttocomebeforehisveryfirstoracleinv.2b-4giventhe

factthatsign-actsgenerallyprecedetheirinterpretativespeech.Cf.IKings11:29-31whereAhijahfirstof

alltearsthenewcloakheiswearingintotwelvestrips,andafterexplainstoJeroboamthatbythat,itshows

thatGodwilltorethekingdomfromSolomon'shandsandgivetentribestoJeroboam.ThenarrativeofJer.

27alsofollowsthisorder,symbolicactionprecedingexplanation.SeealsoIKings22:11;Isa.20:1-5;

Ezek.4:9-14;etc.HoweverthestructureofJer.28resemblesthatofJer.19(cf.19:1-13)whereJeremiah

receivesacommandtobuyanearthenwarejug,thentodeliverajudgementoracletothekingsofJudah

andthecitizensofJerusalemfortheeviltheyhavedone,afterwhichheistosmashthejarasasign-act
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years the exile will end (cf. v. 3), with a third claim of the divine source of his oracle (v.

11) '̂. Hananiah repeats the time limit allowed inhis oracle and adds the fact ofbreaking
the yoke of the king of Babylon from the neck of all the nations, an addition which refers

Jeremiah and the reader to 27:6-11. Without going into the details of bringing back the

exiles, it is understandable that the yoke once broken, the return of the exiles and the

utensils would be automatically consequential. Neither the act nor the verbal explanation

is responded to and the narrative leaves it unresolved. Jeremiah simply walks ("^bn) his

wayandleaves the stage. Thecurtain is drawn. End ofActI^°.

Authors react differently to the attitude of Jeremiah. For some, Jeremiah seems to be

roundly contradicted and publicly shamed®'; for some he appears to have been genuinely

confiised, rendered uncertain® and taken aback®^ by the action of Hananiah. However,

these opinions do not clearly emerge from the text, nor could the reader perceive that they

are the reasons for the irruption of YHWH's word which brought Jeremiah back to the

stage to confront Hananiah squarely in Act II. One would say therefore that in the first

Act, the narrator subtly contrasts the characters of the two prophets: as against Hananiah

who was raised to a high pitch of excitement and was filled with an irrational or demonic

strength®'', Jeremiah is portrayed as a model ofcomposure, "the unflappable prophet who
does not rush his fences and was unruffled by the circumstance that he had no immediate

showing the way YHWH will smash the nation and the city, and this is described in the second oracle in v.

10-13.

Symbolic action however efficacious in bringing about the fulfilment of prophecy has no effect if

YHWH is not behind it. An example is the above-mentioned symbolic action of Zedekiah against Micaiah.

Contrary to Hossfeld and Meyer who see v. 11 as the end of a scene, bearing from their consideration of

chapter 28 as constituting a single narrative with chapter 27 and who sees the scene as not implying a

public confrontation: "Das Deutewort V. 11 zeigt aber, daBes nach wie vor um das Joch fiir 'diese Vblker'

geht. Die AbchluGnotiz, das Jeremia seines Weges gegangen sei, hat zunachst die Funktion, die Szene zu

beenden. Zu einer Auseinandersetzung auf offener Strasse kommt es nicht", F.-L. HOSSFELD & I.

MEYER, Prophet gegen Prophet, p. 92.

LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p. 341.

CLEMENTS, Jeremiah, p. 166.

" THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p.540.

^ Cf MCKANE, ACritical andExegetical Commentary 2,p.720.
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riposte to make to Hananiah's theatrical gesture. He judged that reason would not prevail

and refused to engage in a slanging match. He left the field and bided his time before he

returned to reassert his prophetic authority, and deal finally with Hananiah"®'. Duhm

would say that his dignified retreat is indicative that he was the genuine article and not an

impostor: " dass Jer ein wahrhaftiger Mensch sei. Bin Mensh ohne Pose, ohne Eitelkeit,

wehrlos gegen brutale Angriffe"®®.

4.2.2 Actll: Sending and Dismissal (v. 12-17)

4.2.2.1 Divine Intervention: Commission to Prophesy (v. 12-14)

In V. 12, the narrator indicates that "the word of YHWH came to Jeremiah" (v. 12). Act II

begins exactly like Act I with the word The confrontational atmosphere is again

clear: "And the word of YHWHcame ...after the prophet Hananiah had broken the yoke

from the neck of the prophet Jeremiah". The narrator reveals the exact circumstances that

push YHWH to act. Breaking the yoke of Jeremiah is opposing directly the order of

YHWH, which Jeremiah received in 27:2, a fact which makes YHWH to send Jeremiah

back to the scene. It is also interesting that YHWH appears on the scene after the third

claim of Hananiah that his prophecy is an oracle from YHWH (cf 2, 4, 11), and, more

significant, that YHWH accuses Hananiah and contradicts his words by confirming the

prophecy given to Jeremiah in Jer. 27 (cf especially 27:2). By the words of v. 12,

YHWH holds Hananiah responsible for his action and sets forth the prospect of a harder

situation in the future, a situation which Hananiah himselfwill take part in constructing.

The NAB puts it precisely: "by breaking a wooden yoke, you forge an iron yoke", while

the NJB puts it: "You have broken the wooden yokes onlyto make iron yokes to replace

them"®^. In v. 13, for the first time YHWH adds the adjective "iron" to the noun "yoke"

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary2, p. 720.

DUHM, Das Buck Jeremia, p. 226.

" Here the MT makes Hananiah responsible for the iron yoke by breaking the wooden one by the use ofthe
word ri'TOl (and you shall make). But even the rendering in the LXX does not lighten matters for the

prophetHananiah. The expression in the LXXreads: ouvetpul/aq Kal iroLiioto, "you havebroken and I will

make". In this way the narrator in the LXX makes it clear that the duel is more between YHWH and

Hananiah since the latter breaks while the former fashions, symbolising the undoing by Hananiah who
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which remains therefore highly metaphorical. Wood is breakable, but Jeremiah had

already asked: "Can anyone break iron?" (Jer. 15:12). Through this metaphorical

articulation, the narrator discloses the theology in the text, a theology articulated around

the duel between truth and falsity®^ The narrator's report in this section shows that

YHWH contradicts Hananiah's double prophecy (v. 2-4b and v. 11) directly in one single

verse (v. 14) and approves that made by Jeremiah in 27:5-7: he will give the world over

to Nebuchadnezzar, and thisauthorised hegemony® shall extend even to the beasts of the

field™ - the reader would notice the exact repetition ofthe phrase: ft 'Finj nntori n»n-nK dji
(v. 14, cf. 27:6). While Hananiah has prophesied "I will break/have broken the yoke of

the king of Babylon" made as framing in his declaration (v. 2-4), YHWH in the last part

of V. 14 reverses the roles, "I have put an iron yoke ... so that they will serve

Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon" (v. 14). In the same verse, YHWH takes up the

mention of the nations introduced by Hananiah in v. 11 and contradicts it equally: the

iron yoke is put "on the neck of these nations...".

Some other elements in the speech of Hananiah are taken up by YHWH to highlight the

opposition. At the syntactical level the reader notices that the's of Hananiah in v. 4

concerning the question of breaking the yoke of the king of Babylon is taken up by

YHWH in V. 14 (on the same question) and the words of YHWH are introduced exactly

with the same formula as used by Hananiah: "thus says YHWH" or "thus says YHWH

therefore fails to provide the people the opportunity "to turn from their evil way and from the evil of their

deeds" (Jer. 26:3; cf. 23:22), and the opportunity to bring theirnecks under the yoke of the king ofBabylon

and consequently be established in their own land to till it and to dwell in it (cf. Jer. 27:11).

Cf also Lys : "c'est toute la theologie de la v6rite et du mensonge chez Jeremie qui est impliquee : tu as

fait reposer le peuple sur une fausse securite, du coup en brisant le joug de bois tu as ferme la voie du

repentir et tu fabriques ainsi toi-meme un joug de fer, ce qui ne fait qu'accomplir le jugement de Dieu", D,

LYS, Jeremie 28 et le probleme dufaux prophete, p. 470.

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 253.

™Combet-Galland's interpretation here is right: "Lasoumission a la puissance babylonienne devient dans

le regard du Seigneur non un scandale d'impiete mais la forme historique d'un nouvel acte createur, qui

engage I'univers entier et a Dieu pour origine («toutes ces nations [...] et meme les betes sauvages, je les

lui livre » [v. 14])", C. COMBET-GALLAND, Jeremie 28 et le risque de la verite, p. 73-74.
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Sabbaoth, the God of Israel" (compare v. 2 and v. 14; v. 11 and v. 13). But while

Hananiah talks in the future (natis cf v. 4 and v. 11), YHWH talks in the perfect (•'nn:)

just like Hananiah in v. 2^'. Whether Jeremiah returned to the encounter with an iron

yoke-bar in his neck to re-enact the symbol is not indicated in the text. But the events of

V. 15-17 would render that no longer necessary.

4.2.2.2 Oracle Report ofJeremiah to Hananiah (v. 15-16 [17])

The narrator continues his story by reporting an address of Jeremiah to Hananiah where

he confronts him on the officeof the prophetand the question of truth (v. 15-16). V. 15 is

the climax of Jeremiah's words to Hananiah because here the former insists that the latter

is not sent by YHWH. Together, v. 15 and 16 are constructed in lawsuit form, the classic

form of the judgement oracle to an individual'̂ where the accusation or diatribe is the

composition of the prophet. This description applies well to v. 15 since there is no

messenger formula and the imperative "listen" at the beginning of the accusation echoes

the initial "listen" (xruasj) of v. 7 which is equally non oracular. After the accusation then

comes the judgement linked together by where the messenger formula indicates the

divine origin. Hananiah is indicted in v. 15 that he had not been sent by YHWH and so is

deceiving the people by prophesying lie (n(?o), and also at the end of v. 16 that he has

spoken apostasy against YHWH. A neat opposition of roles, one in the negative, the other

in the positive is highlighted: "you havemadethis people trust in lie" (v. 15) // "behold, I

am goingto send you off from the surface of the earth"(v. 16). Thejudgement is given in

a corresponding language with the indictment giving a rhetorical effect. Since YHWH

has not sent (n"?® qal) him (Hananiah), YHWHwill then send him (n*?® piel) to death, or

will remove, that is send him off ("throw off) from the face of the earth, which is the

71 Here inthisverse the logic oftheyoke image isspeltout. AsScalise explains, "justas animals areyoked

in orderto work,so the nations will be put undertheyokein orderto serveNebuchadnezzar", SCALISE et

al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 57.

Cf.C. WESTERMANN, Basic Forms ofProphetic Speech, Philadelphia, 1967, p. 142.

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 57.
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habitation of humanlcind '̂*. Death became the fiilfilment of the verdict pronounced in v.

16 as the narrator adds conclusively that Hananiah "died in that year" n:i|)3 v. 17),

in the seventh month, that is within two months of his first oracle; two months for a

prophet who announced with certitude the return of temple furnishings and exiles within

two years. The irony is therefore clear. At the end of the narrative, the reader gets the

image of Hananiah as a discredited prophet.

Two notices are conspicuous in the second Act. While the personality of Hananiah

dominates in Act I, making the latter the initiator of the debate, giving him the control of

the stage two times (v. 2-4 and v. 10-11), framing the response of Jeremiah in v. 6-9 and

making Jeremiah playing only a defensive role, the reverse is the case in Act II. Now it is

YHWH who kicks off, no longer a debate, since Hananiah has no words again to

contribute. YHWH makes the arbitrage and sends Jeremiah. Hananiah is not even in the

defensive since he only receives an oracle of judgement against him by Jeremiah. The

Jeremiah, who in the first Act appears mild, now becomes one who pronounces the hard

words of capital punishment. This offensive position of Jeremiah therefore discloses the

second conspicuous notice in the second Act: the reader of this last section cannot but be

struck by the disparity between the words of YHWH in the previous section and the

words which Jeremiah told Hananiah, that is to say, the disparity between v. 13-14, God's

message to Jeremiah for Hananiah and v. 15-16, Jeremiah's message to Hananiah. In

other words, why has Jeremiah not said exactly to Hananiah what YHWH commanded

him to say? No wonder these verses constitute for McKane "the biggest impediment to

the coherence of chapter 28"^^. He represents Jeremiah as dealing with Hananiah in a

high-handed manner and so contradicts himself by sidetracking the criteria of

accomplishment he already marshalled for distinguishing between true and false

prophecy. As he puts it, "Hananiah is despatched with a complete disregard for the

theorizing of vv. 8f. which has no effect on the proceedings of w. 15-17"^® and so that

See also divine judgement on Cain (Gen. 4:14), on Israel (Exo. 32:12; Amos 9:8) and on the human

(Gen. 6:1,7; Zeph. 1:3).

" McKANE, ACritical andExegetical Commentary 2, p.719.

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 720.
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becomes a "Draconian measures against a man" '̂ "who is sincere butwrong"'®. For this

McKane suggests that here, it is not only the credibility of Hananiah's death that requires

consideration, but also the incompatibility of its sudden occurrence with the criteria in vv.

8-9 '̂. This question would beaddressed while considering the plot ofthe narrative.

4.3 CONSIDERING SOME POINTS OF THE NARRATIVE PLOT

4.3.1 Meeting and Parting

The whole text is constructed and structured on a rhythm of meeting and parting,

encounter and separation, as was shown already in the Structure. In the beginning of the

narrative we observe the initial encounter of Hananiah and Jeremiah in v. 1 and their final

separation, if not in v. 16 where the wordings of the oracle of YHWH through the mouth

of Jeremiah, using the verb n'?(u expresses the sending of Hananiah away from the face of

the earth, then in v. 17 by the death of Hananiah. Between the two, there is a parting, a

separation in v. 11 where the narrator reports that Jeremiah goes his way. In the words of

Carroll, "the first encounter is over and the two prophets part. Silence develops between

the two figures"®" as in thedrawing of the curtain in a theatrical stage between two Acts
of a drama. This single narrative sentence (end of v. 11) by the narrator has been

subjected to a flow of speculation concerning the spiritual, emotional or vocational state

ofJeremiah®'. On this statement Holladay writes: "whether out ofprudence, knowing that

the optimistic word of Hananiah was popular with the crowd, or out of the conviction that

he had already said and done all he could, or out of dread that perhaps Hananiah's action

was at the instigation of YHWH [...] one cannot say"®^. These opinions apart, the

" MCKANE, ACritical andExegetical Commentary 2,p.720.

" T.W.O. OVERHOLT, The Threat ofFalsehood, p.244.

" McKANE, ACritical andExegetical Commentary 2,p.720.

CARROLL. Jeremiah (OTL), p. 545.

" SCALISE et al.,Jeremiah 26-52, p.57.

HOLLADAY,Jeremiah 2, p. 129. McKane's opinion in this verse is more complicated. After giving the

pros and cons ofopinions from various authors like Kimchi, Duhm, Erbt, Rudolph and particularly Cornill,

he sees with the latter that the phrase is "an exegetical intrusion which is triggered by the misunderstanding

of a Hebrew idiom, namely, n'jjn bx niDKl llbn (v. 13). This means then no more than 'Answer

Hananiah without delay' [...]. When isnb inif3T' is deleted, Jeremiah is seen to have answered
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sentence serves to conclude this first episode where Jeremiah occupies a role of audience

to his opponent and this fact has much to tell to the reader. The only speech of Jeremiah

though touching four verses (6, 7, 8 and 9) in this first part is not a prophetic oracle from

YHWH, but a personal response which functions as a dispute, or better, a critique to

Hananiah's hopeful message. Reading the words of Jeremiah in these verses at the

backdrop of Jer. 27, and v. 1lb ("and the prophet Jeremiah went his way") one has the

impression of a prophet who believes the "possibility that the Lord had changed the plan

and that a word from the Lord might be spoken by a prophet otherwise thought to be

false"®l

Then a new meeting is established in v. 12 between the word of YHWH and Jeremiah,

which paved the way for a meeting once more between Jeremiah and Hananiah. After the

new encounter between the word of YHWH and Jeremiah, the command of the former in

V. 13 annuls the decision of Jeremiah to walk away in v. 11 by taking up in fact the same

verb (^bn), the only other occurrence in the text: "Go and say to Hananiah" (v. 13). The

narrator gives the reader another clue for judgement: the coming of the word of YHWH

to Jeremiah, at this point of decision, and after Jeremiah had enunciated the bone of

contention as "being sent by YHWH" (v. 9). Three times in Act I, there are claims of

oracle originating from YHWH; the Legitimationsformel ("thus says YHWH", cf v. 2,

11, or "oracle of YHWH," cf v. 4). All the three are claimed by Hananiah himself It is

only in v. 12 that the narrator reports npi-iaT and it is to Jeremiah. Without expressly

qualifying Jeremiah as true prophet, the narrator hints the reader by exhibiting a certain

omniscience that makes him relate what happened between Jeremiah and YHWH.

Jeremiah is thus "senf by YHWH (•^i'̂ n). Jeremiah is exemplified in this section

especially as a listener and audience of the divine word. In fact almost at the centre of

each of the Acts, Jeremiah invites his fellow prophet to listen (v. 7 and v. 15): it is the

status of the word, the source, and not simply that of the messenger in himself that is at

Hananiah without delay". This opinion however operates on a different presupposition from that adopted in

our work.

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 57.
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Stake, or otherwise, the source of the message gives status to the messenger and

constitutes the verity of the message.

4.3.2 The Title s-'a:

Some authors onJer. 28 have titled their commentaries "Prophet against Prophet"®''. The

weight of this titling bears not on the preposition "against" but on the identical

qualification of the two individuals who confront each other. Such titling hinges on the

fact that reading the narrative, one notices the narrator's subtle way of hiding his

prejudices against any of the opposing parties to allow the text itself provide the reader

clues to discern the truth or the authentic prophet. In the narrative both prophets have the

Legitimationsformef^ put into their mouth (nin'; naK-ns cf v.2,4, 11 and 16), Jeremiah's

symbolic action earlier in 27:2 receives a match in the symbolic action of Hananiah in

28:10, and the predictive words which Hananiah speaks as explanatory of his symbolic

action "so I shall break" ("laiBK nas v. 11) matches exactly those of Jeremiah concerning

similar actions (cf 13:9; 19:11; 51:64). Further, the text takes care in presenting the two

prophets in the same platform at least apparently. Hananiah is introduced from his family

background and his geographical origin just as Jeremiah is introduced at the beginning of

the book: "the prophet Hananiah, son of Azzur, origin of Gibeon" (28:1), "the words of

Jeremiah the son of Hilkiah, of the priests in Anathoth in the land of Benjamin" (1:1).

Again the spatial situation for the two prophets is the same: "in the house of YHWH, in

the presence of the priests and of all the people" (v. 1) for Hananiah, "in the presence of

the priests and of all the people who stood in the house of YHWH" (v. 5) for Jeremiah

(cf also 27:16).

More important in this regard is the equalityin attribution of the title prophet (K'as) to the

two protagonists. In a narrative given in the third person concerning two prophets and

with regard to prophetic authenticity, it is natural to observe the inclination of the narrator

with regard to the appellation "prophet" to both prophets, without in fact counting the

See for example, J.S. DE VRIES, Prophet Against Prophet, Grand Rapids, 1978; F.-L. HOSSFELD& 1.

MEYER, Prophet gegen Prophet, see especially p. 90-103.

See D.U. ROTTZOL,Die kh 'mr: Legitimationsformel, in VT39(1989), p. 323-340.
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times they are designated with the pronouns. Of course no other character in the text uses

the title for the other, even YHWH does not use it for any of the prophets (cf. especially

V. 13 "go and say to Hananiah saying" and v. 15 where Jeremiah talks to Hananiah

directly, "listen Hananiah"). In the whole of the narrative, the attribution of this title is

made to Hananiah six times (v. 1,5, 10, 12, 15, 17) and to Jeremiah equally six times (5,

6, 10 11, 12, 15). From this very first notice, no indices would lead the reader to consider

anyof the prophets as corrupt, as an impostor or insincere^^. V. 12and 13 areparticularly

remarkable; for the first time in the text, YHWH speaks in v. 13. He does not give the

title to Hananiah ("go and say to Hananiah"), which comes just immediately after v. 12

where the narrator indicates that the word of YHWH comes to Jeremiah. And in this

notice of the advent of the word of YHWH to Jeremiah (v. 12), the narrator takes time

not to put the title immediately (v. 12a) to Jeremiah, but in v. 12b distributes the title

equally to the two prophets: "and the word of YHWH was to Jeremiah after Hananiah

the prophet had broken the yoke bars from on the neck ofJeremiah the prophet". The

immediate conclusion we can make from this is best articulated in the words of Lys:

"I'equilibre en apparence volontaire entre les designations de Jeremiah et de Hananiah en

ce qui conceme la designation comme prophete est peut-etre la volonte du texte de

marquer que la est precisement le drame: devant deux prophetes, comment distinguer le

vrai du faux This is more evident particularly in the direct confrontation in v. 5, 10,

12, and 15. But the two prophets are not by that fact to be placed on the same platform.

Notice of the equality of attribution apart, the picture which the use of this title k'sj gives

in the text of Jer. 28 is significant. First concerning Hananiah, a perfect symmetry is

formed with the six occurrences; occurrences which single out all the interventions of the

narrator with the exception of the discourses.

The narrator of the LXX chapter 35(=TM 28) contrarily gives Hananiah the tag "false prophet" Avaviag

ulo; ACtop 6 \|i€L6oirpoit)iiTTi5 (v. 1). This is the type of rendering in the Targum {nb' shqr") and Peshita

(nby' dgl"). Curiously this appears in the very first verse and then subtly there is no other use of the title for

both prophets; only in v. 8 and 9 where the title prophet is used without attaching it to any of them.

" D.LYS, Jeremie 28et leprobleme dufauxprophete, p.462.
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A. V. 1 the fourth year, in the fifth month. THE PROPHET HANANIAH son ofAzzur.

from Gibeon

B. V. 5 AND so THE PROPHET JEREMIAH REPLIED TO THE PROPHET HANANIAH

before the priests and all the people present in the Temple of
YHWH:

C. V. 10 and so the prophet Hananiah removed the yoke from the
neck of the prophet Jeremiah and broke it

C' V. 12 and after Hananiah the prophet had broken the yoke
which he had taken away from the neck of the prophet
Jeremiah, the word of YHWH was addressed to Jeremiah

B' V. 15 AND THE PROPHET JEREMIAH SAID TO THE PROPHET HANANIAH;
"Listen well, Hananiah; YHWH has not sent you and you have led
this people tofalsehood".

a' v. 17 and THE PROPHET HANANIAH died that same year in the seventh month.

In the first place, the title forms an inclusion in the text; v. 1 gives the historical setting

(fifth month) and the origin of Hananiah the prophet (son of Azzur), v. 17 gives his

destiny and the historical setting (died in the seventh month). In v. 5 and 15, the title soa

appears in each case in the context of an address of Jeremiah to Hananiah. The contrast is

clear; while in B (v. 5), Jeremiah addresses Hananiah beforethe priests and all the people

who are found in the temple (the holy place), that is in the presence of YHWH, in B' (v.

15), Jeremiah indicts Hananiah of leading this same people (away from the holy) to

falsehood (ii^s)). The two middle occurrences (v. 10 and 12), concern each the same

action of Hananiah, that of removing the yoke from the neckof Jeremiah and breaking it.

Remarkable also is the fact that the two occurrences give rise each to messages based on

the same theme, the nations underthe yokeof Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon, but one

contradicting the other. Following v. 10, the symbolic action of Hananiah, is an oracle

made in the name of YHWH (nm-; inx ns, v. 11), and explaining his symbolic action;

"thus says YHWH, thus shall I break the yoke of Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon

within two years from the neck of all the nations". Following v. 12 is the contradiction of

this oracle by YHWH himselfin v. 13-14; "thus says YHWH, yokes of wood you have

broken, but you shall make in their stead yokes of iron. For thus says YHWH Sabbaoth
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the God of Israel, a yoke of iron I have set on the neck of all these nations to serve

Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon".

From the arrangementabove, further general observation concerning the two prophets are

still possible: apart from v. 1 and v. 17 which form inclusion, the other four occurrences

showing the direct confrontation between the two prophets (v. 5, 10, 12, 15) disclose a

chiastic arrangement; the verses showing the confrontations are so arranged that words

(nnx) from Jeremiah to Hananiah (v. 5 and 15) bracket actions ("laiii, "the yoke from the

neck of Jeremiah the prophet") ofHananiah directed towards Jeremiah (v. 10 and 12).

A V. 5 Jeremiah Hananiah (word irsK) K-iaan x'aan idk'i

B V. 10 Hananiah Jeremiah (actiomati)

i<''a3n n;Bi^ ixis bva s^asn n^wn...

B' v. 12 Hananiah Jeremiah (action-laio)

K'asn nsis bvo rtQton-riK ^''asn -liati...

a' v. 15 Jeremiah Hananiah (word nuK) x^aan n^aaq-bx Koan naxM

It remains therefore two other curious notices^® (v. 6 and v. 11) where Jeremiah is given

the title K^aa, two notices through which the narratorsubtlycharacterises Jeremiah by way

of his attitude: two immediatereactions by way of words (v. 6) and action (v. 11). In v. 6,

Jeremiah is given the title "prophet" just before he responds ]m (which could be

translated 'true') to Hananiah, and in v. 11 Jeremiah is called prophet while the narrator

describes his reaction to the violence of his opponent: "and the prophet Jeremiahwent his

way" (v. lib). That is to say, to the words of Hananiah, Jeremiah the prophet (v. 6)

responds verbally "iok"; to the action (confrontation) of Hananiah, Jeremiah reacts quite

contrarily (without re-confrontation), as Lys writes "au moment ou il semble

defmitivement lui donner raison et abandonner en rentrant chez lui"®'.

D. LYS, Jerimie 28 et le problems dufaux prophete, p. 461.

D. LYS, Jeremie 28 et le probleme dufaux prophete, p. 46L
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4.3.3 A Hierarchy ofCriteria and the Role ofv. 12

In the introduction to thiis Chapterwe made mentionof Carroll's position that the text of

Jer. 28 does not adjudicatebetweenthe true and the false in matters of prophecyand that

there is no indices in the text to disprove Hananiah in favour of Jeremiah. What we have

so far been able to establish in the preceding sections of this Chapter is the fact of the

confrontation betweentwo opposing prophets, betweenthe true and the false, which does

not however show the definite criteriain the text to provethis. This can be perceived by

the mounting nature of criteria given in the text and the role which the narrator brings

YHWH to play in v. 12. After the initial oracle of Hananiah (v. 2b-4), the reader sees

Jeremiah apparently acquiescing and giving in, following our interpretation that

Jeremiah's iias is sincere even though reserved. Later, there is a reversal of the situation

with the (v. 7) and the reader is made witness of a Jeremiah making effort to

enunciate many criteria. First, he appeals to the prophetic tradition, an argument which,

though, brings the words of Hananiah to suspicion, surely begs the question'", or as

McKane again suggests, troubled by ambiguity". Since "historical signs are distressingly

ambiguous, and each prophet sees them differently"'̂ , coupled with the fact that there are
also reliable hopeful prophecies in the prophetic tradition (for example prophecies

concerning the yoke of the enemy in Isaiah'̂ ), it becomes eventually a matter of

probability and "such a higher degree of probability is too imprecise to enable a

Lundbom's remark here is in order: after all Hananiah's oracles, too, could certainly qualify as the

preachingof war, not against Jerusalem, but againstBabylon. "Viewedas such, Jeremiah's statementhere

may beseen as a skilful attempt to make common cause with hisopponent. Thegeneral principle applies to

them both", LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p. 335. In another place hewrites: "he(Jeremiah) himself has

been preaching against neighbouring nations, and Hananiah now is preaching rebellion against Babylon.

Who is theprophet of peace? And who is theprophet ofwar, evil, and pestilence?", p. 341.

" MCKANE, ACritical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 718.
S.J. DE VRIES, Prophet against Prophet, p .143.

Seefor example, "Indeed the yoke ofhis burden, and the baronhis shoulder, the rodof oneoppressing

him, you shattered as on the day of Midian" (Isa. 9:3); "Whenthat day comes, his burden will fall from

your shoulder, and his yoke from your neck, andthe yoke will be destroyed" (Isa. 10:27); "I shall break

Assyria in my country, I shall trample on him on my mountains. Then his yoke will slip off them, his

burden will slip from their shoulders" (Isa. 14:25).
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distinction to be made between a a {sic) true prophet and a false prophet"'''. But again,

those hopeful prophecies were fulfilled (of the Isaiah example) and therefore another

criteria, that of fulfilment (v. 9) becomes necessarily to be evoked. This later argument is

not saved from its problematic in the context of the narrative: that of the rationale in

waiting for two years to pass in order to see whether temple furnishings and the exiles

would return, complicated by the fact that the matter goes beyond the two prophets to

concern also the audience (the priests and people present). Even though v. 8 and 9

combine to make a round argument, they could not convince his opponent. No wonder

Hananlah went on to re-enact his position in v. 10, and as Combet-Galland puts it, "il

reduit a neant les arguments avances et colmate la fissure que Jeremie a introdulte par son

'mais', par son appel a ecouter"'̂ , and in the face of this later theatrical action, Jeremiah

could not but simply go away, another possible end to the narrative, waiting to be

recalled by the word of YHWH (v. 12).

Given this condition, v. 7 and v. 12 thereforeplay a very significant role in the narrative.

The of v. 7 opens therefore the possibility of a new development in v. 12, a

verse which functions on double grounds In the narrative. Not only that it begins the

second part of the narrative, where the intervention of the divine word shows that

Jeremiah could not but speak again only after receiving fresh revelation from YHWH, v.

12 forms a pivot, being the centre of a development from v. 7 till the end of the narrative,

a development which is concerned with the truth of prophecyarticulated around the word

of YHWH as the centre. In this respect, v. 12 becomes a mirrorverse: the image given in

the text of v. 7-11 reflects in an inverse position that of v. 13-17, mirroring not only by

takingup the literaryindices in inverse order,but also withthis literary inversion, thereby

reversing themessage'̂ .

MCKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 719.

C. COMBET-GALLAND, Jeremie 28 ou le risque de la verite, p. 73.

'̂ "11 nes'agitpas uniquement d'unereprise litteraire d'elements enordre inverse, mais d'un renversement

de message, dont I'inversion litteraire est I'indication", D. LYS, Jeremie 28 et le probleme du faux

prophete, p. 475.
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V. 8 On prophecy of doom, the typeof prophecy Hananiah rejects

V. 9 If prophecy of Di'?B is fulfilled, it is sign that YHWH has sent (nbio)
the prophet in truth (riDKa)

V. 10-11 Hananiah broke theyoke and said: thus shall YHWH break
theyokeofNebuchadnezzar kingofBabylonfrom the neck
ofall the nations

V. lib and the prophet Jeremiah went his way (separation)

V. 12 AND THE WORD OF YHWH CAME TO JEREMIAH

V. 13a go and say to Hananiah (new meeting requested)

V. 13-14 Thus says YHWH: "Yokes of woodyou have broken, you
shall make yokesof iron, ... / haveput a yoke of iron upon
the neck of all these nations, that they may serve
Nebuchadnezzar kingofBabylon;

V. 15 YHWH has not sent (nbai) Hananiah. he has led the people to
believe in falsehood (ipci)

V. 16-17 Hananiah receives his doom.

With V. 12 andthe intervention of YHWH, another criterion, the last in the text, is made

evident by the narrator, a criterion that does not search for justification either in the

oblivious past or in the unknown future but in the (current) present. It is no longer a

question of criterion based onthepast (the prophetic tradition ofv. 8) or thatbased onthe

future (fulfillment of v. 9), but that of the present, divine accreditation, divine

commission, that is, being sent by YHWH. Above all, there appears in the text a

significant dissymmetry" whereby the introductory formula (cf. v. 12) does not oppose
the roles of Jeremiah and Hananiah, but Hananiah and the word of YHWH. Therefore,

Jeremiah understands the duelnot to be between himand Hananiah but between the latter

and YHWH. YHWH contradicts the words of Hananiah. This decisive role of v. 12 is

well remarked by Combet-Galland:

"pourtant a partir du v. 12, la parole du Seigneur fait irruption pour juger elle-

meme de la verite des prises de parole, et I'un des deux prophtos apparait en

" C. COMBET-GALLAND, Jeremie 28 ou le risque de laverite, p. 72.
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negatif, figure de mensonge et de revolte, renvoyee a la mort. L'autre, Jeremie,

refoit I'ordre de porter cette sanction de Dieu, il est I'envoye de Dieu. II y a done

bien vrai et faux prophetes ; mais en gommant les reperes de la difference, le texte

veut suggerer sans doute qu'il n'y a pas de verite toute faite, qui s'imposerait

d'elle-meme. II faut apprendre a dechiffrer et prendre le risque de

r interpretation"'®.

This leads to the question of the disparity between the words of the command of YHWH

to Jeremiah (v. 13-14) and that of Jeremiah to Hananiah (v. 15-16). The fact of the

disparity is undeniable, and can only be explained by recourse to what narratologists call

the technique of alteration. This refers to a momentary radical violation or "infraction" of

the code that governs a narrative discourse®'. According to Genette, there are two main

types: paralysis which is an infraction occasioned by saying too much, for example,

when a narrator tells what happened when no witness was present; and paralipsis, when

the infraction is caused by saying too little by withholding crucial information, for

example, when the narrator pretend to be subject to ordinary human knowledge

restrictions'"". These phenomena in narrative theory produce gaps and ellipsis in the

reading exercise. In their capacity to "interrupt the narrative", Iser calls them "vacant

pages" and describes them as "gaps, indeed [are] those very points at which the reader

can enter into the text, forming his own connections and conceptions and so creating the

configurative meaning of what he is reading""". Elsewhere, talking about blockage,

unexpected twists and turns and frustration of expectations, Iser still affirms:

"[...] because no tale can ever be told in its entirety. Indeed it is only through

inevitable omissions that a story gains its dynamism. Thus whenever the flow is

interrupted and we are led off in unexpected directions, the opportunity is given to

C. COMBET-GALLAND, Jeremie 28 ou le risque de la verite, p. 71.

G. GENETTE, Narrative Discourse, trans, by J.E. Levin, Oxford, 1980, p. 194.

See also M. JAHN, Alteration, in D. HERMAN, M. JAHN & M.-L. RYAN, Routledge Encyclopedia of

Narrative Theory, London, 2005, p. 12-13.

W. ISER, The Implied Reader: Patterns of Communication in Prose Fiction from Bunyan to Beckett,

London, 1978, p. 40.
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US to bring into play our own faculty for establishing connections - for filling in

the gaps leftbythetextitself'"^.

But the question is whether the words of Jeremiah in v. 15-16 have any narrative

significance to the integrity of the text. It is clear that the divine intervention in v. 13-14

does nothing more than confirm the oracle of Jeremiah in the preceding chapter; all

nations shall be subjugated to Nebuchadnezzar, with even the beasts of the field. These

words were addressed privately to Jeremiah as revelation from YHWH (cf. Jer. 27:6).

Though sure of this message, these words have received contradiction by a fellow

prophet (cf. Jeremiah's "before me and before you" v. 7). The boldness with which

Hananiah takes and breaks his yoke is again intimidating, hence the totally human

reaction of Jeremiah (v. 6 and end of v. 11). With the intervention of YHWH (v. 12),

Jeremiah is once more sure of standingon his two feet and on the right ground. Within

the first Act of the drama, he had given two criteriafor recognising authentic prophecy; it

is mostly that of doom and/or otherwise, it may need fulfilment as vindication. What

happened therefore in v. 15-16 is nothing more than bringing into operation all these

criteria, so that Jeremiah cannot really be accused, in the words of McKane, of a

"complete disregard for the theorizing of w. 8f' or that "v. 8f has no effect on the

proceedings ofvv. 15-17""'̂ In the first place the announcement ofdeath by Jeremiah to

W. ISER, The Implied Reader, p. 279-280.

MCKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 720. His words in full read: "The biggest

impedimentto the coherenceof chapter 28 is constituted by w. 15-17, where Jeremiah is represented as

dealingwith Hananiahin a high-handed mannerwhichrides rough-shod overthe criteriacreatedby himfor

distinguishing between trueandfalse prophecy andfortesting theprophet inparticular. It nowappears that

Jeremiah is not prepared to await theoutcome ofthetestwhich hehasprescribed fora prophet: Hananiah is

not to have the advantage of being judged by whether or not his prediction is fulfilled. He is summarily

denounced, eitheraftera shortinterval or immediately as onewhohas abused Yahweh'sauthority andhas

spoken lies to bolster the populace with a falseconfidence(v. 15).He will not live to see whetheror nothis

prediction is fulfilled, because Jeremiah condemns him to death and he dies two months later (vv. 1-f.).

Hananiah is dispatched with a complete disregard for the theorizing of p. 719-720. McKane's

approach to thistexthasequally been criticized byLundbom: "McKane seesinthechapter an interweaving

of sources (vv6-9 and 15-17 mustbe disengaged from the prophet Jeremiah) that in the end leaves uswith

a narrative scarcely more reliable than Carroll's 'story'. Once again, McKane finds ambiguities and
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Hananiah is a prophecy of doom and so is in accordance with prophetic tradition as

Jeremiah has said in v. 8. Should this prophecy need fulfilment, it is so in v. 17, and so

the second criterion in v. 9 comes to play. Thirdly, to show that it is YHWHwho sends

him, the condemnation of Hananiah by Jeremiah after the diatribe (cf. v. 16) begins with

"therefore, thus says YHWH", the first and only occurrence of the use of the messenger

formula by Jeremiah in the narrative. The realisation of the death oracle in v. 17

underlines therefore the truth of the words of Jeremiah according to the rules of v. 8 and

V. 9. From the narrative context, the text has also addressed the issue of two years: there

is no need waiting for two years to see whetherHananiah's optimism would be validated

as Jeremiah has suggested. In v. 15 Hananiah is depicted as having led the people to trust

in lie Andthe people maynot remain in this false security for two years before they

know that they have been fed with a false optimism. Dieterle and Monsarrat add in this

line: "dans la deuxieme manche Jeremie est seul en face d'Hananya et il est oblige de

proposer une contre-epreuve. Puisque Ton ne sait pas si les paroles de paix ameneront la

paix dans un proche avenir, seule la preuve du malheur, dont temoigne la mort

d'Hananya (v. 16), est possible dans I'immediat""'''. The fulfilment criterion isequally in
place since by implication it leaves open the possibility of change in God's plan, a motif

which has occurred several times in the larger block 26-29 (cf 26:3 "Perhaps, he will

repent of the evil plan he has planned for you..."). In 27:11 we notice an alternative

given to the nations: "But the nation that brings its neck under the yoke of the king of

Babylon, and serves him, will I let dwell in its own land, oracle of YHWH; and it shall

till it, and dwell therein". Thereis alsothe challenge to the prophets to intercede (27:18);

all which show the belief that YHWH is free to change his plans for the good of the

people. And in that sense, Jeremiah's theory of accomplishment in time is in order. And

so, part of Hananiah's fault becomesthe fact that his prophecy closes the avenue for the

repentance of the people and their true return to YHWH. Jer 13:25 makes a connection

between trusting in lie and forgetting the Lord-ijsttfa Titpani •'nis nnsai ("you have forgotten

me and have trusted in lie"), and so could explain whyHananiah is accused of apostasy

discontinuities where therearenone. There is no problem herewith predictive prophecy, as inchap. 27..

LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p. 326-327.

C. DIETERLE& V. MONSARRAT, De Jerusalem a Babylone,p. 69.
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n-ia-i npo-'S, 28:16b) even though he claims to have spoken in YHWH's name.

And following Deut. 13:1, if a prophet should say: "Let us follow other gods", he is

guilty of apostasy and shall be put to death (see especially v. 5). The judgement is also in

accord with the law in Deut. 18:20 that the prophet who presumes to speak nsnb

falsely in the name of YHWH committed a capital offence (noi). 28:15 on the other hand

implies the outcome of chapter 27 where it is stated concerning the false prophets who

prophesy falsely "in my name" but are not sent, that YHWH "will banish the people and

also the prophets who areprophesying to you" (27:15).

Transition

Reading the storyof Jer. 28 from the optics of the two Acts, one can argue of a possible

change of place or localisation between the first part of the narrative (v. 1-11) and the

second part (v. 12-17). In v. 1 and 5, the spatial location is expressed in these terms: "in

the house of YHWH and before the priests and all the people" though with some slight

variations in vocabulary'"^. The response of Jeremiah in v. 5 parallels the original
declaration of Hananiah because the two are expressly said to be made"in the house of

YHWH before the priestsand all the people" (v. 1) and "before the priests and beforeall

the people who stood in the house of YHWH" (v. 5). But in v. 11, during the verbal

explanation of Hananiah of his symbolic action of breaking the yoke, the narrator only

added nun"':'? •'rab ("before all the people"). But there is no textual evidence that the

localisation has changed from 7-12. However we notice that the temple is never again

mentioned in the rest of the narrative, neither is the assembly of the priests and people

mentioned. That the second section of the narrative could have happened outside the

temple is made plausible by the narrator's remark at the end of v. 11 "and Jeremiah went

on his way". Buteven if the second Act took place in the same topographical conditions

as the first scene, could the absence of themention of the temple be of any effect to the

theological interpretation of the text? The question is: in v. 1-11, the scene is YHWH's

temple but without the irruption of the wordof YHWH. In v. 12-17, the scene is outside

InV. 1:-ibxb nini n-'na

InV. 5 ; nirr; n '̂aa •'"inijn QVIi'''? n'wsD TvV
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the temple, or at least the temple is not mentioned, but the word of YHWH intervenes.

The book of Jeremiah is one that attests to the absolute independence of YHWH from all

structures, religious and symbolic, and in fact a book that strives to dispose these "sacred

structures" of any claim of absolutism and pretence'"®. It is true that the oracle of

Hananiah is made in the temple, in the presence of the priests and all the worshipping

community, with the claim of God as the guarantor, we can still say, following Combet-

Galland, that "la parole de Dieu ne se laisse pas poss6der, pas meme dans le Temple, les

pretres et tout lepeople n'en sont pas lesgarants inconditionnels"'"^.

Then comes the "two years" motif which was central in the first and second declarations

of Hananiah (v. 3 and v. 11), the two claimed as being the word of YHWH. The question

is: has "two years" as a definite duration any significance or could it simply mean the

same thing as soon? If it has no particular significance, why the double mention and only

by Hananiah who eventually died within two months? Is there any connection between

the two? The prophet is the mouthpiece of God and not vice versa. That means the

prophet has still to leave some free space for his YHWH. The two years deadline in the

narrative sounds too precise and therefore presumptuous, which in fact seems to be the

narrator's intention to portray on the part of Hananiah. These two considerations about

space and time in Jer. 28 show to a great extent the situations of the two prophets as

regards the people and as regards YHWH. It could seem that Hananiah has a better and

more positive word for the people. But the timing is however wrong. YHWH knows the

plan he has for his people; he knows when, where and how he has the plans for them. The

last chapter of the block deals with the best conditions in which these plans of YHWH for

his people would be realised.

' See also D. LYS,Jeremie 28 et leprobleme dufaux prophete, p. 467.

' C.COMBET-GALLAND, Jeremie oule risque dela verite, p.74.
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Chapter Five

Jer. 29: Verity-Falsity by Correspondence

Introduction

So far, Jer. 26:1 to 28:17 in very different and subtle ways have dealt with the question of
true and false prophecy. Jer. 29 closes this literary block with extracts from various

correspondences between the community of the exiles in Babylon on the one hand and

the community that remained in Judah on the other hand, emphasising again ofcourse the
reality ofthe exile and vindicating the truth ofthe prophecy ofJeremiah. The remark by
Klipp about Jer. 29 istherefore correct: "Dieses Kapitel beschliesst den Komplex Jer 27-
29, der durch die gemeinsame Prophetenpolemik zusammengehalten wird"'. The

preceding chapters, 27 and 28 especially, maintain that the exile would be long and that
hope of return remains (and indefinitely) in the absolute free will of YHWH, at the same

time condemning the wishful alternative of "romantic escapism and abdication"^. In

chapter 29, this announcement that the exiles are not going to return immediately (27:16,
22; 28:6 implicitly) is continued. While keeping the return of the exiles in the indefinite

future, Jer. 29 gives attention to these exiles^, who must discover ways to manage their
fate faithfully and hopefully, once more warning against the temptations ofbelittling the
seriousness of their experience by listening to echoes from false prophets^ The

' N. KLIPP, Niederreisen und Aufbauen. Das Verhaltnis von Heilsverheissung und Unheilsverkiindigung
beiJeremia und im Jeremiabuch (BthSt 13), Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1990, p. 42. However, we do not agree
with Klipp that "die Prophetenpolemik istinJer 29 eine sekundare Thematik", p.55.
^BRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary on Jeremiah, p. 255.

În this way, the reader ofJer. 29 would have to make references to Jer. 24 which equally concentrates on
the fate ofthe exiles, with the famous parable ofthe basket offigs; the exiled are the good figs while those
who remained are the bad ones that worth nothing. Lundbom talks ofarhetorical structure of24, 27-29 and
sees chapter 29 as a balancing ofchapter 24 in this structure. See Lundbom, Jeremiah 21-36, p. 344.
Scalise isalso ofthe same view, SCALISE etal, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 67.

For a different view to this, see McKane: "The next step is to disengage a theme which is extensively
represented inchapter 29, namely, false prophecy. It has been argued that the intrusion ofthe format ofa
prophetic oracle has caused confusion atw. 24f. and that the warning against false prophets atvv. 8f. is
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connection between Jer. 29 and especially the two preceding chapters is therefore

evident^. By giving counsel to the exiles, that is, by showing Jeremiah's care for the

exiles^, "as a figure of authority writing letters to the leaders of the deportees in

Babylon"^, the chapter "implies a confirmation of Jeremiah's proclamation in chapters
27-28"'.

The great bulk of the scholarly attention already given to the study of this chapter'

concerns primarily, just like most of other parts of the book of Jeremiah, the

caused by an assumption that Jeremiah's letter (w. 3-7) is an attempt to oppose and defeat the activities of

these prophets in Babylon [...]. There is no direct support from w. 5-7 for the view that Jeremiah is

countering the activities of false prophets in Babylon Vk'ho are stoking up feverish expectations among

Jewish exiles there. The letter concentrates on positive directives and gives no hint of the nature of any

polemical situation to which its advice might be related", McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical

Commentary 2, p. 738-739. McKane's judgment seems to be based strictly and isolatedly on v. 5-7 and not

on all the units of the chapter as an integral whole.

^Cf. Thiel who also observes that the prominence ofthetheme offalse prophecy inchapter 29establishes a
connection between it and chapters 27-28, W. THIEL, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 26-

45: Mit einer Gesamtbeurteilung der deuteronomistischen Redaktion des Buches Jeremias (WMANT 52),

Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1981, p. 11, 13.

^BRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary onJeremiah, p.255.

' CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 555.

®BRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary onJeremiah, p.255.

' L. YAURE, Elymas-Nehelamite-Pethor, Three False Prophets: Shemaiah the Nehelamite (Jer29:24-32,

etc), in JBL 79 (1960), p. 297-314; J.A. SOGGIN, Old Testament and Oriental Studies (Biblica et

Orientalia 29), Rome, 1975, see p. 238-240; M. GILBERT, Jeremie ecrit aux exiles. Lecture de Jer 29, in

Christus 26 (1979), p. 108-116, reprinted in M. GILBERT, II a parle par les prophetes: Themesetfigures

hibliques (Connattre et croire 1),Namur, 1998,p. 205-214; W.L.HOLLADAY, Enigmatic Bible Passages:

God writes a Rude Letter, in Biblical Archeologist 46 (1983), p. 145-146; A. BERLIN, Jeremiah 29:5-7: A

Deuteronomic Allusioni in HAR8 (1984), p. 3-12; V. MORLA, Ironia de Jr 29,22, in EstBib 46 (1988), p.

249-251; D. SMITH, Jeremiah as a Prophet ofNonviolent Resistance, in JSOr 43 (1989), p. 95-107; G.H.

WILSON, The Prayer ofDaniel 9: Reflection on Jeremiah 29, in JS0T4Z (1990), p. 91-99; G. BUSING,

Ein alternativer Ausgangspunkt zur Interpretation von Jer 29, in TAW 104 (1992), p. 402-408; H.

WEIPPERT, Fern von Jerusalem: Die Exilsethik von Jer 29,5-7, in F. HAHN et al. (eds.), Zion - Ort der

Begegnung: FestschriftfUr Laurentius Klein zur Vollendungdes 65. Lebensjahres (BBB 90), Bodenheim,
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identification of the original core of the chapter and then the subsequent redactional

additions. Unlike the poetic sectionsof the book of Jeremiah, the identification of the so-

called secondary material in this chapter, which is to a good extent prosaic, has been

largely based upon the pin-pointing of "distinctive vocabulary and formulaic

expressions"and establishing its original core, with each single unit isolated, analysed

and interpreted and finally placed in their diachronic relationship with each other". The

presence of variants in the different available texts makes the work of historical-critical

scholars more pertinent. Apart from the differences between the various textual witnesses

ofthis chapter, especially the MT and LXX, many other factors concerning the placement

ofsections ofunits ofthe chapter have led tovaried conclusions: there isfor example the

case of V. 10-14 and theproblem ofjustifying its location and establishing its coherence

in its present context; a section focused on promises, with its beyond-exile vision coming

immediately after v. 5-9 with its dense concentration on settlement and integration in

exile. Another similar problem is that of thestatus ofv. 16-19. Reading thissection, it is

clear thatthere isone letter inview; from Jeremiah to the exiles (v. 1-15, 21-23). But the

complexity comes in v. 16-19 (not attested however in the LXX), which many exegetes
believe to be an interruption of the flow of Jeremiah's letter to the exiles from v. 15 to v.

1993, p. 127-139; K.A.D. SMELIK, Letters to the Exiles: Jeremiah 29inContext, inSJOT 10 (1996), p.
282-295.

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 64. ForNicholson, theoriginal content of the letteris v. 5-7, E.W.

NICHOLSON, Preaching to the Exiles, p. 98. For Thiel, the core of the chapter is introduction: v. 1,3;
letter: v.4a,5-7; while thesubsequent history is v.25,26-30, 31a, 32a, W.THIEL, Diedeuteronomistische

Redaktion von Jeremia 26-45, p. 19. G. Fohrer identifies the letter to bev. 5-7, 12b-14a, G. FOHRER,
Prophetenerzahlung, p. 149. And for Holladay, the letter isv. 1,3-11, 12b, 14a, 16, 17ab, 18ab, 19ab, 20,
15, 21-23 minus some short expansions, HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, seep. 134-136.

" Avery good example ofthis approach is N. KLIPP, Niederreisen und Aufbauen, see p. 42-67. This
approach is criticised by Busing from two different perspectives: "1. Mit relativ viel Arbeitsaufwand

werden moglichst, ursprungliche Textstellen erarbeitet und interpretiert, dem uberlieferten Textbestand in

seiner Gesamtheit wird nur eine kurz zusammenfassende Darstellung seiner ,Zusammensetzungs' bzw.,
Einfugungsgeschichte gewidmet'. 2. DieFrage nach dem Wert des uberlieferten Gesamttextes und seiner

Aussage wird kaum gestellt, durch die zunehmend geringschatzige Bewertung der sich vom ,Ursprung'
entfemenden Uberarbeitungen wird diese ungestellte Frage aber einseitig beantwortet", G. BUSING, Ein

alternativer Ausgangspunkt zurInterpretation von Jer 29,p.402.
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21. Various and different judgements and assessments are made from particular reading

and exegetical assumptions, and as we shall see in our subsequent analysis of the chapter

below, their structural and literary significance is evident in the overall context of the

chapter.

5,1 Exposition and Structure

5.1.1 Exposition

The various theories of composition and the efforts to identify the original elements of

this chapter and the later redactional additions apart, we, as contemporary readers of this

chapter in its final MT form, need to appreciate the placementof the individual units and

see their connecting thread or threads, and exactly how they fit into the to and fro

exchange of correspondences between the prophef'the community in Jerusalem and the

community in exile which is the framework of the chapter. The story of the chapter as

reported by the narrator is not mistaken. It exhibits a sequence as follows; a community is

already in exile, confirming the truth of the prophecies of chapter 26, the oracles of

chapter 27, and vindicating Jeremiah in his confrontation with the false prophets

personified in Hananiah in chapter 28. In chapter 29, Jeremiah, himself in Jerusalem,

follows up with a "pastoral concern"'̂ , by sending letter to the exilic community through

the hands of the king's messengers. A member of the exilic community in Babylon,

Shemaiah by name, is not happy with the content of Jeremiah's letter. He sends a

rejoinder to Zephaniah, the priest in Jerusalem. In the said rejoinder, he summarises

Jeremiah's letter and demands why Zephaniah, in his capacity as the overseer of the

temple, had not cautioned Jeremiah on account of the letter he had written. The priest

reads the letter to Jeremiah without any other reported action taken on or against him.

Shemaiah then is characterised in the text as another opposition to the prophet Jeremiah,

and consequently YHWH instructs Jeremiah to deliver an oracle against Shemaiah. But

interestingly, the content of the letter of Shemaiah about Jeremiah is incorporated into the

oracle that YHWH sent to Jeremiah to say to Shemaiah which serves as an accusation

against him; "Because you have sent letters in your name..." (cf. v. 25). Shemaiah's

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 255.
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punishment is that neither him norhis descendants willpartake of the plan of restoration

ofYHWH forthe exiles (v.32), apian exposed in Jeremiah's letter (29:10-14).

The text implies that the message of the prophet to the community in exile is in two

separate sendings by the prophet from Jerusalem to Babylon (the second communication

not described as lap but introduced with the command to Jeremiah "to say") but in

between implies that there is a letter from Babylon to Jerusalem; that is, from Shemaiah

to thepriestZephaniah'^

5.1.2 Structure

The structure of the entire chapter can therefore be broadly constructed from thepoint of

view of the double communication between Jeremiah and the exiles in Babylon. The

content of the letter from Shemaiah to Zephaniah is incorporated in the second

correspondence since the narrator reports the letter in the context of the oracle that

Jeremiah receives from YHWH for Shemaiah. Within each communication various units

and divisions can as well be perceived as follows:

A. Communication I, withthe Judean exiles in Babylon (v. 1-23)

1. Introduction of the letter, theaddressees andthemessengers (v. 1-3)

2. Text ofthe document (4-23)

B. Communication II,withtheJudean exiles inBabylon (v. 24-32)

1. The accusation against Shemaiah (v. 24-29)

2. Judgement against Shemaiah (30-32)'''

In factauthors vaiy ontheexact number of letters or their traffic. For example Clements maintains that

"these letters are probably four in number (Jeremiah to the exiles, w. 1-15; Shemaiah in Babylon to

Zephaniah in Jerusalem, w. 21-23 {sic)-, Jeremiah to Shemaiah, v. 24, but broken off and no longer
preserved in full; a further letter from Jeremiah tothe exiles, w. 31-32)". See CLEMENTS, Jeremiah, p.
170. However, he does not give the criteria for this classification and again, though the letter from

Shemaiah to Zephaniah is referred to (from v. 24and not v.21-23 asClements writes), v. 24talks ofthe

command of YHWH to Jeremiah to "say" and does notgive evidence ofany writing, neither is there any

reason to see v. 31 -32 as aseparate letter. See CLEMENTS, Jeremiah, p. 170. yC
Another structuring based onother criteria butalso from the bias ofthefinal form ofthe text is tliaFof-?

Smelik. He sees the text ofchapter 29 as consisting not just of correspondences but also ofprophecjfev'and -• • V' "'
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Looking at this structure, the immediate question becomes the literary criteria for

establishing the two parts of the chapter, that is. Communication I and Communication II.

At the junction between the two documents as the structure above shows, there is neither

a narrative bridge to clarify theplot of the story'̂ nor any introduction as inthebeginning

to show the point of beginning of communication II. The narrator therefore leaves the

reader with the choice of deciphering himself or herself the unspecified relationship'̂

between the two communications that form the two sections of the chapter". But we

notice in v. 24 the first occurrence of a command from YHWH to the prophet Jeremiah,

thereby suggesting a new action'̂ . There is equally a remarkable inclusion framing the

first communication: the first and the last sections of the letter (v. 4-7 and v. 20-23):

"Thus says YHWH Sabbaoth, the God of Israel to all the exiles whom I sent from

Jerusalem to Babylon" (v. 4) and "now hear the word of YHWH, all the exiles whom 1

have exiled from Jerusalem to Babylon. Thus says YHWH Sabbaoth the God of Israel..."

(v. 20-21). The major emphasis in the first communication is that the exiles will build,

so detects four prophecies which give him the grounds for four divisions. The first prophecy (v. 4-14) is

addressed to the exiles in Babylon and admonishes them to settle down in the land of their captivity. The

second prophecy (v. 16-19) is the announcement by the prophet of what will happen to the Judeans who

remained in the land. The third (v. 20-23) is directed against two Judean prophets in Babylon who will be

executed by Nebuchadnezzar, while the last prophecy, (v. 24-32) deals with the evil fate of still another

prophet from Babylon, Shemaiah. See K.A.D. SMELIK, Letters to the Exiles, p. 285-286. This division as

interesting as it may seem neglects certain data in the text. First it overlooks the import of the very first

announcement in the text: naon n'sKi ("these are the words of the letter..."). Secondly the writer's

criterion based on the different personages seems to simplify the complexity of the text and leaves evident

questions: if the criterion is the different addressees, there is no reason why the third and the last prophecy

should not be lumped together since the characters are all prophets in Babylon. However the analysis that

followed his divisions based on the actions of the characters is revealing, coupled with his discussion on the

context of the chapter and the relevance of the same to the book in general, see p. 286-291.

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 68.

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 68.

" Gerhard Busing arrives however at a three-part structure in his analysis. Basing the analysis on the

occurrence of the verbum dicendi in the text, he arrives at a very complicated division into Introduction (v.

1-3), the letter to Shemaiah (v. 24-3 laa) and finally the main letter itself (v. 4-32). See G. BUSING, Bin

alternativer Ausgangspunkt zur Interpretation von Jer 29, see especially, p. 407.

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 68.
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plant, marry and pray (v. 5-7) so that in the end, YHWH will visit (nps) them and bring

them back to "this place" (v. 10-14)'', while in the second communication the highest
point is that YHWH will visit/punish (npa) Shemaiah so that no man living among his

household will see the good promised in the first communication (cf. v. 32).

Brueggemann sees the extension of the letter from v. 4 to v. 28 because of the reiteration

in V. 28 of the main admonition of v. 5 where the accent is on the imperative verbs,

"build, live, plant and eat". But in that case, he does not see the whole of v. 5-28 as a

letter but as a "series of prophetic oracles. The first is cast as a letter, but the latter ones

make little claim to theform ofa letter and are simply oracles"^".

5.2 Analysis

5.2.1 Communication I (v. 1-23)

As shown in the sketch of the structure above, the section Communication I has two units

of unequal length: the introduction ofthe letter, the addressees and the messengers (v. 1-

3) and the text of the letter itself (v. 4-23).

5.2.1.1 Introduction of theLetter, theAddressees and theMessengers (v. 1-3)

The chapter is introduced as a text of a written document (nm laon ••na'n n^Ni), a text

comprising a series of oracles '̂ addressed to Judean exiles in Babylon but on diverse

" V. 15-23 denounce the prophets opposed tothe authentic message ofJeremiah delivered in v. 5-14.
BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary onJeremiah, p. 257.

The extent or thelimit ofthe letter is again quite difficult to establish because ofchanges in addressees

and the phenomenon ofnested quotations inthe chapter. Van Dyke Parunak explains this phenomenon with
respect to this chapter especially regarding v.30-32 and sees the range ofverses as"agood example ofthe

challenge posed by the quotation formulas in the sixth-century prophets". This paragraph for him poses
three "knotty questions" of which the second is more relevant in our context here: "How should the Jer.

29:30-32 paragraph be punctuated? Conventional English punctuation would require four levels ofnested

quotations, the first beginning with v. 31, the second before 'Thus says the YHWH,' the third before

'Because Shemaiah has prophesied,' and thefourth before 'Behold' inv.32. [...] such deep nesting seems

unnatural, especially when thespeaker does notchange", seeH. VAN DYKE PARUNAK, Some Discourse

Functions of Prophetic Quotation Formulas inJeremiah, in R.B. BERGEN (ed.), Biblical Hebrew and
Discourse Linguistics, Winona Lake, 1994, p.489-519, p.489-490. For different opinions onthe extent and
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issues. Unlike the previous chapters in the block, this chapter begins without any

precision about the historical setting^^, without the word-event formula, even without

express divine instructions to the prophet to prophesy or proclaim. The reader is therefore

a "step removed from Jeremiah's reception of revelation"^^. Could this distancing be a

narrative device by the narrator to depict the spatial distancing between the two parties

involved in the correspondence, the world of Babylon and that of Judah? Or from a

theological standpoint, could it be a device to stress the wide gap of difference between

the vision of life of the exiled and the remnant? As Scalise writes: "This distancing of the

reader parallels the separation of the audience in Babylon from Jeremiah's preaching

ministry. A written document could go where the prophet could not. God's word was still

valid when read from a scroll" '̂'. The imprecision about date continues also in v. 2

despite the efforts to situate the circumstances "after Jeconiah the king, the queen

mother..."

The addressees of the prophet are, following the translation of nn;^. we adopt here, the pre

eminent (foremost, leading)^^ of the elders, priests, prophets and all the people in exile,

limit of the letter, see, HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 137; THOMPSON, The Book of Jeremiah, p. 544,

RUDOLPH, Jeremiah, p. 181. M. FISHBANE, Biblical Interpretation, divides the text of the letter

showing a symmetrical structure of A-B-C-D-C'-B'-A', but this structure is based on the premise that the

text of the chapter ends in V.29, see p. 479. This cannot be the case since it does not account for v. 30-32.

^ Despite the fact of the absence of date in this letter, Holladay in his characteristic historical

reconstruction of the life and activities of the prophet (for him the date 594 as the date of the letter "is thus

doubtless correct") sees a similar historical setting for this letter and chapters 27 and 28. Placement after

these chapters suggests to him the excitement aroused by the attempted rebellion against Nebuchadnezzar

according to his interpretation of 27:3. And the royal delegation that carried the letter may have been sent

to reassure the king of Babylon of the loyalty of Zedekiah. Cf. HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 140. What is

clear is that 29:1 follows 28:17 without recognisable rupture.

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 69. See also Jer. 51:59.

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 69.

The normal meaning of the word nn;'. is "rest" in the sense of "remaining", with reference to things

(27:19) and to people (39:9; 52:15). Not attested in the LXX, the translation "to the rest/residue of the

elders of the exilic community" would be curious begging the question as to why they should have been so

reduced. If "the rest of is the meaning here, the simplest conclusion is that some of the elders were no
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forming a frame with the groups in Judah encountered at the beginning of this cycle

(chapter 26: with the royal officials missing here but which appear eventually in v. 2).

V. 2 appears as a parenthesis^^ which tries to identify the historical setting. The verse

reflects II Kings 24:12-16 '̂, with the mention of the exile of Jeeoniah (same as

Jehoiachin/®, his mother, his officers, his dignitaries by Nebuchadnezzar king of
Babylon and equally reflects Jer. 24 the parable of the good and bad figs '̂, with the

mention of the deportation of the king, officers of Judah, the craftsmen and the smiths.

But two items are added here: the queen mother (nTaan) and the eunuchs (o-'O-'-ion). The

more in exile, and the question as to whether they were imprisoned or executed for revolt becomes

consequent. Many exegetes have propounded possible answers to this if the translation is so adopted:

Duhm has proposeda winnowing by persecution while Schmidttalks of imprisonment as hostagesto exert

pressureon kinsmen who were part of the rebellious party in Jerusalem, or that some of the eldersmay

have died naturally (Weiser). But the other meaning of the word can offera rescue: nn; meaning here

"pre-eminence (of)" and this is the meaning in its double occurrence in Gen. 49:3 concerning Reuben:

"You are the beginningof my power,the excellentdignityand highestmight". See also BDB, p. 451-452.

This is also the opinion of B. WAMBACQ, Jeremias, Klaagliederen, Baruch, Briefvan Jeremias (De

Boeken van het OudeTestament10),Roermond, 1957,p. 187and morerecently, HOLLADAY, Jeremiah

2, p. 140. Holladay concludes: "Perhaps Jrm ironically intended a little of both: the 'rest' of the vessels are

in Jerusalem, the"rest"of theelders arein Babylon, doubtless "pre-eminent" intheirway. Allis scattered",

see HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 140. See also T. KRONHOLM, 7^' I, TD0T6, p. 482-491. Kronholm

favours the meaning of "rest","remainder" though he admits alsoof etymological derivation that gives the

nuance of"be extra, surplus, surpass in importanceor quality" (see p. 482).

SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 69.

THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 545.

In Jer. 24:1; 27:20 and 28:4, is expressly designated as the son of Jehoiakim. Jehoiakim (609-598

BC) is the father of Jehoiachin. See also J. ROGERSON, Chronicle of the Old Testament Kings: The

Reign-by-Reign Recordof theRulers ofAncient Israel, London, 1999, p. 150-151.

Theparable of the figs in Jer. 24,a chapter which haselements in common withchapter 29, reflects an

important tension in the Jeremiah tradition between those deported andthose who remained inthe city. In

theevident pro-Babylonian slant ofthetradition, theexiled ones arethebearers ofthehope ofJudah forthe

future and are the special objects of the concern of YHWH. It is to these that the letter of the present

chapteris addressed. SeealsoBRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary onJeremiah, p. 256.
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term D'̂ pno usually translates "eunuchs" but can also refer to palace officials^" (cf. Jer.

53:25; II Sam. 8:15) since it is not certain that the term is used strictly in the physical

sense. In Gen. 39:1, Potiphar is called ono (singular construct) but is married.

V. 3 identifies the messengers with the expression (n^a) literally "by the hand" which

begins the verse; the messengers being Elasah and Gemariah, sons of Shaphan and

Hilkiah respectively '̂. They assume this messenger role in the context of a royal

delegation the purpose of which the narrator does not reveal. In our narrative context, the

purpose of the royal delegation to Babylon is not as important as the question of

coherence and practical logic such as will be encountered in v. 16-20, which contains a

negative oracle against king Zedekiah. The question is put by Holladay; how could

Jeremiah send a negative judgement about Zedekiah by the hand of a royal courtier^^?

Even though Jeremiah does not send an oracle against the king to the king personally, but

informs the exiles of an oracle the king has already heard of (cf. v. 16, 20), in order to

prevent the exiles from acting like their brothers who remain in Jerusalem and who do

listen to the prophets (cf. v. 19-20), what point does Jeremiah score by using precisely the

envoys of the same king?

5.2.1.2 Text ofthe Document (4-23)

It is difficult to specify strictly definite literary units in this section. We have already

signalled the inclusion in the beginning and end of the letter concerning the addressees

and the invocation of YHWH:

R. DE VAUX, Ancient Israel: Its Life and Institutions, p. 121.

Commentators try to identify these personalities. But such identifications are problematic. The Elasah

mentioned in the text here is mentioned only once in the Old Testament and there is no way to be certain

that the father, Shaphan is the same as the Shaphan, the officer under Josiah when the book of the law was

discovered in II Kings 22:3-13. One is equally uncertain that the Ahikam who saved the life of Jeremiah in

the context of the temple sermon (cf. Jer. 26:24) was the brother of Elasah, being himself the son of a

Shaphan. But since in a cycle where the Shaphan family has appeared both influential and at the same time

well disposed to the prophet, one can assume that most of these people belong to the one and the same

family. See J.M. WARD, Shaphan, art. in IDB 4, p. 307-308.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 135.
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'pKnto'; 'iibN nirr nnx ns

nSaa nbmT'B ••n-'brnntiK nbian-Ssb (v. 4)

inbaa obtin-'a nbian-bs

bxnifl' •'ribx nixas nirr; nnx-ns (v. 20b-21a)

Nevertheless, a close look reveals that the text of the letter highlights the promise of v.

10-14at the centre,repeating in the lastpart of the letterthe elements of the first part, and

in the same order but from a slightly different perspective. In the first part, before the

promises of v. 10-14, the letter begins with addresses to those in exile, highlighting

positive imperatives for settlement (v. 5-7). This is followed by a warning against false

but unnamed prophets who deceive (v. 8-9). After the promises, the letter continues with

the words addressed to those who remained in Jerusalem, but now with negative

consequences of sword, famine and pestilence (v. 15-19). This is in turn followed by

warning against precisely named false prophets, Zedekiah and Ahab (v. 21-23). We have

an image thus:

A. Address to exiles in Babylon: positive imperatives, build, plant, marry, eat (v. 5-

7)

B. Do not let yourprophets(unnamed) deceiveyou (v. 8-9)

Promises (v. 10-14)

A. Address to those who remained in Jerusalem: negative, punishments of sword,

famine and pestilence (v. 15-19)

B. Prophets who deceive named (v.21-23)"

" Lundbom looks atthe structure ofthe letter (Communication I) from another angle not quite essentially
different from the above format. He considers the letter to be in two divisions; the first half is about shalom

whilethe second half is about judgement. Firstly wehave the anticipated shalom of the Babylonian exiles

(v. 7), then the eventual shalom of Jerusalem (v. 11). Theremainder of the letteris judgement and here

Jeremiah reverses theorder: theremnant inJerusalem isjudged first, then prophets in Babylon who preach

lies and commitatrocity. Hetherefore identifies a chiasmus basedonkeywords and theme:
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From the framework, the letter opines that YHWH has his plans for his people, his good

plans of restoration but not to be dissociated with the reality of the exile and not to be

realised by the false optimism of the false prophets.

We can therefore thematically divide the text of the letter as follows:

i. Initial commands of settlement (v. 4-7)

ii. Warning against false prophets (v. 8-9)

iii. Promises (v. 10-14)

iv. Fate of those who remained in Jerusalem (v. 15-19)

V. Oracle ofjudgement against Ahab and Zedekiah (v. 20-23)

5.2.1.2.1 Revolutionary Advices: Initial Commands ofSettlement (v. 4-7)

The first verse of the letter (v. 4) bears the signature of the author. Not only that it begins

with the typical messenger formula of prophetic speech bsntB' ••nbK nixaa npi

there is equally a significant and explicit shift of emphasis in the way the addressees are

described. This time around, it is not Nebuchadnezzar (as in v. 1) who is responsible for

the exiling of the people; the letter is addressed to "all the exiles whom I (YHWH) have

exiled from Jerusalem to Babylon", implying therefore Nebuchadnezzar's role of agent,

with the repetition of the term nba both as noun and as verb. It is interesting that from this

point till the end of the chapter, the verb appears in the hiphil with YHWH as the subject.

It is YHWH and not Nebuchadnezzar who is responsible for the exile (cf v. 7, 14 in

contrast with v. 1). Even in the verses where other verbs are used to express the idea of

banishing, sending or driving away of the people, YHWH remains the subject (cf v. 18,

"A Welfare (shdlom) of Babylon (w 4-9)

B Welfare {shalom) ofJerusalem (w 10-14)

B' Judgment InJerusalem (w 15-19)

a' Judgment in Babylon (w 20-23)"

For a survey of ancient Hebrew letters, the description of ancient Hebrew epistolography and the

comparison of forms of Hebrew and Aramaic letters, see D. PARDEE, An Overview ofAncient Hebrew

Epistolography, in JBL 97 (1978), p. 321-346. For his reference to the letter of Jeremiah in chapter 29, see

especially p. 331 and footnote 47.
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the verbs [to pursue] and mj [to banish, to drive away], v. 20 nbti [to send], cf. also

27:5-7).

In v. 5-7, the kernel of the letter, come unexpected revolutionaryadvices. The exiles have

to prepare for a long haul^^ since the experience will extend beyond the present

generation. A series of imperatives is used to portray what should be the attitude of the

exiles in their new community. In a way, it summarises the normal life of a YHWH

community. It begins with the basic necessities for a person or community to settle down

in a new environment^^, "drei elementaren Neuanfange im Leben eines Menschen"" (v.
5), extends to the plan for the future or posterity (v. 6) and finally regulatesthe cultic and

social life in the midst of all this (v. 7). Gilbert terms it "une triple preoccupation"^^.

"Build" (i33) houses and "plant" (lai??'!) gardensrecall the terminologies in Jeremiah's call

in Jer. 1:10 but here in a quite different use. The above two imperatives have their

corresponding goals equally expressed in imperatives: "dwell" (wsi) and "eat" (ibsx) of

their fruits. After settling down with shelter and sustenance, it is consequent to think of

establishing posterity and lineage (v. 6). And so they should also "take wives" (o-'Sij inp),

beget O-rbini) sons and daughters, take wives for their sons and give their daughters to

husbands that they may beget sonsand daughters. Just as the old enslaved community in

Exo. 1 multiplied '̂, Judah is also to multiply'"' (nan) there and not decrease'" (am +

BRUEGGEMANN,A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 257.

Ezek. 8:1 and 14:1 show thatthepeople were freeto settledown in theirhostcommunity. They hadtheir

own organisationwith the elders and Ezekiel, as well as other prophets, couldministerto them.

" H. WEIPPUKT, Fern von Jerusalem: Die Exilsethik von Jer29, 5-7,p. 131.
M. GILBERT,Jeremie ecrit aux exiles, p. 112.

However, the contrast is unmistakeable. Thedescription oftheIsraelite settlement inCanaan, especially

in Jos. 24:13, shows thatcultivated land, cities, vineyards and olive groves, realities which represent long

years of technical and cultural achievements were given to the Israelite settlers. Conversely, here in the

Babylonian exile,the exileshaveto begin fromthe scratch, withthe basicfamily needsof shelter, domestic

agriculture and sustenance. In another web of contrast, in chapter 35 of the book of Jeremiah, YHWH

praises the Rechabites forrefiising to drink wine, build houses or have vineyards, grow fields or crops in

obedience to the command oftheir ancestor. Their obedience to the order ofunsettled life became model of

obedience for Judah as regards their own specific order received. In our text here, the exiles are
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negation). Andfinally they have to maintain a social and cultic'̂ ^ life byseeking the peace

of their host community and praying for the latter's peace upon which their own peace

depends. Berlin''̂ and Smith'*'* suggest that Jeremiah is here (in v. 7) citing Deut. 20:5-10:

the initiating of activities that would exempt one from military service. But this is only

interpretative (suggestive) and has no serious textual support. Closer to the text is

Holladay's remark that Jeremiah is here indirectly, but in a positive language, counselling

against revolt. And v. 7 lends more confirmation to this by the last two imperatives

and (seeking for the peace of Babylon and praying YHWH for the peace of the

latter) of the verse which are each connected with the nibiS of Babylon.

Jer. 29:5 and Isa. 65:21

From the point of view of intertextuality, one is immediately attracted in the narrative of

chapter 29 by the contents of Jeremiah's letter to the exile, especially by the directions to

the exiles on how they are to live in Babylon. The motifs concerning building houses,

planting gardens and bearing children, could beread inthe light ofIsa. 65:21''̂ :

commanded to build and to plant. It is still the issue of obedience to a word; the relationship of the people

with YHWH with regard to the present tense reality and the latter's ultimate purpose.

Cf the creation imperative of Gen. 1:28 and the description of the descendants of Jacob in Exo. 1:7. It is

important to recognise that the same verb (nai) is used here as in Gen. 1:28; 9:1, 7 (as well as in Exodus).

In both texts, it is YHWH who speaks to humans. But while in Genesis, it is a blessing, here calls for the

responsibility of the people to eschew the temptation of depopulation.

Cf Jer. 30:19 where the same verbs are used in YHWH's promise: "I will increase them (nm); they will

not diminish" (tssa).

Holladay suggests that "pray on behalfof it to YHWH" of v. 7 implies the obligation to see to some kind

of community liturgy while in exile. This is not out of point judging from the fact that the verb hhs in the

hithpa'el could also imply liturgical prayer, as in I Sam. 2:1; Jon. 2:2. See also BDB, i>hs, p. 813.

A. BERLIN, Jeremiah 29:5-7: A Deuteronomic Allusion? p. 3-4.

" D.L. SMITH, The Religion of theLandless: The SocialContext of the Babylonian Exile, Bloomington,

1989, p. 133-137.

Apart from the text of Isa. 65:21, the individual elements of this advice to the exiles in Jer. 29:5-7 are

also to be found in strategic places in the patriarchal narratives. For example n-'n mn, (to build houses) in

reference to Gen. 33:17, the idea of multiplying and not decreasing (the expressions nm: "to be numerous"

and arn 'ps "not to decrease") with reference to Gen. 22:17 and Exo. 1:7.
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Jer. 29:5 Isa. 65:21

5 Build houses, and dwell (in them); and

plant gardens, and eat the fruit of them.

21 And they shall build houses, and dwell

(them); and they shall plant vineyards, and

eat the fruit of them.

The striking similarity at the lexical level is the occurrence of the sameprincipal terms in

the two texts:

29:5 -'in?'"? »?)••! •'na «3

Isa. 65:21 :q;-is iSsxi D''n3 wai

The only slightdifference is the object of the verbutsj ("to plant", "to fix", "to establish")

which in the Jeremiahtext is niaa (gardens) while in Isaiahis (vineyards). But while

Isa. 65:21 describes the state of affairs in the restoration, that is, after the exile, Jer. 29:5

refers to life in exile. The passage in Isaiah forms part of the vision of the nature of

blessings that will accompany life after the return from exile, that is, partof the glorious

vision of post-restoration life'*® in Isa. 40-66. But the passage in Jer. 29 cannot be

separated from the context in which it occurs and in this sense, has the nuance of a

temporal settlement as could be read in v. 10-15. At the same time, the reader is not

oblivious of the macro-narrative: the question is also partly that of prophetic authenticity

as regards the intentions of YHWH towards the people, the deported, the vessels carried

away, the imminence of their return. And so here, Jeremiah onceagain quotes the oracles

he receives from YHWH: the mind of YHWH is that the people settle in their host

country till the day it will please him to restore them back to their own soil.

Jer. 29:7 and Psa. 122:6

Inv. 7, the directives to theexile end ina social and cultic note: thattheexiles seek (aim)

the peace of the city "where I have caused you to be exiled there" and pray (hhs) on her

J. HILL, Friend or Foe? p. 149.
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behalf to YHWH because their peace would depend on the peace of the city; and here the

city refers in context to Babylon. This particular verse, in recalling Psa. 122:6 identifies

Babylon with Jerusalem. Psa. 122:6, a royal Psalm of David reads: "Pray for the peace of

Jerusalem let them prosper those who love thee""". Prayer is now

directed in favour, not of Jerusalem but of Babylon, a directive which "surely turns

upside down theorthodox and the expected""*®. Inthis way, theinterdiction oftheprophet

to pray for the people (cf. Jer. 7:16; 11:14 and 14:11) is equally recalled.

V. 5-7 therefore recall the major ideas of chapters 27 and 28 to suggest that the exile will

not end soon. But here it is something more than this, because inevitably those exiled

from their homeland would naturally find themselves counting the days till they return.

More than the indefiniteness of the length of the exile, these positive imperatives suggest

equally that their stay in Babylon must not just be negative (the normal mentality of the

exiled) but positive: their home for the indefinite future is presently in the exile, and there

they must build and construct their lives"'. Thus the imperatives "build", "plant",

"marry", "all long-term projects which produce a firmly established society with an open-

ended future"^" become expressions which are "paradigms of 'integration' and are used

to project Jeremiah's advice that the exiles should take a long-term view of their

residence in Babylon; that they should plan on this assumption both for the welfare and

continuance of their own community and for the prosperity of the Babylonian

communities from which theirown highest interests cannot bedissociated" '̂.

In this Psalm, the prayer is said to comprise of two intentions: •i'pci ("peace within your walls") and

"peace in your citadels". The use of the word here in Jer. 29 makes the advice more

startling as it is now applied to an enemy city and a conqueror, and more so used in a cultic context with the

verb hhs. But Weiser gives a significance of the use of a cultic language here. It shows that the power of

YHWH extends beyond the confines of Israel and Judah to foreign lands, and not in any way subordinate to

the deities of Babylon. See WEISER, Jeremia, p. 261.

J. HILL, Friend or Foe? p. 151.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 141.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 556.

MCKANE, A Critical andExegetical Commentary 2, p. 743.
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If the counsel to build houses and plant gardens, that is settling down, is revolutionary,

more so is that of seeking and praying for the oibtti of Babylon^^ and not its downfall.

Hossfeld and Meyer are right that the content of the letter is to the hearers and to the

reader an issue too demanding onthree grounds ("eine dreifache Zumutung") '̂: "Erstens:

Die Aufforderung zur Kollaboration und sogar deren religiose Sanktionierung!" As one

can see in Psa. 137 and other various oracles about the Nations, the normal religious

reaction to the exile is the prayer to YHWH for his vengeful intervention for the

restoration of the people, and the restoration of her national and religious institutions.

Jeremiah himself prayspersonally for a severepunishment of his enemies(see Jer. 17:14-

18; 18:19-23; 20:10-13). "Zweitens: Das geforderte Bittgebet der Exilierten fur das

(feindliche) Land setzte voraus, dalJ man auBerhalb Israels zu Jahwe beten konnte". What

is normal for a modem religious sentiment wouldbe problematic for the religiosity of the

Old Testament. The 'Nations' means unclean lands (see Amos 7:17; Hos. 9:]ff). That

David had to flee before Saul to foreign land meant for him "to serve other gods" (1 Sam.

26:19). Apparently YHAVH is bound to Israel's soil, thatNaaman of Syria (II Kings 5:17)

had to demand to be allowed to take couple of mules' burden of earth to his land so that

he can worship the God of Israel there. "Drittens: Hauptargenis, wie vor allem die

Reaktion Schemajas in 29,28 zeigt, ist die Aufforderung, sich im Exil auf Dauer

einzurichten". This is seen especially from the succession of the imperatives for a long-

term settlementand from the resume (showing emphasis) in 29:28. The announcement of

a long lasting exile contradicts the passionate and longing hope of the exiles, as well as

Smeliktries to save the text from its problematic character and is of the opinion that the exiles are not

here advised to pray to YHWHon behalfof Babylon. He supportshis argument fromthe occurrenceof the

name 'Babylon' in the text: 11 times (v. 1,3- two times 4, 10, 15, 20, 21, 22 - two times 28) but

missing in v. 7, and he concludes that it "suggests a deliberate avoidance of the name here. The exiles are

not supposed to seek the peace of their oppressor [...]. What we read in verse 7 is that the exiles should

seekthe peace of the citywhere they arenow residing, whatever the name of that city be. Possibly, it is

evenbetterto interpret the Hebrew wording here notas 'the city' butas 'eveiycity'. And this hasbeen the

custom inthesynagogue tothis day," seeK.A.D. SMELIK, Letters tothe Exiles, p.291. This interpretation

is however veryliteral anddoes nottake into consideration thetheological significance ofBabylon andthe

flinction of the figure of Babylon inthetheology ofthebook of Jeremiah. Even if 'every city' is preferred,

thecontext still refers to Babylon, though without express mention ofthename ofthe city.

" See F.-L. HOSSFELD &I.MEYER, Prophet gegen Prophet, p. 104-105.
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those of the remnants, that Nebuchadnezzar's hegemony would soon be broken, hopes

which prophets like Hananiah proclaim without the least reluctance. By this advice,

Jeremiah casts the people completely adrift '̂* from all their supporting and supportive

systems: nation-State and State boundaries, army (not to revolt), of course kingship and

temple. That means that YHWH can still furnish new perspectives of existence and

survival even in the indefinite absence of these habitual realities^^. Seemingly a practical

advice indeed^® but which would be difficult for people in the actual situation to

accommodate. However, any other thing to the contrary means the people falling prey to

the suggestions of the false prophets (the following unit 8-9) who would instigate

rebellion, while Jeremiah the true prophet foresees the end, though far off and indefinite

perhaps, but certain, when God will make real his plans of restoration for his people (v.

10-14).

" THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 546. See also W.L. HOLLADAY, Enigmatic Bible Passages:

God writes a Rude Letter.

Deut. 20:5 contains the prescription of customarily dedicating new houses to YHWH while Deut. 26:2

gives that of presenting the first fruits of the soil to YHWH. Therefore the command to build, plant and eat

in V. 5-7 means that these ceremonies could equally take place even in foreign land. Rudolph sees in the

commands the fact that these ceremonies were no longer necessary and that it is an example of prophetic

piety that announces the universalistic mission to the Gentiles as announced by Deutero-lsaiah,

RUDOLPH, Jeremia, p. 16. Cf. SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 71.

Arguments have been advanced to see v. 5-7 as containing some element of political pragmatism,

especially as regards the command of seeking and praying for the shalom of their host city: that is, the

argument that a more powerful and secure Babylon would provide the people better conditions of life than

Jerusalem would have done since it is under threat. Supporting this view, Adele Berlin argues that the

expression TUn DiSffl reflects the advice that any city that is besieged should be offered some terms for

peace making in order to avoid war. That means then that seeking for the "peace of the city" "is also subtly

counselling against rebellion" which is founded on the recognition of the power of Babylon, see A.

BERLIN, Jeremiah 29:5-7: A Deuteronomic Allusionl p. 4. Carroll supports this practical bent of the

advice and calls it "civil religion at its best" and a "blue print for millennia to come", CARROLL, Jeremiah

(OTL), p. 556. See also McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 742-743; D.L. SMITH,

The Religion ofthe Landless, p. 135. These opinions are not out ofplace from a sociological point of view.
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5.2.1.2.2 Warning against False Prophets (v. B-9)

After dealing with the reality of the exile and the practical strategy to live with the reality,

V. 8-9 returns to the recurring theme of false prophets as already encountered in chapter

23 and in the preceding chapters of this block (cf. especially 27:9-10, 14-15, 16b-18;

28:8-9, 15). These verses therefore provide strong reinforcement for the preceding

verses^^, fitting well inthe sequence without interrupting the flow between v.7 and v. 10.

Chapters 27 and 28 particularly have made clear the reality of false prophets in Jerusalem

who assure the people that the exile would be short. Jeremiah needs to counteract this

notion once more and to assert in the usual language that this is (see especially the

phrase 03*? ••'sa:! on 's in 27:10, 14, 16 and in 28:15) propagatedby those YHWH has

not sent^®. Illegitimate sources ofrevelation '̂ were also available tothe exilic community

in Babylon as will be made evident in v. 21-23 of the present chapter, propagating in

the name of YHWH.Though the precisecontentof the npo is not givenhere (cf v. 9), nor

is the lie of Ahab and Zedekiah (cf. v. 21) and Shemaiah (cf v. 31) explicitly reported by

the narrator, the context of the cycle identifies it to be belief in the shortness of the exile,

the reverse of "the peace of Babylon" which they had been instructed to pray for (v. 7); or

the parallel verse in 27:9 "you will not serve the king of Babylon", or even the forecast of

Hananiah of the end of Nebuchadnezzar's domination "within two years" (28:11), which

was interpreted as making "this people trust in a lie" (28:15).

5.2.1.2.3 Promises (v. 10-14)

As with many other sections of this chapter, many commentatorshave problem of either

justifying the location of these verses in its present context, or seeing the coherence of

" THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p.547.

In many occasions in the block 26-29, the emphasis remains on the aspect of 'sending'. Prophecy and

dreams can neverbe falseper se, anddivining (DDp) maynot havebeen outrightly a questionable practice.

At least, Joseph an Israelite ancestor says in Gen. 44:5 that he practices it, though here a different verb

(ain:) is used but which equallymeans divination (see BDB, p. 638 and 890). But the central accusation,

and the reason vv'hy the messages obtained by these intermediaries is false is first and foremost because

YHWH has not sent them as is frequent against false prophets in the bookof Jeremiah (see for example

23:21, 32; 27:15; 28:15; 43:2).

SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 72.
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this section of promises, with its beyond-exile vision and especiallywhen placed side by

side with the whole ofv. 5-9 with its dense concentrationon settlement and integration in

exile. The suspicion is that v. 5-9 is too limited or negative and therefore required

supplementation with a prophetic prediction that looked hopefully beyond the exile®".

While Thiel attempts to bracket, v. 10-14 in his characteristic general tendency of a

deuteronomistic redaction ofthewhole chapter®', Carroll®^ sees v. 10-14 asfunctioning in

chapter 29 as a correction to the impression given in v. 5-7 that the exile would be

permanent, and Nicholson sees the section as a development imposed upon it®'. But for

Carroll, the problem of v. 10 is more than being a correction of impression of what

precedes. For him it appears as a counterbalance to what precedes it: "For if v. 5-7 asserts

the permanence of the exile, w. 10-14 speak of a return to the homeland [...]. These two

motifs do not necessarily contradict each other but v. 10-14 look suspiciously like the

message of the prophets in the cycle who are declared to be prophesying falsehood

In the main, Carroll's argument is that Jeremiah's criteria for recognising true

prophecy in 28:8-9 (the argument from tradition of the past and that of accomplishment

in the future) are not respected in this section since this section is equally positive and

hopeful-like and "it only differs from what they (the false prophets) say in having a

longer timesequence - seventy years instead oftwo years''®^.

But it is in the side-by-side placing of these two seemingly exclusive motifs by the

narrator that the totality of the prophet's intention in the book in general and the block in

particular can be gleaned. Looking beyond the confines of the individual segments, the

kernel of the book of Jeremiah with its single theology - but in the wings of desolation

and reconstruction - is made much more evident in these two complementary segments.

MCKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 738.

W. THIEL, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 26-45, p. I6ff.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 558.

®E.W. NICHOLSON, Preaching totheExiles, p.98ff.

" CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 557.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 557. Carroll therefore sees the seventy years motif in the unit as

evidence of post exilic creation: "As the return to the homeland never became a very popular movement,

the strategy for building a permanent life in Babylon proved to be very wise counsel", p. 557-558.
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That is, while the preceding verses (5-9) assert the reality of the exile and the need for

proper integration and full engagement with regard to the exiles, v. 10-14 immediately

moves the horizon of the people beyond the confines of their exilic experience to

announce the hope of return. From the point of view of content, the two component parts

of 5-9 (that is 5-7 and 8-9) hang on two exclusive alternatives, or better put give two

extreme positions. The promise in v. 10, which is the first promise in the chapter strikes

out a middle ground between these two extremities, that is, between the imperatives of v.

5-7 and the admonition of v. 8-9. From the literal perspective of v. 5-7, the exiles would

get the impression of a permanent settlement (the idea of building of houses and taking

wives has that nuance of definite settlement), while from the perspectives of the

intermediaries they have as implied in v. 8-9, they would benefit a near future of

homecoming. V. 10-14 becomes an articulation of the middle point and the delicate

theological balance between these two. Between the commands to prepare for a long haul

in Babylon, to dispose oneself and adopt a positive attitude in one's new condition on one

hand, and counteracting feverish excitement®^ for a quick return on theother, there is no

conflict. Life in exile and for the exiles is not without hope and nowhere is that implied in

the preceding verses or chapters. In v. 5-7, the presence of YHWH is expressed in his

blessings of the means of settlement, increase and prayer. In 27:7, the powerful ts

remains a suspense, an indefinite spot in the future, but nevertheless certain. In v. 10-14,

Jeremiah is at the same time dampening hopes of a quick and immediate return and

providing an antidote to defeat and despair. YHWHthereforecarries out his plan to give

the exiles future and hope by making theirs the blessings of fruitfulness and answer to

prayer (v. 12-14). If the return from exile is an expectation in seventy years time, the

reader understands better the injunction about procreation in v. 6: there is necessity for

descendants so that the sons and grandsons would be the beneficiaries of the promise.

The invitation to be fruitful therefore announces the anticipation of the promise.

It is noteworthy the contrast between the Dibsi promised here and that of v. 7. While in v.

7 it is a task for the exiles since they have to seek for it in reference to the aibia of the host

empire, here in v. 11, it is a gift of YHWH and directly for Judah. From v. 11-14,

MCKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 737.
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Babylon does not appear again as an intermediary between YHWH and the people. A

series of statements connecting "I" and "you" comes in chain. In the final analysis, the

ultimate purpose of YHWH is for the people.

I to You-. (v. 10-11), "/ will visit you and confirm my good word to you by

bringing you back to this place. For 1 know the purposes which I am purposing for

you... to give you a future and a hope".

You to Me, plus I to You (v. 12), "Then you shall call on me, and you

shall go and pray to me, and / will listen to you".

You to Me, plus I to You (v. 13-14a), "And >'om shall seek and find we,

whensearch for me with all your heart. And / will be found hy you".

I to You (v. 14b), "And / will turn sway your captivity, and / will gaihtr you

from all the nations.../have driven And / will bringyow again into the place

from which / sent in exile".

From V. 12 till the end of v. 13 we find a repetitive series of four pairs of verbs:

(call/come), "jba/uati (pray/hear), opa/Kaa (seek/find), liin/saD (inquire/be found), used to

articulate this restoration of the close unmediated relationship between Judah and

YHWH. The verb 'ninun of v. 14 concludes the section by forming inclusion with v. 10

"by bringing you back" (a'sinS) in the infinitive construction. V. 10-14 has been described

rightly as "a rich inventory of Israel's primary formulas for hope of return"®^. In this way,

the little unit of v. 10-14 are framed by two references, in v. 10 to the end of the

domination of Babylon andinv. 14to thepromise of restoration to the land^®.

BRUEGQEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 258.

Cf. J. HILL, Friend or Foe? p. 154.
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5.2.1.2.3.1 rrjB ••'snsi (Seventy Years) in Context

While 29:4-7gives impression of relaxed settlement in exile, v. 10-14 change the opticto

announce the end of Israel's subjugation under the Babylonian domination, a

"notorious"®' allusion which engenders "unresolved questions"'", just as it occurs again
in Jer. 25:11-12:

"And this whole land shall be a desolation, and an astonishment; and these nations

shall serve the king of Babylon seventy years. And it shall come to pass, when

seventy years are accomplished, that I will punish the king of Babylon, and that

nation, says YHWH, for their iniquity, and the land of the Chaldeans, and will

make it perpetual desolations".

Outside this occurrence in the book of Jeremiah, the concept of seventy years mapping

out the lengthof Babylonian domination against YHWH's people occursfour moretimes

in the Old Testament: in theprophetic writings in Zech. 1:12; 7:5, Dan. 9:2;and in II Chr.

36:21. The "seventy years" motif also occurs but without reference to the period of

subjugation of Israel under Babylon butas significant length ofyears in Isa. 23:15, 17 (cf

Jer. 27:7). YHWH declares that Tyre shall be forgotten seventyyears and at the end of

the seventy years will bedealt with. Here seventy years is taken as a period of thedays of

a king (cf. v. 15). And in Psa. 90:10, human lifespan is given to be seventy years (or

eighty for those who are strong) that pass quickly in pain and suffering. Other Old

Testamenttexts give the number seventy as a product of the symbolic numbers seven and

ten and so envisage the figure as a measure of completeness (cf Gen. 46:27; Gen. 50:3;

Deut. 10:22; Jdg. 1:7;I Sam. 6:19; II Sam. 24:15).

Of all these occurrences, II Chr. 36:21 and Dan. 9:2 are more significant in that they

make specific reference to the book of Jeremiah:

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 1, p. 665.

™L.L. GRABBE, "The End ofthe Desolations ofJerusalem": From Jeremiah's 70 Years to Daniel's 70
Weeks of Years, in C.A. EVANS & W.F. STINESPRING (eds.), Early Jewish and Christian Exegesis:
Studies inMemory ofW.H. Brownlee, Atlanta, 1987, p. 67-72, seep.68.
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"To fulfil the word of YHWH by the mouth of Jeremiah, until the land had

enjoyed her Sabbaths: for as long as she lay desolate she kept Sabbath, to fulfil

seventy years" (II Chr. 36:21).

"In the first year of his reign I, Daniel understood by books the number of the

years, whereof the word of YHWH came to Jeremiah the prophet, that he would

accomplish seventy years in the desolations of Jerusalem" (Dan. 9:2).

A further interpretation is given in Dan. 9:24 where the prophet Daniel is informed by

Gabriel that this period of time would be for the Jews and Jerusalem a period to put an

endto sinandtransgression '̂.

Our interest here goes beyond the historical interpretations'̂ or the extra-biblical clues"

offered. We try to offer an interpretation within the context of the extant text. What is

basic is that one may not comfortably determine whether a literal or conventional

meaning should be assumed in every case as the meaning of the phrase "seventy years"'''

" See P. ACKROYD, Exile and Restoration: AStudy of Hebrew Thought of the Sixth Century B.C.,
Philadelphia, 1968, especially p. 242. In I Chr. another theological interpretation is given: counting

backwards, the seventy years stand for seventy sabbatical years that were not observed (cf Lev. 25:1-7;

26:27-35).

Actually, none of the Old Testamentoccurrences designates the exact beginning or end of the seventy-

year span. The span corresponds to no exact pair of dates, in the words of Holladay who sees "no reason

why such a span of time couldnot be the intentionof an exilicredactor", HOLLADAY, Jeremiah I, p. 665.

Closest but not precise indication is given in II Chr. 36:21-22 which Whitley sees as the period from the

destruction of the temple in 586 to the completion of the second temple in 515 BC. Whitley is of the

opinion that 586-16 is the specific time indicated by "seventy years" in Jeremiah, Zechariah, and Daniel

also, even though the period is described as pertaining to Babylonian rule in Jer. 25 and 29, see C.F.

WHITLEY, TheTermSeventy Years Captivity, in Kr4 (1954), p. 60-72,see especially p. 68-69, 72.

" Holladay suggests it may reflect anidiom larger than theOld Testament and inthiscontext refers tothe

appearance of the seventy years in an inscription of Esarhaddonwhich is the period of time during "which

iVlarduk shows displeasuretoward Babylon," designating "the properperiodfor an ancient Oriental city to

lie desolate",HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 1, p. 669. See also SCALISE et ah, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 74.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 495.
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and this is indicative of its flexibility of meaning and reference^^. We can only insist on

the function of the phrase in the present context or more generally in the context of the

book of Jeremiah.

Carroll's opinion that the distinction between the seventy years forecast here and

Hananiah's two years in 28:2-4 is only a matter of duration, or even his remarks that v.

10 produces an unintended irony^® in the cycle 27-29, implying that both Hananiah and

Jeremiah are on the same platform on the question of prophetic authenticity, does not

necessarily follow since that position does not take all factors into consideration. This

interpretation does not take notice of the progression of the text. Before the proclamation

of the future in chapters 27-29, the reader is aware that Jeremiah has been confirmed as a

trueprophet in chapter 26where healso talked about the future. Carroll's interpretation is

literal, seeing seventy years as another strict fixation of duration. Even scholars with the

samereading posturehavepointed out the danger of taking this motif in the literal sense.

McKane writes, warning against aninterpretation of thissortconcerning thisverse:

"It is an implication of Jeremiah's advice that he is not prepared to look far into

the future (so Volz) and to promise the Jews in Babylon deliverance after seventy

years. He has no such carrot to dangle before them and he does not predict what

will be the outcome of their exilic experiences. He does not conflise those to

whom his letter is addressed by moving the goalposts while the game is in

progress. He concentrates severely on thepresent and the immediate future and

prescribes a regime in concrete language which should not be interpreted too

" CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p.495.

Theargument of unintended irony goes thus: "In28:9 a prophecy ofsaldm requires fulfilment before it

canbe determined whether Yahweh sentthe prophet or not. Although Hananiah is notcondemned onthe

grounds ofthe failure ofhis prediction (28.9 does not function as a criterion in29), his two years look very
modest besideseventy years. A prediction of seventy years time would be absurd if either 28.9 or Deut.

18.22 was imposed asa test ofauthenticity. Nobody would bealive after another seventy years to beable to

verify the speaker's genuineness and hence the criterion isnot designed for long term predictions [...]. The
speaker of w. 10-14 need not be charged with being a false prophet because there are no grounds for
considering thestatement tobeanything other than anafter theevent proclamation", CARROLL, Jeremiah

(OTL), p. 558.
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literally. The exiles are to pick up the broken threads patiently and resolutely and

to live positively in their present circumstances, making themselves an asset to the

communities inwhich they aresituated".

The seventy years of Jeremiah differs from Hananiah's two years not just from the point

of view ofduration but also from that of content and implication. In the words of Gilbert,

"il faut done se degager au plus vite de toute nostalgic, se guerir du mal du pays

bien normal en pareilles circonstances, faire taire en soi le secret desir de

retoumer sur la terre natale. Le deracinement doit etre accepte concretement et la

deportation doit etre consideree comme une implantation nouvelle. II faut refuser

de se laisser mourir de langueur. Les joies de la vie doit etre accuellies et meme

voulues, positivement recherchees"^^.

Even Carroll seems to have had this intuition without expressly admitting it when he

writes about 25:11-12 but connecting 29:10;

"As part of the word of judgement against Judah for not hearing the divine word

(however late it may be) it stresses the fullness of that judgment. For seventy

years, i.e. a long time during which generations will come and go, the land must

bear its punishment. This will be no short or momentary setback but a complete

cycle of years (whatever its literal strength). A long history of rebellion merits a

long period of punishment. If the word has not been heard through the decades of

its proclamation, then the land will have to go through a period when there will be

nobody there not-to-listen-to-it. Any mistaken belief about the brevity of

Babylonian domination mustbe abandoned" '̂.

In. 29:10 therefore, the divine word stages a limit to the power of Babylon just as has

been attested in some other parts of the book (cf. 25:11; 27:7; 50-51). More than the

fixation of a definite moment, it is that of making a people's future hang on the will of

YHWH. In 28:2-4, Hananiah stages a revolutionary situation that opposes YHWH and

Nebuchadnezzar ("within two years, I will break the yoke of the king of Babylon"),

' MCKANE, ACriticalandExegetical Commentary 2, p.738 (emphasis supplied).

M. GILBERT, Mremie ecrit aux exiles, p. 112.78

" CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p.495-496.
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thereby making YHWH and the Babylonian king rivals in a duel; while here, YHWH

declares he is not competing with anysystem, neither doeshe rivalwith anybody; instead

"onlywhen Babylon'sseventy years are completed, I willvisityou and I willfulfil toyou

mypromise and bringyou hackto thisplace. I will letyoufind me... That is to say, the

prediction of two years and immediate return is thus a programme based on the success

of revolt, while Jeremiah talks of a long period of time lived in loyalty to YHWH. The

instruction to settle in exile in v. 5-9 counteracts the popular expectation of the shortness

of the exile and immediate return whilethe counsel to lookbeyond the exile nullifies the

tendency to despair. Both affirmations by the same prophet are counter to common

opinion and true prophecy includes also the capacity to say the right thing at the right

time,a capacity at the same timealien to optimistic prophets and far from the reach of the

voices of despair®".

Within the context of the Jer. 26-29, seventy years has also some narrative coherence

especially with reference to the construction of timeat several places in the text. While in

the duel between Hananiah and Jeremiah in chapter 28, the bone of contention was to a

large extent the duration of theBabylonian domination (cf. twoyears in 28:3 and 28:11),

Jer. 27:7 had already described the length of the Babylonian rule in terms of three

generations of kings: Nebuchadnezzar, his son and his son's son Ciia-p-DNi ija). And in

chapter 29, a subtle reference is made to 'three generations' of life in exile; in the

command to beget children, who will in turn have children of their own: "Take wives,

and beget sons and daughters; andtakewives for your sons, and give your daughters to

husbands, that they may bear sons and daughters" (29:5). Such three generation

description which "could point to a family perspective on the seventy years"®' given

before the mention ofseventy years in v. 10 already nullifies a literal interpretation, given

also the fact that time can bemeasured by the stages ofpersonal and family life (cf e.g.

Isa. 8:4 "before the child knows how to call 'mother' or 'father'..."). On hearing the

seventy years prophecy, adults would easily be led to think that they and most of their

children would most probably notlive to witness therealisation of thepromises, buttheir

Ŝee BRTJEGGEMANN, ACommentary on Jeremiah^ p. 260.
' SCALISE etal.,Jeremiah 26-52^ p.75.
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grandchildren and those that come after. "Seventy years was a lifetime (Ps 90:10), and

adult listeners would touch the promise only through the grandchildren and great

grandchildren bom intheirhouseholds''̂ ^.

5.2.1.2.4 Fate ofthose who Remained in Jerusalem (v. 15-19)

The major problem with this section as already hinted in the introduction to this Chapter

is that of placement and that of logical coherence (practical reasoning); that is, the

connection between v. 15 and 16-19 since v. 15 could appear to have nothing to do with

the four subsequent verses, or v. 16-20 seems to interrupt the continuity of v. 15 and v.

21®^. For some authors, it seems to be out ofcontext®", coheres poorly with the concerns
of chapter 29 and so assumed to be a late insertion, opening the way to conclude that they

have interrupted an immediate connection between v. 15 and v. 21^^, "a digression",

bridging the "natural development" of the argument which "is from v. 15to v. 21"®^. And

therefore some commentators have suggested that v. 15 be moved to another position in

the chapter, itself being a miscopying®^. There isalso the problem of logical reasoning or

SCALISE et al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 75.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 135.

S. MOWINCKEL, Zw Komposition des Buches Jeremia, p. 41; G. WANKE, Untersuchungen zur

sogenannten Baruchschrift, p. 45f.

McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 739; C. RIETZSCHEL, Das Problem der

Urrolle, p. 116.

THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 548.

W. THIEL, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 26-45, p. 14. He argues that v. 15 was

accidentally omitted, retained in the margin and then reinserted in its present position. He therefore

suggests that it be moved before v. 8-9. Rudolph suggests moving v. 8-9 after v. 15, which would allow v.

10-14 to follow immediately after v. 5-7. For Janzen, v. 16-20 should be moved between v. 14 and v. 15,

J.G. JANZEN, Studies in the Text ofJeremiah, p. 118. This is also the opinion of HOLLADAY, Jeremiah

2, p. 135 because for him, "it has the advantageof explainingthe omission of w 16-20 in G and fitting the

form-critical analysis of the chapter". And the strong proponents of large-scale deuteronomistic redaction

(Duhm, Comill, Volz, etc) see the hand of the deuteronomisticeditor herejust as they observe the same in

the related chapter24. Carroll sees v. 16-19as an interpolation whichshouldhave been read immediately

after v. 10-14where it would afford a sharp contrastbetweenthe two camps;those exiled and those who

remained behind.
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better put the practicability of v. 16-20, and that is the question of how Jeremiah could

have used the occasion of a king's personal delegation as an opportunity of recounting a

negative oracle about the same king (cf v. 3).

However recent exegetical efforts, without disregarding the pertinenceof the remarks and

observations over this section of the chapter, have also approached the text from other

legitimate angles and have noticed its pertinence in its place in the context of the chapter

and in the context of the book of Jeremiah^®. Goldmann, while admitting that "laplace
originelle du v. 15 etait probablement devantles vv. 22ss.", in the actual form of the MT,

maintains that "la seule lecture possible du v. 15est a la suitedes w. 10-14, comme une

finale de cet oracle de salut"®'. There is still a possible connection between v. 15 both
with 16-19and with 20-23 once it is admitted rightly that chapter 29 is the last in a series

of chapters where the prophet combats false prophecy. A little recapitulation of the

contextof the letterwould shed some light. Already deported to exile, the people in exile

are not devoid of prophetic voices thatprophesy (lie) to them (cf. v. 8-9, 20-22, 31).Even

though their lie is not mentioned in chapter 29, from the context of Jer. 27-29, their

prophecy is of two kinds and in this logical order: a) first of all, a negative appraisal of

the reality of exile. That implies for these prophets that the exile was a mishap and it

would have been betterif the people werenot exiled at all. Further implication would be

that those who were not exiled, who remained in Jerusalem were luckier. This is not

Scalise has an interesting explanation. Sheexplains the placement of v. 16-20 by referring to the mirror

effect it has on a preceding section of the book, chapter 24, the vision of figs. According to her, the

hypothetical original sayings v. 15, 8-9 andv. 15, 21-23 would have been disputations about prophets in

Babylon ("you said...", but "thus says theLord"). Both chapters offer hope to the exiles (24:4-7; 29:4-14)
and announce doom toJerusalem (24:8-10; 29:16-19). Though v.15 seems tointerfere with this parallel, its

effect is totiev. 16-20 more closely tothe rest ofthe chapter. It istrue that chapter 29lacks the unifying
vision of figs in chapter 24,29:15 introduces v. 16-20 as theresponse of God to theexiles' own statement

and aswarning by example. In conclusion: "The picture ofthe exiles' fiiture inchap. 29is more complex
than thesimple 'good'versus 'bad' distinction in chap. 24between thedeportees and those who were left

behind", see SCALISE et a!., Jeremiah 26-52,p. 67.

Y. GOLDMANN, Prophetie et royaute au retour de I'exil: Les origines litteraires de la forme

massoretique du livre deJerimie (OBO 118), Gottingen, 1992, p. 83.
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Jeremiah's stand as is shown severally in the preceding chapters of the block and as the

parable of the figs in chapter 24 shows, which is also a background to the present chapter.

For Jeremiah, the exile falls into the divine plan, b) Secondly and consequently, these

other prophets prophesy immediate return, which would be a result of revolution by the

people. That is to say, the first lie concerns those who were not exiled while the second

concerns directly those exiled in Babylon. Inasmuch as v. 15 ("for/because you have said:

'YHWH has raised up for us prophets in exile'") anticipates directly v. 20-23 where it is

a question of naming precisely these 'false' prophets (Ahab and Zedekiah), v. 16-19

evokes the first of their lies with reference to those still in Jerusalem before eventually

coming to address the issue about those in Babylon (v. 20-23, beginning with "you exiles

whom I have sent from Jerusalem to Babylon"). The placement of v. 16-19 becomes

problematic therefore if the unit is separated from v. 20-23. One should therefore read v.

16-19 as if in parentheses. The narrator who in v. 15 ("because you have said, 'YHWH

has raised up for us prophets in Babylon'") knows the contents of these prophecies,

makes a necessary digression (those unexiled will receive their utter punishment and in

the end must suffer their own exile: among all the nations where I will drive them, v.l 8),

and then faces the people in exile as regards these prophets(v. 20-23).

The logic and placement of this unit could be summarised thus, in connection with the

immediately preceding units:

v. 8-9 Do not listen to the false prophets (who announce immediate return of

exiles).

V. 10-14 For ('s) seventy years would pass before YHWH's plan be realised, his

plans for peace, restoration and well-being.

V. 15 But ('s) you have said that YHWHhas raised up for you (real) prophets...
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V. 16-19 (Remember however that those in Jerusalem, the king and those not exiled

are suffering and will suffer because they have not listened to my servants

and prophets).

V. 20-23 these (false)prophetsamongyou will be the object of my wrath (so do not

listen to them, cf. v. 8-9).

The question of the rationality or the possibility of Jeremiah recounting a negative oracle

concerning King Zedekiah by the hands of the latter's own royal messengers would not

be too stressed in a book which opens up with the words addressed to the prophet by his

YHWH: "For, behold, I have made thee this day a defenced city, and an iron pillar, and

brazen walls against the whole land, against the kings of Judah, against the princes,

against the priests, and against the people of the land" (Jer. 1:18). Our investigation into

the character of the prophet as presented by the narrator in the four chapters, all in the

contextof the entirebook, willshedmore light to thisproblematic (seethe nextChapter).

The five verses of this unit are then framed by two indictments (v. 15 and v. 19): each

begins with a causal particle's (v. 15) and ntiK nnn (v. 19), and the two having some

connection with each other. While the indictment in v. 15 is because the exiles have said

something, that of v. 19 is becausethe people of Jerusalem have not listened. And if the

accusation in v. 15 is thatthe exiles have saidthat YHWH hasraised for them prophets in

Babylon, v. 19 indicts the people of Jerusalem for not listening to the real prophets sent

by YHWH. The wording "my servants the prophets, risingup early..." echoes26:4-5 and

occurs frequently in the prose of the book of Jeremiah (cf. 7:25-27; 35:13-15; 44:4-5).

The contrast is onthe one hand between simply "prophets" (v. 15) for theexiles and "my

servants the prophets" (v. 19) in Jerusalem; and on the other hand between the language

of establishment of the prophet: in v. 15 («b D'pn "has raised for us"), while in v. 19the

prophets are sent Onnbiii). The only occurrences ofDip (hiphil) with prophet orprophets as

the subject is Deut. 18:15'° and 18:18 '̂, the former inthe words of Moses himself andthe

"A prophet likemewilltheLORD your God raise upforyou from among your own kinsmen; to him you

shall listen" (Deut. 18:15).
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latter in the words of YHWH, but all referring to Moses the prophet. From the point of

view of biblical canonical tradition, this makes the claim of the exiles a very bold and

even presumptuous one, another lie in fact. If they have prophets, that is, "bona fide

Yahweh prophets"^^ already (or better, if they claim to have already) in the calibre or in
the manner of Moses, it becomes an incurable optimism'̂ and the question of the

necessity of the intermediation of Jeremiah (one of "my servants the prophets" sent)

becomes an important factor in the dispute.

Within the frame of v. 15 and v. 19 is the sentence about the fate of king Zedekiah and

those still remaining in the city (cf. especially v. 17-18), addressed to the exiles,

informing them of the situation in the country and the lot also awaiting them (those who

remained in the city). V. 17-18 make a double repetition of the triad of "sword, famine

and pestilence" of 27:8, 13, and reflect many elements of the parableof the good and bad

figs'"*. The metaphor ofinedible figs in this chapter recalls the vision in chapter 24 and
this reference leads the reader to compare once more the exiles and their kindred in

Jerusalem who were not taken into exile. Parallels are rightlyto be noted:

29:17a "YHWH Sabaoth says this; I am
now going to send them sword, famine and
plague "
29:18a "I shall pursue them with sword,
famine and plague."

24:10 "I shall send them sword, famine and
plague until they have vanished from the
soil I gave to them and to their ancestors."

29:17b "I shall make them like rottenj/gs,
so bad as to be uneatable."

24:2 "... the other contained very badfigs,
so bad as to be uneatable."

29:18b "and make them an object ofhorror
to all the kingdoms of the earth, of
malediction, astonishment, ridicule, and
reproach to all the nations among which I
will banish them."

24:9 "I will make them an object of horror
to all the kingdoms of the earth, a reproach
and a byword, a taunt and a curse, in all the
places to which I will banish them."

" "Iwill raise up for them a prophet like you from among their kinsmen, and will put my words into his
mouth; he shall tell them all that I commandhim" (Deut. 18:18).

LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p. 355.

LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p. 359.

See RUDOLPH,Jeremia, p. 170; SCALISEet al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 76-77.
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The function of the recalling of these images already in Jer. 24 is to remind the exiles of

the oracles they had already heard but not heeded in Jerusalem (cf "this city", v. 16)

before they were besieged and taken into exile by Nebuchadnezzar. Hearing an oracle for

the first time could be deterring, but hearing the same oracle for the second time while

suffering the consequence of deaf-ear would even be more effective. This time around,

the prophet repeats the oraclewith the boldnessof one already vindicatedby history.

5.2.1.2.5 Oracle of Judgement against Ahab and Zedekiah: The Identity of the

Prophets in Babylon (v. 20-23)

It appears that the thread, which was temporarily dropped by the narrator in v. 15, is now

picked up in v. 20. But in the main, the identification of the prophets whom "you say:

'YHWH has raised up for us prophets in Babylon'" is revealed. The note with which the

letter is begun is here repeated: "all you exiles whom I have sent from Jerusalem to

Babylon, so says YHWH God of Israel..." (cf v. 4). Now it is no longer falsehood with

reference to the legitimacy of exile, that is indirectly, the fate of those who remain in

Judah (v. 16-19); it is nowfalsehood with reference to thosethat are actually exiled. Two

false prophets are named: Ahab son of Kolaiah and Zedekiah son of Maaseiah'^. V. 21-23

is cast in a chiastic structure: accusation of speaking lie in YHWH's name framing two

punishments/curses: accusation (npis) - punishment - curse - accusation (niiB').

A. Ahab and Zedekiah, whoprophesy lie toyou in myname (v. 21a)

B deliverance in the hand of Nebuchadnezzar and he will strike them

before your eyes (v. 21b)

B' Their name will be used for a curse (v. 22)
a' Because they have committed folly, adultery and spoken a lie in my name (v. 23).

These two prophetic figures are not mentioned elsewhere in the Old Testament. Commentators have

noticed thedouble pun onAhab's family name n;bip which isworked by theterm "roasted" rhp, together

with "curse" Cf. SCALISE et a!., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 77; HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 143. Such

play on words could therefore be a better explanation thanThompson's overreading of the passage that

"Nebuchadnezzar had them executed byroasting oh^ in thefire" since thetwo prophets had notyet been

arrested andexecuted following the logic of thetext, seeTHOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 549.
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It is surprising that because of prophesying lie in YHWH's name, the latter would deliver

the two prophets into the hand of the king of Babylon (v. 21b) when they were already

exiles in Babylon. Holladay suggests that 'giving into the hand' here may thereforemean

more than political control but also placing under arrest'®. The word "curse" (nb'pp) has

been formerly used to designate "object of cursing" (Jer. 24:9)'̂ , but here it becomes a

formula for curse ("may YHWH make you..."). The prophets in Babylon will suffer the

same fate as the people who remained in Judah. YHWH will make them a curse. The

placement of this verse here and its significance refers again to the legitimacy of the

placement of v. 15. A stark contrast is highlighted: those who intend acclaiming these

two figures as prophets (cf v. 15), will end up using their names as curses. It is therefore

interesting that Jeremiah announces their lot (their death) by putting this announcement in

the form of curse in the mouth of the exiles who considered them as real prophets (cf v.

15). This is because the action of YHWH towards them is giving them up for execution

(cf. v. 22) and not raising them as prophets for his people (v. 15). The last verse (v. 23)

comes up with another stricter accusation. These two prophets have committed folly or

outrage (nba)'̂ . The transition from the accusation of speaking lie in YHWH's name to

adultery has beenseen by many commentators as uncalled for in the context''. But in the

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 143.

"1 will make them an object of horror to all the kingdoms of the earth, a reproach and a byword, a taunt

and a curse, in all the places to which I will drive them".

Appearing only here in Jeremiah and 12 other times in the Old Testament (Gen. 34:7; Lev. 7:24; 17:15;

22:8; Deut. 14:21; 22:21; Jos. 7:15; Job. 42:8; Isa. 9:16; 24:4; 32:6; Ezek: 44:31), the word, though imbued

with other nuances, is sometimes connected with sexual atrocities: the rape of Dinah (Gen. 34:7), the

Benjaminites' rape of the Levite's concubine at Gibeah (Jud. 19:23-24;20:6, 10), and the rape of Tamar by

Amnon (II Sam. 13:12).

For MoKane, v. 23 is disconcerting in the sense that their adultery with other men's wives is a piece of

information which the reader is not prepared for and which does not flow by consequence from the

accusation of false prophecy. McKane therefore terms it an example ofoverkill; giving the impression as if

everything that could discredit Ahab and Zedekiah were being raked up; a sort of calling a dog a bad name

to hang it, McKANE, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 740. And for Carroll, "it might be wiser

to assume that either a story is involved here or one further example of the denigration of the prophets so

typical of the cycleis intendedbythe allusion",CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 561.
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first place, falsehood is the essence of adultery'"" as the latter is frequently used to

describe the infidelity in the relationship between Israel and YHWH; hence there should

be no wonder in the connection between falsehood and beingadulterers. Again from the

context of the chapter, especially the letter by Jeremiah, their crime undermined the

foundation of the exiliccommunity of Judeans which is already laiddown in the first part

of the letter, especially the command in v. 6 to "take wives" and "beget sons". The

reference to the deity as a witness gives the impression of a legal analogy, as in Deut.

19:15'°', where it is demanded that there be two or three witnesses to lay the foundation
of a charge. But evil like adultery committed in secret (presumably) can only have the

deity as the possible witness. The unit ends therefore in YHWH's self designation as

witness (isj).

5.2.2 Communication II (v. 24-32)

In this second section of the chapter, a section not spared of its myriad of problems'"^,

designated here as Communication II, thetext continues the theme of false prophecy by

means of exchange of correspondences (and reports of messages exchanged) between

Babylon and Jerusalem'"'. Communication II could therefore be said to be the

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 561.

"" "One witness shall not rise up against aman for any iniquity, or for any sin; in any sin that he commits:
at the mouth of two witnesses, or at the mouthof threewitnesses, shall the matter be established".

Mainly by the many differences between the different textual attestations of this section. MT and LXX

differ in their different presentations of the story: while theMT reports thatthepriest Zephaniah son of

Maaseiah is challenged about his failure to put Jeremiah posing as a prophet under control, LXX reports
that the priest is scolded harshly forrebuking Jeremiah. Inourtext, letters arrive from Babylon about the

conduct of Jeremiah (asfalse prophet) while LXX gives the impression thatthematerial is oracular andnot

epistolary (cf. Jer. 36:24-25[LXX] "Kal upbi; Ea(iaiav tov NeAanhTiv epeig oiiK dn&T6LXa oe ovoiJaTi

jicu. Kal upbi; Ec(|)ou'Lai' ulov Maaoaiou tbi' lepea slue").

Carroll has his own peculiar view regarding this section; he sees the section simply as "exchange of
abuse" between Shemaiah and Jeremiah, asdealing with mutual accusations among prophets ofplaying the

prophet, of telling lies, of not being sent, of making people trust in falsehood. Heequally analyses it as

simply the"stock-in-trade of prophetic conflict" and as nothing more than "the fiilminations against one

another of members of the same profession", or as vituperative and defamatory exchanges as partof the
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consequences or repercussions evoked by Communication I. A certain Shemaiah the

Nehelamite, writes a rejoinder on Jeremiah's letter and addresses it to the temple overseer

(T'pB). Neither the details of the letter nor of Jeremiah's reply is given, but the summary

of Shemaiah's letter of complaint is given in YHWH's message to Jeremiah (for

Shemaiah). The gist of the letter is a reprimand; why the temple overseer had not rebuked

Jeremiah for prophesying the way he did. The text understands this as a presumption on

the part of Shemaiah; presumption because he sends letters (onao) to all the people in

Jerusalem (obmi-'a and to Zephaniah the priest, in his name (nsoiiia, v. 25),

without being sent (v. 31). The word of YHWH is sent to Jeremiah to give Shemaiah a

judgement for speaking in YHWH's name without being sent and for causing the people

to believe in lie (cf. v. 31) and for apostasy / rebellion (mo) against YHWH. This unit,

following the extant form of the MT, falls easily into two parts: v. 28-29 deals with

Shemaiah's words and action, while v. 30-32 deals with the judgement against him.

5.2.2.1 Shemaiah's Words and Action (v. 24-29)

The context of this passage confirms the impression that Shemaiah the Nehelamite is

another optimistic prophet like Ahab and Zedekiah already identified (cf v. 21-22), but

apart from this, he is nowhere again mentioned in the Old Testament. The attempt to

explain his identity (the Nehelamite) by recourse to the similarity with the root d"?!! "to

dream" (that is as a niphal participle of the root verb)'"'', to say that the text wants to

process of denunciation common to all prophets. Cf. CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 565. Though not

untenable as conclusion, this is at best an ideologically biased interpretative approach.

L. YAURE, Elymas-Nehemalite-Pethor, p. 297-314, see p. 306-309. In this article, the author studies the

three biblical names, Elymas, a false prophet and bitter adversary ofPaul in the Acts of the Apostles (13:6-

12), Shemaiah of Nehelamite and Pethor which is said to have been the name of the place of residence of

the famous Balaam (of Num. 22:5). He tries to see "the hidden connection"between these names by going

into the etymological derivation and proper meaning of each of them. For Shemaiah the Nehelamite, he

reasons that the epithet hannehflatni admits grammatically, contextually, and religio-historically of only

one interpretation, and that is "the dreamer." Understanding the grammatical form of the word to be the

substantivized participle nihph'al of fialam (= to dream), with an ; relativum affixed, he concludes that it

denotes one who is inspired by dreams or occupies himselfwith dream interpretation. "The / relativum here

signifies that the many fiolme h'lomoth formed a distinct class who practised dream interpretation as a
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designate Shemaiahas a dreamer(cf. also v. 8; 27:9; etc) founders on the grounds that the

designation sounds purelygentilic, and in the same section is analogous to Jeremiahfrom

Anatoth (v. 27)'°^. The charge against him is for sending letters (d'-ibo in plural) in his

name to the community in Jerusalem described as "all the people, to Zephaniah son of

Maaseiah the priest and to all the priests" (v. 25). In v. 26-28, the summary of the

contents of the letter quoted is that of the one addressed to the priest Zephaniah, though

there is a larger audience in thepreceding verse (v. 25)and theword "overseer" (cips) in

V. 26 appears in plural. The concern of Shemaiah is that Zephaniah'"® had not been

faithful to his duty as an overseer'"^ (cf. v. 26-27) of the temple and had left Jeremiah

uncontrolled or uncensored'"^. As one (referring to Jeremiah) who took upon himself the
task of prophesying (Kasnari), he (Zephaniah) should have put Jeremiah into the stocks.

Specifically Shemaiah referred to the letter of Jeremiah to them in Babylon, that "it will

profession and that Shemaiah belonged to that class".Hejustifies this positionbyreferringto the contextof

the preceding chapters, 23, 26-27 where Jeremiah fights "his greatbattle against the lying prophets, who

[...] practise their nefarious trade, (and) also lead astray the exiles in Babylon, this particularly by

fi-audulent interpretation of dreams. The foremost of thesefalseprophets in Babylon is just this Shemaiah

hameh'lami, that is, 'the dreamer'" (p. 309). Forthe likeview, see also M. GILBERT, Jeremie ecrit aux

exiles, p. 115.Persuading though this argument couldbe, it doesnot command certainty from the text.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah2, p. 146. Seealso Scalise for whom this explanation by reference to dream is

neither"convincing nor necessary", SCALISE et al, Jeremiah26-52, p. 78.

This Zephaniah had on two occasions consulted Jeremiah on Zedekiah's behalf: in 21:1 to ask the

prophetto inquireof YHWH for thembecause Nebuchadnezzar kingof Babylon is warring against them,

and in 37:3 to ask Jeremiah to intercede for the people. He is described as second priest in 52:24. SeeJer.

52:24-27; 11Kings 25:18-21.

V. 26-27 give a good description of the duties of the overseer in the house of YHWH in the Old

Testament. Pashhur who had held thispostin the pasthadonceputJeremiah inthestocks overnight when

he heard the latterpreach thedevastation of Jerusalem andJudah (cf Jer. 20:1-3). Oneof theduties would

beto putintothestocks every madman (ssio'd pual participle masculine singular of theverb sjjo) who would

arrogate to himself to prophesy. It is true that the hitpa'el of the verb xai could be used of legitimate

prophecy (cf.Jer. 26:20), here it is used contemptuously ofonewho makes unwarranted prophetic claims;

one who plays theprophet, cf R.R. WILSON, Prophecy andEcstasy: ARe-examination, inJBL 98(1979),

p. 321-337,see p. 336. See also SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52,p. 78-79.

Theverbused is translated "to reprimand", "to rebuke" or "to discipline".
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be long" nsns"") and that they should "build houses and live, plant gardens and eat

their fruit"'In that way "x'n nsnx", a phrase whose subject is a pronoun (K''n), but from

the context referring to the exile, becomes an interpretation which Shemaiah gives to v.

5-6 and also to v. 10, since he never mentions expressly the seventy year duration of

Jeremiah. But it is also striking that he refers only to the "negative" side of Jeremiah's

letter, without any word on the promises of the whole section of v. 10-14"', a subtle

characterisation and confirmation of his dubious comportment. However "it will be long"

is more than a reference to the seventy years motif of Jeremiah but also a subtle negation

of the import of Jeremiah's letter, and therefore his own personal interpretation of the

exile, an interpretation thatsees nothing positive in it' Whether thatwas all inthe letter

of Shemaiah or whether he summarised the contents of Jeremiah's letter is not precise in

the text. Whichever be the case, Zephaniah the priest read the letter to the hearing of

Jeremiah (cf. v. 29 and in this parenthesis, the narrator adds interestingly "the prophet");

that is, he carried out the commission without however any mention of reprimand. The

letters sent by Shemaiah are therefore intended in the text's present form as a foil and as a

contrast to the earlier letter of Jeremiah. They are not only a reaction to the letter of

Jeremiah, they are provoked by it and intend to refute it"^ Not only that bysaying that

Referring evidently to the seventy years, but interestingly making that reference before the details

"build, plant..." vv-hich in actual fact precededthe referenceto the seventyyears in Jeremiah's letter.

'Notice theverbatim quotation (repetition) ofv.5 except the form ofthe3"^ person suffix attheend:

•|;-is-nK Aski n1« tobji niJi n'rin v. 5

in'-ia-nx i'psni nisa wqji ubi D'm laa v.28

It is true that shortening and paraphrasing are part of the features of the majority of citations of

quotations in the Old Testament (cf G. SAVRAN, Telling and Retelling-. Quotation in Biblical Narrative,

Bloomington, 1988, p. 29-35), yet in many occasions, it is also part of the subtle narrative devices to pursue

interested goals in the plot of the story (cf. for example the intercession ofJudah in Gen. 44:18-34 in order

to plead for the release of Benjamin. Here, Judah, in most of his retold stories to Joseph, emphasises,

removes details, and adds some, manipulatesfacts, all geared towardsconvincingJoseph for the success of

his intercession).

' Klipp interprets Shemaiah thus "Davor setzt Schemaja seine Interpretation deselben; eswird lange

dauem'. [...]. Diese Interpretation setzt jedoch voraus, dass Heil in Babyloniennicht moglich ist und daher

die HeilsaussagenJeremiahs gar keine sind", N. KLIPP, Niederreisen undAufbauen, p. 60.

'" BRUEGGEMANN, ACommentary onJeremiah, p. 262.
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every madman who prophesies (xaanp v. 26) should be reprimanded by the priest and

finally adding that Jeremiah poses as a prophet (Kajnarr), Shemaiah accuses Jeremiah

implicitly of being mad The offence of Shemaiah was described in v. 25 not as

simply prophesying falsely but as writing letters in his name, and below, in v. 31, he is

described as having prophesied without being sent.

Zephaniah appears in the narrative with an undetermined character. Though his not

concealing the developments from the prophet could be a testimony to his openness""*,

the narratorstill leaves us in the darkabouthis precise attitude to Jeremiah and his camp

in the narrative. This has led to confusing evaluations about him by different

commentators. Is he co-operative with Shemaiah and hostile to Jeremiah by reading the

letter "in the ears of Jeremiah the prophet" (v. 29), or does he sympathise with Jeremiah

by not eventually reprimanding orrestraining him"^, and so a different kind ofT-ps from
Pashhur (cf. Jer. 20:1-6), since the text does not indicate that he did, or is he simply

ambiguous"®? But from the context, Zephaniah's role in the narrative is minimal, since
what is at stake is the correspondence between two 'prophets'. He is nevertheless partof

the story, representing a group, the priests who have been part and parcel of the narrative

in the block26-29(cf 26:7,8, 16; 27:16; 28:1,5; 29:1,25).

5.2.2.2 Judgement Oracle against Shemaiah (30-32)

In the final verses of the chapter, Jeremiah replies to Shemaiah's action publicly. He

writes to the exiles in Babylon concerning Shemaiah in similar terms with which he

addressed Hananiah in 28:15-16. Shemaiah becomes an opponent of Jeremiah who,

following the emphasis of the chapters 26-29, rejects the word of YHWH through his

prophet. Even though his letters contain no oracle of his own, or any oracle which

directly contradicts Jeremiah's, his request in writing that Jeremiah be reprimanded is

treated as a testimony of false prophecy, just as Passhur is accused of prophesying lies

because he put Jeremiah in the stocks overnight (cf Jer. 20:1-3). So Shemaiah becomes

McKANE,A Critical and ExegeticalCommentary 2, p. 743.

So HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 147.
116 So SCALISE et al.^ Jeremiah26-52, p. 79;THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 551.
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apostate for opposing Jeremiah. Many points of contact between Shemaiah and Hananiah

become apparent, made clearer by the use and repetition of same key terms to describe

their activities.

Motif Hananiah (Jer. 28) Shemaiah (Jer. 29)

Positing of act Hananiah broke the yoke-

bars from the neck of

Jeremiah (v. 10)

Shemaiah wants Jeremiah be

put into the stocks (v. 26)

Hananiah is accused of

propagating falsehood

(V. 15)

So is Shemaiah and he has

also led the people to trust in

it (v. 31)

(ubti vh Hananiah is not sent by

YHWH(v. 15)

Shemaiah is not sent by

YHWH (v. 31)

13"! nno Hananiah is accused of

speaking (nm) rebellion

(n^o) against YHWH (28:16)

Shemaiah has also spoken

(nm) rebellion (nno) against

YHWH (29:32)

Punishment with death Hananiah is punished with

death and he died within two

months (v. 16-17)

Shemaiah is punished with

eventual death and that of

his descendants, since none

of them would live to see the

good (31Q) YHWH has in

stock for the exiles (v. 32).

The word (npa) "punish", "visit" (v. 32) mirrors in a very ironical way v. 10 where it is a

question of divine positive visit (nps) to the exiles, and so contrasts the fate of Shemaiah

and his descendants with the descendants of the exiles.

Recapitulation

At the end of chapter 29, the reader would recognise that this exceedingly complex

chapter continues the dispute of the two previous chapters (27-28) but which was already

articulated in chapter 26. All through the chapters, it has been that of the prophet
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disclosing YHWH's intention in form of threat, warningand judgement, which will not

be forever, but will end when YHWHwills. Chapter29 engages more visibly in this two-

stage intention of YHWH: after plucking up and tearing down, there will be a

homecoming, a planting and building (cf. v. 10-14). Chapters 30-31, the "book of

consolation", would therefore have no better placement in the book.

Reading the four chapters, one must admit, has not made a very flowing one for the

reader of today, who has penchant for discovering perfect flowing, either in the

presentation of the stories or in chronological synchrony as in modem stories. But this is

different with ancient biblical narrators who have their particular style of narration and

who are guided by some other objectives than that of presenting a coherent piece in its

modem sense. The reader notices a sequence in the nature of the texts: prose (26) -

oracles (27) - prose (28)- oracles (29)with respect to the four chapters. The two prose

like narratives are all account of the prophets meeting with oppositions whilethe oracles

are directed to the nations and to the exiles. From this, the reader notices a connection

between what the prophet says and the consequences and oppositions facing him on

account of that. The very first chapter begins of course with a word from YHWH.

Another important elementis the casting of thesenarratives in different historical periods

and under different kings, of coursewith the evident chronological gaps. The reign of two

kings becomes the historical landmarks in these conflict stories: Jehoiakim and Zedekiah.

The reign of Jehoiakim frames the story of chapter 26; and the reader is "moved abruptly

to another time, that of Zedekiah in chs. 27-28""''. In chapter 27 the prophetic action

aims at Zedekiah (and the kings of neighbouring nations and the priests and people).

Chapter 28 is cast in the period of Zedekiah with the mention of the bringing back of

Jeconiah from exile, while in chapter 29, the mention is of Zedekiah and Jeconiah.

Interestingly, in thesestories, though conflict is the dominant motif, the kings are hardly

involved"' since the concern ofthe narrator is to present the truth ofthe preaching and
the prophetic authenticity of Jeremiah. This is also true even of chapter 26 where the

BRUEGGEMANN, Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 230-231.

The theme of prophet and king is developed in chapters 32-38.
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presence of the king Jehoiakim is only implicit in the story'" (v. 20-23). One can

therefore say that through these conflict stories involving these kings, the narrator

presents how Jeremiah triumphs over oppositions and at the same time demonstrates the

superiority of the true prophetic word.

Two issues therefore surface in these chapters which relate to the theme and theology of

the book in general. Primarily, the issue of true and false prophecy, a recurrent theme;

and these chapters in a special way insist on the truth of the prophetic identity of

Jeremiah. This theme is couched through the prism of a second one: the role of the

Babylonian threat and the reality of exile. The next Chapter would be an attempt to see

how the dynamics of the text tries to articulate this double thronged theological theme,

taking the four chapters as a whole.

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 150.
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Chapter Six

Jer. 26-29: Literary-Thematic Coherence and

Characterisation of Personages

Introduction

In the General Introduction, we announced the option of working on each of the four

chapters of the block as a separate unit, and in the introduction to the analysis of each

chapter, we tried to justify this option by showing the delimitation and internal structure

of the chapter in question. By so doing we have in a way left out till now any treatment of

some common elements in the block, or the considerations of the personages within the

context of the integral narratives of the four chapters. This approach does not however

make the individual chapters isolated from each other or independent units within the

book of Jeremiah. The exercise in the second section of our Chapter One of this Part Two

shows that there is a recognisable thread of connection, thematic and theological, that

connects the four chapters. It also means that there is a common theme; that of prophetic

authenticity, all situated in the context of the macro unit and having their proper place in

the theology of the one two-scroll book of Jeremiah. Thus after the narrative analysis of

each of the four chapters, it is judged necessary here a) to have a synthesis that will trace

the necessary literary and thematic connections which the chapters have with each other,

b) to underline the marks to show that the unit as a whole has as its major theme the

question of true or false prophecy, and c) to explore the narrative characterisation of the

major personages in the block; all geared towards demonstrating the unity of theme in the

chapters of the block. This present Chapter therefore has the goal of placing the

individual chapters in the context of the block and therefore makingeach of them a unit

within an entity.

It comprises two sections. The first begins by considering the literary cohesiveness within

the chapters, then continues by analysing some of the key terms which serve more or less

as literary and thematic landmarks in the sense that their striking preponderance, taking

into account their strategic usages in their significant nuances, their narrative effects in

the contexts they occur, and the effect on the reader, continue to remind the latter of the
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theme of the block. The second section looks into the narrator's characterisation of the

major personalities in the drama of the text, and at the same time enquires into the

narrative role of the figure of Babylon and the Babylonian king and its function in the

theology of the block.

6.1 Unity of the Block: Thematic and Literary Cohesions

6.1.1 The Programmatic Function ofChapter 26

From the context of our investigations in the four preceding Chapters, our work

understands chapter 26 as a programmatic introduction to the theme of the block of the

four chapters. The block 26-29 strikes a basic theological point: that the rejection of

YHWH's word is an act of rebellion which incurs divine judgement whether on a whole

nation (27 and29) or on individuals (28 and 29)'; and that the authenticity of prophets is

measured through this parameter, that is, to the extent which they identify with the true

word from YHWH; and this altogether is the main focus of chapter 26. Of the four

chapters, Jer. 26 has the merit of enjoying a complex narrative casting more evident than

in any of the others. With its numerous characters, the tensed situation looming large in

the narrative and in which the prophet (and even some other characters in the narrative)

finds himself, the different fates of the prophetic figures mentioned by name and the

narrator's incessant interventions, a network of relations is put to place, and with this

network of relationships, the narrator articulates in unequivocal terms the question at

stake. A court-like scene is presented to the reader, after a prophetic character in the

drama has posited 'an act', a prophetic act, the preaching of a sermon; and at this

juncture, the reader cannot but ask the question: what is the issue at stake, what is the

bone of contention? Immediately after the preaching of Jeremiah, the hearers interpret his

words by posing a question which looks very fundamental to the rest of the block: "Why

have you prophesied saying: this house..."? (26:9), a question which introduces the

notion of Jeremiah's legitimacy: is Jeremiah a true prophet or a false one? The reader

who meets this question in chapter 26 would pose this question himself in the subsequent

chapters when other prophetic figures are mentioned or appear on the scene. Thus with

' See alsoTHOMPSON, The BookofJeremiah, p. 538.
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the question, a problematic is introduced, leading to an accusation levelled and the

eventual judgment before trial by the accuser: nrn nio-Bston "judgement of death to

this man for he has prophesied against this city" (v. 11; cf also v. 8). The narrator

therefore leads the reader to discover the answer to the question by the accuser's defence

based on his personal conviction of his legitimacy, and the ruling of the court by the

acquittal of the accused based on the admission of Jeremiah's legitimacy. This is also the

opinion of Clements:

"Chapter 26 uses the prophet's temple address to provide a thematic introduction

to the sequence of reports concerning the message of the prophet, its widespread

popular rejection by those in authority, and its terrible fulfilment [...]. Here the

conflict that surrounded Jeremiah's preaching opens with a report of the sharp

antagonism between Jeremiah and Hananiah, occasioned by the reassuring

prophecies of Hananiah and thethreatening word of God through Jeremiah"^.

Narratively speaking, every important elementevoked in the chapter has a part to play in

this programmaticfunction. Take for example, the mentionof king Jehoiakim in the very

first introductory verse by the narrator: "In the beginning of the reign of Jehoiakim the

son of Josiah, king of Judah, this wordcame from YHWH" (v. 1). It is surprising that in

the court process that follows the preaching of Jeremiah, the king is absent, even though

the officials take part. But by placingthe storywithin the time of Jehoiakim, by the subtle

contrast of this king with the mention of king Hezekiah who was well disposed towards

the prophet Micah (cf v. 18-19), and by endingthe narrativeby the negativeaction of the

same king (Jehoiakim) to a prophet Uriah (cf. v. 20-27:la), who preached"in words like

those of Jeremiah", the narratoralreadyincludesthe king as a potentialdanger and counts

the royal office as one of the many obstacles facing the prophet in his prophetic

enterprise. Secondly, by placing the incident in the beginning of the reign of Jehoiakim,

whereas the subsequent chapters are situated in the years of Zedekiah, a chronological

gap has been allowed; a fact which has much to say about the conditional nature of the

preaching of the prophet in chapter 26; and a factor which distinguishes 26 from the rest

of the chapters where the question is no longer that of exile or destruction if there is no

^CLEMENTS, Jeremiah, p. 154-155.
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repentance, but that of unconditional submission to the yoke of the king of Babylon. One

could therefore say that in the beginning of chapter 26, a programme of choice within a

space of time is offered to the community, and in the subsequent chapters, the

consequences of their choice are spelt out to them, given that the opportunity for

repentance was not utilised.

One can also evoke the importance of the example of the citation of Micah's prophecy,

which reinforced the contention that the message of Jeremiah about the judgement on

Judah and Jerusalem was truly the word from YHWH. It means then that such a message

has already had a place in the prophetic tradition and so the threat was far from being

outlandish but real, a threat which demanded that Judah discern between the true and the

false word of prophecy, and this theme occupies the attention in the subsequent chapters

till the end of chapter 29^. The mention of Uriah is also not without its import in this

light. Uriah ben Shemaiah is highlighted in v. 20ff. in anticipation of the question of the

nature of true prophecy. With the surprising details about the circumstances surrounding

his fate, the narrator reports that he "prophesied against this city and against this land in

words like those of Jeremiah" (v. 20). His unfortunate destiny serves also to draw the

reader's attention to the marked ambivalence in the attitude towards Jeremiah who could

also suffer the same fate. In the words of Clements:

"Through Micah's words, through those of Jeremiah, and even through such

otherwise unknown figures as Uriah, the word of God was shown to be sharper

than a two-edged sword, separating truth from falsehood and those of spiritual

discernment from those who were blind. Inevitably it generated conflict,

suffering, and sometimes martyrdom as the price of its reception. The important

narrative of chapter 26 alerts the reader to recognize that to hear the word of God

could in no way provide escape from the need to make clear and responsible

choices. Rather it was a summons to do so. Far from the prophet guaranteeing the

truth of his word, setting the people free from any need to discern whether he was

' CUEMEHTS,, Jeremiah,p. 158.
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speaking the truth, the very opposite was the case. Responsible preaching by the

prophet needed to bematched byresponsible hearing onthepartof thepeople"".

Thus the stage is cast for the readerto confront this problematic. The rest of the chapters

of the block elaborate this confrontation. Jeremiah speaks and acts. Different other

prophetic personalities act and speak in reaction to Jeremiah. The narrator relates the

story and brings YHWH as arbiter.

6.1.2 Chapters 27-29

6.1.2.1 Particular Threads ofCohesiveness

Having being accredited by the princesand people as the mouthpiece of YHWH and as a

legitimate prophet in chapter 26, the sequence of the story in the subsequent chapters

shows Jeremiah fulfilling his role and narrates the oppositions by other intermediaries.

With chapter 26 as programmatic, various threads of cohesiveness more closely tie

chapters 27-29. We have in our ChapterOneand in the introduction to ChapterThree(all

in Part Two) made references, respectively to the thematic coherence and the spelling

characteristics and peculiarities, which set these three chapters apart from the remainder

ofthe book^. We can equally move beyond these stylistic features to temporal sequencing
of the chapters, noting thatthenarratives contained in these chapters seem to be arranged

in a chronological order^, granted however the difficulty in detecting a strict
chronological succession. The incidents took place within the same precisely

circumscribed period of time, namely, the reign of Zedekiah (597-586) or from the

perspective of the exile, the period between the first and the second deportations of

Judeans to Babylon. Chapter 27 makes mention of Zedekiah the king (cf. v. 3, 12), and

that Jehoiachin, that is Jeconiah, has been taken already intocaptivity with otherJudeans

CLEMENTS, Jeremiah, p. 158.

^ We refer to the presence of both long and short spellings ofthe proper names Jeremiah, Zedekiah,
Jeconiah, and Hananiah; the prevalence of the 'i' spelling of Nebuchadnezzar in preference to the

spelling intheother parts ofthebook; and thefrequent use ofthe formal titles like attached toproper

names.

^T.W.O. OVERHOLT, The Threat ofFalsehood, p. 27.
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by Nebuchadnezzar (cf. v. 16ff.). This exile (precisely its length) is a major point of

discussion in chapters 28 and 29 (cf. 28:1-4; 29:4ff., 24ff.). Further, for the argument for

a logical sequencing, it is important to note the fact that chapter 27 has as its two main

symbols the yoke which Jeremiah is wearing and the vessels of the temple (the people

must submit their necks to the yoke of the king of Babylon and the vessels shall remain in

Babylon indefinitely till the time it will please YHWH to restore them to their place).

These two items become precisely the items taken up by Hananiah in his prophecy: "I

have broken the yoke of the king of Babylon. In exactly two years' time 1 shall bring

back all the vessels of the temple of YHWH which Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon

took away from here and carried off to Babylon. And I shall also bring back Jeconiah son

of Jehoiakim, king of Judah and all the exiles of Judah who have gone to Babylon, oracle

of YHWH, for I shall break the yoke of the king of Babylon" (28:2b-4). And so

Hananiah's prophecy of the fast return of the vessels of the temple, plus his breaking of

the yoke from the neck of Jeremiah become a direct reply meant to contradict the

message of Jeremiah in chapter 27. As regards chapter 29, Rudolph is of the opinion that

the "i" with which it begins (29:1) serves to establish a connection with chapter 28,

though it is not certain that the connection between them is strictly chronological^. But

what is clear is that chapter 29 continues with the preaching of a long duration of the

exiled

The cohesiveness in these chapters from the point of view of theme, literary style and

chronological sequence is further accentuated by the evident similarity in the structural

patterns in which the narratives are given. The theme of the conflict of Jeremiah with the

other intermediaries, that is of true and false prophecy, is elaborated in terms of the

following broad outlines: the confrontation with the problem of false prophecy at home

(Judah) and the confrontation with the problem of false prophecy abroad (Babylon), each

cast in a sequence of message, tension (negative response) and resolution. Jeremiah gives

a message which is contradicted by false prophets, leading to YHWH's intervention and

' SeeRUDOLPH, Jeremia, p. 182; T.W.O. OVERHOLT, The Threat ofFalsehood, p.28.

^SeeT.W.O. OVERHOLT, The Threat ofFalsehood, p.27-28.
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consequently a prophetic utterance of judgement against the opposing prophet(s) in

question. In this respect, Jer. 27-28 deals with the confrontation with the problem at

home, while chapter 29 deals with the confrontation abroad:

I Dealing with the problem offalse prophecy at home: Judah (Jer. 27-28)

a. Message: Message about the exile: submission to the rule of Babylon through

the address to the neighbouring nations, to king Zedekiah and to the priests

and people plus the message of the prophets of peace (27:9, 14-15, 16)

accused to be false prophets.

b. Tension: Negative response to the message of Jeremiah by a prophet;

Hananiah prophesies contrarily and enacts a symbolic action (28:2-4, 10-11).

c. Resolution: YHWH intervenes and consequently, a curse is spelt out on the

one who rejects and contradicts this message through the prophecy by

Jeremiah of the death ofHananiah (28:12-16).

II Dealing with the problem offalse prophecy abroad: Babylon (Jer. 29)

a. Message: Message on the exile: about the length of the exile, settlement in

exile and about false prophets (v. 5-9).

b. Tension: Negative response to the message of Jeremiah by some prophets:

Ahab and Zedekiah (v. 21-23) and Shemaiah (v. 26-28).

c. Resolution: YHWH intervenes and consequently, a curse is spelt against the

prophets (Ahab and Zedekiah in v. 21-23 and Shemaiah in v. 30-32).

A contrast is therefore neatly drawn between Jeremiah and the prophets named in

chapters 27-29. While in 26:5 (see also 26:12, 15, 16) YHWH has sent Jeremiah, in

28:16, YHWH has not sent Hananiah. The unnamed prophets in chapter 27 are not sent

by YHWH to prophesy (v. 15) and so they prophesy lies to the people (27:10, 14, 16;

28:16; 29:9, 21, 31). While Jeremiah has spoken in the name of YHWH (26:16, cf. 26:2,

12), Shemaiah has prophesied in his own name (29:25). Hananiah and Shemaiah (28:16

and 29:31 respectively) go a step further, having made the people put their trust in lie,

and only in these verses is the causativeform of the verb (ncia, to trust) used.
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6.1.2.2 Chapters 27 and 28: The Centrality ofChapter 28

From the chart above, it is clear that there exists further closer ties between chapter 27

and chapter 28 in the sense in which both deal with false prophecy in Judah. If princes

and people have in chapter 26 accredited the prophet Jeremiah as the mouthpiece of

YHWH, a mission which the prophet seeks to accomplish by the different oracles of

chapter 27, in chapter 28, YHWH seals this approval. Hananiah becomes the instrument.

In the context of the block, the narrative of chapter 28 remains a story whose thrust is

partly concerned with asserting yet again the truth of the word proclaimed by Jeremiah

the prophet, an assertion achieved in an indirect way by focusing on another prophet and

allowing YHWH himself to bethe arbiter'. Atthe end ofthe account, opines Carroll, the

dead body of Hananiah invalidates his message and serves to highlight the word of

YHWH as spoken bytheprophet Jeremiah'".

Chapter 28 is therefore evidently sequel to chapter 27" and the two chapters seem to be

constructed on a single narrative stream, constituting as it were a clear narrative plot. The

classical elements or stages of a plot could be identifiable. The plot as a full blown story,

or in the words of Fokkelman, trajectory, "begins by establishing a problem or deficit;

next it can present an exposition before the action gets urgent, obstacles and conflicts

may occur that attempt to frustrate the denouement, and finally there is the winding up,

which brings the solution of the problem or the cancellation of the deficit"'̂ . Going by

the definition of Ska, the first verse becomes the exposition-, presenting the necessary

pieces of information about the state of affairs that precedes or leads to the beginning of

the action itself; among other things the background information relating to a) the setting

of the narrative (place, time and in this case supplied in v. 12, where Zedekiah, king of

Judah is mentioned) andb) the main characters andthe relations obtaining among them'̂

(Jeremiah, YHWH). From v. 2, the action begins; Jeremiah is asked to put on the wooden

' Cf.CARROLL. Jeremiah (OTL), p.541.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 54L

" THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p.538.

J. FOKKELMAN, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 77.

J.-L. SKA, "Our Fathers Have Told Us", p. 20-2L
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yokes and afterwards, to explain this propheticact, he firmly and categorically counselled

the kings to submit to the king of Babylon, declaring that doing otherwise would

contradict YHWH's purpose. Jeremiah's wearing of the yoke therefore becomes an

enactment of the inevitability of Judah's continued subservience to Babylon. In chapter

28, the irruption of Hananiah and his message, plus the enactment of his symbolic act,

contradict the symbolicact of Jeremiah, and therebyheighten the tension in the narrative.

In actual fact after the oracles to the three different groups of people in chapter 27, no

report is givenby the narrator of anyresponse to the wordof YHWH through the prophet

by any of the addressees. The third of the oracles has actually a specificity, that of a

challenge thrown to the other prophets (if they were prophets) to intercede for the people

and save the remaining sacred vessels from deportation (cf v. 18). This bet does not go

unchallenged. The prophet Hananiah from Gibeon bets it, incidentally not by interceding

for the safety of the remaining vessels as the challenge goes, but by breaking the wooden

yoke of Jeremiah and pronouncing salvation oracle for the temple furnishings, the king

and the exiles, promising their return in a record of two years'"*. Carroll who considers

27:16-22 "as a discussion that is used by the redactors as a lead-in to the story of

Jeremiah and Hananiah"'^ writes:

"If the material in ch. 27 is concerned to blame the other prophets for the

encouragement of the community in its revolt against Babylon, ch. 28 concretizes

the discussion with a portrayal of one such prophet, but in order to set out a

paradigm case of prophetic falsification, using the rules set out in Deut. 18.20-

22"'®.

Therefore the theme of 27:16-22 is in 28 revisited with an assurance that the temple

vessels taken by Nebuchadnezzar will be brought back to Jerusalem and this message

This nullifies theview ofCarroll that, inview ofthecentral theme of"donotlisten totheprophets", the

instantiation in 28 is odd since (according to him) "a specific conflict between two individual named

prophets over the issue is unnecessary" and that the response of Jeremiah to Hananiah in v. 5-9 is "both

unnecessary and incomprehensible", CARROLL, Jeremiah(OTL), p. 530.

R.P. CARROLL,From Chaos to Covenant,p. 184.

R.P. CARROLL,From Chaos to Covenant,p. 187.
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Hananiah elaborated and reinforced dramatically by taking the yoke bar from the neck of

Jeremiah and breaking it. While the personality of Hananiah, his oracles and his sign act

(28:2b-4, 10-11) present the complicating factor of the plot, by creating the suspense and

making the reader pose questions like 'what will happen'? or 'what does this mean'? the

turning point, which is the beginning of the resolution or denouement, is launched with

the irruption of the word of YHWH to Jeremiah and ends with the eventual death of

Hananiah.

Chapters 27 and 28 are closely associated with each other in many other ways. In 27:2,

Jeremiah is told to "put on" (inj, literally "give") the yoke-pegs, and in 28:10 Hananiah

"takes" (npb) them off Jeremiah's neck. In the context of these two chapters, this sign act

of Hananiah is open to two possible interpretations. The first is given in the text clearly,

in his oracle in v. 11, which, as said already, resembles the command received by

Jeremiah in 19:11. Both oracles begin with the messenger formula (npi im nls) and are

followed each by the declaration -lamij: nss ("in this way I shall break"). The sign act in

each case equally falls between two explanatory oracles. V. 10 is therefore presented as a

counteraction or contradiction to 27:6-11 which, among other correspondences of idea

and interest, employs the same terminology "all nations" under the "yoke of

Nebuchadnezzar'̂ " ("isKnsaj '̂ Si). Scalise's close observation is true that even the verb

forms serve to undermine Jeremiah's earlier word, which uses the imperfect to express

the future or potential subjugation of the nations. And thus the words of Hananiah not

only exactly contradict Jeremiah's words by prophesying the release as future or

potential, but equally imply that in the current situation the nations are already "under the

yoke"'̂ butwill besetfree within two years (cf. v.2b-3 and v. 11).

If these verses are in effect a critique of 27;1-11, the second interpretation, which the sign

act of Hananiah is open to in the context of the chapters, is that Hananiah as an individual

and as a prophet has personally rejected the word of YHWH and has disobeyed the

commands to "bring your neck under the yoke of Nebuchadnezzar" and "serve the king

" SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 57.

" SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p.56.
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of Babylon and live" (cf. v. 12 and 17); hence his death at the end of the narrative. The

indictments given against Hananiah in 28:15-16 are composed of many elements that

have the effect of identifying Hananiah as an exemplification of the type of prophets

about whom many audiences had already been warned in the precedent chapter and as the

model for treating the other discredited prophets in the subsequent chapter. The oracles of

YHWH in chapter 27 had demanded that the people "stop listening (wasin bx) to your

prophets" (see v. 9, 14, 17) and in chapter 28, in two occasions, Jeremiah invites

Hananiah with the same verb to "listen" (cf. v. 7 and 15). Hananiah becomes also the

model of the prophets who are variously discredited with the phrase n"?® «*?. Like the

unnamed Jerusalem prophets in 27:15, the diviners and prophets among the exiles in

29:9, and equally like Shemaiah in 29:31, YHWH has not sent Hananiah (cf. 28:15).

From the above, we can say that chapter 28 enjoys a centrality in the chapters, not only

by its placement, but also by the contents. From all indication, the dramatisation of the

themeof the block in this chapter concretises the discussion for the reader. Eventhough it

could be hard to describe the whole block as a single plot, it is however possible to see

chapter 28as theclimax ofchains of events inthe block". Confirmed by YHWH himself

as a true prophet in 28:15-17, and precisely on the subject of the duration of the exile,

Jeremiah writes to the exiles, confirming the truth of his prophecy, in chapter 29 (cf.

especiallyv. 5-14). This becomes a confirmation of his authority and that of the message

of chapter 27 (especially v. 16-22).

6.1.3 Analysis ofKey Motifs/Terms and Their Narrative Effects

There is no doubt that Jer. 26-29 as a block focuses on the officeof the prophetand more

especially from the point of view of the question of its authenticity. Our analyses so far

make us to conclude that chapter 26 is a programmatic articulation of the problematic and

" "The moment ofhighest tension, the appearance ofa decisive element orcharacter, the final stage ofa
narrative progression", J.-L. SKA, "Our Fathers Have Told Us", p. 27. In this derived sense, we can see

chapter 26 as the exposition, withtheoracles of chapter 27 as the inciting moments whilein chapter 29we

may find the elements related to the resolution (especially with the adviceto the exiles and the motifs of

peace that will come at the end of the Babylonian domination), even though in many respects the

confrontation with false prophecy is still at stake in the chapter.
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that there, the question of prophetic legitimacy is clearly posed. The analysis of chapter

28 in our Part Two Chapter Four confirms this, and there we concluded that the

confrontation between the two prophets left the reader with the certitude of one of the

prophets vindicated and the other discredited. In the totality of the text, certain terms

occur with remarkable preponderance, in strategic positioning, in significant semantic

nuances that point to the centrality of the question of prophetic authenticity in the block.

Already from chapter 26, it is a question of the word of YHWH proclaimed by Jeremiah,

whether Jeremiah is sent to prophesy in the manner he does, whether the word will be

heeded to, and in the subsequent chapters, whether the other prophets were also sent and

whether what they proclaim is true or false. Here would be an examination of these key

terms which all together form the reading landmarks for the block as a whole; nptij and the

combination with the term !03,nan (noK), vnv and nbsi and the motif of life and death.

6.1.3.1 -ipB (+ Kaj)

The term nptii (usually translated "falsehood") is very central in the book of Jeremiah and

in the theology of the book. However, the term npia is part of the theological vocabulary

of the Old Testament^" in general, and a reference to its occurrences in the other parts of

the Hebrew Bible^'- here^^ we concentrate on the Pentateuch, the Psalms and the

Proverbs - may help put to proper perspective its specificity in the book of Jeremiah and

in chapters 26-29 in particular.

6.1.3.1.1 npa in the Torah, Psalms and Proverbs

Occurring eight times in the Pentateuch, most of these occurrences are in a legal context,

where it is a question of false witness, swearing falsely or speaking falsely, all viewed as

a perversion of justice. The example from the Decalogue is clear; "You shall not bring

your neighbour a witness of lie" (ipB is) (Exo. 20;16; cf. Exo. 23:7; Lev. 5;22, 24; 19;12;

Deut. 19:18 [twice]). Here what is central is saying that someone did something which he

never did (see especially Deut. 19:15-19). Exo. 5:9 is the one exception to this legal

Of the 113 occurrences in the Old Testament, the book of Jeremiah has 37.

8 times in the Pentateuch, 20 in the Proverbs, 22 in the Psalms, 7 in Isaiah and 4 in Zachary.

The reflection here owes much to that made by T.W.O. OVERHOLT, The Threat ofFalsehood, p. 87-91.
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usage: the narrative describing Pharaoh's reaction to the initial demand of Moses that the

Israelites make a pilgrimage into the desert to worship YHWH. Pharaoh regarded this

wish as inclination to "lyingwords" (npai nan) and requested that the slavemasters make

their labours heavier so that they may not have time for lyingwords. In this way, Pharaoh

uses the term just in the sense that Jeremiah would do for the other gods. For Pharaoh,

YHWH's promise of liberation to the Israelites is ineffective and YHWH would be

unable to carry out the promise he has made.

npii) as a term occurs 22 times in a total of 14 Psalms: 7; 27; 31; 33; 35; 38; 52; 63; 69;

101; 109; 119 (8 times), 120; 144 (twice). Overholt notes that beginning with those

"ie^er-psalms" which may be classified as laments (of whatever sort), we may note that

almost without exception, the term is used as descriptive of the actions of the enemies

who are generally described as false witnesses (see for example 27:12) and who bear

plots against the suppliant; this appears to be their main offence against the suppliant in

theis lament category. In other words, the connotation of the term in these psalms is

mainly legal. Even in psalms that do not strictly fall into lament psalms, the realityis not

quite different. Overholt gives a concrete example; "Ps. 101 is in effect the king's

promise (doubtless uttered in connection with hisenthronement) to maintain justicein the

land, so the reference to 'those who utter lies' {dobhre ^qarim, v. 7) probably refers to

persons who in more strictly legal terminology would be designated 'edhe seqer"^^. He

then concludes: "It would thus seem that the term seqer in the psalms retains the same

basic connotation which we found it representing in the legal material of the Pentateuch,

centring on the notion of'lie' as 'non-correspondence to fact'" '̂*.

The book of Proverbs has a total of 20 occurrences of the term and here also the legal

nuance predominates having explicitly in several instances the condemnation of false

witnesses; "He who speaks the truth gives honest evidence; but a false witness utters

deceit" (12:17; cf also 6:19; 14:5; 19:5, 9; 25:18). Few other occurrences talk of lying

' T.W.O. OVERHOLT, The Threat ofFalsehood, p.89, footnote 8.
' T.W.O. OVERHOLT, The Threat ofFalsehood, p. 90.
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lips or tongue which conceal the true sentiments and intentions of their owners (cf. 6:17;

10:18; 12:19; 26:28).

6.1.3.1.2 -\pv in Jeremiah

The term np® is important in the book of Jeremiah not only because of its centrality in the

theology but also even in the measure in which it serves as a key to the understanding of

the world of the book and its narratives. Ferry writes that the term npo "etait une voie

d'approche suggestive pour le livre de Jeremie, un axe fecond pour la connaissance de la

mentalite religieuse enJudadans lesannees qui ontprecede la chute de Jerusalem"^^. It is

also important because of its significance in Jeremiah research^^. In fact some authors^^

have made the term a very major point in contesting the source theory of Mowinckel

largely taken for granted and adopted by earlier studies in Jeremiah. These authors either

point to a term like npti, among others, as one of the terms that cut across all the sources

and so is significant of the specificity of the book of Jeremiah, or that the term, because

of its specificity in Jeremiah, like some others, shows that deuteronomistic origin is not

the immediate explanation to be given to the evident literary similarity between

Deuteronomy and the phraseology of the prophet^^ Within his own particular historical

J. FERRY, Illusions etsalut, p. 1.

For studies in the theologyof the book of Jeremiah done fromthe perspective of investigation into this

terminology, see M. BARRETT, True or False: TwoKinds of Faith (Jer. 17:5-17), in Biblical Viewpoint

18 (1984), p. 23-28; T.W.O. OVERHOLT, The Falsehood of Idolatry: An Interpretation of Jer. X.1-6, in

jreNS 16 (1965), p. 1-12; ID.The Threat of Falsehood, see especiallyp. 86-104, captioned: "seqer in the

Theology of Jeremiah".

" See for example HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2,p. 15; T.W.O. OVERHOLT, Remarks on the Continuity of
Jeremiah Tradition, in JBL 91 (1972),p. 457-462;H. WEIPPERT, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches,p.

11 Off.

Weippert talks of "Untersuchung des jeweils spezifischen Kontextes". The aim of this investigation will

then be thus: "Analoge oder auch weniger ausgepragte Formelzusammenhange im Jeremiabuch und der

alttestamentlichen Literatur iiberhaupt miissen dazu in Verbinden gesetzt werden, damit eine Antwort auf

die Frage gegeben werden kann, ob der Sprachgebrauch der Prosareden eine direkte Verbindungmit den

deuteronomistischen Parteien des Alten Testaments eriaubt", H. WEIPPERT, Die Prosareden des

Jeremiabuches, p. 107.
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context '̂, Jeremiah in employing the term as a very important concept in arriving at his
theological goal would not lose sight of the predominant legal sense, in which the noun

has been used but would also go beyondthis traditional usage.

As characteristic of thebook of Jeremiah, this term would beenlarged^". Over and above

the ordinary sense of lie, and the legal sense offalse witness, ipffl in Jeremiah means also

illusion, vanity, something without any power or effect '̂. Inthis book, theobjects that are

Any serious discussion on the specificity of the prophet's usage of terminologies must take into

consideration as well his historical situation. It was the duty of the prophet to interpret events during his

time on the basis of some set of theological insights or principles. Both Jeremiah and his prophetic

opponents wereinheritors ofthesame traditions ofthepast, butincidentally theirinterpretations ofthispast

inthecontext oftheageinwhich they lived differed. Jeremiah onhispart sawa misconception, onthepart

of his contemporaries, of the natureof the security affordedby YHWH's election of the nation and other

divinepromises. Contrarily, hisprophetic opponents sawthemselves stillupholders oftheseancient verities

and saw them as unchangeable dogmas despite changing circumstances. More than any of his

contemporaries, Jeremiah saw that the upholding of the relationship with YHWH celebrated in these

ancient veritable traditions depended onthe people's fulfilment of two strict conditions: the preserving of

social justice and involvement in cultthat is directed only to YHWH. Though the people werenot totally

aware of the legitimacy of this Jeremiah claim, they were so inclined to the positive implications of the

traditions that their sensitivity to their own misdeeds both in the social and religious domains remained

dulled. And so Jeremiah saw themisconception of the nature of thesecurity afforded bythe election, the

assuring words of his prophetic opponents, and theconfidence in other gods, as ineffective and powerless

(i.e. to changethe concrete situation facing thepeople.

Onecannotice such enlargement inthe latter narrative chapters ofthebook where thenoun is employed

inthenormal everyday sense of"lie". Forexample, once while thesiege ofJerusalem is temporarily lifted,

Jeremiah trying to leave Jerusalem forthecity ofBenjamin fora family issue, was stopped byawatchman,

who accused himofattempting to desert to theChaldaeans, heretorted; "It is a lie! I amnotdeserting tothe

Chaldaeans." (•'•iton-'jii 'srK in;nT nas'i)37:14, cf 40:16; 43:2.

Inhissyntactical analysis, Klopfenstein makes it clear, using examples from theBible (forexample. Gen.

21:23; 1Sam. 15:29; Lev. 19:11) thateven theverb npttj is first and foremost a verb of action and notjust

that of speaking: "Schon allein aus diesem syntaktischen Gebrauch bzw. aus dem Fehlen von

Akkusativobjekten geht klar hervor, dass sqr kein verbum dicendi, sondem ein verbum agendi ist,also ein

Handeln oder cine soziale Verhaltensweise ausdruckt. Dasselbe gilt ftir das Nomen saeqaer", M.A.

KLOPFENSTEIN, npiolgrrdM^cW, TTWr 2, Munich, 1979, p. 1010-1019, seep. 1011.In thesame vein,
Raphael DraY observes that the term "designe certes le mensonge mais en tant que, structurellement et
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constantly tagged npei are specific. The book condemns the false security that the people

have in the cultic systemand in the temple (of the templesermon in chapter 7, especially

V. 4, 8) to show the ineffectiveness of these when they are not matched with the correct

attitude^^. It condemns equally the falsity and worthlessness ofBaals and the worship of
them and the idols (cf Jer. 3:23; 5:31; 7:9; 10:14; 16:19; 51:17), the insignificance of

false oaths (5:2), the ineffectiveness of the law (8:8) and the deceit of the priests (20:6).

In a special way which is more of our interest here, it condemns the falsity of prophecy

and the prophets who are impostors (3:10), who "prophesy falsehood" (5:31; 6:13; 8:10;

14:14; 23:14, 25, 26, 32; 27:10, 14, 15, 16; 29:9, 21, 23), and equally the prophets who

lead the people astray by making them trust in falsehood (9:2, 4; 28:15; 29:31). In the

book of Jeremiah therefore, the issue is that the temple or the cult or the law or even

election (cf the notion of the sacred canopies in our Part Two ChapterOne) are all -ipc

and cannot provide the necessary salvation if justice and fair play and monotheistic cultus

are not at the base of people's social and religious relationships. Without the latter, the

former becomes merely magical. And the prophets who neglect these realities, while

assuring the people of the effectiveness of these traditions, preach ipo.

6.1.3.1.2.1 -ipo + K3: in Jer. 26-29

It is therefore interesting to note that while -ipsi is only but one of the Hebrew terms

which convey the basic notion of 'falsehood', it is the only one that Jeremiah uses

systematically in his prophetic utterances^^ Klopfenstein^"* worked on these terms,

making a study of them and thesphere inwhich each was originally athome^^. But on the

surface level of the text of the block 26-29, a special peculiarity is made evident with the

dynamiquement, il marque rinversion de la verit6", R. DRAl, La communicationprophetique: Le Dieu

cache etsa revelation, Mesnil-sur-l'Estree, 1990, p. 255.

" See especially the combination ofIpffl with the idea ofineffectiveness in Jer. 7:8: "Look, you are putting

your faith in the words of falsehood, to worthlessgain", 'n'pa'p

See T.W.O. OVERHOLT, The Threat ofFalsehood, p. 87, footnote no. 3.

M.A. KLOPFENSTEIN, " ipai igr tduschen".

Klopfenstein concludes that "sgr is basically a term from the sphere of treaty law, khs from that of

criminal law, saw' from that of primitive magic, and kzb from daily life", cited in T.W.O. OVERHOLT,

The Threat ofFalsehood, p. 87.
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use of In almost all the occurrences, it has something to do with prophecy. Except

for 29:23, npai has in each case something in the context to do with either the noun k'sj or

the niphal (or at times the hitpa 'el) verb xaj as shown in the table below;

Ds'? ••'X3J on npti) •'3 27:10

DsS n-'sa: an npti 'n 27:14

ipo'? 'aoa ••'N23 am 27:15

•3*? D''N33 nan npai o 27:16

npti bu nrn Dvn ns nntsan nns 28:15"

•>002 nsb ••'K33 on npoa •'s 29:9

npti; •'ntiia mh O'saan 29:21

^p«) •'am nan naTi 29:23

-ipffl-bj) D3nN nQ3''1 ... 03"? K33 29:31^®

The narratives of chapters 26-29 therefore use the term ipai as the singular qualification

for all the activities of the false prophets as regards the people. With the exception of

chapter 26 where the term does not occur, a chapter which nevertheless presents the

matter as a question of true or false prophecy, the term intervenes at the decisive

moments in the other chapters. In chapter 27, it appears almost as a refrain in the three

addresses: nab ••'xaj an ipti •'3 (cf. v. 10, 14, 16). It is used in the pronunciation of the

doom of Hananiah, functioning as part of the principal accusation by Jeremiah (cf.

28:15). The same phenomenon occurs in chapter 29 where each mention of an opposing

prophet is metwith the accusation of prophesying ipm (cf v. 21, 23, 31). To beobserved

also is that in each of theoccasions, ipia refers to prophetic inauthenticity and not to any

occurs in 27:10, 14, 15, 16; 28:15; 29:9, 21, 23, 31.

28:15and 29:23 do not havethe root N23 butwillbe explained below.
38 This connection between falsity and prophesying can also benoticed inJer. 5:31; 14:14 (twice); 20:6;
23:25, 26). Weippert uses a similar but more enlarged table toshow the specificity inthevocabulary inthe
book ofJeremiah, cf.H.WEIPPERT, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches, p. 11 Off.
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Other thing else '̂. This specificity ofnptii in his block could be equally perceived in the

absence of the term in the temple sermon of the prophet in chapter 26, since in the

parallel account of chapter 7, one of the high points of the sermon is the accusation that

the people's confidence in the temple and theirpronouncement of nin'; hy:) (cf especially

Jer. 7:4) is tantamount to trusting in npm. Here (chapter 7), the thrust of the sermon is to

attack the people's false confidence in the temple. In chapter 26 however, the interest of

the text is not so much on people's confidence in the temple, but in the question of the

authenticity of the prophet.

The reference of -ipato the question of prophetic authenticity in our text is shown by its

constant association with the term kx. Jer. 28:15 does not have the verb xaa. In place of

the verb, it has the hiphil ofnoa (to make to trust/". But the accused of-ipa is presented

as a N-'DJ and both prophets are referred to by the narrator with this title in the same verse:

"The prophet Jeremiah said to the prophet Hananiah..." (28:15). Moreover the

combination of xaj with ips) and-ntsa {hiphil) is found again in 29:31'̂ '. In place of the

verb !<33, 29:23 employs the verbnan: "They(Ahab and Zedekiah) have spoken (nan^i) a

word in my name, a lie". The block therefore presents Jeremiah's message as mirroring

the will of YHWH. The groundwork of this message is laid by the assertion that it is

YHWH who is responsible for the creation of the earth and therefore is in control of it. In

the light of his ultimate purpose, he has given his people into the hand of the king of

Babylon and any resistance to the authority of the latter means infraction of the will of

YHWH''̂ . The significance of nptii in the book of Jeremiah as a point of departure, the

For example, elsewhere in the book, it refers to the falsity and worthlessness of Baals and the worship of

them and the idols (cf. Jer. 3:23; 5:31; 7:9; 10:14; 16:19; 51:17), or to the ineffectiveness of the law (cf

8:8), or to the deceit of the priests (cf 20:6).

Out of the 118 occurrences of this verb in the Old Testament, 15 are in the book of Jeremiah (cf 5:17;

7:4, 8, 14;9:3; 12:5; 13:25; 17:5, 7; 39:18; 46:25; 49:4, 11; 28:11; 29:31).

"" D3™ "and hehas made you trust in lie". The combination isalso found inJer. 7:3, 4; 9:3-4;

13:25.

In this connection, Kraus stresses that Jeremiah's convictionthat Nebuchadnezzar's exercise of power is

in accordance with YHWH's will should not be seen as the adeptness of the prophet simply to political
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prophets who preach disobedience to Nebuchadnezzar or who announce the immediate

return to normalcy therefore show themselves to be powerless and their preaching

inefficient since listening to them will bring death and destruction (cf 27:8, 10, 13, 15,

17b), as opposed to the programme of life which YHWH has mapped for all who are

obedient to his will (cf. 27:11, 12, 17a).The preaching of the other prophets is lie since it

is powerless to prevent the catastrophe awaitinga disobedient people.

6.1.3.2 nm (mx), utnii and n"?®

Corollary to the study of the terms npiii and xaj in the block 26-29 will be the examination

of the term (•n»«), and the verbs sm and nbtii. If the people should not follow the other

prophets and intermediaries becausethey prophesyand speak npiii and cause them to trust

(m2-hiphil) in it, they should listen (uDtii) to the word (lan) of the prophet, proclaimed

{piel of -la-i) by the prophet sent (n'̂ s;) by YHWH. Two verses in particulararticulate this

phenomenon in the beginning and at the end of the block, bringing all these motifs

together and thereby reflecting the intent of the narrative:

n'pifl •'pjK D-'«33n nnu uaiiib

:Dnvaffl' xSi nbiiii nsipni

"to heed the words of my servants the

prophets whom I send you persistently and

you have not heeded" (26:5, cf v. 12)

nin^-DKa nnn

"because they did not heed my words,

oracle of YHWH, which I have sent to them

by my servants the prophets persistently

and you have not heeded (29:19, 20).

6.1.3.2.1 na-i (nox)

The theme of the word of YHWH proclaimed by the prophet is very central to the block

of Jer. 26-29 and evenextends till Jer. 36where it is a question of the writing of the word

in a scroll, reading it before the people, and the reaction of the king to this word. This

theme of the word of YHWH goes with the warning which YHWH gives Israel through

issues. The Hebrew Bible after allmakes no strict andclear-cut distinction between politics andreligion.

See H.-J. KRAUS,Prophetie in der Krisis^ Neukirchen, 1964, p. 74ff.
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his servants the prophets (26:4-5; 36:9-26); in response, Israel rejects prophetic message

(26:5; 36:1-8) and in consequence, YHWH brings judgment upon disobedient Israel

(26:6; 36:27-31). In 26-29 therefore, this theme of the wordof YHWH proclaimed by his

servants the prophets and rejected is exemplified in the opposition to Jeremiah and his

confrontation with the other prophets. It is even clear that the notice of the advent of the

word of YHWH with which the block begins (cf. 26:1) is repeated at the end in 29:30

(see also 27:1; 28:12), showing an emphasis on the theme of

26:1 "In the beginning ...this word came

from YHWH saying, thus says YHWH,

'stand..."

29:30 "then came the word of YHWH to

Jeremiah saying, 'send...thus says YHWH"

However an examination of the function of the terms lan and nnx from the perspectiveof

the individual chapters would make more evident its narrativeeffect in the totality of the

text''̂ . At the first instance, the reader of chapter 26 will easily be attracted by the

Even though the verbs and HDN can stand in synonymous parallelism (cf. Isa. 40:27; 45:19), there is

still some relationship of difference. Explaining out this subtle difference, Schmidt asks: "How does dibber

differ from 'amarT' And citing Jenni he answers: "Unlike the resultativedbr in the piel, 'to utter specific

words', where the object is already implied, 'mr in the qal (present) needs to be supplemented in direct or

indirect discourse". He continuesby citing Gerleman: in the case of the verb 'mr, "to say, speak",which is

semantically connected to and partly synonymous with dbr, "the primary concern is with the content of

what is said", whereas "dbr in the piel denoted primarilythe activityofspeaking, the uttering of words and

sentences.While 'mr requiresthat the contentof what is said (in directdiscourse) be stated andsufficiently

definedby the context, so that 'mr does not occur in the absolute, dbr in the piel can occur in the absolute

without any more specific statement about what is imparted (e.g., in Gen. 24:15; Job 1:16; 16:4, 6)".

Accordingto him, "thus, in contrast to 'amar, dibber has a more comprehensiveand overarchingsense, i.e.,

it sums up a conversationas a wholeat the beginning or at the end, so that generally speakingit should be

translated, 'to speak, have a conversation, converse with' [...]. The general meaning ofdibber may also be

seen perhaps in the contrast between 'speaking and doing' (Ezk. 17:24; etc.), or in expressions like

'speaking a language' (Isa. 19:18; cf 36:11; Neh. 13:24) or 'knowing how to speak' (Jer. 1:6), which refer

to speaking as a whole (cf Job 34:35; Jer. 5:15; 44:25; etc.)". He adds that "in prophetic literature, the verb

dibber denotes both the reception of the word and also its proclamation", W.H. SCHMIDT et at., 7J7

dabhar, TDOT3, Grand Rapids, 1978, p. 84-125, see p. 99-100.
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frequency of the dicendi verb roots: a total of 19 occurrences for im and 15 for nns.

Related with the words pronounced or to be pronounced"" is then ano. The word

which must be given without a thing withheld"^, becomes what determines the fate of

both speakers and listeners. The word leads to death or to life"^. If theword were heeded

to, then YHWH would repent of the evil he had planned. If not, the consequence is the

destruction of the city and the temple. The nature of the word also determines the fate of

the prophet: for Jeremiah (cf v. 8, 11, 16, 24), for Micah (cf. v. 19) and for Uriah (cf v.

21). Therefore the correlation of nm and sDto affectsboth YHWH, prophet and the people:

"Dans ce recit, tous les groupes parlent, et leurs paroles sont efficaces,

puisqu'elles conduisent a la vie ou a la mort du peuple et du prophete. Les deux

ont partie liee : si la parole prophetique n'est pas entendue, le Temple et la ville

sont detruits, le prophetecondamne a mort, et alors le peuple se fait un grand mal

a lui-meme (v. 19b)""®.

Though in the block, the reader notices a more or less free use of -i3i and there are

still recognisable patterns at a verycloseattention. In the firstplace, is mainly usedas

a noun, referring either to the word of YHWH, that of the prophet or any other individual.

Likewise, the verb -in« is mainly used to express the act of speaking, either of YHWH,

the prophets, or the other characters. But in few occasions is used in the verbal form.

Here a subtle and revealing phenomenon is made evident. In chapter 26, wherever this

occurs, nm as verb is mainly used when it is a question either of the command of YHWH

to the prophet to speak (cf v. 2, "and speak rnani to all the cities of Judah ... all the

words which I command you to speak -ia:i'p to them", see also v. 8 "when Jeremiah had

See J. FERRY, Illusions et salut, p. 129.

The Hebrewnoun "ta'i doesnot just meanonlyword, it is also translatable as thing, event, matter, issue.

To be noticed is the incessant occurrence of the qualification "all" in the narrative of chapter26. bs

occurs 20timeswith5 timesreferring to theword (v.2, 5, 8, 12,15), 9 times referring to thepeople (v.7, 8

[twice], 9, 11, 12, 16, 17,20, and6 timesreferring variously to the citiesof Judah(v. 2), the nations of the

earth (v.6),the people ofJudah (v. 18), Judah (v. 19)thewarriors ofJehoiakim (v.21),theprinces (v.21).

" This isalso seen from the image ofeither aprotecting orathreatening hand (v. 14, 24 [twice]).
J. FERRY, Illusions et salut, p. 129.
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finished speakingna'ib all that YHWH had commanded to speak" lan'?), or the narrator's

report of the speech or act of speaking of the prophet Jeremiah (cf v. 7 "and the priests

and prophets and all the people heard Jeremiah speaking" naia), or a speech describing

the speech action of YHWH (cf. v. 13 "will repent of the evil which he has pronounced

against you", cf also v. 19), or the prophet's description of his commission from

YHWH (cf V. 15 "for in truth YHWH sent me to speaklan'p in your ears"), or even the

people's report of the prophet's accomplishment of his mission from YHWH (cf v. 16

"for in the name of YHWH he has spoken ns'i to us"). Though there are few exceptions

of YHWH's command to the prophet to speak expressed with or the narrator's use

of im to describe the speech act of Jeremiah (cf for example 26:12), however, in no

place is the verb used by the narrator or any other speaker (except in 28:6, 16 and

29:23, 32 which are not without their narrative significance) to designate the action of

any other character in the narrative except that of either the prophet Jeremiah or YHWH.

We see that in chapter 27 the three occurrences of nm as verb are iii the two introductions

of Jeremiah's oracles to Zedekiah (27:12 "to Zedekiah king of Judah I spoke •'ma'n"), and

to the priests and to all this people (v. 16 "then to the priests and to all this people I spoke

••n-ia-n"), and v. 13 ("as has spoken YHWH"), being itself the words of the prophet

Jeremiah citing YHWH. Every other occurrence of the root nan in the chapter is noun and

everyother description of the act of speaking is reported bythe verb (cf for example,

v. 4, 9, 14).

The case of chapters 28 and 29 becomes therefore exceptionally significant. These

chapters present the prophetic confrontations and report the condemnation by Jeremiah of

the other prophets who are not true with the divine word. What happens in these chapters

is therefore narratively significant given the conspicuous departure from the trend

described above. Jeremiah employs ^a^ to describe the speech action of Hananiah (cf

28:6, 16), that of Ahab and Zedekiah (cf 29:23) and finally that of Shemaiah (cf 29:32),

all the four prophets condemned in the text for their misappropriation of the word of

For example, 26:4: "and you shall say to them"; 28:13: "and you shall speak (muxi) to Hananiah".
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prophecy. These are prophets who appropriate the divine word and who are condemned

for their falsity with regard to it. There are six occurrences of nan in chapter 28; four are

nouns^". Every other report ofspeaking, even the command ofYHWH to Jeremiah to go
and speak to Hananiah (v. 13), is expressed with nnx, except in the first and the last

interventions of Jeremiah. Jeremiah uses lan first in v. 7 while he invites Hananiah to

listen to "this word (nm which I am going to speak (la^) in your ears", and

secondly in his condemnation of Hananiah: "You shall die, because you have spoken

(n-ia-]) rebellion against YHWH" (v. 16). The same phenomenon observed in chapter 28

is repeated in the last chapter of the block. Apart from the occurrences of lai as noun

referring either to the words of the letter sent by Jeremiah (cf v. 1), the word of YHWH

(cf V. 19, 20, 30) or to that of any other individual/s (cf v. 23), every other report of

speaking is reported by the verb lox (cf v. 15, 24) except when it is a question of

reporting the ipti speech and the condemnation of the three false prophets mentioned in

the chapter. Concerning Ahab and Zedekiah, v. 23 reads: "...and they have spoken

(nai^l) a word in my name, a lie, which I did not command them" and for Shemaiah, "he

shall not have anyone living among this people and he shall not see the good that 1will

do to mypeople, saysYHWH, for rebellion he hasspoken (nan) against YHWH" (v. 32).

The impression the reader gets byclose reading is that as usual, chapter 26 maps out the

programme, by recognising the specific significance of the term nan, the potency of the

word, the true word, the word which leads to life when accepted or to death when

rejected. Prophesying is the commission by YHWH of a prophet to represent him

"Yourwords" ('in?'l) referring to Hananiah's (v. 6);"thisword" (nin naiin) which I amgoing to speak in

yourears,referring to Jeremiah's (v.7),"theword ofthatprophet" (v.9),talking about fulfilment and"the

word of YHWH" (v. 12) where the narrator narrates the recalling of Jeremiah to the scene by YHWH.

There is a contrast between the"lai ofHananiah and thatofJeremiah inthespeech of Jeremiah inv.6-7:

"May YHWH confirm your words plural) and bring back thevessels... buthear thisword (n^n najn

singular) which I amgoing to speak (lan) in your ears. Byopposing hiswordandthewords of Hananiah,

does Jeremiah imply that thetruth ofYHWH's word isnotmistaken even amidst theconfusion ofplurality
and anonymity? Hananiah's words could be true but he invites him nevertheless to listen to "this word".
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(YHWH) in his own speech, that is, speaking not in his own name but in the name of

YHWH. Writing on as a very significant term in prophetic literature, Schmidt writes:

"dabhar is to a special degree a typical and specific term for prophecy. Together

with intercession (Gen. 20:7; Jer. 7:16; etc.), imparting the word of God is the

essential task of the prophet. Just as cultic-legal instruction (mm torah)

characterizes the priest and counsel {'etsah) the wise man, so the word (dabhar)

characterizes the prophet (Jer. 18:18). One may thus expect information from a

prophet. To seek (ain darash) God through the prophet (1 S. 9:9; 2 K. 3:11; etc.)

is 'to ask a word from' the prophet (1 K. 14:5; 22:5; cf. Jer. 37:17; 38:14; 42:2ff.;

Am. 8:12; also 2 S. 16:23). Thus the OT can speak of the 'word of the prophet'

{debhar nabhV, Jer. 28:9; pi. 1 K. 22:13; Jer. 23:16; cf. Isa. 44:26). One meets the

prophet's word with confidence, and with the proviso that it is not a word

invented by the prophet himself, but one heard and transmitted by him. Reception

of the word counts as a mark of genuine prophetic sending (Jer. 27:18; cf.

23:18,22,28ff.; 36:2ff.; 37:17; etc.)"".

In our text, Jeremiah speaks (lan) in the name of YHWH (chapter 26). Each time a false

prophet misspeaks, the true prophet reminds him, not just with the verb nnx, but with the

term which refers also to an event, a reality. In this way, one could say that Jeremiah

reminds his fellow prophets of the contradiction between what they say and the reality.

Outside the block 26-29, in the book of Jeremiah, the "false" hopeful prophets are

reproached because they steal the words of YHWH, that is, they speak (n^n), not as

YHWH wants to be spoken; their message does not come from YHWH (23:16; cf. Ezek.

13:16; Deut. 18:20). Just as in Jer. 27:14, 16, the people are often urged not to trust the

words of the lying prophets (Jer. 23:16; cf. 7:4, 8).

6.1.3.2.2 savi

The verb rosi also plays a very decisive narrative and thematic role in our text. Like many

others, the concept has some semantic fluidity and can extend to various different

W.H. SCHMIDT a/., dabhar, p. 109.
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meanings but with some similarity. Ordinarily the verb means to hear something with

one's ears (cf. Gen. 3:8; 37:17) or to listen (Gen. 36:6; 1 Chr. 38:2; the famous shema

Israel, Deut. 6:4). In some circumstances, it can also mean to have knowledge or to gain

knowledge (Gen. 21:26; Jer. 37:5). In a special way and in many instances, it means to

listen to, in the sense of to heed. In this way, it does not just imply hearing sound or

speech, or coming to know of something, but agreeing with what is said and in that sense,

with regard to a higher authority, it means to obey. In fact, there is no separate Hebrew

word for 'obey': "The word of the Lord is uttered in order that it may be obeyed, and to

speak of hearing it is to speak ofobeying it (Jer. 17,24)"^^.

In the book of Jeremiah, the word imia occupies a central place^\ Occurring 189 times,

there is a total of22of it in chapters 26-29 '̂'. Here, it also exhibits a variety ofmeaning

and plays a definitenarrative and theological role in the text. In chapter26, with a total of

11 occurrences, the very first occurrence in v. 3 is not given as a statement of fact, but as

a wish, as a possibility: perhaps (^bw) the people may listen (uKUii) to the words of the

prophet, and on such possibility hangs the fate of the people: "So that I may repentof the

evil I planned against them..." (v. 3). Life or death depends on listeningand obeying. In

such a way, rnio is directly tied to nan and in fact, the latter is uttered in order to be

obeyed. This very first occurrence sets the tone of many of the other occurrences of the

word and we can thus saythat the first meaning that canbe detected in the majority of the

occurrences is "to obey", though contextual translations can allow the word to be

rendered "to heed" or to "listen" (cf v. 4, 5 [twice], 13). To be noticed is that in this

chapter, voci, meaning to obey, occurs in the oraclespeech of Jeremiah (v. 3, 4, 5[twice]).

M.C. NJOKU, The Image of the Prophet Jeremiah in the "so-calledBaruchBiography"and Cognate

Prose-Texts: A Theological Consideration of the Canonical Text, Freiburg, 1994, p. 101. In the book of

Jeremiah, the expression sdb is often employed (76 times), with a single occurrence in 26-29 (cf.

26:13) and has the nuance of 'obedience'.

In fact, after the first chapterof the bookof Jeremiah considered in many respects as the introduction to

the whole book with its narrative of the call and the advent of the word of YHWH to the prophet, the

second chapter begins with thecall onIsrael "tohear": n'a ninDioa'tei njjjj; n'a wniii ("hear the

wordof the Lord, Jacob and all clansof the houseof Israel").

26:3, 4, 5 (twice), 7, 10, 11, 12,13,21 (twice); 27:9, 14,16,17;28:7, 15;29:8, 12, 19(twice), 20.
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It is true tliat v. 13 is the defenceof Jeremiah, but even here, he repeats the oracleof v. 3.

The other occurrences of raid in chapter26 are either the reportof the narrator (v. 7, 10)

or contained in the speech of the different interlocutors in the narrative (v. 11, 12, 21

[twice]) and in all these instances, it means simply"to hear".

In most of the occurrences in the rest of the block, maai takes up the sense of "to obey". In

these chapters, the occurrences are mainly connected with the issue of false prophecy and

its consequences and so closely connected with the alternative of life and death that is

very much abundantly present in the text. Four times in chapter 27, it occurs as an

interdiction of the prophetin his oracular speech to the different classes of people not "to

heed" the words of their many intermediaries. In 27:9, the nations should not listen to the

five categories of intermediaries because what they say is npai whichwill lead to v.

10) removing them from their land, driving them out and also to their perishing. It is

exactly the same in v. 14: Zedekiah and his people should not heed the words of the

prophets because it is npiii (v. 14-15) and that will equally lead (-[mh, v. 15) to their being

driven out and their perishing, together with their prophets. Remarkable is the use of the

same verb (ma in the hiphil) in v. 10and v. 15 to articulate the consequences of listening

to the false prophets. The final occurrence in the oracle to the priests and people

exemplifies the programme of life: v. 16-17, they should not listen to the words of the

false prophets because they are prophesying -ipiii, they should rather serve the king of

Babylon and live (of. v. 17). Such occurrence in the context of the programme of life or

death is equally the case with chapter 29. Here mv occurs either as interdiction to

listening to the words of the prophets (cf v. 9 and especially the two occurrences in v. 19

and V. 20), or articulating the positive programme which YHWH has for the exiles. 29:8

is an interdiction just like27:9 to listening to the intermediaries because they preach ipsj.

V. 12 is the only occasion where it is a question of hearing by YHWH, articulating the

programme of life for the exiles who will call upon him and he will hear.

Compared to the rest of the chapters of the block, chapter28 has only two occurrences of

ruti) and this makes it significant. The two occurrences of UD«i in chapter 28 are true to the

context of the direct confrontation in the chapter and both are invitations in the
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imperative of the prophet Jeremiah to his fellow prophet to listen. The first (v. 7) invites

the prophet specifically to listen to "this word" (nm la'in) as opposed in the context to his

(Hananiah) own words - in the plural - ("your words", v. 6) which he prophesied.

The context of the chapter shows that this invitation is not heeded to since Hananiah,

even after the invitation, proceeded to a physical assault by takingthe yoke bars from the

neck of Jeremiah and breaking it (cf. v. 10). Jeremiah camebackafter listening (implied)

to YHWH (cf v. 12-14) to invite his opponent once again to listen, but this time to the

words of his condemnation and, just as in chapter 27, because he has made the people

trust in ipiB and has uttered (nnn) rebellion against YHWH. The effect of the double

appeal to listen, in the context of the block is therefore clear: since Hananiah in v. 7 does

not listen to the word (mn naiin), which leads to life, he hears his condemnation and his

death (cf. v. 15-16).

On the basis of this examination of the quasi random notices with regard to uos) in the

text, we can make the following basic remarks and conclusions, bbbj plays a very

important role in the text inasmuch as its object is generally the word of God which is

pronounced to be obeyed and to be heeded.As life and death, protectionand destruction,

depend on the attitude of the different actors in the text with regard to the word (lai) of

YHWH, with regard to its true pronouncement, so also does the life or death of the actors

depend on the correct hearing of the word. On a rhetorical level, this alternative of life

and death is alreadyarticulated in the veryfirst occurrence of the verb mvi, where YHWH

in his oracle to the prophet makes it clear that "perhaps" ('bw) they may hear and each

turn from his evilway, andhe will repent of the evil he has planned against them. Finally

this alternative is dramatised at the centre of the narrative with Jeremiah and Hananiah.

Invited to hear "this word", and failing, he is invited to hear his condemnation. We can

therefore maintain that the text in this way makes evident the necessity of hearing the

word of YHWH which he sends byhis true servants the prophets, a theme which forms a

frame to the whole block (cf. 26:5 and 29:19).
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6.1.3.2.3 nbH

The verb nbo is another equally important motif in the prophetic books and in a special

way in the bookof Jeremiah. Already in the callnarrative of the prophet, the verb appears

in connection with nan.

"But YHWH said to me, 'Do not say, I am a child', for you must go to all to

whom I send (n'̂ si) you and say whatever I command you" (Jer. 1:7).

Altogether in the book of Jeremiah, the verb occurs a total of 89 places, having different

subjects or objects and without any special pattern to beeasily detected^^. While in some

occasions it is the king or the official who sends^^, in others, it is the sons of Israel who

are demanded by YHWH to go for an inquiry or a mission^^. In some occasions the term

has as the object, hand (cf Jer. 1:9), sword (cf. Jer. 25:16, 17), or letter (cf Jer. 29:1, 25)

or concerns the sending of Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon (cf Jer. 25:9; 43:10). It is

however to be noted that the term occurs most in the contextwhere the sending refers to

prophets or a prophet. Wheren'po concerns the prophets,the book of Jeremiah talks often

(six places) of the continued succession of the prophets which YHWH has been

sending'̂ , and in seven places, it is the sending ofJeremiah the prophet (Jer. 1:7; 25:15,
17; 26:12, 15; 42:5; 43:1); or it alludes to the denunciation of some unnamed prophets

(cf. Jer. 14:14, 15;23:21, 32; 27:15; 29:9), of Hananiah and Shemaiah (cf Jer. 28:15 and

29:31 respectively). In an occasion, Jeremiah's own sending is put into question by other

Meyer notes this fact by writing; "Besondere Beachtung verdienen Stellen, wo Jahwe Subjekt ist.

Allerdings is zu beachten, dass keine Formunterschiede feststellbar sind zwischen den Fallen, wo Jahwe

jemand sendet und den Stellen, wo die Aktivitat eines Konigs oder eines Offiziers genannt werden", 1.

MEYER,Jeremia und diefalschen Propheten, p. 55.

See Jer. 21:1; 29:3; 36:21; 37:7, 17; 38:14; 26:22; 40:14; 39:13; 36:14.

"Pass over to the coast of the Kittim and see, send to Kedar and carefully inquire: Where has the like of

this been done?" (2:10); "YHWH Sabaoth says this, 'Prepare to call for the mourning women! Send for

those who are best at it'" (9:16).

With DDtti hiphil, Jer. 7:25; 25:4; 26:5; 29:19; 35:15; 44:4. Interesting is that in all these occasions, the

sending of theservants the prophets byYHWH is metwith 'not paying attention' (mti K*?) onthe part of

the people.
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people (cf. Jer. 43:2) '̂ and in another occasion, the term occurs in the context of the

criterion of fulfilment as proof that YHWH has really sent a prophet (cf Jer. 28:9).

Coming to Jer. 26-29, we can make the following observations. In its capacity as a

chapter that launches the programme of the block, as has often been said, the narrative of

chapter 26 makes it clear that the bone of contention in the drama cast in a court-like

process is whether the prophet Jeremiah has spoken in his own name or in the name of

YHWH, in other words, whether he is sent. The narrative of the chapter begins

effectively with the oracle of YHWHwhere part of this oracle reads: "To heed the words

of my servants the prophets whom I have been sendingyou persistently..." (v. 5). To be

recalled is that after the giving of this oracle, the very first reaction of his hearers was

articulated in the form of a question which in fact is essentially concerned with the

prophet's legitimisation: "Why have you prophesied in the name of YHWH saying...?"

(v. 9). Put in other words, this reaction poses the question as to whetherJeremiah is also

one among the "my servants the prophets whom I have been sending to you" referred to

in v. 5. Jeremiah's defence eventually was again nothing but responding to this question

of legitimacy, a defence carefully framed by the confirmation that "YHWH has sent me"

mn'i (v. 12) and mn] 'anbui nDxn (v. 15). And to crown it all, the judgment by the

court though without using the root nbai, bases on the fact that the prophetJeremiah has

spoken (nan) in the name of the Lord. In a sense then, nbai becomes an operative term and

another guiding compass to the reader.

Even without anystrictdiscernible pattern in the use of the root in the rest of the block, it

is noticeable that each of the remaining chapters contains either the command to the

prophet to send (27:3; 29:31), or a discrediting of a/some prophet/s by YHWH's

declaring that he/they is/are not sent by him, or both (27:15; 28:15; 29:9; cf. also 29:23

which uses the verb nis "to command, to charge" to discredit the prophets, Ahab and

Zedekiah). The irony is often expressed inthenarratives using theroot nbti: inchapter 28,

YHWH has not sent Hananiah to prophesy (cf. v. 15) and for that reason Hananiah will

"Azariah son of Hoshaiah, and Johanan son of Kareah, and all those arrogant men, said to Jeremiah,

'You arelying. YHWH ourGoddidnot send youto say: Donotgoto Egypt andsettlethere'".
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be sent off (removed) from the face of the earth (cf. v. 16). In Shemaiah's letter to

Zephaniah concerning Jeremiah, his accusation against Jeremiah is that the latter has sent

("for he has sent" nbts p-br •'?) letters to Babylon saying: "It will be long" (v. 28).

Immediately after the accusation of this 'sending' (nbai) of letter by Jeremiah, the narrator

reports the advent of the word of YHWH to Jeremiah (cf. v. 30) and in v. 31, YHWH

addresses him beginning with the verb n'pB in the imperative: "Send (nSsi) to all the

exiles...", a subtle confirmation of the action of Jeremiah using the very word used as an

accusation against him to commission him for a mission, thereby contradicting the

accusation, and confirming that Jeremiah is actually sent.

6.1.3.3 The MotifofLife or Death

Perhaps another motif that is worth looking into in a more or less separate detail in the

block is that of lifeanddeath. Although thetreatment of theterms, npsi, saa; -lan (nnx), saw

and nbffl have all shown the connection which the text makes of these concepts with the

life or death of the different personages and parties concerned, it is still worthwhile to

listen closely to the narrator to see the word effects of the verb mo, the noun nra and the

verb n''n (three times in the sense of 'to dwell' with the verb asj-', cf. 27:11; 29:5; 29:32)

even though not much could be observed by way of narrative consistency. To look at

these terms must necessarily involve considering other kindred terms, which though not

exactly, but are employed in the text to express the same idea of blessings or curses that

will befall the parties concerned, consequent either upon their prophesying truly or

falsely, their positive or negative response to the word of YHWH pronounced by his

servants the prophets, or upon their obedience or non obedience to the will of YHWH

with respect to the instrumentality of Nebuchadnezzar and Babylon. Particular references

are to terms such as the nouns (curse, 26:6; 29:22), na-in (desolation/ruin, 27:17, cf.

26:9), the verbs (hiphil to slay, to kill, 26:23, 29:21), onn (to consume, 27:8), nas (to

perish, 27:10, 15), etc.

In Jer. 26, these motifs follow exactly the logic and the progression of the narrative. That

is to say, in each stage of the narrative, one of these motifs occurs as a hermeneutical

guide to the reader. The narrative begins with the threat of the preaching of Jeremiah,
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followed by an initial spontaneous and unanimous judgement by the priests and prophets

and all the people who heard Jeremiah preach. Then come the formal court setting; the

accusation, the defence and the verdict; and finally the citingof the historical precedent,

the additional story by the narrator and the saving of Jeremiah. The very first of these

motifs in the chapter is in the preaching of Jeremiah; the threat to the city (1 will make

thiscity as a curse n'p'pp v 6), which later forms themajor charge intheaccusation (v. 11).

Afterthe preaching comes the unanimous judgement of death (nmn nin) of v. 8. However,

the gathering of the officials in v. 10andthe formal court setting lead the priests and the

prophets to charge Jeremiah formally of speaking against this city with the sentence of

death (nin-tsaiua, v. 11). The charge pronounced giveswayto defence which ends with the

hypothetical statement: "If you put me to death...('riK nriK D-'naip-nx, v. 15). Then comes

theverdict, using the same motifin thenegative; niQ-UBSin nm (v. 16). Thecrux of

the intervention of the elders (v. 17-19) is centered in the question of v. 19as to whether

Hezekiah king of Judah put Micah to death on account of his preaching. The narrator's

evocation of the story of Uriah reports notonly thatthe king Jehoiakim sought to puthim

to death (in^on, hiphilofmo, v. 21), butalso thathe slew (na: hiphil) him andcasthisdead

body in the burial place of the common people (v. 23). Of course the chapter ends with

this positive note of the survival of Jeremiah: he was not given to the hand of thepeople

to be put to death (in'-an'? ...••nba'p, v. 24). This phenomenon of correspondence of these

occurrences with the important stages of the development of the text could be represented

in a table as follows:

Stage of narration Corresponding life-death motif

Jeremiah's sermon Curse: nbh^ the city will be as a curse to the

nation if there is no heeding of the word (v.

6)

Initial audience response against Jeremiah Death: niDn nin you shall die (v. 8)

Formal court: accusation and charge Judgement of death: nTO-BBipp judgement of

death to this man (v. 11)

Formal court; defence Death: D-'nan-OK if you put me to death (v.

15)
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Formal court: verdict Death (negative): nia-t3s<!ip ...px no

judgement of death to this man, he has

prophesied in YHWH's name (v. 16)

Testimony of the elders: question About death: innan did Hezekiah put Micah

to death? (v. 19)

Narrator's story of Uriah Death: irran aipia'ii (v. 21) Jehoiakim

sought to kill him and eventually smote him

anna (v. 23)

Conclusion: Fate of Jeremiah (survival): in'onb ... "nba'p

he is not put into the hands of the people to

be put to death (v. 24)

From observation, even though the end of the storyis a positive note of survival, it is still

clear that the motif of death looms large in the whole narrative. Even the note of survival

is expressed via negativa, he is notput into thehands of thepeople to beputto death (v.

24). This shows the perilous nature of the situation of the prophet with regard to the

preaching of the word and equally the fact that the life or death of the community

depends on to what extent they identify with this preaching, and this is pursued in the

subsequent chapters.

In chapter 27, one of the common elements in the three addresses is the exhortation to

serve the king of Babylon, in order to avoid the mortal consequences (expressed

variously: aon 'to consume' v. 8; nax 'to perish' v. 10, 15; ma 'to die' v. 13; na-in

'desolation'/'ruin' v. 17)and to live (v. 11, 12, 17, though in v. 11, the idea is expressed

with the verb nti-' 'to dwell'). In chapters 28 and 29, the narrator shows how these mortal

consequences are meted to prophetic individuals who prophesied falsely. Because

Hananiah prophesied falsely and spoke rebellion against YHWH, Jeremiah proclaims his

death and he died (28:16-17). Ahab and Zedekiah will be slain (ns: hiphil, 29:21) and

their names used as curse (n'p'pip, 29:22). Shemaiah and his descendants will be equally

punished;noneof themwill live (3B>, 29:32) to see the promise (good) of YHWH.
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The reader notices therefore that chapter 26 offersas it werethe options to the characters

concerned; the prophets, the people, the kings. Chapter 27 elaborates this option while

chapters 28 and 29 concentrate mainlyon the propheticpersonalities involved and shows

their individual lot in the narrative. Life and death has also to do with prophetic

authenticity. To the true prophet is life, to the false prophet, death. Of all the named

prophetic actors in the text, Jeremiah is theonly one who really survived, notpunished by

death or doomed to destruction or death. He spoke the true word. The reader therefore

notices the power of the true speech to lead to life (Jeremiah) and otherwise to lead to

death (Hananiah, Ahab and Zedekiah, Shemaiah).

It is also important to remark that there are many other terms and motifs that occur in

more or lessconsistent regularity in thetexts; motifs like h's (yoke) andikjs (neck) which

unite chapters 27 and 28 closely into a single narrative, the verbs laa; (to break), (to

bring back, to return), etc. While some of these terms have been touched in the analysis

of the respective chapters, theexercise intheforegone paragraphs concentrates mainly on

the motifs that cut across thechapters as a whole and thathave direct consequences to the

theme ofprophetic authenticity.

6.2 The Characterisation of Personages

The narratives of Jer. 26-29 involve many dramatis personae in different categories:

YHWH, Jeremiah and the other prophets brought to positive light (like, Micha, Uriah),

Hananiah and many other intermediaries brought to negative light (figures like Ahab,

Zedekiah and Shemaiah), kings both of Judah and Babylon, the people, the exiled, the

priests, the officials, etc. Inthe analyses intheprevious Chapters (see Chapters Two-Five

of this Part), we have indirectly touched on thesepersonalities and seentheir roles in the

development of the narratives. Few of these major characters of the dramatis personae

call for more detailed attention. Our task in this section will concentrate on the technique

of characterisation of some of these major personalities chosen from each of the

categories ofpersonages: YHWH, Jeremiah, Hananiah. By characterisation ofpersonages

in this context, we mean how the narrator uses the elements at his disposal to influence
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the reader's point of view of a particular character in the story®". This can be achieved

through a variety of means: it can be either direct or indirect. Direct characterisation

writes Amit, is provided by the narrator or by one of the persons in the story, while

"indirect characterization is the productof an analysis of the persona'sand his/heractions

and conduct"®'. Berlin®^ mentions several techniques ofcharacterisation used in biblical
narratives to achieve the portraits of biblical characters: a) description which is used to

enable the reader to situate the character in terms of his place in society, his own

particular situation, and his outstanding traits, in otherwords, to tell what kind of person

he is®'; b) Inner life, that is some information about the character could be given by a
commentary from the narrator or even by a monologue by the character; c) speech and

It is of coursetrue that most of the views expressed or embodied in thenarratives are put across through

the characters in the narrative. In thisway, the characters playthe roleofthemouthpiece of the narrator and

ipso facto, what is and what is not told of them, which of their many characteristics and traits are

emphasised or exemplified, which of their speeches, conversationsand actions are recorded and which are

not, whenthey intervene and whythey intervene and whyprecisely then, all reveal the norms and values,

even ideologies of the narratives. This is the reason why in narratives, the revelation of these norms and

values and their appropriation by the reader or at least the latter's critical evaluation becomes more

necessary than the question of whether the character/s existed or not. Bar-Efrat's description of

characterisation supports this viewexactly; "Thecharacters canalsotransmit the significance andvalues of

the narrative to the reader, since theyusually constitute the focal point of interest. Their personalities and

histories attract the reader's attention to a greater extent than do other components of the narrative

(explanations, settings, etc).They generally arouse considerable emotional involvement; wefeel what they

feel, rejoicein theirgladness, grieve at theirsorrowandanticipate in theirfateandexperiences. Sometimes

the characters arouse our sympathy, sometimes our revulsion, but we are never indifferent to them. We

want to know them, to see how they act within their environment, and to understand their motives and

desires. Wefollow their struggles to flilfil their aspirations andpayparticular attention to everything they

say, for when they speak to one another they are also addressing us", S. BAR-EFRAT, Narrative Art in the

Bible, p. 47.

Y. AMIT, Reading Biblical Narratives, p. 74. Amit gives the following example of direct

characterisation by the narrator: "The man's name was Nabal, and his wife's name was Abigail. The

woman was intelligent and beautiful, but the man, a Calebite, was a hard man and an evil doer" (I Sam.

25:3).

A. BERLIN,Poetics and Interpretation ofBiblical Narrative, p. 33ff.

A. BERLIN, Poetics and Interpretation ofBiblical Narrative, p. 36ff.
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actions, that is, through the characters' speech and actions, the narratorexposes them; d)

contrast with some expected norm or lifestyle, or with an earlier actions or beliefs of the

same character. In this same section, we also consider the figure of Nebuchadnezzar

(Babylon) and its function in the theology of the block.

6.2.1 YHWH vis-a-vis the Figure ofNebuchadnezzar (Babylon)

The sub-title of this section would necessarily pose the question: why considering the

characterisation of YHWH in the text vis-a-vis the image of the figure of

Nebuchadnezzar (Babylon)? The reason derives from a theological perspective inherent

in the text. In our text, theconcrete truth or the untruth is nothing more than the question

of the reality (the realisation of the prophecies of Jeremiah) and the duration of the exile.

What is the role of YHWH and what is that of Nebuchadnezzar and Babylon in this

regard? Is the exile a theo-political reality, being itself the judgement of YHWH on

disobedient Israel and part of his plan for his people, or is it so just in the sense that

YHWH is expected to intervene exactly as he did when his people was enslaved in

Egypt? How does the narratorpresent this reality? In the text, especially from chapter27,

YHWH intervenes or is evoked in the context of the exiling of the people so that the

question that disturbs the reader is whether the exileof the people is the act of YHWH or

that of the Babylonian king. In chapter 28, the intervention of YHWH is equally a

statement on the meaning of the exile. It is all a question of power and authority. The

king of Babylon is always described in his relative potency, that is, powerful as longand

as much as this power is given to him by YHWH. That is to say that considering the

figure of Babylon or of its kingNebuchadnezzar and the role it plays in the text would

make clearer what the text intends the reader to understand about YHWH.

6.2.1.1 YHWH

Writing on the character of God already in the first book of the Bible and stressing the

difficulty in its easy categorisation,Mann writes:

"Thus it must be, because one served a God whose nature was not repose and

abiding comfort, but a God of designs for the future, in whose will inscrutable,

great, far-reaching things were in process of becoming, onewith his brooding will
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and his world-planning, was himself only in process of becoming, and this was a

God of unrest, a God of cares, who must be sought for, for whom one must at all

times keeponeselffree, mobile, and in readiness"®''.

'Uprooting/overthrowing' and 'rebuilding/planting' are the two principal concepts in the

book with which we described the logic that binds the two scrolls into the one book of

Jeremiah. It is also from this point of view that the personality of YHWH emerges in the

text of Jeremiah. It is YHWH who overthrows in order to rebuild and plant. With regard

to YHWH, these concepts are couched in an image of absolute sovereignty that goes with

his personality in the book. That is to say, it is YHWH who decides to overthrow and

who decides to rebuild. Interestingly these concepts do not follow each other simply in

chronological or even logical succession. Rather 'untamed' and undomesticated, in the

sense of a God who has decided to become Israel's principal assailant and Judah's

enemy®^, and who has become a dreaded participant®® in the dismantling and undoing of
system structures®^, the text allows no easy categorisation of YHWH, leaving absolute

sovereignty and freedom as the very first ready concepts to qualify his personality.

YHWH is characterised in the narratives and oracles in the book of Jeremiah not only as

theagent ofdestruction®^ but also as a wounded victim. In the words ofBrueggemann we

notice in the book a shattering of God®', and so one can say that "the reader confronts in

" T. MANN, Joseph andHis Brothers, quoted inW.L. HUMPHREYS, The Character ofGod inthe Book

ofGenesis: A Narrative Appraisal, Louisville, 2001, p. iv.

BRUEGGEMANN, A Commentary on Jeremiah, p. 190.

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 185.

The shattering of structures would give rise to "cognitive dissonance" in the words of Festinger. There

was in the exilic era a clash between the Zion-Sabbath theology (YHWH's royal presence on Zion) and the

facts of political history (the conquest of Jerusalem and the destruction of the temple). Within the context

of the theology of the Old Testament, the book of Jeremiah stands as one of the hermeneutical attempts to

understand these historical realities and to situate them properly in the general perspectives of YHWH-

Israel relationship.

L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 186.

See W. BRUEGGEMANN; A Shattered Transcendencel Exile and Restoration, in S.J. KRAFTCHICK

et al. (eds.), Biblical Theology: Problems and Perspectives. In Honor of J. Christian Beker, Nashville,

1995, p. 169-182.
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the character of God the convergence of power and vulnerability, love and wrath, hope

and disappointment. In other words, the jumbled character of God pulsates with tensions

and contradictions that resist safe categories and orderly arrangements"'".

The characterisation of YHWHin the text of Jer. 26-29 reflects his personalityportrayed

in the entire book. That is to say that the questionof the personage of YHWHwithin this

specific block is indirectly a question of the place of YHWH in the book of Jeremiah.

The first notice by the reader is that in this block outside chapter 27, YHWH rarely

intervenes but his speech and interventions are made known by the mouth of the

individual prophets. However, the beginning of the narrative of chapter 26 is the

narrator's description of the direct irruption of the wordof YHWH, and in chapter27, the

text is dominated by the prophetic report of this word. Then only in 28:12 is YHWH

made to intervene directly by the narrator and not through any other agent. While the

reader might feel that Jeremiah has been defeated by his opponent, the former walks his

way (28:11) and then the wordof YHWH cameto him saying, "Go and sayto Hananiah"

(v. 12). Then in the last part of chapter 29, YHWH intervenes again by the mouth of the

narrator in the divine oracle ofjudgement to Shemaiah: "Then the word of YHWH came

to Jeremiah, 'send to all the exiles saying...'" (v. 30-31). Thepicturewe havethen is that

the block is made of different prophetic claims by the various prophetic figures:

Jeremiah, Hananiah, Ahab, Zedekiah, Shemaiah. The narrator uses the three occasions

(the beginning of chapter 26, 28:10 and 29:30) to make YHWH arbiter, without

neglecting of course the whole of the contents of chapter 27. Among all the prophets,

onlyJeremiah is mentioned by the narrator as having been commissioned by YHWH (cf

26:1; 27:1; 28:12; 29:29), in spite of the fact that others equally claimed divine

commission (cf. 26:18; 28:2, 4, 11). Interesting is that the block begins with such divine

intervention in favour of Jeremiah and ends in the same note. Much more interesting is

that the intervention at the centre (28:12ff) is not simply the description of the

intervention of YHWH by the narrator, but that in this intervention, YHWH takes up the

central message of Jeremiah in the text: submission to the kingof Babylon; and confirms,

using Jeremiah's own words, the latter's prophecy in 27:6. Attention has been called to

™L. STULMAN, Order amid Chaos, p. 186.
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the use of similar phraseologyin 28:14band 27:6b (n^ton n'.n). Since no indicesor criteria

on which this divine judgement and alliance with Jeremiah is given, the character of

YHWH, as the lord of history and as a free and an independent personage is thereby

made evident; independent personage in the sense that even in the text, YHWH does not

allow himself to be circumscribed even by the sentiments of the prophet Jeremiah. The

reader could be surprised by the absence of the intervention of YHWH in the court

process in chapter 26. The beginning of the divine speech in chapter 27 (see v. 5) where

YHWH introduces himself also confirms this image of a personality with unmatched

sovereignty.

This absolute sovereignty is seen everywhere in the text. There are the propositions for

life and the threat of death in the words of YHWH beginning with the words to his

prophet in chapter 26, the oracles in chapter 27, the intervention of YHWH in chapter 28

and the contents of the letter and the interventions in chapter 29. It is YHWH in chapter

26 who sends his prophet to announce the choices: listening and life or disobedience and

death. In chapter 27, the oracles begin with what we described in our Part Two Chapter

Three as the 'I-framework': a personal self-assertion by YHWH in v. 5 which kicks off

with the emphatic personal pronoun oiK and dotted incessantly with the first person

expression, either in form of pronoun, or a first person suffix, and finally ending with the

first person suffixed to the word "eye" 'a'aa (in my eyes):

"I CDiK), I have made ('n''to¥) the earth, the humans and the animals which are on

the earth. By my great power Cnba) and by my outstretched arm I give it

(n-'nn:i) to whomever seems right in my eyes Cj/ua)".

This absolute power is seen in the way the words are addressed to the kings, even foreign

kings and nations who are not yet subjects of alliance, to the prophets and to the people.

YHWH intervenes to repeat this message in 28:14 by the repetition of the verb pj with

the first person suffix Cnn;). It is "all these nations" that he has given to be under the yoke

of Babylon, words that serve to underline the sense of his sovereignty in chapter 27. In

chapter 29, the tone of the letter for installation till when it pleases YHWH is another

device through which this sovereignty is made evident. We noted the use of the first

person as concerns the verb n'?: in the hiphil. Only in v. 1 is Nebuchadnezzar the subject
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of this verb. But here it is the word of the narrator. In the letter, when it is a question of

citing the words of YHWH in Jeremiah's letter, it is no longer Nebuchadnezzar (as in v.

1) who is responsible for the exiling of the people, the letter is addressed to "all the exiles

whom I (YHWH) have exiled Crfbrn) from Jerusalem to Babylon" (29:4). Even in the

verses where other verbs are employed to express the idea of banishing, sending or

driving away of the people, YHWH remains the subject (cf. v. 18, the verbs [to

pursue] and mj [to banish, to drive away]; v. 20 nbsi [to send]).

The YHWH, who in Jer. 26 simply gives his message through his prophets but keeps

aloof at the process, surfaces againwith even harder oraclesto his prophet in chapter 27.

Jeremiah's attitude in 28:11 could also give impression that the prophet himself does not

"trust" the workings of his YHWH. He knows that the latter is not bound to his

(prophet's) sentiments and has no guarantee that YHWH may not have changed his

opinion, his sovereignty and freedom taken into consideration. The irruption of YHWH

in V. 12 becomes only then an assurance to the prophet that the former is still at his side.

But again the content of chapter 29 with its mixed messages of installation and return

shows the reader that the character of YHWH in the text could only be appreciated from

the point of view of the conceptof indeterminacy and absolutesovereignty.

This character of YHWH as the lord of history and as a character with absolute power

and authority makes YHWH and not even Jeremiah the hero of the narrative, and this will

be clearer by considering the figure ofNebuchadnezzar and Babylon in the text. It is true

that the narrative vindicates Jeremiah at the expense of the other prophets, such

accreditation remains at the instanceof YHWH. The exile and the domination of Babylon

is a very central motif in the text. The question is: how does the narrator relate his story

of this reality vis-a-vis the personality of YHWH and the powerof Nebuchadnezzar?

6.2.1.2 The Function ofBabylon/Nebuchadnezzar

As said above, the figure of Nebuchadnezzar/Babylon and his role in the text is a motif

that makes clearer the character of YHWH. It is indubitable that the block 26-29 of the

book of Jeremiah MT, presents a very pro-Babylonian cast, apparently different from the
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Oracles against Babylon in chapters 50-51, where vehemence and violence blend into

one '̂. Chapters 27 and 29 in particular give the most startling views of Babylon to be

found in thebook'̂ , since here Babylon is described interms that characterise Judah, and

Nebuchadnezzar enjoys literally the same positive qualification as the servants of

YHWH. These "pro-Babylonian sayings" are therefore pitted directly against the anti-

Babylonian passages^^ passages that, in the words ofCarroll, "spoil the effect ofthe pro-
Babylonian material in the tradition" '̂*. Jer. 27:6 particularly has the bold mention of

"Nebuchadnezzar my servant", so translated by many commentators and translators. Such

a description ofNebuchadnezzar in the book has given rise to much debate^^. What is the

actual meaning of this description in the context of the book of Jeremiah? To talk of the

literary status of Nebuchadnezzar in the book of Jeremiah is to talk of the status of

Babylon whose power is personified in the person of Nebuchadnezzar, and for which

Nebuchadnezzar is a metonymy^^. Of course, the interest in Nebuchadnezzar and

Babylon here is in their being literary rather than historical figures.

" D.J. REIMER, The Oracles against Babylon inJeremiah 50-51, p. 262.

" J. HILL, FriendorFoe?p. 127.

" Most popular passages ofthisnature are25:12-13, 26;27:7; 29:10 and theoracles of 50-51.

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 253.

" Among many works already done onthis include: W. LEMKE, Nebuchadrezzar, my Servant, inCBQ 28

(1966), p. 45-50; T.W.O. OVERHOLT, King Nebuchadnezzar in the Jeremiah Tradition, in CBQ 30

(1968), p. 39-48; R. MARTIN-ACHARD, Esaie 47 et la tradition prophetique sur Babylone, in J.A.

EMERTON (ed.). Prophecy: Essays Presented to Georg Fohrer, Berlin, 1980; W. MCKANE, Jer. 27,5-8,

especially "Nebuchadnezzar my Servant", in V. FRITZ, K.-F. POHLMANN & H.-C. SCHMITT (eds.).

Prophet und Prophetenbuch: Festschriftfur Otto Kaiser zum 65 Geburtstag (BZAW 185), Berlin, 1989, p.

98-110. Cf also D.J. REIMER, The Oracles Against Babylon in Jeremiah 50-51: A Horror Among the

Nations, San Francisco, 1993; W. BRUEGGEMANN, At the Mercy of Babylon: A Subversive Reading of

the Empire, in P.D. MILLER (ed.), A Social Reading of the Old Testament: Prophetic Approaches to

Israel's Communal Life, Philadelphia, 1994, p. 114-117; A. O. BELLIS, TheStructure and Composition of

Jeremiah 50:2-51:58, New York, 1995; L. STULMAN, Insiders and Outsiders in the Book ofJeremiah.

" In literary parlance, metonymy refers to the substitution ofa word referring to an attribute for the thing

that is meant, as for example the use of the crown to refer to a monarch or by which a whole is represented

by its part, cf. Collins English Dictionary, Millennium Edition, Aylesbury, 1998.
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6.2.1.2.1 Nebuchadnezzar (Babylon) in Jer. 26-29: Occurrences and Problematic

The references to the proper name "Nebuchadnezzar" in Jeremiah MT, could, in terms of

context, be divided into four groups following Overholt's analysis^^. The four groups are

a) three passages in which Nebuchadnezzar is mentioned in a chronological cross-

reference, in order to synchronize a year in his reign or a victory with a corresponding

year in the reign of a king from Judea; 25:1; 32:1; 46:2; b) references occurring in the

context of a historical narrative and the mention ofNebuchadnezzar with reference to the

siege of Jerusalem, mainly in 52:4, 12, 28, 29, 30; c) references which present

Nebuchadnezzar as the ruler used as agent of the exile of the population, all with the

approval of YHWH or according to his plan or even with his support: 21:2, 7; 22:25;

24:1; 27:6, 8, 20; 28:3, 11, 14; 29:1, 3, 21; 32:28; 34:1; 37:1; d) scattered references to

Nebuchadnezzar in the Oracles against Babylon in chapters 50-51 for example, 50:17;

51:34.

There is no explicit mention of Nebuchadnezzar or Babylon in chapter 26, except of

course one infers that the reference to the destruction of the city made by Jeremiah (v. 6)

and by the priests and the prophets and all the people (v. 9) is to the ravaging that will

come from theking ofBabylon. In chapter 27^® the proper name Nebuchadnezzar is used

thrice (v. 6, 8, 20) and in each case, it is followed by the description "king of Babylon"

characteristic of the MT (not counting the numerous references to Nebuchadnezzar by the

use of the third person singular pronoun). Otherwise in the chapter, the reference to

Nebuchadnezzar is made by the use of the description of his office "baa "iba" and in a

total of 7 occurrences (v. 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17). Babylon as a city is mentioned alone

four times (v. 16, 18,20, 22). In chapter 28,Nebuchadnezzar is mentioned threetimes (v.

3, 11, 14) and here as in the precedingchapter (27), the proper name is always followed

by the description "the king of Babylon". Apart from these three occurrences, the

description "king of Babylon" occurs twice (v. 2, 4), while the name "Babylon" outside

" T.W.O. OVERHOLT, King Nebuchadnezzar inJeremiah Tradition, p. 40-41.
It is necessary to remark once more that in Jer. 27-29 tliespelling of theking of Babylon changes from

nsxTisia: to nasnaiaa But in our work we quote each occurrence as it occurs in the text, and use

Nebuchadnezzar throughout for the English.
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the mention ofNebuchadnezzar or his title "king" comes up again three times (v. 3, 4, 6).

Regarding occurrences, chapter 29 has the proper name Nebuchadnezzar in v. 1,3 and

21. Of all these three, only in v.l is the description 'the king of Babylon' not part of the

naming of the personage. "King of Babylon" alone outside the attachment to

Nebuchadnezzar occurs again only in v. 22 while "Babylon" occurs severally (cf v. 1, 4,

10, 15, 20,28)™.

The major issue to be addressed here becomes how to understand this figure in the text

and explain his role in the narrator's art; also from the theological point of view, how to

explain the attribution of the title to Nebuchadnezzar, given the traditional

significance of this attribution in the whole of the Old Testament®". Such explanation

" Outside V. 10 and 15, all other occurrences of Babylon in this chapter implies a movement from

Jerusalem to Babylon, faithful to the major preoccupation of the chapter which is a narrative of the letter

sent by Jeremiah from Jerusalem to the exiles in Babylon.

A little excursus on the title "servant of YHWH" is worthwhile here and the reflection here borrows

much from that of Ringgren in H. RINGGREN, idb "abad, TDOT 10, p. 394-395. It is true that the term

means "to work, to cultivate, to serve, to develop, to venerate and to worship YHWH, and the substantive

refers to a slave, a servant, nin' 13!} is a description normally used for the worshipper of YHWH.

Individuals called mn'' nnr include Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Caleb (Num. 14:24), Joshua (Jos. 24:29;

Jdg. 2:8), Eliakim (Isa. 22:20), Job (1:8; 2:3), Hezekiah and Zerubbabel (Hag. 2:23). YHWH promises

Isaac blessings and numerous descendants "for the sake of Abraham my servant" (Gen. 26:24), a statement

which can either refer to Abraham as just a recipient of a promise or point to his special merits. The same

formula occurs with reference to David in II Kings 19:34; 20:6, see also Psa. 105:6, 42. Isaac is called

servant (of YHWH) in Gen. 24:14 and in Eze. 28:25; 37:25, YHWH refers to Jacob as the bearer of the

promise "nnii". Collectively, the three patriarchs are called YHWH's servants (Exo. 32:13; Deut. 9:27). On

numerous occasions Moses is called ni.T' nai) especially while referring to him as law giver and as

mediator of God's commands (Jos. 1:7, 13; 8:31, 33; 11:12, 15; 22:2, 4, 5; 11 Kings 18:12; 21:8; I Chr.

6:34; Neh. 1:7; 9:14; 10:30; Mai. 3:22 etc.). In the case of Moses, "the 'ebed YHWH is thus an honorific

title of the mediator of revelation rather than an official title, and is referring to the special status of his

relationship with God". In the case of David, the title appears often in the context which involves the

election and the perpetual continuation of the dynasty (cf I Kings 11:13, 32; II Kings 19:34; 11 Kings 20:6;

Isa. 37:35; Jer. 33:21, 26; Psa. 78:70). In all these instances it is a question of "my servant David". To be

signalled also are the wordings of the introduction to Nathan's prophecy in 11 Sam. 7:5, 8: "Go and tell my

servant David" and in the concluding words of Solomon's temple dedication prayer in II Chr. 6:42:
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becomes necessaryjudging from the fact that in the same book, precisely in the section

dealing with the Oracles against the Nations, the image given of Babylon and her king is

quite contrary. In Jer. 51:34, the king of Babylon is addressed as the dragon or monster

(of chaos). The questions are as put by Reimer: "How is this contradiction within the

tradition to be resolved? Is there a third factor that holds these seeming opposites

together? Or is the incongruity between these two positions irreconcilable" '̂? Carroll

presents the problem in the following words:

"However, when I attempt to read these different perspectives synchronically I

have difficulties. How can Babylon, how can Nebuchadrezzar, be at one and the

same time servant and beast? Are there any grounds in the bible for making the

equation servant=beast? Does the YHWH of the bible have such dealings with the

chaos monster that the dragon rules by divine gift and authorisation? The

multiplicity of questions indicates the degree of difficulty in taking a synchronic

view of the representations of Nebuchadrezzar in Jeremiah"®^.

6.2.1.2.2 Earlier Proffered Solutions

The easiest explanation to this is to assume that some of the texts involved are late

developments within the Jeremiah tradition, judging especially from the absence of some

of the strategic verses in the LXX, or to recognise that the book of Jeremiah holds

together discrete streams of tradition which give 'irreconcilable images' of the prophet®^

"Rememberyour steadfast loveto yourservantDavid".The prophets are also generally designated servants

of YHWH. Only in a very few instances is the reference made to an individual prophet (1 Kings 14:18;

15:29, Ahijah of Shiloh; II Kings 9:36; 10:10,Elijah; 14:25,Jonah of Amittai; Isa. 20:3, Isaiah). Once a

prophet refers to himself as servant, Elijah in his prayerat Carmel (I Kings 18:36).Generally it is YHWH

who calls the prophets "my servants the prophets" (o-'Ndot ^db). Through his servants the prophets he

speaks to Israel (I Kings 14:18; 15:29; II Kings 9:36; 10:10; 14:25; 17:23; 21:10; 24:2; Eze. 38:17) and

makes known his commandments (IIKings 17:13; Ezr. 9:11; Dan. 9:10). He avenges theirblood (II Kings

9:7).

D.J. REIMER, The Oracles AgainstBabylon in Jeremiah 50-51,p. 262.

R.P. CARROLL, SynchronicDeconstructions ofJeremiah, p. 48.

'̂ This isequally Carroll's opinion quoted in D.J. REIMER, The Oracles Against Babylon in Jeremiah 50-
51, p. 264.
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or even to say that part of the Jeremiah tradition include a concern to 'placate or co

operate with foreign governments' which differs from the spirit of the foreign nation

oracles^". Some commentators have felt the difficulty and some have simply appealed to
the boldness of the prophet's faith and thought: an expression of Jeremiah's belief in the

universal rule of YHWH who had appointed Nebuchadnezzar as his instrument to judge

and rule over the nations®^. Lemke sees the solution from totally another direction.

Appealing to the absence of the three-fold designation of Nebuchadnezzar as in

any of the three passages in the old Greek version of Jeremiah, he explains that the phrase

owes its existence "to an accidental error in the textual transmission of the book [...] an

interpretative gloss by a subsequent hand who identified the originally unnamed, enemy

from theNorth with Nebuchadrezzar"^®. But such a conclusion hinges ona verse-to-verse

textual comparison which is usually problematic. True there are only 12 occurrences of

the name Nebuchadnezzar in the Greek version^^, closer and critical examination that

goes beyond material comparison reveals that this paucity of usage is not as significant as

it apparently seems. This is because even when the proper name is missing, the sense

remains more or less the same in the two versions. In the LXX the enemy from outside is

normally designated as 6 paaileix; Bapulcovoq which from the events of 597 leaves no

doubt that it refers to Nebuchadnezzar. In the block of 33-36LXX (26-29MT), it is

noticeable that besides 34:5, Nebuchadnezzar is no longer referred to by name. But the

title "king of Babylon" occurs 13 times again in these chapters, and the narrative is in all

its essentials the same^^ Overholt isofthe opinion that "a careful comparison ofthe two

makes it evident that the sometimes lengthy phrases and sentences found in MT but not

^ R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p.252.

RUDOLPH, Jeremia, p. I6L See also J. ZIMMERLI & J. JEREMIAS, naiC Oeov, in TWNT 5,

Stuttgart, 1957, p. 653-713, see especially p. 663. See also WEISER, Das Buch des Propheten Jeremia, p.

248; J.P. HYATT Jeremiah, in The Interpreter's Bible 5, p. 1011.

W.E. LEMKE, "Nebuchadrezzar, my Servant, p. 47.

" The Greek textof Jeremiah, that is the B-S text, which J. Ziegler has used as thebasis of hisedition,

Jeremias, Baruch, Threni, Epistuia leremiae, Vol. XV of Septuaginta Vetus Testamentum Graecum,

Gottingen, 1957.

T.W.O. OVERHOLT, King Nebuchadnezzar in the Jeremiah Tradition, p. 42.
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in LXX are for the most part nothing but narrative developments of ideas or actions

already presentin bothtexts®'.

These designations (of Nebuchadnezzar of servant and monster in the same book of

Jeremiah) in the words of Carroll are "end points on a spectrum, a merismus of loyalty

and opposition to YHWH"'°, and it isonly by an extreme ideological manipulation ofthe

text that one can overcome this difficulty of imagining how one figure might be both

vassal of YHWH and dragon of chaos". He gives the crux of the conflict in his

commentary. Introducing Jer. 50-51, he writes;

"If such a poem were to be attributed to the 'historical Jeremiah', it would raise

the insuperable problem of reconciling the speaker of this anti-Babylonian

outburst with the image of Jeremiah as the friend of Babylon portrayed in 27-29,

39-40 [...]. Utterances of the calibre of 50-51 lead to death sentences rather than

honourable treatment under the patronage of the empire (39.12-14; 40.4-6). It is

difficult to see how Jeremiah could have been advocating submission (27) or

surrender (38) to the Babylonians and yet at the same time (cf 51.59) have been

proclaiming 51.1 -14 or 51.25-40"'̂ .

Since according to Carroll, much of the material in Jer. 27-29 concerning Babylon differ

strikingly from the representation of it in Jer. 50-51 (we are referring specifically to

Jeremiah MT) he finds "a better approach to the contradictory elements" in the

recognition that "inconsistency is a major feature of the editingof the book of Jeremiah"

and in the acceptance that "the various strands present irreconcilable images of Jeremiah

T.W.O. OVERHOLT, King Nebuchadnezzar in the Jeremiah Tradition, p. 42. See also his The

Falsehood ofIdolatry, for his arguments against unsystematic, verse-by-verse comparison of texts.

R.P. CARROLL,Synchronic Deconstructions ofJeremiah, p. 46.

" R.P. CARROLL, Synchronic Deconstructions ofJeremiah, p. 46. Elsewhere Carroll describes plainly the
"contraryrepresentations of Babylonians; Nebuchadnezzar as the servant of YHWH (25.1-14; 27-29) and

Nebuchadrezzaras the dragon (50-51)"as one of the ideological traces inscribed in the book of Jeremiah,

see R.P. CARROLL, The Bookof J: Intertextuality and Ideological Criticism, in A.R.P. DIAMOND et al.

(eds.), TroublingJeremiah, p. 220-243, see p. 238.

CARROLL,Jeremiah (OTL), p. 816. The emphasis is his.
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the prophef'̂ ^-, and he finds the easy answer in a diachronic "reading of the two texts

(which) would build on this difference and attribute them to distinctive origins and

backgrounds in the construction of the book of Jeremiah" '̂' and therefore sees any

synchronic harmonisations questionable.

John Hill has a solution closer to synchronic bias. He explains this apparent discrepancy

by reading Babylon as a metaphor. His point of departure is Paul Ricoeur's^^

understanding of metaphor as "an unaccustomed name to some other thing, which

thereby is not being given its proper name"'®, based on a tension of similarity and

difference, on relations of likeness and difference in thewords of Francis Landy'', on the

perception of resemblance between one term and another, on the suspension of literal

reference which creates a necessary tension and which generates a new meaning'®. There

emerge therefore two levels of reference in a metaphorical statement: the literal and the

metaphorical. The literal is that which is suspended or eclipsed, while the metaphorical is

that which emerges from the suspension or eclipse of the literal, a phenomenon that

Ricoeur refers to as "split reference"''. This suspension of the literal reference Ricoeur

CARROLL, yerem/aA (OTL), p. 816. The emphasis is his.

R.P. CARROLL, Synchronic Deconstructions ofJeremiah, p. 46.

Cf. P. RICOEUR, The Rule of Metaphor: Multi-disciplinary Studies of the Creation of Meaning in

Language, London, 1994; Interpretation Theory: Discourse and the Surplus of Meaning, Forth Worth,

1976.

P. RICOEUR, The Rule of Metaphor, p. 65. See also F. LANDY, Poetics and Parallelism: Some

Comments on James Kugel's 'The Idea of BiblicalPoetry', in JSOT28 (1984), p. 61-87, see p. 72; A.

BERLIN, On ReadingBiblicalPoetry: TheRoleofMetaphor, in J.A. EMERTON (ed.). Congress Volume,

Cambridge 1995 (VTS 66), Leiden, 2001, p. 25-36, see p. 27-28.

F. LANDY, Poetics and Parallelism, p. 72.

In explaining metaphor, Adele Berlin brings in the kindred term "parallelism" which she says with

metaphor "are two sides of the same coin" - counterparts of the same phenomenon in a different

dimension. "The basic form of metaphor is parallelism, in the sense of the contiguous or syntagmatic

arrangement of paradigmatic elements such that unlikes become alike", BERLIN, On Reading Biblical

Poetry, p. 28.

P. RICOEUR, The Rule of Metaphor, p. 229-230. See also G. VINCENT, Paul Ricoeur's "Living

Metaphor", in Philosophy Today 21 (1977), p. 412-423; G.B. MADISON, Reflections on Paul Ricoeur's
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calls thenegative condition necessary for the emergence ofa metaphor'°°. With metaphor

therefore, a self-contradictory statement is transformed into significant self-

contradiction"", redescribing reality. This phenomenon, he terms, the referential function

ofa metaphorical statement'"^. Applying this understanding especially tochapters 27 and
29, Hill concludes:

"At one level Babylon is identified withJudah, a relationship brought aboutby the

presence in the portrait of Babylon, of images and languageused elsewhere in the

Old Testament to represent Judah and its relationship with YHWH. At another

level Babylon is differentiated from Judah. The elevated standing given it in

Jeremiah 27 MT is for a limited duration. It will suffer demise while Judah will

experience restoration. There then is a tension between the two figures, which is

characteristic of metaphor. Babylon is like Judah, and Babylon is not like

Judah""'^

6.2.1.2.3 From the Narrativeand TheologicalPoints of View

Any interpretation of the figure ofNebuchadnezzar in Jer. 27 must bear in mind the crux

of the oracles in the chapter which begin inv. 5 with the note on theabsolute sovereignty

of YHWH over the fate of nations and in line with the prophetic combat against njjiu

seen in the threepartsof the chapter as we showed in ourChapter Three of this Part. "It is

I who have made theearth, with thepeople and animals that are ontheearth, bymy great

power and my outstretched arm, and I give it to whomever I please". This therefore

presents the theoretical and theological background for understanding v. 6 and what

follows: the giving of these lands into the hand of King Nebuchadnezzar (v. 6), and

all nations shall serve him until the time when many nations and great kings make him

Philosophy of Metaphor, in Philosophy Today 21 (1977), p. 424-430; P. GISEL, Paul Ricoeur: Discourse

Between Speech andLanguage, in Philosophy Today 21 (1977), p.446-456; A.P. CIPOLLONE, Religious

Language and Ricoeur'sTheory ofMetaphor, inPhilosophy Today 21 (1977), p.458-467.

P. RICOEUR, Word, Polysemy, Metaphor: Creativity in Language, in M.J. VALDES (ed.), ARicoeur

Reader: Reflection andImagination, New York, 1991, seep.65-85, seep. 84-85.

P. RICOEUR, Word, Polysemy, Metaphor, p. 78.

P. RICOEUR, Word, Polysemy, Metaphor, p. 84-85.

J. HILL, Friend or Foe? p. 144.
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their slave (v. 7). Despite the mention of Nebuchadnezzar in the context of motifs that

reflect the traditions of the chosen of YHWH, Nebuchadnezzar is at the same time a

subordinate figure to YHWH and his power is limited: "then many nations and great

kings shall make him their slave". The irony is therefore clear. This limitation is already

reflected in the repetition in v. 5 and v. 6 of to emphasise that it is YHWH who is in

control. As already indicated in the analysis of chapter 27 (Part Two ChapterThree), the

irony could be seen from the play on the term lau. Two times there is the phenomenon of

a reversal of meaning in the fourth occurrence in the text (cf v. 6-7 and v. 8-11). Nothing

therefore prevents in v. 6 to be translated in the context as "my slave". In the words

of Ringgren,

"The subst. 'ebed refers to a person who is subordinated to someone else. This

subordinationcan manifest itself in various ways, however, and 'ebedaccordingly

can have different meanings: slave, servant, subject, official, vassal, or 'servant'

or follower of a particular god"'"".

Again in chapter 27 the question of the consequences of serving or refusing to serve

Nebuchadnezzar is always articulated with a formula that portrays YHWH as the actor

and not the Babylonian king. Whether it is 'yes' to Nebuchadnezzar or 'no', it is always

'in order that 7 ...' (referring to YHWH). Nowhere is it expressed that obedience to

Nebuchadnezzar or failure to servehimwill result in the kinginflicting harm:

V. 8 "but if any nation will not serveNebuchadnezzar... I will punish that nation... until I

have consumed it..."

V. 9-10 "so do not listen to your prophets... who say to you, you shall not serve the king

of Babylon. For lie they prophesyto you with the result that I drive you out..."

V. 11 "but any nation that will serve... I will leave on its land..."

V. 14-15 "do not listen to the prophets... for lie they prophesy... I have not sent them, but

they are prophesying falsely in my name with the result that I will drive you out and you

will perish..."

The first two occurrences of Nebuchadnezzar in Jer. 28 (v. 3, 11) are in the mouth of

Hananiah: v. 3 is his initial oracle made in the name of YHWH that the latter would

' H. RINGGREN, 'abad,p. 387.
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restore all the vessels of YHWH's house which Nebuchadnezzar carried to Babylon,

while V. 11 is the explanation following his symbolic act, also pronounced in the nameof

YHWH. Even in the words of Hananiah, Nebuchadnezzar is equally an instrument.

Hananiah, as well as the otherprophets in the samecamp with him envisage that YHWH

will show his power by breaking the yoke of Nebuchadnezzar and by reversing the

prodigies of the king: bringing back all the vessels he carried along with the king(cf. 28;

2-4, 11. It is then interesting that the only other mention of Nebuchadnezzar in the

chapter (v. 14) is in the words of YHWH, in contradiction of the prophecy of Hananiah

and his explanation of his sign act. The interest of the narrator in chapter 28 is more of

dramatising the conflict between verity and falsity. No wonder that here, the figure of

Nebuchadnezzar is tied more closely to the duel between falsity and verity. The divine

oracle in v. 14 begins exactly with the messenger formula, just as the words of Hananiah

in v. 3 (cf beginning of v. 2) and v. 11: nj.T; -lax-ns. And in thedivine words of v. 14, the

narrator bringsout clearly the attempt at contradicting the words of Hananiah: while both

in V. 3 and V. 11, Hananiah speaks inthe person of YHWH (with thefirst person: 'dk inv.

3 and in v. 11), YHWH from v. 13 retorts that it is Hananiah (and not Him) who has

broken the yoke (mnti |>jj niain). In this sense, Brueggemann is therefore right when he

writes: "The theme of Babylon is enmeshed in an argument about truth and falseness, so

that the argument of the Jeremiah tradition is that the truth of YHWH enunciated by the

prophet concerns the cruciality of Babylon in any assessment of Judah's place in the

world"'°l

In chapter 29, the same phenomenon is repeated as in chapter 27: first there is a

highlighting ofNebuchadnezzar, but immediately followed bya subtle reversal of roles; a

description of Babylon in terms proper to Judah, but again followed by its relegation to

its proper role as a land of exile. Immediately in v. 1, the exile is described as the action

of Nebuchadnezzar. The Babylonian king is the subject of the hiphil verb n'?3 ("whom

Nebuchadnezzar exiled from Jerusalem to Babylon"). But in v.4, the same hiphil verb is

used but this time with YHWH as subject: "whomI have sent into exile from Jerusalem

BRUEGGEMANN,A Commentary onJeremiah, p. 232.
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to Babylon"'®^. This is continued in v. 7 and v. 14 where the same verb is used with

YHWH as the subject. In these verses (i.e. v. 1,4, 7, 14) as a whole, one gets in the first

place the impression of a partnership between YHWH and Nebuchadnezzar'"^, but

immediately after, the impression of the instrumental role of the Babylonian king. From

another angle, v. 4-7, the directives of the prophet regarding how the exiles are to live in

Babylon contain extraordinary understanding of Babylon, a very positive view of

Babylon which echoes texts in the Old Testament that speak of life in the promised

land'"®. But like in chapter 27 where the limit ofthe power ofthe Babylonian king isthe

issue after the exercise of that power, in 29:10-14, it is a question of the occasion for a

return to the land: Babylon becomes the place from where the exiles will be returned by

YHWH back to the land. The structure of v. 10-14 makes the end of Babylonian

hegemony and the promise of restoration to the people the frames that highlight the

divine promises to his people (cf our treatment of this unit in our Chapter Five of this

Part). All this will make the attentive reader to situate Nebuchadnezzar properly in his

role as servant, slave, used by YHWH for his purpose.

Apart from the literary composition of the text that exemplifies the instrumental position

of Babylon/Nebuchadnezzar, the figure of Babylon in Jer. 26-29, as in the whole of the

The translation of the Jerusalem Bible misses this subtlety and significant emphasis; English: "YHWH

Sabaoth, the God of Israel, says this to all the exiles deported from Jerusalem to Babylon" (NJB); French:

"Ainsi parle YHWH Sabaot, le Dieu d'Israel, a tous les exiles, deport6sde Jerusalem a Babylone" (FBJ).

"" Here again one notices one of the specificities ofJeremiah MT. The LXX lacks this impression ofthe

partnership between YHWH and Nebuchadnezzar. The expression n'̂ mTD n-'banntix n'̂ un-'̂ Db of v. 4

is not represented in the LXX, showing that the LXX lacks the literary strategy that allows the bringing

togetherof the figures of YHWH andthat of Nebuchadnezzar as subjects of an equivalent verb nb: in the

hiphil. The LXX has rather only once in v. 4 the verb diroiKLCw: oiitcog etnev Kupioi; 6 Geo; lopariA eirl xriv

diroiKCau' i]!/ dirojKioa duo IepcuoaJ.Ti|i: "Thus says YHWH the God of Israel, to the colony which 1sent

away from Jerusalem".

The reader has impression of the life in the Promised Land. The exiles have to build houses, marry and

reproduce, plant vineyards and even the most startling of all, to pray for the well being of Babylon. Berlin

gives the Old Testament background of the imagery evoked in this text. See A. BERLIN, Jeremiah 29:5-7:

A Deuteronomic Allusion? in HAR8 (1984), p. 3-10. See also D.L. SMITH, The Religion ofthe Landless:

The Social Context ofthe Babylonian Exile, Bloomington, 1989, p. 135.
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book, is equally a theological issue. The Babylonian conqueror becomes an earthly king

appointed by YHWH to rule Judah as the agent of punishment against its wrongdoing.

The threat that the peoplewill sufferpunishment as a consequence of their disobedience

is a constant motif running from the beginning of the bookof Jeremiah, and in 25:9, that

threat is pinned down to the person of Nebuchadnezzar as agent. The solution that the

title of "servant" is a "simple scribal error" by Lemke'°®, citing the material absence in

the LXX is therefore perhaps only significant to textual (comparative) critical

sensitivities. Neither is the strict distinction between "servant" as a believer and "servant"

as a mere instrument very necessary and will not be derived from any lexical semantics

or analysis of the root naa in the Hebrew Bible. Lemke has appealed to other Old

Testament texts where the title refers to a believer and so cannot refer in the book of

Jeremiah to an unbeliever. This is at bestargument from silence, which doesnot givefull

weight to analogous expressions in prophetic literature"". Without using an identical

terminology, Isa. 10;5ff. and Jer. 50:17 make mention of a foreign king as YHWH's

instrument of punishment forhis people, and in both texts, the pattern of action is alike:

YHWH's punishment of the people at the hand of the foreign king is followed by the

overthrow of the latter's authority and restoration for the people (cf. the outcome of the

cycle Isa. 10:1-12:6 and also the mention of the restoration after70 years in Jer. 25:12ff.

and 29:10). Making distinction between "servant" as believer and "servant" as instrument

therefore shifts the emphasis. While most 'servants of YHWH' happen to be believers,

the issue is not more of belief than a certain office or class among the people (e.g.,

prophet, king, patriarch)'", that is, the responsibility ofcarrying out a specific function
on YHWH's behalf"^. The reference to Nebuchadnezzar as servant is analogous in the
theological sense with the designation of the Persian king Cyrus as the anointed (n'-toD)"^

109 W. LEMKE, Nebuchadrezzar, myServant, p. 50.

"°T.W.O. OVERHOLT, King Nebuchadnezzar in Jeremiah Tradition^ p. 45.
SeeT.W.O. OVERHOLT, KingNebuchadnezzar inJeremiahTradition^ p.46.

Cf. H. RINGGREN, idu 'abad, p. 395.

The anointed one, behea priest (Exo. 28:41), a prophet (IKings 19:16), orking (Psa. 89:20).
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in. Isa. 45:1-7 (especially v. 4"''). He istocarry out a specific function, that of liberating
the people from Babylon though that does not necessarily imply belief on his part"^.

Overholt concludes:

"There seems nothing to prevent us from seeing a continuity in the prophetic

conception of the manner in which Yahweh exercises his control over history, the

high-points of which are Isaiah of Jerusalem's oracle about the king of Assyria

(10,5ff.), Jeremiah's understanding of Nebuchadnezzar as Yahweh's 'servant,'

and Deutero-Isaiah's description ofCyrus' 'messiahship'""^.

In this way, Nebuchadnezzar becomesan agent whom YHWH uses for the punishmentof

his people"^. In 27:8 it isa question ofthe dire consequences toa nation which refuses to

yield to Babylonian submission and against that nation YHWH decrees: "And I will

punish that nation with the sword, with famine, and with pestilence, ... until I have

completed their destruction by his hand" (cf also Jer. 21:1-7). It is YHWH's punishment,

which he realised freely, thoughby the hand of Nebuchadnezzar. This argument is further

confirmed by the passivity of the royal figure. Despite all the power given to him,

Nebuchadnezzar is silent in the text. In no instance of the text does the figure speak or

act, but is only mentioned in the report of the narrator (cf 29:1, 3) but especially in the

' '•* Here it is expressly mentioned that Cyrus does not know YHWH: "Itisfor the sake ofmy servant Jacob
and of Israel my chosen one, that I have called you by your name, have given you a title though you do not

know me".

' Interesting tonote that the contexts ofboth passages are alike. The designations ofthese pagan emperors
as servant or messiah are cast in a context where YHWHdescribeshis sovereigntyand his independenceof

any other for his decision. In both, his power overcreation (niiia) and the ability to give (in:) it to any

creature is clearly expressed, cf. Isa. 45:1 -7.

T.W.O. OVERHOLT, King Nebuchadnezzar in Jeremiah Tradition, p. 47.

Lundbom's remark is straight to the point. He considersNebuchadnezzarin this light as, though "not a

worshipper of YHWH, simply a servant doing (without his knowledge) the bidding of the One who has

created the world and controls the history of all nations [...]. The expression, 'Nebuchadnezzar ... my

servant', is eminently worthy of Jeremiah, whose discourse teems with robust and even shocking images",

LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p. 315.
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speech of YHWH. It is YHWH who gives Nebuchadnezzar his status in the text. The

passive figure ofNebuchadnezzar does even nowrong"^ inthe textjustas in Jer. 25.

Advocates of the opinion that the book of Jeremiah presents the figure that bears its name

as a prophet and as a theologian are aware of the way in which the tradition in the booic

takes up a term and goes beyond the common use of it in order to create within it and

with it a new symbol of meaning geared towards its theological goal. In his criticism of

Mowinckel's idea of sources, Holladay talks of Jeremiah's use of words and "their

theological angle ofvision" and the "authentic voice ofJeremiah""', a voice never easy
to specify in the abstract and having the characteristics of "surprise, freshness,

imagination, and irony'̂ ". In this way, the unit of26-29 will not be seen as essentially
contradictory to the tradition of the Oracles against theNations especially chapters 50-51

or even contradictoryto some other Babylonian passages in the first scroll of the book of

Jeremiah especially chapter 25'̂ ', where again in v. 9, the title "my servant" isattributed

to Nebuchadnezzar.

'Contrast with Isa. 46, whose portrait ofthe absolute sovereignty ofYHWH isaccompanied by asatirical
attack on the Babyloniandeities and their impotence(46:1-7).

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 15.

™This is also one ofthe great merits of the work of Weippert: the attention she devotes to semantic
functioning ofthesame vocabulary indifferent contexts, and theefforts sheputs inestablishing distinctions

ofnuance and function, meaning also thatthesame word may not beused inthesame way and inthesame

sense, H. WEIPPERT, DieProsareden desJeremiabuches. Weippert criticises former approaches for not

looking at specific contexts: "Die in der Einleitung angedeuteten Nachteile der bisherigen

sprachstatistischen Methode, die Vokabeln und Formeln ohne Riicksicht auf ihren Kontext zum

Ausgangspunkt fiir die Aufstellung literarischer Abhangigkeitsverhaltnisse macht, verlangen nach einer

kritischen Uberpriifung der mit Hilfe dieser Methode aufgefiindenen Beziehungen zwischen dem

Jeremiabuch und der deuteronomisch-deuteronomistischen Literatur. An die Stelle der Vergleichung

isolierter Ausdriicke und Formeln tritt hier die Untersuchung des jeweils speziflschen Kontextes einer

Formel inner - und ausserhalb des Jeremiabuches", H. WEIPPERT, Die Prosareden des Jeremiabuches, p.

107. Agood example intheunit of26-29 isaterm we have examined, the term njio.

Here also inchapter 25, the same phenomenon occurs. The theme ofjudgement iscentral inthis chapter
and here thefigure of Babylon occurs within the same context. First ofall, Babylon appears astheagent

and ally of YHWH in the judgment of Judah (cf v. 1-11) and finally is represented as a recipient of

YHWH'sjudgement(cf. V. 12-14, 15-26).
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6.2.2 The Prophet Jeremiah

Many works on the personality of the prophet Jeremiah as depicted in the book that bears

his name, concentratesolelyor mainlyon his Confessions. However, it is not only in the

Confessions that the character of the prophet is made evident to the reader. From the

book of Jeremiah, we notice that the prophet struggles with his commission. The

proclamation of the word of God, which is his mission becomes unbearable and places

him into conflict (see 20:7-8) and isolation (see Jer. 15:10-19) with his community'̂ ^.

This phenomenon is nowhere more evident in the book than, or is equally evident, in the

block 26-29.

As would be expected, the characterisation of Jeremiah will not be far different from that

of his God for whom Jeremiah is prophet'̂ ^ In many different respects and in different

places in the book, the prophet reflects and personifies the complexity'̂ " of his untamed

Thus we meet a complaint of the prophet over his birth and in 20:7-10, the prophet tries to give back his

mission though without success. Jeremiah received the word of God put into his mouth, burning as fire so

that he must prophesy, and yet he is unable. And he cannot keep quiet, makinglife otherwise impossible.

No wonder the complaint is even directed to the man who brought the news of his birth and to YHWH

himself who commissioned him to prophesy, see J. DUBBINK, Jeremiah: Hero of Faith or Defeatist?

Concerning the Place and FunctionofJeremiah 20:14-18, \nJSOT&6(1999), p. 67-84,see p. 79.

Holladay's opinion in this respect is true. He opines that even though one can make a separate

discussion of Jeremiah's self-understanding, of his understandingof God, and his message to his people, all

basing on the text of the book, there is in fact no way to separate these three. In his opinion, for Jeremiah,

YHWH is pre-eminently the God who entered into covenantwith Israeland he had called him (Jeremiah)

as a prophet to speak on behalf of Israel: "Jeremiah can hardly be seen in any other way than in his task to

proclaim Yahweh's word, and Yahweh's will for Israel is at the center of Jrm's attention [...]. Thus Jrm's

understanding of his role and his understandingof Yahweh and Yahweh's expectation of the people are all

interrelated", HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 70-71.

Complex also in the sense of the inability of the reader to pin him down to a definite camp. Jeremiah's

conception of the relation between him and his God is a relation open to changing circumstances. Taking a

more historical approach, Holladaywrites: "Jrm began his career with appeals to the north to come to terms

with Yahweh and rejoin the south; during the period fi-om the death of Josiah (609) until Jehoiakim burned

the scroll (601) Jrm spoke out Yahweh's appeals to the people in the south to repent; after 601 Jrm

perceived repentanceno longer to be possible and declaredYahweh's decision to destroy the people, but in
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God, an image wiiich is ambivalent. As we explained in Chapter One of this Part, the

characterisation of Jeremiah in the book that bears his name follows the ambivalent

depiction of his God, a God who overthrows, uproots and at the same time plants and

builds. Polk'̂ ^ has worked seriously on the prophetic persona ofthe prophet and from his
expositions, one sees that the literary persona of the prophet is one that is dynamic, rich

and also one adequately involved in the work of dismantling of idolatrous structures and

old sureties. Being an associate of God'̂ ^, the prophet participates fully in the

dismantling, in the uprooting and tearing down of Judah's world of meaning. This co

operation does not end with the uprooting. It means equally that the prophet will have his

part in the anguish and disappointment of his God. No wonder that Jeremiah at times

appears in the book as someone who triumphs and at other times as one who throbs with

pain and emerges as the suffering servant of God. Theshattering of Godbecomes equally

the shattering of the prophet.

The first image presented in the book of Jeremiah comes from his call narrative in Jer.

1:4-19 where the reader encounters how powerfully the personality of the prophetwas set

forth and the place the text accords it. He is commissioned with full authority over the

nations, armed with nin''-n2T put inhismouth as an inaccessible fortress'̂ ' against nations

and kingdoms (see especially v. 10). Given this as background to the mission of the

prophet, one cannot but expect a very strong and controversial personality, exercising

authority and being at the crossroads of conflicting opinions. This conception of the

prophet leads Duhm therefore to remark that if Jeremiah had carried with him such

consciousness, then he had a very different ground under his feet from other people. To

the context of the final siege of Jerusalem (588), after hebought the field at Anathoth, he oncemore spoke

of hope, after 'a long time' for the fall of Babylon and for the restoration of the people (29:28)",

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 71.
125 j- POLK, T/re Prophetic Persona: Jeremiah and the Language ofthe Self.

A. HERSCHEL, TheProphets: AnIntroduction (Vol. 1),NewYork, 1969,p. 25-26.

™J. DUBBINK, Jeremiah: Hero ofFaith orDefeatist? p. 80.
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him, at least for his own person, the riddle ofBeing was solved'̂ ^ That iswhy the figure

and personality of the prophet plays a central role in the interpretation of the book since

the many seemingly discrete elements are held together by this figure. Even an author

like Carroll who stands against any synchronic interpretation of the book of Jeremiah

recognises this central role of the personalityof the prophet:

"The streams [that is different traditions in the book] have not produced a unified

book but a collection of variegated traditions which are held together loosely by

the creation of the figure of the prophet. The presentation of the prophet is the

linking element between so many discrete elements in the tradition, and this factor

may helpto explainthe shapeandsizeof the bookof Jeremiah"'^'.

6.2.2.1 The Character ofJeremiah Especially in Chapters 26 and 28

With regard to the characterisation of the prophet in the block under consideration,

chapters 26 and 28 are particularly interesting being themselves integrally stories told by

the narrator. The text begins in chapter 26 bythe narrator's focusing on the prophetvis-a-

vis the word of YHWH and later, the reactions of different groups to Jeremiah's

obedience to that word. The uninterested reader has therefore in chapter 26 a conflict

story with the prophetat the centre. The prophetbecomes a targetof conflictof opinions

and images from the different classes; priests, prophets, civil authorities and elders of the

land. The elusive nature and the inabilityof pinning downthe character of the prophet is

exemplified not only in the conflict of opinions among the different classes but also in the

unsteadiness of the opinions in some of the groups, for example, the people, especially

with regard to aligning with the prophet. But all in all, one gets as first impression the

image of a vulnerable prophet, vulnerable on accountof the word he proclaims. The first

reaction to his words is the judgement of death. Even his defence which, thoughhe turns

to a new appeal to repentance(cf v. 13), recognises this vulnerability and the dependence

of his fate on his accusers. To be noticed especially is the expression ••pj dt 'innocent

DUHM, Das Buck Jeremia-. "Hat Jer ein solches Bewusstseinmit sich herumgetragen, so hat er einen

ganz anderen Boden unter den Fiissen gehabt, als alle anderen Menschen. Ihm war, wenigstens fflr seine

eigene Person, das Ratsel des Daseins gelost", p. 5.

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaos to Covenant, p. 253.
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blood' (v. 14): Jeremiah presents himself as a harmless, defenceless victim at the hands

of his accusers. Part of the concluding words of the defence of Jeremiah in the chapter

brings out clearly this vulnerability and innocence and the risky situation into which his

preaching has taken him: "Behold, I am in your hands. Do with me as seems good and

right to you" (v. 14). This element is also present in Act I of chapter 28 where Jeremiah

appears as the defeated prophet after Hananiah's theatrical act before the priests and the

people, and also in 29:24-28, especially in the cited letter of Shemaiah demanding why

Jeremiah was not rebuked because of the letterhe sent. From the eyes of the majority of

his hearers, Jeremiah is far from being a true prophet. Regarding especially 26:9,

Holladaywrites: "Since however, by the people's understanding of Jrm's contradiction of

Yahweh's promises regarding the temple, he must be a false prophet, he is to be

sentenced to death (Deut 18:20). Whatone sees here then is not so much mob hysteriaas

a theologicaljudgment anchored in the tradition"'^".

But there is equally a hidden image of Jeremiah which is at the same time very much

present in the text, and the narrator does not miss to portray this. Even the response of

Jeremiah in his defence evoked in the previous paragraph is far from being totally the

words and murmurings of a helpless vulnerable individual. He portrays equally an

offensive posture by two devices. First he turns his defence into another preaching of

repentance by repeating that they should amend their ways and their doings in order to

avert the disaster decreed already by YHWH against them (26:13). Secondly, though

Jeremiah acknowledges the judges' authority to decide his case, he reminds them that

they are not free to decide it according to theirwhims andcaprices: there is the danger of

condemningan innocent person.That they may be guiltyof innocentblood means that he

is insisting forcefully onhisinnocence. Exegesis of chapter 28 inparticular often ends up

inportraying and highlighting thevery gentle aspect of Jeremiah theprophet exhibited in

Act I. The reader is tempted to see in the narrative of chapter 28 a story of subtle

relationships and movements different totally from all the other narratives in the book

where Jeremiah is the prophet of doom par excellence. But the tradition of Jeremiah is of

course more of where "Jeremiah never listens to anybody but denounces and asserts all

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 106.
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the time. In such stories the otherprophets are silentor have words put in their mouths,

but always they are denounced from the moment Jeremiah opens his mouth"'̂ '. And so

in the story, one sees two prophets of extreme characters: one appears to be very self-

assertive and the other (Jeremiah) then becomes the quiet, humble and harmless listener,

who goes his way to avoid confrontation (cf 28:11), listensagain to his master and waits

for the latter'scommand before he speaks again. The fact thatthis image is quite different

from the general image of Jeremiah in the book led Carroll to consider this account as "an

independent story and only owes to 27 certain features necessary for it to be a variant

account"'̂ ^. But by a close reading, one would be able to notice the complexity of the
character of Jeremiah in the account, a complexity which does not contradict the general

image of Jeremiah in the book, an image difficult to pin down to a definite category and

which keeps itself alive in its ambivalence; at times with parallel streams but which are

unifiedin his role as a prophetto the nations armed withthe pungency of YHWH'sword.

The question as to which of the two opposing prophets reflects more the boldness and

fearlessness that characterises the prophets, has been posed. The text has a subtle answer

in favour of Jeremiah. From the development of the text, the reader is made to picture the

stage and the context in which the two prophets confront each other. The reactions of the

audience of Jeremiah in chapter 26 makes it clearthat Jeremiah's message of the possible

destruction of the temple and devastation of the city is far from being welcome to the

people,and reveals the religious and political climate in which they operated. The drama

of chapter 26 makes it clearthat politically, the message of Jeremiah could be interpreted

as treason. Why did the priests and prophets in v. 9 reprimand Jeremiah of speaking

against the temple and the city, but immediately the civil authorities took their judgement

seat, the same group of people accused Jeremiah of onlyprophesying against the city (v.

10), as if to conjure up the audience's resentments against any act contrary to the spiritof

nationalism? Even Jeremiah's defence which solely bases on his strong personal

awareness of YHWH's commission showsthat he knows actually that he is threading on

a very slippery ground. Of course, when it is again a question of relating the story of

CARROLL, Jerem/aA (OTL), p. 542.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 541.
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another prophet Uriah who suffered violent death at the hands of the king because he

prophesied just in words like those of Jeremiah (v. 20-23), the narrator says Uriah

preached "againstthis city and this land". This could show that for the population in the

world of the text, what counts more is national and political interest. In chapter 27, this

polemic situation is not very clear since therewasno response to any of the threeoracles.

But by normal reading reflex, the reader does not miss to discover that the prophet's

oracles are startling; YHWH becomes the distributor of yoke through his prophet. That

foreign kings be subject to Nebuchadnezzar and Babylon may not be surprising, but that

the king in Judah, priests and all the people be subject to theBabylonian king becomes a

stronger message. Finally, the message about the king and the indefinite stay of the

vessels is far from being palatable. With the first oracle of Hananiah in chapter 28, the

sign act and the explanation (v. 10-11), the polemic situation becomes clearer. Behold the

appearance of a prophet of hope who would prophesy to the taste of the people. If

Babylon is therefore as powerful as theoracles of chapter 27 especially give impression,

which, between the two prophets, takes greater risk in his prophecy?

The very nature of the message of Hananiah concerning Babylon on the one hand, and

that of Jeremiah on the other, would, in the face value, give the impression thatHananiah

involves himself in a more fierce and risky venture. In thisperspective, one could be led

to consider Hananiah as theprophet declaring the end of Babylonian hegemony over the

people, that is, a prophet who proclaims the judgment of YHWH on Babylon while the

latter is still exercising the real power through their vassal'", thereby the prophet who

takes greater risk in confronting the enemy frontally. In that way one could exonerate

Hananiah of participating in the power relationship in the text, and Jeremiah himself

appears as one who tries "to construct a working relationship with these powers"'̂ '* by

giving a more compromising and placating message. Nevertheless, one can follow Henri

Mottu to a good extent in his analysis and representation of Hananiah as one who aligns

himself on the side of the powerful, and as one who gives peaceful and reconciliatory

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 549.

R.P. CARROLL, From Chaosto Covenant, p. 252.
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counselIt depends on where (the) power is identified, and the notion of power is

relative to different contexts. What of the argument that at times populist view is a way of

allyingwith the power,perhaps not with the poweron top, but with the majority opinion,

the popular view? In the context of the political dispensation present in the text, one

cannot talk of power without reference to the expectations of the people. And from this

perspective, political and religious contexts intermingle. Given the situation, the natural

tendency and expectation of Judah of their prophet, true to the name, in the concrete

situation of the text, is one who would prophesy YHWH's disapproval of their political

situation. Any prophet who would prophesyotherwisewould be runningthe risk of being

discredited; and prophets would be faced with the temptation of striking this image in

order to retain their credibility or at least their acceptance among their audience. This

becomes a way of holding close to power, perhaps not with the Babylonian hegemony

but with the populist group, and this Hananiah does and Jeremiah risks. After all what is

power for a prophet, if it is not first and foremost religious; that is, his acclaim and

acceptance among his people? Again the stronger threat in the text does not come from

H. MOTTU, Jeremiah vs Hananiah: Ideology and Truth in Old Testament Prophecy, in N.K.

GOTTWALD & R.A. HORSLEY (eds.), The Bible and Liberation: Political and Social Hermeneutics,

New York, 1983,p. 233-251. With tools especially Marxist, Mottusees in the personality of Hananiah one

who aligns himself with the powers that be. Carroll criticises this as unqualified assertion. According to

Carroll, Mottu's attackson Hananiah for beingon the side of the powerful is tantamountto readinginto the

text what his (Mottu) theory tells him must be there. Carroll has rather another vision altogether. He sees

Hananiah as the prophetwho attacks the authority of the day: "But consider the setting: in the templeof

Zedekiah's day, i.e., with Babylonian overlords exercising the real powerthroughtheir vassal, this prophet

from Gibeon (not Jerusalem), this outsider or peripheral figure, proclaims the judgment of Yahweh on

Babylon. How does that make Hananiah a participant in the power relationships of his time? If the

authorities hear Hananiah, he will be executed (cf 29:21-23). Hananiah risks all with his future-oriented

faith that Yahweh will bring back fiirnishings, king and people. He may be wrong but not on the grounds

that he lacks faith or praxis, is not open to the future, serves the powers that be or is trapped in the past

[...]. To say that Yahweh will bring back the king, i.e., displacethe present occupant of the throne, is an act

of brave faith, however mistaken it may be. It is both radical and revolutionary in its political contextand

cannot be construed as support for the ruling classes. It is quite the opposite!" CARROLL, Jeremiah

(OTL), p. 547. Carroll's argument though not untenable makes a leap in definition. This necessary

definition is the questionof whereto identifypower, and what is powerfor the prophet.
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Nebuchadnezzar or Babylon but from the local kings. Nebuchadnezzar is presented as

YHWH's agent of his designs. He does not threaten in the text. But the king of Judah,

Jehoiakim plays a direct offensive role in the text by killing a prophet who prophesies

against the city and land. In that case Jeremiah has also taken a more serious risk; that of

losing his credit among YHWH's people and his own flock, and by prophesying against

his very city, land and people.In his AnchorBiblecommentary. Brightwrites:

"How one's country is best to be served is a question uponwhich men mayat any

time legitimately disagree [...]. The prophet Jeremiah [...] advised submission to

Babylon, but to mark him down as a Babylonian sympathizer, or a

collaborationist, would be to do him a grave injustice [...] to suppose that

Jeremiah spoke as he did because of pacifistic leanings, or from personal

cowardice, would be, if possible, even more unfair [...]. But his counsel was not

politically motivated, or dictated by mere prudence, but was based in the word of

Yahweh that had come to him"'̂ ®.

This relativity of power in context and time introduces another consideration; that of

verity and falsity of prophetic proclamation with relation to time. Authenticity of

prophecy is not an absolute and fixed concept. Hananiah could also be criticised as

proponent of the Zion-oriented ideology, thereby forgetting the present realities and

anchoring in past promises'", which Van der Woude identifies as the mark of the false

prophets'̂ ^ These arguments will be detailed in our third part ofthe work.

J. BRIGHT, Jeremiah, p. cviii-cix.

The argument is not untenable that the response of Jeremiah especially in 28:8-9 is equally anchored in

the past than in the future. This is alsoCarroll'sobjection, pointing at the argument of Jeremiah in 28:8 as

one"whichusesthe ancient tradition oftheprophets ofwar", CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p.549.Butour

placing the argument in the context of all three arguments: that of tradition in the past, fulfilment and

commission (cf.ourPartTwo, Chapter Four) makes it clear thatforJeremiah, thecontext is an important

consideration. Moreover, reading 28:8, one can perceive the nuance of circumstances in the words of

Jeremiah, especially with his reference to "many nations and great kingdoms", to show that he does not

search to make a blanket statement valid for all times and for all circumstances.

A.S. VAN DER WOUDE, Micah in Dispute with the Pseudo-Prophets, in VT 19(1969), p. 244-260, see

especially p. 258-259.
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So even though Act I of the narrative (of chapter 28) presents a very soft, gentle and

easygoing Jeremiah, Act II complements this characterisation with a Jeremiah firm,

disturbing and offensive. As Carroll puts it, "it is in the unfolding of the story that the

eirenic features appear but by its conclusion death and destruction have put an end to

such pleasantries"'̂ '. But all in all, the text has not departed an inch from the overall but

yet multifaceted characterisation that the book portrays of the prophet protagonist.

Whether Jeremiah says "Amen, may it be" (v. 6) in sincere acquiescence or invites

Hananiah to "listen to the word which I am speaking in your ears and in the ears of all the

people" (v. 7), or remains silent while his opponent takes the yoke from his neck and

breaks it (implication of v. 10), or "walks away on his way" (v. 11) seemingly defeated

and confused, or then at long last declares the stern words of accusation and pronounces

the verdict of death, what is basic is the text's intention to providethe imageof a prophet

armed with the verity and vehemence of the word of YHWH, a word which in favourable

and unfavourable circumstances has to be proclaimed. And this image of Jeremiah

explains partly the severityof the handlingof his fellowprophetat the end of chapter 28.

6.2.3 Hananiah (and the Other False Prophets)

The first notice on the character of the prophet Hananiah andthe roleof his personality in

the narratives is that the character has served the narrator the means to dramatise the

confrontation between the false and the true. This is also the opinion of Hossfeld and

Meyer:

"Hatte der Grundbestand nur von einem Auftritt Jeremias, einer Gegenaktion

Hananjas und einer Umwertung dieser Gegenaktion durch Jahwe berichtet, so tritt

auf dieser Bearbeitungsstufe Hananja als Individuum mit seinem Schicksal in den

Vordergrund. Jeremia seinerseits liefert in seinen Reden Kategorien der Deutung

fur Hananjas Auftreten und Ende. Dadurch erhalten Hananjas Person und

Schicksal paradigmatischen Charakter. Der konkrete Konflikt Hananja-Jeremia

wird durch den Traditionsbeweis (V 8), durch Anwendung eines Prinzips (V 9)

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p. 545.
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und durch die grundsatzliche theologische Qualifizierung (V 15) zum Typ der

Auseinandersetzung zwischen wahrer und falscher Prophetie stilisiert"'"".

Even though the question of prophetic authenticity has been posed already in chapter 26,

there it concerns simply the personality of Jeremiah and not any other else. Chapter 27

introduces other prophets but unnamed. Jeremiah's oracles suggest that the neighbouring

nations, Zedekiah and the priests and prophets should not listen to theseotherprophets. It

is only in chapter 28 that a prophet is named, and now in opposition to Jeremiah. And

here lies the subtlety of the characterisation of the prophet Hananiah in the text. Although •

Hananiah opposes Jeremiah, the text (MT), neither in the words of the narrator nor in the

words of anyother actor in thedrama (God or Jeremiah), refers to him as "false prophet".

The narrator takes time to install Hananiah in his capacity as bona fide prophet by

addressing him as one whose official role is assumed and whose character is not

impugned'"*', and who exemplifies the well-known features of the canonical Hebrew

prophets. Heemploys the traditional speech forms and enacts symbolic actions with deep

symbolic meanings and, without representing any foreign deities or unorthodox symbol

systems, he utters words within the legitimate and acceptable traditions of his

community. In our analysis of chapter 28 we also made reference to the exact

mathematical equality in the narrator's reference to bothprophets with the title

But the attentive reader of the first verses of chapter28 would notice that the narratorhas

already prepared an evaluation of this prophet (Hananiah) in the immediately precedent

chapter. In many instances in chapter 27 (a chapter which the reader reads of course with

the bias of chapter 26 and Jeremiah's legitimisation as an authentic prophet), it is a

question of advising the different groups concerned not to listen to the prophets who

would preach against the hegemony of Babylon. Such prophets are tagged false and their

prophecies qualified as npto. In v. 16-22, it is precisely the question of the temple vessels.

The oracle of Hananiah is simply this. Even though thetext does not immediately qualify

F.L. HOSSFELD & I. MEYER, Prophet gegenProphet, p. 99.

L. STULMAN, Hananiah, in D.N. FREEDMAN et al. (eds.), Eerdmans Dictionary of the Bible, Grand

Rapids, 2000, p. 547-548, see p. 548.
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him as false as does the LXX, the reader's doubt about his credibility is already evident

when his words are placed side by side with the contents of the last section of chapter 27.

The structureof 27:16-22 andthe speech of Hananiah in 28:1-4 couldbe put thus:

Jer. 27:16-22

Audience-. Priests and all the people

Message and preaching: YHWH says this: do not listen to their preaching, that the

vessels of the temple will return soon from Babylon. It is lie. This is YHWH's opinion:

the vessels, etc, Jeconiah son of Jehoiakim king of Judah carried off by Nebuchadnezzar

will remain in Babylon;vessels etc not yet carriedwill be carriedoff to Babylon.

Duration-. Till the day 1will visit them and bringthem to this place.

Jer. 28:1-4

Audience-. Priests and all the people in the temple

Message and preaching-. YHWH Sabbaoth the God of Israel says, I shall bring back all

the vessels, Jeconiah son of Jehoiakim, king of Judah and all the exiles carried to

Babylon... I shall break the yoke of the king of Babylon

Duration: in two years

Within the integral text of chapter 28, the narrator gives the reader sufficient guide to

assess the character of the prophet Hananiah not by reference to his message, but by

contrast with his opponent. A sharp contrast is that the narrator nowhere indicates that

Hananiah receives his mission from YHWH to say nwan ••nbs nini -iok ns while such

notice is indicated for Jeremiah (cf 27;lb; 28:12), though one can also argue that this

phenomenon is made possible by the autobiographic character of the introduction ("said

to me" ••'px ins, 28:1b). The repetitive nature of the two verbal interventions of Hananiah

in V. 2b-4 and v. 11, contrasts sharply with the dynamism of the verbal interventions of
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Jeremiah (see v. 6-9 and v. 15-16). Not only does the latter's interventions differ in each

occasion, the two are separated (and in fact the dynamism is informed) by a fresh

listening to the word of YHWH, which in fact makes Jeremiah to invite his opponent

once again to listen (cf v. 7 and v. 15). The confrontational option of Hananiah of

physically annulling the symbolic act of his fellow prophet is another means of indirect

characterisation. Symbolic act is part of the prophetic tradition but the act has to be

sustained by the commission from the deity of the prophet (cf 27:la-2). But in this case,

the reader has the impression of a prophet who initiates himself a symbolicact. And the

reader knows already in 27:2, 8, 11 that the yoke is shouldered by Jeremiah at the order

of YHWH, and will equally see the counteraction which YHWH's words would make to

this symbolic act of Hananiah in subsequent verses (cf 28:13-14). Onewould saythat the

narrator subtly contrasts the characters of the two prophets: as against Jeremiah who took

the way of non-violent resistance'"'̂ , Hananiah was raised to a high pitch of

excitement''*^. At the end ofthe drama, the reader is in no doubt in perceiving Hananiah
as a discreditedprophet even thoughhe claimedto speakand act in the name of YHWH.

After chapter 28, chapter 29 serves equally the occasion for the characterisation of

Hananiah by the reader's inevitable comparison between Hananiah and Shemaiah. This

would first of all mean the marks in the text that characterises Shemaiah. To be noticed in

the first place, is that in the previous chapters all the major actors in the drama are given

their proper professional titles, of either priest or prophet or king. None is given to

Shemaiah. His prophetic identity is therefore already in doubt. The reader understands

him to be a prophet in an indirect way, only when in v. 31 Jeremiah refers to him as

prophesying (ksj) without being sent. And in his speech, Shemaiah has no claim of any

word from YHWH in an oracular fashion. He has no oracular message for the audience

(he sent letters in his name, cf v. 25). He does not even contradict any message.

Therefore he becomes a prophet without identity and without a word from YHWH, but

who only reminds another (Zephaniah) of an alleged professional laxity, in the words of

SeeD.L. SMITH, Jeremiah as Prophet ofNonviolent Resistance, inJSOT^Z (1989), p. 95-107.

Cf.McKANE, ACriticaland Exegetical Commentary 2, p. 720.
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Hossfeld and Meyer, of his Dienstobliegenheii '̂'. His citation of Jeremiah's letter is

equally partial, leaving the positive side; the return of the exiles in due course, and only

concentrating on the lengthy nature of the exile. Hossfeld and Meyer point to the

strangeness of the punishment given to Shemaiah. Nowhere else in the Old Testament is

a prophet punished in like terms. The punishment or blessing concerning one's posterity

is found as regards mainly kings, priests or other titulars of other offices that are

inheritable (cf I Kings 9:5-7; II Chr. 6:16). They write: "Das Charisma des Propheten

bindet sich nicht an eine Dynastie"'''̂ . More important than the strangeness of this

punishment is the implication of such punishment for the prophetic figure in the

narrative. A prophet who criticises his fellow prophet for requesting the people to

construct for themselves a temporary happiness, will be deprived of the permanent

happiness, and would be deprived that permanently (him and his descendants). Ending

the passage by the declaration of punishment for an opponent of Jeremiah becomes a

judgement in favour of the latter.

The text therefore characterises Hananiah and Shemaiah and lumps them together into

opposition groups of the prophet. Each of the opposing prophets wants to accomplish or

actually accomplishes a physical assault on the prophet Jeremiah. In chapter 28,

Hananiah broke the yoke-bars from the neck of Jeremiah (v. 10) while in chapter 29,

Shemaiah asks that Jeremiah be put into the stocks (v. 26). Both are eventually accused

of prophesying falsehood (28:15 and 29:31). To be noticed is the use of the same verb

n£53 (to trust) and the almost identical expression in the accusation against the two

prophets nirri-bjj nno-'s of 28:16 and mai nio-'s of 29:32; both have spoken

apostasy against YHWH. Both prophets are discredited, expressed with nbai Kb (28:15

and 29:31). Because their offences are alike, their punishments are equally so: Shemaiah

is punished, not exactly with death within two months like Hananiah, but with his

eventual death and that of his descendants, since none of them would live to see the good

(ate) YHWH has in stock for the exiles (v. 32). That means in effect, their deaths are

scheduled before the arrival ofthe good days of29:10-14.

F.L. HOSSFELD & I. MEYER, Prophet gegen Prophet, p. 106.

F.L. HOSSFELD & L MEYER, Prophet gegen Prophet, p. 106.
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Conclusion

Three notices are forceful concerning this group of chapters. First, these chapters

participate visibly to the sustenance of the general theological thrust of the book of

Jeremiah, in the plucking up and planting, overthrowing and building. While the text does

not miss its pro-Babylonian slant, it does not fail to announce that the Babylonian reality

in the life of Judah is not absolute, but rests valid till the day YHWH has chosen to

reverse the situation in favour of his people.

Secondly, another notice about these four chapters as a block would be the proper

position they occupy in the book of Jeremiah MT. At the end of the analysis of chapter

29, Lundbom writes:

"When the present judgment on Shemaiah is heard following the judgment on

Hananiah in chap. 28, the audience will know two prophets by name - one in

Jerusalem and one in Babylon - who have spoken rebellion against Yahweh. It

will also know thatYahweh sent neither and thatboth are guilty of causing others

to believe in a lie. Hananiah is cursed to die; Shemaiah is cursed to die without a

descendant on hand to see Yahweh's future good. For an audience hearing a

longer reading, reference to a future good will suitably form a transition to the

Bookof Restoration following (chaps. 30-33)'''®.

Thirdly, from theanalysis, especially of the key terms and major motifs inthis chapter, it

is unmistakably clear that the block is on true and false prophecy. Even though Carroll

sees no textual indices for the discernment between true and false prophecy in the

chapters their form indubitably presents Hananiah as false prophet opposed to

Jeremiah the true prophet'"® through structure, content and subtlety ofmeans. Chapters
27-28 especially remain at the centre in this regard. For example, though there is the

ambiguity confronting the reader in seeing Hananiah act in the same way as Jeremiah,

LUNDBOM, Jeremiah 21-36, p. 365.

"" See CARROLL, Jeremiah (OTL), p.547-550.

P. SCALISEet al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 46.
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using the messenger formula, and Jeremiah acting as if to believe in the possibility that

God has spoken a true word through his opponent, we could still observe that a subtle

network of indices gives the reader clues to believe that the question of true and false

prophecy is the thrust of the narratives. The commission of Jeremiah, numerously

indicated by the narrator in the text, and the absence of this to his opponents, is one of

these many clues.
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Part Three

Theology and Context:

Prophecy, True and False Prophecy,
Jer. 26-29 and God-Talk



Concept

Having concluded the narrative analysis of Jer. 26-29, the stage is due to cast another

look on the block of chapters: the consideration of the narratives from the angle of the

theology of prophecy and further, in a contextual ambient. The goal is not changed. The

direction is, but all geared towards a deeper comprehension of the text. Besides the

narrative thrust of our work, this thesis has a further accent. How can a theological

discussion on true and false prophecy be advanced from the basis of the narrative reading

of these texts? Human language has a variety of functions. Conveying information is not

the only purpose of language and reading the biblical text just for this purpose alone is

tantamount to reading it partially. Finding pleasure in observing the literary artistry in a

written text is equally noble, but not enough, more so regarding the text of the Bible. Not

only that reading literature does something to the reader by way of an effect of difference,

this difference involves not merely an increase in information but equally an increase in

(new) experience, a new feeling, and perhaps a new life' and reading demands the

participation of the reader in whose experience "the textcomes to life"^. This is more so

with the biblical text as Scripture.

Part Three is designed to address issues in this direction. To engage justifiably in them

means that we assume that the prophetic books (the book of Jeremiah inclusive) enjoy a

theological status, a presumption not accepted unanimously in the academic community.

The first Chapter interrogates, and considers the theological status of prophetic books.

The second follows logically; the book of Jeremiah is placed in the context of its

theological prophetic tradition. The last Chapter discusses the theological problem of true

and false prophecy, the central theme of Jer. 26-29. A short final section of this last

Chapter will be devoted to articulating the implications of the study to a particular

context.

' P.W. MACKY, The Coming Revolution, p.269.

^W.ISER, The Act ofReading: ATheory ofAesthetic Response, Baltimore, 1978, p. 19.
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Chapter One

On the Theological Status of Prophetic Books:

The Book of Jeremiah

Introduction

The Bible attests that there were prophets in ancient Israel and Judah. Persons like Amos,

Ezekiel, Hosea, Isaiah, etc. were recognised bytheir contemporaries as prophets. History

after them and the redactors of the biblical text also recognised them as such. It is not an

emptytruism, says Thompson, to say that Jeremiah was one of these prophets of YHWH

in Israel, of whom there were a great number' and the book that goes with his name has

both literary and theological significance. This is the basic thesis of this Chapter. This

statement may appear banaP and not necessary since it is considered as a piece of
common knowledge and hardly something that needs argumentation for substantiation.

But then, scholarly advance in the humanities often depends less upon sensational new

discoveries than upon the questioning and re-evaluation of what had become

unquestioned assumptions, andthe truth is at times more rigorous than it is thought of by

an age. Questions such as the following may not be irrelevant: should the books that bear

the name of the 'so-called' prophets be considered, in whole or in part, to originate in

pre-exilic Israel or after the exile? If the individuals termed 'prophets' ever existed, did

they perform a recognisable role, religious or social, among their contemporaries? But is

it necessary to assume the material historicity of a prophet in order to appreciate the

theological density and texture of the book thatbears his name? What is more important;

the historicity of the personality or figure with whom a prophetic book is named, or the

prophetic persona, which is a product of a tradition that keeps the prophetic book alive

across the ages? Questions of this kind will be addressed in this Chapter, with the goal of

first establishingthat there is a prophetictheology.

' THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 3.

^T. W.O. OVERHOLT, Prophecy in History: The Social Reality ofIntermediation, in JSOTAi (1990), p.
3-29, see p. 3.
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1.1 Current Debates and Critical Voices

The history of prophetic research has actually undergone continuous evolution, with

steady alternation between emphasis on the man (the prophet), and on the message he

proclaimed, but with the fact of the existence of the prophets and of a theology of

prophecy remaining constant. Crenshaw' gives the dominant issues in research in

prophecy in the mid 20"^ century. According to him, the emphasis within the designated

time is reflected quite vividly in the attempts of Eissfeldt'', Wolff^ Fohrer®, and Schmid'

to analyse the major problems of prophetic research. For Eissfeldt the basic issues were

a) the cultic prophets; b) the origin and transmission of prophetic books; and c) the

supranormal experiences of the prophets. Wolff summarised the major problems

confronting students of prophecy in terms of a) the relationship between Israelite

prophecy and that of the ancient Near East; b) ecstasy; c) the sacred traditions preserved

by the prophets; d) the cult; e) the political role of the prophets; and i) false prophecy.

Fohrer's major concern was to correct erroneous assumptions and conclusions as to the

traditions employed by the prophets, and to warn against too hasty "discovery" of new

literary types. For Schmid, the basic issues were a) prophet and law; b) prophet and

office; and c) prophet and wisdom.

From another angle altogether, until recently the books that bear the names of the

prophets especially the Major Prophets were connected in one way or another with the

actual activity of these prophets during the period of the kings mentioned in these books.

Despite differences in opinions, there had been at least consensus that a large portion of

the prophetic corpus and literature came from the disciples, 'prophetic schools' or later

^J.L. CRENSHAW, Prophetic Conflict: ItsEffect onIsraelite Religion (BZAW 124), Berlin, 1971, p. 5.

" O. EISSFELDT, The Prophetic Literature, in H.H. ROWLEY (ed.). The Old Testament and Modern

Study: A Generation ofDiscovery and Research, London, 1961,p. 115-161.

^ See especially, H.W. WOLFF, Hauptprobleme alttestamentlicher Prophetie, inEvTh 15 (1955), p 116-

168.

^G.FOHRER, Remarks onModern Interpretation ofthe Prophets, inJBL 80 (1961), p.309-319.

'j.H. SC¥[MID, Hauptprobleme derneueren Prophetenforschung, inSTUZS (1965), p. 135-143.
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from exilic and post-exilic redactions®. Another portion of the text is attributed to the

historical activities of the prophets, and regarding the extent of this 'authentic layer',

scholarly opinions differed, but its existencewas not contested'. It was also believed that

the thoughts of these historic figures could be traced by means of a historical reading of

the books bearing their names andthat these books could only be understood against the

historical background ofthetime period thatthey describe'".

But in the 'recent' times, scholars like A. Graeme Auld and Robert P. Carroll have shown

that the claim that the individuals are prophets is not self evident. They have in their

different writings" brought the claim to serious attacks and Auld in particular began his
article Prophets and Prophecy in Jeremiah and Kingswith the declaration that "there are

still verymanyopenscholarly questions about'prophecy' in the Hebrew Bible'̂ .

®S. PAAS, Creation and Judgement: Creation Texts in Some Eight-Centuiy Prophets (OTS 47), Leiden,
2003, p. 152.

' Cf. for example K. KOCH, Die Profeten I (UB 280), Stuttgart, 1978, p. 177-181.
S. PAAS, Creation and Judgement, p. 152-153.

" A.G. AULD, Prophets through the Looking Glass: Between Writings and Moses, in JSOTIl (1983), p.
3-23; Prophets through the Looking Glass: A Response, in JSOT27 (1983), p. 41-44; Prophets and

Prophecy inJeremiahand Kings, in ZAW 96 (1984), p. 66-82; Amos (OTGuides), Sheffield, 1986; Word

of Godand Word of Man: Prophets and Canon, in L. ESLINGER & G. TAYLOR (eds.). Ascribe to the

Lord: Biblical and OtherStudies in Memory of P.C. Craigie (JSOTS 67), Sheffield. 1988, p. 237-251;

Prophecy in Books: ARejoinder I, in JSOTA^ (1990), p. 31-32; R.P. CARROLL, When Prophecy Failed:

Reactions and Responses to Failure in the Old Testament Prophetic Traditions, London, 1979; Poets not

Prophets: AResponse to 'Prophets through the Looking Glass' inJSOT 27(1983), p.25-31; Dismantling
the Book ofJeremiah and Deconstructing the Prophet, in M. AUGUSTIN & K.-D SCHUNCK (eds.),

'Wiinschet Jerusalem Frieden': Collected Communications to the Xllth Congress of the International

Organization for the Study of the Old Testament, Jerusalem, Frankfurt am Main, 1986, p. 291-302;
Inventing the Prophets, inIBS 10 (1988), p. 24-36; Prophecy andSociety, in R.E. CLEMENTS (ed.), The
World of Ancient Israel, Cambridge, 1989, p. 203-225; Whose Prophet? Whose History? Whose Social

Reality? Troubling the Interpretative Community Again: Notes Towards a Response to T.W. Overholt's

Critique, in JSOT(1990), p. 33-49.

A.G. AULD, Prophets and Prophecy inJeremiah andKings, p. 66.
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1.1.1 Auld and Carroll

These two scholars have studied different materials on prophecy and in the book of

Jeremiah (especially Carroll for the book of Jeremiah), and though they have slightly

different arguments concerning prophecy and regarding the theological status of the

prophetic books, they agree basically that biblical personages like Amos, Hosea, Isaiah

and Jeremiah, etc were poets and were never considered as prophets until exilic times.

Auld maintains strongly that it is "at least plausible that [the terms] 'prophet' and

'prophecy' only came to be attached to those whom we regard as the towering prophets

of the bible in a period no {sic) earlier than when Jeremiah and Ezekiel became similarly

re-presented"'̂ In other words, he informs us that his "first aim is a negative one: to

discount the inherited suggestion that these poets were 'prophets' in their own eyes or in

the eyes of their contemporaries"'"' and he refers to it as "a simple issue of archival

accuracy"'̂ . For him, the designation 'prophets' for the biblical 'prophets' is a very late
phenomenon for "it was only after the exile thatsuch figures became termed 'prophet'"'®

and that "both parts of the 'prophetic' canon of the Hebrew Bible received much of their

distinctive and positively intended 'prophetic' vocabulary over a briefer and in a later

period of the biblical tradition than is regularly supposed"'̂ . In his support, Carroll

writes; "I am in basic agreement with the thesis of Dr. Auld's paper. For some time I

have held the view, theoretically I grant but based on a posteriori grounds, that the

individuals traditionally known as prophets should not be regarded as prophets {rfbi'im)

but require a different description. They were certainly poets, probably intellectuals, and

possibly ideologues. Dr. Auld's careful analysis of biblical texts has now provided a

sound basis for developing such a view"". Their arguments could beorganised under the

following three headings.

" A.G. AULD, Prophets andProphecy inJeremiah andKings, p.82.

A.G. AULD, Prophets through the Looking Glass: A Response, p. 4L

A.G. AULD, Prophets through the Loolcing Glass: A Response, p. 41.

A.G. AULD, Prophets through the Looliing Glass, p. 7.

" A.G. AULD, Prophets through theLooking Glass, p. 16.

'®R.P. CARROLL, PoetsnotProphets, p. 25.
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1.1.1.1 The Linguistic and Terminology Argument

In addition to the declaration that there are still verymany open and scholarly questions

about 'prophecy' in the Hebrew Bible, Auld asserts that "the origin and the earlier

biblical sense of the noun nby' are far from clear. Equally disputed [according to him],

are the relationship between this noun and the two verbal themes of nb' - and indeed

whether there is a distinction in sense between these verbal themes"". Auld has been

particularly interested in what he calls the"history of terminology"^". His studies, which

mostly centre on the noun and verb forms of come to the conclusion that there are

three identifiable stages in the use of these terms in the prophetic and historical booksof

the Hebrew Bible. He cites the book of Jeremiah as example. In the earlier stage, the

terms were appliedto groups that werethe objects of criticism and,during this period, the

canonical prophets like Isaiah, Micah and Jeremiah - that is, in the poetic sections of the

books - were not referred to as prophets. He admitted that the usage is rather more

nuanced in Amos and Hosea, but "there is no suggestion that Hosea was himself a

'prophet'; and that label is specifically rejected by Amos himselfin Amos 7:14"^'. Then

comes the transitional stage, the second stage represented by the books of Jeremiah and

Ezekiel, which in addition to the prophetic criticism as a group, contain certain positive

references to past prophets and apply the title 'prophet' to Jeremiah and Ezekiel

themselves. Though the book of Ezekiel uses the verb to describe Ezekiel's activities,

Auld however concludes that neither Jeremiah nor Ezekiel used the noun to describe

himself or the verb to refer to his own activit/^. Then finally is the late stage in which

the viewof prophets is essentially favourable and individuals like Haggai, Zechariah, and

Habakkuk are given the title prophet. According to Auld, this position can be validated

with "degree of objectivity" in the book of Jeremiah "with its different editions, and with

its blend ofpoetry and prose"^^. He explains that references to 'prophets' in the Jeremiah
poetry are mostly critical. In the earliest stratum of prose (the material common to the

" A.G. AULD, Prophets and Prophecy in Jeremiah and Kings, p. 66.
A.G. AULD, Prophets andProphecy inJeremiah and Kings, p. 82.

A.G. AULD, Prophets andProphecy inJeremiah and Kings, p. 68.

Cf.A.G. AULD, Prophetsand Prophecy inJeremiah andKings, p. 73.

A.G.AULD,Prophets through the Looking Glass, p. 5-6.
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Septuagint and the Massoretic), many critical references are made to propliets, but

Jeremiaii, Uriah, and Micah are referred to positively as prophets. The latest prose

('extra' material in the Massoretic) has a few critical references, but gives the title

'prophet' to Jeremiah (24 times) and Hananiah (6times)^".

1.1.1.2 No Unanimity in the Bible about/on Prophetic Identity

Another argument developed for the supportof the 'poets, not prophets' hypothesis is the

observation that there is no unanimity in the Hebrew Bible on 'what a prophet is or

should be', or on the evaluation of the prophets, and here Carroll is more eloquent. He

notices two opposing evaluations of prophets in the Hebrew Bible. On the one hand, there

is the positive one, emanating from prophetic circles themselves, and which approves of

the prophets as revealers of the divine word to Israel (cf. Amos 3:7 and the stereotypical

phrase "thus says YHWH"). On the other hand, there is the negative perception of

prophets: the prophets are sometimes dismissed as misleaders of the community and as

false (cf Isa. 9:14-16; Mic. 3:5-7; Jer. 23:9-12), described as madmen (II Kings 9:44, 11;

Hos. 9:7; Jer. 29:27), sometimes condemned as causes of downfall of Jerusalem (Lam.

2:14) and as godless men (Jer. 23:15). Phrases with positive undertone like "his servants

the prophets" (cf. II Kings 9:7; 17:3,23; 21:10; 24:2; Amos 3:7; Jer. 7:25-26;25:4; 26:5;

29:19; 35:15; 44:4; Zech. 1:6; Dan. 9:6, 10; Ezra 9:11), are evaluated by Carroll as

indications of redactional approval. While a positive image is highlighted mostly by

passages like the story of Eldad and Medad in Num. 11:24-30, where Moses is

represented as so approving of the spirit of prophecy that he would say 'Would that all

YHWH's people were prophets, that YHWH would put his spirit upon them' (cf v. 29),

the negative views are epitomised in Zech. 13:2-5:

"When that day comes - YHWH declares - I shall cut off the names of the idols

from the country... I shall also rid the country of the prophets, and of the spirit of

Carroll has equally noted the developmentthat has taken place betweenthe two editions of the book of

Jeremiah: while the first, represented by the Septuagint gives Jeremiah the title 'the prophet' only four

times, the second, represented bythe Massoretic, doesso twenty-six times, making Jeremiah 'the prophet

par excellence', CARJIOLL, Jeremiah (OT Guides), p. 23.
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impurity. Then, if anyone still goes on prophesying, his parents, his own father

and mother will say to him, 'You shall not live, since you utter lies in YHWH's

name'... When that day comes, the prophets will all be ashamed to relate their

visions when they prophesy and no longer put on their hair cloaks with intent to

deceive. Instead, theywill say, '1 am no prophet'".

Carroll concludes that "these two very different attitudes towards prophets in the Bible

produce a very odd evaluation of the prophetic role in late Israelite society"^^ The odd

evaluation is, on the one hand, that the destruction of the community was because the

community failed to listen to its prophets (positive evaluation of prophets), and on the

other hand, that the destruction ofthe community was consequent upon the leadership of

the prophets who misled it (negative perception of prophets). Carroll considers the

normal resolution of this dilemma by the recourse to the notions of 'true' and 'false'

attached to various prophets, to be a solution "both too facile and too problematic to be

maintained"^®. These strange tensions between good reports about prophets and trenchant
dismissals of them as deceivers and idolaters should, he advises, make the modern

interpreter beware ofassuming that heorshe knows what biblical prophecy is^^.

1.1.1.3 Origin, Association ofBooks with Prophets andEditorialActivity

One of the most fundamental problems in studies on prophecy concerns the nature and

connection (ifthere is) between the proclamation ofa historical prophet in its originality

and the message we read from the actual form of the prophetic book^^. Carroll has

popularised theview that the association oftexts with specific prophets ismerely a matter

of convention and cannot be substantiated strongly with evidence. Thebook of Jeremiah

for example, he holds, provides perhaps the best paradigm of how redactional activity

and transformation of a poet's work eventually produced the fullest account of the life

R.P. CARROLL, Poets not Prophets, p. 25-26.

R.P.CARROLL, Poets not Prophets, p. 25-26.

CARROLL, Jeremiah (OT Guides), p. 209-215.

A. LAATO, History and Ideology in the Old Testament Literature: A Semiotic Approach to the

Reconstruction oftheProclamation oftheHistorical Prophets (Coniectanea Biblica: OldTestament Series

41), Jyvaskya, 1996, p. 1.
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and times ofa 'prophet'̂ '. The poetic sections ofthe prophetic books, Carroll pursues his
argument, tend to be anonymous; they are associated with named individuals on the basis

of the editorial frameworks, which serve to incorporate them into larger collections. The

introductory colophons are very important in this respect, since in most cases they are the

only place in the book where the prophet is identified. But the contents of the colophons

defy historical substantiation, however, and "we may equally regard them as part

extrapolation (from tradition) and part invention"^". The author or authors of these

colophons therefore "helped to invent theancient prophets as biographical figures" '̂.

A related argument concerns the editorial activity that gave rise to the production of the

prophetic books in their extant form. There are two aspects of this editorial process. The

first is that the texts of the prophetic books are products of redactional literary activity

while the second is the motivation of the"red-actors"^^ which suggests a need to detect

the interestedness in the editorial activity and discover the ideological slants of the texts.

As regards the fact that the prophetic books are products of literary activity, Carroll

reminds us that "prophecy was an oral phenomenon" and the writing down of prophecy

severed the originally oral text from the speaker's situation and transformed it into a

"timeless reference [...] addressed to future generations". Thus, unless there is

"considerable justification" to infer a social background from the text, it amounts to "an

illegitimate transfer of meaning from story to social background"". Auld and Carroll

accept the theory of the 'rolling corpus' of McKane as explanation of how this editorial

activity could be conceived, in the case of the text of Jeremiah. But unlike McKane who

also accepts that the poetry of Jer. 2-20 contains genuine words of the prophet, Carroll,

though accepting that "it is a hypothesis worth entertaining", insists that "there is no hard

evidence to support it except the circular argument entailed in the claim [...], the claim

that this poetry represents Jeremiah's original utterances is itself a question-begging

R.P. CARROLL, Poets not Prophets, p. 27.

R.P. CARROLL, Inventing the Prophets, p. 28.

R.P. CARROLL, Inventing the Prophets, p. 25.

This is Carroll's coinage to express the blow and the manipulation on the text by the editors.

R.P. CARROLL, Prophecy and Society, see p. 206-207.
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assumption. The figure of Jeremiah is derived from the editorial framework andthe prose

narratives and not from the poetry"'''. The argument here hinges not only on the

presupposition that the prophetic corpus is a literary construct, but also on the fact that

the constructors are interested and ideological {red-actors). And by ideology, Carroll

avows that he understands not only a system of ideas, but also those distorting elements

characteristic of ideology in the Marxian sense; elements that breed 'false consciousness'.

Such distortion can be seen in the critical judgements against the community, sweeping

judgements which condemn everybody (cf Jer. 5:1-5; 8:4-7; 9:2-6), the denunciation of

opponents (cf Jer. 23:9-32), and the stereotyped analyses of disparate situations (cf Jer.

7:16-20; 44:15-23). Carroll points out that within the book of Jeremiah one finds quite

contrary, evencontradictory views on matters ranging from the social situation (society is

corrupt / it is composed of both righteous and wicked persons), to the possibility of

repentance (the people areincorrigible / repentance is possible), to the prophet himself (in

the laments he is depressed / in the narratives he is offensive and commands)^^. Carroll

thus follows Max Weber in describing the prophets as demagogues and pamphleteers:

"The pre-exilic prophets from Amos toJeremiah and Ezekiel, viewed through the eyes of

the contemporary outsider, appeared to be, above all, political demagogues and, on

occasion, pamphleteers"^®.

1.2 The Prophets as Prophets:

OvERHOLT, Williamson, Ringgren and Brueggemann

There is, it is worthy to note, certainly the growing tendency to date more and more of

thebiblical material tovery 'late' periods, that is, regarding a considerable part oftheOld

Testament texts as originating during orafter the exile". J. Van Seters for example, even

CARROLL,Jeremiah (OTL), p. 37-38.

R.P. CARROLL, Dismantling the Book ofJeremiah andDeconstructing the Prophet, see p.292-295.

M. WEBER, Ancient Judaism, NewYork, 1953, p. 267.

" Aproponent of this thesis among others is P.R. Davies. Basing on the theories of T.L. Thompson who
neatly separated the historical realities of Israel from thebiblical accounts, Davies distinguishes between

the literal Israel, the historical Israel and the ancient Israel. The literal Israel for him is the Israel of the

biblical accounts while thehistorical Israel is the Israel traceable to theIron Age and theancient Israel is
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before Auld and Carroll, considered the patriarchal narratives^® and the story of the ten

plagues of Egypt '̂ to be post-exilic. J. Vermeylen makes the story of the golden calfan

invention after the fall of Jerusalem'"'. O. Loretz considers all references to Hebrews as

post-exilic'". There are good reasons, says Barstad, to suspect that the trend described

above (that is, regarding all references to prophets as post-exilic), may soon turn into

more than a general tendency, and eventually change completely the very nature of

prophetic research and particularly put a definitive suspicion to the theological status of

the prophetic books'*^. However, inasmuch as we would not advocate for an uncritical

acceptance of the Old Testament data, that is also not to be led to conclude that there is

no reliable tradition at all concerning pre-exilic prophecy. Referring to individuals like

Amos, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah, etc, as prophets, and treating the content of the books

that bear their names as prophecy, is not a reference without grounds as some other

authors have argued.

the Israel responsible for writing the biblical accounts, see P.R. DAVIES, In Search of 'Ancient Israel'

(JSOTS 148), Sheffield, 1992, see p. 16-17. According to him, we know little or nothing of the historical

Israel, and what we know of it does not tally with the Old Testament records. He gives example with

reference to the existence of monarchy under king David, and thus concluded that ancient Israel as

reconstructed in historical-criticism by combining archaeological and historical evidence with the biblical

stories never existed and that what we now call the Old Testament was written between about the sixth and

the third century BC, see especially p. 105, 121, 133.

J. VAN SETERS, Abraham in History and Tradition, London, 1975.

J. VAN SETERS, The Plagues ofEgypt: Ancient Tradition or Literaiy Invention? mZAW9i (1986), p.

31-39.

J. VERMEYLEN, L'affaire du veau d'or (Ex 32-34): Line cle pour la "question deut^ronomiste"? in

Z4ff97(1985), p. 1-23.

•" O.LORETZ, Habiru-Hebraer(BZAVJ 160), Berlin, 1984.

H.M. BARSTAD, No Prophets? Recent Developments in Biblical Prophetic Research and Ancient Near

Eastern Prophecy, in JSOT 57 (1993), p. 39-60, see p. 43. Cf also J.M. WARD, The Eclipse ofthe Prophet

in Contemporary Prophetic Studies, in USQR 42 (1988), p. 97-104; F.E. DEIST, The Prophets: Are We

Headingfor a Paradigm Switch? in V. FRITZ, K.-F. POHLMANN & H.-C. SCHMITT (eds.). Prophet und

Prophetenbuch: FestschriftfiXr O. Kaiser zum 65 Geburtstag (BZAW 185), Berlin, 1989, p. 1-18.
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The arguments of authors in this camp will be presented in two streams. The first is an

evaluation of the arguments of Auld and Carroll above, mostly championed by authors

like Overholt, Williamson and Ringgren. The second is an argument that states that

prophecy is a need that arose from a historical-theological context, popularised by

Brueggemann. This argument, not without the risks of historical positivism, takes the

logic of the Old Testament into serious consideration. It considers the history of the

chosen people, a history with its foundation in the exodus and covenant, but which under

the monarchy suffered a loss of the vision acquired in the exodus event. The argument is

that at a point in the historyof the chosen people, a new awareness, a new consciousness

was needed to re-appropriate once more the sense of the covenant, and this task had the

Israelite prophets as the major actors.

1.2.1 Overholt, Williamson and Ringgren

1.2.1.1 On the So-called TerminologicalConfusions and Crisis ofIdentity

There are no completely new creations in theworld of religion'*^. Every tradition is based

more or less on earlier traditions. Christianity is built heavily on her Jewish heritage.

Islamic religion is clearly dependent on Christian, Jewish and domestic traditions. So

equally can we say that Deuteronomy and deuteronomistic school cannot have come into

existence suddenly and out of nothing'*'*. They could not have created the whole of

Israel's religious terminology from nothing. They musthave had something to workwith

and so must have collected and organised the religious and theological vocabulary, but

they have not certainly invented it'*^. This is the premise of the argument against the

linguistic argument of Auld. Actually, to admit the fact of redactional activities in the

final form of the books as we havethem today is to accept indirectly the possibility of an

ideological influence in the formation of the text as Carroll insists. But the fact of the

effects of ideology and the apparentcontradictions in the text, or even the fact that some

of these texts tend to attack prophets or that some texts in the prophetic writing present

H. RINGGREN, Israelite Prophecy: Fact or Fiction? in Congress Volume, Jerusalem 1986(VTS 40),

Leiden, 1988, p. 204-210, see p. 208.

H. RINGGREN, Israelite Prophecy:Fact or Fiction? p. 208.

H. RINGGREN,Israelite Prophecy: Fact or Fiction? p. 208.
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the prophets as rejecting the appellation, should not be surprising. Prophecy is at home in

times of crisis, and at such times, differences of opinion are bound to arise. And when the

pre-exilic prophets reject their opponents, says Williamson, they do so not because they

are prophets, but because they are false ones'*®. The opinion of Fenton'*^ seems to be

equally forceful: "The rejection (of the term rfbi'im) by some of the new prophets, as has

sometimes been suggested, may have been due to the fact that most rfbVim belonged to a

professional body and exercised their skills within the cult under the control of the regime

which afforded them their livelihood and upon which they were dependent". Amos and,

no doubt, the major prophets were men who answered the call of their conscience to

engage in a function which the community understood to be that of the - even though

this differed sharply from the conventional mode. Whether the prophet desired to be

called or not, the community understood him so, "hence the confusion in the

scriptures and for us. The confusion is prominent, of course, in the notorious passage of

Amos 7:14-16 (not a nabV but ordered by YHWH hinnabe') and in Jeremiah, where, in

poetic passages, the poet clearly distances himself from the rfbVim whereas in the prose

sections he is designated nahV by the deity, and bears the title throughout his functioning

life'-^l

1.2.1.2 The Identity: The Social Reality ofIntermediation

This argument is related to the one above and is the major counteraction given by

Overholt to the argument of the history of terminology of Auld. He argues that the kind

of religious intermediation we designate 'prophetic' was a social reality in ancient Israel

and Judah"*', that prophetic intermediation was a widely distributed and precisely

H.G.M. WILLIAMSON, A Response to A.G. Auld, in JSOT27 (1983), p. 33-39, see p. 34. Of. also R.R.

WILSON, Prophecy and Society in Ancient Israel, Philadelphia, 1980; B.O. LONG,Social Dimensions of

Prophetic Conflict, in Semeia 21 (1981), p. 31-53; T.W.O. OVERHOLT, Channels of Prophecy: The

Social Dynamics ofProphetic Activity, Minneapolis, 1989.

T.L. FENTON, Israelite Prophecy: Characteristics of the First Protest Movement, in J.C. DE MOOR

(ed.), The Elusive Prophet. The Prophet as a Historical Person, Literary Character and AnonymousArtist

(OTS 45), Leiden, 2001, p. 129-141, seep. 139-140.

T.L. FENTON, Israelite Prophecy: Characteristics ofthe First Protest Movement, p. 140.

T.W.O. OVERHOLT, Prophecy in History: The Social Reality ofIntermediation, p. 12.
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describable social phenomenon, and that cross-cultural research on prophecy can

contribute to our understanding ofthe Hebrew prophets'". Since Old Testament prophecy

is not isolated, it conforms to a pattern of prophetic intermediation which are in turn

rendered plausible by the assumptions of the societies about the relationship between

daily human experience and the gods''. His arguments are based on this singular

conviction that conclusions about prophets in ancient Israel which hinge on an

examination of the use of words like 'prophet' and 'prophecy' err in failing to take into

account a social reality clearly perceivable in (or behind) the texts'̂ . This perceivable

social reality is a pattern of behaviour thatallows members of a society to recognise and

respond to persons who seem to have taken up a certain socio-religious role'̂ . This

pattern is recognisable both to the ancient Israelites and Judeans and readers and

analysers of the phenomenon today. To the former, because they lived in a society

hospitable to this kind of intermediation and with a tradition of such activity, and to the

scholars today, because through research, we can recognise the presence of the pattern

even independent of direct biblical accounts themselves'''.

1.2.1.3 Between the Historical and theA-historical: The Phenomenological

While Carroll (especially) looks at the problem mostly from the point ofview ofhistory,

and uses the word historical and a-historical, some other authors introduce another

concept 'phenomenological' in-between the two opposite poles of Carroll's historical

T.W.O. OVERHOLT, Prophecy inHistory: The SocialReality ofIntermediation, p. 12.

T.^.O.OVERROVT, Prophecy inHistory: The SocialReality ofIntermediation, p. 12.
" T.W.O. OVERHOLT, Prophecy in History: The Social Reality ofIntermediation, p. 12.
" T.W.O. OVERHOLT, Channels ofProphecy, p. 149-162.
" T.W.O. OVERHOLT, Prophecy in Histo/y: The Social Reality ofIntermediation, p. 12. This argument of
prophecy as a social reality of intermediation was ofcourse again taken up critically later by Carroll. He
argues principally that the prophets cannot be mediators because there were intermediaries in the Bible:

priests (e.g. Abraham, Moses, Samuel, Elijah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel) and this "complicates the matter
considerably and raises tricky questions about intermediation inancient Israel as represented by the bible",
R.P. CARROLL, Whose Prophet? Whose History? Whose Social Reality? p. 37. And for fiirther responses
toCarroll, see H.M. BARSTAD, No Prophets'! p. 45; M.J. BUSS. The Social Psychology ofProphecy, in
J.A. EMERTON (ed.). Prophecy: Essays Presented to Georg Fohrer onhisSixty-Fifth Birthday (BZAW

150),Berlin, 1980,p. 1-11,see especially p. 5.
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reticence and some authors' historical positivism. Again one of the arguments for the

negative stand on the prophets above is the claim that the identity of the figures after

whom the prophetic booics are named derives from the editorial material in those books

and is a late fiction. Since for Carroll, the book of Jeremiah, for example, is a "highly

polemical text made up of different polemical pieces, coming from a variety of sources,

times and situations", it cannot definitely go to a single author. For Carroll in particular,

even for the poetry in the book, the attribution to the prophet "must not be assumed

without some evidence for it"^^ Nobody argues today that a biblical book and above all

the prophetic books are traceable to a single person or denies the possible editorial and

redactional activity along historical lines. What authors concede to is the fact that behind

these strands of redactions, there is every likelihood of a historical reality; either a real

historical person or historical phenomena. Barstad makes a reasoned reference to this

historical phenomenon and gives an example with Jeremiah 36, a well-known story,

where Jeremiah the prophet dictates his message to Baruch the scribe. This episode does

not claim to be a historical relay of what actually happened though this is not the most

pertinent question. But that does not again reduce the story of the putting down of the

spoken word into writing to merely a symbolic act.

"The event would not have been used to portrait a symbolic act in the first place if

it had not been meaningful to the readers of the story, who would be able to relate

the episode to some known phenomenon. Carroll has put forward the thesis that

what we find in the book of Jeremiah is what a postexilic writer believed or

wanted his readers to believe that prophetical behaviour looked like, and that there

is no connection whatsoever between this literature and what pre-exilic Israelite

prophecy there was. Apparently a more correct way of viewing the whole matter

is found in a phenomenological approach to the problem where 'the truth' is to be

found somewhere in the middle of the line between Carroll's cognitive reticence

and other scholars' historical positivism. What is important is that the

phenomenon is 'historically' correct"^^.

R.P. CARROLL, Dismantling the Book ofJeremiah and Deconstructing the Prophet, p. 298-299.

H.M. BARSTAD, No Prophets? p. 59.
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1.2.1.4 From the Broader Context ofthe Ancient Near East

In discussions such as prophecy and its reality, part of the disagreements arises due to

excessive theorisations and taking little or no heed of the data as found in biblical texts

and also not making serious attempt to relate the contents of the prophetic books to the

phenomenon of biblical and ancient Near Eastern prophecy in general. In order to

ascertain what can be said about the historical (or phenomenological) probability of

Israelite prophecy, we have to ask following Ringgren: what, if any, sources are available

outside the prophetical books concerning this phenomenon '̂? How could anyone

conceive the idea of prophets with the function of proclaiming messages from God if

such prophets never existed^^? And to answer these questions, she suggests that we have
to consider the material provided by comparative religion, especially from the ancient

Near East '̂. A considerable amount of literature exists, both of the primary and the
secondary kind, on the relationship of 'Mari prophecy' to prophecy in the Hebrew

Bible^". The similarity discernible between these texts and that of the biblical texts does

not prove the existence of preaching prophets in Israel, still less the historicity of

prophetic individuals. But it shows at least that prophecy as a religious phenomenon

existed amongall the peoples surrounding Israel in periods previous to and contemporary

with the alleged prophets in Israel. And since Israel shared so many other cultural and

religious features with the neighbouring civilisations, it is not at all improbable that there

H. RINGGREN,Israelite Prophecy: Fact or Fiction? p. 205.

H. RINGGREN, Israelite Prophecy:Fact or Fiction? p. 206.

H. RINGGREN, Israelite Prophecy:Fact or Fiction? p. 206.

For a good survey of the literature on Mari, see J.-G. HEINTZ, Bibliographie de Mari: Archeologie et

textes (1933-1988), Wiesbaden, 1990, p. 1-37. A balanced survey of Mari andthe Bible is provided byA.

LEMAIRE, Mari, la Bible et le monde nord-ouest semitique', in Mari4 (1985), p. 549-558. See also M.

WEINFELD, Ancient Near Eastern Patterns in Prophetic Literature, in VT 27 (1977), p. 178-195; H.

RINGGREN, Prophecy in theAncient NearEast, in R.J. COGGINS, A.PHILLIPS & M.A. KNIBB (eds.),

Israel's Prophetic Tradition: Essays in Honour of P.R. Ackroyd, Cambridge, 1982, p. l-Il; A.

MALAMAT,A Forerunner of Biblical Prophecy: TheMari Documents, in P.D. MILLER, D. HANSON&

S.D. McBRIDE (eds.). Ancient Israelite Religion: Essays in Honor ofF.M. Cross, Philadelphia, 1987, p.

33-52.
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were prophets in Israel as well '̂. Of course we cannot claim that there is a direct

connection between Mari and ancient Israelite prophecy. There is also a considerate gap

in time. Nevertheless, the obvious phenomenological similarities, witnessed by

contemporary documents from Mari, are very important for the assessment of historical

prophecy inancient Israel®^. The parallels are both close and striking and, though without

making them identical, this makes it in fact possible to see a 'pattern'. What we find in

these different contexts are strongly related phenomena within connected cultures,

showing us that 'prophecy' was a widespread phenomenon in the different ancient Near

Eastern cultures®^.

Seeing the Israelite prophets within the broader context of the history of religions has the

advantage of conforming and providing a clearer description of their role in the Israelite

society. Moshe Weinfeld, in the article Ancient Near Eastern Patterns in Prophetic

Literature, supports this dependence of Israelite prophecy on ancient Near Eastern

models. Beginning with the consideration of "whether the literary conventions out of

which classical prophecy has been formed were unique", he takes off with the proposition

that "now, close investigation and constant follow-up of the ever growing literature of the

ancient Near East show that basic forms as well as basic motifs of classical prophecy are

rooted in the ancient Near-Eastern literature, and it is my purpose to illustrate and

exemplify this thesis"^". Exploring different elements of prophetic activity such as signs

and portents, purification of the mouth, ecstasy, salvation oracle, false prophets, dream

and vision, morality versus cult, violation of morality as cause for destruction, etc, he

concludes that "basic procedures of prophetic activity as well as basic patterns of the

prophetic message are found in the ancient Near East, especially in Mesopotamia [...],

that basic ideological concepts - such as the metropolis as world centre, messianic hopes.

H. RINGGREN, Israelite Prophecy: Fact or Fiction? p. 207.

H.M. BARSTAD, No Prophets? p. 51.

" H.M. BARSTAD, NoProphets? p.51.

M. WEINFELD, Ancient Near Eastern Patterns in Prophetic Literature, p. 179.
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the appearance of the deity for world judgement - also have their roots in the ancient

Near East, though their development and realization inIsrael remain unique"^^.

1.2.2 Brueggemann's Argument of "The Prophetic Imagination"

1.2.2.1 The Alternative Vision ofExodus

Taking the standpoint of canonical biblical history, classical prophecy began to appear in

Israel only towards thebeginning of the divided monarchy around the 9"' century BCE^®.

In 1978, Brueggemann published his book "The Prophetic Imagination", revised in 2001,

where he argues centrally that the emergence of the prophets, their activity and ministry,

was a reaction against the actual form of the monarchy as introduced by Solomon whose

imperialism put an end to the revolution initiated by the exodus®^. Brueggemann's

analysis begins not with the Creation or with the Fall, but with the exodus, which is the

foundational event by which Israel was given birth as a nation®^ and the foundational

event of Yahwistic faith. The sortie from the scourgingEgyptian bondage, the hard desert

experience and the survival in the perilous deserts of the Sinai, and a more or less

successful settlement in the land of Canaan, brought them to a new experience and

awareness of God, and equally a new vision of society. Brueggemann sees the exodus

event as a factor that discloses the necessary distinctions that highlight properly the

Yahwistic faith and distinguishes it neatly from the faith of the neighbouring nations and

peoples. In the exodus, not only did God's people experience their God as the YHWH of

history, who (unlike the gods of the non-Semitic religions) was to be encountered not

through introspection, but in the twist and thorns of political events, they experienced

him as a God who (unlike the gods of the neighbouring Semitic peoples) was without a

name, a temple or a city '̂. The Old Testament possesses neither a single definition of

" M. WEINFELD, Ancient Near Eastern Patterns inProphetic Literature, p. 195.
K. KOCH, The Prophets (Vol. I), The Assyrian Period, trans. Margaret Kohl, London, 1982, see

especially p. 17-35.

" G. SOARES-PRABHU, The Prophet as Theologian: Biblical Prophetism as a Paradigm for Doing
TheologyToday, in, AJT2 (1988), p. 3-11, see p. 4.

R.E. CLEMENTS, OldTestament Theology: AFreshApproach, Atlanta, 1978, p. 55.

®Moses' attempt toget the God who encounters him toreveal his name (cf. Exo. 3:14) ismet with asubtle
response: ibk n;,ns "I am that which I am" - an indirect assertion of his essential unnameableness.
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God nor any one formula by which he is to be identified, although probably 'YHWH, the

God of Israel' would be the closest expression. The opening self-introductory formula of

the Decalogue could be taken as the broadest and most basic affirmation of the distinctive

identity of YHWH in the pages of the Old Testament: '1 am the Lord (YHWH) your God,

who brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage'™, just as YHWH

introduces himself descriptively to Moses in the latter's mission expedition". This

YHWH of the exodus is also free, unbounded and unlike the deities and divinities of

Egypt, Babylonia, Canaan and Assyria and other neighbouring nations, does not belong

to any state or city. According to Brueggemann, the God of the exodus, belonging to no

city-State, is not the god of 'static triumphalism', that is, he is not the legitimising patron

of a particular city-State indissolubly tied to its pre-feudal social system. He is

unpredictable, unsettling, revolutionary, freedom-giving andfree^^.

Brueggemann 'imagines' this experiment (this new vision of society, life in common as a

community of free and equal peasants, governed by locally elected charismatic chieftains

['judges'], and showing great sensitivity to the material needs of their people) to have

lasted for hundreds of years and ended with the establishment of the monarchy^^. The

narratives of the first book of Samuel present Saul as a popular leader, elected by lot

This formula brings to fore three basic elements which recur frequently in the Old Testament: a) the

expression 'your God' identifies him as the God of Israel, pointing to the situation in worship from which

this formula grew, b) The second element is contained in the words 'who brought you out of the land of

Egypt' and ties this knowledge of God to an event in the national past of Israel, c) The third element

modifies the second in the sense that the fact that the knowledge of God is tied to a historical event does not

make this historical interest the only and the dominating theological concern, see G. SOARES-PRABHU,

The Prophet as Theologian, p. 5. It is important to note that this third element is normally privileged

whenever there is tension between the nationalistic conception (second element) and the complementary

ethical demands, and this is part ofthe prophetic consciousness that later emerged.

"I am YHWH .. .and I will bring you out from under the burden of Egyptians, and I will deliver you from

their bondage, and I will redeem you with an outstretched arm and I will take you for my people... So that

you may know that I am YHWH your God who has brought you out from under the burden of Egyptians"

(Exo. 6:6-7).

W. BRUEGGEMANN, The Prophetic Imagination, Philadelphia, 1978, p. 16.

" G. SOARES-PRABHU, The Prophet as Theologian, p. 5.
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under the direction of Samuel (cf. I Sam. 9-10). David his successor tried to strike an

uneasy compromise between the 'alternative vision' of Exodus and 'royal consciousness,

but with Solomon, David's son and successor, the organisation of the monarchy reached

its peak, and the Mosaic revolution was decisively reversed. Reading the narratives of

Solomon critically, one, with the aid of hindsight, can appreciate Samuel's critical

perception of the qsbd ("the rights of the king" cf. I Sam. 8:4-22, especially, 11-18),

where he (Samuel), in an anti-monarchical polemic, not of course totally divorced from

some personal interests''*, tried to alert the people ofthe political, social, economic, and

by interpretation, the theological implications of opting for a king. Brueggemann'̂

mentions basic elements of novelty that contradicted the Yahwistic faith that were

introduced by the royalty of Solomon. He speaks of a harem that both permitted cross

marriages to seal political alliances (cf 1 Kings 11:1-4), but which also aimed at securing

the future of the royal dynasty. This move Brueggemann terms a concern for 'self-

generated fertility' andthis contrasts sharply with the fertility of the Israelites assured by

God despite the efforts of the Pharaoh to extinguish Israelite posterity (cf Exo. 1:15-22).

He also mentions the institution of a standing army, and the call to armswhich no longer

depended on the summons of spirit-inspired charismatic individuals (cf. Jdg. 6:11-18; I

Sam. 10:26) who would be led by authentic theo-national interests, but on the self-

serving imperial policies of the court; an elaborate bureaucracy patterned to those of the

neighbouring empires, which concentrates so much on administrative efficiency that

justice and compassion is sometimes sacrificed. Then a system of conscripted labour (cf

1 Kings 5:13-18) to carry on successfully with the gigantic constructions (palace and

royal cities) and to give physical expression to the imperial ideology; and equally a

temple which links the deity to the state and thereby serving a religious legitimisation

("theological sanction") for imperial interests.

74 For detailed insight into the narrative effects on the reader of the encounter between Samuel and the

elders in I Sam. 8, see A. WENIN, Samuel et I'instauration de la monarchie, Frankfurt amMain, 1988, p.

HOff; J.P. FOKKELMAN, Narrative Artand Poetryin theBooks ofSamuel: AFull Interpretation Based

onStylistic andStructuralAnalysis, Vol. IV Vow andDesire(ISam 1-12), Assen, 1993, p. 352ff.

W. BRUEGGEMANN, TheProphetic Imagination, p. 24ff.
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1.2.2.1.1 An Evaluation: Caution

The book of Brueggemann was revised in 2001, where he admits really of the

problematic nature of some of the historical presumptions in his study, especially when

confronted with evolutions in historical criticism of the Bible since over twenty years the

first edition was published'®. InthePreface tothesecond edition, headmits really that the

publication of 1978 was his "first publication in which I more-or-less found my own

voice as a teacher in the church". In that way, one must understand that he wrote not first

and foremost as a critical scholar, but in the service of a faith-community. He takes this

factor into notice in the second edition, where though his basic thesis articulated in the

first edition holds and continues to frame his work'', there are however great influences

coming from social scientific criticism, rhetorical criticism and ideological criticism, all

popularised after his first edition had been published'̂ . A great deal has changed since

1978 in the critical study of the Bible. It could therefore be said that purely theological or

even confessional interests led Brueggemann to pay less attention to some of the basic

problematic related with pre-exilic history of the Bible.

It is outside our scope doing a historical-critical reading of the Pentateuch and pre-exilic

writings here, or even tracing the history of the research. All in all, these data should be

appreciated from the biblical historical-critical point of view and not from the literal

historical point of view as I have shown inan earlier research'̂ , basing onthe analysis of

W.BRUEGGEMANN, The Prophetic Imagination, Minneapolis (2"'' edition), 2001.

" W.BRUEGGEMANN, The Prophetic Imagination (2"'' edition), p. ix.

He admits of influences from N.K. GOTTWALD, The Tribes of Yahweh: A Sociology of the Religion of

Liberated Israel, 1250-1050 B.C, Mary Knoll, 1979; R.R. WILSON, Prophecy and Society in Ancient

Israel, Philadelphia, 1980; P. TRIBLE, God and the Rhetoric ofSexuality, Philadelphia, 1978; Rhetorical

Criticism-. Context, Method, and the Book of Jonah, Minneapolis, 1994; G. GREEN, Theology,

Hermeneutics and Imagination: The Crisis ofInterpretation at the End of Modernity, Cambridge, 2000; F.

ASALS, The Imagination ofExtremity, Athens, 1982, etc.

" A. OSUJI, Critique of the Temple in Jer. 7:1-15, 21-28 & 26 (LXX 33): A Biblical-Theological

Understanding (Memoire Presented in Partial Fulfilment of the Requirements for a Master's Degree in

Theology, under the direction of Prof J.-M. van CANGH), Louvain-la-Neuve, 2001, p. 13-14.
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J.-L. Ska^°. Parting from the thesis that "une histoire des origines d'Israel est

difficilement imaginable avant une epoque tardive" '̂, the historical excursus he

undertakes in his Chapter VI; "Exegese du Pentateuque: Histoire de la recherche de

I'antiquite", goes to show that the understanding of the Pentateuch has always varied,

and that at each epoch, the cultural and religious background and the exegetical school

set the tone of the questions and their responses. Beginning from the Fathers of the

Church who considered Moses to be the author of the Pentateuch and attached a literal

historical value to the contents of the books, to the MedievalAge when for the first time a

doubt was cast on the mosaic origin of the Pentateuch, he went through the humanistic

period and the beginnings of modern exegesis: the times of Baruch Spinozaand Richard

Simon, Witter, Astruc and Eichhorn, till de Wette and Wellhausen (and his classical

documentary hypothesis), then to Gunkel, Noth and von Rad with their Formgeschichte

and Sitz im Leben. He thus showed how each epoch and each culture, traditional and

intellectual, pose new questions on the subject especially with regard to its historicity.

His analogy is helpful to our thesis here. For him these books resemble a city

reconstructed after a double earthquake, the first which took place in 721 EC and the

second 586 BC^^. After the exile and return, following the permission of Cyrus the
conqueror of Babylon, there was need to reconstruct the city. His analogy continues: in

this work of reconstruction we can identify at least three types of edifices. Some survived

entirelyor partly the two earthquakes, though their stateof conservation may havevaried

considerably. That means besides the debris and the ruins, some constructions remained

almost intact. There were also edifices entirely new which took the place of those that

disappeared. And finally there existed a good block of mixed constructions where one

can really notice ancient elements reincorporated with entirely new portions, added as

epochs elapsed. So he concludes, conclusion which suggests to readers of today, the

attitudeof readingin context and withcritical distancing:

J.-L SKA,Introduction a la lecture du Pentateuque: Clespour I'interpretationdes cinqpremiers livres

de la Bible (Lelivreet le rouleau 5), trans. F.VERMOREL, Bruxelles, 2000, shows actually the enormous

problematic there is in reading the Pentateuch and the historical books.

J.-L SKA, Introduction a la lecture du Pentateuque, p. 249.

J.-L SKA,Introduction a la lecture du Pentateuque, p. 264.
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"Dans certains cas, il est tres difficile de distinguer avec exactitude les parties

anciennes des parties plus recentes. La proportion entre materiaux anciens et

materiaux modernes n'est jamais la meme. II faut done avoir un osil exerce pour

lire I'histoire de la ville et de ses differents quartiers. Ceci dit, tous les edifices,

anciens ou modernes, ont le meme but, celui d'accueillir une population et de

repondre a ses besoins. La ville n'est pas un musee, son objectif n'est pas de

preserver le passe, mais plutot de creer les conditions indispensables a la survie

d'un peuple au terme d'une experience douloureuse.

Tout comme cette ville, le Pentateuque [and this applies mutatis mutandis to other

parts of pre-exilic biblical corpus] contient des materiaux anciens qui entendent

etablir un lien avec le passe, et des materiaux neufs qui repondent aux questions

du present. Certaines zones ont ete retouchees ou restaurees plusieurs fois.

Chaque portion, ancienne, plus recente ou modeme, offre un abri a sa foi et a son

esperance. L'ensemble doit done etre interprete dans le contexte de I'epoque

postexilique, deses interets etdeses preoccupations"^^.

1.2.2.2 The Content of the Prophetic Teaching: Re-appropriating the Alternative

Consciousness

Apart from the positivistic historical details and presumptions implicit in the

'imagination' of Brueggemann, some elements of the basic thesis are of interest. These

interesting elements are seen from considering the oracles of the prophets, if we presume

that some of these oracles could be considered as "authentic" (see the first section of this

Chapter) and therefore "imagining" the world and the reality which they were reacting

against. The question could be put in the words of Fenton: what calls forth the bard

within the prophet, what passion evokes the prophetic creation? It is at the backdrop of

the above 'history' that the prophets react. They do so through a critique of the 'royal

consciousness' in favour of the re-appropriation of the 'alternative vision' of the exodus.

Their criticism is thus both religious and social, though both boil down to the same issue:

J.-L SKA, Introduction a la lecture du Pentateuque, p. 267.
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a) They condemn idolatry: in the ultimate sense condemning monarchy for theocracy^"*.

This means that Israel is not to 'forsake the YHWH of the covenant for other gods' she

has not known (of Jer. 2:20-28; 18:13-17; Eze. 6:1-7) - that is, she is not to abandon her

experience of the free God, andturn to the gods of the surrounding nations. She is not to

turn YHWH into an idol by making him the legitimising principle of absolutised values

like money, of absolutised ideologies like kingship, or of absolutised institutions like the

temple or the state^^. It is probably in this criticism of rulership and the apparatus of
government that the prophetic activity was more eloquent^^. b) The prophets criticise

social injustice, that is, theconcrete expressions of exploitation and oppression thatresult

from such legitimising idolatry (cf. Amos 2:6-9; Isa. 3:3-15; Jer. 5:20-29; 7:1-15). In all,

religious apostasy and neglect of social justice are arraigned and strongly criticised^^.

There is a good melange of social protest and the critique of religious style in their

preaching (cf. Isa.58:1-14; Eze. 18: 5-9; Hos. 6:4-11).

The crux of prophetic preaching is therefore thecovenant, the call to the original exodus

vision and thecovenant consciousness. The only legitimisation for this engagement is the

This isnot tosay that the prophets sought tooverturn the regime ortoreplace the monarchy. With regard
to the replacement of the Omride dynasty by Jehu (cf. 11 Kings 10), Fenton rightly appeals to the
conception that the redactional activity of prophetic historiographers or deuteronomistic editing may be
responsible for the notion that the revolt was inspired by Elisha representing the loyal YHWH-worshipping
anti-Tyrian section ofthe population. One can validate the 'YHWH-alone' movement already begun inthe
time of Elijah but doubtits involvement in Jehu's coup, especially inview of Hosea's condemnation of it

(cf Hos. 1:4) even though the author of II Kings seems favourable to Jehu's action. At any rate, the
replacement of the monarchy does not seem to be part of the prophetic agenda, the criticisms not

withstanding. "Their aim isto 'restore' justice, loyalty tothe'national' deity and aninformed and sensible

handling of the dangerous forces at work on the international scene [...]. (It) is a record we have of

criticism directed against monarchy orcentral government (over aperiod ofcenturies, and by a succession
of men sharing broadly the same view without the intent to oust the current ruler or change the form of
government. It sought to correct, not toreplace", cf. T.L. FENTON, Israelite Prophecy: Characteristics of
the First Protest Movement, p. 136 and no. 17.

G.SOARES-PRABHU, The Prophet as Theologian, p. 7.

T.L. FENTON, Israelite Prophecy: Characteristics ofthe FirstProtest Movement, p. 136.

" T.L. FENTON,/sraeWe Prophecy: Characteristics ofthe First Protest Movement, p. 136.
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prophet's call, which according to Max Weber is "the decisive element distinguishing the

prophet from the priest", for while "the latter lays claim to authority by virtue of his

service in a sacred tradition [...] (institution) the prophet's claim is based on personal

revelation and charisma"^^. The detailed description of the various mechanisms for this

call falls outside our immediate concern. However it could be by vision, trance, ecstasy

or altered state of consciousness. But whichever it be, it involves a radical change in the

prophet's consciousness, perception and vision of reality®'. The prophet appropriates the

'alternative vision' and begins to speak in a new language. The experience with the deity

makes him to speak in his name and in his authority ('thus says the Lord'). Von Rad

notes that while there are exceptions, the prophet's own way of speaking is principally

poetic: that is to say, speech characterised by rhythm and parallelism. In contrast,

passages in which they are not themselves speakers but are the subjects of report are in

prose'". The prophet speaks to convince and to make his audience aware of the dangers

which they are approaching if they do not resort to the demands of the covenant.

It could be partial truth to say that it was only reasons hinging around the royal

consciousness that sparked off the alternative vision of the prophets. There was also the

question of worship and cult, which equally had much to do with the monarchy as its

legitimisation". In fact, Stefan Paas'̂ argues vehemently that most Old Testament

accusations of polytheism are directed at theroyalty". II Sam. 7:1-7 recounts how David

thought of building for YHWH a "house" but was prevented by the order of Nathan the

prophet who revealed that YHWH had reserved that role to his son and successor

M. WEBER, The Sociology ofReligion, London, 1965, p. 46.

B. LANG, Monotheism and the Prophetic Minority, Sheffield, 1983, see p. 102-111.

G. VON RAD, Old Testament Theology, Vol 11: The Theology of Israel's Prophetic Traditions,

Edinburgh, 1965, p. 15.

" See M. COGAN, Imperialism and Religion: Assyria, Judah and Israel in the Eight and Seventh

Centuries BCE (SBLMS 19), Montana, 1974.

S. PAAS, Creation andJudgement, p. 146-151.

" See J.H. TIGAY, Israelite Religion: The Onomastic and Epigraphic Evidence, in P.D. MILLER et al.

{eds.). Ancient Israelite Religion, p. 170.
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Solomon'''. The history ofthe temple is a history ofcontinuous construction, destruction
and reconstruction. But the interest here is; even the temple and the cultic sacrifices

became a legitimating factor for the powers that be'^ Sacrifices were duly performed but
the prophets questioned the spirit of this exercise and criticised sacrifice without the

correct attitude and interior disposition (see for example Jer. 7). Sacrifice becomes

meaningful positive form of worship only when offered by the righteous and just. But

from every indication, such a notion could have been foreign to ancient man, to homo

necans, and that includes the Israelite whopractised the cult 'on every highhill and under

every leafy tree''®. Sacrifice was simply understood as the service man owed and
rendered to thedeity from well before the dawn ofhistory. Indeed, theubiquitous view of

the literature of ancient Babylon is that man is created specifically for this purpose'̂ .

Eventually part of prophetic consciousness was the critique of such cultic and sacrificial

worship performed only to arrive at some external correctness.

Conclusion

It isclearly admissible that the content ofthis Chapter is to a good extent apologetic. The
aim is to clear a firm ground to engage in a discussion of the theology of the textof the

book of the prophet Jeremiah. Even though that this conclusion is adopted in this work,
the criticisms of Carroll and Auld have their indispensable relevance in that they have

helped modern scholarship to be more critical about the biblical data concerning

The problematic ofthe two slightly different biblical accounts ofthe reason for this prevention relates
more totheredaction history: while the deuteronomistic redaction ofthe book ofKings gives asreason for

this prevention the fact that David was much occupied by his wars (IKings 5:17-19; 8:15-21), Chronicles
gives to David a very important role in the realisation of thetemple: David could not realise this dream

because hewas a man ofwar and had poured away blood, while Solomon was destined to thisrealisation

being apeacemaker (I Chr. 22:8-10; 28:3-7). However David prepared all: he drew the plans ofthe temple
and the furniture, assembled the materials for the construction and the golden and sacred objects, formed
the workers team and established the classes and the functions ofthe clergy (I Chr. 22-28). On further
ideological issues behind this, C. MEYERS, Temple, Jerusalem, in D.N. FREEDMAN (ed.), ABD 6
(1992), p. 350-369, seep, 355.

Cf W.BRUEGGEMANN, Prophetic Imagination, seep.32-47.

T.L. FENTON, Israelite Prophecy: Characteristics ofthe First Protest Movement, see p.134.
" T.L. FENTON, Israelite Prophecy: Characteristics ofthe First Protest Movement, p. 134.
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prophecy and its theology. For one thing, their critical suspicion has led scholars to

rethink once more on the limits of knowability and certitude regarding these matters, and

given occasions for a critical reassessment of presumed convictions, even forcing biblical

scholarship to be conscious of naiVe historical positivism and extreme empiricism'̂ .

Reading the works of Carroll especially on the prophets and the book of Jeremiah in

particular, one must also admit, "can be a particularly effective way of coming to

conscious awareness ofhow precarious our 'knowledge' about the text we study"®' is. In

fact, Carroll is known to be at ease with his agnostic position and he uses the word

'nescience' regularly to explain the limit of what we can claim to know and to warn

against unwarranted certainty on uncertain terrains'"". It is in thiswise thatCarroll's call

for certain agnosticism comes in order. For him, agnosticism should be the most welcome

attitude in many contending issues in prophetic literature, and especially as regards the

book of Jeremiah. In the article Inventing the Prophets, he catalogues the different areas

scholars should avow their ignorance and uncertainty, in fact their nescience. This will

help to mark out clearly, to the extent of its possibility, the border between certainty and

issues that are only "hypothetical and non-historical speculation about unknown

matters""". Carroll's list of areas where affirmations should be wary is a pointer to the

approximate character of most of our assertions. And as he finally concludes:

"All this ignorance reflects a nescience which scholars might more frequently

acknowledge rather than passing on as if it were knowledge! Such nescience

imposes a strict focus on the literariness of the texts and recognition of just how

little we actually know about historical and social settings of the literature [...]. It

will certainly force the commentator to make more frequent confessions of

ignorance andperplexity"^^^.

However, caution does not mean throwing away the baby with the bath water. The last

citation of Carroll acknowledges the literariness of the texts which is our starting point.

H.M. BARSTAD, No Prophets? p. 44.

T.W.O. OVERHOLT, 'It is Difficult to Read', in JSOTAZ (1990), p. 51-54, see p. 54.

R.P. CARROLL, Inventing the Prophets, p. 32-33.

"" R.P. CARROLL, InventingtheProphets, p. 32.

R.P. CARROLL, Inventing the Prophets, p. 33-34 (emphases supplied).
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On this platform, we can avoid the pitfalls of the two extremes of historical positivism

and outright agnosticism. The prophetic books as a literary composition can still be a sure

ground where a theological edifice could be sustained. To the extent the book of Jeremiah

in particular shares in, and forms part of this theological edifice, is the task of the second

Chapter of this Part.
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Chapter TWO

Jeremiah in Prophetic Theological Tradition

Introduction

From the last Chapter, we can conveniently talk of the theology of the prophetic books.

This does not nullify the existence of myriads of questions, doubts and discrepancies,

either originating from the attempt to capture the prophets' own self-definition, or to

define the prophets' identity and mission, or from conceptual articulations of linguistic

terms and their correct meanings, terms like, 'prophecy', 'prophets', 'seer', etc. The

doubts and critical opinions of Auld andCarroll remain pertinent in the course of studies

in prophecy. Part of these myriads of issues surrounding studies in prophecy is that of a

possible prophetic tradition and in this sense, the question posed by Auld remains

pertinent; "How far was 'classical prophecy' an offshoot or mutation from 'institutional

prophecy'? Were there significant differences in practice and terminology between north

(Israel) and south (Judah)? And - as if these difficulties were not enough - we have to

keep asking how far the results of anthropological and sociological field-studies may

properly be applied to texts from the Bible many of which are highly edited and so

themselves far from been 'raw data'"'. This Chapter admits of the existence of a
prophetic theological tradition. The goal of the Chapter is to show, by means of few

thematic choices, that the book of Jeremiah has a place in this theological tradition, a

prophetic one. Cast in two shortsections, the first articulates the background of Jeremiah

and his self-perception of the sense of his vocation and mission as shown in the book

itself. The second section, borrowing from thework ofLalleman-de WinkeP, begins with

a definition of what is meant by a prophetictradition, and tries to establishhow the book

of Jeremiah follows in the tradition of the other prophetic books, by means of two

themes; covenant sensitivity and the use of symbolic acts. The centreof interest is in the

' A.G. AULD, Prophets and Prophecy in Jeremiah and Kings, p. 66.
H. LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition: An Examination of the Book of

Jeremiah in the Light ofIsrael's Prophetic Traditions (Contributions to Biblical Exegesis and Theology

26), Leuven, 2000.
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question of true and false prophecy, but which, for its importance in the work in general,

we leave for a separate treatment in the next and last Chapter of the worlc.

2.1 Jeremiah: Background and Sense of Commission

Jeremiah belongs to classical prophecy, and by the classical prophets, we refer to the

prophets from around the 8"^ century BC. This prophecy of course was preceded by a
long preparatory stage of spiritual development, formation of styles of activity and modes

of expression, and has serious continuity with early prophecy. All the same, in the 8"'

century, a new factor emerges that sharply differentiates classical prophecy from the

preceding phenomenon. This group was heterogeneous and varied and, apart from the

wandering and the cult and court prophets following the divisions of Fohrer, was a very

important grouping, comprising of the great individual prophets including Amos, Hosea,

Isaiah, Micah, Zephaniah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel, etc. These individuals represent what is

commonly considered as the apex of prophecy in Israel. Not belonging to any group of a

profession, or representing a clan or tribe or as functionaries of a sanctuary or of a king,

they are prophets on the basis of a special call and self-perception as "conscious

representatives and messengers of their God"^ The article by Haran" gives as the most

prominent characteristic of S"" century classical prophecy: theuse of thewritten word asa

medium of expression and creativity as is perceptible in the biblical texts. One can give

examples of Jer. 36:1-3; Isa. 8:16. There is a considerate diminution of the narrative form

of report, which is the only extant form of early prophecy. Being literary prophecy in

contrast with early prophecy^, it is made of collections of sayings, poems and speeches,

though there are sometimes considerable amount of narratives in prose forms especially

in Jeremiah. Von Rad already wrote in 1968 that, with Amos, the centre of gravity in the

prophetic tradition had shifted from the story about the prophet to collection and

transmission of his sayings^. Within the classical prophets is a further grouping: the

Major (Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel) and Minor Prophets (The Twelve), a grouping

^G. FOHRER, History ofIsraelite Religion, Nashville, 1972, p. 237.

'' M. HARAN, From Earlyto Classical Prophecy: Continuity and Change, in VT21 (1977), p. 385-397.

^M. HARAN, FromEarlyto Classical Prophecy: Continuity and Change, p. 388.

^G.VON RAD, The Message ofthe Prophets, London, 1968, p. 16.
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which is however a posteriori (a product of the canonical arrangement of the prophetic

corpus)and not contemporaneous withthe activities of the prophets.

Following the book that bears his name (Jer. 1:1), Jeremiah, the son of Hilkiah, born in

Anatoth, four kilometres Northeast of Jerusalem grew up as the son of a priest, and was

part of the faithful ofa religious community^. His priestly family may have preserved the

religious tradition of Shiloh associated with Samuel. Our knowledge of Jeremiah is

confined to thedata within the book that goes by his name^. As has severally been said,

commentators have cometo very different conclusions with regard to the historical value

of the data in the book or concerning therelevance of the data in arriving at any reliable

conclusions about the historical personality behindthe book.

From the theological angle that is our concern here, the book of Jeremiah presents the

prophet as one who senses the overwhelming certainty of being called by YHWH, of

having been called from birth (1:5), of having a special relationship with YHWH, and of

being promised the protection ofYHWH toovercome any fear hemay have ofopposition
(1:8, 17-19). In the course of one of his confessions', he affirms that YHWH is a

"terrifying warrior" fighting on his behalf (20:11). Still the fact that the narrative of his

call is part of his proclamation to his people suggests the importance for him of

legitimating his divine calling: indeed the wording of 1:5-6, in which Jeremiah objects to

' W.P. TUCK, Preachingfrom Jeremiah, in RevExp 78 (1981), p. 381-395, see p. 389.
^HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2,p.24.

The confessions or laments of Jeremiah confront the reader at first sight with someone who is in

desperation. One can decipher the mood in expressions and exclamations like: "Why does the way ofthe
guilty prosper?" (Jer. 12:1), "Why is my pain unceasing?" (Jer. 15:18), or"Cursed be the day on which I
was born!" (Jer. 20:14.) For more works on the Confessions ofJeremiah, other than the already cited ones,
see H. DONNER, The Confessions ofJeremiah: Their Form and Significancefor the Prophet's Biography,
in OTWSA 24 (]982), p. 55-56; C. CONROY, Methodological Reflections on Some Recent Studies ofthe
Confessions ofJeremiah, in Proceedings ofthe Irish Biblical Association 12 (1989), p. 7-25; D.H. BAK,
Klagender Gott-klagende Menschen: Studien zur Klage im Jeremiabuch (BZAW 193), Berlin, 1990; C.
BULTMANN, AProphet in Desperation? The Confessions ofJeremiah, in J.C. DE MOOR (ed.). The
Elusive Prophet, p. 83-93.
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his call, suggests not only that YHWH is responsible but that his (Jeremiah's) embarking

on prophetic proclamation is not his own idea. Nevertheless, he struggles with his

relation to YHWH; the confessions being the vehicle for his prayerful laments to YHWH.

He perceived himself called not to marry and have children and to abstain from funerals

and wedding (cf. 16:1-9).

2.2 Jeremiah in the Context of Other Prophets

2.2.1 The Question ofa Prophetic Tradition

The work of H. Lalleman-de Winkel'° enquires into the relationship between the

theology of the book of Jeremiah and that of other prophetic books; that is, whether there

is a distinctive prophetic tradition in Israel, and whether the book of Jeremiah can be

located in it"? Her analysis isbased on this conviction that "a prophetic book can never
be regarded as a mere compilation of redactional layers"'̂ . Rather, the prophet must be

placed in his theological context as well and that such context includes prophetic

traditions. By prophetic tradition, she does not mean "the process or means by which the

ideas were transmitted, as is the object of the"uberlieferungsgeschichtliche" approach'̂ .

By prophetic tradition, our interest here, as inthe expositions ofLalleman-de Winkel''*, is

not in the history of prophecy in the Old Testament but can be stated in the following

question: can the features of a prophetic book be explained in terms of a distinctive

prophetic tradition'̂ ? Ora related issue: whether the (prophetic) books can be explained

in the context of the prophets' lives and ministries'®. It is equally neither the question of

the deuteronomistic influences on the formation and edition of the book of Jeremiah

though any attempt to trace the characteristics of a prophetic tradition in the Old

H. LALLEMAN - DEWINKEL, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition.

'' H.LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition, p. 9.

H. LALLEMAN - DEWINKEL, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition, p. 14.

H. LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition, p. 15.

"* H. LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition, p. 45-84 titled "The Quest for a

Prophetic Tradition".

H. LALLEMAN - DEWINKEL, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition, p. 77.

" H.LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah inProphetic Tradition, p.77.
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Testament is easily confronted by the question of Deuteronomy and that of

deuteronomistic tradition''. And that therefore makes it a very complicated matter to
track and determine what is prophetic in the Old Testament tradition'̂ Rather she tries,

in her very words, "to search for traces of an intellectual and spiritual heritage in the

Book of Jeremiah, which may also be detected in former prophetic books"'®, and also

detectable in the latter ones. In line with the work of H.W. Wolff who investigated the

theological background ofHosea and Amos^°, Jeremiah too may be supposed to be part
of a larger context. But what exactly was this context like? Is there any relationship

between Jeremiah and especially Amos and Hosea '̂? Though this Chapter of our work

goes in the same direction as that of Lalleman-de Winkel's, our little reservation is that

her work makes a grave presupposition: the existence or even the historical existence of

the prophets. She actually sees no reason for arguing or discussing it, for she "assume(s)

that there was indeeda historical prophet, whohad somerelation to the Bookof Jeremiah

[...]. I assume that prophecy was relevant at a certain moment in a certain period of

Israel's history"^^, two categorical assumptions which had already been subjected to
criticism by scholars like Carroll and Auld as seen above, and so would have needed

some justified argumentation. It is necessary therefore to place Jeremiah in his

theological, especially prophetic context, and to see how the various elements of Israel's

theological tradition, mainly the prophetic, helped to influence and shape the prophet.

How does Jeremiah stand vis-a-vis Israel's theologico-prophetic heritage ofhis days and

what, basing on this background and tradition, is the specificity of Jeremiah and his

prophecy? Put in another way, is there an alternative theory or even a concurrent one to

the strict deuteronomistic programme in which the prophetic line is more highlighted^^?
Theargument of a prophetic tradition can even be pushed forward taken a clue from the

" H. LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition, p. 49.
H.LALLEMAN —DE WINKEL, Jeremiah inProphetic Tradition, p.49.

" H. LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition, p. 15.
™VAN DER WOUDE, Three Classical Prophets: Amos, Hosea and Micah, in R. COGGINS et al. (eds.),
Israel's Prophetic Tradition, p. 32-57.

H.LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah inProphetic Tradition, p.15.

H. LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah inProphetic Tradition, p. 14.

H.LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah inProphetic Tradition, p.77.
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remark in Jer. 28:8 '̂'; that is, Jeremiah's reference to the prophets ofthepast. This would

give a broader background for specifically studying the theology of true and false

prophecy in Jer. 26-29.

We cannot of course comfortably claim that all the parallels, whether about words,

themes or ideas which we encounter in the different prophetic corpus, could be explained

by recourse to a definite system or uniformed transmission process. This is equally the

opinion of Blenkinsopp^^. Butat thesame time, thehistory of prophecy cannot be limited

to the presentation of a series of distinct portraits of the individual prophets, without

recognising and analysing the line of continuity visible in the prophetic phenomenon. The

task would have been less difficult had scholarship at its disposal, explicit recognition by

the prophets, of the preceding traditions that inspired them. However, as Blenkinsopp

asserts,

"mais il va sans dire qu'il est tout a fait legitime de parler d'une tradition

prophetique. Tout en admettant I'existence d'une tradition prophetique, nous

devons etre prets a reconnaitre que cette tradition suit des lignes differentes en

tenant compte de types differents de prophetes et de fonction prophetique. II faut

se rappeler que nous n'avons a notre disposition que tres peu de sources choisies

selon des critkesspecifiques^^.

We are only going to take few specific themes to investigate the issue of the possibility

and existence of a prophetic theological tradition. We take the themes related to the

content of prophetic preaching and to the methodology in transmitting their message: we

choose the themes of covenant and the use of symbolic actions in preaching, two themes

that have also much to do with the chapters of the book of Jeremiah under study. Another

very important theme in this context is the theological question of true and false prophecy

among the prophets, which will be discussed separately in the last Chapter of this Part.

"The prophets who were before me and before you from the ancient time prophesied against many lands

and against great kingdoms, of war and evil and of pestilence" (Jer. 28:8).

J. BLENKINSOPP, Une histoire de laprophetie in Israel (LD 152), Paris, 1993, p. 9.

J. BLENKINSOPP, Une histoire de la prophetie in Israel, p. 9.
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There are of course myriads of other possible investigable themes; around issues

pertaining for example tocult^^, the question ofsocial justice and social transformation^^

the prophets and law^^, sin and judgement^®, even ideological questions '̂, and finally
even eschatology^^. The principal argument is: the study of prophecy and its history
cannot be exhausted by presenting a series of portraits of individual prophets without

tracing the line of continuity.

2.2.2 Covenant Preaching in the Prophets

While talking about covenant, we are not unaware of the different types that there are in

the Old Testament. In the first place, there are the different covenant enactments

beginning remotely with Adam, to Noah and Abraham, with the Israelites through the

leadership of Moses, to that of David. Mendenhall and Herion's definition however looks

embracing:

"A 'covenant' is an agreement enacted between two parties in which one or both

make(s) promises under oath to perform or refrain from certain actions stipulated

in advance. As indicated by the designation of the two sections of the Christian

Bible - Old Testament (= covenant) and New Testament - 'covenant' in the Bible

is the major metaphor used to describe the relation between God and Israel (the

Cf. R. MURRAY, Prophecy and Cult, in R. COGGINS etal. (eds.), Israel's Prophetic Tradition, p. 200-
216.

Cf. J.L. MAYS, Justice: Perspectivesfrom the Prophetic Tradition, in K.L. PETERSON (ed.). Prophecy
inIsrael: Searchfor anIdentity, Piiiladelphia, 1987, p. 144-188; F.K. FURMAN, The Prophetic Tradition

andSocial Transformation, inC.R. STRAIN (ed.). Prophetic Visions andEconomic Realities: Protestants,
Jews andCatholics Confront the Bishops' Letter onthe Economy, Grand Rapids, 1989, p. 103-114; W.K.
TABB, The Prophetic Tradition: Economic Efficiency andthe QuestforJustice inGod andCapitalism, in
J.-M. THOMAS & V. VISICK (eds.), God and Capitalism. AProphetic Critique ofMarket Economy,
Madison, 1991, p. 30-52.

A. PHILIPS, Prophecy andLaw, in R. COGGINS etal. (eds.), Israel's Prophetic Tradition, p. 217-232.
P.D. MILLER, SinandJudgement in the Prophets (SBLMS 27), Chicago, 1982.

" See for example, R.R. RUETHER, Prophetic Tradition and the Liberation ofWomen: Promise and
Betrayal, inFeminist Theology 5 (1994), p. 58-73; H. BOSMAN, Adultery: Prophetic Tradition and the

Decalogue, inM. AUGUSTIN &K.-D. SCHUNCK (eds.), Wiinschet Jerusalem Frieden, p. 21-30.
Cf. R.P. CARROLL, Eschatological Delay in the Prophetic Tradition, in ZAW94 (1982), p. 47-58.
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People of God). As such, covenant is the instrument constituting the rule (or

kingdom) of God, and therefore it is a valuable lens through which one can

recognize and appreciate thebiblical idea of religious community"^^.

But the fact of the existence of the many covenants is of less importance however than

the difference in nature between them. Freedman^" divides covenants in the Old

Testament into two types: those in which God imposes some obligations on the human

partner, like the covenant of Sinai and those in which God takes upon Himself certain

obligations, otherwise called the covenant of divine commitments like the covenant with

Abraham (Gen. 15) and thatwith David (2 Sam. 7)^^.

In discussing the idea of covenant in the prophetic tradition, our major thesis is that, with

indices from intra and extra-biblical texts^®, it is highly probable that the Old Testament

prophets were indeed familiar with the concept of covenant and that this idea occurs

constantly explicitly or implicitly in their preaching. The question simply put is: can there

be noticed a continuing tradition of the theological idea of a covenant in the prophets,

including Jeremiah? At the outset we must admit with both McCarthy^^ and Clements'̂

" G.E. MENDENHALL & Q.A. HERJON, Covenant, inD.N. FREEDMAN (ed.), ABD 1(1992), p. 1179-

1202, seep. 1179.

D.N. FREEDMAN, Divine Commitment and Human Obligation: The Covenant Theme, in Interpretation

18(1964), p. 419-431.

J. BRIGHT, Covenant and Promise: The Prophetic Understanding of the Future in Pre-Exilic Israel,

Philadelphia, 1976, describes the history of Israel as a tension between these two types of covenant. The

Sinaitic covenant, being conditional, must be observed and the rupture of the demands attracts divine

punishment whereas the covenant with Abraham and that with David, being unconditional contain

promises and an oath on the path of God, even if the house of Israel should err. The awareness of this

covenant, especially that of David prepared a fertile ground for the Zion theology, the conclusion that God

will preserve Judah forever, see p. 25-31, 73-76.

Of. also our discussion on the similarities between Old Testament prophecy and that of the ancient Near

East above (Part Three, Chapter One).

D.J. McCarthy, covenant in the OT: Present State ofInquiry, in CBQH (1965), p. 217-240.

R.E. CLEMENTS, Prophecy and Tradition, Oxford, 1975, see p. 8-23.
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that the issue is a very complex one since theprophets did not use the term Ifrlt a very

great deal. Butdespite that, their thinking was strongly covenantaP'.

A lot of recent investigation has revealed abundant analogies between some parts of the

Old Testament literature and that of ancient Near Eastern texts, and in this particular

respect, largely following the work ofMendenhall"", itself based on that ofV. Korosec'",

an analogy has been proposed between covenantal relationship in the Old Testament and

the ancient Near Eastern treaties between sovereigns and vassals. From Mendenhall, it

became popular to assume that the underlying literary structure of Exo. 20; Deut. 5; Jos.

24 and the whole book of Deuteronomy resembled the structure of a Hittite treaty, which

included the following principal elements: a) preamble introducing the sovereign, b)

historical prologue describing previous relations between the concerned parties, c)

stipulations which outline the nature of the community established by the covenant, d)

document clause providing for the preservation and regular rereading ofthetreaty, e) lists

ofgods who witnessed the treaty, and f) curse and blessing formulas, curses for infidelity

and blessings for fidelity to the covenant.

This reference to ancient Near Eastern Hittite treaties above is only to point to the fact
that "the issue ofa treaty had already existed in the nations surrounding Israel for a long
time. It is therefore possible that a treaty or covenant was known to Israelites in some

form and the prophets based their message on it""^. As Thompson concludes: "There can

be no doubt that the prophets issued their indictments and judgments against Israel along
linesvery similar to those of a treaty, and it is verydifficult notto cometo the conclusion

that somewhere in their tradition lay an awareness that just as a breach of treaty in the

secular world brought curses upon the offenders, so a breach of YHWH's covenant

brought judgment on IsraeP'̂ l In his earlier work, Clements"" entertained this opinion

THOMPSON, TheBookofJeremiah, p. 63.

G.E. MENDENHALL, Law andCovenant inIsrael andthe Ancient Near East, Pittsburgh, 1955.

•" V. KOROSEC, Hethitische Staatsvertrage, Leipzig, I93L
H. LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah inProphetic Tradition, p. 171.

THOMPSON, TheBookofJeremiah, p. 65.
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though he modified it in his Prophecy and Tradition by assuming several theological

traditions (Deuteronomy and deuteronomistic inclusive), instead of one coherent

covenant theology, all of them influencing the prophets and contributing to the

development of a coherent covenant theology in Israel''̂ . It remains however a matter of

debate among scholars. For example, Perlitt opines that the idea of covenant was

originally absent from the prophetic books and was only developed later in the postexilic

period as an offshoot of the theology of the deuteronomistic circle. This deuteronomistic

covenant theology, a key element of the deuteronomistic movement and literature, has its

origins in the context of religious crises, probably under Manasseh in the seventh century.

If any traces of vassal-treaties may be found in the Old Testament, according to Perlitt,

they also must be dated in the seventh century It does not however mean that we have

to search for exact correspondences between the two because the context of covenants in

the Bible is different from that of the surrounding peoples, the 'Umwelt'. The theological

context of Sinai for example makes it essentially different from the covenants between

kings and vassals, for in the latter there is great fear of possible revolts which might bring

the toppling of the government of the ruling lord and so each thought or deed that might

lead to this must first forcefully be banished. But in the Sinaitic covenant, though there is

of course a strong demand to serve YHWH, the accent is however more on a

wholehearted, free consent, and not borne out of the fear that man or Israel might

overthrow YHWH from histhrone, for He is theonly YHWH"". The conclusion of Bright

in this debate could therefore serve better: YHWH-Israel relationship "was not simply

conceived necessarily in terms of ANE-treaties, but that the form in which it is developed

and expressed in the Bible could have been influenced by them and they may have

R.E. CLEMENTS, Prophecy and Covenant (Studies in Biblical Theology 43), London, 1965.

R.E. CLEMENTS, Prophecy andTradition, p. 22-23.

^ "Dass aber die dt Bundestheologie, die so festmit gerade und nurdieserZeitverwachsen ist, ein halbes

Jahrtausend friiher durch entsprechende hethitische Modelle angeregt worden sein sollte, um sich dann

dasselbe halbe Jahrtausend hindurch nicht bemerkbar zu machen, gehort nicht in eine historische Debatte",

L. PERLITT, Bundestheologie im Alten Testament (WMANT 36), Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1969, p. 152-153,

279-280.

•" M. WEINFELD, The Loyalty Oathin theAncient NearEast, in UF% (1976), p. 379-414, seep. 402.
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shaped Israel's self-understanding of her relationship with God"''̂ And this

understanding reflectedalong prophetic preaching.

In most of the prophets for example, it is not so much a question of occurrence or the

usage of the term n-'na but more of the thinking in covenantal terms even when the term is

absent. Hosea, a prophet who has been recognised by many commentators as having a

close relationship with Jeremiah'", envisages a close relationship between Israel and
YHWH, a relationship that is comparable with that of parent and child (Hos. 11:1-4),

expressed as a mutual belonging to each other; myGod, myhusband, my son,mypeople.

When the relationship fares well, it is expressed in terms of my husband (2:18), my

people, my God (2:23), but when broken, it is expressed in the terms: Lo-ammi (notmy

people, 2:25). Hosea chapters 1-3 especially 2 is popular for the rich marriage imagery.

Common to marriage and covenant is that they express a very close relationship or

contract, which is broken only by unfaithfulness. To sin is to be unfaithful to YHWH as

in marriage (cf 6:7; Mai. 2) and in Hosea marriage and covenant are constantly

intermingled^". It is clear that in Hosea, the exodus was the moment when YHWH

initiated this relationship with the people of Israel (cf. 2:16-17) and the renewal of the

covenant relationship is also expressed in marital terms (cf. 2:21). The analogy between

sin or guilt and punishment in Hosea reminds of the cursing formulas and the verdicts of

death penalty essential in a covenantal contract: "Because you have rejected the

knowledge, I will reject you... you have forgotten the Torah of YHWH, I will forget your

J. BRIGHT, Covenant and Promise: The Prophetic Understanding of the Future in Pre-Exilic Israel,

Philadelphia, 1976, p. 40.

See HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p.45-47; THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 81-85. The similarity

between the books of Hosea and Jeremiah does not concern only the use of language and figures but

extends to fundamental ideas onGod andhis relation to Israel. Thompson conjectures howthisrelation can

be explained in both geographical and familial terms: "Hosea was a prophet of northern Israel. Anathoth,

the birthplace of Jeremiah, lay north of Jerusalem and not very far from the southern border of Israel.

Moreover, Jeremiah's family was probably descended from Eli, thepriest of Shiloh. There were thusboth

family and geographical links to the north, and Hosea the finest flower ofNorth Israelite piety, may well

have played a significant part in his early training", THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p.81.
H.LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah inProphetic Tradition, p. 179.
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sons..." (Hos. 4:6). This reference to 'Torah' in singular here and also in 8:1 indicates at

least a more or less fixed corpus with the commandments'' which were the concrete

expression of the covenant, and this shows that for Hosea the possible breach of the

covenant by breaking the particular stipulations was a serious issue (cf Hos. 4:1-3).

Unlike Hosea who uses the term nna five times (cf. Hos. 2:20; 6:7; 8:1; 10:4; 12:2), there

is only one occurrence of it in Amos (1:9)'̂ . But that does not imply, to assume with

Perlitt, that remembrance of a covenant has no place in his preaching'̂ , or thatAmos did

not build his message on a covenant theology according to Wolff''*. While Perlitt sees

Amos 3:2 as a text of "Erwahlung" and not of "Bund", Hayes who believes that there is

"no evidence in the book that the relationship between Yahweh and Israel was

understood in terms of covenant theology at the time"'', maintains equally that the in" in

3:2 only implies that "Yahweh was only Israel's national God and only Israel's" and does

not imply a special election or covenant between YHWH and Israel. His arguments are

partly based on the fact that there is neither a reference to the exodus, the giving of the

land nor the revelation of YHWH's will. However, in this interpretation, he neglects the

many underlying undertones of the verb both with reference to extra-biblical treaty

texts and to biblical literature. Soggin makes reference to the connotation of the verb in

the vassal-treaties from the ancient Near East, in which the vassal asks the sovereign king

to 'recognise' him and the king pledges to do this'®. The verb an" implies therefore "a

special, privileged relationship"'̂ . Two implications are therefore evident in theverb: ut

indicates mutual legal recognition on the part of the suzerain and vassal and the

D.R. DANIELS, Hosea and Salvation History, Berlin, 1990, p. 90-91.

52 "YHWH says this: For the three crimes, the four crimes of Tyre, I have made mydecree andwill not

relent: because they have handed hosts of captives over to Edom, heedless of a covenant of brotherhood".

L. PERLITT, Bundestheologie im Alten Testament, p. 135-136.

" H.W. WOLFF, Dodekapropheten 2: Joel undAmos (BKXIV/2), Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1969, p. 122-123,

125.

J.H. HAYES, Amos: The Eight-Century Prophet. His Times and Preaching, Nashville, 1988, p. 38.

J.A. SOGGIN, The Prophet Amos (OTL), trans. J. Bowden, London, 1987, p. 84-85.

J.A. SOGGIN, The Prophet Amos, p. 55.
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recognition of the treaty or covenant stipulations as binding^®. And in biblical literature,

the verb ut' has that connotation of an intimate and special knowledge arising from an

intimate relationship. Sometimes it is used for marital relations (cf Gen. 4:1, 17; 25).

in Amos 3:2 could therefore mean to "recognise by covenant" a covenant binding Israel

to explicit responsibility^®. Without the covenant background and the stipulations and
sanctions previously imposed on Israel, the prophet's arguments in 3:2 ("You onlyhave1

known of all thefamilies of the earth; therefore I will punish you for all your iniquities")

would be meaningless in the context^".

This special relationship between Israel and YHWH and its implications is also the theme

of Amos 9:7. There is no automatism between belonging to God and being safeguarded

against judgement. If Israel does not obey the voice of God, she becomes just like every
other nation. This means that the special relationship with God exists but only with a

condition (cf. v.4 and 8). The stress ofAmos onsocial laws and the mention ofparticular

breaches of justice (cf. Amos 2:6-8; 5:1-17) show a deep knowledge of the covenant

stipulations. Even though the mention of the breaches concerning justice, idolatry and
adultery are given some social accent, the theological context is not missing since Amos

5:8-9 puts the social laws in the context of creation and in the context of the special

relationship with Israel®'. And the list ofplagues in 4:6-11 reminds one strongly ofcurses
against covenantbreaches(cf. Lev. 26; Deut.28).

With reference to Jeremiah, our thesis is that he was an inheritor of a tradition, which

may be traced back to his predecessors®. There is great interest in Jeremiah in the

covenant between YHWH and Israel. The word n•'̂ 3 occurs some twenty-three times,

H.B. BUFFON, The Treaty Background ofHebrew yadain BASOR 181 (1966), p. 31 -37, see p. 34-37.
Cf. also H.B. BUFFON &S.B. PARKER, AFurther Note on the Treaty Background ofHebrew ydda', in
BASOR 184 (1966), p. 36-38.

J.L. MAYS, Amos: ACommentary (OTL), Philadelphia, 1969, p. 57.

F.I. ANDERSEN & D.N. FREEDMAN, Amos: ANew Translation with Introduction andCommenta)y
(AB24A), New York, 1989,p. 381-382.

" H. LALLEMAN - DE WINKEL, Jeremiah in Prophetic Tradition, p. 186.
THOMPSON, TheBookofJeremiah, p. 66.
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most of these in reference to YHWH's covenant with his people, whether the Sinaitic or

the New Covenant (cf. Jer. 11:2, 3, 9, 10; 14:21, 22:9; 31:31, 32, 33; 32:40; 33:20, 21;

50:5), but five times in connection with the covenant that Zedekiah made with the people

to liberate their slaves (cf. Jer. 34:8, 10, 13, 15, 18). Even without the express use of the

term nna in many instances, there is every reason to believe that YHWH's covenant with

Israel is at the background of much of the prophet's thinking in those instances. There is

much of the covenantal terms like "listen/obey", "not to listen/disobey", "law",

"commandments", "return" etc. There is in Jeremiah a strong awareness of the tradition

of Israel's election at the exodus, and the idea is given great prominence in the prophet

(cf. Jer. 2:2-7; 7:21-22; 16:14-15; 23:7-8; 31:31-34). The covenant of Moses was

fundamental to Jeremiah. There is every suspicion to believe that as a boy Jeremiah was

schooled in the ancient traditions and so developed distaste for much that went on in the

religio-social environment of his day®^. No wonder the vehemence of his attack on

national sin cannot be overemphasised. In the temple sermon of 7:1-15 with parallel in

26:1-6, he is of the opinion that deep repentance, inward and sincere acceptance of the

obligations of the covenant would alone fulfil the requirements of YHWH. Reciting the

formula "the temple of YHWH, the temple of YHWH, the temple of YHWH", and at the

same time still tolerating all kinds of personal and social evils and breaches of the

covenant can never go hand in hand (cf Jer. 7:4-10).

Jeremiah was certainly not unaware of the unconditional covenant with the house of

David (cf. 23:5-6). But he would not allow the issue of the covenant with the descendants

of David to take precedence over the ancient and more fundamental covenant with the

whole nation®'*. However, the idea of the New Covenant isvery explicit in Jeremiah. In

Amos, a new covenant is not mentioned explicitly but the idea of a new relationship

between YHWH and his people is however not lacking (cf. Amos 9:1Iff). Hosea charges

the people with breaking the covenant, but does not talk explicitly of a new covenant

either. But a new beginning is promised, initiated by YHWH, and this terminology suits

the context of the message of Hosea; that is, a new "marriage" is possible with YHWH

THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 61-62.

" THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 66.
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(cf. Hos. 2:21-22). In Hos. 14:5, it is stated that YHWH will change man's loyalty, so

that he will no longer turn away. In Jeremiah, the concept of the end of the old and the

beginning of the New Covenant is stated in explicit terms, and here stands one of the

great novelties and the major theological insight of Jeremiah. As Freedman states: "The

old covenanthad been broken, andthe full force of its penalties had been inflicted on the

defiant people. It was no longer possible simply to renew the Covenant as had beendone

in the past. Now a new agreement was needed. This is the term used by Jeremiah (31:31-
34)»65_

2.2.3 The Tradition of the Use ofSymbolic Actions

Symbolic action and symbolic perception®^ were also evidently part of the prophetic
preaching tradition. Symbolic action in this sense is an action that accompanies the

spoken word®', and Jeremiah made a good use of them like many other prophets.
Symbolic actions were used mainly to emphasise a particular message that was being

declared, by providing a vivid visual illustration and a supporting "visible word"®®. The

Hebrew word nai does not only signify 'word' but also thing, action, event, because the

Word of YHWH is an expression of thedivine mind, and sonot only what YHWH plans,

thinks and says, but what he does. Therefore a spoken word plus a visible word convey

the divine mind more forcefully.

Examples abound in the Old Testament of the use of symbolic actions by the Israelite

prophets both before and after Jeremiah. Already in the 9"' century, during the days of

Ahab king of Israel, the prophet Zedekiah son of Chenaanah made horns of iron for

himself and declared to Ahab and Jehoshaphat kings of Israel and Judah respectively:

"With horns like these you shall gore the Arameans and make an end of them" (I Kings

22:11). To symbolise the forthcoming victory of Israel over the Arameans, Elisha told

Jehoash king of Israel to shoot arrows inthedirection ofSyria (cf. II Kings 13:14-19).

D.N.FREEDMAN, Divine Commitment andHuman Obligation, p. 439.

THOMPSON, TheBookofJeremiah, p. 75.

" THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 71.
THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 71.
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There were also symbolic actions in Isaiah and Hosea of the 8"^ century. The short

chapter of Isa. 20 is about how the prophet went naked and barefoot, without a loin cloth

and sandals by the order of YHWH: "Go and undo the sackcloth round your waist and

take the sandals off your feet" (v. 2). The next verse gives the significance of this

symbolic act, explained by YHWH himself: "As my servant Isaiah has been walking

about, naked and barefoot for the last three years - a sign and portent for Egypt and Cush

- so will the king of Assyria lead away captives from Egypt and exiles from Cush, young

and old, naked and barefoot, their buttocks bared, to the shame of Egypt. You will be

frightened and ashamed about Cush in which you trusted, and about Egypt of which you

boasted" (v. 3-5). Even the naming of his children by Isaiah is symbolical '̂. The names

Shear-jashub, "a remnant shall return" (Isa. 7:3) and Maher-shalalhashbaz, "spoil hastens,

booty hurries" (8:1), refer to events in the future, and Immanuel, "God with us" (8:8, 10),

symbolises the divine presence among his people.

The marriage of Hosea to Gomer is seen as a symbolic way of enacting the relationship

of Israel to YHWH. Much has been written concerning the precise interpretation of this

symbolic marriage^", butThompson sees themain thrust of themessage as clear '̂: Hosea

the faithful husband symbolises YHWH, and Gomer the unfaithful wife symbolises

Israel'̂ . Hosea equally named his children symbolically of the judgement of YHWH on

Israel: Jezreel means "God sows", showing that YHWH would soon demand from the

house of Jehu "the blood of Jezreel" and the massacre of the royal family recorded in II

Kings 9-10; Lo Ruhamah means "she who is unpitied", symbolising that YHWH would

have no pity on the house of Israel, while Lo ammi means "not my people" symbolising

YHWH's rejection of his people.

THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 71.

H.H. ROWLEY, The Marriage of Hosea, in BJRL 39 (1956), p. 200-233; Cf. also J. LINDBLOM,

Prophecy in Ancient Israel, Oxford, 1962, p. 165-169; A. WENIN, Osee et Gomer, parabole de la fidelite

de Dieu (Os 1-3) (ConnaTtre la Bible 9), Brussels, 1998.

" THOMPSON, The BookofJeremiah, p. 72.

THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 73; J. LINDBLOM, Prophecy in Ancient Israel.
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Ezekiel is commanded to take a brickand lay it in frontof himself, scratching on it a city,

Jerusalem. He is then to besiege it, trench round it and build earthworks, pitch camps and

bring up battering rams all round. He is to take an iron pan and place it as if it were an

iron wall between him and the city. Further he is commanded to lie on his side like one

paralysed for a longperiod to symbolise the guiltof Israel and herpunishment (cf.4:4-8).

To symbolise the lack ofprovisions in Jerusalem during the siege'̂ Ezekiel has again to

take small quantities of bread and water: "As regards this food you are to measure out a

daily portion of twenty shekels and make it last the whole day. And you are to drink

water sparingly; yourdrinkis to be the sixth of a hin and to lastthe whole day" (4:9-12).

Life in exile is symbolised by Ezekiel's eating of unclean food: he is to take his food in

the shape of a barley cake baked where he could be seen, over human dung. And he

would say, "YHWH, the God of Israel says this, this is the way Israelites will have to eat

theirdefiled food, wherever I disperse them among the nations" (4:13-14).

There is enough evidence that Jeremiah was in this long tradition, which continued even

after him '̂*. In fact, the text ofJeremiah has been described as a complex tapestry of
metaphorical images interwoven with narrative seams, with the figure of the prophet

providing the recurrent theme'̂ . To Pashhur the priest, Jeremiah gave the symbolic name
3-'3Dp lijn (terror on every side) and accompanied this symbolic naming by a verbal

forecast of the disaster that would befall Pashhur, his friends and his people in Jer. 20:3.

Jeremiah's symbolic celibacy was followed by a verbal explanation (cf. 16:1-3)^®.

Interdiction to marry was followed by the prohibition to participate in the ordinary

" THOMPSON, The Book ofJeremiah, p. 72.

THOMPSON, TheBookofJeremiah, p. 75.

" W.R. DOMERIS, When Metaphor Becomes Myth: ASocio-Linguistic Reading ofJeremiah, in A.R.P.
DIAMOND et al. (eds.), Troubling Jeremiah, p.244-262, seep.256.

"The word ofYHWH was addressed tome as follows: 'you must not take awife orhave son ordaughter
in this place. For YHWH says this regarding the sons and daughters to be bom in this place, about the

mothers who give birth to them, and about the fathers who beget them inthis land: they will die ofdeadly
diseases, unlamented and unburied; they will belike dung spread ontheground; they will meet their end by

sword and famine, and their corpses will be food for the birds of heaven and the beasts of earth".
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festivities of life, eating and drinicing to show the calamity that lay in the future, for

"before your eyes and in your own days, I will silence the shouts of rejoicing and mirth,

and the voices of bridegroom and bride" (16:8-9). In the same direction of the calamity

that faces the people, one can mention the symbol of the jug of Jeremiah in 19:10-11: the

prophet is to buy an earthenware jug, take some of the elders of the people and some

priests with him to the Potsherd Gate, where he would break the bottle by smashing it

before their eyes saying: "YHWH Sabaoth says this: I am going to break this people and

this city just as one breaks a potter's pot, irreparably".

The two central chapters of our block under study (Jer. 27-28) narrate how Jeremiah, by

the order of YHWH, made a yoke and carried it on his own neck and proclaimed that

Judah and the other nations must have to bring their necks under the yoke of the king of

Babylon if they hoped to survive. Hananiah the prophet takes the yoke from Jeremiah's

neck and breaks it, saying that thus will YHWH remove and break the yoke of Babylon

from the shoulder of the nations, and part of the implications of the story is that in the

past, occasions have also arisen for such messages and symbolic shalom messages.

Without endless enumeration, one can cite the incident with the Rechabites (cf. Jer. 35),

the purchase of the land (cf Jer. 32), the incident in the potter's house (cf Jer. 18), the

burying of the large stones at the entrance to the government building in Tahpanhes (cf.

Jer. 43:8-13), the story of the two basket of figs (cf. Jer. 24), etc.

Conclusion

The crux of this short Chapter is a demonstration that the book of Jeremiah is not an

isolated island in the world of the prophetic books, but that it shares much in common

with the rest of the corpus. In the dialogue with Hananiah, Jeremiah makes reference to

the vision of the prophets before both of them (cf. 28:8). This is, in the position of our

work, a very important point in the reading of prophetic books. It is true that the

prophetic books cannot be used as data in the positivistic sense for reconstructing the

world of the prophets as it actually was (cf. Chapter One of this Part), "the literary world
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of the prophetic books themselves are important for knowing about theprophetic past"'̂ .

It is in this literary world thatwe are inclined to find a tradition, a unity; unity however

not in the sense of "complete unity" as criticised by David Carr who argued that

"excessive confidence in the existence of [...] complete unity in biblical texts - and our

need to find it - can blind us to the unresolved, rich plurality built into texts"^^. Rather,

unity refers to the organisational principle arising in the collecting, cataloguing and

archiving ofmaterial evident in the prophetic books '̂. In this sense, one prophetic book
could be read and understood in the context of another prophetic book. So is the book

Jeremiah with theother prophetic books. The choice of these two themes in this Chapter;

covenant and the use of symbols, is notby hazard. On the one hand, in Chapter One of

this Part, one ofthemajor arguments tocorroborate the theological status ofthe prophetic

books was that, following the history of the People of God as the narrators of the Bible

present it to us, the exodus event and the consequent covenant with YHWH was the

foundational event of thehistory of the People, and there was, at a point in time, when it

was necessary to re-appropriate once more the alternative vision of the covenant. And

behold this theme is very much common to the prophets. On the other hand, the block of

chapters of Jeremiah we have chosen in this study, exemplifies the significance of the

yoke as the symbol through which the narrator relays the truth or the falsity of the

different prophetic figures involved in the drama. What remains then is to investigate

closely into the problematic evident particularly in this block, especially from the angle
of the theological discussion of trueversus false prophecy.

77 E. CONRAD, Reading the Latter Prophets: Towards a New Canonical Criticism (JSOTS 376), London,
2003, p. 4.

D. CARR, Reachingfor Unity inIsaiah, inJSOT51 (1993), p.61-80, see p. 80.

E. CONRAD, ReadingtheLatterProphets, p. 62.
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Chapter Three

True versus False Prophecy in a Theological Context

Introduction

Jer. 26-29, as a literary block highlights the theological problem of true and false

prophecy. It hasto be noted thatthis isa major theological issue notonly in theprophetic

books, but also in the Hebrew Bible as a whole. Who has the truth? Where is the truth?

Which spirit is operating in a given prophetic individual? There are many episodes in the

Hebrew Biblewhere it is a question of discerning and deciding theveracity of a prophetic

figure, or even a counter claim bya prophetic personality that YHWH has equally spoken

to him or her and not only to the other. Already in the book of Numbers, Aaron and

Miriam criticise Moses for taking up a Cushite woman, demanding whether it is only to

Moses that YHWH could speak to. Had he not also spoken through them (cf Num. 12:1-

2)? The old prophet had to confront the man of God with the argument; "I also am a

prophet like you and an angel has told me, bythe order of YHWH: 'bring him into your

house that he may eat and drink'" (I Kings 13:18). Elijah's confrontation with the

hundreds of the prophets of Baal (cf I Kings 18) attest the interest of the writers of the

Hebrew Bible in putting in scene confrontations based on the theme of prophetic

authenticity. But in fact, nowhere again in the Hebrew Bible is the confrontation so

dramatised as that between Hananiah and Jeremiah. This is exactly why we left out

treating the question of true and false prophecy while we discussed the insertion of

Jeremiah in the prophetic theological tradition.

In this final Chapter then, we discuss some of the theological questions involved in this

regard in the Hebrew Bible, questions like the problem of criteria for true and false

prophecy; dangers facing prophetic figures that could cause them warp from verity to

falsity, the theological implications one can draw from the confrontation of Jeremiahwith

false prophecy in Jer. 26-29, the essence of the novelty which the narrative approach

brings to this theological discussion, and end the Chapter with a reference to the

theological/religious context of Nigeria.
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3.1 The Problem of Criteria for Prophetic Authenticity

3.1.1 The Problem

Throughout the Old Testament (the Hebrew Bible)', especially with regard to texts

dealing with prophetic authenticity, many proposals are given with regard to the marks of

authentic prophecy. But it is clear that there are no absolute criteria, valid for all times for

such a determination. Certainly each of the narratives has one or more criteria to

exemplify, but eventually in the same or in different circumstances, each criterion is

called to question and therefore the relativity of that particular criterion becomes

underlined. Both the Old and the New Testament attest to the fact that a human subject

could believe falsely, consciously or unconsciously, to be imbued with the prophetic

charism without being so in actual fact. Bovati writes:

The history of Israel exhibits a paradox: on the one hand, there is a certitude about

the active presence of YHWH who has promised to raise prophets and as such to

lead [...] all members of the people in the way of holiness; and on the other hand,

there is total incertitude when it comes to determining whom to trust. It is clear

that it is not so much a question of sound faith, that is, a question of accepting the

path of obedience, but more of discernment, which is part and parcel even of the

readiness to listen. The risk of giving credit to falsity, the danger of erring by

following the words of one who is mistaken, motivates in fact, a general suspicion

towards theprophets^.

' As has already been hinted, the HebrewBiblehas no separateword for "false prophet". In ten places,the

attack by one prophet upon another was so severe that the Septuagint used the word i|teu5oTipo(()ii-cri(: to

translate cf. the reference to the future removal of every prophet and unclean spirit in Zech. 13:2; the

reference to the bad conduct of prophets and accusation of the prophets and priests of healing Israel's

wound lightly, proclaiming peace when there is none, Jer. 6:13-14; the threat to the priests and prophets

with death, Jer. 26:7, 8, 11, 16; the rebuke of the prophets, diviners, dreamers, soothsayers, and sorcerers

who advise the exiled not to bring their neck under the yoke oftheir conquerors, Jer. 27:9; the identification

of Jeremiah's opponent, Jer. 28:1; the advice to the people not to heed the deceit and dreams of their

prophets and diviners who prophesy in YHWH's name without however being sent, Jer. 29:1, 8.

^ P. BOVATI, Alia ricerca del profeta II: Criteri per discernere i veri profeti, in Rivista del Clero 67

(1986), p. 179 (translation mine).
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Apart from the argument from tradition and canonical considerations, how does one

recognise a true prophet and how does one expose the impostor? The question is not

relevant only to the onlookers or the audiences of the prophet. Even the prophets

themselves have often the inner struggles within themselves as to their authenticity.

Crenshaw calls it "kicking at the pricks"^ and the reasons for this are numerous, ranging

from the failure of YHWH to be pinned down to his own word, to the often self interest

of the man, the prophet, who could consider his personal reputation and vindicationto be

more important than the inscrutable purposesof his Masterand even more importantthan

the lives of the whole populace. Such an inner struggle leads the prophet to make

frequent examination of conscience, or at least to doubt the authenticity of the voice he

heard. Even if the prophet arrives eventually at an answer in his own favour, he is not yet

spared the inner doubts forced upon him by an Unbelieving audience and especially by a

God who refused to be a slave even to his own word''. Put in the language of the New

Testament, howthen canthe spiritbe tested to see if it comes from God? (cf 1John 4:1).

3.1.2 The Relativity ofCriteria: A Sample Case (IKings 13)

Take for example I Kings 13. This mayhelp clarify the questions and problems involved

in establishing criteria. A man of God confronted Jeroboam and condemned his erection

of an altarat Bethel. Attempting to seize the man of God, the hand of the kingwithwhich

he used to lay hold of him dried up and he could not withdraw it again. He begged the

man of God to appease YHWH his God to save his hand (v. 6). The man of God did so.

The king invited him to table. On the order of YHWH, the man of God declined the

invitation, for YHWH has commanded: "You shall not eat or drink and you shall return

by another route" (v. 9). On hearing this through his sons, an "old prophet" from Bethel

ran to the man of God and invited him to table in his own house. The man of God insisted

on his refusal based on the wordhe had from YHWH. Theoldprophet argued: "I alsoam

a prophet likeyouand an angel has toldme, bythe order of YHWH: 'bring him intoyour

house that he may eat and drink'" (v. 18). But that was a complete lie. However, this was

^J.L. CRENSHAW, Prophetic Conflict, p. 3.
"J.L. CRENSHAW, Prophetic Conflict, p. 3.
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convincing to the man of God who acquiesced. At table, the true word of God came to

the old prophet who had lied before, for the condemnation of the man of God. He

prophesied: "Your corpse will never enter the tomb of your fathers" (v. 22). The man of

God was killed on his way by a lion and the old prophet buried him in his own sepulchre

at Bethel.

There is real difficulty in discerning the criteria for authenticity and in evaluating the two

prophetic figures involved in this narrative. Even though there is difference in

appellations of the two individuals by the narrator^ - unlike in the Jeremiah-Hananiah

confrontation where the narrator calls the two personages 'prophets' and on equal number

of occasions in the text - no far reaching conclusions can be drawn with regard to this. If

it is a simple question of discernment, does it then mean that the man of God could not

discern that the man from Bethel was an impostor? In the narrative, he appears first as an

authentic carrier of YHWH's word (his prophecy and intercession for Jeroboam) but

finally as one who receives divine punishment. From the logic of the narrative, it is

plausible to think that the man of God couldhave believed in the presentdispensation of

prophecy, and so YHWH could have said something different from what he said in a

different context before. If in Jer. 28, Hananiah is faulted partially because he sticks to

the promise in the time of Isaiah without recognising that a present realistic analysis of

faith may lead to a different diagnosis, if Hananiah is accused of simply parroting Isaiah,

and Jeremiah admired for looking out for the path which YHWH indicates in the

present®, what is theerror of the man of God ifhebelieved inthe dynamism oftheword

of YHWH, meaning that his fellow prophet could have received a more recent word from

^The figure from Bethel is calledprophet(icna v. 11,20, 25, 26) whilethat from Judah is termed man of

God (•'n'?K lU'S V. 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, etc.), but even the old prophet recognises his counterpart as

'prophet' (the old prophet said: "I, too, am a prophet N'di like you" v. 18) and he calls him "my brother"

while mourning him.

^ M. GILBERT, II a parle par lesprophetes: Themes etfigures bibliques (ConnaTtre et croire 1),Namur,

1998, p. 175. Martin Bubersays that Hananiah founded his hopesjust in a theoryenunciated a centuryago

in the time of Isaiah (Isa. 10:27), which he believes will be literally applicable in his own day, see M.

BUBER, Falsche Propheten, in Die Wandlung(1947), p. 227-281. For a resume of this, see L. RAMLOT,

Prophetisme, in DBS 8 (1971), p. 1042.
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YHWH? Worse still, the liar turned eventually to be the carrier of the authentic word of

YHWH, which saw realisation. Is the prophet from Bethel both a liar and a true prophet

of YHWH at the same time'?

Appeal to some other prophetic confrontations here will serve double role; enumerate

certain major criteria exemplified respectively and at the same time disclose their

insufficiency as absolute criteria for prophetic authenticity. The confrontation of Micaiah

with the other prophets (cf I Kings 22) focuses on the major criteria of being sent by

YHWH, the moral life of the prophet and at the same time the criterion of

accomplishment. The four hundred prophets had already encouraged the king to go to

war, assuring him that YHWH will deliver Ramoth Gilead into his hands. By some dint

of circumstances, Jehoshaphat suggested that they consult some other prophets of

YHWH. Reluctantly, the king agreed to summon Micaiah even though he lacks

confidence in him since Micaiah "never prophesies anything good about me but only

evil" (v. 8). Eventually that was the case. Not only that Micaiah prophesied that he saw

"all Israel dispersed like sheep without shepherd on the mountain" (v. 17), he explained

how it happened that falsity was given to the king: YHWH sits on his throne and

demanded for who will deceive Ahab to confront Ramoth Gilead and die (v. 19-20). The

spirit came forth and promised to send a false spirit into the mouth of all his (Ahab's)

prophets (v. 22). YHWH agreed and allowed the spirit for this mission. This answer

irritated one of the fourhundred prophets whoslapped Micaiah and said: "Howcome the

Spirit of the Lord left me to talk to you?" The king, believing the multitude of prophets,

boasted of coming back after the war to deal with Micaiah. The latter replied: "If you

return sound andsafe, thatmeans thatYHWH has notspoken through mymouth" (v. 28).

The king died and the word of the prophet was confirmed.

3.1.2.1 "Isaw all Israel scattered on the mountains ...".

A major criterion is the source of the commission of the prophet. "And YHWH said to

me; 'The prophets areprophesying lies in my name; I have notsentthem, I gave them no

orders, I never spoke to them. Delusive visions, hollow predictions, daydreams of their

' M. GILBERT, 11 aparle pasles prophetes, p.172.
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own, that is what they prophesy to you'" (Jer. 14:14; 23:25-28). In another context,

Jeremiah writes: "Do not listen to the prophets who prophesy to you, they are deceiving

you and give you the vision of their imaginations, that which they say does not come

from the mouth of YHWH" (Jer. 23:16), "because they are excluded from the council of

YHWH" (Jer. 23:18). Sometimes, their source of inspiration and allegiance is attributed

to Baal (cf Jer. 2:8; 5:31; 23:13; 32:32-35; Deut. 13:lff). Such condemnations of

prophets not sent are also found in Ezekiel (cf. 13:6), where he writes that they pretend to

have visions (cf 12:6-7).

But a question still remains: if it is not by visions, dreams or by simple dints of

inspiration that YHWH communicates his words to those he sends, how does one

evaluate the status of the visions of Amos, Jeremiah or Zechariah (cf Amos 7-8; Jer.

1:11-14; Nah. 1:1; Zech. 1-6), or to evaluate Micah or Deutero-Isaiah who claims to

speak and act under the influence of the possessionof God (cf Mic. 3:8; Isa. 61:1). Even

if one could appeal to the records of the prophetic vocation, where the mission and divine

mandate among some of the prophets are clearly stated so as to authenticate their

vocation from YHWH, some other prophets do not have such records, for example, Joel

and Zephaniah. One can still further ask: is the personal and sure awareness of the

possession of divine mandate a solid criterionto evaluate the prophet's authenticity? It is

true that for the recognised authentic prophets of the Hebrew Bible, the certitude of their

mission is an indispensable argument. The MajorProphets - Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel

- see the foundation of their prophetic mission in a personal vocation outside the

legitimisation of any established institution, which could furnish a Procrustean bed for

measuring its conformity. Outside Moses who is prophet par excellence because YHWH

spoke to him face to face (cf Deut. 34:10), no other prophet is described in that wise. In

the Jeremiah-Hananiah confrontation, Jeremiah could only resolve his dilemma basing on

his personal conviction of having receiveda new revelation from YHWH. Micaiahhad to

describe a private revelation of a heavenly court where he saw ... (cf I Kings 22:17). In

that wise, this criterion becomes too personal and subjective. Prophets could equally feel

personally sentwithoutin factbeingso andthis subjectivity is hidden from the other. The

man of God from Judah could not discern, for example, that the old prophet from Bethel
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was lying (cf. I Kings 13). Tills could also be the case with Jeremiah and Hananiah in the

first instance.

Talking of the prophet's consciousness and conviction of being commissioned by YHWH

is talicing of a special relationship between the latter and the former. In the words of

Gilbert, "c'est la relation entre Yahve et son prophete qui doit justifier aux yeux de ce

dernier sa mission. Mais cette relation n'est guere analysable ni par les contemporains du

prophete ni par nous qui cherchons a recourir aux methodes scientifiques"®. This

relationship is seen often from the point of view of the readiness or ability of the prophet

to intercede before YHWH on behalf of the people. In Jer. 27, Jeremiah enjoins the

priests and all the people not to listen to the prophets who advise them against serving

their oppressors, because if they were prophets, if they had the word of YHWH in them,

they would have interceded YHWH (Jer. 27:18)'. Ezekiel challenged the false prophets:

"You have never ventured into the breach; you have never bothered to fortify the house

of Israel, to hold fast in battle on the day of YHWH" (Eze. 13:5).

3.1.2.2 "Ifa prophet invites Israel to follow other gods..."

Related with the certainty of being sent is the fact of speaking what is in consonance with

the will of YHWH. Deut. 13:2-6 proposes another criterion for the discernment among

prophets; the question of speaking in the name of YHWH or of othergods: "If a prophet

invites Israel to follow othergods otherthanYHWH, do not listen to the prophet or to the

vision of the visionary, even if hejustifies his mission by a prodigious act... The prophet

should be put to death". It is probablyon the basis of this legislation that Elijah killed the

four hundred prophets of Baal as narrated in I Kings 18:20-40. This seems to be a very

certain criterion. If a prophet leads the people astray or invites Israel to forget her

M. GILBERT, II a parle par les prophetes, p. 179.

' Tradition sees Jeremiah as an intercessor ofthe people. "This is aman who loves his brothers and prays
muchfor the peopleandthe Holy City,Jeremiah, the prophet of God"(IIMacc. 15:4; seeJer. 37:3). Andin

the book of Jeremiah, three times,the prophet is interdicted to intercede anylonger for the people(cf. Jer.

7:16; 11:14; 14:11). In many other cases, intercession appears equally as a veritable mark of a good

prophet, for example Samuel (1 Sam. 7:5-9), Elijah (I Kings 17:20-22), Elisha (II Kings 4:23), Amos

(Amos 7:2), Isaiah (II Kings 19:1-4; Isa.37:1-4), Ezekiel (Eze. 9:8; 11:13).
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YHWH, how then can he be a true prophet (cf. Deut. 18:20; Jer. 2:8; 23:13)? But even in

an issue apparently clear and sure like this, there are still nuances that reduce the

sharpness of the intuition, as in some confrontations, the criterion is also put to question.

When Hananiah speaks in Jer. 28, there is no indication that he invites the people to

abandon YHWH, even though he is accused by Jeremiah of speaking rebellion against

him. In such a case how can the discernment be carried; from the contents of the speech

or from the personal evaluation of another prophet? The reader of the passage can only

discern the truth or falsity of Hananiah's message from the moment YHWH intervenes

and not at the moment of listening to Hananiah. Moreover, Isa. 6:9-10 and 7:10-12 show

that the prophet is sent to make the people stiff necked so that they do not repent, thereby

causing in Ahaz the lack of faith that leads him to demand for a sign from God.

3.1.2.3 Sycophantsface toface with the fearless: the moral life ofthe prophet

The episode of Micaiah and the prophets narrated above has much similarity with the

Hananiah-Jeremiah episode in Jer. 28 with regard to criteria. Contrary to the sweet and

hopeful message of the four hundred prophets, Micaiah delivered woes to the king, just as

Jeremiah appealed to the past prophets whose prophecies were those of woes, famine and

pestilence. Each of the confrontations has the appeal to fulfilment and in each case, there

is also the realisation of the respective prophecies and the death of the prophet's

opponent. In such a way, YHWH becomes the arbiter and the authenticprophet is in no

doubt clear. The narrator portrays a scene of two types of characters: in the first place a

group of four hundred sycophants, who, feeling comfortable to appear in good light

before the king, seek to please him (see especially I Kings 22:10-12, 24), and flatter the

powerful by words which satisfy his ego'"; and pitched against these, a prophet presented

as authentic. The latter is free and stands firmly opposed to the group, leading to his

denunciation of the former and risking his favour. Here and there, the question of the

comportment and the life style of the prophet is evoked. Jeremiah writes: "But in the

prophets of Jerusalem I have seen something horrible: adultery, persistent lying, such

abetting of the wicked that no one renounces his wickedness. To me they are all like

Sodom and its inhabitants are like Gomorrah" (Jer. 23:14). In some other occasions, the

' A. WENIN, Meflez-vous desfauxprophetes, in Etudes (2004), p. 351-360, see p. 353.
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prophets are denounced as drunkards (cf. Isa. 28:7; Mic. 2:11), as those who search after

their own gain, accused of prophesying for money and coining the message according to

reward (cf. Eze. 13:19; Mic. 3:5ff, 11), adulterers (cf. Jer. 6:13-15; 29:23), as allies to the

wicked (cf. Jer. 23:14). This moral criterion received the blessingof Jesus in the Gospels

(cf. Matt. 7:16).

The complication in this criterion is that it can also implicate some of the prophets

recognised in biblical tradition as true prophets as some of their options in some isolated

cases are equally questionable. Jeremiah wished the death and destruction of his enemies

(cf. Jer 17:18"; 18:21-22'̂ ). Jeremiah accuses the false prophets ofstealing oracles from

other prophets, but this overlooks the obvious dependence of his own message on the

other prophets like Hosea and Micah'̂ The passages common to the prophets, says

Crenshaw, can only be explained as implying borrowing from one another or all from one

common source'''. Hosea is married to an adulterous prostitute (cf. Hos. 1:2-3; 3:1)'̂ .
Elijah cursed forty-two children to death simply because they insulted him (cf. II Kings

2:23-24) and Isaiah walked naked for three years in the streets of Jerusalem (cf. Isa.

20:2)'®. However, despite the relativity ofthe criterion ofthe moral life ofthe prophets, it
is important to state that prophets are demanded a certain level of conduct and that the

" "Let my persecutors be confounded, not me, let them, not me, be terrified. On them bring the day of
disaster, destroy them, and destroy them twice over".

"So, hand their sons over to famine, abandon them to the edge of the sword. Let their wives become

childless and widowed. Let their husbands die of plague, their young men be cut down by the sword in

battle".

For a detailed study of Jeremiah's dependence on otherprophets, see HOLLADAY, Jeremiah2, p. 46-

56.

J.L. CRENSHAW,Prophetic Conflict,p. 59.

The marriage of Hosea has received numerous interpretations and hypotheses with the allegorical

interpretation, whichsees the marriage as a symbolic action as the major trend.See A. WENIN, Oseeet

Gamer, parabole de lafldelite de Dieu (Os 1-3). However, von Rad is of the opinion that the symbolic

action reveals nothing if anything at all about the prophet's domestic situation, G. voN RAD, Old

Testament Theology //, p. 138.

Fordetailed treatment ofthe insufficiency ofthiscriterion, seeJ.L. CRENSHAW, Prophetic Conflict, p.

56-60.
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most serious charge against the false prophets was mainly their conspiracy of silence'̂ ,

that is, the failure to speak out in condemnation of evil.

3.1.2.4 "Prophets ... before me and beforeyou prophesied woes..."

The other criteria proposed by Jeremiah are equally problematic. According to Jeremiah

(Jer. 28:8-9), the prophets of the past announced generally woes, and if any prophet

would announce peace, he is to be believed if his word came true. "These prophets have

led my people astray and said 'Peace' when there is no peace" (Eze. 13:10). "For, from

the least to the greatest, they are all greedy for gain; the prophet no less than the priest; all

of them practise fraud. Without concern they dress my people's wound, saying: 'Peace!

Peace!' whereas there is no peace" (Jer. 6:13-14; 8:10). Even though we noted already in

our Part Two Chapter Four the logic connecting the first two criteria (prophecy of doom

and fulfillment) mentioned by Jeremiah in 28:8-9 —since doom prophecy is the general

tendency, any exception to this must be backed by realisation - meaning that Jeremiah

wished to limit the latter criterion to the prophecies of peace, these criteria are not always

vindicated by the facts of history. True that the prophets often or mostly prophesied woes

and doom for the people, there are considerable exceptions. Nathan in II Sam. 7

announced neither ruin nor punishment to David but divine faithfulness in his election.

Nahum prophesied ruin for Nineveh and salvation for Judah (cf. Nah. 1:9-10, 12-13; 2:1-

3). At the same time, the oracle of Immanuel in Isa. 7:14 is not a doom oracle. Not only

that some oracles needed not be oracles of doom, even some doom oracles were never

historically fulfilled.

3.1.2.5 "Ifthe word ofthe prophet comes to realisation..."

The question of accomplishment is also the criterion found in Deut. 18:21-22. The true

prophet becomes one whose words and predictions find eventual fulfillment. "Any

prophetwhose words were not so confirmed encountered a good deal of skepticism from

the public (cf Isa. 5:19; Jer. 17:15)"'̂ "and the ability to predict imminent events

accurately was the means by which the authority of all the prophets' words was

" J.L. CRENSHAW, Prophetic Conflict, p. 60.

R.P. CARROLL, When Prophecy Failed, p. 35.
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confirmed"'̂ , as Saul surely had to meet the people on his way according to the words of
Samuel (cf. I Sam. 10:2-10). Samuel was in fact the first personality that demonstrated

the characteristics generally associated with Israel's prophets and the criterion of

fulfilment was basic to his recognition as prophet. While serving the old priest Eli, he

received vision about the divine punishment that would befall the house of Eli because of

the iniquities of the latter's sons (cf. I Sam. 3:1-14). His visions were realised and he was

found to be "an accredited prophet of YHWH" because "none of his words fell to the

ground" (I Sam. 3:19-21). He was honoured as prophet because "whatever he says

always comes true" (I Sam. 9:6). The altarof Bethel burstand split intopieces as the man

of God announced it (I Kings 13:2-3), and Hananiah died following the prediction by

Jeremiah (cf Jer. 28:15-17). Nathan foretold the death of the son bom of the adultery of

David and it happened despite the pleading of the latter with YHWH (cf. II Sam. 12:14-

18); Ahijah the prophet foretold the overthrow of the house of Jeroboam (cf I Kings

14:6-18). Elisha predicted a famine that would last for seven years (cf. II Kings 8:1-3)

and the harm that Hazael would bring upon Israel if he became king (cf II Kings 8:11-

12). But not only that many oracles did not realise^", the criteria ofaccomplishment isall
the more problematic since they refer often to an indefinite time in the future, even

" R.E. OTTO, The Prophets and their Perspective, inCBQ 63 (2001), p. 219-240, see p. 222.
A. KUENEN, J. MUIR& A. MILROY, The Prophetsand Prophecyin Israel: AnHistorical and Critical

Enquiry, London, 1969, has made a list of prophetic predictions that did not find fulfillment. Most evident

are the Zion oracles in Isaiah, theprediction thatDamascus would become a heap of ruins(cf. Isa. 17: Iff.),

that Israel and Syriawould be despoiled before the child, Maher-shalal-hash-baz, learns how to say "my

father", "my mother" (cf. Isa. 8:4). Other classical examples are the unrealised prophetic promises in

Second Isaiah, for example,Cyrusdid not worship YHWH and Babylon was not destroyed, neither did the

desert blossom like a garden; the oracles in Jeremiah that Judah and Israel would reunite (3:15ff), that

Hophra of Egypt would be given into the land of his enemies (44:30) and that Judah would return to

Palestine afterseventy years (cf. Jer.29:10). Judah did notreceive thesalvation promised bythe mouth of

Nahum. Ezekiel announced thatGod will bring Nebuchadnezzar upon Tyre to destroy it (cf 29:17-20),

which, notbeing realised after sixteen years, theprophet had to announce again thatGod had changed his

plan; that it is Egypt instead of Tyre that would be given to Nebuchadnezzar (cf. 29:19-20). James Ban-

describes this phenomenon in Israelite prophecy in the following words: "Sometimes, when a prophecy

fails to produce exact correspondence with reality, the prophet hardly bothers to apologise. He just

produces another prophecy in itsplace", seeJ. BARR, Beyond Fundamentalism, Philadelphia, 1984, p.37.
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though some authors have sought to explain away this problematic by means of some

hypothesis termed "prophetic perspective" '̂, nuanced in many other authors as

"prophetic foreshortening"^^, "prophetic compenetration"^^, the "prophet's telescopic

vision" '̂*, thereby suggesting a rather new or different conception of time in prophecy.

And since prophecy is equally in many cases conditional, like the case of Jonah, the

criterion does not absolutely apply. Moreover, such a criterion would refer simply to

prophecies that announce future events and would be relevant only to the contemporaries

of its realisation; that is, it can be effectively used only in retrospect^^. But prophecies

dealing with announcement of the future are only a class of prophecies. Although

prediction plays a very important part in prophetic utterance, "biblical prophecy has more

to do with 'forth telling' than 'foretelling'"^® and prophecy has, as its principal goal, to

L. BERKOFF, Principles of Biblical Interpretation, Grand Rapids, 1950. Berkoff minimises the

significance of the element of time and subjugates it to his 'prophetic perspective' with which insight the

prophets could articulate many events into a split temporal unit, rendering temporal significance to an

associate level: "The element of time is a rather negligible quantity in the prophets. While designations of

time are not altogether wanting, their number is exceptionally small. The prophets compressed great events

into a brief space of time, brought momentous movements close together in a temporal sense, and took

them in at a single glance [...]. They looked upon the future as the traveller does upon a mountain range in

the distance. He fancies that one mountain-top rises up right behind the other, when in reality they are miles

apart" (p. 150).

L.C. ALLEN, The Books ofJoel, Obadiah, Jonah andMicah (NICOT), Grand Rapids, 1976, p. 350.

C. STUHLMUELLER, The Prophets and the Word ofGod, Notre Dame. 1964, p. 162.

W.W. KLEIN, C.L. BLOOMBERG & R.L. HUBBARD, Introduction to Biblical Interpretation, Dallas,

1993, p. 304.

But the whole idea of prophetic perspective does not sound very convincingfor obvious reasons. It shifts

the goalpost while the game is still on, in that how could it be said that a prophetwas indifferent to the time

elementwhen he spoke about the exigencies of his owntime andwhenthe validation of his call dependsto

a large extent on the accomplishment of his predictions in the time in question(cf. Deut. 18:22)? Again, if

prophets received revelations to discern the will of God, which to other people seemed to be just natural

course of events, how do we evaluate the clarity of this vision if the prophets could not enable the people to

distinguish between far and future events?

R.E. OTTO, The Prophets and their Perspective, p. 219.
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direct people in their true relation to YHWH, having therefore a more general vision of

history^^ and notsimply a forecast ofthefuture^^.

3.1.2.6 "Beware offalse prophets... By their fruits...": Complement from the New

Testament

This statement of Matthew's Gospel put in the mouth of the hero of the Gospels shows

that the problem in the Old Testament of the discernment between true and false

prophecy also rears its head in the New Testament. The 1973 Seminar of the Society of

Biblical Literature on "Early Christian Prophecy" definedNew Testamentprophecythus:

"The early Christian prophet was an immediately-inspired spokesperson for God, the

risen Jesus, or the Spiritwho received intelligible oracles that he or she felt impelled to

deliver to the Christian community or, representing the community, to the general

public"^®. It is good to note that the interest ofJudaism in prophetism did not come to an
end with the coming of Jesus. After all, Jesus was considered himself also as "one of the

prophetsof the Old Testament comebackto life" (cf Matt. 16:14; Mark 8:28;Luke9:8).

The Apostles were also considered as prophets and it is necessary to remark the role

which prophetism played within the early Christian communities'". Imbued with

prophetic charisma, these Christians form a particular group in the early Church where

they exercise a function, which according to Paul, is placed immediately after that of the

Apostles, and before the didaskales (cf I Cor. 12:28). Just like the Israelite communities

of the Old Testament, the Christian communities had also to wrestle with ambiguities

M. GILBERT, II aparle par lesprophetes, p. 177.

Crenshaw enumerates further problems connected withthis criterion. According to him,the standard has

little value when one recognises a)thegeneral nature ofmany prophetic words, b)theconditional aspect of

prophecy, and c) thefact thatthis criterion deals only with thenarrowly predictive words of prophecy, cf.

J.L. CRENSHAW, Prophetic Conflict, p. 50;E.OSSWALD, Falsche Prophetic im Alten Testament, p. 23-

26.

Cited in M.E. BORING, Prophecy, Early Christian, inABD 5 (1992), p.495-502, seep.496.

SeeE. COTHENET, Prophetisme dansle Nouveau Testament, in DBS 8 (1971), p. 1222-1237; ID., Les

prophetes Chretiens dans I'Evangile selon saintMatthieu, in M. DIDIER (ed.), L'Evangile selon Mathieu,

Redaction et theologie (BETL 29), Gembloux, 1972.
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connected with the prophetic phenomenon and also were obliged to establish certain

criteria for discernment.

From the context of the words of Jesus in the Gospel, it is understandable that within the

community to which Matthew writes, there were individuals who paraded themselves like

prophets while they were not so in actual fact. And so Jesus refers to this necessary

discernment and draws attention of his audience to this distinction. They camouflage in

the toga of sheep, while in real fact they are rapacious wolves.

"Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothing, but underneath

are ravenous wolves" (Matt. 7:15).

Some other passages in the Gospel attest to this tension in the community. Ready to mind

are: "Because many will come using my name and saying, 'I am the Christ', and they will

deceive many" (Matt. 24:5); "Many false prophets will arise; they will deceive many

(Matt. 24:11); "If anyone says to you then, 'Look, here is the Christ', or 'Over here', do

not believe it; for false Christs and false prophets will arise and provide great signs and

portents, enough to deceive even the elect, if that were possible" (Matt. 24:23-24). In his

farewell speech at Miletus, Paul had to warn the Christian community to beware of some

people who may come to cause trouble and division in the community after his departure

(cf. Acts 20:29-31) '̂. Thus, there is the need for discernment. With regard to this, Jesus

formulates a general principle, which seems to be followed in different adaptations in

various New Testament writings. With the image of fruit, Jesus gives a principle: a good

tree cannot bear bad fruit and a rotten tree cannot bear good fruit (cf Matt. 7:18), a

principle in a passage with a chiastic structure. This principle is flanked immediately by

Many other instances in the New Testament are clear and attest to this tension in the Christian

community. The second letter of Peter shows the opposition between the "authentic prophetic word that we

proclaim" and the "false doctors, who like the false prophets of the Old Testament, cause harm in the

Christian community" (II Pet. 2:1). These false doctors are reproachedfirst and foremost for "denying the

Master who redeemed them" (II Pet. 2:1; Jude 4); they introduce sects that are divisive to the community

(cf. II Pet. 2:1) and promote licentiousness (cf II Pet. 2:19). But these points, taken to be criteria for

detecting false prophets are all already mentioned in the Old Testament.
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the emphasis that good trees bear good fruits (C and C), then by the opposition between

picking and cutting/throwing of fruits (B and B'), and finally at extremes by a more

concreteone: by their fruits, youshallknow them (A andA') (cf.Matt. 7:16-20).

A By theirfruits you shall know them (v. 16a).

B Do people pick grapes from thornbushes, or figs from thistles? (v. 16b).

C Just so, everygood tree bears goodfruit, and a rotten tree bears

bad fruit (v. 17).

D. A GOOD TREE CANNOT BEAR BAD FRUIT, NOR CAN A ROTTEN

TREE BEAR GOOD FRUIT (v. 18).

C Everytree that does not bear goodfruit (v. 19a).

B' will be cut downand thrown into the fire (v. 19b).

A' So by their fruits you shall know them (v. 20).

The subsequent verses attempt just to pin down this theoretical principle. Unlike in the

Old Testament where it was either a question of accomplishment, the prophecy of woes,

the moral conduct of the particular prophet, etc., "thefruits" forJesus is something more

general, even more than the general comportment of the prophet. The next verse begins

concretising this general principle, for true disciples would be those who do the will of

the Father. Jesus would reject the self-acclaimed prophets who may have taught in his

name, because they bore bad fruits; he does not know them because they committed

iniquity. That means, prophecy should beat the service ofthe whole Gospel message and

all that Jesus stands for.

"Not everyone who says to me, 'Lord, Lord', will enter the kingdom of heaven,

but only the onewho does the will of my Father in heaven. When the daycomes

many will say to me, 'Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in your name, drive out

demons in your name, workmany miracles in your name?' Then I shall tell them

to their faces: I have never known you; away from me, all evil doers!" (Matt.

7:21-23).
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Paul connected being a true prophet, that is, this capacity of bearing good fruits, to the

ecclesial context and precisely, to the edification of the community (cf I Cor. 14:3-4,

Eph. 4:11-12). The prophetic ministry, which for Paul is quite different from speaking in

tongues, is exercised within the community united together^^ (cf Acts 13:1-3; I Cor. 14).

It is necessary to note however that for Paul, each spiritual gift has as goal the

contribution, along with other spiritual gifts, to the building and edification of "the one

body", the community which has Christ as its head (cf. I Cor. 12). Repeating the principle

of Christ in another language altogether, Paul underlines charity as the highest charisma

and as superior to other spiritual gifts, prophecy inclusive: "If I have the gift of prophecy

and understand all mysteries... but 1have no charity, 1am nothing" (I Cor. 13:2).

John in his stead introduces a very interesting element in his discussion on the issue.

Unlike Paul who seems to understand the exercise of prophetic discernment to be the

reserve of few Christians gifted and called to that ministry (cf I Cor. 12:10), John, like

Christ, sees it as something incumbent on every individual Christian. Every Christian

should test the spirits properly to discern which comes from God and which comes from

the anti-Christ, which in John's writing is variously tagged 'the spirit of error' as opposed

to 'the Spirit of truth' (cf. I John 4:2-3, 6). "My dear friends, not every spirit is to be

trusted, but test the spirits to see whether they are from God, for many false prophets are

at large in the world" (I John 4:1).

If one could therefore try to articulate the image of a true prophet in the understanding of

the New Testament, these words of Gilbert seem good enough even though the research

and the question remains open. Defining the prophet of the New Covenant, he writes:

"remplis de I'Esprit de la verite, il a charge de faire decouvrir le mystere du Christ

Jesus, Dieu et homme, mystere cache dans I'Ancien Testament et dont tous et

chacun ont a vivre aujourd'hui; pratiquant dans sa vie personnelle, quoi qu'il lui

en coute, ce qu'il proclame a ses freres, le prophete authentique ne peut 'diviser

• M. GILBERT, II aparle par lesprophetes, p. 185.
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Jesus', edulcorer le depot de la foi re9ue des apotres, confie a leur garde ; il ne

peut diviserI'Eglise, mais il I'edifie, la console et I'exhorte"".

3.2 True versus False Prophecy in Jer. 26-29 and Theological

Implications

3.2.1 Narrotology Meets Theology

In the General Introduction we made our point of view clear that it is possible to

construct a theological edifice from the biblical text treated as narratives and read from

the narrative point of view. The conviction is that insistence on the narrative and artistic

aspects of a discourse "stresses the rift between the narrative and the events to which it

may refer" '̂'. Robert Alter is of the opinion that narratology focuses attention to textual
worlds, which are created by the "particularizing imagination" of the Old Testament

writer, and these textual worlds become "crucial subject fortheological reflection in their

own right"^^. And what more, the aspect of narratology about character and
characterisation is an area that can open up fruitful perspectives to theological reflections.

In this section, we shall see in more specific terms the import of the narrative reading of

these chapters tothe theological discussion on true and false prophecy. The very first part
will be a consideration purely from the world of the text (following the presentation in

the different chapters), while the second, the implications and the articulation of the

contact points where ourdiscussion meets with theological discourse in global terms.

The setting of Jer. 26, especially when seen from itsdeparture from that of 7:1-8:3, gives
it the specific force of addressing generations of readers. This is seen especially with the

mention of the elders' speech (see v. 17-19) and their interpretation of Mic. 3:2; this

phenomenon in thetext shows that the way the elders speech makes an application of an

old prophetic tradition parallels how Jer. 26 could also apply to its future and today's

M. GILBERT, II a parle par lesprophetes,p. 189.

A. BERLFN, Poetics andInterpretation ofBiblical Narrative (Bible and Literature Series 9), Sheffield,
1983, p. 13-14.

M.J. OOSTHUIZEN, The Narratological Approach asa Means ofUnderstanding the OldTestament, in
OTE1 (1994), p. 84-91, see p. 86.
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readers. The reader already places himself in the position of the prophet's audience from

the beginning of the narrative. In calling for a change of heart, the content of v. 3-5 is

presented to the reader in the form of second-person address. The reader notices that

there is no announcement of the acquittal to Jeremiah after the verdict, but the latter is

followed immediately by the elder's speech, a speech that takes the reader back to the call

for repentance. What is more, the reader notices that pronouncement of verdict is one

thing, but the central issue still remains: heeding the demands of the speech. Of course,

"the validation of Jeremiah as a true prophet by a court is not an adequate response to the

divine word"^^. If it is ruled that Jeremiah has been truly sentby YHWH because he has

truly "spoken to us in the name of YHWH" (cf. v. 16), it is logically binding that even the

judges heed this word. The absence of this notice constantly reminds the reader of a

missing point and challenges him also. And more so the inconclusiveness of the chapter;

the "open-endedness of v. 19" throws a challenge to the reader with the question: "If this

word is from God, how will you respond"^^? What is the prophetic personality? What

does a prophet think of himself and his ministry? How does the reader perceive this

problematic in the narratives under investigation?

If the reader senses the challenge of a response to the word of the prophet in chapter 26,

chapters 27-28 represent to him the constant temptation for one to claim YHWH's

promises and to trust in His election and to use this promises as means of resisting the

sincere change that an encounter with YHWH demands. But the narratives have an

antidote: the constant and repetitive advice, "Stop listening" to the prophets. By

contradicting the judgement of YHWH on Judah, the prophets deny the people the

opportunity announced in the previous chapter of turning away from the evil of their

deeds, and in fact causing the city and the temple to be under divine punishment.

Jeremiah had in 23:16-22 accused the other prophets of not having stood in the council of

YHWH. They have not listened to YHWH and so should not be listened to. The oracles

of submission to the foreign power becomes, not just the retributive action of an angry

SCALISE et al, Jeremiah 26-52, p. 33.

" SCALISEet al., Jeremiah 26-52, p. 33.
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deity, but a just judgement of a sovereign God on constant disobedience, judgement not

aimed at eternity, but until (ns?), his sovereignty wills. The figure of Hananiah, his words

and actions, become this constant voice, which the reader should not listen to. At the end

of the narrative of chapters 27-28, the exit of one of the prophets .confirms the reader's

quest for truth in mattersof prophecy.

The narrative analysis oftexts aswe have done has further insights about the question of

true and false prophecy, which are outside thesphere of historical critical analysis. Take

for example the self-consciousness of being true or false with regard to prophecy as it

concerns the "false prophet". The question the reader would pose to himself or herself is

whether the false prophet is conscious of being false. From the narrative, it is clear that

there is no self-deception on the part of the false prophet, who seems certainly sure of

self There is no sign ofan intention to dupe the populace, but good willed disposition to
reveal the intentions ofthe One thought to be the source and origin ofthe message. In a
study published in 1952, Quell succeeds in liberating studies in true and false prophecy

from a priori conclusions concerning Jeremiah's opponent who had largely been referred
to as a "cultic, nationalistic pseudoprophet, a fanatic demagogue, a libertine in morals,

illiterate of spirit, and, indeed an offender against the Holy spirit"^^ Ofcourse the MT

does not have any ofsuch tags for Hananiah. Pointing atthe fact that Hananiah employed
the same forms of speech and symbolic action as Jeremiah, he (Quell) proves that

intentionality is no longer a valid criterion to discern the true between the two prophets.
As Sanders writes, "It is simply not possible to impugn the so-called false prophets with

conscious, evil intention. Recognition of this fact in modem study has received broader

support from the acknowledgment of pluralism as a factor in research"^^ There is

therefore the question of the distinction between being deceptive and being mistaken. In
the context of the narrative reading, the latter would seem more appropriate as a
description. The narrator neither judges Hananiah nor says he is mistaken; the way the

G. QUELL, Wahre undfalsche Propheten, p. 65.

J.A. SANDERS, Hermeneutics in True and False Prophecy, in G.W. COATS &B.O. LONG (eds.),
Canon and Authority: Essays in Old Testament Religion and Theology, Philadelphia, 1977, p. 21-41, see p.
22.
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drama is constructed does not give any indication of negative judgement about the good

faith of Hananiah. The theological question becomes: how can the reader of today discern

even his own particular situation with regard to the truth if one can be certain but again

mistaken? It is because the false prophet is mistaken that leads to the incorrigible aspect

of his character. How can one who is consciously sure of him/herself be convinced that

what he or she is saying is not true? This is confirmed in chapter 28 by Hananiah, and in

chapter 29 by Ahab, Zedekiah and Shemaiah.

It is true that Jer. 26-29 is in the main a confrontation of the prophet with the problem of

false prophecy, this block of chapters has still, though concentrating on this theme, much

to offer from the broader theological perspective. We believe that the character of the text

has both a literary and a theological perspective. And as said earlier on, a narrative in this

angle of vision does not deal just with the character of the text, but also with the character

of God in the text. It is in this sense that Brueggemann talks much of the notion of

imagination in the prophetic corpus. His conviction, which is shared very much in this

work, is that, alongside the theological statement, which the biblical text carries, a

revelation of thecharacter ofGod isalso inquestion'"'. And specifically inJer. 26-29, one

can proceed to make the following theological considerations. Of course the centrality of

the drama of chapter 28, that is, the confrontation between Jeremiah and Hananiah,

makes the chapter dominant while discussing the theological emphases of the four

chapters. What follows in this section may not avoid this bias. Our analysis of the

characterisation of YHWH in the text in Part Two Chapter Six revealed salient aspects

that need little more emphasis from the theological point of view.

3.2.2 Man's Relativity and God's Sovereignty

In Part Two, Chapter Three, we noted the tone underlining YHWH's sovereignty with

which Jer. 27 begins, after the initial programme articulation in chapter 26. After the

enunciation of the theme of prophetic authenticity in chapter 26, it is interesting that the

W. BRUEGGEMANN, A Shape for Old Testament Theology, I: Structure Legitimation, in P.D.

MILLER (ed.), Walter Brueggemann, Old Testament Theology: Essays on Structure, Theme, and Text,

Minneapolis, 1992, p. 1-21, see p. 4.
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text proceeds in chapter 27 with the affirmation of YHWH as the creator (cf v. 5).

Sanders argues that affirming YHWH as God of all creation, which was part of the

monotheising process in ancient Israel, can be one of the signs of having come to

awareness of the real nature of God"".

This affirmation of YHWH as creator has some other further implications. In fact this

affirmation in Jer. 27:5 is prolonged by a corollary: the universal mastery of YHWH on

men and beasts and over the earth, which he can give to the one he pleases (27:6-11).

YHWH becomes a mystery that is greater than that of the universe and its system of

things because of his status as Creator and because of his supreme power over creation.

One ofthe major theological questions in the text ofJer. 26-29 isthe status ofthe pagan

king Nebuchadnezzar, and his relationship with YHWH. In the broad sphere, it is a

question of the conception of God who would use a pagan figure as his agent to punish
his people and the precise sense in which YHWH could describe this king as "my
servant" (27:6). Despite every theological attempt to resolve this, the question does not

become less pressing. It seems that in the long run, the only solution is recourse to this

fundamental truth about God: YHWH is absolute. "Why should the nations ask, 'Where
is their God?' Our God is in heaven, he does whatever he wills" (Psa. 115:1-3). He who

does whatever he wills, in heaven and on earth must be above certain considerations of

normality and reasonability (in human terms) since he is not accountable to any other
being and since his ways and thoughts are different from that of other beings (cf Isa.
55:8). The prophetic figures brought in bad light in the text could not reach at full

understanding of YHWH who is not only a redeemer, provider or sustainer, but also a
creator. Sanderspoints out the implications of this subtle distinction:

To stress the tradition of YHWH as redeemer, provider, and sustainer and deny
YHWH as creator would be [...] to engage in 'false prophecy'; the so called true

prophets never denied that God was the God of Israel who had elected Israel and

redeemed them from slavery in Egypt, guided them in the desert and given them a
home, and/or had chosen David and established his throne and city [...]. But in

•" J.A. SANDERS, Hermeneutics in True and False Prophecy, p. 37.
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addition to affirming God as redeemer and sustainer, the true prophets stressed that

God was also creator ofall peoples ofall theearth"''̂ .

And his prophet, if true to this name, should be well aware of this important distinction.

Even though a messenger of YHWH, he should know that YHWH is not a subject that

could be exhausted by human discourse. As already said before, the book of Jeremiah

bears witness to the struggle of a prophet who needed to learn, even with difficulty, to

understand the ways of YHWH who has not sold his right or freedom even to his faithful

prophet; the YHWH who is not helplessly bound to his words and oaths to his people. In

fact, it is not only Jeremiah the prophet who needed to learn this truth about YHWH. The

Hebrew Bible attests to the fact that through varied experiences in the course of history,

YHWH wished that his people understood that he (YHWH) is not to be localised or

appropriated. He is the Other; the YHWH of the universe. Hence many notions of his

universalistic programme are already muted in the Old Testament. As John Henry

Newmann wrote already in 1935, "He, though One, is a sort of world of worlds in

Himself, giving birth in our minds to an infinite number of distinct truths, each ineffably

more mysterious than any thing that is found in this universe ofspace and time"''̂ Yet
this truth of God as an absolute Being has further reaching implications for theology.

3.2.3 Between Dynamic Pluralism and Appropriation of God

From the narrative of Jer. 26-29, especially 28, one can say that Jeremiah believes

YHWH talks through him but also believes that he can also talk through another. And so

when his opponent says 'thus says YHWH', Jeremiah begins by believing it could be so

and says 'Amen' wishing that what he just heard be realised, or regarding "it as possible

that YHWH had changed his mind and no longer stood behind his message""^. Already in
26:14, the image of the prophet is that of a mild messenger. Before his accusers, he could

only but articulate a defence speech by declaring himself to be "in the hands" of his

accusers who could do whatever they please or think right. Without however the least

J.A. SANDERS, Hermeneutics in True and False Prophecy, p. 37. See also J. LUNDBOM, Jer. 21-36,

p. 313.

J.H. NEWMAN, The Idea ofa University, London, 1935, p. 463.

A. LAATO, History and Ideology in the Old Testament Literature, p. 296.
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doubt that his message has YHWH as source, the latter does not become for him a mere

instrument of defence. The only guarantee he has, is as much as given him by YHWH,

who however is free. On the contrary, reading Jer. 28 gives impression that Hananiah

gives no room to make the reader believe in such openness. Jeremiah's 'Amen' in v. 6

and the development that followed till v. 9, is notto suppose thattruth is multiple or that

one should adopt an attitude of indifference as regardsthe truth, but could be understood

as an invitation to his fellow prophet to an inspection of historical past in order to arrive

at the truth of the present. But thephysical action of Hananiah afterwards - breaking the

yoke - makes the reader sense a partner thatdoes notwish to dialogue. Unlike Hananiah

therefore who appropriates YHWH and who only knows and voices 'thus says YHWH',

Jeremiah believes in listening to the other (see the of Jeremiah in 28:7) with

whomhe dialogues in a common search for the truth, which is at the moment oneand not

multiple. Jeremiah still carries the yoke but at the same time leaves YHWH free,

admitting therefore the possibility of YHWH talking through the other. One of the

distinctions between false and true prophets is that the one confiscates the word of God

by a self-affirmation of infallibility, while the other believes that God can speak through
the other and that he himself can also make mistakes'*^.

3.2.4 Autonomy and Obedience

In Jer. 28, the reader can notice the narrator's subtle play on the contents and

circumstances of the announcements bythe two prophets. Hananiah affirms to Jeremiah a

political autonomy: the liberation from the foreign yoke and the return (v. 3, 4), before
the complete circle of witnesses and in a quasi-religious environment, which gives him

credence. Jeremiah opposes that with the irrevocable submission to the king of Babylon
(cf iron yoke, v. 14). Jeremiah's intervention shows submission, ultimately however to

the will of YHWH. As has been often repeated, when his opponent announces the

salvation which he would also desire butcould notsay(because he hasnot received such

a message from YHWH), Jeremiah submits his desire and allows YHWH to realise it.

Then, he was tempted in v. 7 to announce a personal word in challenge: "Listen however

D.LYS, Jeremie 28 et leprobleme dufauxprophete, p.480.
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to the word that I ('piK) tell you and to ail the people". But eventually, Jeremiah makes no

direct response, either in affirmation or in opposition, on the issue raised by Hananiah.

He only wished that Hananiah's word be realised by YHWH and then draws his

opponent's attention to the facts of history and to the criteria of authenticity with regard

to such "hopeful" prophecies. When Hananiah intervened again by the symbolic act of

breaking the yoke on the shoulder of Jeremiah, the latter left him (cf. v. 11) in his

insistence. He only talked again when the word of YHWH came to him once more in his

silence and solitude inviting him to return: "Go and tell Hananiah" (v. 12). That is to say,

he allows himself to be sent by YHWH. If the people are deported at the political plane,

Jeremiah is delegated by YHWH at the religious plane. Only the Word of YHWH gives

him initiative to intervene. One can suspect that the narrator makes the reader believe that

Hananiah, though speaking in good faith, does not speak at the instance of YHWH. He

makes YHWH speak instead of the other way round. Or he speaks in his place instead of

speaking in his name. In this sense there is autonomy in his word, used to affirm political

autonomy, what Jeremiah condemns as revolt and cheat, for there is truth of the message

only when the prophet is sent in truth by his YHWH, in a relation of listening, of

obedience, of submission. Jeremiah on the other hand is a man of relation to the other. He

listens to the other prophet before speaking, he listens to the lessons of history before

adhering to what will be pleasurable to him, and he listens to God before speaking in his

name. There is a transformation of his human word (v. 6-9) into the word of YHWH (v.

13-16). What he announces is submission to the other, to the foreigner, Babylon.

3.2.5 Truth: Timelessness or Timeliness

With respect to Jer. 26-29 in this connection, especially the duel of chapter 28, this

statement by Martin Buber is revelatory:

"God had, indeed spoken to him only an hour before. But this was another hour.

History is a dynamic process, and history means that one hour is never like the
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one that has gone before [...]; one must not rely on one's knowledge. One must

goone'sway and listen all over again"''®.

Following the presentation by the narrator, one sees that the words of Hananiah are a bit

repetitive. Before and after the act of breaking the yoke, the terms are identical (compare

V. 2-4 and v. 11). Read in a larger corpus, it appears like an out-of-context-repetition of

Isaiah a century earlier; a declaration which does nottake into account the challenges and

the risks of the current situation but which trusts in the veritable traditions of the past.

Hananiah, writes Childs, "was unable to see that applying tradition from progressively

larger contexts incriminated his word". And as Childs continues:

"The same biblical tradition could be applied by various prophets in different

contexts with very divergent results. What determined its truth was largely a

question of timing. The prophetwas thus engaged above all in the hermeneutical

issue which turned on how correctly he applied his received tradition to his new

situation. A false prophet wasonewhopractised badhermeneutics""*^.

Assuring security and happiness inthenearest future, Hananiah dodges the possibility of

change and the call to conversion. He takes the yoke in the literal sense: object of

oppression to be removed, and by breaking it, treats it like a magical object that acts by
itself. But for Jeremiah, the yoke speaks ofYHWH; orbetter put isa language by YHWH

himself, a symbolicand open language.

The dialogue between faith and context (that is, social, political and religious context), on

the reflective level, has always proved fruitful and the most successful of theologians

have been those who, for the most part, succeed in restructuring the tradition of faith on

the basis of its encounter with the context in which they theologised. The theological task

of reflecting on faith, that is, God-talk, is always embodied in the specific context in

which one theologises. The absolute Truth offaith, put in other words, the Being ofGod,

cannot be expressed in words in a supra-contextual, absolute, timeless formulation. To

M. BUBER, FalseProphets (Jeremiah 28),inN.N. GLATZER (ed.), Biblical Humanism, L

p. 277-283.See also LUNDBOM, Jer. 21-36,p. 337.

•" B.S. CHILDS, Old Testament Theology in a Canonical Context, p. 136.
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express this Truth, one needs concepts, ideas, discourses, narratives, interpretive models

and categories, which are part and parcel of a particular context. There is always a

relationship and dependence between the theological Truth as such and the context-

dependent theological statements that point to the Truth. The implication of this is that

there is a difference between theological statements on the one hand and the theological

Truth on the other, and the two cannot be identified. Since theological statements are

always dependent on the context in which they are uttered, they are thus particular, which

makes their relevance and even validity seriously contextual, in other words, contingent

to the vagaries of time and space. But the irony is that context-dependent theological

statements are the only humanly available categories to refer and point to the Truth,

which renders it worth taking serious.

"In other words, theological sayings are contextually determined and accepted

ways to refer to God (and are not-God); nothing more yet also nothing less than

that. They can be acknowledged truth as far and as long as they (1) succeed in

making reference to the Truth and (2) possess the consciousness of being (only)

reference. For, on the one hand, since its access to the divine is defined by and

bound to the context, theology never expresses God as such; on the other hand,

nothing but the context and its reflective patterns can offer theology the possibility

to pursue a contemporary and comprehensible reflection on faith and tradition; i.e.

the possibility of naming God in a contextually relevant way"''®.

Given this hermeneutical conviction, expressions about God must be vigilant to the signs

of the times in its contemporary context. And since these truths about God and his

dealing with man must look at the context, changes in the latter require thus a

recontextualisation of the theological truths. Modem theological thinking therefore is not

comfortable with what Lyotard calls the modern master stories'" which have four basic

characteristics: a) universalistic pretensions, thereby denying particular instances their

L. BOEVE, Bearing Witness to the Differend: A Modelfor Theologizing in the Postmodern Context, in

LvSt 20 (1995), p. 362-379, see p. 364.

J.-F. LYOTARD, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, trans G. Bennington and B.

Massumi, Minneapolis, 1984.
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particularity and specificity; b) self legitimisation on an assumed finality of history; c)

cognitive pretensions; that is, attempt to present reality as it really is; d) combination of

the above characteristics; it is therefore hegemonic, exclusivist discourse which

subordinates all other discourses. The narratives of Jer. 26-29 point therefore to the truth

of the timeliness and not the timelessness of prophetic truths and statements. This should

also be treasure and guide to modern theological discourses.

3.2.6 Prophetic Thinking, the Status Quo, the Resistance ofAuthorities

According to Brueggemann,

"[...] Prophecy is not in any overt, concrete sense political or social action. It is

rather an assault on public imagination, aimed at showing that the present

presumed world is not absolute, but that a thinkable alternative can be imagined;

characterised, and lived in. The destabilisation is, then, not revolutionary

overthrow, but it is making available an alternative imagination that makes one

aware that the presumed world is imagined; not given. Thus, the prophetic is an

alternative to a positivism that is incapable of alternative, uneasy with critique,

and so inclined to conformity"^".

The basis for such an alternative vision of reality among the prophets, continues

Brueggemann, is their intuition of the sovereignty of YHWH, and I add, their belief that

the realities of the world, the power structures, etc. continue to be only approximation

and never a match to thesovereignty ofYHWH, and somust be imagined differently. Jer.

26-29 witnesses to a parallel existence of two opposite streams of thought, one

championed by the Jerusalem establishment - kings, temple, priests, official prophets -

and the other represented singly by the vision of Jeremiah. None of the four chapters of

the block misses this point, as each is in a way a duel between two mutually exclusive

opinions.

W. BRUEGGEMANN, The Prophet as a Destabilising Presence, in P.D. MILLER (ed.), Walter

Brueggemann: ASocial Reading ofthe Old Testament, Prophetic Approaches toIsrael's Communal Life,
Minneapolis, 1994,p. 221-244,see p. 224.
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In chapter 26, it is the question of whether such a prophecy about the destruction of the

temple and the desolation of the city, under whatever pretext, is from YHWH. Reading

especially v. 7-15 gives the reader the impression that the peoples' (especially the

religious authorities) complacencies have been disturbed. The exigency of a change of

habit is transformed into opposition to the prophet for preaching against the holy realities.

In chapter 27 it is chiefly who and what to believe: Jeremiah who advises wilful

submission to Babylon and envisions this as recipe for salvation, or the other prophets or

intermediaries who propose the contrary. While chapter 28 exemplifies one of these

prophets on the opposing camp, articulating how he seeks, with his sign act, to convince

the populace and places him in the opposite spectrum with Jeremiah, chapter 29 refers to

other prophets of like message and mentality, Ahab, Zedekiah and Shemaiah. In each

case, Jeremiah becomes the lone voice in a system. The action of Shemaiah as revealed in

the words of YHWH in 29:25-27 portrays also one whose peace and tranquillity has been

disturbed by difficult demands. The reader of the narratives notices a constant difference

between a system of normalisation and that of destabilisation, between a system with

absolute claims and another that suggests an alternative vision. But absolute notion of

reality is always a threat because it neglects its basic nature of determined historicity and

in that wise, its contingency. Moreover, it does not lend itself to criticism and does not

think of the possibility of an alternative.

To talk of alternative is to talk of change and this often generates resistance and negative

reactions, especially in a system or power structure that thinks that change would

undermine its basic gains. This is the situation in the text. As a lone voice, Jeremiah's is a

voice that prevents the viciousness of a circle of unanimous voices. Such a voice insists

on the necessity for the openness in such a circle and so is a voice that disturbs. Jeremiah

therefore becomes the "destabilising presence" '̂ and in that wise becomes a model of

prophetic activity. This destabilisation should not just be understood simply and singly

overt political action. Even in matters purely religious, the prophetic role stands

distinguished. After all, in the text, the opposition of Jeremiah and the alternative he

suggests is first of all on religious grounds. The spatial conditions given by the narrator in

" W. BRUEGGEMANN, The Prophetas a Destabilizing Presence, p. 223.
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the beginning of chapter 26donot lack ingiving the impression of a principally religious

affair. The prophet has to stand in the court of the house of the Lord and address all the

city of YHWH, precisely, who come and worship. The speech has as a goal, that of

inciting repentance so thateach man would walk in theway YHWH had ordained (cf v.

3).Thecontent of the speech as given from v. 4 is paying attention to the law given them

and listening to the words of the prophets (cf v. 4 and 5). In the end, a challenge is

posed: the need to differentiatebetween good news and nice news.

3.3 Where Lies the Truth? Discussion in a Particular Context

To end up this research work without a word on the particular relevance of this narrative

and theological analysis to the particular religious situation in Africa, and in particular

that of my own country, Nigeria, would entail lagging on a very salient point. The

research is not a research on the Church and situation in Nigeria and therefore a brief

reference to this relevance will suffice here, hoping certainly for further in-depth studies

in subsequent works especially while working on the terrain. As has often been

maintained in this research work, the prophetic pages are not write-ups simply destined
only to ginger academic analytical endeavours, but texts written with the aim of

providing a guide to a faith community, comprising the immediate audience and the

present audience which has received these texts. And so the Jeremiah-Hananiah duel

remains a matter for reflection for the many Churches, ecclesial groups and religious

personalities who stand in the community of believers as official mouthpiece in the

peoples' relation with their God. Here, I would just mention two complementary aspects
where the above analysis would be useful to the said context: the fact ofthe presence of
the many Christian denominations and the manner oftheir coexistence, and theChurch's

need for proper self-definition. Holladay gives Calvin the last word in his analysis ofJer.
28:

"More than once in the course of exegesis onthis chapter there has been occasion

to refer to Calvin, but that is only because he so well senses the awesomeness of

the encounter. So let him have the last word: «'The people saw that God's name

was become asubject ofcontest; there was a dreadful conflict, 'God has spoken to

me'; 'Nay, rather to me'. Jeremiah and Hananiah were opposed, the one to the
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Other; each of them claimed to be a prophet. Such was the conflict; the name of

God seemed to have been assumed at pleasure, and flung forth by the devil as in

sport»"^^.

Though a microcosm of the universal Church (and like other particular Churches),

Nigeria today is a typical scene of an arena where there are many competitive ecclesial

voices, each claiming to be the authentic voice. Just like many other societies of the

twenty-first century, the Nigerian scene lives in an epoch of denominational confusion. It

is not deprived of clues, but rather faces the problem of many and at times confusing

signals. Related to and fuelled necessarily by the myriads of political, social and

economic problems, many voices have arisen to present themselves as the messiahs of the

moment, analysing the crises, denouncing social ills and at least of course suggesting the

ways out. As consequence, the avenue is made wide open to manipulation and falsity and

this often saps the critical spirit of people, most of who now have passed from credibility

to gullibility. The question as to where is the truth and who (if any) has the truth becomes

necessary. After the exegesis of chapter 28 of the book of Jeremiah, Holladay concludes

with the following remarks;

"It would be easy to reduce this encounter between Jeremiah and Hananiah to

question of the sociology of prophetism, to two different opinions struggling for

support in the marketplace (or, in this case, in the temple precincts). Whose

understanding of the word and will of Yahweh will win out? But this is not the

perspective of those who recorded the tradition and incorporated it into the corpus

of material that would become scripture; for them the question is how it can be

that Yahweh's word can be countered by some who claims to speak for Yahweh,

how a symbolic action effective for Yahweh can be countered by another

symbolic action inthename of Yahweh intending tonullify it. It isawesome"^^

As it became clear while discussing the criteria for prophetic authenticity that in the

Hebrew Bible, there are no such absolute criteria, valid for all times and in all

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 130.

HOLLADAY, Jeremiah 2, p. 130.
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circumstances for judging between veracity and falsity of prophetic pronouncements, our

reflection and position here has equally no strict judgements and arbitration. That is also

beyond the focus here. Our comments will consist only in giving some indices. The first

will be a reflection on the contextual conditions and the attendant dangers in the country,

confronting any group, body or personality that understands itself in the light of its

prophetic role to the people. These might not be new since they were also more or less

the same conditions within which the prophets of old, Jeremiah inclusive, had laboured.

The second, titled 'The need for self-definition', would be a reflection on two different

models proposed by theologians as a somewhat concrete proposals for religious groups in

their prophetic ministry in the country today.

3.3.1 Prophets: Between Truth and Falsity

It is somewhat clear that no single criterion distinguishes neatly and absolutely the true

from the false prophet in every instance. Therefore a degree of fluidity between the two

remains inevitable. The fact of the relativity of criteria as shown above leads not only to

the problem of discernment for readers today, but alsoto prophetic conflict. But as far as

prophetic figures are concerned, they are confronted by certain basic facts and

circumstances that create this conflict. Talking therefore about truth and falsity of

prophecy, one cannot dodge talking of the circumstances behind and around a prophet.

Truth is narrative-dependent, says James Brennemann:

"In the world of the prophets, how a prophet construed his reality coupled with

how he voiced available traditions and texts to persuade his audience to hear him

and ignore his prophetic counterpart arekey components of a prophet's repertoire

for claiming to be true. For example, the prophets exploited the wilderness-

wanderings tradition for positive and negative effect, depending on the rhetorical

points they wanted to make [...]. The particularity of a prophet's claim

understood by a particular community is clearly central to discerning the truth or

falsehood of a particular prophet" '̂'.

54 J.E. BRENNEMANN, Canons in Conflict: Negotiating Texts in True and FalseProphecy, New York,

1997, p. 99.
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The force of these circumstances and particularities surrounding a prophet, promotes

equally the possibility of transition from true to false prophecy and for the "multiple

possibilities of error and disbelief, using the phrase of Crenshaw. As he writes,

"In view of these facts, one must conclude that prophetic conflict is inevitable,

growing out of the nature of prophecy itself The prophetic function is best

described as embodying four stages: 1) the secret experience with God, sometimes

followed by ecstasy of concentration; 2) the prophet's interpretation of the unique

experience according to the faith by which he lives; 3) the process of intellectual

revision, particularly the addition of motivation clauses and conclusions; and 4)

artistic development, the adaptation of the message to ancient rhetorical form and

the clothing of it in metrical poetry. Within the two-fold talk of the reception of

the word of God in the experience of divine mystery, and the articulation of that

word to man in all its nuances and with persuasive cogency rest multiple

possibilities for error and disbelief

3.3.1.1 Desirefor Success

Talking of desire for success automatically refers to the criterion of fulfilment as one of

the marks for the validation of authenticity for a prophetic claim. There is both a positive

and negative side to it. It is either an authentic expression of the hope that the Word of

YHWH is trustworthy, or a selfish attitude of one who wishes to see his pronouncements

confirmed historically and therefore claims the approbation of his audience. If the

fulfilment or non-fulfilment of a prophetic claim determines the veracity or falsity of a

prophet's vocation, then success would not mean simply a coincidence but a seal of

divine approbation. Among the prophets in the Hebrew Bible one can perceive this

phenomenon. Sometimes the prophets utter words that contributed to the possibility of

their success among their audience. Ezekiel would say often; "Then you shall know that a

prophet has been in your midst" (Eze. 2;5). Conversely, failure or apparent failure was

also the lot of many prophets and they found it difficult to understand vis-a-vis their

conviction of being sent. For example, Jeremiah's confessions were in most cases a

voicing out of his anguished emotions prompted by a sense of disappointment in

' J.L. CRENSHAW, Prophetic Conflict, p. 3.
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speaking for a God who was not always ready to vindicate him^®. Writing about

Jeremiah, von Rad says: "There is not one single instance of hope, no occasion when he

gives thanks to Yahweh for granting him redemptive insight or for allowing him some

success. What a difference from the defiant boasting ofMicah"". In a country confronted

by political and economic hardship like Nigeria of today, it is only logical that many

people turn to spiritual means as either the last resort or even the first resort for the

solution to their problems, and therefore, many become clients or patients to whoever is

believed to make more things happen. Logically the one who claims tomakes this happen

desires for success, at times at all costs, to legitimise his/her ways.

3.3.1.2 The Powers that Be

Inthemodern context thereference here ismade to political authorities ingeneral and the

tendency of prophets to align themselves with civil powers. In the Hebrew Bible, authors

have identified this factor as the king^®, who represents another obstacle to the prophets
and so could constitute a pitfall in the fulfilment of their task. Whenever a cult is

sponsored by the royalty, the prophet is always expected to further the interests of the

court and in certain occasions, failure to do so meant danger to the life of the prophet

himself The Elijah narratives show clearly the constant clash between the desires of the

kings and those ofthe prophets. Other examples ofthis in the Hebrew Bible are the story

of the prophet Amos and Amaziah at Bethel (cf Amos 7:10-17)^^ and the story of

Von Rad remarks that it was difficult for the prophet Jeremiah totranscend his situation and interpret his
suffering in a redemptive way, and recognise thattheprophetic office implied equally martyrdom. Cf G.
VON RAD, Old TestamentTheology II, p. 206.

G. VON RAD,Old Testament Theology //, p. 203.

SeeJ.L. CRENSHAW, PropheticConflict, p. 67.

Amos had prophesied concerning the sanctuaries ofIsrael and the house ofking Jeroboam: "Behold, I am
settmg a plumb line in the midst ofmy people Israel; I will never again pass by them; the high places of
Isaac shall be made desolate, and the sanctuaries ofIsrael shall be laid waste, and I will rise against the
house ofJeroboam with the sword" (Amos 7:8-9). The priest views this prophecy as conspiracy against the
king and reported tothe latter while atthe same time pronouncing the words ofbanishment ofthe prophet
with sarcasm: "Oseer- heuses the word nm rather than H'ni - go, flee away totheland ofJudah, and there

eatbread, and prophesy there; but never again prophesy to Bethel, for it is theking's sanctuary and it isa
temple of the kingdom" (Amos 7:12-13).
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Micaiah ben Imlah (cf. I Kings 22)^°. Here it is a question of understanding theprophetic

vocation as partly strengthening the king in his military activities. In this way, the prophet

should not demoralise the people or otherwise face the grave reprimands from the king.

In the case of Jeremiah, the reader of the prophetic book notices that in different contexts,

the prophet functions both as antagonist and protagonist to the kings of his epoch.

Opposed evidently to Jehoiakim (cf Jer. 22:13-19; 36), on the contrary, the weak and

undecided Zedekiah appears to have a more or less positive regard for the prophet though

he did not follow the advice of the latter (cf Jer. 38:14-28). This phenomenon is no less

actual today. The powers that be, in most occasions, the political powers could promote

or hinder prophetic activities and prophets of today face the constant danger of

compromising their messages either out of fear or favour.

3.3.1.3 Tradition and its S'M'aj'

Israelite prophets were often faced with the problem of articulating in proper terms the

changing nature of the theological expression of faith in their days. Take for example the

major elements of Israelite faith: the theologies surrounding the popular themes around

the election, the Patriarchs, the exodus, the wilderness and conquest, Sinai, David, the ark

and the temple. These were the constitutive elements of Yahwism, and at the same time

constituted the major dangers to pure Yahwism in that they led the people to thinking

about YHWH in a linear fashion. YHWH would fulfil his promises and would not

remove the dynasty from David, even though the latter goes wrong. Since YHWH is

faithful, little thought is therefore given to the conditional nature of the covenant as if the

special relationship with YHWH is not dependent on the people's unconditional response

to his purposes. The fact of election was thus also understood exclusively, forgetting its

ultimate purpose, the blessing of all the earth through the blessing of Abraham (cf Gen.

12:1-3). Some prophetic confrontations in the Hebrew Bible, like that between Jeremiah

and Hananiah, can only be understood in this light. There is always a strong attraction of

the elements of traditional faith, an appeal that forgets the present tense reality of the

Here Micaiah stands in opposition to the other four hundred prophets whose interest is evidently their

security with the king. The prophet however suffered for his boldness and for his uncompromising message

(cf. I Kings 22:25, 27).
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purposes of YHWH who is the author of election and cannot be bound helplessly evenby

his own oath. In Jer. 26:9, the question posed to Jeremiah by the priests and prophets and

all the people: "Why have you prophesied against this city and temple?" hinges on this

conviction. The prophecy of Hananiah is nothing more than a repetition of the ancient

faith of the traditions precious to Isaiah a century ago. But the narrative makes it clear

that "in this particular situation a message steeped in the election faith was out of

place"®'.

With the fast changing world, the tension between past realities and their present

meaningfulness is immeasurable. Between blind conservatism and immoderate

progressivism, many religions of the world battle to find an answer. It is simply in this

problematic that the issue of religious fundamentalism in different quarters in Nigeria

could be categorised; that is, interpreting the holy writ and applying it to human situation

today as if, in Carroll's expressions, thousands of years have not elapsed between the

writing and today. In other words, thecorrect interpretation of the holy writshould again

emphasise not the timelessness of the scripture but its timeliness. Martin Buber

recognises this fact:

"It is not whether salvation or disaster is prophesied, but whether the prophecy,

whatever it is, agrees with the divine demand meant by a certain historical

situation that is important. In days of false security a shaking and stirring word of

disaster is befitting; the outstretched finger pointing to the historically

approachingcatastrophe, the hand beatingupon hardened hearts; whereas in times

of great adversity; outof which liberation is liable now or again to occur, in times

of regret and repentance, a strengthening and unifying word of salvation is

appropriate"®^.

3.3.1.4 Crowd Expectation

Consider the following passage in the book ofJeremiah. Accused (by Jeremiah) ofbeing
seduced, YHWH warnsJeremiah in the following words:

J.L. CRENSHAW, TheProphetic Conflict, p. 73.

" M. BUBER, The Prophetic Faith, p. 178.
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"If you return, 1 will restore you, and you shall stand before me; if you utter what

is precious, and not what is worthless, you shall be as my mouth; they shall turn to

you, but you shall not turn to them" (Jer. 15:19).

Such words coming form YHWH to his prophet at a time when the latter feels abandoned

by his audience could have a drastic effect on the prophet. Implicit is therefore the fact

that Jeremiah understands his status as a prophet as dependent upon the people's

acceptance of his words and could choose to utter words other than what YHWH has

spoken as long as they could be accepted favourably by the people.

Related with the problem of tradition is crowd expectation or popular interest. Religion

cannot be totally divorced from human interest. Most often, in human religiosity, the

deity is expected just to be there to attend to human expectations. Crowd expectation and

populist theology go hand in hand. Between the expectations of the crowd, the society or

epoch and the inner convictions of the prophet, a choice must be made. It could not be

out of place to assume that this factor played a great role in the theatrical act of snatching

the yoke from Jeremiah's neck and breaking it by Hananiah. The scene appears as one

where the crowd hails the prophet after his first utterance, which pushes him to enact his

words in act. Elijah's confrontation with the prophet of Baal has the presence of the

crowd as a factor that animates the narrative. Elijah's prayer is for YHWH to "let them

know today that you are God in Israel, and that I am your servant, that I have done all

these things at your command" (I Kings 18:36).

This difficulty or challenge appears in different forms today but especially according to

different cultural contexts. In a very intellectualistic society marked by individual

autonomy and emancipation, where traditional values have been gradually replaced by

modem and post-modern thinking, where morality has been more or less relativised,

prophets have the temptations to tune down the moral and religious demands to an

acceptable degree. In a traditional society, the temptation is otherwise; closing one's eyes

to every wind of change and sticking to traditional fundamentalist principles. The

audience of the prophet also determines to a large extent the content of his preaching.To

the rich, the bourgeois, the kings and the shapers of the current, the prophet could offer a
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religion that legitimates thestatus quo ofhishearers and preaches a God ofprosperity. To

the poor, thedown trodden and the marginalised, theprophet has the temptation ofeither

painting the image of thesuffering servant of YHWH, inwhich case religion becomes the

opium of the masses, or Godbecomes onlythe God of thepoorand neverthat of the rich.

Along these lines, much of the religious activities inthecountry could beanalysed.

3.3.2 TheNeedfor Self-Definition: A Prophetic Church and A Listening

Church

This subtitle is informed by the appearance, providentially, in the same year oftwo works

by two Nigerian theologians, George Ehusani" and Eugene Uzukwu®^ From my point of
view, these titles, their contents inclusive, represent two complementary aspects or

mirrors, with which any religious or denominational group should view, judge and

redefine itself, especially with regard to its role asguidance for the people, and asa voice

among other voices that accomplishsuch a role.

3.3.2.1 A Prophetic Church

In religious scene all over the world today, there have emerged two distinct ways in

which religion has shaped public life. One is priestly, the other prophetic, applying the

distinctions by William Pape Wood^^. Both appeal to transcendent faith and moral values,
but each has a very different orientation. In the priestly, religion is more or less

institutional and serve institutional goals; used as away to comfort people, to assure them
oftheir institutions, to assert the righteousness of the national purpose and destiny. The
appeal is to the pride and the glory of a people, group orcommunity, past, present, and

future. This isthe religion ofthe prayer breakfast, where religious and political leaders or
ordinary religious people gather, not to affirm their accountability to the Word of God,
but to engage in mutual affirmation and even outright assurance®^. Following
Brueggemann who suggests a bipolar construct for Old Testament faith which in his own

63

65

G.O. EHUSANl, A Prophetic Church,Ibadan, 1996.

E.E. UZUKWU, AListening Church: Autonomy andCommunion inAfrican Churches, New York, 1996.
W.P. WOOD, John 2:13-22, inInterpretation 45 (1991), p. 59-63, see p. 62.
W.P. WOOD,John 2:13-22, p. 62.
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words, "serves both to legitimate structure and to embrace pain"®', we can as well

conclude with him that "the main dynamic of the Old Testament is the tension between

the celebration of that legitimisation and a sustained critique of it"®^. Besides the priestly

religious attitude stands the prophetic attitude. The prophetic religious tradition, to which

Jesus identified himself together with Jeremiah, involves values, ideals, and faith that

stand above the behaviour and practice of any one group or nation, any religion,

institutional or independent. This is the religion of Amos who prophesied not only against

Damascus, Tyre, Edom and Ammon, but against Israel and Judah as well. This is the

religious tradition that calls into question all human institutions, no matter how

pretentiously holy, and tests them against God's demands for justice and righteousness®'.
This is the type of religious leadership needed both in Nigeria and elsewhere, and the

only type of leadership that has a promise for confronting the social, political and

economic situation of many countries.

Thebook of George Ehusani™ is one of theproposals and models in this direction. What

he writes about the Church can pass for any other ecclesial or religious group. Beginning

with describing the ironical contrast of a Nigeria with much wealth but yet with more

poverty and distress (Chapter One), he envisages the situation as "The task before the

Church" (Chapter Two). Then looking at God as "The God of Well-being" (Chapter

Three), whose glory is man fully alive and who has incarnated himself in human life

(Chapter Four), he reaches the apex in his Chapter Five; "Our Prophetic Calling". With

Jesus as model, the prophets and in the modern time Martin Luther King Jr., he describes

the best attitude of those called into religious leadership in Nigeria, and not only that, the

styleof Christianwitness by every baptised Christian today. His summary is that we need

a prophetic leadership '̂. He is of the opinion that until religious ministers become also

prophets, that is, become ready to speak evenfrom behind the barsand even die, until the

W. BRUEGGEMANN, A Shape for Old Testament Theology, p. 4.

W. BRUEGGEMANN, A Shape for Old Testament Theology, p. 4.

® W.P. WOOD,John 2:13-22, p. 62.

™G.O. EHUSANI,A Prophetic Church, Ibadan, 1996.

" G.O. EHUSANI, A Prophetic Church,p. 62.
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leaders of the Church align with the powerless poor for their liberation, until the Church

in Nigeria is ready to go beyond mere soliciting and sermonic statements that only

moralise, the witness of the Church in the country will be only cultic and less and less

prophetic. In summary, 'prophetic' for him means some form of action. He relativises the

necessity of the social documents issued by the Magisterium for the last one hundred

years, which for him do not lack in theoretical enunciation of the principles for a more

humanised world and for the evolution of a civilisation of love. He points at where he

feels attention is needed at the moment: "responding to her prophetic calling in more

practical ways than have been in the past" and this becomesthe leitmotif in the book: the

constant reminder to the Church to assume this prophetic role. Appealing to the people's

traditional sense of religion, their readiness to turn to God at times of crisis, disaster, or

epidemic, and to seek His intervention, and to look up to theministers of God, thepriests

the mediums, and the chief custodians of their religious beliefs for explanation or

interpretation ofwhat ishappening tothem^^, he reminds the Christian religion above all,
and the ministers in particular, that they are looked upon by "the distressed and

traumatised people of Nigeria" today to provide answers to the many pressing questions

of their hearts. He sees the difficult circumstances of life in the country as challenge to

the leadership of the Nigerian Church to let their faith take flesh in the lives of the

people:

"Our leaders mustnowget to work, and as a matter of utmost urgency, formulate

a methodology for 'incamational discipleship,' by which the truths and mysteries

of the Christian faith, along with the powerful statements of the Magisterium on

social justice, will take flesh for the liberation and salvation of the oppressed

masses of contemporary Nigeria"^^.

Reading his work, one can agree thathe calls for some action to back up words; so that

the Church could fulfil the role of, borrowing from a popular theological parlance,

incamational discipleship: in his words, "adiscipleship whose passion for justice, equity,
well being, liberation and salvation, will provoke not only powerful statements, but also

G.O.EHUSANI, APropheticChurch, p. 62.

G.O. EHUSANI, A Prophetic Church,p. 62.
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concrete prophetic action towards realising the liberation of the oppressed, the conversion

of the oppressor, the empowerment of the poor, the practice of authentic religion, and

ultimately, the salvation of all". Writing at the backdrop of the extreme circumstances of

social, economic and political inequalities in which the country struggles to wriggle itself

out, the writer stresses again in a more offensive manner, the inadequacy of pledges and

pious admonitions, and considers them as elements which are even capable of working in

the reverse direction and provoking "either rejection or cynicism and despair". He

concludes: "We need a prophetic Church that will discern the current situation in our

country and give it a theological interpretation. We need a prophetic Church that will tell

some basic truths to the Nigerian people. We need a prophetic Church to tell Nigerians

for example that the real problem militating against unity, national cohesion, and peace

and prosperity is theselfishness oftheelite"'"*.

3.3.2.2A Listening Church

Elochukwu Uzukwu, another Nigerian theologian, thinking in the same line but with

clearly different accent, suggests the "listening model" to the Church. The application of

this model begins from Church leadership, for "the Church in Nigeria to be an agent of

social transformation, must begin by courageously changing her structures from the

inside. In order to liberate the Spirit, to allow the Spirit initiative in the life of the church-

community, this structural change is imperative. The boldness of the renewed community

becomes a conversion of the whole Church"'̂ . Uzukwu's analysis goes beyond the

confines of Nigeria and has an Africa wide relevance. It begins by an analysis of African

reality and African Theology (Chapter One), then the unpleasant story of the encounter of

African traditional institutions with the West (Chapter Two), the sad histories of Slavery

and Colonisation, the "radical subjugation and exploitation of Africa", "the colonial

invention of the African primitive native", etc. He pursues his analysis through a

discussion on "the reconstruction of African societies and Church on the principles of

democracy and human rights" (Chapter Three), a discussion on "the Church as the

highest testimony of the renewal of the earth" (Chapter Four) and "The 'Church-Family':

G.O. EHUSANI, A Prophetic Church, p. 62-63.

E.E. UZUKWU, A Listening Church, p. 152.
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facilitator of relationship in an interdependent world" (Chapter Five) till the climaxof his

input in Chapter Six where he discusses "Service in the African Church: an alternative

pattern of building society in Africa". Among the many highlights of this climax is the

ever occurring motif of "listening" and "large ears": Ministry "with Large Ears," or

leadership of Communities in the Service of Listening; "the challenge of the 'Listening

chief to society and Church", "Listening - the Overriding Metaphor", "The Ministry

'with large Ears' and the Communion of Churches", Pastoral Ministry "with Large Ears"

and Decentralization.

The whole idea of listening and "large ears" the author draws from an analogy of the

'Manja paradigm'. Among the Manjaof the Central African Republic, the totem for the

chiefis the rabbit. Therabbit is an unobtrusive animal with large ears. Common in many

parts of Africa, the community chief (traditionally) is considered to be close to the

ancestors, to the spirits thatprotect the community and to God. He does not replace these

anyway but with the elders of the community, he makes these invisible realities ever

present (that is represents them) in his person and behaviour. And so with this totem or

image, the Manja underlines the quality of listening as the most important characteristics

of the chief Alongside this image of the rabbit with large ears, Uzukwu appeals also to

the caseof Bambara (Malian) philosophy of the immensity of the Word. In this sense, the

Word at utterance embraces the whole of the human community, effects healing and

makes room for humane living. One of the clear marks of such a sacred Word is that it is

too large for the mouth. It is almost in that sense personalised. No speaker will totally

master it, exhaust it, appropriate or monopolise it, since it is something belonging to the

human community in question. Rather, each sacred speech of the community leader or

his representative is an approximation of the Word. Theanalogy is thusneatly drawn: the

"large ears" of the chief "bring him close to God, ancestors, and divinities and close to

the conversations taking place in thecommunity. He has the last word because he speaks

after having assimilated and digested the Word in the community. He is the guardian of

the dynamic, life-giving Word which creates and re-creates the community"^®. To be an

' E.E. UZUKWU, AListening Church, p. 127.
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efficient and fair chief, the chief has to do a lot of listening and this latter takes good

time'^.

The prophet therefore is not only the one who tells what YHWH has said or criticises the

social situation, but also first and foremost one who listens to YHWH. One of the dangers

a religious institution can face is, considering only its 'holiness' and seeing just its role as

the conscience of the society (which it truly is), it forgets the obligation to listen. A

religious institution such as the Church should be first and foremost its own conscience

following Jesus' principle of first removing from one's eye the log of wood before doing

so for the other (cf Matt. 7:3-5). In Nigeria where religion still possesses a strong

influence and determines much of what happens in the society, where religious personnel

are still deeply respected and greatly appreciated, where critical and autonomous thinking

has not become independent even among a good number of the folk, and where many

people still see themselves as receivers of the faith prepared by those skilled for it, there

is tendency for religious bodies and institutions to understand themselves from a wrong

perspective, and unconsciously enjoy hegemonic feelings. Jeremiah is of the opinion that

self-criticism begins from the temple, and that this most holy institution stand and be

brought under the sledgehammer of the judgement of the all-powerful God. For the

prophet of Anatoth, as has earlier been said, the priesthood, the priests, the cult, the

temple and sacrifices are all realities that have relative value and are ipso facto

contingent. The different prophetic groups, denominations and bodies and their

leadership individually and collectively should be convinced of their imperfections, their

relativity and their liability to judgement. It is not difficult for such groups to think of

themselves as "appointed regents of a God who cannot act in history unless he acts

It is in this sense that some people talk of'African palaver', which Uzukwu explains as "the liberation of

speech at all levels of community in order to come close to that Word which is too large for an individual

mouth, the Word which saves and heals". This, according to Uzukwu, is a reality in another logic of

operation different of course from Aristotelian or Cartesian logic. African palaver should not be conflised

with interminable, time-consuming, endless, aimless, useless discussion. The Word is too big and

inexhaustible. Its meaning and significance may not be reached by simple human logic and by simple and

hasty syllogistic conclusions. Cf. E.E. UZUKWU, A Listening Church, p. 138ff.
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through them, who will be defeated if they are, and who will flourish if they do"^^

Prophetic groups in Nigeria and also elsewhere need really to understand themselves in

the light of this radical relativism with regard to God. Absolutist tendencies and

pretensions are not only arrogant but also idolatrous, making these bodies or groups more

than mere means and limiting God's proper unlimited and infinite horizons. The same

God who can raise children for Abraham out of stones (cf Matt. 3:9) if the Jews think

that he has no other option because they are the sons of Abraham,the same God who can

receive Hosanna from the stones if men refuse to sing (cf. Luke 19:40), the same God

who in Jesus Christ has even accepted thehazards of relative human existence can always

have unlimited options whenever man misunderstands this and becomes untrue to his

proper mission, as was the case often in the history of the relation between YHWH and

his chosen People in the Old Testament.

3.3.2.3Evaluation; The Listening Prophet

We have decided to bring these two authors in the context of our work, not that they

talked about Jeremiah, nay 26-29, but because their reflection on the situation in the

country and Africaat large has much to do with the theology in the block analysed. But it

is necessary nevertheless to pin-point the salient points of departure between thesestudies

and the text of Jeremiah. Firstof all, the conception of prophetism in the book of Ehusani

represents only a partial conception in Jeremiah. Ehusani, writing purely irom a stand

point of Social Teaching, decries what he discovers as a lack in the Church's ministry:

theuse ofher position todenounce social ills and effect social justice. Jeremiah's concept

of prophetic ministry, without neglecting this aspect, is however first and foremost, a

religious one. Themission hereceived from YHWH is first of all a religious one; to stand

at the court of YHWH's house and preach repentance. The audience is equally a religious

audience, those who come into the temple to worship. Therefore the narrator has given

clearly spatial conditions couched in an atmosphere of religion. The content of the

sermon (v. 4-5) is a call to pay attention to the law given them and to listen to the words

of the prophets. The goal ofJeremiah's sermon is simply religious (cf. v. 3), even though

with ethical undertones: to incite repentance so that each man would walk in the way of

J. C.SCHROEDER, / fc/wue/.' Text, Exegesis andExposition, inThe Interpreters Bible, p. 876.
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the Lord. Even the opposition to Jeremiah does not lack this aspect. They are chiefly the

priests and the prophets and they accuse the prophet in the first place of preaching the

destruction of the temple (see v. 9 and 11). In the subsequent chapters, 27-29, this

religious aspect is not lacking. The challenge by Jeremiah to the other prophets in chapter

27 brings out clearly what primarily is the prophet's conception of his role:

"If they are real prophets, if YHWH's word is really with them, they ought now to

be pleading with Yahweh Sabaoth that the remaining vessels in the temple of

YHWH, in the palace of the king of Judah and elsewhere in Jerusalem, do not go

to Babylon too" (v. 18).

This vision is immediately contradicted by Hananiah, who understands his prophetic role

simply in political terms, beginning his message with a somewhat presumed political

manifesto of YHWH, flanking two actions (bringing back vessels and liberating king

Jeconiah) with the issue of "breaking the yoke of the king of Babylon". Jeremiah advises

him to listen.

It is this religious aspect, this attitude of listening that Uzukwu attempts to provide in his

own model, which he underscores, but without equal emphasis on the need to aim

relentlessly at changing the social order. His emphasis, as eventually evident in the

conclusion of his work, goes more on the direction of the need for the Church to begin by

"courageously changing herstructures from inside" '̂, for a "renewal of the structures of

the Church through listening and hearing the other"^°. However, his is more balanced

since he admits also that it is this listening model which is the powerful means of

empowering the community and its leaders, and which will help her "to challenge

without fear, to witness even unto death before the tyrannies and dictatorships, the

brutalities and massacres

These two models, being prophetic and being a listener, all well balanced in the text of

Jer. 26-29, would help explain the reasonable path any institutional religious reality must

E.E. UZUKWU, A Listening Church, p. 152.

E.E. \SZUV^Nli,AListeningChurch, p. 153.

E.E. A Listening Church, p. 151.
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toe in order to be an authentic voice of YHWH among the people. Theprophet begins by

listening to his Master, delivering the message, and every now and then in the text, the

readermeets "go and tell..." (28:13; cf 29:24), "send to" (27:3), "send this message..."

(29:31). He must first of all listen and listen again. An Igbo proverb says: "Drop the ear

on the ground and hear the sound of the ant". The Church or the prophetmust be a good

listenerof the Word, of the vast Word and then approximate it. Listening to the Spiritand

hearing what it has to tell the Churches is a famous advice in the Book of Revelation:

"Let anyone who can hear, listen to what the Spirit is saying to the churches; those who

prove victorious I will feed from the tree of life set in God's paradise" (Rev. 2:7). All

ecclesiastical denominations must see themselves as colleagues in the school of one

Master and Lord Jesus Christ, the only Teacher and Master. Listening in the context we

speak puts an ecclesiastical group or religious personality in the posture of the disciple,

the learner. In this dialogue with many other interlocutors; the signs of the times, the

World, Science, Philosophy, the Population, the disciple {discipulus) would takefirst and

foremost the attitude of a pupil. This pupil cannot participate meaningfully in this

dialogue without taking ample timeto listen and leam from thesemany interlocutors.

Conclusion

This Chapter completes the logic began in Chapter One of this Part where thetheological

status of the prophetic books was ascertained. Among numerous questions posed

concerning the prophets and the prophetic books, that of the discernment between true

and false prophecy, without being new, has not also become obsolete. Of course, the

problem of true and false prophecy in the Old Testament has become a focal point for

studies especially in canonical hermeneutics^^. And a great number ofworks done in this

regard are attempts to discern the hermeneutics of prophecy, especially when it concerns

disputations between oramong prophets. More than all other texts ofthe Bible (including
Deut. 13; 18; I Kings 13; 18; 22; Jer. 23 etc), Jer. 26-29, particularly Jer. 28 is the locus

classicus of the problem. The study of this problem in this last Chapter has taken us into

the investigation of what constitutes the objective criterion or criteria, valid for all

occasions, to determine the truth or falsity of a prophet. It is clear that such hard andfast

•J.A.SANDERS, Hermeneutics in True andFalseProphecy, p.21.
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rule does not exist in the Hebrew Bible. Even the complement from the New Testament

does not put the final word to the problem. The submission in this work is that

truthfulness and falsity are contingent on many factors, which have at times to come into

play at the same time. Talking about many factors at the same time, means in fact, the

context. Further, we looked at the implications of this manner of looking at the problem

to theological discussions today. The underlying conviction remains that despite the age

of the biblical texts, contemporary society have much to learn from them, for the use of

contemporary men.
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General Conclusion

Sinceevery Chapter of the thesis ended witha particular conclusion or summary, our task

here in the General Conclusion will betwo-fold: a recapitulation of the major concerns of

each of the three different Parts, with highlight of their major accents (theses sustained)

and finally dressing out possible future overtures for the continuationof the research.

Recapitulation

We began in Part One by noting that in the last century, Jeremiah research concentrated

on several issues which could be simplified under two broad headings, and from which

have emerged two major interpretative approaches. The first of these, the biographical

approach argues that the book ofJeremiah contains a considerable amount ofhistorically

reliable, biographical and oracular materials that render possible a reconstruction of the

life and theology of the prophet. The second, properly the traditional-historical approach

notices the presence of literary complexes which are the product of the work of tradition

circles operating from the time of the prophet and extending well into exilic and post
exilic periods. These two tendencies, but all with historical-critical accent, gave rise to

multi-faceted debates centred mainly on the compositional history and textual

considerations. In the presence of these conflicting data, and informed by the emergence
of a plurality of methodologies, the latter itself negatively sparked off by a general

disenchantment for history and abstraction, and positively by a growing interest in
narratives and stories as forms of communication, the question of the possibility of a

paradigm shift became evident.

Giventhe arrayof opinions, the question of Diamond earlier evoked becomes relevant in

the context of a hermeneutical debate:

"Given the appearance of multiple up-to-date commentaries on Jeremiah, how

shall further research proceed? What more can be done within the existing
theoretical and critical frameworks that have generated these commentaries and
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guided Jeremiah studies to the present juncture [...]? Should we attempt a major

paradigm shift?'.

Today therefore, even these major problems in Jeremiah research gain attention from

diverse methodologies. Our excursus of the major questionings in Jeremiah research

therefore confirmed the opinion of Leo Perdue when he writes: "The history of biblical

criticism, including its advances and insights as well as its shortcomings, is clearly

mirrored in Jeremiah studies"^.

Against many authors who deny the possibility of a synchronic reading of the book of

Jeremiah, we made an option for this, precisely narrative criticism, with the conviction

that this reading posture has its particular light to shed to the many necessary questions

and issues concerning the book, at least its narrative sections. To sustain this, we sided

more with the positive and encouraging literarily and theologically significant elements

in the book than with the frustrating phenomena of its alleged "disorder". As a matter of

fact, there is concrete evidence of narrative and poetic blocks visible in the book, and

many authors have, since towards the end of the twentieth century, tried to apply

narratological framework and principles to the book, concentrating on the world of the

text.

Today we live and do theology in an era of pluralism. Pluralism is not only with regard to

theological trends or opinions, but first of all in hermeneutical principles and

methodological options. It is true that Scripture grows with its readers^, this does not

imply, in the spirit characteristic of extreme postmodernism, that any reading posture or

interpretation is as good as the other, or that there is no criteriology, again using Leo

Perdue's concept on the matter. Since "pluralism should not allow theology to enter into

' A.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, p. 16.

^ L. PERDUE, Jeremiah in Modern Research: Approaches and Issues, in L.G. PERDUE & B.W.

KOVACS (eds.), A Prophet to the Nations, p. 1-61, see p. 1.

^ Mor. In lob, XX, I, quoted in A.-M. PELLETIER, D'dge en age les Ecritures. La Bible et

I'hermeneutique contemporaine (Le livre et le rouleau 18), Bruxelles, 2004, p. 155.
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thequagmire ofrelativity and private preference"'', the opinion shared inthis thesis is that

emphasis can be placed on different motifs, and so the reader should be aware of different

possible reading postures. In this respect, Carroll has a credit in his soliloquy: "Of course

I do recognise that other readers will read the chapter [referring to Jer. 25] and the book

quite differently from me. That is fine by me - the more readings the better, because

every reading is a rereading which affords all other readers a further opportunity for

insight, rethinking, reflection or whatever is entailed in any reading of a text"^. Having

said this, the thesis has not denied the pertinence of the questions bordering on history

and composition. Rather, these questions are relativised (de-emphasised), while other

pertinent questions touching on what is written, andnot why and where it is written, the

intention of the writer and the historical atmosphere of the written, are valorised. That

means then that questions on Jeremiah studies received different emphasis, in the spirit

characteristic of literary exegetical methods, which allow the text to reveal the richness of

its construction and at the same time its message. While one can therefore say with

Culpepper that "... I'analyse narrative s'est montree plus convaincante pour presenter la

construction litteraire et rhetorique"^ one can equally claim that the same difficulties of
the book are attacked through asking different questions.

Our Part Two, the major section of the work, attempts a reading of Jer. 26-29 from the

bias of the methodological option made. Experts in the book of Jeremiah may see the

Chapter One of this Part as begging the question, if it is taken as a conscious effort to

search out for and dwell on the seams of a text while ignoring the cracks. Though the

book of Jeremiah, it is necessary to repeat here, does not permit such smooth glossing
over of the evident jumbling, it is still clear that the book, despite its chaotic character,

reflects a meaningful literary structure through which a clear theological outlook could be

gleaned. Pointing at the book's chronological incoherence, its "mishmash of topics and

'' L. PERDUE, The Collapse ofHistory, p. 303.
^R.P. CARROLL, Halfway through aDark Wood, p. 85.
^R.A. CULPEPPER, Vingt arts d'analyse narrative des evangiles, in D. MARGUERAT (ed.), La Bible en
recits: L exegese a I'heure du lecteur. Collogue international d'analyse narrative des textes dela Bible,
Lausanne (mars 2002) (Le monde de laBible 48), Geneve, 2003, p. 73-93, see p. 80.
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themes, bewildering history ofcomposition, and intermingled prose and poetry"', is only

but a way of appreciating the book, and not the only way. Time has come when it is

necessary to see through and beyond these, and to unravel the secrets of the artful

composition. Whether this is an a priori prejudice, or a demonstrable hypothesis, is left to

the reader to judge. Our thesis in that Chapter which sets the pace for the analysis of the

chapters of the block (see Chapters Two-Five of Part Two) is that the juxtaposition of the

conflicting emphases of the two scrolls of the book of Jeremiah gives clue to the book's

exceptional character and to its theological direction. A book, which portrays a literary

enactment of the death and dismantling of one world (Jer. 1-25) which leads to another

(Jer. 26-52), claims that Judah's most venerable and sacral traditions - temple and system

of worship, covenant and land, election and kingship - are all targets of divine judgement

and would be plucked and pulled down to be rebuilt again.

This main theological assertion of the book of Jeremiah, is better appreciated by, using

Stulman's phraseology, stepping back, that is taking a distant posture and looking at the

overall picture. The comparison, we may try to find, could be a modem city. Entering

into a city and trekking from one street and lane to the other, one has at the first instance

the impression simply of how one street or road haphazardly connects to the other and

may not easily discover the underlying principle of the network of connection and city

plan. But from an aerial view like an in-flight view, one discovers that the city is

constructed on a network of roads, sometimes encircled by a principal one to which all

major lanes are connected, and which in turn connect the streets, and one can follow such

principle of connection till the smallest path ways. With such a view, one understands

that the locations of the airport, stations, parks, residential quarters, reserved areas,

forests, industrial layouts, establishments, etc are not by random happenstance but are

strategically planned and meaningfully placed, taking into consideration the

topographical and geographical nature of the city. Such a 'distant posture' to view the

book of Jeremiah would reveal two complementary fields of the book, which altogether

make a unified crucial theological design. To articulate this crucial theological assertion,

both fields must be represented. The book begins with a description of the impending

' STULMAN, Jeremiah,p. xviii.
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ruins to be wrought by YHWH by the dismantling of Judah's sacred canopies. By the end

of chapter 25, the reader should be already disgusted with a failing and catastrophic

system, with the undoing of Israel's social and religious community. Jer. 26-52 now

asserts that such endings and ruins are not definitive but are rather, impetus for new

affirmations of faith and reviving new structures. In such a way, the fundamental

theological claim of the text becomes that "the God who destroys is the very God who

'build and plants' (Jer. 1.10; 45.4). The God who judges trusted symbol systems and

shatters sacred canopies is the One who transforms death into life by the power of love

and mercy"^.

Our analyses of the four chapters lead us to detect in the literary block, as a whole a

concern over the problem of true and false prophecy, cast at the backdrop of the battle of

the prophet with other intermediaries over the stance of the community vis-a-vis Babylon

regarding the peace of the former. It is needless however to overemphasise the fact that

the nature of a text determines the profundity of the application of a particular

methodology. And so we are not unaware of the limits which the oracular nature of the

major part of the text of Jer. 26-29 would pose to the treatment of the text as pure

narrative. If chapters 26 and 28 are substantially stories told by the narrator, chapters 27

and 29 are mainly records of divine oracles as transmitted by the prophet. Therefore the

elements favourable to the reader's narrative appreciation of a text - the presence of

different (or many) characters, not just persons mentioned in the text, but characters

acting in the drama, clear distinctions of the classical stages of a plot {exposition,

complication, climax, denouement, etc) - are scarcely presentor greatly diminished, and

this could not but allow us to make appeal to other reading strategies at some specific

moments in the analysis. By this we admit that just like every other approach, the

narrative method has its limits particularly with regard to the scholarship of the book of

Jeremiah, and that is why, dissenting voices are equally strong. Regarding this. Diamond

does not fail to remark: "The difficulty for such strategies has been that they may never

rise above a 'pure' formalism; as a result, they cannot successfully address the

inconcinnities of the Jeremiah tradition that so trouble such (close) readers as Carroll or

' L. STULMAN, Order amid chaos, p. 97.
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McKane. In such cases the effort to produce an overarching coherent reading of the book

opens itself to the criticism of 'over-reading' beyond any demonstrable rhetorical

rationale or structure to connect what is not explicitly connected; and still, at times, even

the will to 'over-read' has had to prescind from the attempt by confessing no discernible

coherent form®.

This however said, we do not mince words in detecting, grosso modo, an element of plot

in the four chapters as a single narrative; or put better, detecting a narrative logic which

guides the narrator in the presentation of the discrete stories in the four chapters. It is in

this sense that we can still take a recourse to the classical terminologies of narrative

criticism to explain the narrative function of the individual chapters. In line with this, we

considered Jer. 26 as programmatic to the whole block where the narrator gives the

prophetic preaching and the tensions that accrue from the preaching. This chapter which

has as its highest note the positive evaluation of the prophetic identity of Jeremiah, is

followed logically by chapter 27, where the reader encounters the prophet fulfil his role,

the chapter in its own turn having as a major accent the attack on the false prophets, on

the question of the necessity of the yoke of Babylon vis-a-vis the peace of the people, and

ending with a clear challenge thrown to them. The reader is again not surprised

encountering in chapter 28 a personification of the false prophets and a betting of the

challenge of Jeremiah in the previous chapter in the person of Hananiah. This

confrontation serves as the climax. Hananiah' death at the end of the chapter shows the

beginning of the resolution and proves the victory of Jeremiah, who in chapter 29 gives

his own vision of peace and the conditions of its possibility. All in all, the conclusion by

way of synthesis (see Chapter Six of Part Two), given that we decided to treat the four

chapters of the block individually, is that the attentive reader, or the attentive listener, is

in no way in doubt of the major theme of the block, that of discernment of true and false

prophecy, beginning from Jer. 26 till 29.

' A.R.P. DIAMOND, Introduction, in A.R.P. DIAMOND et al. (eds.). Troubling Jeremiah,p. 15-32, seep.

20.
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The problem about the book of Jeremiah is not only the question of the possibility of a

narrative approach to the book, there is also in the writing of many authors, a strong

opposition to the possibility of a theological articulation of the book's content. On

another important note, the famous dialogue, even dispute, between Carroll and

Brueggemann on the question of a theological intent of the book is revealing: it will

always depend on the perspective that a scholar wants to valorize. Our inclination in this

respect goes in favour of Brueggemann and other authors in the same camp. The opinion

of our thesis is that in the final analysis, the book of Jeremiah, as a book that shares close

affinity with other prophetic books, without dissolving its specificity in anonymity,

remains a text that bears witness to an effort to construct and articulate the doubtful and

enigmatic presence of God in human affairs, especially when this presence is met with

dissonance. No wonder Brueggemann suggests in conclusion that the future work in

Jeremiah scholarship should inevitably in a way be theological since "without reference

to Yahweh [thebook of Jeremiah] is no book at all and its sustained act of imagination is

emptied of any force if Yahweh is flattened out to be only a code-term for aggressive

land acquisition"'".

How does the block on prophetic authenticity share in thegeneral theological framework

of the book of Jeremiah? Chapters 26-29 participate centrally in the theology of the book

not onlyby its geographical placement as the very first block of the second scroll, but in

the development of the theme. Beginning with a conditional sermon of repentance or

doom for the city and for the temple, it continues with the inevitability ofthe yoke under

Babylon and Nebuchadnezzar, an inevitability dramatised in chapter 28. However, the

wrath of YHWH is notforever; Babylon and Nebuchadnezzar are still agents for YHWH

to realise and configure a newness of life for his people, a proclamation which begins in

chapter 29 with the care to the exiles, but which will beclearly and explicitly articulated
in an oracular fashion in chapters 30-31, demonstrated in a long section in narrative in

32-45, ending with a positive note ofpromise of life for Baruch, articulated again in the

Oracle against the Nations in 46-51, which is in actual fact life for Judah whose enemies

W. BRUEGGEMANN, Next Steps in Jeremiah Studies'} in A.R.P. DIAMOND et al. (eds.). Troubling
Jeremiah, p. 404-421, seep. 416.
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are under the judgement of YHWH, and finally concluded in Jer. 52 with the description

of the kind treatment meted to Jehoiakim.

From a more precise theological perspective, we identified the problem of true and false

prophecy to be the major theological focus of Jer. 26-29, and Part Three was a discussion

on this theme from the background of the text, a discussion that developed into

contextual considerations. James A. Sanders" talks of the concept of "dynamic analogy"

which he says is a helpful way to interpret and make use of a text. According to him, the

analogy must be "dynamic", that is, one that emerges out of one's own interpretation and

experience. The central thesis of Part Three is that with such dynamic analogy, the book

of Jeremiah has a contemporary relevance when we abstract its theological articulations

and then submit the contemporary situation to its light. Our present human societies can

be viewed closely with the lens of the situation in the text. The different personalities and

characters in the drama of the text, represent, in a sort, the different actors in the religious

drama in the context in which we live and do theology today. The confrontation between

Hananiah and Jeremiah in the middle of the block represents the conflict between

contending propositions in matters of religion, theology or even denomination. This is

even more the case in regions where religion still plays a strong role in the day-to-day life

of the population, and where in addition, religious and denominational voices contradict

one another while pronouncing the truth about the Inexpressible. Who has the truth?

Where is the truth to be found? What are the criteria for knowing the bearer of the truth?

What are the clues for discernment? How can an individual react and respond in the face

of opposition to his own standpoint, even though each of the contending parties is

consciously sure of the veracity of the truth claim of its contention? The Jeremiah-

Hananiah duel reveals, from the background of the characterisation of these personages

in the text, that there should be, in matters pertaining to the Truth, an attitude of reticence

towards any absolute claims. YHWH alone is the arbiter in these matters and human

beings need always to maintain consciousness of their contingency.

" J.A. SANDERS, Hermeneutics, inK. CRIM (ed.), IDBS, Nashville, 198),p. 402-407, seep. 406.
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It takes us to the question of pluralism that forms a major motif in our Part One.

Hermeneutical pluralism leads to practical pluralism. Oneof the many signs of the times,

and equally one of the many blessings in our day, is no doubt what has been called

religious pluralism, or in other words, a widespread and vigorous revival of religions in

their multiple forms'̂ . And since religion is inevitably connected with culture, a
religiously pluralistic society is, or should be, at the same time multicultural and

multiethnic'̂ . This multi-religiosity of the society, giving rise to multiculturalism and
multiethnicity has helped the different religions (and should do so), theologians, religious

and denominational leaders to develop a strong sense of respect for the other. In fact,

pluralism could be said to be one of the marks of modern and post modern theological

thinking. And what does this mean in concrete terms? It could have expression in

different areas; in theological formulations, as concerns religious convictions,

denominational boundaries, cultural ideological standpoints and prejudices, in

interpersonal and intercommunitarian relationships, etc. Ina word, it means an attitude of

openness to and acceptance of the workings of the Spirit beyond one's particular

confines. The minute intricacies involved inthis theological question and discussion - the
question and danger of relativism and subjectivism —was quite beyond the major cruxof

our focus; suffice it to say that one ofthe lessons ofthe narratives ofJer. 26-29 points to

the obstacles toharmony which isan attitude ofexclusivity, an attitude that isnot willing
to open oneself and recognise the truth and the nobility in the other, an attitude that is

totalitarian in thinkingand in acting.

Narratology-Theology-Normativity
In the logic ofour work, theology becomes the prism through which a normal literary
piece is seen asScripture, and when this happens, clearly, the logic, the grammar, ofthe

reading shifts. Polk beautifully articulates this shift ofthe language codes:

P.C. PHAN, Doing Theology in the Context ofCultural and Religious Pluralism: An Asian Perspective,
in LvSt27 (2002), p. 39-68,see p. 39.

In saying this, we are not unaware ofthe many places and situations where this isstill not the case; that
is, where a religion, understood as aState religion, is privileged above others or even where free religious
expression ofthe inhabitants isnot yet recognised oreven prohibited.
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"When the Gestalt is formed in the context of faith and the paradigm is taicen as

word of God, then the subjunctive mood and the adverbs of possibility [...] shift

toward the indicative and imperative. This of course means that the quality of the

reader's involvement also shifts. [...]. The text, instead of merely proposing

possible ways of construing word and self and beyond simple entertaining the

reader with a sense of 'having lived another life', is now viewed as having a claim

upon oneself. Its ultimate meaning, what it finally intends, is something that is

only completed in the reader's living. How s/he responds to the summons and

pursues the intended transformation become part of the work's scope. In fact, that

response becomes one criterion for evaluating what the text is and does, what it

ultimately means. The transformed life of a competent reader becomes a guide to

interpretation"'''.

It is therefore a question of the confluence between narratology and theological

normativity. A narrative in its literary form is essentially characterised distinctly by the

presence of a story and a teller of the story, the narrator'̂ . In its encompassing sense, a

narrative is an account of events and characters in the events, acting through time and

space. The chaining of these events, their beginning and end is organised by the narrator,

by his purposeful principle of selection. In other words, it is an account of characters and

events in a plot moving over time and space through conflict toward resolution'®. But in
our contention, the arrangement of the materials does not rely only on editorial and

literary sensitivities, but even that, also on the message. This is particularly interestingfor

the biblical texts, which remain an articulation of the Inexpressible, God Himself and the

relations of the humans with Him. And so the biblical text could be appreciated as a text

that puts in scene the interactions of the human characters with themselves and with God,

though inaccessible, but still as a character.

T. POLK, The Prophetic Persona, p. 174.

R. SCHOLES & R. KELLOG, The Nature ofNarrative, London, 1966, p. 4.

G. FACKRE,Narrative Theology: An Overview, in Interpretation 37 (1983), p. 340-352, see p. 340.
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Then we come to narrative theology, which in the main is a discourse about God in the

setting of story. In this sense, narrative becomes the image and medium for understanding

and interpreting faith. Depiction and description of reality in terms of plot, coherence,

movement and climax becomes the elements at the centre of talk about God. Robert Alter

has the credit in writing: "In biblical narrative [...] God's purposes are always

entrammeled in history, dependent on the acts of individual men and women for their

continuing realization [...]. The biblical tale, through the most rigorous economy of

means, leads us again and again to ponder complexities of motive and ambiguities of

character because they are essential aspects of its vision (of humanity), created by God,

enjoying or suffering all the consequences of human freedom"'̂ . It is thus a question of

seeing in the literary artistry itself the normative voice of Scripture. McCarthy cites the

inner questionings of a "religious", disturbed because Scripture has been entangled in

literary embellishment: "The Scripture scholars with their midrash and so forth have

thrown out the baby with the bath as far as I am concerned. It is disconcerting to have no

way of finding out how much is the word of God and how much is literary

embellishment. I have simply given up meditation on the Bible". Responding to this

pious concern and anxiety, McCarthy answers:

"There is 'no wayof finding out' what 'is the word of God' and 'what is literary

embellishment' because the distinction is impossible. The literature is the word of

God. The literary expression is not a mere material cloak for some mysterious

divine thing; the expression is the divine communicating itself to man in the only

terms man can grasp, human terms?

Literary reading has therefore become at the same time theological, and why not,

religious reading, andmore so, foronewho considers Scripture to be Holy Writ. It is true

thatmany scholars think thatmodem biblical criticism should be based in large measure,

on the rejection of religious dogma, at times for the simple reason to sound radical, or to

avoid being tagged conservative, it is also true that"totheextent thata religious reading

" R. ALTER, The Art ofBiblical Narrative, p. 12, 22.
" D.J. McCarthy, The word ofGod and "Literary Embellishment", in D.J. MCCARTHY, Institution
and Narratives: Collected Essays, Rome, 1985, p.287-311, seep.287.
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suits the biblical texts and has an advantage for understanding them, it has significant

scholarly contributions to make"". Again, it is true that the attempt to balance the one-

sidedness of a far too radical and secular reading of biblical narratives can lead to the

danger of defending religious truth at the price of an apologetic compromise of scholarly

rigour, it is equally true that "the glory of the religious reading of Scripture is not a search

for some quasi-scientific confirmation of traditional verities but the exposition of

religious questions that have been neglected by biblical scholarship. Questions that are

genuine produce answers thatare true"^°.

Robert Alter concludes his book thus:

"The Hebrew writers manifestly took delight in the artful limning of these lifelike

characters and actions, and so they created an unexhausted source of delight for a

hundred generations of readers. But that pleasure of imaginative play is deeply

interfused with a sense of great spiritual urgency. The biblical writers fashion

their personages with a complicated, sometimes alluring, often fiercely insistent

individuality because it is in the stubbornness of human individuality that each

man and woman encounters God or ignores Him, responds to or resists Him.

Subsequent religious tradition has by and large encouraged us to take the Bible

seriously rather than to enjoy it, but the paradoxical truth of the matter may well

be that by learning to enjoy the biblical stories more fully as stories, we shall also

come to see more clearly what they mean to tell us about God, man, and the

perilously momentous realm ofhistory '̂.

Further, a last word on the theological accent given to the text we have analysed and the

book of Jeremiah in general. It is true that there is temptation in religious (Christian)

circles today, due to fundamentalism or even fanaticism, to push the text so further than

reasonable; or even make the God of the text to become an ideological tool for

U. SIMON, Reading Prophetic Narratives, trans, from the Hebrew by Lenn J. Schramm, Bloomington,

1997, p. xvi-xvii.

U. SIMON, Reading Prophetic Narratives, p. xvii.

R. ALTER, The Art ofBiblical Narrative, p. 189.
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ideological ends. This attitude, described by Brueggemann as belated fideism and

complementary scepticism^^, we have previously described assterilisation. That is also to

say, with Brueggemann, it is not a question of 'interpretation' or 'application' of the text

so that it can be brought near to suit our experience and circumstance. Rather, the text,

powerful and compelling as it is, passionate and uncompromising, requires we submit our

experience to it, and thereby re-enter our experience on new terms, namely the terms of

the text. The text does not need to be applied to the modem situation; rather the situation

needs to be submitted to the text for a fresh discernment. It is rather the situation that

needs a re-interpretation. It is in a way a question of reading and always re-reading

ancient biblical texts with a kind of social responsiveness however foreign to historical-

critical methods. The reader's reading compass does not entail asking what these texts

mean or what they say, as if by that the reader would arrive at a final summary or

conclusion, but rather "what these texts do, in their inception and each time in their

retelling"^^ Brueggemann continues: "I argue that they [texts] propose to us an
alternative world in which to live. They invite us to try it and forthemoment to withdraw

our intense allegiance to the world defined by the system. The stories have as their

function to loosen our tight commitments to the life-world of our vested interests and for

a moment to perceive theworld differently" '̂*.

Overtures: A gap closed, a gloss introduced

Reading the book of Jeremiah, of course remains an ongoing process, despite the

enormity of works and volumes that have seen the light of the day. One of the subtle and

underlying presuppositions we have maintained in our hermeneutic articulation in Part

One is that no reading is final. The reading we have proposed, like all others, is at best

only partial, and using the words ofPolk, "shaped (and misshaped) by the dialogue with

earlier readings and limited by the restricted perspective and competences of this

particular reader"^^, and I add, will be evidently limited by future reading postures yet to

^ W. BRUEGGEMANN, Next Steps in Jeremiah Studies! p. 417.
W. BRUEGGEMANN, The Prophet as a Destabilising Presence, p.226-221.

W.BRUEGGEMANN, The Prophet as a Destabilising Presence, p.227.

T. POLK, TheProphetic Persona, p. 174.
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be born. This is why one of the major tasks of exegesis, in our contention, is not simply,

giving explanations and answers to haunting questions, but engaging in the

methodological and hermeneutical debate. The questions, especially the second, posed by

Jesus (see the General Introduction), remains the guiding compass in all exegetical

enterprise; "what is written in the Law (text)? How do you readT

"The gates of exegesis have not been locked", writes Maimonides. This thesis is not the

first work on the book of Jeremiah. It is neither the first written in one or two or more of

the chapters of this work. Even though the accents of the work delineate its specificity

and difference from previous works on the book of Jeremiah, it does not pretend

nevertheless to be the first work done fi-om the bias of the synchronic approach on the

book. This granted, each positive achievement in any exegetical exercise remains at the

same time a delineation of its limit. The reader of an exegetical work retains the right,

and why not, even the obligation, to add a personal link to the long chain of biblical

exegesis. But this is supposed to be necessarily connected with those that preceded it, for

the new is to a good logical extent a product of the old - either by continuation or by

contradiction. Knowledge of the past links does not simply make one acquainted with the

achievements of the predecessors, but also deepens one's understanding and at the same

time creates other overtures for future scholars. In this sense, an attempt to close a gap in

exegesis becomes an introduction of a gloss.

And so, re-reading this thesis in the last few weeks hints me that if I were to rework on it,

it is evident that it has opened up more ways than it has tried to close by finding

alternative reading postures to previous glosses in interpretation. It suffices just to

mention few of these areas according to the different Parts of the thesis. It remains for me

a disturbing question if, taking the LXX as a point of departure, one would still arrive at

the same theological design in the book of Jeremiah as we have detected with the MT,

bearing in mind the different internal logic of organisation in the LXX. If the design is

the same, that poses further problems about explaining the evident difference in the

organisation of the two editions. Should the design be different, a work of comparison

imposes all the more.
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In discussing the theology of the text, it was always at the back of the mind the confusion

between the possible ideological claims of the text, as championed by Carroll, and the

theological as by Brueggemann. It is true that in many stages of the thesis, we have more

identified with Brueggemann, Clements, Stulmam, etc, i.e. those who are alignedmore to

the theological voice of the text, reading Carroll however has always been an alarming

voice which hints at the yet unearthed problems or some other facets of the old problems

not easily explainable. Take for example Carroll's insistence on the question of the

ideological stance of the book. Even though that synchronic sensitivities bracket these

biases out, the reader does not find it so easy to ignore them especially when the latter

also has an interest in the theological message of the narrative. Brueggemann is true

when he writes that "there is no easy or innocent settlement of categories of 'ideology'

and 'theology', and to project one's own reservations of certain categories of utterance

(or one's own enthusiasms) is hardly helpful or scholarly"^^. It seems a deeper

engagement with the text is needed in this respect, knowing that there are hazards in each

of the options. While preference fortheology may easily lead to succumbing to privileged

claims, the champions of ideology may not pretend scientifically detached especially

when the usage of the concept is reductionist. Whether these two streams should remain

parallel or whether there is, or are meeting points, seems to me a further task that our

research workshould attempt inthe future to engage with.

Finally, even though in the General Introduction it was announced that the theological

articulation, especially as concerns thecontextual aspect, would notbeelaborated, I sense

the necessity of future work in Jeremiah to dwell seriously and more concretely onwhat

these ancient texts mean for the man andwoman of today who read these texts, andthis

in more concrete and more specifically contextual ambient. How can these narratives be

made part and parcel of the 'handbooks' of concreteChristian and Jewishcommunities in

the last analysis, without at the same time rendering the text untouchable and blocking its

dynamism? However, in the pages above and to the extent it is here articulated, part of

Jeremiah's message is a call to hope even in the midst of ruins, bearing in mind that

W. BRURGGEMANN, Next Steps inJeremiah Studies? p.413.
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YHWH is at work; a call to each reader to recognise his or her limits in his or her

reading, in order to listen to the other, while both would equally recognise their common

limits, then listen together, especially in matters and pronouncements concerning the

Other, the Absolute.
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